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FOREWORD

L This military handbook is approved for w by all Activities and Agencies of the Dcpartmenl of the Army and is
available for uat by all Departments and Agencies of the Department of Defenac.

2. Bcnefwial comments (recommendations, additiona, deletions) and any pertinent data that may be of use in
improving thisdocument should be MMresaedh. @mmaadcr, US Army Armament Rmcarclk Ikvclopmen& and
Engineering Center, ATTIW SMCAR-BAC*, %atiatty Araa4 NJ 07BO$-SfXll,by uaiag tlw ulf-alM-
Standardizuion Document Improvarrtcmt Proposal (DD Form 14* appearittg at the cad of thii douuntnt or by
letter.

3. This handbook was developed under the auapias of the US Army Materiel Command’s Engidng Design
Handbook Program, which is under the direction of the US Army Management Engineering College.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This chapler defines the purpose and scope of the handbook. The elements of a to wed artiller~ syslem are
defked; theirfimctioru and theinterfacesbetween subsystemsare discussed. Variationsin conjlgurationof a
towed artillerysystem employing (he soft recoilprhtciple of operation andfu[l 360-deg off-carriage traverse
are dircursed. Melhods used to analyze the dynamics of 10wed systems and the role of dynamic models in
system design are introduced. The ure of dynamic+nodelrfor load analysis,recoil mechanism design, and
weapon stabilityanalysisisdiscussedand illustrated.

1-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS
,.

B(t)= breech force, N
Ps = propellant gas force, N

g = acceleration due to gravity, m/s2
I = impulse of breech foru, K-s
J = polar moment of inertia of weapon about spade, kgm?

& = constant recoil force, N
K(t) = recoil force, N

kG = spring rate of soil at firing base, N/m
L = length of recoil, m

M,= mass of recoiling parts, kg
t = time, s

1! = time over which breech force acts, s
t,= recoil stroke time, s

W = wqon weight, N
W,= we~t of recoifing parts, N ‘ “

x = position of recoiling parts. m
i= recoil velocity, m/s

ycc = horizontal distance from spade to weapon center of gravity, m
yc = horizontal distance from spade to firing base, m
yr = horizontal distance from spade to trunnion, m

= tzunrtion heighh m
,,

Zr
0 = angleof elcvatioq rad

~=pitchattgleofqmd

1-1 PURPOSE
Thepurpose of this handbook is to pres&t and illustrate design methods for towed artillety systems and

their components. Towed systems are artillery weapons transported by prime movers that are separate from
the artillery weapon. Towed artillety systems are capable of emplacement, delivery of fire, and displacement
by a field artillery crew. The towed artillery weapon system consists of ‘

1. Ammunition
2. Tube and breech
3. Recoil mechanism
4. Carriage struct ures
5. Mechanisms allowing for elevation, traverse, and emplacement
6. Fire control equipment

1-1
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7. Travel gear
8. Prime mover.

Design of ammunition, tube and breech, recoil mechanism, fire control equipment, and prime mover are
treated in related handbooks. The component designs of the remaining weapon subsystems are discussed in
this handbook. Also system design, including tradeoffs among the various subsystems comprising the towed
artiIlcry system, is treated in this handbook together with tradeoff considerations involving components and
subsystems that are treated in the related design handbooks.

Towed artillery system design and integration are defhted as the process of meeting the requirements for
towed artillery weapon systems within both user-imposed and technological constraints. Inputs to system
design are provided by userrequirementson range,payload, precision, rate of fire, weapon versatility, level of
ittvulnerablliiy, allowed weight, airdrop, transportability, durability, reliabilityy, maintainability, and other
pertinent demands placed on the weapon system. Human factors considerations, technological constraints,
weapon-soil interaction, and other related constraints play an important role in creating ● suitable design.
Although a great deal of effort during development of a towed artillery ~apon system ,@devoted to
component design and development, it is important that the system designer bay careful attenti&t to system
level tradeoffs and interfaces among the”componcnts of the artillery system.

One of the basic functions of system design is selection of a principle of operation of the towed artillery
weapon. In this principle such alternatives as conventional hydropneumtttic versus soft recoil mechanisms,
on-carriage versus off-carriage traverse, use of muzzle brake, and use of ground-anchoring techniques are
considered. In conjunction with component design specialists, the artillery system engineer must

1. select candidate components and subsystems that offer the potential for meeting system requirements
and constraints.

2. Creak a system model that reflects component performance and limitations.
3. Use system models to define component and subsystem performance requirements and carry out

traded analysisthat guides design of components.
These system design activitiesdominate the preliminary design phase of an artillery system and must continue
throughout development of the entire weapon system.

Examples of system level considerations that influence component design are user requirements on
emplacement time, traversing capability, and soil conditions on which the weapon must be capable of
operating. These requirements may determine the acceptabilityy of using stakes and spades as ground ●nchors
●nd lead to the selection of a conventional hydropneumatic or a soft recoil mechanism. and-after considering
the inherent advantages of each-the loads that must be transmitted to ground and the sfitern &ih~’Basic
tradeoffs must often be developed for competing design approaches and tiegotiations enteretf’into with the
user community in order to arrive at decisions leading to subsystem selection and specific dmign requirements.

The scope of this handbook includes bot h system level design and detailed design of mechanisms, equilibra-
tors, bearings, cradles, and carriages. Preliminary design and tradeoff analysis is presented and includes
considerations of ammunition, tube and breech, recoil mechanism, fire control equipment, human factors,
and other components comprising the artillery weapon. System kinematic and dynamic modeling methods are
presented and used in system level tradeoff determination and in the definition of component load-carrying
requirements. The results of preiiminaty system design and tradeoff analysis provide “the basis for the
discussion of the detailed design of mechanisms, quilibrators, bcarin~, cradles, and amiagcs. Design for
st.mtgth is a major consideration in virtually all component designs presented in this handbook. Claasii
mechanics of material approaches to stress analysis and the more modem finite ekment method of stress
asudyais are used in design of components. The designer is also requiredto satisfy all militaryspecifkatiotssand
standards ●pplicabk to the component dcaigncd. A wide range of mechanical design techniques and technolo-
gies are involved in system artd component design.

1-2 ELEMENTS OF TOWED ARTILLERY SYSTEMS
The M 198, 15S-mm towed artillery systcm shown in Fig. I-1 is typical of modern towed artilky systems.

This air transportable system is the most modern towed artillery system developed through the 1970s and uses
conventional artillery design technology and lightweight construction techniques. It is used in this paragraph
to illustrate the major components that comprise the towed artillery system.

I-2
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-Muzzle Broke

Recoil Mechanism

Cradle

TrovelGear

Bottom Carriage

f
propelling Charge

Figure 1-1. M198 Towed Artillery System

1-2.1 SUBSYSTEMS COMPRISING A TOWED ARTILLERY SYSTEM
The principal subsystems of a towed artillery system, such as that shown in Fig. 1-1, are

1. Ammunition
2. Tube and breech
3. Recoil system
4. C!radk
S.’Top”catriagc ‘‘

1,

6, Bottom carriage
7. Equilibrator
8. Elevating mechanism
9, Traversing mechanism

10. Fire control equipment
11. Travel gear
12. Prime mover.

Except for variations in towed artillery system design employing soft recoil and some cksigna etnployiw
off- traverse, these subsystems arc mdverdy employed in towed artilkrysystmsm. Some variations in
system design thti invoke slightly different subsyetem compostilon arc dkcusscd in par. 1-2.2. In order to be
preciscinsubsequent detailed design discttseions, definitions of the subsystems are presented inthc paragraphs
that follow.

1-2.1.1 Ammunition

Ammunition for a towed artillery system consists of a family of rounds of varying zone charge and projectile
type. Fig. I-2 shows propelling charges and a variety of projectiles employed in a 155-mm towed attillety
weapon system. Propelling charges vary from Zone 1through Zone 8, with progressive increases in propelling
charge and muzzle velocity. Projectiles fired from the 155-mm towed system include conventional high
explosive (HE), a family of submunition cargo rounds, a guided projectile, and nuclear projectiks. This family
of ammunition is separate loading, which means that the projectile is first inserted into the tube and rammed
into the forcing cone and the propelling charge is loaded separately into the chamber. A primer that ignites the
propelling charge is insetted separately into the breechblock.

This variety of charges and projectile types must be considered in artillery system design because of ( 1) the
variability of the breech force associated with each and (2) the requirement for the weapon to fire each of the

1-3
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5

Igniter

Ill
Zones I-7 Zone8 HE Projectile Submunition

7\
%

Guided

~- Corgo Projectile
Propelling Charges

Figure l-2. Famiiyof Separate Loading 155-mm Ammunition

rounds of ammunition in the family with acceptable performance of the recoil mechanism and stress levels in
all components of the system. In addition to force input considerations, ammunition handling considerations
play a key role in the design of a towed artiliety system because the weapon must be sewed by a field artfilcry
crew. The weight of projectiles and the desired rate of fire of the system play an important role in detcrxnining
the kind of ammunition handling equipment that must be designed as part of the towed system. For example,
for f55-mm systems with projectiles weighing about 445 N, manual insertion and ramming of the projectile in
the chamber is not generally practical. Therefore, a loading tray and auxiliary ramming equipment must be
considered. Thus human factors considerations play a crucial role in determining a rate of fire that can be
achieved with a large caliber weapon, and these factors dictate the design of ammunition handling equipment
that is part of the towed artillery system.

In contrast to the separate loading ammunition generally employed in large caliber systems, semifixed
ammunition is employed in 105-mm systems. Fig. 1-3 shows the semifixcd ammunition employed in the
current versions of US Army 10S-mm artillery. Since the 105-mm projectile weighs about 140 N, the entire
projectile and propelling charge can be incorporated in a single package that can be handJ@ loaded, and
rarnmodinto the weapon chamber. This feature MS to substantially higher rates of fire than can be achieved
with large caliber weapons. As intcrrnediatecalibers are lmsukierecl, the kmmatt factors aspect of the ability of a
crew to handle a setitxed round must receive careful consideration. Semifued ammunition generally is
packaged with the htghest zone charge. Charge increments are removed prior to loading to achieve a round of
ammunition with a lower charge. The primer for scmifixed ammunition is contained in the cartridge case;
accordingly, no separate provision needs to be made for primer insertion into the breechblock.

For details concerning ammunition characteristics and design, refer to Refs. 1-4.

1-2.1.2 Tube and Breech

The tube and breech assembly consists of the tube, the breech ring, the bkcechblock, and, in many cases, the
muzzle brake, which is attached to the tube. The breech ring contains interrupted threads or a wedge guide to
allow Ioeking of the breechblock to provide a seal for the chamber during firing. Also a breech closing and
locking mechanism is required to allow the crew to open and close the breech and to accomplish the locking
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— Incremental Propelling Charges

r Noncrimped Cortridge Case

rP’ojec+i’e
I I rFuze

Figure 1-3. Semi5xed 105-ntm Ammunition

functium The space required foraarryiug otit these furpotions must be ,qqefully considered in design of the
towed systmm Huma~ factarstconsiduratims am rcqui~cd -rningt~ qbiiity of the crew to exert fprces of
the required level to carry out the functions of bmeoh closur< locking, aqd unlockhqp l?ii. 1-4 shows the tube
and breech for tbe M 198 weapon. system, which employs an interrupted thread screw btecchblock with a
thermal warning dcvia. -

Muzzle Brake

., .: .,,. ,,.
,,. . .... .

4,I@,, L’.

Figure 14. M199 Gun Tube and Breech for M198 Howitzer
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The muzzle brake, if used, is attached to the muzzle of the tube to provide a reduction-by deflecting
propellant gases as they exit the tube—in the impulse delivered to the recoiling parts during firing. The
efficiency of a muzzle brake must be determined during system design, considering the blast overpressure
levels that can be tolerated hy the artillery crew and also meet the requirements as specified in Military
Standard (M JL-STD) 1474 (Ref. 5). Muzzle brake efficiency and its effect on recoil mechanism design and
dynamics are considered in Ref. 6, details of muzzle brake design maybe found in Ref. 7, and details on tube
and breech design are found in Refs. 8 and 9, respectively.

Although selection of tube rifling twist is dictated by ammunition design, the twist selected plays a role in the
design of the sliding bearings required to allow recoil motion between the recoiling parts and the cradle of the
weapon, and in design of trunnion bearings. The torque exeficd on the projectile by the tube must be resisted
by these bearings to provide an interface that must be considered during design of a towed artillery system.
Design of the translational recoil bearing is diaeussed in Chapter 6 of Ref. 6.

1-2.13 Recoil Sy@em

The recoil mechanism is the subsystem th~t allows for motion of the mailing parts and generates the
retarding for~ rquired to bring these parts to rest and to return them to the battery position during the firing
cycle. A schematic of the M 198 hydropneumatic recoil mechanism is shown in Fig. 1-5. Fiuid throttling
through a variable area orifice is employed to generate the retarding force required to bring the recoiling parts
to rest after the round is fired. A nitrogen gas recuperator stores energy during the recoil cycle and provides the
needed thrust to propel the recoiling parts forward to the in-battery position during the counterrecoil cycle.

The rccofi system is the most critical of the towed tiillery subsystems with regard to system integration.
Selection of the recoil length, recoil ford lard, and Ihetype of recoil and -riterracoil system dietatca force
levels that are encountered by other stibsyatcma and the layout of the weapon system to provide fmespace for
recoil and stability of the weapon system. Dethilcd design considerations for recoil systems may be found in
Ref. 6, which presents both preliminary design techniques of importance in towed artillery sptem design and
detailed recoil mechanism design data and techniques.

Figure 1-5. Schematic Diagram of M198 Recoil Mechanism
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Crod
Ireof the tipping parts that pivots about the trunnion and supports the
il. The angle between the cradle and top carriage controls the elevation
the top carriage to orient the gun tube in azimuth.

lction for the cradle, the U-type (Fig. I-6) and the O-type (Fig. 1-7).
is and design are presented in Chapter 7. Cradles arc fabricated of alloy
~g$ forging% or weldmen~ am used to form the b=ic Structure. For
alloy or a composite material maybe preferable.
:radle are the recoil moohanism, trunnions, elevating mechanism, and

c

il mechanism are attached to the cradle, and the movable portions are
utnions are considered to be components of the cradle, regardless of
ed on the side frames of the top carriage or on the cradle. The elevating

.arriage and cradle to control the elevation of the weapon.
Rak isa U-shaped aluminum wcldment with box sections as structural

ed at the rearof the cradle arms. The gun tube slides through a bearing
rails slide through guides attached to each side of the cradle.
lthstand firing ioad, transit loads, and shock loads generated during
sibic to redua deflection of the structure, which affects the precision of

e

rFuze

I
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n design of the
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shows the tube
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rake
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)rting structure for the cradle. It supports the tipping parts through the
ing loads from the cradle to the bottom carriage or other supporting
atoraand houses the elevating and traversing mechanisms. In traverse
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(B) Concentric Recoil Mechanism Type
Section A-A

Figure 1-7.

Fig. I-8 shows a typical top carriage structure.
should be expected for dfierent weapon systems.

II
O-Type Cradles

Variations in the geometry of the top carnage structure
These are necessary to accommodate other quipment

associated wfih the top carriage. The equipment associated with the top carnage arc equilibrators, elevating
mechanisms, and traversing mechanisms. Design of top carriage structure is discussed in Chapter 8.

The top carriage generally is made of steel, although aluminum alloys have been used in modem weapons to
achieve a light weight. The structure may be fabricated by forging, casting, or welding. Wetdments arc
generally cheaper and can be fabricated in a relatively shorter time bccausc commercially available stock may
be used. The top carriage of the M 198 system, for exampie, is made by welding aluminum box sections.

1-2.1.6 BottotII Carriage

The bottom carriage is the part of the weapon which supports the top carriage, provides the pivot for the
traversing parts, and contains the ground anchors. The bottom carriage and its components-including
wheels, trails, and outriggers-provide the structural foundation for the weapon. When emplaced and during
ftig the bottom carriage transmits carriage loads to the ground. During transit it may become thcchassii for
the vehicle.

The bottom carriage for a weapon system can have one of several different types of construction. For
example, for the 155-mm M 198 Howitzer, shown in Fig. 1-1, the bottom carriage consists of a main bod y with
a firing base and hinges, which provide connections with the split trails. Each trail is made of a box section. The
firing base is lowered to the ground for emplacement and firing of the weapon. Some bottom carriages consist
of only a firing base or firing platform. This arrangement for the bottom carriage allows for 360dcg
off+arriage traverse of the weapon.

The bottom carriage could be a casting, forging, or a weldment made of steel or an aluminum alloy. The
main body carriage for the M198system is a KO-1 aluminum alloy casting. The KO-1 aluminum alloy contains
silver, manganese, magnesium, titanium, and copper, This aluminum alloy is as strong as steel but is more
desirable duc to its light weight. For appropriate strength specifications, see Ref. 10.

I-8
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Figure 1-8. Top Carriage Structure for M19t? Howitzer

1-2.1.7 Equilibrator

The equilibrator is a force-producing mechanism that provides the moment needed to counterbalance the
moment generated by the murzk prcponderanoe of the tipping parta about the weapon trunnion. The
equilibrator acts between the cradk and top oadagc, ad it gensratea a force that plaoes tk tipping parts
approximately k equilibrium throughout the extremes of elevation of the tipping parts. With a properly
designed equilibrator, the torque input requirements at the elevating handwheel are such that the crew can
ckvatc and depress the weapon with moderate effort.

A schematic diagram of the M 198 equilibrator is shown in Fig. 1-9. This quilibrator is of the pneumatic
type, i.e., the force is generated by compressed nitrogen gas. For small caliber weapons, a mechanical spring
equilibrator is often adequate; however, for large caliber weapons with a large moment imbalance about the
trunnion, pneumatic equilibrators are generaIiy more effective. The equilibrator attachment points on the
cradle and top carriage play an impofimt role in determining the effectiveness of the equilibrator and play a
key role in system design.

1-2.1.8 Elevating Mechanism

The elevating mechanism is composed of a handwheel, gearing, and structural components that precisely
control the elevation angle between the cradle and top carriage. Modern towed artillery elevating mechanisms
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Figure l-9. Tension-Type Pneumatic Equilibrator for M198Howitzer

employ an elevating strut thnt operatti between the top carriage and cradle to control the rotation of the cradle
about the tiunnion.

,,

The elevating mechanism employed in the M 198 “Howitzer is shown in Ftg. 1-10. It includes a no-back
device, a mechanical clutch in the case of the M 198, that precludes torque feedback to the handwhed during
firing. Gearing design must be carried out to provide a high degree of precision in location of the tipping parts
and often requires the incorporation of springs within the gcanng system to prevent extreme loads on precision
gears during firing and the associated high loads that are transmitted through the weapon support stmcturc.
Consideration must also be given to eliminating backlash or to providing for a preloading on the gear system in
a direction that precludes free motion of the tipping parts during the in-bore period, which would degrade
precision.

1-2.1.9 Traversing Mechankm

The traversing mechanism consists of a handwheel and gearing which precisely controls azimuth of the top
carriage with respect to the bottom carriage, hence orienting the gun tube in azimuth.

A schematic traversing mechanism is shown in Fig. 1-11. Gearing, with the incorporation of a no-back
device to prevent feedback of torque through the traversing handwheel, is required to carry out the traversing
function. Torque requirements on the no-back device for the traveming mechanism are generally kss severe
than in the case of elevation in whkh moments may occur during firing.

1-2.1.10 Fire Control Equipment

Fire control for a towed artiliery system includes a telescope, a ground-based reference, and azimuth and
elevation readouts located on the weapon. This equipment provides a reference for the crew as to the actual
elevation and azimuth of the tube. Elements of the fire control subsystem for the M J98 towed artillery system
are shown in Fw. 1-12; design of this equipment is discussed in Ref. 11. Its location on the towed artillery
system and it$ attachment to the top carri~ and cradk am important considcrmiona in _ desigm The
location of theequiprnent, to allow ready access by the crew in order to assure ●camue poaitioaing of the top
caniage and cradle,& a human factor that must be given oarcftd oonsideratiom

.
1-2.1.11 Tmvel Gear

Travel gear for a towed artillery system includes wheels, tires, wheel barings, and a mechanism for Nhg
the wheels to lower the firing base of the bottom carriage to the ground in preparation for a fin mission and to
elevate the bottom carriage off the ground when displacing the weapon and preparing for travel. The wheels
and traVelgear for the M 198 Howitzer are shown in Fii. 1-1. Principal duign considpations for the travel mar
concern selection of tires and wheel bearings suitable for loads encountmed during travel and in the design of
lowering and raising mechanisms that allow the crew to emplacc and displace the weapon.

1-2.2 VARIATION IN SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS

The subsystems discussed in par. I-2.1 are those normalIy employed in a towed artillery weapon system.
There are towed system configurations, however, that involve substantial differences in design approach for
some subsystems. The moat substantial variation involves off-carriage traverse, as used in the M 102 and M204

1-1o
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Howitzers, which are shown in Figs. 1-13 and 1-14, respectively. These systems am designed to provide for
360deg traverse capability by making ground contact directly with the top carriage, which has large,
ground-bearing rollers to provide weapon stability. In such a configuration, only the firing base makes contact
with the ground and performs the function of the bottom carriage.

The MII02 -s a wishbone box-trail configuration, shown in Fig. 1-13, in which a single roller makes
contact with the pjroundand provides pitch stabilit y for the weapon. Lateral stabilit y is provided by a balljoint
and follower bearing between the top carria~ and firing base. This mechanism is discussed in par. 6-3.3.

The M204 soft recoil howitzer shown in Fig. 1-14 also provides a full 360deg traverse capability, but it has
trails with two ground-bearing ralk~ forward of the firing base. The basically different principle of recoil
mechanism operation also implies substantial differences in the approach used to design the subsystem. The
soft recoil mode of operation accelerates the tecdng parts forward prior to firing. The firing impulse drives
the recoiling parts rearward, and the ftring cyck ends in the fti rear po$ition. As will be exphined in par. 1-3,
this principle of operation is capable of an approximate factor of 4 reduction in # rt%oilload and a
substantially faster firing cyck than that of ocmvcniional,reoqil mechar&hs. Thw@+ctural components arc
required to carry much lower =oil loads, arid ground ‘anchoring is rcadi~y ~mplished. The soft recoil
xncchanism, however, creates unique new design re@ir&nents-rnisfii buffers at the f6rward end of the recoil
travel stroke and overshoot buffers at the rearof the stroke—to prevent damage in the case ofcookoff or zone
setting errors.

f: ,,, ,.,
.,,,

. :.,

,, .... .

&

F@we 1-13. M102 Box-Ttail 10S-tnm Hovrttzer
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Figure 1-14. M204 Soft Recoil 10S-mm Howitzer

Double recoil mechanisms employed in older style weapons, but not employed in modern artil]e~ design,
also imply a variation in functions from those described in par, 1-2.1. The double recoil mechanism shown in
Fig. 1-15, allows translational motion of some parts of the top carriage, with a second recoil mechanism
incorporated to resist thk translational motion. Although it is theoretically possible to reduce peak recoil
loads with thii teohniquc, doing so creates substantial complexity in mechanism and structural design.
Further. with modern variable length recoil mechanisu adequate rccoiloonttwl can be obtained with n single
recoil mechams“ m. Therefore, this concept is not dimmed further in thishandbook.

~atiuJmdt2mismSCtS@OY@lWlF dk ekv~pmd a=wfi~fB=s =$hown~ ~W 1-16*
were used in oldcrstyk weapons. The bulky nature of these gears ad the diity in maintaining tight_
tolerances have kad primarily to the use of elevating struts in modern artilkry weapons. Since huge radius
ekvating gears are not foreseen as a viable alternative in towed artilkry system designs of the future, they arc
not discussed in t.lis handbook.

1-3 SYSTEM DYNAMICS
1-3.1 RECOIL DYNAMICS

The basic function of’an artillery weapon is to launch a high-velocity projectile with high precision by using
the force of high-pressure burning propellant to accelerate the projectile down the bore and into flight. Since
this process occum in a very shofi time, on the order of 15 ms, interior ballistics play a crucial role in weapon
performance. The sequence of events in conventional weapon artillery is initiated by igniting the propelling

1-14
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Figure 1-16. Elevating Gears

char~, generating a high pressure that acts on the recoiling parts of the weapon with a total Ioroe Mr.),as
shown in Fig. 1-17, and called the breech force. (see Ref. 6 for further dwlon of breech force.) The breech
force peaks rapidly, as shown in Fig. 1-18, and accelerates the recding parts rearward.

Since the recoiling parts are initially at rest in a conventional artilkry weapon, the rearward momentum
after the projectile and gases leave the tube must be equal to the total impulse of the applied breech force, which
is the integral of ~t) over the in-bore period,

/ = ~’1 ~t~t, N=s (1-1)

where
1 = impulse of breech force, N*s

B(t) = breech force, N
1= time, s
11= time over which breech force acts,s.

I-15
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Figure 1-17. Recoil and Reaction Forces

A detailed method of calculating the brecchforcc is presented in Chapter 2, Ref. 6. It is presumed here that
the impulse 1 is known from interior bdliatk. For example, for a 155-mm artillery routi the maximum
impulse may be 1= 29,700 NOS.Equate the rnomantum of the recoiling parts, with mass 3600 kg, to this
impulse to determine recoil velocity % i.e.,

36005= –29,700 N*s (l-2)

where
2= recoil velocity, m/s.

Thus the free recoil velocity of the ~iling parts is

%= –8.2S m/s. (l-3)

The muzzle velocity of the projectile is 660 m/s, but since the mass of the recoiling parts is much larger than the
mass of the projcotiie, the free recoil velocity of the recoiling parts is much lower (about 1/80) than the muzzle
velocity of the projectile.

It now bowmssi the funotion of the recoil mccimus“ mtobringthe recoiling parts torestwititie tiowed
length of recoil L by using ● recoil force ~(r) generated by a hydropncumatic recoil mcchmisa as shown in
Fig. 1-17. The design objective of the recoil mechanism is to make the recoil fo= as nearly constant as
possible, denoted here as&. A recoil force free-body diagram is shown in Fig. 1-19, where the pitch angle@ of
the weapon is taken as zero (no weapon hop) and motion after Ii(r) is zero is of interest. Newton’s equation of
motion for the recoiling parts may be written as

( W,/g)? = – W#inO + KO –Fg, N (l-4)

1-16
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Figure 1-18. Typical Br&h Force vs Time Cuwe

Whesw
W,= weight of recoiling parts, N

g = acceleration due to gravity, m/ S2
d = angle of eievation, rad

F8 = propellant gas fore, N
Ko = constant recoil force, N.

0.05

After a few milliseconds the value of FXreaches zero and, for approximations, may be neglected.
Equating the impulse of the breech force to the initial momentum of the recoiling pan, as in Eq. 1-2, the

initial conditions of free recoil are

1-17
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Figure l-19. Recoil Force System-
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x(0) = O, m

i@)=–# ,m~s
r

where
x = position of recoiling parts, m

and where the free recoil velocity is determined as in Eq. 1-2.
The initial value problem of Eqs. 1-4 and 1-5 can be integmted to obtain

~]t–-#-, m/s~(t) = [(#i& – W,sinO)—
r r

1 Igt
x(t) = ~ [(A%– WrsinO)*]z2 – ~ , m.

(l-5)

(l-6)

Since the recoiling parts come to rest with recoil length L> O, the condition MJ,) = Ocan be used in Eq. 1-6 to
find the recoil stroke time r,,and that time can be substituted into the second Part of Eq. 1-6, where xfl,) = -L,
since recoil travel is negati+,

t, =

L =

I

Jii-w?sine ‘s
12g

2 W,,& – W,,inO) ‘ m

(1-7)

(l-8)

where
i, = recoil stroke time, s
L = length of recoil, m.

These equations relate design parameters of the artillery weapon. Eq. I-8 can be used to define the constant
recoil force & required to bring the recoiling parts to rest in a given recoil length Las

12g ~.& = W’kMl + _
2 W,L‘

(l-9)

Since the second term in Eq. 1-9 is the largest, ita variation with design paramctera ia kportant. It indicates
that for a given impulse 1, the recoil force varies invcrady with both the recoil length L and the weight of
recoiling parts W,.Thus iflow recoil forces aredesired, it is important to increase both the weight of recoiling
parts and the recoil length. This design consideration is particularly important for towed artillery systems and
has led to the adoption of approaches to the design of recoil mechanisms that place as much equipment as
possible on the recoiling parts, which minimizes the recoil force for a fixed recoil length L.

A similar arialysis of the soft recoil method of operation, presented in detaii in Ref. 6, yields the following
recoil forec relation for soft recoil artillery

& = ~2g pJ.W,sint9 + —
8 W,L ‘

(l-lo)
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By comparing Eqs. I-9 and 1-10, it is apparent that the recoilingforce level required for soft recoil is only
slightly greater than one-fourth the recoil forCekVCl rquimd for conventional artillery. This basic property of
soft recoil makes it very attractive for applications in which a low recoil force is important.

1-3.2 DYNAMIC LOAD ANALYSIS

Since the recoil force calculated in the preceding paragraph is applied to the carriage of the towed artillery
system during a short period of time, dynamic response of the weapon to these recoil loads must be carefully
analyzed and determined during the design. A dynamic model of the entire artillery piece is generally
constructed during the early phase of preliminary design, and refinements are incorporated during the
progress of weapon development. ModeIs of the dynamic response of towed artilkry generally involved
motion of the recoiling parts, pitch motion of the tipping parts, and pitch motion of the bottom carriage.
Flexibility of elements of the structure and of the ground contact are included in these models to determine
load distribution throughout the system for the purposes of stress analysis and design for adequate strength.

In addition to dynamic load analysis due to recoil foroes, dynamic analyais must bc carried out under
airdrop and transport ltmding. This type of dynamic mhlysis gcnthtlly is done with a quasiatatic model.
Deeekration of the entire system due to impact with the ground is employed, with experimental data, to obtain
impact accelerations measured in number of g’s. This deceleration is then used to calculate effective inertial
loads that are placed at the center of mass of the parts of the system (D’Alembert’s principle). These loads are
then analyzed, and reactions at joints arc determined. Once the joint reactions are known, a stress analysis of
each of the major components of the system can be conducted.

Dynamic analysis of the entire weapon system is presented in Chapter 2, along with load determination at
joints of the artillery weapon. These force data are then used in subsequent chapters for stress analysis and
design for adequate weapon strength.

1-33 DYNAMIC EFFECTS ON WEAPON STABILITY AND PRECISION
Dynamic models of weapon pitch motion presented in Chapter 3 include the effect of translational motion

of the recoiling parts, pitch motion of the tipping parts about the trunnion, eiastic deflection of structural
elemena and pitch motion of the bottom carriage.

To illustrate the method used for weapon stability analysis, consider the weapon structure (bottom carriage,
top carriage, and cradle) as rigid bodies and ignore the motion of the recoiling parts. The center of mass of the
entire weapon is located at the point CG in Fig. 1-17. Summing moments about the spade at point A in Fig.
1-17, the equation of pitch motion of the system is

J$ = k@&$ – ~~cG + K(f)cos(fl + @)yT – K(f)sin(t9 + c$)z~, N-m (1-11)

where
J = polar moment of inertia of weapon about spade, kg-mz
@= pitch angk of weapon, rad

ko = spring rate of soil at ftig base, N/m
yU = horizontal d~cc from spade to f- base, m
W = weapon weight, N

ycw = horizontal distance from spade to vvcapon ccntcr of gravity, m
K(r) = recoil force, N

yr = horizontal distance from spade to trunnion, m
ZT= trttnnion height, m.

Eq. 1-11, with initial conditions

(#J(O)= o
d(o)= o I (1-12)

is integrated to obtain
occurs when the angle

the pitch motion tit). The maximum pitch moment generated by the recoiling forces
of elevation @= O.

l-m
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In design of the weapon, one objective is to select the trail length so that the second term on the right of Eq.
1-11 is large enough to cause the pitch moment always to be negative and hence msurc maintenance of ground
contact during firing. If this is not possible, then at high zones, where the recoil force is largest, some hop of the
weapon will occur. Another design alternative that is presented in Ref. 6 is to employ a recoil mechanism with
variable recoil length in which the recoil length at low elevations is substantially larger than is possible at high
elevations. By use of this technique, Eq. l-9 shows that lower recoil forces can be achieved at low ekvations
and hence enhance weapon stability.

Eq. I-11 for pitch motion and the basic tradeoff relations for recoil force level defined in Eq. 1-9 show that
the system designer has several parameters at his disposal by which to obtain good weapon stability during
firing. It is important that these stability analyses be performed during the preliminary design phase and as the
weapon design is refined in order to guarantee that when a prototype weapon is tested, it will have -ptable
firing stability.

A similar stability analysis is required for the determination of overturning moments and assessment of
stability of a convcntionsd artillery piece in counterrecoil, and the stability of a soft recoil weapon in case of a
misfire. In both these cases forward motion of the recoiling parts is arrested by a buffer that creates moments
that tend to tip the weapon forward, which may cause loss of contact at the spades and even result in the tipping
over of a soft recoil weapon. Analysis of these overturning moments requires that moments be summed about
point B in Fig. 1-17. Analysis of overturning moments is presented in Chapter 3.

A final note of some importance in pitch dynamics of the weapon concerns the maintenance of precise
orientation of the recoiling parts during the in-bore period of the projectile. Once Eq. 1-11 is integrated, forces
in the elevating mechanism and forom between the cradk and recoiling parts can be calculated. lt is important
that these forces act to maintain positive contact between surfaces that are in contact prior to firing of the
round. If this contact is lost, free pitch motion of the tube can occur and degrade the precision of projectile
launch. Thii is asubtk point that requires the attention of the design team to assure that the weapon system has
the required degree of precision.
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CHAPTER 2
PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND TRADEOFF ANALYSIS

OF TOWED ARTILLERY SYSTEMS

l?dschapterpresents methodi and exampiesforprefiminary design of towed artillery systems. &si&ra-
tions that are important early fn the design process, such as &bu”tion of requirementsand constraints, are
id&ntt@id and discursed. Analytical andempiricaf refationshipsfor estimating weights, baffktic and cannon
parameters, recoil mechanism sising, and dmign of other components of the system are praented and
iihsstrated Use of these reiationsh@ to estimate characteristics of subsystems and tradkofis is discussed and
Wustruted. Consideratiorw in design for towing am dimmed. Hnally, a rnethoddf considering system level
tra&ofls and optimum parameter sekctwn for component design is presented

M) LIST OF SYMBOLS
A = bore area, mz

ACR = cross-sectional area of control rod, mz
Aff = surface area of front float or fting base, rn2
Ah = surfiux area of rear float, m2
AN= diaphragm ~ m2
~ = area of recoil piston minus area of recoil rod, m2

a = LCDUCparameter, m/s
a~ = lateral accderatio~ m/s2
al = thread root -of recoil rod, m2
B = brccoh force as a function of projectile travel in bore, N

BM = PMA = maximum breech force, N
lb= breech force at projcctik exiL N
b = LCDUCparameter, m

be= bearing capacity of soil, Pa
bs = width of float or spade, m
C = in-battery sustaining factor> 1, dimensionless
c = apparent cohesion of soil, Pa

Df = inner diameter of recoil cylinder, m
DI = inner diameter of tube, sn

DJV= diameter of recuperator cylinder, m
D.= outer tube diameter, m
Dl = outside diameter of recoil cylinder, m
Dr = outer dlamctcr of gas pottion of rccupcmtor cylinder, m
D3 = ‘--’-:>- ‘:-– -’-- -r -s’ - --z -- ‘r ---------’-- ‘-’:- >-- –outslac ausrnctcr ox ou poruon 01 recuperator cyunacr, m

maximum recoil rod diameter, m

ccntroid of bruch form vs time curve, s
minimum diameter of recoil rod threads, m
Young’s m&hdus for recoil cylinder material, Pa
Young’s modulus of recuperator cylinder material, Pa
form on top camiagc, N
frictional force bctwccn recoiling parts and cradk guide, N
frictional force between rcooil cylinder and rcooil piston, N

2-’1
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/R= frictional force between recoil rod and recoil cylinder, N
G = impulse of force during gas ejection period, for a tube without a muzzle brake, kgm]s

Go = momentum of projectile and gas at projectile exit, ~m/s
GI = momentum impmted to breech by gas during gas ejection period, with a mudc brake, kg-m/s

g = acceleration due to gravity, m/sa
h = height of spade, m
1 = total impulse of breech force, (including muzzle brake efiect), N*s

II = impulse during gas ejection period, with muzzk brake, N*s
12 = impulse during gas ejection period, without muzzle brake, Ns
11= impuke during in-bore period, N%

(In = impmtaoce f-r for fth f8ctor, dimensionksa
L“ maximum force.acting on racding parts, N
K(t) = total recoil force, N ‘,!,

& = constant recoil force, N
kl = stress concentration factor due to threads, dimensionkss
L = kngth of short recoil, m

L = length of flom m
LI = totalkngth of recoil cylinder, m
L’= kngth of long recoil, m

6= iength of recuperator cylinder containing gas, m
~ = d~tancc of pintk to weapon wheels, m

M,= mass of recoiiing pm, kg
N+= tan2(7r/4 -t-4,/2) = flow value, dimensionless

P = mod dcaign prcaaurc,Pa
= resuteinbore, PaP

Pc = mean chamber pressure, Pa
p“ = maximum chamber pressure, Pa
PN = h’dtid ~ pX?%sure h ~u~~tor, pa

(PN)mu = maximum gas pressure in recuperator, Pa
(PR)i = performance rating in ith factor, dimensionless

(PR)M = total pdormancc rating, dimcnsionkss

P = cksign pressure, Pa
pi= lateral pressure on spade, Pa

&=P~ on soil due to vcrtkal force component from - Pa
Q= d~ionkas quantity (aae E.q.2+
R = fotuc acting on recoil rod, N
&= vertical reaction force at rear float, N

&n= horizontalgroundreaction at Point 1, N
& = horizontalground reaction at Point Z N
Rn = vertical ground reaction at Point 1, N
Rn = vertical ground reaction at Point 2, N

Rn = vertical ground reaction at front float or firing base, N
RTb = specific impetus of propellant, J/kg

rff = radius of front float, m
Arl = limit of radial expansion, m
Ar2 = mptable expansion limit based on A doa@ m
&] = allowable radial expansion limiL m
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s’= safety factor, dimensionless
S{= stability index, dimensionless

1 = time, s
t, = time of recoil, s
10= time to projectile exit, s
11= rise time of K(r) = fall time of K(t), s

Uo= tube length, m

= travel of projectile in bore, m
; = initird gas volume, m’
v = absolute velocity of projectile as a function of position in bore, m/s

Vp= muzzlevelocityof projectile, m/s
w = velocity of rceoilii parts at projcctik exit, m~s
W = tube diameter ratio, dimensionless

w. = weightof propding charge, ~

W- = weightof control rod, N
WC?= total weight of recuperator cylinder, N

w?= weight of projectile, N
W,= totalweight of recoiling parts, N

w.= total recuperator weight, N
JVW= weight of regulator assembly, N

Wr = totalweapon weight, N
FVI= weight of mcmileylindcr, N
W2= weightof recoil cylinder assembly, N

w = wheelbase, m
x = absolute displacement of recoiling parts, m
Y = stroke of control rod, m
y = ab~olutc displacement of control rod, m

ycQ = height of weapon cents of gravity, m
~ = angle of approach, rad
/3= muzzk brake factor, dimensionless

/3~= angle of departurq rad
Y = ratio of spcciflc heats, dimensionless

y. = side slope, rad
i$=walithichcsa ofrcooiloylindcr, m

& = - thickness in ~ pOdOll of cylinder, m
83 = wall thickness in oil potion of cylinder,m
e=a@cOfeWO~rad

W = Poisson%ratio of recoil cylinder matcrida, dimcnsionksa
PI = Poisson% ratio of mcupcrator cylinder matc~ dimensionless
PI = weight density of recoil cylinder matc~ N/m’

m = weight density of meupcrator cylinder material, N/m’

P3 = weight density of control rod matcrid, N/ m3
o = normal stress on sheared surfaec of soil, Pa

ae = eireurnfercntial stress in recoil cylinder, Pa
at= longitudinal stress in recoil cylinder, Pa
u“ = nonmtl stress in recoil cylinder, Pa
aY = yield strength of tube material, Pa
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al = allowable stress in recoil rod, Pa “
a2 = recoil cylinder material yield strengtk Pa
03 = gas cylinder material yield strength, Pa
04 = oil cylinder material yield strength, Pa

= shear strength of soil, Pa
~ = duration of gas ejection period, s

@’= angle of internal shearing rcsistanm of soil, rad

2-1 SYSTEM DESIGN AND ENGINEERING
Thedesign of a towed artiIlery system begins with ● set of user requirements and a concept of system

operation. As outlined in Chapter 1, the process of transforming this set of spedkations and asswktd
technological and human constraints into an optimized artillery system is a long and demanding task. The
purpose of this paragraph is to outline a system design procedure that has functioned informally in the past
and can assist both the system and component designers in relating their tasks and objectives for interaction
during conceptual, preliminary, and detailed design.

The process of system design is ilhstmted schematically in Fig. 2-1. Initially, the operational requirements
are formulated by the field artillery user. These requirements are then analyzed by the artillery design team
relative to technological and human factor constraints, which provide quantitative input to an initial phase of
system design. During this initial phase, the artilk~ systcm design team should expect to interact with the user
to assure that the quantitative requirements and constraints defined for system performance are in fact
consistent with user neds. These requirements and constraints include definition of an acoeptabk blast
overpressure in the crew area, definition of ground-anchoring techniques that are acoeptabk to the usec
definition of crew functions in emplacement, fm control, azimuth control, elevation control, and ammunition
~ ti other pertinent aspocta of concept definition as they afbt user requknmnts

This initial phase of concept definition may kad to consideration of a&ernate modos of &an operation
such as conventional versus soft recoil, adoption of split trails with the associated limitation in o~
trave~ and consideration of off-carriage traverse with ~rhaps a full 360-deg traversecapabiity. During the
early stages of system dcftition, several systcm concepts may appear acceptable and attractive and may be
canied through preliminary desigm

For each of theconceptsconsidered, data areavailable to obtaina prc!irninarydefinition of the Idisticcyck
and the tube required to launch the family of projectiks aasociatod with the system (indicated as the next step
in Fig. 2-l). Par. 2-3 summarizes preliminary balliitic and tube parameter aekction.Chapter 2 of Ref. 1
presents a more detailed derivation and illustration of techniques for ballistic and tube definition. These
techniques provide the system designer with an initial estimate of tube weight and breech force acting as an
input to the system, and they permit engineers to proceed with preliminary design of the remaining compo-
nents of the systcm.

As illustrated next in Fig. 2-1, the various recoil mechanism types being considered are defined. The
principal variables that must be selected during prebinary design am the recoil kngth and recoil foroc level,
which are consistent with system requirements. Calculations iedng to theimparameters and to anestbate of

1 I11, 44
1

\
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Figure 2-1. Model of Towed Artiliery Preliminary System Design
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recoil mechanism weight arc outlined in par. 24 ti in mom da in aapte~ 2 ~ 3 OfRti. 1. Of equal
importance to the selection of nominal values for mil mwhmism p~eters am p~~etric ~lationstdps
established among recoil length, recoil force, and muzzle brake efficiency-all of which - the basis for
tradeoff analysis and optimization of the sys@m.

With recoil force levels defined and the weight of recoiling parts and rtcoil mechanism tstimatcd, prelimi-
nary design of mechanisms, bearings, equilibrator, and carria~ components is initkt~, as indbted in Fu.
2-1. Trunnion height is dctcrrnincd to insure adequate ground ckaranoe at Mgh-ekwtion ffing. Weapon
stabiMtycriteria for low-ekvation firing then determine trail kngth and ground-anchodng Pmtnetcrs for
spades or stakes in the firing base. Loads that must be supported by carriage components and brings during
firing and weapon transpott are determined through dynamic analysis. Strew -Imktions Mm lead to the
sizing of structural members and krings and hence defk the weight of structuml and tiring components.
With these weights established, gearing ram handwhecl sk.s, equilibrator force, and emplacement kvcr
fom aredctetmtn“ ed by human factota considerations. Specifiilly, the handwhad tor’q*t’@@tdtdevate
andtravemtbeweapcm must -~~bkmfar@@wo-by*m.~~
pamrmtmaro sekc4ed, thctiand wwil$htaafthe meohnisms and equdibratoramastabhhad. & titiOB

to sukcdngnosninal values forthetksigit~ considctwci, W-C rCIStiOnSh@$ aredcfined that arc
the M for tradeoff Oonsidmtions at the SyS@tn lcVOL

With completion of preliminary sizing of ●il components of the system, the first major ckcisiont block@in
F% 2-1, isencounterd Total system weight is now compared with weight requirements specifkd by the user.
For exampk, air transportability may dktatc ssvete weight umstraints that may not be satisfied by the
P~_~ ~f~~* n~mti ~0-*r ~=tf$~~~wf-dti
insystemUd@im If,afteroompktionOfthiskoop, sys@mwei@twnatlainUmm PQ*Jm4*-xmm
consider tradeoffs among user-imposed mquimmenm to dotarmine b impaa on smut d-ii ,of the
relaxation Ofraquiremen&.AtM~t@_m~&mtipmnt titiewr@~&e_on
Systamwsightofthovarioasconatmbtsimposodbythc user aad to init.iats a discussion todcf~aoceptable
modiihtiosts d user m@remen ts to x overall Systam Constraint

‘l’bemmainbgf-ibk conmpts arc now SUW todetaikd system kinematic and dynamic modelin& as
shownin~2-l, whicJtsupportthe dcaignoftherscoil mAmnism and dcfm dynamic loads aqittg on all
Componrmtsdlhaqmtelu Dynamicmddingtedmiquu atu prcwatedinchaPtcr 3uid-&’t&Of&
;~msu gm=de am-~ ~ ~

StntauO ofthcartil&y uWaporliatO tmuqraitulthi?
~dti~~~MMhA-~**fi*m *ddtiep---
loads on components, weapon stability, and ground reaction forces can be substantially higher than estimates
arrived at through a static load analysis or a simplified dynamic analysis.

Evaluation of dynamic loads and comparison with simplifkd ioad analysis used in preliminary design lead
to the second major decision block@ in Fig. 2-1. If dyaamic loads exceed those used in preliminary design of
thcmcoilmcchmhm and other components, the design procosa must bxnnch back to recoil mechanism
-d Pmmctcr selection●nd to tradrdad parametersckction of other components of the system.
Tradeeffmhtions deveiopod dttringpmlhninary designmtd refined duringdynamicanslysis then are ~ basis
for modiiition of the design of all corqponenta to meet strength and stabfity cxmtraints under the r6cd
loads.

~ aooeptabk kvds of f)CSfO~OCC are achieved, thrOUgh reanalysis and design itC~tiO& dctaikd
oomponent design and fabrication of ● prototype weapon system proceed as shown in FW 2-1. Design
techniques involved in this phase of development ●re presented in Chapters 4 through9 of this handbook and
Chaptom 3 and 4 of Ref. 1.

Compktion of dctaikd component deaii and system prototype fabrication leads to prototype tcstingand
evaluation. If the foregoing preliminary design and dynamic analysis have beretdone oafcfully, the prototype
shouId perform very ncarlyat acccptabk kvcls. Due, however, to numerous uncertainties involved in fwld use
of the weapon system, technical problems are likely to occur during the first prototype testing and evahmtion.
These problems lead to the third major decision block Q) in Fig. 2-1. Test results from prototype testing arc
compared with system dynamic model predictions and performance predictions for the redl mechanism and
other components of the system. These comparisons are the basis for identification of the source of technical
dtitctdties. If careful tradeoff analyses have been developed during the early phases of design, the sourtz of the
diffktdtiescan be pinpointed and fmesan bedefhd. These mai~lmtiotn aredtiiti imd thensub~ to a
detaikd systcm dynamic analysis to assure tlmt theyaw acceptal& k a ttystern4Mh@ct. Folbwhgdetaikd------
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evaluation of modifications and system performance, which is done by using data obt+d during prototw
testing, the detailed component design phase can be reentered and an dvanced or en@necrmg development
prototype can be fabricated.

As this discussion illustrates, the system design team-consisthtg of component en@~Cemand system
dynamic analysts-must interact continuously. Grcful tradeoff analysis and dynamic simulation durjng

design iterations can substantially increase the cotildencc of the design team-prior to the very expensive
phase of prototype fabrication and test-in pinpointing technical difficulties and carrying out tradeoff
analyses to defke frees. The iterative procedure outlined in this paragraph has been =Kid out in the past with
vatying levels of formality. lt hasbeen an effective tool in the design of towed artillery systems in the past and
offers the potential for substantial gains in system performance and the effectiveness of system design in the
future.

2-2 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS
AtWay~ent requirements and associated operational Constraints are defined by the fmld artilbry user

and am based on an operational socnario and a oonoopt of weapon_ operation.Quantitativeroquim-
menm and constraints oh a towed artikry system, however, gcnmally are defmcd jointly by the user and
developer as outlined in par. 2-1. The fmt technical step in definition of atowcd artillery system involvcsrangc
and terminal effect requirements to defeat the spectrum of targets the system is expected to engage. Many
times the system being developed will be constrained to use existing ammunitio~ partkddy projectiles that
are already in the inventory. For exampAa, in developing a new 15S-mm system, several projcctih will be
common to the towed - and to existing ordcvdopmcntalscK-pr_ syatans. Thus tk principal issue
resolves to themingerequired and the associated exterior Mdlisticdtmlations ieading to definition of the
muzzle velocity that must be delivered by the towed adlery syctcm.

An extensive literature exists on terminal and exterior ballistic analysis. Basic refercmxtsof interestto the
*d=@=~Refs. Z 3,4, $ M6. Mhu@ithvd*kforti_~ swwmd=~to&wti
information concerning tcrmmal andextcrior~ tbese8pdaIhd fkl&aregeneraliywelloovemdby
ammunition and balhtic ~“~y*WP= oftowadartikryd~themfor e,itshouldbcexpoted
that ammunition ddgnets and bahttmam witlprovidethe principal interfaocvith thc~rinati
P-,m.-sh-$Pmew@@*, d-vclooitics r@qt&dto ardlimthcdc8imd
range. Tlus will revolve the definition of ~ral rounds of ammunition that must be fired by the ardikry
weapon. For example, T8ble 2-1 provides projectile weight and ntttxzlevekitymquired toddiver ptojectiks
to the desired range for a family of ammunition to bcftred by the M 193Howitzer, Ofpahctdarooncemto the

TABLE 2-1
BALLISTICS DATA, M198 HOWITZER

!!S&Em!

Calculatul Data

M107
Zothe5
432
24.3
l.odxld
375

;:92
0.941
0.7

XM549
2btw 8
427

!%@
826

;:92
1.09
0.7

Maximum breech fomc 6M, N 2.(MX1O’ 6.O9X1O’
Breechforceat projectik exit Bo, N L21X10S L37X106
TimstoprqJrlc$ikui t&s 0.0271 0.0123
Impulseduring in=boreperiod& N*s 16,620 41#0
Impulseduringgas e~lon period, withoutmuzzle brakeL, NOS 2s31 14,780
Impulseduringgas ejectionPCnod, with muzzk brakeA, Ns 761 U3S
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must be given in armgn to the number of rounds at a lowcrzonethat arecquiwknt tooneround at the higitcst
zone. A fatigue failure criterion, based on the EFC life required, must be brought into weapon component
design.

8. Reaction ?lmesfor Weapon Er@rcement and Displacement. The user will generally specify times of
emplacement and duplaccment of the weapon system by the artillery crew. These times play an important role
in defining basic weapon confQuration and mechanism design for firing base cmphxxncnt and displacement
and may diuatc the ground-anchoring technique employed.

9. Reliability and J#ufrttahurbilffy Requfrentenfs. User-stated requirements on mean rounds between
failure must receive ca.rcfulconsideration in design of all mechanisms within the artillery system. Maintaina-
bility rcquimtnentaspecifkd by the user cartalso play an important rok in thedesiga of numcroua compottents
of the towed system. Maintenarm functions to & carried out by the artillery crew, by direct support
maintenance, and by higher levels of maintenance must be clearly understood in order that sckcted maintain-
ability design approaches allow for maintenance and replacement of components at the required echelon.

9. Re&sfWty and Maintuhurbffity Regtdremems. Use~ mquhttcnts on mean rounds botwccu

failure must reosive oamfti donsidctiori in dosijp of all ~ withhi @ sutillcxy systctm ldaintaiur
ability requirements spccifkd by the user can also play an impurtant rak in the &ii of msmerous
componcnta of the towed syatetn. Mainten~ functions to be carried out by the artillery oruw, by direct
support maintcnancc, and by higher levels of trtaintenancc mwt be clearly understood in order that oekctod
maintainability design approaches aIlow for maintenance and replacement of components ●t the requited
echelon.

The foregoing requirement considerations should”be wnsidercd typical and not exhaustive. It is imperative
that the system design team carefully consider user requirements and analyze their impact on the design of all
components of the artilkrysy8tcms. Sincotheru isootmidorabie”mWadiOn betweartsyatsm kvelcqsimnmts
andcompamentddgn, rnumben of the design UMmsbotdd beittvohmd imstalysis of usormquimnmsts andin
negotiation with the user to ensure that the mquircrneata arc practkaliy aahkvabk. Furiher, as indioatcd in
par.2-l, tradeoffi must beestabl.iahad toshowtheuserthe peua&aaasoc5ated withaeveresequimmmts .This
process will be of a continuing nature, as indicated in Fig. 2-1.

2-3 PRELIMINARY BALLISTIC AND CANNON DEFINITION
As noted in par. 2-2, terminal ballistics considerations and range rtquircments specifkd by the user

my ~te- the ~m -bcr, pro- weigh~ mnd proje@lc muzzle velocitythat arcroquired to
~ ran@at4 ~effects. Ammunition and tubedes@@S then ~’totl_e~w@@tt and
characteristics to propel the projectile to the re@rod muzzle velocity. Tube length is sdectcd joint~ by the
tube and charge design teams. The weapon designer, Itowcvcr, needs estimates of clmrgc and tube characteris-
tics to allow him to begin preliminary design of the numerous components of the towed artillery weapon
system. He cannot simply wait until detail charge and tube design are complete before he begins the process of
weapon design.

BaUistic modciing techniques suitable for preliminary aekction of charge and tube characteristics ●re
Presented in Chanter 2 of Ref. L SimPlifkd ballistic models are based on the LeDuc euuation relatitut
projeotik velocity-v to projectile traWi; as follotvx

()
v= ~

b+u
where

* m/s (2-1)

v = absolute velocity of projectik as a function of position in bore, m/s
u = travelof projectile in bore, m
a = LcDuc pararnetcr, m/s
h = IAXtc parameter, m.

The fADuc parametcm amdctermin~ in Chapwr 2 of Ref. 1 and lead to the expression for breech force 1?as a
function of projectile travel:

B=BM
[

27Q2U&

4(QU(I + U)3 1,N (2-2)
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where

& = PMA = maximum breech force, N

!

(2-3)

Q=%(%)-’-l[%(%)-’l’-’ ‘imensi”n’ess(24)

“(2-5)

UO = tube kngth, m
A= bore~m2
p~ = maximum chamber pressure, Pa
P.= mean ohambcr pressure, Pa

= acceleration due to gravity = 9.81 m/ S1
w: = wwi~t of projectile, N
w.= weightof propelling charge, N
up= muzzle velocity of projectile, m/s.

With an estimate of maximum chamber pr-ure PM ~Own = a bound On FfO~an@ of tube mate~s
bore area A known, tube hgth fJo known,weightof proj=~e J%bOW%=d w@ht of charm w“ ~own,
Eq~ 2-2through2-5dctermine the breech forccas afunction of travel u, for u= UO.Thepressure l%thebore
is then

P= B/A, Pa (2-6)

The form of the pressure versus travel rdationship predicted by Eq. 24 is shown in Fig. 2-2.

!

I . I I
\Design Pressure~ )

‘5 “~

$%”%
8 &

+ I 1 I I I 4.

01234567
Travel u, m

Figure 2-2. Pressure vs Tmvel and Tube Design Pressure

To obtain an estimate of tube wall thickness, h is necessary to define the greatest pressure to which each
section of the bore is subjected during projectile travel. This is done as explained in Ref. 8, i.e., by using a factor
of at least 1.05 times the greatest in-bore pressure forward of the given section of the tube, as indicated by the
design pressure curve shown in Fig. 2-2. This design pressure can now be used to estimate wall thickness of the
tube by using the L.am~ equation for stress in a thick-walled cylinder as given in Eq. 55c, Ref. 8, as
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w.

where

1 ()–3~2
CJy

1/2

, dimensionless (2-7)

W= De/D,= tube diameter ratio, dimensionless
D.= outer tube diameter, m
Di = inner tube diameter, m
p = design pressure, Pa

Uy = yield strength of tube materi~ Pa.

Atypical value of yield strength UYfor tube material is 10.34X10S Pa(150,000 psi). Withthcdcdgn pmssurep
known as a function of tube kngth and Di as the inner tube diameter, the outer tube diameter Do can now be
determined along the tube and the weight of the tube can be calculated. The weight of the breechbhck and
breechlocking assembly may be estimated based on historical data for the mtio of breech weight to tube weight
for the type of breech locking assembly sekcted. A reasonable value is ~ of the weight of the tu~ which is
true for modern weapons such as the M204, 105-mm Howitir, and the M 198, 155-mm Howitzer.

The foregoing sequence of calculations leads to an estimate of tube and broeohweighG the major component
of the weight of the recoiling parts. ‘his estimate will not be precisely the tight arrival U duringdetailed
d@gn of the tube and breech, but itdoes provide an estimate of adequate accumcy to allow the weapon
des&ner to initiate calculations and prcbinary ddsign of the rwnainder of the bystcm.

Two p-MMJtefSin the f~oing analy$is that may not be known during the pmlimhmydaign process are
the tube length UOand the weight of the propelling charge W..To estimate these pammetem, a amputational
algorithm given in par. 2-3.3, Ref. 1, for approximation of ballistic parameters maybe employed. For details
of this algori~ refer to Ref. 1.

With the foregoing interior ballistic knowledge duringthe in-bore period of the projectile, the equation of
motion for the projectile can be integrated and the time 10 to projectile exit can be calculated from Eq. 2-61,
Ref. 1,- t

,0 8(WP+:)%’U2+11’s
=

27gPMAQ ‘
(2-8)

where Q is given by Eq. 24 and
k = time to projectile exihs.

Knowledge of the breech foroe up to the time of projectik exit is not adeqtiate for input to system design. At
projectile exiq high-pressure gas remains in the tube and is free to exit the bore and pass through a muzzle
brake, if one is employed. The dynamics of this gas ejection period thus play an important role in the
determination of the breech force acting on the recoiling parts after the time tO of projectile exit. The breech
fora B during the gas ejection period is derived in par. 2-3.2.3, Ref. 1, as

(’+?)+”9N (2-9)

where
B = muzzle brake factor, dimensionless
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‘=’”[%%19N

., . .

I

(2-lo)

= breech force at projectile exit, N

t~fo = time, s

@= duration of gas ejection period, s

= 8.7 G/Be, S
(2-11)

‘=1M2(~)[1+~]~~Tb-(o.~33+o.,48,~)vj,kgm/s(2-12)

= impulse of breech force during gas ejection period for a tube without a muzzle brake,
kg=m}s

f?Ti)= s~lc impetus of propellant, J/kg.

To illustrate the usc of these equations to calculate breech force, consider the design data for the M 198,
155-mm Howitzer (Ref. 9) given in Table 2-1. To illustrate graphically the variation in breech force as a
function of time and to show the effect of the muzzle brake on breech force, breech force B is plotted as a
function of time in Fii. 2-3. It is important to note that the effect of the muzzle brake is ~tcst at the high zorw
charge. This effcot is seen by noting the breech form reduction in Fig. 2-3 and the impulse reduction in Tabic
2-1.

The brccchforocvcmua tirnc history of I@ 2-9 may now k used as aforcingfunction aetingontitcrccoiling
parts after the time tO of projectile exit. Bccausc the in-bore period tO of the projectile is wry small, the
equations of motion for the recoiling parts maybe approximated by equating the momentum of the projectile
and gases exiting the tube to the momentum of the recoiling parts. Ftrst,

whcm
GO= momentum of projectile and gas at projectile exit, k&m/s.

Now it is possible to obtain the velocity of the recoiling parts at projcetilc exit as

()”
w.,

w~,+ —

w= ~2 VP, MIS
r

(2-13)

(2-14)

where
= velocity of recoiling paria at projcctik exi~ m/s

;,= weight of recoiling parts, N.

At this point in preliminary design, the weight of recoiling parts is not known. When it is known, the motion of
the recoiling parts can be calculated by intcgraiing Newton% equations of motion for the rccoiiing parts with
the initial condition established by Eq. 2-14 and the breech force of Eq. 2-9.

Note, finally, that since the breech force acting during the gas ejection period of Eq. 2-9 is reduced by the
effect of the muzzle brake factor/3, the actual momentum imparted by the gases duting the gas ejection period
is

GI =(1 – ~)G, kgm/s (2-15)
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Figure 2-3. Breech Force w Time, 15!i-rnm Howitzer

GJ = momentum imparted to the breech by gas force during the gas ejection period, with a muzzle
brake, kgm/s.

The role of the muzzle brake in system design b illustrated by Eq. 2-15, i.e., reducing the impulse applied to the
recoiling parts during the gas ejection period. If a Klgh+fflciency muzzle brake with a factor ~ greater than 1is
employed, the momentum imparted to therccoiliig partsis actually negative and compensates for some of the
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momentum imparted to the reading parta during* in-born Pcriod. PrA~ limits On effkiency of the
muzzle brake are dictated, however, by the biast overpmasure that results in the crew m

Blast overpressure in the crew area is a eomplcx function of the design geometry of the mwle brake, the
geometry of the weapon, and the elevation of the weapon (Ref. 10). Therefore, experimental methods (Ref. 11)
are required to determine blast overprcssures in the cmw area for candidate mu=le braka. Be-use the largest
overpressures in the crew area occur approximately 13W%of the tube length to the rear Ofthe mu~le, data on
blast overpressure are measured at that location for brakes with varying muzzle brake efficienci~. The result is
a graphical representation of the form shown in Fig. 24. This curve can now be used to seket the maximum
muzzle brake factor B that is consistent with blast overpressure constrain. With an overpressure limit of
20.7X 10J P% the muzzle brake factor of /l = 0.7 is suggested by the data of Fig. 2-4.

0 0:5 0:6 0:7 0:8 0:9 1:0
Muzzle Brake Factor ~, dimensionless

Figure Z-4. Overprrnure va Muzzle Brake Factor

By the use of the predictive methods in Rcfs. 12 and 13, blast overpressurc in the ercw area for a weapon
without a muzzle brake can be predicted. Emptied cvidcna (Rcfs. 12 and 13) then leads to a rule of thumb
that for a well designed muzzle brake with ~ = 1, i.e., the overprcssure is approximately three times as high as
would occur if no muzzle brake were employed. For 155-mm artilkry, such as the M 198, this rule of thumb
(Refs. 12 and 13) em be sharpened to prediet that an increase of 0.1 in ~ will lead to an increase in blast
overpressure of 1.72X103 Pa.

24 PRELIMINARY RECOIL MECHANISM DESIGN
Since the pcoil mechanism plays a dominant rok in

components of the towed system, its preliminary design
determining the levels of force applied to all
must be carried out carefully. Detailed design
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teohniqucs and extintplea for recoil mechanism are ptcsenti in Rd. 1. bmidcration h- is focused on the
preliminary sizing and weight estimation for the meoil mechanism,

The design quations for a recoil mechanism are, from Eq. 2-139 of Ref. 1,

?+ A4rgttinfl = &’rK(t)dt, N*s (2-16)

and from Eqs. 2-140 and 2-138 of Ref. 1,

MrL + dcI + ~ (M,gt~ sine) =~’rtK@dt, N-s’ (2-17)

where
1 = total impulse of breech force (including muzzle brake effect), N-s

M, = mass of recoiling parts, kg
s =time, s

=timeofreCo&s
~ = angle of elevation, rad

K(t) = total recoil force, N
L = length of short recoi~ m
d = ccntroid of breech force versus time curve,s.

Assume a trapezoidal shape for K(t) versus t shown in Fig. 2-5; Eqs. 2-16 and 2-17 are, respectively,

where
L=

tl =

I + M,gtrsinfl = &ax(t, – /1), ~“S (2-18)

M.L. + d.I + ~(M,gthinfl) = ~ K&t~t, – tl), NOS2 (2-19)

maximum force acting on recoiling parts, N
rise and fall time of K(t),s.

Thus, with f, 4, g, II, and the maximum elevation f3 known and M, estimated, Eqs. 2-18 and 2-19 may be
solved for K&and I,. It remains, however, to obtain an accurate estimate of the mass of recoiling parts, which
depends on the recoil mechanism design.

z Kmm- -
:’ I I

s I I
I I

I
j

I

-(”j ,r -/’jr

Time /,s

Figure 2-5. Trapezoidal Recoil Force
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Consider the physical geometry of the reooil cylinder of the Puteaux mo~ m-hanism shown in Fig. 2+.
Select a recoil cylinder design pressure P(defincd by Choi= of seal design). Then the fore R on the recoil rod is

where
R =

Ap =
=

;’
f,=

R = ApP+fp +fR, N

force acting on recoil rod, N
area of recoil piston minus area of recoil rod, m2
recoil design pressure, Pa
frictional force between recoil cylinder and recoil piston, N
frictional force between recoil rod and recoil cylinder, N. ●

(2-20)

Recuperator Regulata Diaphragm

/ /
#

CantrolRod P& AN

1
\
Orifice

~ Recoil Cyhdar Recoil Piston
, #

●

II
I I

~ oil P # I

-F- Recoil Rod &ir

II
#A I

Direct ion of Recoil~
. .

Figure 24. Schematic of Puteaux Recoil Mechanism

FmaUy, the maxixnurn force &acting on the mailing parts is

&U= ~+f~= &P+jj +fR +f~, N

where
A = frictional force between the recoiling parts and cradle guide, N.

With estimates for L, P, fp, JR, and J*, Eq. 2-21 gives

Ap = k ‘h ‘h ‘fR, m2.
P

(2-21)

(2-22)

The thread root area of the recoil rod may now be determined as
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where
=

;: =
al =

kll?
al = —, mz

t71

thread root area of recoil rod, m2
stress concentration factor duc to threads, dimensionless
allowable stress in recoil rod, Pa.

The minimum diameter & of the recoil rod threads is

r
d– +,ml—

(2-23)

(2-24)

where
d’= sninimum diameter of recoil rod threads, m.

The maximum recoil rod diameter d (dependent upon the thread root area) can be chosen from a table of
standard screw threads.

The inside diameter of the cylinder is now computod from Eq. 2-21

Ap=R/P=:(D; –d2)=
&ur–&-fR-f*, mz

P

so

~1 =

[

4oGuu-xl-f R-JJ +d2 ‘fl, m

7rP 1

(2-25)

(2-26) ,

where
D;= &ll ;Od diameter ~“mncr diameter of rccod cylinder, m.= 9.

The wall thickness of the recoil oylindcr is now determined and is based on strength and stiffness
considerations. From the mechanics of thin-walled pressure vessels (Ref. 14), the stress components are

P@ – d)
a~ = , Pa

4Dti

DIP
(TC= —,Pa

u

On = P, Pa

(2-27)

(2-28)

(2-29)

where
at= longitudinal stress in recoil cylinder, Pa
UC= circumferential stress in recoil cylinder, Pa
a“ = normal stress in recoil cylinder, Pa
6 = wall thickness of recoil cylinder, m.
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‘I%cvon Mists yield criterion is used as a material failure criterion (Refs. 9 and 14), which is

(2-30)

where
uz = recoil cylinder material yield strength, Pa.

Square Eq. 2-30, and substitute from Eqs. 2-27,2-28, and 2-29 to give

‘;2[4-LX)’[ 1(D; + d2)2 + 4D~DI – 28)2+ (4DIi5 - @I-&d’)’ , Pa2. (2-31)

Solve this inequality (Eq. 2-31) for& The stress constraint requires that

~>

{[ 1$ (3D: + 8) – 3(D: + d’)’ ‘“– (3D;
-d2M8D’(+ -Wm ‘2-32)

The wall thickness of the cylinder must also be large enough so that the radial expansion of the cylinder is small
and leakage does not o&ur around the seals. With the limit Arl on radial expansion
considemtions, the equation for radial expansion is (Refs. 15 and 16)

[ 1L)# (Lh+26)2+ll~+p* , ~
Arl 2 —

2EI (DI + 26)2 – D;

where
An =
El =
PI =

limit of radial cxpansiou m
Young’s modulus for recoil cylinder material, Pa
Poisson’s ratio for recoil cylinder material, dimcnsionleas.

The solution of this inequality (Eq. 2-33) for 8 gives

6>+

[[

21Z1Ar1 + PD,(l – pl) In
— 11–1 ,m

2ElArl – PDI(l + Jll)

known from seal

(2-33)

(2-34)

which is a limit on the wall thickness required if mdial expansion is to be properly Ii@cd. The radial
expansion limit An will b assumed to be 0.0004 times the cylinder bore diameter, i.e., ArI = 0.0004G.

The outside diameter DI of the recoil cylinder is

lx =Dr-F2i$m (2-35)

and d is the larger of the two limits obtained in Eqs. 2-32 and 2-34.
The total length L of the recoil cylinder is

L1 = L’ + 5DI, m (2-36)

where
L.‘ = length of long recoil, m
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and SDI represents an approximation of the ~dition~ ~ngth n=d~ for stuf@ box and end ~=mbfi= (Ref.
15).

The weight WI of the recoil cylinder is now calculated as

WI = : (L’+ 5D,) (D; – D;) PI, ~ (2-37)

where
pi = weight density of recoil cylinder matm N/m3.

I%mUy, the weight Wz of the recoil cylinder assembly that is attached to the recoiLing parts is

W2 = WI + ; DI(D; – ci2) pi, N (2-38)

and srD~D~ - 4iz)4u/2 represents an approximation (Ref. 15) of the additional weight ncdcd for misd-
laneous components such as bearing assembly, insert assembly, spring assemblies, spacers, packings, and nuts.
(See Ref. 15.)

The task of defining the weight of the remaining parts of the recoil mechanism is somewhat more
complicated. Refer to Fig. 2-6; in order to assure that the recuperator foroes the recoiling parts into battery
prior to firing, it is nccessa~ that (See Ref. 15.)

c (JV&nf) +~z +fi +~~), PapN= —
AN

(2-39)

where
C = in-battery sustainin factor >1, dimensionless

AN= diaphragm arc% mP

?’N= initial gas pressure in recuperator, Pa.

The in-battery sustaining factor C is selected to provide an acceptably high force to hold the recoiling parts
in-battery.

Because the volume of oil displaced in long recoil must equal the gas volume reduction in the recuperator,

ANY =APL’, m3

where
Y= stroke of control rod, m.

By the gas law for isotropic expansio~

(l%)- = PN

where

vi

Vj – ANY

(pN)rmma = maximum gas pressure in recuperator, Pa
U = initial gas volume, m3
Y = ratio of SPCCKICheats, dimensionless.

‘, Pa

(240)

(241)

(I%)- must below enough to prevent hkagc between the gas and oil; therefore,it isdetermined by thechoicc
of seals. If (l%)- is known, Eqs. 240 and 241 may be solved for Vias
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[1APLP (pN)_ w
PN

Vj= m3.

[1(PN)max ‘~’_ ~ ‘

PIV

1

(2-42)

Then the kngth t?of the recuperator cylinder initially containing gas ia

h=~, m.
AN

(243)

Thus

where
DN = diameter of recuperator cylinder, m.

The overall length of the recoil c@der (LI in Eq. 2-36) ‘having been determined, it is assumed that the
recuperator cylinder must have the same length and is of the form (L + Y -t 3D~), where 3DM is an
●pproximation of the kngth needed for the dlaphr~ head assembly, and clearance (Ref. 15). That is,

L1=L+Y+3DN, m. (2-45)

From Eqs. 240 and 243 and by adding V to both sides of Eq. 240,

, .
AN(i? -f- Y)= &L’+ Vi, m3. (24)

,. ,
Substitution of (L + ~) frorq Eq. 245 into Eq, 244 yklds

AN(L1 – 3DN) = APL’ + H, m3 (247)

or sins AN = rrD~/4,

wD$
— (L; L 3DN) = APL”+ VI, m3.

4 .’
(2-48)

The result is a cubic equation in DN, i.e.,

LID;D; – + 4(~L’ + U)
– o, n13.

3 37r
(249)

Eq. 249 can easily be solved on a digital computer for DN.Then AN, L, and Y can be determined. The
immediate problem is to know which root for DNis the most practical from an engineering design standpoint.
Descartes rule of signs states that an expression of the form a# - bd + c== Owill always have zero or two
positive roots. From a physical standpoint, there must be at least one positive root. Therefore, the solution of
the cubic W give two positive roots and one negative root. The negative root is eliminated, and the most
realistic positiw root is chosen. To do this, the assumption is made that theratio of the control rod stroke Yto
the maximum recoil kngth 1.’ will never be leas than 0.65 and never greater than 1. From Eq. 240,
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Y = AP
dimensionless.

7 x’
(2-50)

Each positive root of D~ is computed, and since AN = rD#/4, theoondition 0.65 <A/ A~= 1is checked. The
root lh that satisfies this condition will be the desired root. From previous experience, there should bc only
one root that satisfies this condition.

By using the basic inside diameter fh, there are two cylinder sections with which to be concerned-one
under only gas pressure and the other under oil pressure as shown in Fig. 2-7. The proper cylinder wall
thickness is determined by choosing the larger 6 mmputcd from radial expansion and cylinder stress
relationships. In the gas portion the thickness based on radial expansion constraints must satisfy (See Eq.
2-34.)

where
& = wall thickness in gas portion of cylinder, m

Ar2 = an acceptable expansion limit baaed on seal design = 0.0004DM m
Ez = Young’s modulus of recuperator cylinder material, Pa
P2 = Poisson% ratio of recuperator qylh$cr matcna dimensior@s~.

,,

r
J-

1 L- Y4

bs L -A-J
T

u~
Oil (PN)m ~~D//P Gos

II
ffn + fl 1

/
Piston Before Recoil, , Piston After Recoil

Figure 2-7. Recuperator

Based on stress constraints, the tlickness must also sat@

82 ~

[[
b; (3Dj) – 3DIf

(PN)WIUX F3D’I[8DN( (Pi?x -’)l>m

-L

where
U3 = gas cyiindcr material yield strength, Pa

(2-52)

which is obtained from Eq. 2-32 with d = O because there is mo rod in this cylinder.
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Then the outside diameter Q of the gas portion is

DI = DN + 262, m. (2-53)

Similarly, in the oil portion of the recuperator cylinder, the thickness based on expansion conditions must
satisfy

DN&>-
[[

2EzAr3 + PDN(l – 4L2) l@ _ ~

2 H m
2&&s – PDN(l + pz)

3 (2-54)

where the inside diametcm of the oil and gas oylindem must be the same (See Fig. 24.) and

63 = wall thickness in oil portion of cytinder, m ~
Ar3 = alJowable radial expansion limit= 0.0008D~, m.

Thickness based on stress conditions must satisfy

& >

{[

+- (3D;) – 3D; l’”-3D’l[8DdHlm(2-55)

where
04 = oil cylinder material yield strength, Pa

Then the outside diameter Dg of the oil portion of the recuperator is

D3 = DN + 26s,m. (2-56)

The total weight Wcr of the recuperator cylinder, as shown in Fig. 2-7, is

where
P1 = weight density of recuperator cylinder matcrhd, N/ms.

The weight 1% of the curttmd rod shown in I?@.2-6 is

WCR= /fcR(y + &)P3 , N

(2-57)

(2-58)

where
Aat = cross-sectional area of control rod, mz

m s weight density of control rod materia N/m’

and a length of control rod of lh after travel Yshould be retained in its bearings for stability.
The control rod area can be derived from the following equations of motion if it is assumed that the breech

force is expended and that oil pressure on the diaphragm is xxo:

w,%
— =-ApP, N

/3
(2-59)
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w&~
= ACRP – ANPN , N

/?
(2-60)

where
P = recoil design pressure, Pa
x= absolute displacement of recoiling parts, m
Y = absolute displacement of control rod, m.

The volume of oil entering the recuperator is A-, which must equal the reduetion in gas volume Am - x),
so

‘=(APUN)X9m
and

From E.qs. 2-59 and 2-60,

F%? –APP= , dimensionless.
wcRy ACRP – ANPN

The substitution of the expression for ~ from Eq. 2-62 into Eq. 2-63 yields

w,? –APP= , dimensionless.

‘CR(A’VN)’‘RP-ANPN
Substitution of the expression for WCR from Eq. 2-58 into Eq. 2-64 yields

r –A’P=

(AP::N) w

ACRP - ANPN
&R( Y + Dw)P3

, dimensionless.

ThCrcfore,

W,AJVPN
&R=

‘P+(AP::N)(Y+DN)APPP3’ ““

(2+1)

(2-62)

(243)

(2-64)

(245)

(2-66)

The weight of the control rod is now determined from Eq. 2-58.
The weight WW8of the regulator assembly shown in Fig. 2-6, excluding the control rod, is approximated

(Ref. 15) by
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()~ AJV(Y + 1.5DN)PLwr#g= * N. (2-67)

The 5/8 factor represents a reduction in the sectional density bccawe of the proportion of oil to steel in this
portion of the system. (See Ref. 15.)

The total recuperator weight f%=is

W,. = WCY + WCR + ~reg, N. (2-68)

With these equations the designer can now calculate the total weight of recoil mechanism components that
move in recd. A refined estimate of the total weight W$ofrecoiling parts can now be calculated using the tube
and breech weights calculated in par. 2-3 and the weight of the recoil mechanism calculated in this paragraph.
Because W,plays an important role in recoil force determination and is a substantial part of the total weight of
● towed system the design team now has the weight and force data needed to proceed to preliminary design of
the other components of the system.

Although the analysis presented here has been for Puteaux-type recoil mechanisms that are commonly used
in towed artillery systems, the same type of analysis can be used for preliminary design of other types of recoil
mechanisms. For soft recoil mechanism applications, refer to Ref. 16.

Some basic tradeoffs exist that may assist the designer in distributing weight within the recoil mechanism
and the towed system. For e = O the expression for LAG – 11)from Eq. 2-18 can be substituted into Eq.
2-19 to obtain

Ir 2(M,L + 4) , ~=
I“

Eq. 2-18, with Eq. 249, yields

12
, N.

k ‘, 2(M,L + dJ) – fd

(249)

(2-70)

Thus, if J4,can be increased, &can be decreased.llis is the reason the designer should attach as many of the
recoil mechanism components as possible to the recoiling parts, i.e., to increase M,. This simple tradeoff
provides the primary reason Putcaux-type recoil mechanisms that move with the recoiling parts are used in
towed artillery systems. Heavier tubes generally have longer life, so this tradeoff lends even greater support for
a relatively heavy tube, provided system weight constraints can be met.

A final note concerns friction of packings, seals, and guides in the recoil mechanism. There is no counterre-
coil buffer in the Putcaux-type recoil mechama● w therefore, friction plays an important role in countcrrecoil
dynamb. A substantial amount of friction is desirable to minimke probietna associated with slamming the
recOi@ parts into battery.

24 COMPONENT PRELIMINARY SIZING
As noted in par. 2-4, the recoil mechanism plays a dominant role in determining the ievel of foroc applied to

all components of the weapon system during firing. Consequently, considerable effort has been spent to
develop methods for accurately estimating preliminary sizes of recoil mechanism parts (Refs. 1, 17, and 18)
and the weight of recoiling parts. Mathematical models for estimating preliminary sizes of other components
of the weapon system have not, however, ken developed. Therefore, historical data should be used toestimate
the preliminary sizes and weights of these components for the near future. Mathematical models for these
components need to be developed for use in preliminmy design.

The components whose weights and preliminary sizes need to be estimated are the cradle, elevating
mechanism, equilibrator, top carnage, bottom carriage, suspension system, traverse system, trails, and
support assembly. To estimate weights of these components at the preliminary design stage, historical data
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from okier or existing weapon systems maybe used. Historical data-indicating that-the weight of components
varies linearly with the peak recoil force-arc extrapolated to estimate the weight of the system under
development (Ref. 18). Once the weights of components have ~n estimated, the total weight of the weapon
can be determined.

In Ref. 18data for existing 105-mm towed howitzers have been summarized. Weight of various components
or subsystems has been plotted against the peak recoil force the weapon experiences. A typical gmph of thk
type for the cradle is shown in Fig. 2-8. Such graphs of historical data for systems similar to the one being,

M204

o 5 10 15 20 25

Recoil Force Kma, N x 10-4

Figure 2-8. Cradk Wef@t va Recoil Force
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designed are then used tocstimatc weights of the components. Note from Fig. 24 th~-e weight for the soft
recoil system (M204) is greater than it is for emventionai systems. ThIS difference is due to the requirement for
greatcrstruetural stiffness of the soft recoil weapon and the additional travel required by misfire and overshoot
buffers.

With peak recoil force and recoiling parts weight determined by the method of pars. 2-3 and 24, the weight
of the cradle is determined from Fig. 2-8. Now the total weight of the tipping parts 1sknown, and preliminary
sizing of the elevating and equilibrator mechanisms cm proceed. From historical data (Ref. 18) the weight of
these mechanisms is found to vary linearly with the weight of tipping parts, as shown in Fig. 2-9. From this
graph a preliminary estimate of elevating and quilibrator mechanism weights is obtained.
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Figure 2-9. Eievttting and Equilibrator Weight vs Tipping Parts Weight
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Similar historical * P@S aIICemp!oyed to stiw weights of top md bottom carriage, traversing
mechanism, trails, firing base, and suspnslon SYStCm.Refs. 17 md 18 pent dati md mabsis of weights for
105-mrn towed systems. A similar set of curves OaIIbCdevdopcd for 155-mIn systctm by using data on related
US and foreign designs. Data for intermediate caliber weapons will require interpolation ~twtin historical
data curves for standard calibers; accordingly, greater error may be expected.

Design of each of the components of the system is iterative, beginning with estimates of size and weight
obtained in pars. 2-3,2-4, and in this paragraph. Component design is continually improved as more refkd
data become ●vailabie. The preliminary design of components can begin onoe the recoil fome lcvd is known
from calculations of Ref. 1and par. 24. For this purpose, simplified, determinate structural models maybe
used to cheek for the strength of these components. Detailed design of elevating system equilibrators,
traversing system, cradle, top carriage, and bottom carriage is presented in the subsequent chapters of this
handbook.

An important consideration at the preliminary design stage is the interaction of the bottom carriage with the
ground. The weapon is suppofied on the ground through the bottom carnage during fting and all forces
during firing are transmitted to the ground through the bottom carriage. It is therefore nccmsary that the
ground offer ● stable rcaotion without alIowing appreciable displacement of the bottom oamiagc.

The parts of the bottom carriage whichoome in contact with the ground arc the spades and floats at the rear
end of the trails and the fting base (f-platform or front float) that is lowered to the ground in preparation
for firing. Spades arc vertical plates embedded in the ground, whereas floats arc horizontal plates (sometimes
ribbed or in the form of a box) resting on the ground. Spades resist horizontal reactions from the ground in the
form of passive ground pressure, and floats resist vertical ground reactions. Design for strength of the plates
making up the spades and floats is bed on simplifying assumptions that the ground reactions arc uniformly.
distributed over the contact surface.

To determine sizes of spades, Ooats, and fting platforms, ground reaction forces must be calculated. The
top carriage, through the traverse bcar& transmits recoil force Fto the bottom camiage during firing (Fig.
2-10). This force is generally largest athighftigelevation angles, although design should also be chocked for
alI elevation angles. TIM magnitude of the force F depends on the recoil force, firing elevation angle, and
equilibrator forec. The reaction forces%, Rm, Rw, lb, and Rn (Refer to Fig. 2-10.)

where
Rn = vertical ground reaetion at Point 1, N
RM = horizontal ground reaetion at Point 1, N
Rn = vertical ground reaction at Point Z N
RM = horizontal ground reaetion at Point ~ N
Ro = vertical ground reaction at front float or firing base, N

are calculated based on simplifying assumptions during preliminary design. Statically determinate models,
such as those presented in Chapter 3, are generally used in calculating these forces. SimpMkd models for
calculating ground reaction are presented in Chapter 9. The reaction forces arc presumed known for the
discussion that follows.

The sises of the f- base (or front float) and the rear float are determined first. The surface arcaA~of the
rear float must be

R@,, ~,
A~=—

b.

where
&= vertical reaction force at the rear float (maximum of RW and RKJ, N
b.= bearing capacity of soil, Pa
S~= safety factor (three to six), dimensionless.

(2-71)

The bearing capacity of various soils maybe found in Ref. 19.
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Figure 2-10. Spade-Float Geometry and Ground Reactions

The rear float is generally a flat rectangular plate. Thus
soil is

A/r= b~~,

2-27
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where
b,= width of float, m
L = length of float, m.

The dimensions b. and L can be determined based on fabrication and practical considerations.
Similarly, the surface area Afl of the front float or firing base is

RV3S’ ~
Aff=—

b. ‘m”

The radius rfl of a circular front float is then given as

(2-73)

(2-74)

The determination of the size of the spade is more involved. Here, shear strength of the soil and its
cohesiveness determine the size of the spade. The width of the spade is usually the same as the width b, of the
rear float. Therefore, it is necessary to determine only the height h of the spade.

In estimating the size of the spade, the determination of the lateral passive pressure of the soil on the spade is
required. Prediion of lateral earth pressure depends on the type of soil and its Ioading history. This
prediction uaualIy rquires the solution of a continuum mechanics problem. The process is further impli-
cated by the lack of knowledge of the inititd stress conditions, the constitutive law for the sbil, and realistic
boundaty condhions. Conatitutive relations for sands and lightly consolidated clays preps.md in a laboratory
arc well established. However, for natural soils encountered in f~ld conditions, these t-c)ationa are not well
understood. The conflict between reaI and ideal conditions has led to approximations in predicting latcralsoil
pressures. Theories based on the state of plastic quilibnum (or limited equilibrium, which implies irnpendtng
failure of the soil mass) are used to determine lateral pressure when such pressures are the dominant
unknowns. The transition from the state of plastic equilibrium to that of plastic flow represents failure of the
soil mass.

Tlierc am ● numbcrof criteria prapoad ftwthefaikrcofsoils and other similar materials. OIUof the widely
used andlltcaitnplc$t criterion idthat due to MolwCotdomb, Refs. 18 and 19. It postulates that the material at
a point will fail if the shear stress at that point in the medium satisfies the condition

T= c + a tant$s, Pa (2-75)

where
r= shear strength of soil, Pa
c = apparent cohesion of SO* Pa

= normal stress on sheared surface of SOL Pa
i = angle of internal shearing resistance of SOL d.

The pammctm c and ~, are properties of a soil and can be determined by experiment. Mom d-ion on
these experiments and the Mohr-Coulomb law maybe found in Refs. 18 and 19. Once the normal pressure on
the soil and the type of soil have been determined, the shear strength of the soil can be determined from Eq.
2-75.

To determine the height of the spade, the lateral pressure on the spade must be found. The lateral pressure at
the bottom of the spade is determined once c and +, for the soil and the vertical pressure on the soil have been
determined. The vemical pressure p. on the Boil, resulting from the vertical force component of the spade, is
known from the reaction form Rvi or Rn x theflatt md iSgivenM

Rn(or fW , pa
p“ –

b.~ .
,.

(2-76)
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TIM lateral pressurept at the base of the SpdC -n bCcomputed using the Mohr-CouJomb law and the Mohr’s
circle (Refs. 18 and 19) as

p“ 2C
Pl= — – —, Pa

N4 m o

(2-77)

where

‘& = tan2(m/4 + i$.~2) = flow value, dimensionless.

Distribution of the lateral pressure on the sp~e is as shown in Fig. 2-11. This pressure distribution on the
spade is assumed to be uniform kause the passive pressure due to soil mass is negligible. From quilibrium
considerations for the spade, its height h is given as

Thii height should be adjusted for fabrication and other practical considerations.

H-
Pg

b
/ 1

(2-78)

Figure 2-11. Presau& DMribution on Spadea

2-6 DESIGN FOR TOWING
Bccauscthetowed artillery weapon must be towed by one or more prime movers, towing considerations

must be introdumd early in the d~~n pro&s. Weapon georoet~ is oft.cn substantially influenced by the
requirements that the weapon be towed over rough terrain and that turning radii for the vehicle and weapon
can be achieved. Further, tkes must be selected to achieve aliowablc ground pressures, and brakes must be
designed to provide stable stoppipg of the weapon and prime mover. AISOwhcclbasc and tire elasticity play a
role in assuring stability of the weapon during towing.

As shown in Fig. 2-12, adequate clearance must be allowed between the bottom carriage and other parts of
the weapon to allow towing over irrcgtdar terrain. An angle a. of approach and an angle & of departure
generally will k established based on terrain considerations. These angles define reference lines above which
all components of the weapon must be Iocatud. Initial weapon layout and subsequent design must not be
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-1

Figure 2-12. Angka of Approach and Departure

allowed to violate these clearance conditions. Similarly, as indicated in Fig. 2-13, the distance &from the pintle
to tbcweapon wheels and the geometry of the weapon structure near the pintle must be selected to allow the
weapon and prime mover to negotiate turns of a given radius of curvature specified by the user. Ths for the
road gear must be selected to support the weight of the vehicle on soft soils (without exceeding specified
ground pressure levels), to provide stilcicnt traction during braking, and to provide adequate weapon
stability. Pneumatic tires arc almost exclusively used in modem towed artillery design. For an introduction to
the mechanics of pneumatic tires, refer to Chapter 1 of Ref. 20. Also detailed performance data on tires arc
available from commercial tire manufacturers.

/

Figure 2-13. Turning Geometry

Braking requirements and the dmign of brake systems suitable for towed artillery weapons arc dkusscd in
considerable detail in Ref. 21. The op~um braking force for the weapon brakesystem&Mined in par.9-%
Ref. 21, and depends on the chamctas tics of the prime mover and surface conditions that maybe encoun-
tered. The braking force and pintle force afc determined to provide adequdte weapon stability during brdcia~
this determination also depends upon the primemovet. For detailed analysi$ of brake and pintie forces, refer
to Chapter 3 of Ref. 20 and Chapters 5 and 9 of Ref. 21.

The stability of the towed weapon on extreme side slopes maybe analyzed to determine the wheelbase w
shown in Fig. 2-14. The sumrnat ion of moments about the contact point between the left tire and ground in
Fig. 2-14, presuming the right tire is just leaving the ground, yields the criterion for weapon stability as

(2-79) -
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w~u~

\
\
\
\
i

w~

Figure 2-14. Forces Acting on Weapon During Turning

where
Wr= total weapon weight, N

= lateral acceleration, m/s2
y%= height of weapon center of gravity, m

y, = side slope, rad
w = wheelbase, m.

Forexamplc, if the weapon weighs 7000 N and the height and center of gravity are 1.0 m, then in order for the
weapon to be stable on a flat surface (i.e., TS= O)with 0.75g lateral acceleration, Eq. 2-79 rquires

2-3 I
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‘O””(w-’”w=”
or

w = 1.5m.

In addition to the quasistatic analysis presented, the dynamic stability of the weapon must also be carefully
analyzed during towing over rough terrain and on smooth roads. Typical ground contours maybe employed
and weapon dynamics analyzed as the weapon is towed over these terrains. More complex, and as discussed in
Refs. 20 and 21, roll stability of the weapon during high-speed towing on even regular roads also must be
carefully analyzed. The basic theory of stability of dynamical systems maybe employed for such analysis but is
beyond the scope of this discussion. For details and futier references, refer to Refs. 20 and 21.

2-7 SYSTEM TRADEOFFS AND PARAMETER SELECTION
Pars. 2-1 and 2-2 provide a qualitative guide to factors that must be considered in design of a towed artillery

systcm. Pars. 2-3 through 2-6 provide methods for the preliminary design of subsystems comprising the towed
artillery system. It remains to ( I) select each of the subsystems making up a candidate weapon system and (2)
make tradeoffs and comparisons between competing alternatives. An example of considerations leading to
parameter selection of a family of 105-mm candidate weapons and the selection of the best candidate is
presented in this paragraph. The example, drawn from Rcfs. 17 and 18, illustrates tradeoffs and system level
considerations that typically are encountered in the design of a new towed artillery weapon system,

A systematic method is needed for evaluating all possible solutions to a stated user need. This method
requires thatallfeasible solutions be considered and that the best approaches from a technical standpoint be
recommended. Therefore, a simple and uniform method of evaluating all possible solutions is needed. One
such method is presented here with application to a user requirement for a 105-mm system.

2-7.1 SELECTION OF BASIC WEAPON CONFIGURATIONS
An effort is initially made to generate all the possiblc basic weapon configurations a 105-mm towed systcm

could assume. Two basic types of recoil systems were identified that could be employed on a 105-mm
weapon —the conventional Putcaux hydropncumatic, dependent system and a soft recoil system. There are
three different carriage configurations that can be used with either of thoac recoil systems-box-trail, split
trail, or pedestal base (four trail).

The combination of two recoil systems with three carriage configurations yields a series of six different basic
weapon configurations. These six alternative systcm configurations arc listed as follows and are depicted in
Figs. 2-15 and 2-16:

1. Ahernutive No. f. Split trail, conventional recoil mechanism, as typified by the XM 164 Howitzer
2. Alternative No. 2. Box-trail, convcntionsd recoil mechanism as typifkd by the MI02 Howitzer
3. Akematfw No. 3. Pedestal base (4-5 trails), conventional mcoi! mcchanis~ typified by a Swedish

105-mm Howitir
4. Altenurtfve No. 4. Pedestal base, soft recoil (f~ut-of-battery recoil mechanism)
5. Akerrdve No. 5. Box-trail, soft recoil, typified by the XM204 Howitzer
6. Alfemu@e No. 6. Split trail (forward), soft recd.

2-7.2 BALLISTIC SOLUTIONS
Two ballistic solutions that would meet user requirements were obtained. Solution No. 1has a lengthened

M 137-type cannon with a shot travel of 3.56 m, whereas Solution No. 2 has a 2.64-m shot travel and an
hcreased chamber volume. Table 2-2 gives the pertinent data used.

Each of these solutions was considered with and without a muzzie brake. For those options employing a -
muzzle brake, the following data were used:

Brake EMciettcy = 0.8
Brake Weight = 333 N
Muzzle Blast in Crew Area = 13,800 Pa.
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(A) Alternative No. I
Split Trail, Conventional Recoil

(B) Alternative No. 2
Box-Trciil. Conventional.

\ \

Figure 2-15. Conventional Recoil Systems

Recoil

(cent’d on next page)
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(C) Alternative No. 3
Pedestal Base, Conventional
Recoil

!

Figure 2-15. (cent’d)

(A) A!tern@ive N
Pedestal BOS

Figure 2-16. Soft Recoil System

(cent’d on nextpage)
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Box-Trail, Soft Recoil

(C) Alternative No. 6
Split Trail, Soft Recoil J&!!!

Figure %16. (cent’d)

TABLE 2-2
BALLISTIC SOLUTIONS

.BallbtkSolution Number 1:
Garnber Vohtme
Maximum ChamhcrPressure
ProjectileWeight
PropellantChargeWeight
Muzzle Velocity

BaUisticSolution Number 2
Ch8mber Volume
Maximum ChamberPressure
Projectile Weight
Propellant Charge Weight
Muzzle Velocity

2.34X10-’m’
3.10xloa Pa
127N
18.2N
683 m/s

3.34X10-3m3
2.41X1O*Pa
127N
23.1 N
693 mis
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These combinations of charges and brakes yieId four possible ballistic solutions with the following
characteristics:

1. Ballistic Solution No. 2, without a muzzle brake, gives a total cannon weight of 5446 N for an Effective
Full Charges (EFC) life of 7500.

2. Ballistic Solution No. 2, with a muzzle brake, gives a total cannon weight of 5779 N fora 7SO0-EFClife.
3. BaIlistic Solution NO. 1, without a muzzle brake, gives a total cannon weight of 5695 N for a 7500-EFC

life.
4. Ballistic Solution No. 1, with a muzzle brake, gives a total cannon weight of 6028 N for a 7500-EFC life.

2-7.3 WEAPON ALTERNATIVES
Since each of the six basic weapon configurations can use anyone of the four ballistic solutions of par. 2-7.2,

the weapon systems shown in Table 2-3 are possible.

Alternative No.

la
lb
[c
Id
2a
2b
2C
2d

$
3C
3d
4a
4b

:
5a
5b
5C
%
6a
6b
6C
6d

TABLE 2-3
WEAPON SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES

Configuration

Split trail, conventional recoi~ Ballistic Solution No.2
Same as la, with muzzle brake
Split trail, conventional recoil, Ballistic Solution No. 1
Same as lc, with muzzte brake
Box-trail, rmnventional recoil, Ballistic Solution No. 2
Same as 2a, with muzzJe brake
Box-trail,conventional recoil, Ballistic Solution No. I
Same as 2c, with muzzle brake
Pe&staJ base, ccmvcntionalrecoil, BallisticSohu.ionNo. 2
Same as 34 with muzzlebrake
Pedestalb- conventional recoil, BallisticSolution No. 1
Same as 3c, with mtu.ziebrake
Pedestalbase, soft reco%Baliiitic Solution No. 2
Same as 4%with muszle brake
Ptdestal base,soft recoil, BallisticSolution No. 2
Smne as 4q withmuzzie brake
Box-traiLsoft ram”~BallisticSolution No. 2
Same as 54 withmuzzlebrake
Box-trail,soft recoil, Balliitic Solution No. I
Same as 5c, with muzzlebrake
Split trail, soft recoiI,BallisticSolution No. 2
Same as 6a, with muzzlebrake
Sptit trai~ soft reed, Ballistic Solution No. I
Same as 6c, with muzzle brake

2-7.4 WEIGHT ESTIMATIONS
At this point, a method of caleulatirtg the total system weight for each of the 24 alternative systems is needed.

A computer program based on the method presented in par. 2-4 was used in estimating the weight of the
recoiling parts for each of the alternatives. This program also yieIded values for peak rod pull and weapon
impulse. See Ref. 18 for a description of the program.

To estimate the weight of the nonrecoiling parts, weapon weights are broken down into component parts.
Because all of the alternatives are larger than any existing 105-mm system, some form of extrapolation is
necessary. To minimize errors, the procedure that follows was used. Three existing 105-mm weapons were
broken down into component weights. The component weights were then generated for three nonexisting
105-mm systems with the concept configuration. These three nonexisting systems me of the same size and -
range capability as the existing systems from which the component weights were taken, therefore, no
extrapolation (only interpolation) was required.

Thus component weights were estimated without the necessity of error-producing extrapolation. To
facilitate uniform extrapolation of component weights, other than recoiling parts, a series of extrapolation
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~aphs were developed in Ref. 18.These extrapolations are based on fixed weights and weights that scale with
the size of the subsystem and the loads it must support. The component weight estimation methods discussed
in par. 2-5 are used in constructing the extrapolation, and the weight estimates obtained are plotted in Figs.
2-8,2-9, and 2-17 through 2-22. It is emphasized that state-of-the-afi materials and construction methods arc
considered in this analysis. Attillery systems developed in the future can anticipate some evolution in these
areas that will favorably influence total system performance.

The graphs of Figs. 2-8,2-9, and 2-17 through 2-22 may be used in the extrapoiat ion of subsystem weights of
the 24 alternative systems. Most of the plots are self-explanatory. All graphs are constructed using the basic
premise that components can be mathematically described by both a fixed and a variable component. Fixed
weights are represented by portions of structure governed by geometric considerations or other operational
characteristics that are not functionally related to weapon weight, recoil force, etc. Some explanation of the
suspension system weight versus system weight of Fig. 2-21 is necessary. The steps in the plots are due to the
necessity of using wheels and tires in the inventory.

Information needed to calculate estimated system weight is now available in Figs. 2-8,2-9, and 2-17 through
2-22. Weapon impulse is calculated using data for the ballistic solution and the method of par. 2-3. Values for
each alternative are given in Table 2-4. Cannon weight, recoil mechanism weight, and recoil force are
calculated by using the methods presented in pars. 2-3 and 2-4. These parameters are presented in Table 24.
With these data the extrapolation curves of Figs. 2-8, 2-9, and 2-17 through 2-22 arc used to obtain the
remaining component weights, with results given in Table 24, along with total system weight.

2-7.5 WEAPON STABILITY
Weapon hop stability is assessed using the stability index introduced and illustrated in par, 2-5.2, Ref. 1,

S1 = &/ JVT , dimensionless (2-80)

where
S1 = stability index, dimensionless
K = constant recoil force, N.

Values of the stability index for each of the system alternatives are calculated and given in Table 24. For
weapons with spades the S1 can be as large as 4.0, but with stakes only an S/of 2.5 can be tolerated.

2-7.6 PARAMETER VARIATIONS
With the equations and extrapolation graphs developed in this chapter, the design team can carry out

tradeoff analyses and investigate the effect of parameter variations. If a change in tube weight is considered, for
example, the recoil force will change as predicted analytically in par. 2-5.3, Ref. 1,and the component weights
appearing in Table 24 will be recalculated using Ftgs. 2-8,2-9, and 2-17 through 2-22. A new system weight is
then obtained, and the sensitivity of system weight to tube weight is determined. Similar parameter variation
calculations can be made with respect to any of the design parameters the system design team may wish to
consider.

2-7.7 DECISION RULE FOR OPTIMAL SYSTEM SECTION
A tradeoff analysis maybe used to select the most cost-effective solution to the system requirement. The

salient points are as follows:
1. All parameters relevant to the mission profile are itemized. The ‘priority of characteristics-as stated by

the user will be augmented by other parameters thought to be relevant by the design team.
2. The performance rating PR of each alternative solution with respect to a given characteristic is

assigned. This is accomplished on a Oto 10 scale-zero indicates a complete failure to satisfy performance
requirements, and 10 indicates a completely satisfactory rating.

3. An importan= factor lFis assigned to each parameter being evaluated. This will reflect guidance from -
the user, in the form of requirement statements, as well as experience represented by the artillery system design
team. The /Freflecta the thought that some parameters are more critical to mission performance than others.
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Alternative No.
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Recoil Force KmOX, NxIO-4

Figure 2-17. Bottom Carriage Weight w Recoil Force
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Figure 2-18. Top Carnage Weight vs Recoil Force
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Figure 2-20. Trail Weight w Recoil Force
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— Fired Off Tires
--- Not Fired Off Tires

~700-16~
5

4-900-!6 ~ +900-20~

1 r I 1 I I I (
o 5 Jo 15 20 25 30 35

System Weight, N x 10-s

Figure 2-21. Suspension System Weight vs Total System Weight

4. The total measure of performance for each alternative solution is calculated by the equation

f(~~)i(~~i, dimensionless(PR),o,d = i-, (2-81)

where
(PR)w = total performance rating dimensionless

(PR~ = performance rating in fth factor, dimensionless
(~~~ = importance factor for ith factor, dimensionless.

5. The decision technique is then completed by selecting the alternative with the maximum total
performance rating.

The assigned performance ratings and importance factors are tabulated in Tabie 2-5. Table 24 gives tabular
vahJcs of the terms in Eq, 2-81. Therefore, the last column in Table 2-6 contains the total performance ratings
of all 20 alternatives.

The rationale used in assigning element performance ratings is explained as follows:
I.ie 1 Reliability/ Availability. Soft recoil systems rank slightly lower in this regard because

a. Misfires will occur at a predicted rate of about one per 1000 rounds. ThH event will cause a mission
interruption of short duration because a special technique will be required to reestablish normal functioning.
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Figure 2-22. Weight of Traversing Mechanism w Traversing Parts Weight
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TABLE 2-4
WEIGHT TABULATION

cba

z
g~z .:JICJ

Z*:
pg

12s,494
92,251

107$86
84,393

125,494
9231

107,586
84,393

125,494
92@l

107*
84,393

173,605
127,728
M8#U7
1I8J1O
173,60s
127,728
148,807
118,110
173,605
127,728
148,807
118,110

~z
Q
gs’
tia

73,109
52#60
62#92
47*7
73,109
52#0
62,092
47,547
73,109
52,460
62@92
47s47

289
289

%

275
275
27s
275

289
289

%

275
275
275
275

635
524
582
m

5780
5713
6028

9569
9108
9529
9311
9449
8983

9187

203s
2470
1924
2043
1746
2106
1670
1639
13s9
1488
1302

%!
6028

5780
5713
6028

5780
5713
6028

5780
5713
6028

2879

2670

2879

2670

x
1985

19s9

z
19s9

635
52A
582
502

813
657

E

1133
951

1035
906

9569
9108
9529
9311

9848
9298
9576
9235

9848
9298
9576
9235

9298
9576
923s

1311
1266
1297
1279
1653
1581
1350
1310
1653
1581
1617
1573
1653
1581
13s0
1310

24371
17,485
20,697
1s,8s0

U371
17,48s
30,697
M,850
34J71
17,485
20,697
15,850

1732
1422
1288
J137
1732
1422

1137
1732
1422
1288
1137

n5
275
275
27s

=
275
275
275

58
5b
5C
5d

%6ir
489
542
462

da
6b

E
mm
5713
6028

@Col. e= Col. s+ Col. b+ CoLd+lll N (cont”don next page)

b. If the Ianvard is Dulled on a soft rcooil wearxm. the oannon will accelerate forward whether or not
the weapidi kadei-mdr~y to fm. This bimasea %+asibiity of an accident

z ~= 2S~bjjtY in ~jg pog~on. so~~fls-demonstratetheir groa~ asset here. Systems
with muzzle brakes are more stabIe than those without due to reduced mail foroes. The stabiity index
presented in Table 2-5 gives a good indication of the relative podions of competing alternatives. Conventional
recoil systems that require staking arc totally inadequate based on experience with the M 102 system and the
fact that higher muzzle velocities are being considered.

3. i = 3 P&&ion. All systems are equti W on both analytical and empirical redt$.
4. i = 4 Range, Maximum. All competitive systems arc new and will be designed to fire to the essential

maximum range stated by the combat developer. Any changes in th~ parameter would not be expected to
change the relative ranking of competing aitematives.

5. i = 5 Weight. This performance measure is highly relevant to artillery systems that will be used in
the air mobile role. The M 102 developmental program placed a very high priority on obtaining a lightweight
system. Soft recoil systems offer the potential of slight weight savings and, therefore, rank higher in this
measure.
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TABLE 2-4 (wnt’d)
n 0 vk b

*.
.c
.-
:
c
.-
;

kCoz
2221
21s5
2186
2155
1999
1972
1999
1979

2275
2319

2301
2141
2252
2119
a17
1986
1986
1964
2017
1986
1986
1964

r sm

@

*Z

iii
-.

??
a

~~

9#06
8S5
9,040
8#4

7356
7.107
7,618
7.014

z .
~
.-

~

3243
2710
2976
2532

19,076 3.83
17,672 2.97
18,569 3.34
17,64s 2.69
17,006 4.30
M#90 3a
16@l 3,74
16,197 2.94
26,099 2.80
23,727 2,21
25* 2.45
23.363 2.04

3
m

444

435
4s3
449
453

4s3

1311
Im
1311
1297
258
253
253
249

z
422

666
666

&6

666
666
al
666
280
280
2ao
280
426
426
426
426

16530
14,619
15,819
14,051
14,819
12#42
13>82
1Z5
7,429
7,072
733
7,007
8$M6
7,534
7,444
7,054

8352
6975
7663

444

444
444

444

578
578
578
578
578
578
578
578

iw?l
22.343
23.163

M
0.89
0.74,
1.41
1.07

;:

6575
5375

SI09

444
444

444
555
555
555
555

21332
17,259
16257
46,810
16&6
17,894
16,832
17.023

1510
1333
1377
1)99

444
444
444

1.36
1.04
1.22
0.9716;290

@Col. p= CoLf+g+h+i+j+k+L+ m+n+o

8
~ Col. s = CoLc (long rcooil)/CoL r
a Smallstakesrsquircdonlyin extrcmsconditions.

6. J = 6 Mobility. The mobiIity of the various competitive systems is directly related to system weight.
This dcpandcncc is mfktcd in the ratings given

7. f= 7 Tm_m ~c ~w= ~gg ~ mti to the time and diffkndty involved in making gross
shifts in azimuth. Therefore, those systems having a 6400-mils on-carriage travcrac aystcm rank higher than
those having a limited on-carriage s~tcm plus a speed shift capabtity.

8. i = 8 Maintainability. All competitive systems will be designed to meet the requirements stated by
the combat developer.

9. i = 9 Reaction lime. The reaction time is closely related to the type of ground anchoring that must
be deployed prior to weapon firing, Thus those systems requiring no staking or spreading of trails rank highest.

10. i = 10 Rate of Fire. The soft-rcooil-type s~cms rank slightly higher in this area because the recoil
cycle time is kss for weapons that arc fired in the out-of-battery mode.

11. i= 11 Survivability. All alternative systems were considered to have the same survivability.
12. i = 12 Overall Size. Because their overall length is only about two-thirds that of conventional

systems, soft recoil systems employing forward trails rank vexy high on this point.
13. i= 13 Transportability. Transportability is related to the overall size and weight o~ the systems.

Thetefore, shorter weapons have higher ratings.
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TABLE 2-5
ELEMENT PERFORMANCE RATINGS (H?)j
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9
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Ft. i = 14 Growth Potential. The growth potential of a weapon system is related to the posaibfity of
increasing its range or projectile payload. The M 102-type system ranks very low in ths area because it is
overextendedin the alternative system,

15. i = 15Access to Crew Area Forward trail, soft recoil weapons rank very high; there are no trails to
step over or stand inside when working near the breech.

16. i e 16 Storage Ltie. All ahemative systems were considered to have the same storage Iife.
17. i= 17 Blast Pressure in Crew Area. Weapons equipped with muzzle brakes rank lower than the “

corresponding systems without brakes. Sofi recoil systems rank higher than conventional recoil systems
because the tube is displaced forward during the time the muzzle blast occurs.

18. i = 18Training Required. Soft recoil weapons rank slightly lower in this area because they are new
and slightly more sophisticated than weapons with a conventional recoil system.
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TABLE 24
COMPUTATION OF TOTAL PERFORMANCE RATINGS
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19. i = 19 Payoff to Related R&D. Soft recoil weapons rank much higher here; they provide the
possibility of lighter, more stable 155-mm and larger towed systems in addition to lighter, more stable
self-propelled systems.

20. f = 20 Development Time, Cost. All systems were considered to rank about the same in this area.
The system performance evaluation method used here should not be taken as the only way to compare

alternative systems. Rather, it provides a balance between quantitative trticoffs and qualitative ~~ider* .
tions, which must receive the attention of the design team and the user. For more refined methods of design
tradeoff analysis and optimization, refer to Refs. 22 and 23.
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CHAPTER 3
ARTILLERY SYSTEM KINEWTIC AND DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

Kinematic analysis isjlrst carried out to define quantitatively relative motion that may occur in the towed
artillery sy.uem. Forces acting bel ween components of the system arc then determined un&r the iq@ence of
gravitational force and those due to impact Ioading that occurs during transport of the weapon Z4e
equilibrator force-elevation demand curve is defined as input to subsequent equilibrator &sign. Dynamic
mo&k thatpredict motion of the weapon system duringj%ing are &rived, and their use in the analysis of
weapon stabiIity is illustrated. Testing for validation and refinement of model parameters is dkz.rsed.
Numerical integration methodkfor Cah.dadng numerical solutions of equations of motion are reviewed, and
advanced methodkfor computer generating and integrating system equations of motion am pmented

3-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS
[A’] =

Am=

aj,bj =
=

J%=

bn =
br =

cB =

c# =

Cr =

E=
=

x=
Fov=

(FEL)o =

(FEQ)~ =

F’i =

Ft =

Fti =

F*=

F,{ =

transformation matrix from (y,z) to (q~~ frame, dimensionless
effective area in each equilibrator, mz
constants of numerical integration algorithm, dimensionless
acceleration of recoiling parts along q-axis, m/s2
brceeh force, N
distance of point B along X~axis, m
distance of trunnion along X@xis, m
distanoc of point B along Ymaxis, m
damping coefficient that may depend on generalized coordinates and time, N-/m
distance of trunnion along Yfixis, m
intetiaec load between recding parts and cradle, N
inertial load due to an acceleration of ng, N
vec40r of functions
actuator forec applied along element that may depend upon generalized coordinates and time,
N ,’

total force in elevation struts, N
force in equilibrator at elevation @,N
vector of applied forces on body i, N
resultant force vector, N
q-component of i~h brcceh force acting on recoiling parts, N ‘
moomponeht of lth c&namic’fbme cm body, N
~mDoncnt of M dmti”fotes &i body, N‘

F f = veclor of emstraint forces on body ~ N
flt,y,j) = function of time, displacement, and velocity, respectively, m/~

~q) = f-on of q, N
i? = acceleration due to gravity= 9.81 m/s2

H = horizontal reaction at the spades, N
H(q) = function of q, Nos2/m2

h = time interval between successive grid points, s
h = time step, s
f = polar moment of inertia of body, kgm2

f~ = polar moment of inertia of mass MDabout center of mass, kgm2
L = polar moment of inertia of recoiling parts about center of mass, kgm2
I“= unit vector along X-axis, dimensionless

3-I
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Li = unit veetor along X~-axis, dimensionless
is= unit vector along X~axis, dimensionless
in = unit vector aJong global X~axis, dimensionless
Ji = cmttroidal polar moment of inertia of body i, kgm2

“= unit vector along Y-axis, dimensionlessJ
jA = unit vector along YA-~k, dimensionkss
jn = unit vector along Yraxis, dimensionless
jH = unit vector along global Ymaxis, dimensionless
~ = unit vector along the q-axis, dimensionless

K(z) = recoil force, N
Kl = spring constant of spring in front supports, Ntn/ rad

K(O] = value of K(t) under static conditions, N
& = peak recoil force, N ,.

k = total number of moments on body, dirncnaionleas
k = unit vector along the Z-axis, dimensionless

k~ = elastic spring coefficient that may depend on generalized coordinates and time, N/m
&’= ,unit vector along the ~-axis, dimensionless
L = Y-coordinate of ground spring, m

LU = length of elevating strut, m
~ = deformed spring length, m

6ti = undeformed spring length, m
Ml= massof nonrecoiling parts, kg
Me= mass of nonrecoiling elevating parts, kg
MT= moment on traverse bearing in the Y’Z-plane,N-m
m, = mass of spade assembly, kg
M,= mass of travcming parts, kg
M,=massc$reco~, parta, kg
M.= mass of vehicle, kg

m= mass of component, kg
m?t = moment about 0, N-m
mi = mass of body i, kg
N = normal reaction of cradle on recoiling parts, N

= number of rounds fired, dimensionless
n = multiplying factor, i.e., number of g’s cxporicnced by oompotwnt, dimcnsionkss

w = total number of forecs acting on the body, dimensionkas
Po= pressure of gas in eaeh equilibrator at 6 = O, Pa

P = integer characterizing the algori~ dimensionless
~ = rate of change with respect to time of linear momentum vector of body L &m/sa

Qq = generalized force corresponding to generaiid aordinate q, N
@ = generalized force corresponding to generalized coordinate 0, N-m
Q’= vector of generalized forces acting on body i, N

@Q’~Q~ = generali~d forces on body i in the x-, y-, and @directions, N, N, Nom, =~tively
= composite vector of all system generalized coordinates, m

~ = veetor of generalized coordinates, m
o = specified initial values of @ncml&d coordinates, m

~ = virtual displacement of generalized coordinates, m

d = r~ralimd VCJOCit**m/s

3-2
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q“-= specified initial values of generalized velocities, m/s
rA= position vector of center of mass of A4,in global coordinate system, m

r“,o = position vector of point ~ relativc to ~, m
rA/r = position vector of point A relative to T, m

rg = position vector of mass Ma, m
rnlo= position vector of center of mass of the cradle relative to O, m
rLIlr = position vector of center of mass of the cradle with respect to trunnion, m

rD,O = position vector of center of mass of bottom carriage and trails relative to 0, m
rf = position vector of 01, m
r~ = position vector of pu relative to Of, m
fj = position vector of O,, m
rj( = position vector of pfirelative to Oj, m
rp= position vector of point pjf relative to point pu, m

r~u= vector [(~osa)i + (~incr)~~ between points St and SJ, m
rno = position vector of trunnion relative to 0, m

rmto = position vector of center of mass of top carriage relative to O, m
SI = clip reaction in side rail bearings, N
S2 = clip reaction in barrel bearings, N
T= kinetic energy of system, J

To= kinetic energy of mass MB, J
TM= horizontal reaction at trunnio~ N
Tf = kinetic energy of body i, J

Tv = force in the q-direction on cradle due to trunnion, N
~ = jth dynamic moment on body, N*m
T,= kktic energy of mass M,, J
TV= vertical reaction at trunnion, N
T[ = force in the {direction on the cradle due to trunnion reaction, N
T@ = reaction moment at trunnion, N*m

TCY = force due to bottom carnage on top carriage in the Y4irection, N
TCZ = force on top carriage due to bottom carriage, N

1 = time, s
10= instant at which E = O,s

= time at initial grid point, s
4 = ith grid point, s
ta= nth time grid poinLs
V= potential energy of system, J

V*= vertical reaction at spades, N
v’= vertical reaction of ground on firing base, N

v’= voIume of gas m each equilibmtor at O= O,m’
VB= velocity vector of B, m/s
v, = velocity vector of A, m/s

w# = weight of cradle, N
Wfl = weight of bottom carriage and trails, N
w, = weight of the recoiling parts, N

Wm = weight of top carriage, N
6 W = virtual work of K(t) and B(t), J

awl = virtual work of forces acting on body i, J
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y =
x“=
:=

YD =
Ya =
yfjQ =
Yr =

Ynl =
Y2r =
iA =
y=

J) i=,

Y. =

yo =

M =

.Y2 =
“=

d =
““ —
Y–

ZXL=
ZCQ=
z==

Zm =
Zz =

o =

u =

@=

A =

x-coordinate of 0/, m
acceleration of reooiling parts in global Xdireetion, tn/ S2
acwleration of body along xdireetion, ml Sz
Y-coordinate of center of mass of bottom carriage and trails, m
discanee along Y-axis of attachment point of elevating strut on top carriage from the spade, m
horizontal distance between spade and attachment point of equilibrator on top carriage, m
horizontal distanec between spade and trunnion, m
Y-coordinate of traverse bearirtgfrom spade, m
Y+oordinate of top carriage relative to 0, m
acceleration of recoiling parts in global Ydirection, m/ S2
displacement, m
y-coordinate of Oi, m
value of y at nth time grid point, units same as units of y
initial value of y, m
displacement, m
velocity, m/s
first time derivative of y(r), m/s
initial value of j(r), m/s
aeeeieration in ydirection, m/52
distance tdong Z-axis of attachment point of elevating strut on top carriage from spade, m
vertieal distance of attachment points of equilibrator on top carriage from f- base, m
vertieal distance of trunnion from firing base, m
Z-ordinate of traverse bearing from spade, m
Z-ordinate of top carriage relative to 0, m
cannon angle of elevation, rad
angle betwten direction of force (FEQ)o and negative q-axis, rad
angle shown in Fe. 3-7, rad
angle shown in Fig. 3-7, rad

& = distance along {-axis of oem.erof mass of recoiling parts from trunniou m

b~ = d~t~~ ~ong L-ink of att~hment point of elevating strut on cradle from trunnion, m
(sQ = distance along ~-axis of attachment point of equilibrator on cradle from trunnion, m

~ = initial displacement of reeoiling parts, m
LI= displacement of recoiling parts, m
~ = velocity of recoiling parts, m/s
~ = distanm along @.xis of point of application of rod pull from trunnicm, m
q = diaplaecment of recoiling parts, m

= distance of A along X~-axis, m
= translation of recoiling parts relative to oradle, m

~.4 = distance along q-axis of center of mass of reeoiling parts from trunnion, m
q8 = distanec along X~axis of center of mass of J4s from tntnniosq m

vu = distance aJong q-axis of attachment point of elevating strut on cradle from trunnion, m
~8Q = distance idong q-axis of attachment point of equilibrator on cradle frOmtrunnion, m

qF = distance along q-axis of front rail bearing from trunnion, m
qti= coordinate of point pu along q~axis, m
~i = coordinate of point pj, along waxis, m
71=out-of-battery position of W,along Y-axis, m
~N = distance along X~-axis of point of application of normal reaction, m

34
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% s multiplying factor corresponding to peak recoil force, dimensionless
qn = distance aIong q-axis of rear rail bearing from trunnion, m

m = in-battery position of W, along Y-axis, m
~ = veioc@ of recoiling parts, m/8
A = Lagrange multiplier veetor with nt~mponents

= c~lcient of ftition betwectt reboiling parts and cradle, dimensionless
~ = coordinate of point pu along feaxis, m
~ = coordinate of point p~ along &axis, m

(fi,ql) = body-freed coordinate systcm relative to global system, m
to=dist.m= along y~-a.xis of contact surface between recoiling parts and cradle, m
fl = dis-e along Y~-axis of contact su@ec between reeoiling parts and cradle, m

= distance of A along Y.@uds, m
= distance along Y~-a.xisof point of application of 42), m

,,

r = ahgik bettvcen dh’ection df force(FWL)6and negative q-ads, rad ,,

= time period over which differential e@ation is integrated, s
~q,t) = vcetor of constraint functions

4 = pi~h ~gk of under~agc, r~
+1= angular orientation (&@ body-fixed coordinate system relative to global system, rad

4*I= angk @under static conditions, rad

4D]= pitch angle of top carriage relative to ground; rad
ti = pi~h an@e of ~~k ro~tion re~~ive to top ~=e, ~
$ = angular accckration of body, rad/s2

= angular acceleration of reeotilng parts, rad/sz

3-1 STATIC AND QUASI-STATIC ANALYSIS
3-1.1 INPUT FORCE DETERMINATION

~ -qn wmpoJMnts Ofa @@ ~~sy~~m~ ,@two ty~; s~tic ~o?ds ~d d-i: ~~s-
Static loads oncomponentsusuallyar eduetothe~htdftlw bodies @theaystk~ ortp j@epp

T
p???

in the system. Dynamic loads occur due to motion of the system and ean only be deterrmned exactly y solving
the equations of motion for the system. There are some dynamic loads, however, that can be approximated
without having to solve the equations of motion. Such loads are called “quasi-static”. Quasi-static loads can be
cktormined by applying d’Alembert’s principle, which can be written as (Ref. 1)

‘!+,?-@i=’o’N~, ‘t’I
(3:1)

whmJ* i ,,
Fr*voCtOr of& fa~oq@dy&’N ,“ ,. , ‘ ~, ,,
H = vector of constraint fomes on body i, N
~ = rate of ohange with mspe@ to time of linear momentum vector of body L *m/sx.

The negative of the momentum rateofchange,-~ canbelookedttponasanin~ for~-~~ by~OW@
tiacoE&Ut “on of the body from experiment or analysis, it is possible !O predict the incrtid kwd.

The oonoept of.determining inertial loads oan be illustrated by coWide&ng a component of mass m of the
weapon whichexperiences a worstoasog-loadii of ngmeters/sccatd.The inertial load Fin the @ection of
this acceleration is

F= –-mng, ~ (3-2)
where

F = inertial load due to an acceleration of ng, N
m= mass of component, kg
n= multiplying factor, i.e., number of g’s experienced by component, dimensionless
g = accckration due to gravity = 9.81 m/s*.

‘A bold italicsymbol witlbeuwdto representa vector.
3“5
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Inertial forces on a body always act through the center of mass of the body. This makes it important to locate
the centers of mass of all bodies in the system in some suitable coordinate system. Location of the center of
mass is also important when writing the kinetic energy of the body for the derivation of its equations of motion.

Inertial forces experienced by a weapon during transpo~ation seldom exceed the loads produced during
firing. However, local structural members to which the conveying components are attached maybe subjected
to large forces. Accordingly, the total structure should be investigated to detect any critical loads that may
appear during transportation. The determination of these forces is thus required for stress analysis of
components of the system.

The travel load that usually produces the greatest stress in a carriage structure is due to a 6-g acceleration
that may occur over very rough terrain. For a system such as the M204 Howitzer, the carriage has a mass of
2160 kg (Ref. 2). The force F on the carriage under travel conditions can be written from Eq. 3-2 as

F= –2160 (6X9.81) = 127,138 N (28,582 lb).
Thisforce acts through the txmter of mass of the carriage.

A quasi-static treatment of peak recoil force can also be performed to determine the g-!oad due to this forec.
Let the peak recoil force be & and mass of recoiiing parts M,. From Eq. 3-2

Km..x= MrqPg,N

or
I

Lax
~Pg= M, ‘

m/s2
1

(3-3)

where
KA = peak rceoil force, N

M,= mass of recoiling parts, kg
% = multiplying factor corresponding to peak recoil forces, i.e., number of g’s experienced by

recoiling parts, dimensionless.

From Eq. 3-3 it is evident that qPdefines theg-loading corresponding to the peak recoil force. The quasi-static
aJlowable limits of the matcriab must be determined prior to the application of Eq. 3-3.

3-1.2 STATIC AND QUASI-STATIC FORCE ANALYSIS
A rigid body in a plane has 3 degrees of freedom-2 in translation and 1in rotation. A bod y in 3 dimensions,

on the other hand, has 6 degrees of freedom-3 in translation and 3 in rotation. In either case, for a body to be
in static qut]brium requires that the vector sum of the forces and moments acting on the body be zero. In the
planar case this leads to three scalar equations. To write the three equations of equilibrium, a free-body
diagram of each body in the system should first be draym. Summation of the forces acting on the body along
each of two coordinate directions gives two scalar equations. The third scalar equation can be written by
taking moments about any point on the body.

As an illustration of the technique for staticforce analysis, the M198, 15S-tnm towed Howitir (Ref. 3) is
considered. This system consists of a cannon and rceoi.ling parta, which are supported by the cradle at three
points-the bearing at the front cradle support and the rail bcarhgs at the rear on each side of thccradle. The
tipping parts arc pintted to the top carriage at the trumion and are balanctd by equilibrators and positioned in
elevation by two elevating struts. The trails, bottom carriage, and firing base support the traversing parts on a
traverse bearing. The spades at the end of each trail and the firing base provide the bearing surface required to
anchor the weapon in the ground.

The clip reactions Sl and S2 due to the weight of the recoiling parts on the cradle are shown in Fig. 3-1.
Summation of forces in the qdirection gives

K – JKsine = O (3-4)

or

K = W,sinO, N (3-5)

3-6
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Figure 3-1. Free-Body Diagram of Recoiling Mass
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where
w, = weight of the recoiling parts, N
K = recoil forec, N
e = cannon angle of elevation, rad.

In this special case of static equilibrium, the recoil force Kis just the counterrecoii force that holds the recoiling
parts in battery.

Summation of forces in the {direetion gives

SI+ S2– Rose = o (3-6)
or

S1 + S2

where
SI = clip reaction in side rail bearings, N
Sa = clip reaction in barrel bearings, N.

= W-COS6, N (3-7)

Summation of moments about the center of mass of the recoiling parts gives

sl(vA– @ – S2(77F – VA) –K(L4-g2)=o

and substitution of the expression for K from Eq. 3-5 gives

sl(~A – ~R) – S2(~F – ~A) = W& – &)sinO,N*m.

The solution of Eqs. 3-7 and 3-8 for SI and S2 is

S1=

S2=

Wr[(~F – TA)cd + (b – &)Sine] , N

~F – ~R
,,. .

11,(’(.;
W,COS8 – St, N

I(3-8)

(3-9)

(3-10)
where

q~ = distance along q-axis of front rail bearing from trunnion, m
7A = distance along q-axis of center of mass of recoiling parts from trunnion, m
~ = distance aiong (-axis of center of mass of recofing parts from trunnion, m
k = distance along ~-axis of point of application of rod pullfromtrunnion, m

rM= distance along q-axis of rear rail bearin8 from trunhio~ m.

The static force developed by the equilibrators is independent of the maas of recoiling parts. Also th~ force
dependsonthetypeofequilibrator used. For the M198 Howitzer, two pneumatic quilibrators arcemployod.
The foroc in the qtilbrators can be determined as a function of the gun position by applying the isothermal
gas law. The forocs in these equilibrators can ~ written as (Ref. 4)

(FEQ)~ = ~0
2AuQP0Vo

,N
– A~~[(EQl) + 2(EQ2)cos0 – 2(EQ3)sin9]’P – [(J!?Q1) + 2( EQ2)]’n)

(3-1 1)

3-s
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where
(F’’Q)o = force in equilibrator at elevation 0, N

AfiQe effective area in each equilibrator, m2
Pa= pressure of gas in each equilibrator at 0 = O, Pa
Vil= volume of gas in each equilibrator at d = O,rn3
YT= horizontal distance between spade and trunnion, m

Y&Q= horizontal distance between spade and attachment point of equilibrator on top carriage, m
Zr = vertical distance of trunnion from firing base, m

ZEQ=vertical distance of attachment points of equilibrator on top carriage from firing base, m
VEQ=distance along q-axis of attachment point of equilibrator on cradle from trunnion, m
bQ=distance along {-axis of attachment point of equilibrator on cradle from trunnion, m.

A free-body diagram of the cradle is shown in Fig. 3-2. The unknown forces on the cradle are Tv, Tx, and
(FEL)o. Summation of forces in the q-direction gives

~ – (FEQ)sosO – (FEL)~sT – K – W~h@ = 0 (3-12)

/
‘e,

Figure 3-2. Free-Body Diagram of Cradle

3-9
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where
Tq = force in the qdirection on cradle due to trunnion, N
WB= weight of cradle, N

a = angle between direction of force (F’JEQ)eand negative q-axis, rad
= angle between direction of force (FJ?3Z)0and negative rpaxis, rad

(FEL); = total force in elevating struts, N.

Summation of forces in the {direction gives

Ti + (FEQ)esina – (FEL)@in7 – (SI + s2)– WBCOSfl= O (3-13)

where
T[= force in the {direction on the cradle due to the trunnion reactio~ N.

Summation of moments about the trunnion T gives

‘SIVR – Szq~ + KG – WB(qWOSO – bino)

+ [(lWQ~OSa~Q + [(~EQ)eSina]q~Q

– [(FEL)@inr]qE~ + [(FEL)sosT]bu = 0. (3-14)

From the geometry of the system (see Figs. 3-2 and 3-3), the following expressions for a and Tmaybe written:

Zc
IJ
II
I I

I
1,

1II
i~ c

I
‘\

I
‘\

H

II
1/
1/
1/
I ---- &---

L
----,/-

.4 ----- .— --- -

(3-15)

Tz~
----- I.- —-- ..

* --m’’~’==F=----
7——————— ———— _

——. _

Figure 3-3. Free-Body Diagram of Top Carnage
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T = Tan-l
(

zr + ~gfiin6 + (&Lcoso– ZEL

)
– e, rad

Yr + qELcosO– l&Lsin@– Y&
(3-16)

where
qg~ = distancealong rpaxis of attachment point of cievating strut on cradle from trunnion, m
~ = distance along t-axis of attachment point of elevating stint on cradle from trunnion, m
Y&t= distance along Y-axis of attachment point of eievating strut on top carriage from spade, m
&L=distance along Z-axis of attachment point of elevating strut on top carriage from spade, m.

Solve Eqs. 3-12,3-13, and 3-14 and usc Eqs. 3-5,3-9,3-10, and 3-13tc c!iminatc K, SI, and S2, respective y,

(FEL)8 =
(Fl?@(q@kta -i- &&osa) – W<q.cosi?l – @in9) – WS(qBCos@– @n6) , ~

V@$in? – &LCOST (3-~7)

7’q= (FEQ)scosa + (FEL)ocos7 + ( W, + WiJsinO,N (3-18)

T( = (W, + WB)cosO + (FEL)oskr – (FEQ)oshx, N. (3-19)

Consider the free-body diagram of the top carriage shown in Fig. 3-3. For pitch angie @= 0, the equations
of static cqu~lbrium can be written as

TCY + (FEL)OCOS(T + e) – TqcosO+ Z“inO + (#’EQ)~os(o – d) s O (3-20)

where
TCY = foroe due to bottom carriage on top carriage in the Y-direction, N.

TCZ -t (FEL)@in(T + 8) – TqsinO– TFOS6 + (FEQ)@n(6 – a) – WX = O (3-21)

where
TCZ = force on top carnage due to bottom carriage, N
Wyc= weight of top carriage, N.

Summation of moments about the center of the traverse bearing gives

Mr – (13%)o[cos(T i- t9)(ZEL – Z~B) + sin(~ + f)){ YTB – YEL)]

-1- Tq[(ZT – Zrs)CosO+ ( Y~B– Y~)sinOJ

– T{[(ZT – Zy’B)sine- ( Yn – yT~os6]

-(FEQ)8[(Z4 * ZTB)COS(O-a)+ ( Yn – YqJsin(6 – a)]

+ wm(Ynr– Yrr)=o (3-22)

where
MT= moment on traverse bearing in the YZ-plane, N-m
Zm = 2-coordinate of traverse bearing from spade, m
Yrb= Y*oordinate of traverse bearing from spade, m.

Solve Eqs. 3-20 and 3-21 and use Eqs. 3-18 and 3-i9—together with trigonometric identities—to eliminate
(FEQ)6, Tn, and T4,respectively, to get

TCY= O,N (3-23)

TCZ = W,+ WE+ Wx, N. (3-24)

3-1I
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By substituting Eqs. 3-18 and 3-19 into Eq. 3-22, expanding terms with trigonometric identities, using Eqs.
3-15 and 3-16, and applying Eq. 3-17,

Finally, consider the free-bodv diagram of the bottom carriage and the trails in Fig. 34.
-“--’-~

H– TCY=O
what

H = horizontal reaction at the spades, N

Vpi~~j– TCZ + Vsp~g– WD= O

where
WD= weight of bottom carnage and trails, N

V*, = vcrtieal reaction at the spades, N
l?- = vertical reaction of ground on fting base, N.

Moments about the point O give

where
L = Y-coordinate of ground spring, m

Yt)= Y-rdinatc of center of mass of bottom carriage and trails, m.

I’m)

(3-25)

For & = O,

(3-26)

(3-27)

(3-28)

,, ,. !,

Zc

Figure 3-4. Free-Body Diagram of Nonelevating Mass MD
3-12
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The simultaneous solution of Eqs. 3-26,3-27, and 3-28 and me of Eqs. 3-23,3-24 and 3-25 to eliminate TCY,
TCZ, and h4T, respectively, give

H=o (3-29)

F&vot= w, + WB + Wir + WD– &ng, N. (3-31)

The equilibrators in artillery systems usually are designed to minimize the force on the eIevating strut. This
in turn translates into minimizing the force on the elevating handwheel. The force that the equilibrator is
required to produce at specified angles of elevation is given in the form of a demand curve. To genemte this
curve, consider Eq. 3-17 and set the left-hand side equal to zero (ideal case of FJ5L = O)to obtain

(FEQ)o =
Wr(qAcosf3 – ~sin(?) + WB(q*osO – L*inO), ~

.
qEQsina + &$oS~

Angle a is given by Eq. 3-15 as

(ZEQ
= O + Tan-l

– ZT - ~E@k6 – &@d
a

)
, rad.

Yr + qEWOS(3 – &pinO – YEQ

Conaider the following data for the M 198 Howitzer (Ref. 12):

w,= 31,620.0 N
WB= 5115.ON
VA= 2.246 m
b= 0.0004 m
~B= 1.648m
b= -0.034 m

qEQ= 1.403m
&Q= 0,!91 m
Zr = 1.422 m
Yr = 4.059 m
ZSQ= 1.911 m
YSQ= 3.993 m.

The demand curve of (X’EQ~ as ● function of Ois calculated and plotted for the M 198 Howitzer as shown in
Fi& 3-5. Aohievm“ g this function of force versus elevation is the design goal for the cquWlbrator.

In summary, a general procedure for static analysis of any body in a system should first involve dmwing a
free-body diagram for that body. The force and moment quilibrium equations are then written to determine
the unknown forces on the body. This procedure can be carried out for all the bodies in the system.

3-1.3 KINEMATIC ANALYSIS

A planar kinematic model of the M 198 Howitzer is shown in Fig. 3-6. The recoiling parts are supported on -
the cradle in a bearing at the front and two rail bearings at each side, just forward of the trunnion. The
recoiling parts em thus only translate relative to the cradle. The cradle in turn is pivoted in the top carriage at
the trunnion. This location allows the cradle to rotate in elevation about the trunnion bearing, relative to the
top carriage. The equilibrator and elevating strut are pinned at one end to the top carriage and to the cradle at
the other end. The equilibrator does not constitute a geometric constraint between the cradle and the top

3-13
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Figure 3-5. Equilibrator Demand Curvefor M19S Howitzer

&rriagc. This statement is true because the length of the equilibrator doea not determine the elevation of the
cradle. The length of the ekvating 8truGon the other hand, Cm8titutea a geometric constrainton the position
of the elevating parts. Spccifkation of the length of the ekva.ting strut fmca the angle of devation of the
elevating parts. The top and bottom earriagcs are constrained to relative rotation in azimuth at the traverse
bearing. The axis of this bearing is perpendicular to the firing base of the weapon. This joint allows rotation of
the traversing parts-i. e., top carriage, cradle, and recoiling parts-relative to the bottom carriage. Spades at
the end of each trail provide the bearing surfaces required to anchor the weapon in the ground, and the spades
resist horizontal translation during firing.

To locate the position of the center of mass of the recoiling parts relative to fixed point 0, locate point A
shown in Fig. 3-6 in a coordinate system embedded in the cradle, i.e., in the (q,@oordinate system with origin
at the trunnion T. Then,

rA/T =qJ’+Zjk’, m (3-32)

3-14
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Figure 3-6. Schematic Representation of IW98 Howitzer
II

where
t’AfT= position vector of point A relative to T, m

“’= unit vector along the waxis, dimensiorks
L = unit vector along the (-tutis, dimcnsiunlcs.

The position vector of the trunnion Twith respect to O can be written as

rrjo = Yr/ + Zrk, m
where

rvo= position vector of tnmnion relative to O, m
J = unit vector along Y*, ~
k = unit vector along Z-axis, dimcnsionl~.

By use of the vector identity

rA/o = rrjo f rA/T
where

rA/o = position vector of point A relative to O, m.

~@i.3-32wd 3-33 ; : . .,
,,, .,.:!, 4, .,;,., .,, ,, !,, .

rA@ = ~Tj + Zrk + ?/*j’ + ~k’.

(3-33)

,>

(3-34)

.

(3-35)
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Note that the (q,~oordinate system makes an angle of Owith the ( Y,Z)-system. A transformation matrix[A~
, that converts @,z)-components of vectors in the ( Y,Z)<oordinate system to corresponding components in the
(q,O-coordinate system is (Ref. 3)

[

Cose
[A’] = _,ino

sinO

1COS8 “

Therefore, the (q,lJ-coordinates of a point that has ( Y,Z)+oordinates (y,z) arc

[1[n Cose 1[1sind y
=

i —sine Cose z .

(3-36)

(3-37)

The position vector of point A thus bccomca

The only unknown in Eq. 3-38 is the angle 6. Thisangic can bcdetcrmincd once the length of the elevating strut
is Spccifkd.

The position vector of the eater of m= of the cradie can now be written as

raio = ra~r+ rr~o,m (3-39)
where

rwO= position vector of center of mass of the cradle relative to O, m
r~ = position vector of center of mass of the cradle with respect to tnmnion, m.

Also

rwr = VU”’+ (&k’, m - (34)

and rrlo is given in Eq. 3-33. By usc of the transformation matrix A in Eq. 3-37, rhlo can be written as

r8,0 = ( YT + 7w20s6 – bind)~ + (Z~ + qtiine + &cosf?)k, m. (341)

Refer to Fig. 3-3; the position vector for the location of the cater of mass of the top carriage can bc written
as

r wo = Y&t Z~k, m (342)
where

Yx = Y-coordinate of top cmriagc relative to O, m
Zm = 2koordittatc of top oarriagc relative to O, m

-O = position vector of center of mass of top carriage rdativc to O, m

Similarly, for the bottom carriage and trails,

r D/o = yDj + zDk, m (3-43)

where
rD/0 = position vCctOrof CCnter of m- of bottom* d ~~k dative to ~, m.

Under static conditions, the recoil mechanism exerts s~~cicnt force to keep the recoiling parts prcaacd
against stops in the cradle. This removes the translational degree of freedom of the recoiling parts relative to -
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Figure3-7. Geometryof Elevating Meehanism for M198 Howk

the cradle. This only holds for kimmatic analysis of the weapon, The rotational degree of fre&iom of the
tipping parts is eontralkd by the kngth of the elevating strut. Considerthc triangle fonncd by points ~ T, and
E in Fig. 3-7. The cosine law (Ref. 6) ean be applied to determine angle ATE = A, in terms of the sides of the
triangle ATE, as

where _
A?=&+&m2
TE2 = (Zr - ZIU)2+ ( Y=- YSL)2,m2
XP=&m2
&L= kngth of elevating stru~ m

A = angle shown in Fig. 3-7, rad.
Thus

A = COS-*

[

(dL + &) + (Z% – ZEL)2 + ( Yr – YEL)2– J% 1,rad.
2(77;L + &)[(ZT – ZEL)2 + ( Yr – W21

Also angks a and ~ shown in Fig. 3-7 can be written as

(3-45)

~ = Tan-*
()

bL
— ,rad
WL

(346)
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‘f=Tan-’(~L:z~)$rad- (347)

Therefore, the angle of elevation Ocan be written as

t?= A-tx-/3, rad (348)

where angles A, a, /3 are given by Eqs. 345, 3-46, and 347, respectively. The angle of elevation can thus be
controlled by changing the length of the elevating strut.

For simple models, such as the model of the Ml 98 Howitzer considered here, it is usually possible to solve
for the position of the centers of mass of each component of the system in closed form. This method is not
applicable to more complex models or to positions in three dimensions. For such models, numerical
techniques must be employed.

Performing kinematic analysis of a system is anes$kntial step before a dynamic model can be developed. The
procedure for kinematic analysis illustrated in thi$ paragraph makes it relatively easy to develop a dynamic
model of the system. Because expressions for the position vectors of the centers of mass of the bodies in the
system have already been developed, they can be d~erentiatcd with respect to time to obtain velocities of the
centers of mass. Once the velocities have been determined, the kinetic energy of each body is easy to compute.
Lagrange’s equations of motion can then be applied to write the equations of motion for the system. (See
Appendix A.)

3-2 CONVENTIONAL METHODS OF DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF ARTILLERY
3-2.1 l-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM RECOIL MODEL

The elementary equation of recoil motion for a conventional artillery weapon in which no hop occurs, i.e.,
@= O,is discussed first. Define that portion of an artillery weapon that translates under the action of firing as
the “recoiling parts”. The equation of motion that defines the translation of recoiling parts is called the “recoil
equation-.

In Fig. 3-8 the mass Mrof the recoiling parts translates due primarily to the forces K(z) and ~t), yhere mt) is
the breech fome due to the burning propellant and K(r) is the rod force. TIM forou K(f) consists of two
componcnti --i.e.,(1) a dissipative force that ruristamotion and @the form of mwmergy-atorin@evioe that
returns the $un to the firing position after recoil translation has stopped. It is tacitly assumed that the rwwil
force is a function of time only, whereas it is actually a function of velocity and displacement, which are, in
turn, functions of time. The exact form of K(l) is dependent upon the particular type of recoil mechanism and
associated geometry chosen but is generally of the form

K(z) = H(q)fi2 + G(q), N (349)

where
K(r) = mwd force, N

H(q) = function of q, Ns2/m2
~T?) = function of q, N.

Consider the free-body diagram of recoiling parts shown in Fig. 3-9. Under st8tic conditions, the equation of
equilibrium may be written as

K(O) – E + P WCOSO – FV,sin@ = O (3-50)

where
K(O)= value of K(t) under static conditions, N

E= interface load between recoiling parts and cradle, N
P = coefficient of friction, dimensionless

W’,= weight of recoiling parts, N
0 = cannon angle of elevation, rad.
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Figure 3-8. In-Battery Position of Recoiliig Parts
.

K(t)

w~

Figure 3-9. Forces on Recoiling Parts

Shoe K(c) has a value K(0) under stAc conditions, when the brecoh force ~t) is initiated, there will be no
motionof tlw reoding parts until the interface load & which holds the recoiling parts in battery prior to f-
diaappcars. The equation for this period is

K(O) – E + ILW&osi9 – WfiinO – B(t) = O (3-51)
where

B(I) = breech force, N.

Thus E goes to zero when

B(t) = B(to) = K(fo) + p Wkxx6 – Wkinfl, N

where
SO= instant at which E = O,s.
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Note that in Eq. 3-52 the recoil force is K(Io)= K(O).This k b-w at t = r. the velocity of the recoiling parts
is zero.

The equation of motion for the recoiling parts fort> to, using Newton’s equations of motion(SeeAppendix
A.), can be written as

X Fin = A4raq . (3-53)
i,

where
Fin = q<omponent of ith breech form acting on recoiling parts, N
M, = mass of recoiling parts, kg
aq = acceleration of recoiiing parts along q-axis, m/s2.

From Fu. 3-9 the equation of motion can now be written as

M,~ = K(z) – B(t) – W,sin9 – W,p(sgn ~)cose, N
where

[

+1, forrj>O

sgn~= O, for~=O

–l, for~<O.

(3-54)

The initial conditions are q = w and + = O.
The Lagrangian approach (See Appendix A.) qn also be used to wrive at the same equation of motion as

Eq. 3-54. The kinetic energy T of the recoiling parts can be written as

T 1 M@2, J.=-
2

(3-55)

The generaknd fonxs Qn can & wrkkn as
.

Qq = K(r) – B(t) – W#it@ – W,p(sgn ~)cosO, N (3-56)
1.

where
Qv = generalized force along q-axis, N.

The substitution of T and Q~ from Eqs. 3-55 and 3-56, respectively, into Eq. A-57 gives

M,: = Kilt) – J!J(t)– WAn8 - W,g(sgn ~)cosd, N (3-57)

which is the same equation of motion as Eq. 3-54.
The preceding analysis considkd thetecoilingparts tci lx in battery when f- the weapon. Out-of-

battcry f- can be analyzed in ● similar way. The initial position for out-of-battery fting of a soft recoil
system is depicted in FW 3-10. (Compare it with the conventional in-battery position shown in F@ 3-8.) The
rccoilirtg parts arc held in the out-of-battery position by a latch mechanism. when the latch is rekased, the
recoiling parts arc accelerated in the positive q-direction. When the rccoilhg pasta reach the Positiondenoted
b w thempon h fkd. nc rcsultipg bruoh force stops the recoiling parts qnd accelerates them in the
negative q-direction, i.e., past the qt ~sition. The recoilforce eventually stdps this motion and starts the
recoiling parts moving again in the positive qdirection until they reach the latch position, where they ant
caught by the latch and held.

As with the conventional recoil cycle, an interface load E exists between the recoiling parts and the latch.
When the latch is released, the interface load immediately disappears, and hence no criterion, such as Eq. 3-52, -
is needed. The equation of motion for this fqg position will be the same as that for in-battery firing, i.e., with
initial conditions q = q~and rj= 0. The brocchforoe at) is Mttiatodwhen q = q?and ~ is positive. Note that a
variability AI in ignition delay will affect the position of the rccoiiing parts when the breech force is initiated,
Thus ~r) will be initiated when q = qF+ Aq, where Aq is the change in travel asdatcd ,with aAt. -
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Figure 3-10. Out-of-Battery Position of Recoiling Parts
.

The first shot from a high-rate-of-fire weapon maybe fired from the in-battery position, and all su~diqg
shots may be fired from some fixed travel positio~, Thus, in Fig. 34, when the weapon is fired, the breech force
(Fig. 3-1 1) drives the recoiling parta in the negative qdkection until they are stopped by the recoil force. The
recoil force then drives the recoiling parts in the positive qdirection. When the recoiling parts reach the
position ~F(ipositive), the automatic cycle starts. The breech force (Fig. 3-12) is initiated again, which stops
the recoiling parts and drives them in the negative q-direction until they are stopped by the recoil force, which

Figure 3-11.

Time t

Breech Force as a Function of

/0 Time t
Figure 3-12. Breech Force as a Function of

Time ~ime, Starting From Instant Recoiling
Parts Begin to Move
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then drives the recoiling parts forward to the position q~, where the cycle is repeated. This-cycling continues
until the last shot is fired, and when the last shot is fired, the b-h form again stops the movmg recoiling pafis
and reverses their direction of motion until they are stopped by the recoil force. The recoil force then drives the
recoiling parts back to the in-battery position. The equation of motion is thus

M,ti = K(f) – B([) – W,sinO – JV,p(sgn fi)cos6 (3-58)

where initial conditions are q = qOand ti = O.Note that B(f) is initiated when r = 10and thereafter each time at
which q = nF (with ~ pOSitiVe)for (~ – 1) times, where N is the number of rounds fired.

The l-degree-of-freedom model developed in this paragraph has limited applicability. For example, it does
not take into acxount the effect of weapon firing on the motion of other parts of the weapon, such as the top
and bottom carriages. In this respect, the model is unable to account for secondary recoil effects or hop.
Weapon models with a larger number of degrees of freedom can be developed in a manner similar to that for
the single degree-f-freedom model. Either of the two approaches, Newtonian or Lagrangian, could be used to
develop higher degree-of-freedom models. The Newtonian approach typically requires the free-body diagram
of each body to be considered separately, and all the forces acting on the body must be known before the
equation of motion can be written. The Lagrangian approach, on the other hand, requkes only that the kinetic
energy of the entire system and external] y applied forces be known. This makes the Lagrangian approach
better suited for large-scale systems because the reaction forces do not appear in the equations.

3-2.2 2-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM RECOIL MODEL

A generalization of the single degree-of-freedom model developed in par. 3-2.1 is now considered. A
pitching degree of freedom is added to the single degree-of-freedom recoil model. The weapon now consists of
two masses M, and MB,where M, is the mass of the recoiling parts and MBis the re~ining mass of the weapon,
which doea not recoil but rotates about point 0, as shown in Fig. 3-13. The rot?tionai motion of the system
represents the pitching degree of freedom of the weapon.

Three coordinate systems are defined for this model. The X~OYtioordinate system (global) is fixed in the
ground with point Oat the rear floats of the weapon. The X~ TY~-coordinate system is fixed in mass Msat the
trunnion and rotates with the elevating parts. Also fixed in mass Ma is the X#O YKoordinate system. The
forward support of the weapon is represented by a spring. The external forces acting on the sy$tem are the
breech force ~t) and the recoil force K(t).

To write the equations of motion for thiss= the kinetic energy of the system must first be written. The
position vector r~ for the center of mass of M, in the global coordinate system can be written as

rA = rA/T + rTIOs m (3-59)
where

rA = position vector of center of mass of M, in global coordinate system, m
rA/r = position vector of A relative to trunnion, located at T, m
rnO = position vector of trunnion relative to O, m.

In vector notation,

rA/T = @A + &jA, m

where
i,4 = unit vector along XA-axis, dimensionless
iA= unit vector along YA-w&s,dimensionless

= distance of A along xA-=k, m
;= distance of A along yA-axk, m.

Similariy,

rr/o = briB +
where

i6 = unit vector aiong X~axis, dimensionless
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Figure 3-13. 2-Degree-of-Freedom Model

- = unit vector along Y-axis, dimensionless
~ = distance of trunnion aIong X~axis, m
CT= distana of trunnion along YPaxis, m.

Substitution of the right-hand sides of E+. 3-40 and 3+$1into Eq. 3-59 gives

Before dilYerentiating Eq. 3-62 to obtain the velocity of A, it is desirable to write theunit vectors-i.e., 1~,~~,
i~, and j~in the rotating coordinate system in terms of those in the global reference frame. Use the
transformation matrix of Eq. 3-36:

i8 = cos@iH+ sinc$j~, dimensionless (3-63) -

jB = -sin@& + cos~j~, dimensionless (3-64)
where

;/f = unit vector along global %-axis, dimensionless
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jn = unit vector along global Y~axis, dimensionless
@ = angle between global Xmaxis and body-fixed Xmaxis, rad (l’his is the pitch angle of the

weapon.).

Similarly,

iA = cos(@ + 0) iH + sin(qh + d)~~, dimensionless (3-65)

— —sin(@ + 0) iH + cos(@ + d)jH, dirnemionkss.jA – (3-66)

By substituting the expressions for iB,js, iA,and jA from Eqs. 3-63,3-64,3-65, and 3-66, respectively, Eq. 3+2
becomes

r. = [qcos(c$ + 6) – &sin(@ + d) + bmost$ – crsind]i~

+ [qsin(@ + 0) + ~1cos(~ + 9) + b~sino + c~cosd]jff, rn.

The position vector of the center of mass MB can be written as

rB = bB&! + cBjB,m

where
m = position vector of mass Ms, m
bs = distance of point B along X~axis, m
CL?= distance of point B along Y~axis, m.

(3-67)

(3-68)

Eq. 3-68 can be written in terms of unit vectors in the global coordinate system as

~B = (bscos@ — cBsh@) iH + (b@in@ + ck@)jH, m. (3-69)

E+. 3+7 and 3-68 can now be differentiated with respect to time to get velocities of masses M, and MB
as-remembering that 0, ~i, bD,and CBarc constants—

.

dfA
v,= - (— = 7jcos(t$ + 9) + ~[–qsin(r$ + t?) – &cos(@ + 8)

dt (

—

+

—

IIbrsinc$ – cxose$] Lf + *in(@ + 6)

&os(#I +6) – @in(@ + f?)+ brcosr$

1
cfiin~] jH, m/s

drB
v# = — = &–bSin@

dt
– CBCW$)iH+ &bmw$ – cxiin@)jH, m/s

where
v, = veiocity vector of A, m/s
VB= velocity vector of B, m/s.

Eqs. 3-70 and 3-71 can be fufihcr simplified by the obsemation that angle @is small and stays small during -
motion of the weapon. The following small angle approximations can thus be applied (Ref. I):

sinc$ = @

(3-70)

(3-71)
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1 2 from series expansion of cos~)COSC$- 1 — $4J (

sin(d+ 4) =(1 – -j@2)sin0 + @cosO

cos(O + @J)= (1 – ~ #2)cos(3 — @inO

where @and @are expressed in radians. Eqs. 3-70 and 3-71 can thus be rewritten as

V, = ( ~[(1 – ~ #)cOse – @sin6] + ~{– q[(l – ~ t#2)sin6 + @cosO]

– tl[(l – ~@2)cos6 – @sin@] – br~ - CT(1 – ~ 2 jH+ )})

<
+ Tj[(l – ~ @2)sinf3 + @cosO] + ~{q[(l – ~ @2)cos0 – @sin@]

– fl[(l – )~t$2)sintl + 4cQs0] + br(l – ~42) – cT@} jw, m/s (3-72)

The kinetic energy of mass M, can now be written as

where
T, = kinetic energy of mass M,, J

M,== mass of recoiling parts, kg
L = polar moment of inertia of recoiling parts about center of mass, kgm2.

By perforxningthe dot product indicated in Eq. 3-74 and by neglecting higher order terms greater than @2;the
result is

Similarly, kinetic energy T6 for mass MS is given as

(3-75)

(3-76)
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where
MB= mass of nonrecoiling parts, kg

18 = polar moment of inertia of nonrecoiling parts about center of mass, kg”mz.

The total kinetic energy T of the system is the sum of the kinetic energies of the two masses, i.e.,

(3-77)

Computation of potential energy can be done as explained in Appendix A. The potential energy of
conservative forces acting on the system is the sum of potential energy of mass systems M, and MBand train
energy in the spring. The heights of the masses M, and A4~ above the reference plane are simply the
jtiomponents of rA and rn, respectively, from Eqs. 347 and 3-69. Thus

or

V = M,~vsin(@ + 6) + &cos(@ + 6) + b~sin+ + CrCOS#]

+ ~@(~Bhd + cBcos#J)+ ~ ~I[(f#I+ C#St)]2,J (3-78)

where
V== potential energy of system, J

Xl = spring constant of spring at front support, N*m/ rad
= acceleration due to gravity, m/S*

~:= angle #J under static conditions, rad.

The generalized for= determination for K(t) and at) follows from the procedure explained in Appendix A.
The virtual work 6 W of K(f) and Mt) is

8 W = K(t)8q – &rA”[B(t)h], J.

Taking the total differential of Eq. 3-67, with q and @as variables, gives

/if. = {[c05(c$ + t?)]i%j+ [-qsin(# + 6) – ~Icos(@ + 19)
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By use of this result and Eq. 3-65, the virtual work 6 W is

8 W = [K(i) – B(t)]6q

Thus

where
~=

=
B(r) =
K(t)=

+

+

=

B(l)[fI + bTsin@cos(@ + 0) + c~sim$sin(+ + 6)]&$

cTcos@Cos(@ + e) – hTcos@in(@ + 0)

[K(t) – B(I)]8q + B(I)[& – b~sin6 + CTCOS@]&#,J.

Q~ = B(t)(& + CTCOSO– brsinO), Nom

Qq= K(l)– B(f),N

generalized force corresponding to generalized coordinate @,N-m
generalized force corresponding to generalized coordinate q, N
breech force, N
recoil force, N.

(3-79)

(3-80)

The equations of motion for this 2degrec*f-freedom system -n now be written. AS previously stated, the
two degrees of freedom are the distance q and the pitching angle +. The Lagrange equations of motion
(Appendix A) for this system, with Lagrangian L = T – V, are

(3-81)

(3-82)

By using Eqs. 3-77 and 3-78 for Tand v, respectively, and Eqs. 3-79 and 3-80 for Q+ and Qq, respectively, Eqs.
3-81 and 3-82 yield

M,+ – MJ& – brsinO + CrCOS8]& – ; M(2q~2 + br(62COS6 +

cr~2$in@ + A@@+ + 8)] = K(f) - ~t), N. (3-83)

{M@ + q2 + M + bzI(tFOs@– &sin6) + C# + cdmine + fIcose)] + M@ + 4

+ I,+ IB]~ + MJ2q + &cosO + cfiinO]& – ~<fl – bind+ cwos~)~

+ A4r~qcos(@ + 0) – &sin(4$ + 8) + bfios~ – crsin@] + Mg(bxos@ – c~in+)

+ KI(@ + @st) = B(z)(gI + CTCOS6– &sinO), J. (3-84)
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Since 4 and& are expected to be small, terms of higher order in these variables may be neglected and the
small angle approximations sin+ = ~ and coso z 1 may be used to simplify Eqs. 3-83 and 3-84 to yield

M,ij – M/(f, – bTsin6 + c~cosO)$ = K(t) – l?(t) – )kf,g(@os@ + sine), N (3-85)

{A--@ + q= + b;+ br(qcose – ~lsine) + c;+ c7-(qsin@ + ~jcosd)]

+ ~~b~ + c;) + 1, + lB]d + M(277 + bTCOS@+ cA@&i

– fuf(gl – h~sin~ + c*os6)~ = B(l)(~I + cfiosfl – b~sintl)

– Kl(@ + @.t) –JW,g(qcosO – q#sinO – tlqkosfl – tlsine

+ bT — CT+) – M&ba – CX#J),J. (3-86)

Eqs. 3-85 and 3-86 give two Lagrangian equations of motion for the 2-degree-of-freedom model considered
here. It should be pointed out that Eqs. 3-85 and 3-86 arc applicable only for time ( > fo, where rOcan be
computed from Eq. 3-52. As noted earlier, there is no motion of the system for t = k.

Solution of Eqs. 3-85 and 3-86 (or Eqs. 3-83 and 3-84 if+ or ~ is large) can reobtained by using techniques of
numerical integration of differential equations. Par. 3-3 outlines these techniques.

The solution of Lagrange’s equations of motion only gives values of the generalized coordinates. To analyze
reactions, for example, between mass MB and ground, requires the usc of Newton’s laws. Analysis of ground
reaction is important in the study of the stability of the weapon.

Beoause the front support of the weapon is behg modeled as a torsional spring, the reac$ion moment about
point O can be obtain~ as

where
mn = moment about 0,

For the weapon to be stable, it

mH = KI(@ + @J, N*m (3-87)

Nom.

is necessary that

If Eq. 3-88 is not satisfied at any instant during the recoil or counterrecoil cycles, the weapon will exhibit hop.
The front support of the weapon could have been modeled as a linear spring. In this case, however, weapon

stability is assured by making certain that the force in this spring is always compressive.

3-2.3 DYNAMIC MODELS OF INTERMEDIATE LEVEL OF COMPLEXITY

Models with one and two degrees of freedom have beendevdoped in the previous paragraphs. Tkse models
are of great value in dcai~ but because they ignore rotation of the cradk about the trunniow they cannot be
used to account for elevation pitch due to this rotation. Although of little importance in design for weapon
stability, this pitch motion can influence accuracy.

Fig. 3-14 shows a schematic of a 34egree-of-freedom artillery model, which includes the pitch angle @ of
rotation of the cradle relative to the top carriage. The generalized coordinates for such a model are pitch angle
dMof top carnage relative to ground, pitch angle #n of cradle relative to top carnage, and translation q of
recoiling parts relative to cradle. Definition of this model is elementary, but the calculations involved in
deriving the equations of motion (using Lagrange’s quations) arc extremely complicated. The reader is -
referred to Ref. 7 for details of such a derivation for the 34egrcc-of-freedom model and for higher degree-of-
freedom models. Once derived, these equations can be programmed and solved on a digital computer to
predict pitch motion of the system to include accuracy loss due to oscillation of the cradle relative to the top
carriage.
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Figure 3-14. 3-Degree-of-Freedom Artillery Model

Modem mobility requirements have led to the design and development of new generations of lightweight
towed artillery, such as the M 198 towed Howitzer, with a high impulse cannon that leads to an extreme
dynamic response. It is no longer acceptable to perform only pitch plane dynamic analysis because fully
three-dimensional dynamic response can be important in performance of lightweight towed systems. Exten-
sion of manual methods of deriving equations of motion for complex threedimensional dynamics is virtually
hopeless. Therefore, attention has turned in recent years to automated methods for computer formulation and
solution of the quations of motion of mechanical systems by use of commercial quality computer programs,
such as those outlincd in par. 34.2. Such established computer analysis tools permit the engineer to
concentrate on accounting for important effects, rather than on tedious and error-prone manual derivation of
equations and construction of adhoc numerical integration computer programs. Use of such tools in modem
design is strongly encouraged.

3-2.4 FORCE ANJWYSIS
Solution of equations of motion only gives the time histories of generalized coordinates. Computation of

reaetion forces and forces at interfaces between bodies must be done separately. This requirement contrasts the
Newtonian approach in which the solution for reaction forces is obtained sdong with that for other variables.

The dynamic reaction forces in a system can be solved by using d’Alembert’s principle (Ref. 1).This method
is also known as the kinetostatic approach. In this approach the analyst first draws a free-bed y diagram of each
body in the system. Since the acceleration of each body has already been solved for, d’Alembert’s equations of
equilibrium for the body can be written in terms of unknown reaction forces. For a body in the plane, the -
reaction forces

(3-89)
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$Fy, – Mjj=o (3-90)

(3-91)

where
F,i = x-component of ith dynamic force on body, N
Fyi = y-component of ith dynamic force on body, N
~ = acceleration of bod y along x-direction, m/ S2

Y = acceleration of bod y along ydirectio~ m/ Sz
nf = total number of forces acting on body, dimensionless
7j ==jth dynamic moment on body, N-m
k = totai number of moments on body, dimensionless
1 = polar moment of inertia of body, gm2

~ = angular acceleration of body, rad/ S2.

It should be noted that only reactions due to dynamic forces are being considered here. Reactions due to
static forces, such as weight, can be determined by the analysis given in par. 3-1.2.

Consider the example of determining forces between recoiling parts and the cradle. Fig. 3-15 shows the
free-body diagram of the recoiling parts. The externally applied forces are the breech and recoil forces. The
interracial forces are the normal reaction and frictional forms. Note that while computing the reaction form,

Figure 3-15. Free-Body Diagram of Recoiling Parts
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the frictional forces arc being included. This is valid Onlyif these for-were also ansidcrcd in the equations of
motion of the system. Write d “Alembcrt’s equations of equilibrium for ~hcrecoiling pans, i.e., from Eqs. 3-89
through 3-91,

–B(z)cos(t$ + 6) + K(t)cos(@ + 0) – lVsin(# + 6)

– ~N(sgn ~)cos(c#J + 0) – M,Y~ = O (3-92)

–l?(t)sin(@ + 6) + K(f)sin(@ + 0) – Alcos(# + 0)

– @V(sgn ~)sin(+ + 0) – M,~A = O (3-93)

+(qN–q)N–1# =0 (3-94)

where
= awfficient of friction between recoilig parts and cradle, dimensionless

fi = normal reaction of cradle on recoiling parts, N

I
–l, for~<O

sgrnj = O,forti=O

+1, for~>O

M, = mass of recoiling parts, kg
& = acceleration of recoiling parts in global Xdirection, m/s2
;A = acceleration of recoiling parts in global Ydirectiow m/s2
{1 = distance along Y~-axis of point of application of fl(t), m .

fO = distance along Y~-axis of contact surface between recoiling parts and cradle, m
q~ = distance tdOng~A-=k of point of app~ication of normal reaction N, m

$A = angular acceleration of recoiling parts, rad/sl.

From Eqs. 3-92 to 3-94 it can be seen that there are two unknowns—N and rM. Eqs. 3-92 and 3-93 have only
one unknown IV.Hence either equation could be used to determine this quantity. Therefore, from Eq. 3-92

Iv=
M,iiii + COS(@ + (?)[~t) – K(t)) , *

–p(sgn tj)cos(t$ + e) – Siq+ + e) “
(3-95)

From Eq. 3-94

~t)]} + p(sgn tj)(~ – fo) + q, m. (3-%)

To find the reaction forces acting on the cradle, consider a free-body diagram of the cradle, as in Fig. 3-16.
The externally applied forces on this body are the normal and frictional force due to the recoiling parts and the
mood force. The reactions on this body arc the two components d trunnion reactions and a moment at the
trunnion. The equations of equilibrium for this body can be written as, using Eqs. 3-89 through 3-91,

–K(f)cos(@ + 0) – Nsin(@ + t?) + pN(sgn ~)cos(~ + 0)+ TiY– MtiB = O (3-97)

–lC(t)sin(@ + f?) – Ncos(c# -f- 0) + ~N(sgn ~)si.n(4 + 6) + TV – MByB = O (3-98) .
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Figure 3-16. Free-Body Diagram of Cradle and Recoiling Parts -

(3-99)

where
K(t) = recoil force, N

TM= horizontal reaction at trunnion, N
TV= vertical reaction at trunnion, N
T4 = reaction moment at trunnion, Nm.

The reactions can be determined from Eqs. 3-97 to 3-99, as

TH = K(t)cos(@ + 8)+ ~sin(tp + @) - @gII tj)cos(~ + 8)] + AfL&B, N (3-100)

Tv = K(t)sin(# + 6) + ~cos(~ + 6) - ~(sgn ~)sin(+ + 6)] + MBjB, N (3-101)

As noted earlier, reactions given by Eqs. 3-95,3-100,3-101, and 3-102 are due to dynamic effects only. To
arrive at the total reactions, the static and dynamic reactions must be added.

The process of computing reaction forces as described requires that each body be considered separately.
This procedure, though not involved, does not lend itself to adaptation in a general-purpose computer code for
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numerical integration of Lagrange’s equations. AS will be explained in par. 3-42, an alternative method of
writing Lagrange’s equations makes it possible to compute reaction ss a part of the numerical integration
procedure.

3-25 ANALYSIS AND CONTROL OF WEAPON STABILITY
A lightweight artillery weapon or a weapon fired while resting on its tires is subject to a large pitching motion

that requires unacceptably large azimuth correction by the crew. Unlike a hard mount (weapon rests on a
baseplate), the flexibk mount can withstand substantial pitch motion.

During the recoil stroke, when the weapon is fired at a high angie of eicvat;on, tires under a iargc ioad wili
compress, and when counterrecoii begins, the tires act like springs and unload, whkh sends the tires off the
ground. At Iow*levation firing, instability is the result of the recoiling force lifting the weapon upward in
rotation about the pivot point of the trail spades. In either case, when the weapon comes to rest, the likelihood
of its being zeroed in for the next round has been reduced considerably.

With respect to hop weapon stabilhy can be characterized in terms of the reaction force between the weapon
baaq and ,grmuvl. For hc~yy weap~ns restiqg op, h#rd ,mounts,, it is p~ssjble ,to eiiminate ~apon hop
completely. Hpwcve~, for, weapons fting from Qctible mounts, it is not possible to eiiminati weapon hop
compktel~ therefore, th~ ,wcapotts must be dcsignccl to minimize hop.

By use of the modeis deveioped in pars. 3-22 and 3-2.3, it is possible to draw some conclusions about
weapon stabiiity. The interface between the weapon base and ground in each of these models is characterized
by a pivot at the rear of the trails, with a spring acting around the end of the spade.

Modeling of the front support by a torsional spring is equivalent to having a linear spring acting at the front
support. The reaction between the front support and ground thus generates a moment in the torsional spring.
The stability analysis performed for the 2-degrce+f-fmedom model in par. 3-2.2 is aiso valid for higher
degme-of’freedom modeis.

The moment about the rear pivot is an explicit ftmction of one generalized coordina~ oniy. From the
eqtmtions of motion developed ftir the weapon, however, it is evident that weapon hop also depends on
geometric variables defining the weapon design. Therefore, the stability characteristics of the weapon can be
altered by modifying the design of the weapon. Some of the geometric variabies affecting stability am traii
length, support iocation, and location of centers of gravity. Characteristics of the recoii mechanism, such as
shape of the recoil force curve and recoil travel, also influence weapon stability.

Modem techniques of computer-aided design have been used successfully to improve weapon stability
characteristics. A parametric study of weapon hop by using an analog computer is described in Ref. 8. The
parameters that were varied for this study were rccoii force curve shape, weapon spring rak, W kqg~ and
recoil travel.(The weapon spring rate in this study was related to the stiffness of tires.) The concision reached
was that by varying these parameters it is possible to reduce weapon hop considerably.

An optimization approach to weapon stability is described in Refs. 9 and iO. The probiem is set up as one of
minimizing weapon hop subject to constraints on velocities of recoil and counterrecoil. The design variabies
are recoii force variation with time and rccoii length. A design sensitivity analysis, i.e., sensitivity of cost and
constraint functions to changes in design, is deveioped using the state space optimal design (Ref. 11)approach.
The optimization problem Mao!vcd using the steepestdeaaent method (Ref. 10).

32.6 TESTING FOR MODEL REFINEMENT AND VALIDATION
Thecquations of motion area set of differential equations based on the laws of mechanics and the geometry

of the physical system. The use of a computer is usually necessary to solve this set of equations, especially if the
system under study is complex and a suffkient amount of detaii is required to characterize it. If the use of a
computer becomes necessary, mathematical expressions, physical constraints, and logic must be transformed
into a computer program. The equations and their solution techniques comprise a mathematical or computer
model. If such a model is to be of value, it must be amenable to analysis and its output must represent the
bchavio~ of the physical system with sufficient accuracy so that useful information can be obtained concerning
the actual system.

Real world conditions cannot be modeied exactly; therefore, inherent inaccuracies wiil exist in the model
because the modeler must resort to simplifications and abstractions of the actual, physical system. The
important point is that an acceptable level of confidence must bc cstabiishcd so that inferences drawn from the
output of the modei are correct and the model generates the same behavior characteristics as the actuai system.
Confidence in the output of the model is gained through model validation, which is a check on the agreement
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between the behavior of the model and that of the adual system. Correctness of the model can only be
measured relative to the physicals ystcm; however, models may be validated according to various criteria.

To compare the simulated response of the model with fieldtest data, it is necessary to define what data are to
be collected from field tests. It is generally the designer’s responsibility to specify what data he would like to
have measured in f~ld tests. The output from a computer model is generally a time history of the generalized
coordinates. It may not always be possible to measure all of these quantities in a ‘field tesfi however, enough
data should be collected from field tests to permit drawin~ of conclusions about the Validity ofthe computer
model. Accordingly, the designer should interact with testing and instrumentation specialists to assure that the
measurements he wwts can practicably be made.

Model validation requires kinematic data such as position, velocity, and accclemtion. Position and veloeity
data may be measured by displacement and velocity transducers, respectively. Because these data must be
collected during firing of the weapon, some electronic dcvioe is required to record these data. A commonly
used recorder is the strip chart recorder in which the signal from the transducer is plotted against time on a
continuous chazt.

Acx.ciemtion measurements can be taken by im aecckrornktei and also be plotted on a strip cha~. Force
measurements can be obtained froin a load cell. There @no univetsdly utwdteehniqueforattess mmnwernmt.
Stress, however, can be determined by strain measurements. Strain is usually measured by strain gagts, and
because strain is a multidimensional quantity, several strain gages arc required to determine the state of strain
at a point.

3-3 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF EQUATIONS ,OF MOTION
Par. 3-2 preacnteci techniques for deriving the equations of motion of ar@lcry systems., ~oscd Iqrm

solutions of these equations are impossible to obtai~ so numerical techniques must ~. employed to obtain
solutions. Virtually all numerical integration techniques in the literature have &n developod for integrating
systems of fimborder differential quationa. Equations of motion for mechanical systems, on the other hand,
are s~ems of second-order differential equations. To reduce these second-order differential equations to a
standard fti-order form for numerical integration requires that additional variables be defined The proce-
dure is illustrated for a single second-order differential ~uation

y = f(fyj) - (3-103)

with initial conditions I
y(o) = Y. (3-104)

j(o) = PO

where
j = acceleration in ydirection, m/s2

flt~j) = function of time, displacement, and velocity, respectively, m/s2

t = time, s
y = diaplaecmen~ m
j = first time derivative of~t), m/s

p = initial value of y(l), m

M = initial value of j(t), m/s.

Define functions y!(t) and yz(~) as

yl(q = y(t)

y2(2) = j(f)

(3-105)

(3-106)

(3-107) -

where
y] = displacement, m
Y2 = velocity, m/s.
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Differentiate both sides of Eq. 3-107 with respect to time to give

j2(t)= y(f).

By comparing Eq. 3-103 and 3-108, the following equation can be written

j2 = -f(f,yl ,y2).

Differentiate both sides of Eq. 3-106 with respect to time, and compare it with Eq. 3-107 to give

jh(l) = Y2(1).

The initial conditions of Eqs. 3-104 and 3-105 can now be written as

Yl(o) = y.

yz(o) = Yo.

(3-108)

(3-109)

(3-1 10)

(3-111)

(3-112)

Eqs. 3-109 and 3-110, with initial conditionsofEqs.3-111 and 3-112, form a system of first-orderdiffcrential
equations. This system of equations is equivalent to the second-order differential equation of E.q. 3-103 with
initial conditions of Eqs. 3-104 and 3-105. This procedure can also be used to reduce a system of n second-order
differential equations to a system of 2n first-order differential equations.

It is convenient to write systems of differential equations in vector form. A system of n first-order differential
equations could be symbolically written as

where

G’(2J) =

and

ft(lJ%y2,...AYn)
.

.

●

fi(LYl,Y2>..VYn)

Yl(o

Y2(1)
.
.
●

Yn(f)

The initial condition can be written as

== vector of yi’s

= vector of functions of time #and Yi.

y(o) = Yo

.

(3-1 14) -
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where

J/.=

[

yl ,0

y2,0
.

I

= vector of specified initial values.
.

“1
yfl,o J

The reduction technique previously developed is now used to reduce the equation of motion for the
l-degree-of-freedom model of Eq. 3-58 to the standard first-order form. Define two functions ~,(r) and &(f)

~l~q,m

[2 ~ 7j, m/s

displacement of recoiling parts, m
velocity of recoiling parts, m/s
displacement of rccbiling parts, m ,/ ,,

velocity of recoiling parts, m/s.

Substitution for ~ in Eq. 3-58, the equation of motion for the 1degree-of-freedom mode!, gives

b= + [K(l) – l?(t) – Wrsin6 – W,p(sgn ~2)cosO], m/s2.
r

From Eqs. 3-115 and 3-116

~,=& ;

The initial conditions for the system that is initially at rest now become

L](O) = CO, m

Zj(0) =0, m/s

where
(Oe initial displacement of recoiiing parts, m,

(3J 15)

(3-1 16)

(3-117)

(3-118)

(3-1 19)

(3-120)

Eqs. 3-117 and 3-118 together with the initial conditions, Eqs. 3-119 and and 3-120, are in the standard form for
numerical integration.

Solutions of differential equations such as Eq. 3-103 are, in ge~ral, functions of tiqw. Closed form solutions
for these differential equations are impossible therefore, nurncnea! methods ●re u$ed to construct approxi-
mate solutions at discrete points in the total simulation intend Fig. 3-17 shows the @aph of solut ion yi(f) of a
differential equation. The time period over which the differential equation is being integrated runs from fOto T.
Given the necessary initial conditions on y, and its derivatives at 10,the numerical integration algorithm
predicts the value of y, at time r,. The function value at r, having been predicted, the algorithm predicts the
function value at time rz, and so on. Numerical integration algorithms thus effectively progress from the initial
time fOto the terminal time T by stepping through a time grid. The interval between two successive time grid
points is called the time step, i.e.,

hi= t~l ‘ti, i>O, S (3-121)
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Figure 3-17. Function yi vs Time

where
hi= time step, s

titl = (i -1-I)st time grid point, s
li = ith time grid point, s.

Many numerical integration algorithms

ho = h,

where
N + 1 = last grid point.

keep time step hi constant from time fo to r,

=hz=...=h~=hl,~,~ (3-122)

Numerical in~gration methods are broadly claqtifli,’~ single-step methods and m&&p methods.
Single-step methods use the information available only atone point in time to predict the solution at the next
po~t in time. The most commonly used single-step method is ~he Runge-Kut~ method. The general form of
this method is given as (Ref. 12)

yn+l = J% + ~Lt,J@;@, ~ ~ O (3-123)
where

y-l s value of y at (n + 1)st time grid poin~ units same as units of y
y. e value of y at n th time grid point, units same as units of y

= n th time grid point, s
L: = (n + l)st time grid point, s

h = f~l - t. = time step, s
fl ) = vector of functions.

The choice of the function Fin Eq. 3-123 is made to minimize the estimatid truncation error in the numerical
solution. Since the numericul solution is approximate, there is always some error-the truncation error—
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between the numerical solution and the true solution. True solutions arc rarely known; hence, only estimates
for the truncation error can be found.

Runge-Kutta methods (Ref. 12) have been used extensively in the past. They are simple to program and use.
The number of evaluations of the functions Frequired by this family of methods is, however, greater than for
multistep methods.

One of the simplest Runge-Kutta methods, also known as the trapezoidal method, is given as (Ref. 12)

y.+ 1 = y. + $ {G(rn,y.) + GIIn+I~n -1 hG([n,yn)]]. (3-124)

The terms in braces in Eq. 3-124, multiplied by 2, represent the function F of Eq. 3-123.
Consider the first-order form of the equations of motion givenbyEqs.3-117 and 3-118. These equations can

be written as

i] =fi(&) = ~, rnls

b =fi(t,&), m/s2.

By use of Eq. 3-124, the numerical integration rule for this system can be written as

(~l)f?+l = (tJ)fJ + ;
( )

fi[(~)n] +fi{(&)n + ~fi[l.,(K2).]] ,

(3-125)

(3-126)

m

which simplifies to

(Cl)n+l = (~l)n + h(b). + ~f2[~n,(L2)~], m
A \

( )(bh+l = (b)~ + f fi[h(b)n] +fi{fn+J,(&)~ + ~flk(~2)n]} , m/S.

By recognizing the right-hand side of Eq. 3-117 to be~~t,~), Eq, 3-128 can be simplified to

[

+ K(2.+1) – B(LttI)– JMrwjn (U

2 Wrsir@ – WrpS@(Q)n]COSO

L

– W,sin6 – l’v,psg~(~)n]cose

II>

0s0, m/s.

(3-127)

(3-128)

(3-129)

Eqs. 3-127 and 3-129 are the two equations for the numerical integration of Eqs. 3-117 and 3-118.
MuMstep methods used to predict the value of the solution at the following time grid point use information

available at a number of time grid points preoedirtg the current time. Consider the time grid pointa to be
defined as

tn = to + nh, s (3-130)
where

la = time at nth grid point, s
10= time at initial grid point, s
h = time interval between successive grid points, i.e., time step, s.

The general form of a multistep numerical integration algorithm is (Ref. 12)

yn+1 = j~oa~n-j+h,f-,b#(t--#mj),n = p, p + 1, . . . (3-131) -

where
aj and bj = constants of numerieai integration aigonthm, dimensionless

P s integer characterizing the algorithm, dimensionless.
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If either+ # Oor bP# O, the method is called a (p -1-1) step method bc=~c @ + 1) previous sohttion values
are being used to computey~l. To start the algorithm, the values ofYl, ....yP must be obtained by other means,
usually from a single-step method.

If b., = O in Eq. 3-131, then y“+i occurs on only the left side of Eq- 3-131. Such equations characterize
explicit methods of numerical integration. If b-l # 0, then Y~+lOCCUrSon both sides of Eq. 3-131 and the
equation is called an implicit method. Implicit methods arc usually SOIVCdby the iterative Newton-Raphson
method (Ref. 12).

The choice of coefficients a, and b, in any of these algorithms is based on satisfying theorems related to
stability and convergence of multistep methods. The most commonly used explicit methods are the Adams-
Bashfotth equations. The most commotdy used implicit equations are the Adams-Moulton equations. These
quations, up to order 3, are given in Ref. 12.

As noted, implicit quations have Y* I appearing on both sid= of Eq. 3-131. Themfom, some means is
required to predict the value of ytil. This czmbe done by using an explicit equation ss a ptiictor for Y*I. The
implicit equation is then used to give a better value of y~! by solving the nonlinear algebraic equation, Eq.
3-131, for y~i. This technique is called a prejdietor-corrector algorithm.

Multistep methods are of various ordem. The chhice of order of method to be used should be based on the
truncation error of the method. The choice of step size is also related to truncation error. Setting a tolerance
level for truncation error dictates the integration step size. Ref. 12 gives truncation error estimates for the
numerous integration methods.

The most commonly used numerical integration methods foidifferential equations are available as standard
computer codes. Two such packages of computer codes are the International Mathematical and the Statistical
Library (IMSL) (Ref. 13) and HAR WELL subroutine library (Ref. 14). Either one of these subroutine
libraries is available on most computer installations. Some of the subroutines in these libraries, though based
on ideas similar to those given in this paragraph, are considerably more sophisticated in terms of error control.
These codes automatically change order and step size of integration to keep the error within tolerances
specifkd by the user. One of the reasons for having variabk order and step size can be seen from Fig. 3-17. In
the region bounded by 10and t., the change in function value is small. The algorithm is generally able to take
large steps in this region and still satisfy error tolerance rquirementa. In the region bounded by t, and lb the
functiortchanges rapidly. Fcwthe integration algorithm to satisfy the error tolerance, it is necessmy that it take
asmailer step S* than in the preceding region. Rd. 12discusses in detail the rationale behind variable step size
and order methods.

3-4 ADVANCED METHODS OF ARTILLERY DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
3-4.1 APPLICATION OF EQUATION MANIPULATION LANGUAGES TO LAGRANGE’S

EQUATIONS

The equations of motion for modeli of varying complexity were developed in par. 3-2. These quations, as is
evident, are complex, nonlinear differential equations. Experience has demonstrated that manual nmdeIing of
multidegree-of-freedom systems requires many hours of tedious mauipuldon of expressions, and there is the
risk of generating numerous errors. These shortcomings can be overcome by using automatod computer
procedures (Ref. 15) that employ equation manipulation bguagea, such as FORMAC (Rd. 15) or MACS-
MYA. (see article by EIussain ad Nobk in Ref. 16.)

FORMA~ as devolopod by IBM, provides for the symbolic manipulation of mathematical expressio~
e.g., expressions such as SIN(X) oan be differen~ evalua@ replaced, and oomparod. After differentia-
tion, expressions that ocxmr repeatedly can be replaced by new variable namea, and thus a number of
arithmetical operations can be eliminated. Since PL/ I is a subset of FORMAC, all of the facilities of PL/ I are
available. The FORMAC output consists of coded differential expressions that are automatically punched on
cards (error-free) in FORTRAN format and ready for numerical integration. The end product is a computer
program written in FORTRAN. Care must be exercised when writing expressions for differentiation by
FORMAC because this manipulation language only computes partial derivatives.

A semiautomated technique for simulating a self-propelled Ml 10A1, Howitzer (Fig. 3-18), using FOR-
MAC, is developed in Ref. 15. This weapon is modeled as an 1ldcgrec+f-freedom sncohanical system. The
model has five distinct masses, i.e., the vehicle M,, the spade assembly Ms. those parts that traverse but do not
elevate M,, those parts that elevate but do not recoil MC,and the recoiling parts Mr.

The generahzed coordinates arc dettnod based on the following logtc The entire system can translate
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Mass

Me

~igure3-18. Self-Propelkd MIIOA1 Howitzer

laterally(x), roll (t?),and yaw (~) as a single rigid ~ the vehicle can transla~ fore and aft(y), translate in ●

vertical direction (z) and pitch (4) about its own mass Ccnten those parts that traverse (Aft + AL i- A4,)can
yaw (T) relative to the vehicle; those parts that elevate (A& -t M,) can pitch (v) relative to the vehiclq the
recoiling parts can translate (q) relative to the Me pm, and, finally, the spade assemblyman translate fore and
atl (v) and pitch(v) relative to the ground. Note that the initial value of MyO) is the angle of elevation, the initial
value of ~~) is the angle of traverse, and the initial value of q(~) locates the in-battery position of the mass
center of the recoiling parts relative to the trunnion.

The spades are designed to offer ground resistance to rearward motion and to pitching of the spade
assembly, but they offer little resistance to roll, yaw, and translation in the lateral and vertical directions. Thus
horixontaI ground springs acting on the spade assembly in the longitudinal direction are s~tcient to restrain
the longitudinal translation and pitch of the spade assembly.

The resistance to lateral translation and yaw of the weapon system is ground friction between the ground
and ths vchiok tread (assumed to be@ the ground contact points of the four comer rolkr wkcls). Vertical
ground springs are kcatcd at these four ground oontact points, and they restrain thcrollmtdwrtical
translation of the weapon system. Note that the effective spring rate goes to zero at any of the ground contact
~@wk-=W-nthe~tititi* kti.WbmdspAe-m-md*m
sp~ and hydraulic dampers, which act primarily in tiw Longitudinal diredon between the vehicle and the
spade assembly. Dampers arc associated with the vcrticd ground springs and the b~

The kinetic and potential energies for this model am developed in Ref. 15. l% derivatives of these
expressions are computed using FORMAC to formulate all the terms required in Lagrange’s equations of
motion for the system. For a well-written and complete presentation of the equation manipulation method of
dynamic analysis, as applied to the M 110 self-propelled Howitzer, refer to Ref. 15.

For large-scale system models, many parameters used in the mathematical model must be estimated by the
analyst. Accurate estimates of parameters such as mass, moments of inertia, and geometric variables arc
usually available. Estknatea for other parameters--such as cocffickrtta of friction and stiffness of the tomionaf
spring at the trunnion in the three- or fourde~f-freedom models-may be difficult to obtain, As test data
become available, it is necessary to “validate” and ‘%une”the model. If correlation between test results and
predicted motion is poor and significant motion occurs, which was neglectal in the model, a complete revision
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of the m~el may be required. However, if all significant motionhasbeenaccounted for in the model but the
magnitude and timing of the predicted motion is in error, a ‘tuning- of the model is in order. For example, the
models developed in pars. 3-2.2 and 3-2.3 require an effective spring rate for the ground-weapon interaction.
The value chosen for this parameter may be poorly estimat~. If varying the value of this parameter between
reasonable limits greatly improves the desired correlation between model and test, the model is said to have
been ●’tuned”.

If no estimates are available for some parameter of the model, the analyst must generate estimates from
experimental data. Techniques usd to estimate parameters of the model are caikd system identification
techniques. This problem can be posed as an optimal design problem by determining the parameters of the
model to best match experimental performance data. To identify or determine unknown parameters, a
mathematical model of the real system is formulated. An optimization technique can then be used to determine
pararnetcmto minimize deviation between the predicted and observed response of the system. The error to be
minimized, i.e., the difference betwea experimental data and model response, can be characterized by either
of the two error criteria.(1) the least square error and(2) the Chebyshev error. The least square error criterion
characterizes the error to be the sum of the squares of error ttteach point in the intend, whereas the Chebyshev
error criterion characterizes the error to be the maximum error over the interval.

Methods for error minimiuttion are given in Refs. 10 and 11. In addition to the two methods of error
characterization cited, there are other methods availabk for the same purpose. ‘(See Ref. 17.)

3-4.2 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF LARGESCALE SYSTEMS
Equations of motion for artillery system models with 1and 2 degrees of freedom were developed in par. 3-2.

As was evident, even for models with 2 degrees of freedom, these equations are complex. Furthermore,
adequate mathematical models of weapon systems can only be achieved by using higher degree-of-freedom
models. It is virtually impossible to generate and manually solve equations of motion for such models. The
only resort is to use automated techniques for generation and solution of equations of motion. Serniautomated
methods, such as FORMAC (described in par. 3-4.1), have been used with success for models with intermed-
iate levels of amplexity. For models with large numbers of degrees of frecclo~ however, & methods
become cumbersome. Computational methods for dynamic analysis of electronic circuits and structures have
become well developed and user-oriented-a situation that is not enjoyed in the field of mechanical system
dynamics. Inmost areas of mechanical design, classical Lagrangian methods of dynamic analysis are still used
almost exclusively. Development of general-purpose computer programs for dynamic analysis of mechanisms
and mechanical systems was initiated in the mid-1960s and has made significant progress for certain classes of
mechanical systems. A comprehensive survey of computer programs and the analytical techniques on which
they are based has been presented in Ref. 16. Numerous planar (2-D) mechanism analysis programs are cited,
but only two 34imensional (3-D) analysis programs appear. The 3-D Integrated Mechanism Program (IMP)
and the 2-D Dynamic Response of Articulated Machinery (DRAM) codes are both based on C1OSCCIloop
linkages or mechanisms that are too restrictive a class for general use in mechanical system dynamic analysis
and design. A general 2- and 3dimensional dynamic analysis and design system (DADS) method and
corresponding computer programs have been developed, which arc fundamentally better suited for dynamic
analysis of systems that are not in closed loop conf@ration (Ref. 3). The basic idea of this cornputcr4dcd
_*~~~~~@~uAFormomti-d~ ti=ofstim~ti*er
should consult Ref. 3.

Modeling of mechanical systems by the cmnatrained multielement formulation is now discwsed. This
formulation is the basis for the DADS computcrprograms (Ref. 3). Todctcrtmn. e the configuration or state of
a planar mechanical system this technique requires that generalized coordinates be defined ti specify the
location of each body in the system. These generalized coordinates need not be independent. As shown in Fig.
3-19, let the (x~)-coordinate system be a fixed inertial (global) reference frame. Define a body-fixed coordi-
nate system (t~,qi)embedded in body i, with the origin OJat the center of mass, located by the vector rj from the
origin of the fued inertial reference frame. The subscripts iand j refer to arbitrary body numbers. Rigid body i
can be located by specifying the global coordinates xi and y~of point O(and the angle @)Iof rotation relative to
the global coordinates. The kinetic energy of body i is

(3-132)
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Figure 3-19. Rigid Bodies Connedd by a Vector rp and Ro&od J*

where
fi=~encrgy of bodyi, J

nu=massofbody~, kg
XI= x+Mordinatc of O, m
Y;= Y-coordinw of Oi, m
A = centroidal polar moment of inertia of body i, kgmz
@I= angular orientation of (t,,q+body-fixti coordinate system relative to global systeu rad.

&xiics in mcchanid systems may be comcct.cd by joints. Ikscjoints arc consided to be constraint on
the relative motion of the bodks they tonne@. For the plu mech=id sys- d- here, standd
constraints between rigid bodies arc taken aa friotion-free (workkss) translational and rotational joints.
User-supplied constraint equations are also allowed to make provision for nonstandti constraints such as
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cams and prescribed functional relations. Arbitrary (consemtivc or nonconse~ative) internal and external
forcing functions are incorporated, including sptingdamper-a~uator elements connecting any pair of points
on different bodies of the system. Allowance is dso made for mbitrav user-supplied feting functions.

Fig. 3-19 further depicts an adja=nt bdyj, with body-fixed coordinate system ~Ocated by the V=tms ri and
q from the origin of the global coordinate system. Let pointspti on body i and PJI On bodyj be located by vectors
r~ and rji, specified in the body-fixed coordinate systems by coordinates (t~,ni) and (h~i), res~ively. These
points are in turn connected by vector rP,

i“=q+rji—ri—r~,m (3-133)

where
rP = position vector of point pflrelative to point PU, m
rj = position vector of Oj, m
rl= position vector of Oi,m
r~= position vector of pu relative to Oi, m
r~= position vector of pji relative to OJ,m.

The vector condition for a rotational joint at points py and Pji h simply rp = O.The scalar equations of a
rotational joint are thus

xi + fijCOS@i— q@iI@i — Xj — &COS@j + qjisindj = O
(3-134)

~i + ~ySin@i + 7)~OS@i – ~j – &fiin@j – ~JCOS(bj = O
whert

/@= coordinate of point p~along &-axis, m
W = coordinate of p~ along qf-axis, m
& = coordinate of point p~along ~, m
%’= coordinate of point p~along vaxis, m.

Other constraints that define joints, such as translation of recoiling parts relative to the cradle, may be
formuktted by a similar process,

wnom by q’ = [m, yi, @i]rthe vector of generalized coordinates of body i and by q = [q’r,#r, .... q“r]rthe
composite vector of all system-generalized coordinates. In this notation the constraints of Eq. 3-134 and other
(perhaps time dependent) nonstandard constraints can be written in vector function form as

*(9,1) = o (3-135)

where
@(q,f) = [Ol(q,t), .... ~~q,l)]r is a vectorof constraint functions.

Vii displacements ~ that arc ocmsistent with constraints, i.e., with time fmcd, satisfy

[@q]i$q= o (3-136)

where

[1

Hi
[q= ;;= ~ .Xh! using subscript notation for differentiation with respect to a vector

aq= virtual displacement of generalized coordinates, m.

DWererttiation of Eq. 3-135 with respect to time gives the velocity relation

(3-137)
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generalized velocities, m/s

3+
–[.1

d~l
E—

Internal forces acting between bodies may be obtained by a process similar to the constraint equation
development. For example, since springs, dampers, and actuators generally appear together, m shown in Fig.
3-20, they are incorporated into a single set of equations. The equation for springdamper-wtuator force is

()..‘“u]2 ‘N (3-138)

Rgure 3-20. Rigid Bodies Connected by a Spring-Damper-Actuator Combination
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where

Fu = resultant force vector F,Vi + f!~~ in the.elemcnt~ N
vector (&osa)i + (~ sina)j between points Suand Sx,m

~ = undeformed spring length m=
~ = deformed spring length, m
ku = elastic spring coefficient that may depend on gcner~hed coordinates and time, N/m
Cj = damping coefficient that may depend on generalized coordinates and time, Nos/ m

Fog= actuator force applied along element that may depend upon generalized coordinates and time,
N.

The unit vectors i and j are parallel to the x- and y-axes, respectively, and are dimensionkss.
Contributions of forces acting on body i to the system equations of motion are determined using the

p~lple of virtual work. The virtual work of externality applied forces and springdamper-actuator forces
acting on body i is written as

where
@W’= virtual work of forms acting on body i, J

@@,Q~ = generalized forces on body i in the x-, y-, and dxlirections, N, N, Nom, respectively.

The vector C?= [Q:>@”,Q~ lrof generali~ for= on WY i isthus defined, and Q ==[Q’T,&,...,r]risthethe
veetor of system-generalized forces. Typical generalized forces are calculated to illustrate the procedure. Point
St on body i is located by the vector ri + r,w A vitiual change in the lo~tion of point su is given by

(3-140)

Forming the dot product of F’~with d(ri + rsJ determines contributions to the generaliid expressions for
body i as

t

(3-141)

Genertdiked force contributions are summed forallextemally and internally applied forms actittgon body ito
atTive at @.

The variational form of Lagrange’s equations of motion with workless constraints (Ref. 1) is, using subscript
notation for differentiation with respect to a vector,

[ 1
$(%)-%+ M=o (3-142)

where
T= total kinetic energy of system, J
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which must hold for all M satisfying Eq. 3-136. By Fukas’ Lemma (Ref. 10), there exists an m-component
vector of hgrange multipliers A such that

& [~d]’– [~’]’ – [Q] + [@q]rA = O

which, with Eq. 3-135, form the constrained equations of motion of the system where

A = Lagrange multiplier vector with rn-mponcnts.

Initial conditions for system motion are given as

g(0) = q“, m

(3-143)

(>144)

where
qO= specikd initial values of genemlixed coordinates, m
●O

q = specifkd initiaI values of generalized velocities. m/s.

It isrcquirod that q“and ~“am consistent with constraints-i.e., #satisfies Eq. 3-135 and doaatisk Eq. 3-137.

The vector of Lagrange muJti@ierxis directly related to the reaction forces of constraints (Ref. 3).
The equ~tions of motion ofEq. 3-143 and constraint eqnatiotts’of Eq. 3-135 comprise a Iar@ colkction of

equationa in many variables and are not generally practical for manual calculation. The form of these
equations, however, is very systematic. Thii systematic format increases the feasibility of automated computer
construction of the equations and subsquent automated solution to predict dynamic performance of an
artillery system. Details of techniques that areused for automated computer formulation and soiutionof these
equations are presented in Ref. 3, along with numerous examples and guidelines in applying these methods for
dyzmmioanalysisof large+calc systems. U= of* computer-atttomatcd methods, which arc similar to
Wl?kicvdopt!d finite clement stmctud azaaiyaism@kWd&~OW X@CCS .dctaikd dynamic analysis of towed
ti~~pti~d~ti d~~. ~mof~n~~ti~~ -h~~dfor
support of the development of towed artikry systems.,

Design rqttircmcnts spcci& that a weapon system *to perform some task at some index of performanoc.
Thus the design of awcapon system provides a natural scttingfor an optimization prob~ ifit is assumed that
knowkd~ of all environmental factors influencing the design process arc knowm It is not satisfactory to
search only for admissible design parameters that enable the system to perform its intended task. It should be
rquired to seek design parameters that optimize performance.

The ability to analyze large-scale mechanical systems having ken developed, it is mtural to iatcgratc this
with techniques for optimization. This integration results in the development of a technique for computer-
aided design of mechanical systems. Optimization techniques have successfully been used for the computer-
aidcd design of large-scale systems (R&. 10,11, and 16). A computer-aided design technique, as proposed, can
also be used for system identification in a manner similar to that described in par. 3-4.1 used to determine
model parameters. Weapons could also be designed to satisfy stability criteria (Refs. 9, 10, 11, and 16.)
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CHAPTER 4
MECHANISM DESIGN

7%irchapter&a& with design of mechanisms for towed arti!lery systems, with emphasu on elevating and
traversing mechanisms. Weapon Iowerirtgandrtiing mechaniwns, weapon szapensionsystenu,andlinkages
for variable recoi!controlare alro dircussed. Kinematic fnctiom of ailmechanismsare defid, andalternate
gearing, bearing, andactuator conjurations areidenttfiid. Gear train requirements are dejhed, loads acting
are determined, and criteria for gearingratiosin manualoperationaredetermined Design of clutchesand
no-back &vices toprotecl du operatorandgeartrainoomponentsfmm largeloadsthatoccurduringweqpan
j?ringbdiictused. l?ecWongearfng&sign, inciudingantiback fashtechniqws,isdkussedfw totwdardlhuy
systems. ..

4-O LIST OF SYMBOLS
a = distance along t-axis of F~from trunnio~ m
aK= ~rpendicukar distance between reeoil forec vector K and propellant gas force veetor F“, m
b = dtstanee along @txis of F, from trunniou m

bK = perpendicular distanec between recoil force vector K and vwor F, of inertial forces of recoil-
ing parts, m

d = distance along ~-axis of CG from bore centerline, m
F. = inertial forco of reeoiling parts, N

1%= total normal force on traversing bearingj N
F.= p~~t m force, N
F, = spring load, N
F, = load on both trunnions, N

i=rcoollforoc N
mass moment of inatia of tipping parts about trunniom ~m2.

M, ~ equilibmta~ mo~ N-m
M.= moment due to weight of parts, N*m
& = piti tilUS of spring-loaded pinion, m
RJ= radius of traversing axis to CG, m

R, = frictional radius, m
rb= ttunnion bearing radius, m
rt = inside radius of bearing m

= outside radius of _ m
~ = torque required to aocclcrate tipping parts, N-m
T}= static frictional torep, Nom
Ts = max@m torque at elevating arc, N*m
T. = unbalanmd equilibrator momen~ N*m
~= component of firing oouple affecting ckvatio~ N*m
z = torque on traverse bearing due to f- caplc, N-m
T. = torque at sprin@oaded pinion, Wm
W=totalwcight ofwea~N
w, = weight of tipping parts, N

W*= weight of traversing parts, N
u = maximum elevating accelemtion, rad/sz
0 = angle of elevation, md
e, = slope of terrain, md
A = helix angle, rad

= coefficient of ftiloq dimensionless
1 = location of CG with respect to horizontal linein plane parallel to slope, rad
m = maximum elevating velocity, rad/s.
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4-1 ELEVATING MECHANISMS
4-1.1 TYPES OF ELEVATING MECHANISMS

Elevating mechanisms arc essentially gear trains with input at the power source and output at the tipping
parts. The gear train frequently includes a self-locking worm and worm wheel. Otherwise, a mechanical brake
or no-back device must be provided to hold the tipping parts in the prescribed position. Elevating mechanisms
may be power operated. Manually operat-1 units, in which efforl is applied by a hand wheel, are generally used
for towed weapons. If the elevation effort is too burdensome for manual operation, the mechanism must derive
its power from mechanical or electrical sources. In case of power failure, however, mechanisms are gearedfor
handwhccl operation.

4-1.1.1 Ball-Screw Type
Ball-screw elevating mechanisms arc used in most modem weapon systems. There arc two basic conjura-

tions in wtitch this type of mechanism is used. In Fig. 4-l(A) a captive nut is attached to and.pivoted in the
cradle. Elevation is achieved in turning the screw by means of the handwhecl and gear train, which causes the
nut to travel in the desired direction. The base of the screw rests in a thrust bearing whose housing pivots on the
top carriage. Two bevel gears, which may be enclosed in a housing, serve as drivers for the screw. One bevel
gear is freed to the screw near its lower end.

The other configuration, shown in Fig. 4- l(B), pivots the screw in the cradle and rotates the nut to provide
elevation change. Thus no matter what angle is assumed by the elevating screw, proper gear mesh is assured.
This second vwsion differs from the first by having the elevating screw pivoted in the cradle with the nut free to
turn and tilt.

Trmnion

&-

Crodte

/“

1

(A) W on Crodk (8) Nut on Top Currii

‘ Figure 4-1. Screw- aud Nut-Type “Ek~ling M~

The ball-screw device shown in Fig. 4-2employs balls running’in ahclical groovcin a shaft so thatthebal~
are recirculated in a special nut. Friction levels are reduced by at kmt 9@& compared to standard SCrCW
devices.

Because the ball screw is so efficient, any axial force imposed on the nonrotating nut will cause the lead screw
to turn, Thus a vertically applied ~oad can overrun the screw unless some protecting device is incorporated and
the tipping parts will be lowered. A bidirectional reverse locking clutch or a m~~ly ~~king ~utch m~t bC
used to prevent the screw from being turned by the load but still enable it to be returned by the operator. The
locking clutch, also known as a no-back dcvicc, allows torque to bc transmitted through the unit from the
input end but prevents torque from being transmitted through the clutch from the output end. The no-back
device is mounted in a housing, ●nd the ImWscrew shaft is keyed to the clutch hub. Thrust bearings are
necessary to absorb the thrust load on the mechanism and are mounted next to the clutch.
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Nut
Figure 4-2. BaW&rew Device

Ball-screw units are commercially available in sizes frorq 9-mm to qbout 250-mm. The choke of size and
type of ball-screw unit can be made from manufacturers’ catalogues. The two main criteria on which the
designer should base his choice are the axial load capacity of the unit and the critical bucklkg length of the
column. If the ball+crew shaft is required to rotate at a high speed, the natural frequencies of vibration of the
shaft may have to be taken into consideration. Ball-screw assemblies should be loaded in a manner that will
insure nut and screw arc either in tension or in compression simultaneously to prevent unwanted backlash and
associated error in elevation of the weapon. End play (backlash) in a balhscrcw assembly, requiring precise
positioning under load reversal conditions, can be minimized by preloading the ball screw.

With solid fdm lubricants, bail screws can be made to operate at high temperatures. With spe&d lubricants,
ball mews dut be made to operate in the range of -7(P to 321PC.

On elevating mechanisms with a ball-screw assembly on each side of the weapom synchronization of the two
drives is important. It may be neceawy to provide an adjustable coupiingin thecrossdrive shaft toinsurethat
each of the ball acmws in the drive takes an equal load.

4-1.12 Phtfon and&C Type
Pinion and arc elevation mechanisms were used in the past and may be considered for some types of

wcqpons. They maybe operated manually and maybe d-locking or have a brake. Like the screw and nut
type, the pinion and a.tt type hns two versions, bothidcrtticai except for the iasttwo membem--the pinion and
ekvating arc~f the gear train. Fig. 4-3(A) is a schernaticdiagrarn of one method of instaihttion. M depicts the
mechanism attached to the top carriage and the elevating arc attached to the cradle. Change in elevation occurs
when the pinion rotates the elevating arc about the trunnions.

The second method, as shown in Fig. 4-3(B), has the arrangement rcvcrscd. Here the arc is attached to the
top carriage, and the mechanism is fixed to and rides with the cradle. This second version, because of
additional mass and installation difficulties, is not particularly adaptable to power drives if some or all power
oquiprntnt is included with the tipping parts,

Depending on the design of the elevating mt!ohdhn, there mayor may not bes no-back device in the
system. As shown in F& 4-3(A) and(B),a worm and worm gear are part of the abating mechanism Itis

poasibleto design thisgearset to make it imverai bk. If this is done, there is no need fora n~backdcvicc in the
*m~~~b~CY of SUCh a gear drive depends mainly on the worm gear design.

—screwsystem disassed in par. 4-1.1 can achieve much lower friction levels and is generally
preferred over the pinion and am for modem towed artillery systems.

4-1.2 ELEVATING MECHANISM COMPONENTS
Four basic design requirements are essential to any elevating mechanism, namely, control, power

transmission, precision, and sensitivity. Control is prescribed by the fire control equipment, which is not
considered part of the mechanism, and the limit stops and a locking device that maintain weapon elevation.
The locking device, considered part of the elevating mechanism, maybe a brake, a clutch, or an irreversible
screw. Lhnit stops, usually springs or hydraulic buffers, prevent overtravcl. Power, whether manual or
mechanical, is transmitted by a gear train. Precision depends on the quality of manufacture, particularly in
relation to backlash, whereas sensitivity involves the gear ratio. These components and considerations, plus
the location of all components, ~me the primary factors in elevating mechanism design.
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Cradle @n Tube r+.- Y.&.

Arc

rkigi

““ ——Y— I
Wotmond Worm Geor t-lcmhvheel -c.&oml

(Al Arc m Crodte (8) Arc on Top Cdoge

Figure 4-3. Pinion- and &-Type Elevating Mechanisms

4-1.2.1 Gear Trains
The gear train, no matter how simple, is the p~ipal part of the elevating mechanism If the train is

reversible, a brake or some other type of looking device is needed to preclude reverse motion. The gear ratio
shodd be oonsidercd fret. Not only does the ratio proaoribethe effort at the power sourcq it also affects the
sensitivity. A high gear ratio means slow elevation with mspcct to applied motiorq a low ratio means
wwrespondingly faster action. Although a high gear ratio requires only a low torque at the powersource,tke
Cncrgyrequirernent to meet identical performance specifiitiona ia unefktd For example, assume that the
torque required to elevate the wcapo% incorporating the efficAmcy of the gcartra@ is 3M0 Norm Agcar ratio
of (i@ 1 rcducoa the torque roquircmcnt to 4.7 Nm at the handwhcc~ a ratio of 320:1 reduoea it to 9.4 Nm.
Specified bandwheel effort and sensitivity roquircrncnts thns establish the gear, ratio. Tbcreafter, type,

number, sti, and Iooation of the gear train wmqxmcnts may be determined.
In addition to the available data, the design of the gear train involves an iterative procedure. Only the

efficiency needs to be estimated for a manually operated train because accelerating forces are low enough to be
negligible. Final computed data must agree reasonably well with estimates before preliminary concepts arc
acceptable. Thus a oarcful analysis of the gear train is required. For detailed design of gear trains and gears, the
reader can refer to stiard machine design texts such as Refs. i and 2.

The design for manually oporatcd systems is computed from statics of the weapon. The data required
include the weight moment after equilibration and the torque due to frictional resistance of the trunnion
bearings. The unbahmoed equilibrator moment T. is

where
M“ = equilibrator moment, Nm
Mw = moment due to weight of parts, Nrm

The static frictional torque Tbin the trunnion bearing is

(4-1)

(4-2)

where
F,= load on both trtmnions, N
rb= trunnion bearing radius, m
M= coefficient of friction, dimensionless.
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When recoil fo~ are present, il inmeus apprtiably, which inc~=cs the torque T’. Thii additional
torque must be considcmd if the ~apon fi= while ekvati~g. Another component of the torque on the
elevating parts is the firing coupk that is generated during firing and ISdue to the eccentricity of the applied
and inertia forces about the trunnion axis. AS shown in Fig. M the component Tjof the firing couple, which
affects elevation, is

G = aFg – bF~, Fi”m (4-3)
where

Fa = inertial force of recoiling parts, N
F“ = propellant gas force, N
a = distance along @ucis of Fz from trunnion, m
b = distance along &xis of F. from trunnion, m.

Careful system design should hold T~to a minimum, the objective being to have the trunnion axis and the
mass center of the recoiling parts lie on the bore centerline. This alignment is not always possible because space
limitations and required structural locations may cause an unequal distribution of weight and thus create an
imbalance about the bore axis. Regardless of the care exercised, manufacturing tokranccs may augment th~
imbalance. If the firing torque is transmitted through the gear train, the effect at the handwhcd may be
significant. If the gear train is locked out, only the gears between the elevating arc and the locking device will be
disturbed.

The firing couple can be modified by shifting the trunnion axis, but no location can maintain a zero torque
throughout the entire firing cycle. This is especially true during the propellant gas period when the gas force
varies from zero to maximum. For example, consider a hypothetical gun whose recoil force is K and the
propellant gas force F~ may range from 16K to ~ thus

F. =Fg–~N. (44)
By using the geometry of Fig. 44 and Eq. 44, when a = O, the firing couple varies from
where

d = distance along ~-axis of ocntcr of gravity (CG) from bore centerline, m.
When zero torque is desired at maximum gas pressure, select

a = lSd, m
6=a+d=16d, m.

/

—15KdS

Figure 4-4. Elevation Fhing Couple Diagram
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lle firing torque T~dueto F’, as can be seen in Tablc4-1, thus varies from 0< v= 16Kdforthcse values of a
and b. For intermediate vahms, say u = 7ciand b = 8d, the firing toquc ~ is as given in Table 4-2.

These examples show a varying firing torque during the propellant gas period regardless of where the
trunnion axis is located. After this period, the inertia forces induaxl by the recoil mehanism act for a
considerably longer period of time than the gas period. The obvious solution is to Iocate the trunnion axis in
the plane of the recoiling mass center. Except for the gas period, the fting torque is now always zero. BULas
mentioned previously, this position may not be readily available. Under such conditions, it is advisable to
locate the trunnion axis in the plane of the bore center because the large inertia forces and torques due to the
propellant gas period appear only briefly, whereas the sustained load and corresponding torque during recoil
arc considerably smaller.

The fourth component of the torque on the elevating parts is that required to accelerate the tipping parts

Whcrt
L = mass moment of inertia of the tipping parts about trunnions, kgm2

T.= torque required to accekrate tipping parts, NmI
a e maximum elevating acceleration, rad/sa.

TABLE 4-1
FIRING TORQUE T/ WITH MAXIMUM DISPLACEMENT OF

TRUNN1ON AXIS (a = l= b = I(irl)

(4-5)

Fg F. a~g bFm V

16K ISK 240Kd 240Kd o
15K 14K 225Kd 224Kd M
14K 13K 210Kd 208Kd 2M

2K ‘K M-M 16Kd 14Kd
K o 15Kd o 15Kd

o -K o –16Kd 16Kd

TABLE 4-2
FIRING TORQUE 7“ WITH INTERMEDIATE DISPLACEMENT OF

TRUNNION AXIS (u = 74 b = S@

F, F. UF8 bFa ~

16K 15K l12Kd 120AW -8Kd
15K 14K I05KU 112Kd -7Kd
14K 13K 98Kd I04R21 -6Kd

-.
9K 8K 63Kd 64Kd -Kd
8K 7K 56Kd 56Kd o
7K 6K 49Kd 48Kd Kd

-.

2K K 14Kd iKd 6Kd
K o 7Kd 7Kd

o -K o –&d 8Kd
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~e general expression for maimum torque T&at the elevating MC is

In summary, for a level weapon
negligible and TJs O. Therefore,

TE = T. + T.~+ ?j + T., N*m. (4-6)

that is elevated manually and not firing, T.= O because accelerations are

TE = Th + Te, N*m. (4-7)

For a weapon elevated by mechanical or electric power, but not firing,

T== Ta + n + T’!, Nm (44)

bccauacq=o.

Example 4-1:

Determine the characteristics— T- Tb,and T-for an cIcvating mechanism, based on the foIlowing data
W,= 6U75 N, weight of tipping parts
F,= 222# N, load on both trunnions
T, = 3030I’+xrLunbalanced quilibrator moment
1,== 241S20 k~mz, mass moment of inertia of tipping parts about trunnions
r~ = 0.0762 m, tnmnion bearing radius
~ = 0.01, coeffkicnt of friction
a = 0.10, rad/sz, elevating acoderation
~ = 0.262 rad/s, maximum elevating velocity.

Solutiom

From Eq. 4-5

T. = 241,520 X 0.10 = 24,152 N-m.

From Eq. 4-2

T~ = 0.01 X 222,400X 0.0762= 169.5N-m.

From Eq. 4-3

TE= 24,152 -1-169.5 + 3030 ==27,351.5N*m

which istherequircdt orqueatthce kvatingarc.

PrecMon in weapon positioning can only be obtained by eliminating backlash in geardcviccs. There aretwo
different ways of controlling backlash in gears. One involves specifying fine precision for manufacture of the
gears, and the other uses design techniques to reduce backlash between gears of lower precision (Ref. 3). Some
of the techniques are described in par. 4-2.2.2.

4-12.2 Clutches and No-Back Devices
Equilibrators are designed to reduce static forces on the elevating mechanism. Perfect quilibratio~

however, is generally impossible. The residual imbalance must thus be balanced by the elevating strut. If
frict.ion”inthe elevating mechanism is 10W, it is possible tha}the gun tube will depress on its own due to static
forces. More important, powder couples during firing of the weapon can producz forces in the elevating
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mechanism which wouId cause the weapon to move in elevation. ~US it iSn=$=y to have no-b=k devices in
the elevating mechanism that prevent the raising or Iowcfing of the wn tuk Cx=pt by rotating the elevation
handwheel.

Clutches are used to link the gear trtin to the hmdwh~! and to control the amount of torque transmitted.
Positive clutches, such as square jaw clutches, are recommend~ for system that are stop@ during clutch
operation. This type of clutch is small for the power it is capable of transmitting, and fabri~tion COStSare low.
Friction clutches—including cone, disk, and ring clutches— are recommended for systems in motion so that
torque may be applied gradually and thus reduce the possibility of sudden loading. Slip clutches, a type of
friction clutch transmitting only a limitd torque, are used in no-back installations to protect the elevating
mechanism from large reverse torques. Much more sensitive than br*ea or other clutches, the slip clutch reties
upon fairly constant frictional resistance. Because the coefficient of friction of its rubbing surfaces is
influenced by atmospheric conditions, its performance may become erratic.

A special irreversible clutch, called a Smith no-backdevice (shown in Fig. 4-5), transmits torque in either
direction from handwhecl to gear train but precludes a reversal of this activity. The driving and driven shafts
have overlapping ends, and a segment extending past the diameter is cut from each. The void thus formed
makes room for the spring-loaded locking bar, which is the shear mem~r that transmits the handwheel effort.
The shafts and bar rotate inside the lock ring that is keyed to the housing. The locking bar, with itsends siightly
off-center, bears against the inner surface of the lock ring on the driveshaft side of the shaft axis. Held firmly
between the shafts by a flat sprin~ the locking bar rotates with them in the direction of the applied torque.
Torque from the handwhecl moves the locking bar toward the center so that its longest dimension lies along
the diameter and releases contact with the lock ring and permits both shafts to turn. Torque from the othcrend
moves the bar off-center and jams it against the lock ring, which stops all motion. Since its capacity is limited, a
slip clutch in the gear train between the no-back device and the tipping parts yields to any excessive torque to
relieve the load on the no-back dcvicc and eliminates it as a lock for the whole elevating system.

No-back dcviccs arc available commercially. The weapon system designer is thus required only to specify the
load on the&& and then to choose the dcvicc of appropriate Sk from manufacturers’ catalogues.

The usual location of the no-back device is at the base of each elevating screw -mbly. Under dynamic
conditions, such as f-, these devices may fail to hold due to the shaking forces induced in the strut assembly.
This is usudy due to loads that change from compression to tension.

The desirability of achieving a safe and automatic no-back device is clear It requires no action on the part of
the crew to prevent torque feedback to the handwh@. P~oblcms with automatic no-back devices have arisen

DrivenMember

Lock Ring

lf#ng

(Ming Mtinber
Section A-A

Figure 4-5. Smith No-Back Device
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in large caliber, high-impulse towed artillery systems such as the M 198, 155-mm towed system. Large torques
due to powder couple and vibration of lightweight, flexible carriage components in that application led to
adoption of a mechanical clutch.. The designer, therefore, must take great care in selecting a high~p~ity
no-back device that E not susceptible to vibration-induced slippage If he N to achieve rehabk operation of an
automatic no-back device.

4-1.23 Handwheels
Handwhecls arc normally circular, with a handle and a counterweight attached opposite to each other on the

rim. Any structural material may be used including cast iron, steel, aluminum, or magnesium. Some
handwheels are cut from plate stocks, others are cast. If the handwhecl is of a dissimilar metal from the shaft to
which it is attached, provision must be made to guard against galvanic corrosion.

Handwhecls arc designed on the basis of the physical effort required to overcome static loads and frictional
maistance of the elevating system. Dynamics need not be considered because speeds are generally low. Much
work has been done to determine a man’s capacity for turning a handwheeL His heat effort for sustained
operation has generally been achieved while producing 5.65 Wm of torque at a turning mdius of 0.18 m. For
equipment that cannot meet these limits, handwhecl force should not exceed 66.7 N. Where elevating loads are
extreme, the mechanical advantage of the gear train must be increased to reach the required handwheel effort.

Handwheels, other sighting controls, and associated indicators must be located near each other to offer
ready access and easy observation to the gunner. All manipulating equipment—such as wheels, handles,
levers, and pushbuttons-must be large enough to be operated easily with gloved hands during cold weather
operations. Folding handles on handwheels are highly desirable to prevent any inadvertent rotating of the
handwhccls by the crew and to minimize the chance of damage during towing.

Two-handed effort is conducive to smoother and more uniform operation and should be considered for
large caliber weapons, provided that one hand is not needed to manipulate other controls simultaneously. The
smoother action will be kss tiring. Itshould be noted that the use of ball screws in elevating mechanisms
reduces friction considerably and leads to lower handwheel loads. The Iowerforce is required because the ball
screw leads to kss gear reduction and increases gun laying speed without increasing the total force required.

Although horsepower available from a motor-driven ekvation drive dictates achievable ekvation rates,
t mAximum torque and the period of time a crew member can exert the torque are more critical for manually

opcmted towed systems. For large caliber systems human factor guides should be consulted and tests planned
to assure that elevation rates required can be met. A simple horsepower calculation generally is not adequate.

4-1.2.4 Cushioning of Peak Firing Loads
During firing of the weapon the components of the system experience large forces. To compensate for some

of these forces, it may be necessary to have some cushioning built into assemblies such as the elevating
mechanisms. One of the commonly used methods is to provide ring springs in the elevation strut.

Firing loads could also cause impulsive loads on gear drives used in the elevating mechanism. Thus it may be
necessaryto provide some form of slip clutch in the gear drive to absorb the shock loads. Functionally, slip
clutches only allow a certain amount of torque to be transmitted, i.e., if the torque exceeds this level, the clutch
slips.

4-1.2.5 Travel Ikcka
As explained in Chapter 3, components of a weapon experience large acceleration during cross+muntry

transportation or airdrop. To avoid excessive loads on tmmponcnts, such as the ekvating mechanism due to
large acceleration of the cradle and gum it is neoeasaryto provide travel locks. On modem weapons such as the
155-mm Howitzer, M198, a travel lock, such as that shown in Fig. 44, is used. It consists of a frame with
members pinned on each side of the cradle. The other end of each member is pinned to the bottom carriage.
The frame also has two cross members welded onto the pinned members. The joints at the bottom carnage
have removable pins; to position the gun in elevation, these pins are removed.

A different device is used to lock the gun tube to the trail. A locking device, such as that shown in Fig. 4-7,
consists of a cap pinned to a saddle, which is fixed on the trail. During travel the gun tube is clamped between
the saddle and the oap to prwent transmission of large torques through the elevating mechanism or impact
with the trail during travel.
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Figure 4-6. Travel kk for Elevatim~ Parts
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4-2 TRAVERSING MECHANISMS
4-2.1 TYPES OF TRAVERSING MECHANISMS

The long range of modern towed artillery systems requires extremely aeeurate weapon Iaying. S1ight errors
in pointing of the cannon can result in considerable deviation at the target. When aimed by direet sighting, a
weapon must be moved slowly and preeisely to align it amuratcly with the target. When aimed by a separate
fire control unit, the cannon must be able to respond accurately to the direction signals of the unit. IrI either
case, such a weapon is too heavy to be pushed by hand in the proper horizontal direction. Henee, a manual or
power-operated mechanism is provided to enable a gunner to attain a precise position and to hold it during
fting.

Heavy weapons such as the M 198, 155-mm Howitzer have a manuatly operated, on-carriage traverse
meehanism. Traversing of the weapon is aehievcd by rotating the top carriage, whwh supports the cradle and
the gun, relative to the bottom carriage. Off-earriagc traverse, as used on the M102 Howitzcrshown in Fig. 4-8,
has a roller at the rear end of the trails. The axis of the roller coincides with the lon@x&aI axis of the trails.
Thus the ~&~fibe rotated about a pivot at the front end of the trails by rotating the roller and causing
Knovcmen

For a weapon syst~m with on-carriage traverse, components of the weapon that traverse are eakd
traversing parts. They generally consist of the cannon and other tipping parts and the top carriage. The unit
that controls rotation of the traversing parts and holds the cannon firmly in azimuth during firing is the
traversing mechanism. For weapons with off~rnage traverse, the whole weapon traverses on the base plate to
position the weapon in azimuth.

A full 360-deg traverse capability is desirable on all towed artillery systems. It is usually achieved by
adopting off-carriage traverse-c.g., M 102 and M204, 105-mm Howitzers. Only limited traverse is achieved
with orwarriage traverse and split trails. Weapons with limited traverse, such as the M 198 towed Howitzer,

Troverse Hondwheel

.—— .—.

Troverae Rd k

\

\

Ground

Figure 4-8. O&Carriage Traverse for M102 Howitzer
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must be equipped with a hydraulic jack to provide a sped shift capability. The jack should be I=tcd near the
weapon center of gravity to balance the weapon for speed shift by the crew.

Because of the close relationship between the forms of traverse mechanisms and the type of traverse bearing,
traverse mechanisms are classified as

1. Pintle
2. Base rig and race
3. Roller
4. Axle
5. Ball joint.

Of these five types of traverse bearings, axle and ball joint are not used in modern weapon systems.
On all traversing mechanisms it is necessary to provide traversing handwheels on both sides of the weapon

so that one- and two-man lay capability is provided. Weapons with off-carriage traveme usually have their
traverse handles on one side of the trails. The handle is conneoted to the traverse roller by reduction gearing
and shafts, connected by hook joints. .

4-2.1.1 Pintle Traverse
A versatiie mechanism that is adaptable to light weapons and provides a greater range of traverse is one in

which the traversing parts pivot on the bottom carriage about a pintle. (See Fig. 4-9.) The pintle is attached to
the top carriage and rotates in a bearing on the bottom carnage. The traversing parts are supported by a thrust
bearing, and where ckarances permit, 3dOdeg traverse is available. The stability of the weapon, however,
usually determines this range. Weapons that are stable in all directions may have unlimited traverse; however,
the split trail type is stable only within the spread of the trails, about 85deg traverse, as shown in Fig. 4-10.

T’hme xnethods of actuation for a pintle traverse mechanism are described:
1. Method A. Power is transmitted through a gear train whose terminal member is the traversing gear,

which may be either a large worm wheel or a spur gear. Two installations are available. The first (Fig. 4-1 1)has
,tie driving gear cm the bottom carriage and the tra~ing &ar(driven) on the top carriage. Alternatively, the

Worm Geor

Gear

u
Figure 4-9. Pintk Traverse
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Figure 4-10. Spiit Trail Mount Showing Travtig Range

= h/ Handwheel

TraversingGear

Figure 4-11. Traversing Mecbdsm With Gear on Top Carriage
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.. .

driving gear can be mounted on the top carriage: and the traversing gear mounted on the bottom carnage(F@.
4-1 2). ~is second arrangement permits unlimlted traverse and, with the gunner moving with the traversing
parts, direct sighting is more convenknt. If high traversing swds are necessary, the gear trtin is powered
mechanically or electrically as shown in Fig. 4-13. If high speds = unn=essary, or In the event of power
failure, manual action is provided through a handwheel.

2. Method B. A variation of the pintle-type trawsing gear consists of a screw-nut combination that pivots
on the bottom carriage near the handwhed, ss shown in Fig. 4-14, The screw, turned by the handwheel, and
nut pivot on the top carriage as it traverses about the pintIe. Such an arrangement, however, is vcv limited in
traverse range and is inherently Iacking in rigidity.

3. Method C. Manually operated traversing mechanisms are relatively S1OW,but rapid traverse can be
achieved with those weapons having a low fnetional resistance of the pintle mounting. Rapid coarse traverse is
available by simply disengaging the gear train and swinging the weapon by hand until pointed in the direction
desired. Reengaging the gears reverts the system to its fine traverse state.

4-2.192 Base Ring and Race Traverae
Weapons with heavy traversing parts require large traversing bearings to supplement a broad firing base.

(See Fig. 4-15.) These weapons arc trained by rotating the top carnage on a base ring that is equipped with
either ball or roller bearings. A large spur gear mounted on the bottom carriage, concentric with the bearing
ring, serves as the traversing gear. Its pinion is mounted on the traversing parts. As the pinion turns, it tracks
around the traversing gear and carries with it the top carriage and cannon. This arrangement provides
unlimited traverse and can be powered either mechanically or electrically.

The top and bottom carriagea are connected through the traverse bearing. Thrust and moment acting
through the bearing thus act on the flexible top and bottom carriage structures. These two components,
therefore, must be designed for adequate stifkss to prevent excessive twist. Design of the top carriage and
bottom carrkge for stiffness is carried out by the procedure described in Chapters 8 and 9, respectively.

Carriage

Handwheel
\~

II \\

L111’dJI / II \ ZSin’ (m~

/ \\ Bevel Gears

~~’~~”-
Figure 4-12. Manually Operated Traversing Mecltaniam
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Figure 4-13. Powered Traversing Mecbams“m
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Figure 4-15. Travershg Mechanism for M19S Howitzer
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4-2.1.3 Off-Carriage Traverse
For full 360dcg traverse, off-carriage traverse systems —such as the M 102,10%mm Howitzer shown in Fig.

4-8-have come into use. Fine traverse adjustment is provided by a gearing and universal joint system that
transmits traverse handwh=l romtion to rowtion of the travemc roller. The traverse roll= then rolls on the
ground and pivots the weapon about a pintie bearing in the base piate. Rapid traverse is accomplished by
disengaging the handwhexl gear and allowing the crew to push the trails laterally through large angles
manually, with the traverse roller rotating freely.

In principle, both single and double roller configurations are possible,the double roller acting as a split trail.
However, problems with weapon cant with two widely spaced rollers on uneven terrain favor the single roller
configuration. The single roller cofilguratio~ unlike the split trail with its two-point contact, has only
single-point contact of the trail with ground at the roller. Thus lateral stabilky of the weapon must be provided
by the bearing between the carriage and baseplate. This maybe aocompliahod with a pintie bearing between
the carriage and base plate. It may also be accomplished by a bal! j@nt with an off-axis stud on the cmriagc
which rides in a circular groove in the baseplate. To prevent tippin~ the stud and groove must be designed to
provide both tcnsik and compressive force. Due to problems of keeping such a groove clean in a field
environment, the pintle bearing design is preferred.

Because the roller bears on the ground during traverse, soil conditions and the vertical load carried by the
roller influence the hand wheel load required to traverse the weapon. An experimental study with the M 102,
105-mm Howitzer, varying the load on the roller, has provided quantitative data for several soil conditions
(Ref. 4). Fig. 4-16 is a plot of handwhecl force-for concrete, mud, and sand for the M 102 system-versus
traverse rolkr load. As might be expected, sand is the most critical soil condition. Fig. 4-17 is a plot of crew
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Figure 4-16. Hartdwheel Fome vs RoUer Load
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Figure 4-17. Traveme Force vs Roller Load

force required at the roller versus traverse rolkr load for tb same soil conditions. & concluded in Ref. 4
feasibdity of the roller-type ofkarriage traverse system is limited to lightweight towed systems.

Design of the traverse gearing system is heavily dependent on the forec required to traverse the weapon
through the roller. Once the roller load is known, roller torque required can be determined by using data of the
kind given in Figs. 4-16 and 4- I7. Once the required roller torque is known, the gear ratio and traverse
handwheel diameter may be selected.

In addition to gear design, universal joints are often required to transmit shaft rotation through the interior
of a cumed box trail (Fig. 4-8) to the traverse roller.

4-2.2 TRAVERSING MECHANISM COMPONENTS
4-202.1 Gear Traius

The @ar train, no matter how simple, ia tlte principal part of the traversing mechanism and must satisfy
several basic design requirements. Its gear ratio should be considered f-. Not only does the gear ratio
presoribe tho effort at the source, it also limits sensitivity. A high gear ratio means slow traverse with respect to
applied motion. A iow ratio means correspondingly faster traverse. Although a high gear ratio demands slow
torque output from the power source, the power requirements alone are unaffected. For example, assume that
the torque at the traversing gear, incorporating the efficiency of the gear train,is271 N=m. For slow traverse a
gear ratio of 6& I reduces it to 4.5 N=m at the handwheel. A ratio of 30:1 reduces it to 9.0 N*m.

Design of gear trains is discussed in par. 4-1.2.1; however, traversing mechanisms place some additional
performance requirements on the gear trains. These requirements are discussed here. The design of the gear
train invohes some trial and error procedure, particularly if mechanically powered, because preliminary
estimates of both efficiency and inertia must be made. Only cffkiency needs to be estimated for manually
operated gear trains. Fkl computed data must agree reasonably well with the estimates before the prelimi-
nary results are acceptable. In short, the torque and powcrrequired to move the traversing parts, including the
moving components of the traversing mechanism, mmt not exceed the ●vaiiabk Mort at the handwheeL
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Design data arc computi from the statics and dynmks of the moving m-. Dam on S@CS includethe
weight moment about the traversing axis and the torque due to frictional rcaktan= of the traveme bearing. If
the weapon is on a slope and the center of gravity of the traversing parts is not on the axis (SCCFig. 4-1 8.), the
moment A4wdue to weight of paRS is

M. = W,.&sin8~@., N*m (4-9)

where
w.= weight of traversing parts, N
& = radius of traversing axis to CG, m
e, = slope of terra@ rad

& = location of CG with respect to horizontal line in plane paralkl to S1OPC,rad.

s GroundLine

Figure 4-18. Weight Moment D~m
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On level terrain or iflcveling devices arc used, 61and M. am zero. mherwk, Mu may -me appreciable
and reach a maximum when 4. equals zero. The static frictiomd torque Tboccurs in the traverse bearing and is

Tb = pFtJ?g, N*m (4-10)

where
F&= total normal foroe on traveming bearing, N

2

()
Rp= ~ ‘:::; = frictional radius, m (See Ref. 5.)

r. “
(4-11)

ri = inside radius of bearing, m
ro =outsidc radius of_m. ,

Due to the prcscnoc of rcooil force, F* inorcaacaappreciably, and, thereby, imxww the toquc T*.
Another component of the torque at the traversing gear, the firing ccmpl% is generated during firing and is

due to the ccccntricky of the recoiling parts about the traversing axis. As shown in Fig. 4-19, the component of
the fting couple affecting traverse is

T, = (aKFg – bKFa)cos8, N=m (412)
●

where
T1= torque on traverse bearing due to f-couple, Nm
ax= pcrpc+mhtr d!stancc between recoil force vector K and pr@lant gas force vector Fg,m
bx = pcrpendlcuhtr d@JsQcc between recoil foroc vector ~ and vector&of inertial forces of rcco”fing

parts, m
8 = angle of elcv+iou rad.

Ca@ul d&ii should hold this torque to a minimum. The object is to have the boqeccntcr, travcraiqga.xis,

and mass center of the recoiling parts lie in a vcrtictd plane, but this tilgnmcnt is not always possible. Space
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Figure4-19. TraveA Mug CoupleDiagram
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limitations and required structural locations may cause an unqual distribution of weight and ercatc an
imbalance about the bore axis. Regardless of the care exercised, manufacturing tolerances may augment this

- imbalanec. The inertia forces of the unbalanced weight produce the firing COUPIC.If the tmvcrsing gear train is
subject to the firing torque, the effect maybe significant. If locked out by any means, only the gears between the
traversing gear and locking device will be distutbcd.

TIM conventional worm gear drive used in traverse systems for towed artillery weapons has been largely
rephwcd by a new design. Conventional worm gears offer fairly large gear reduction in a relatively small spaoe
and are self-locking; however, as in the case of an Acme screw, the seif-locking worm gear has an cf’iicicncy of
only about 50%. A new design that may be considered employs a unit called a Harmonic Drive, Fig. 4-20, in
which a wave generator (which maybe manufactured in many configurations) imparts an ellipse-like shape to
a nonrigid flexspine, which is normally the output member of the unit. The shape imparted to the flexspine by
the input member (wave generator) causes itto rotate slowly and leadstoareductionof2001 or more in a
relatively small package. The advantage is a large gear reduction with low friction. The unit, however, is not
Self-locking.

Accuracy of the weapon depends to agrcat extent on the precision of its traversing mechanism, accordingly,
loosely meshed gears cannot be tolerated. A small amount of backlash is, however, required to reduoe fnetion,
to compensate for thermal expansion, and to allow for manufacturing tolerances. Thus some form of
antibaeklash ~ng is needed to meet system ae.euracyrcquirmnants.

Careful machining will hold backlashto a minimum. If extremely tight gearing is required, gears can be
assembled tightly or even with a slight interference and then “run-in”. For smali gears, a light oil is generally
used for the run-k process. For large gears, a mixture of household ckanserand water or a mixture of grinding
compound and oil may be used, If the cost isjustified, some gears maybe mounted on adjustable centers. After
being fitted,the assembly is doweled into piace. Even these techniques, however, do not eliminate backlash
indefinitely because wear will eventually cause some play between the gear teeth.

4-2.2.2 Aatibacidaah Devices
Antibacklash devices arc designed to minimize orelirninate play between gear teeth. These dcvkxswork on

the prinoiple of preloading the last gear in the train in two directions so that tooth contact is always preacnt
rcgardcas of the direction of motion. Fig. 4-21 shows two spring-loaded, oonocntric gears, A and B, on the
same shaft. Gear A is keyed and gear B is free to ~ but both mesh at the same point with gear C ?lw spx
induce a torque thattends to turn the gears in opposite directions; this turning loads two adjacent teeth on &ar
C in op@tc directions. Backlash is precluded only when the induced spring ttquc is largerthan the applkd

Circular

Figure 4-XL Schematic Diagram for Harmonic Drive
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Figure 4-21. Andbacldash Devict+ Tangential Spring Type

torque of gear A. B&awe of limited spring loads, this type is suited only for small gaaring and is used
extensively in indicator gear trains.

Antibacklaah dcviccs requiring relatively light spring ioads arc also available for large gearing. (see Fig.
4-2Z) For this type ● coil spring provides an axial force to load the huiicai gear scmingcach pinion. The gear
teeth eonvcrt the small axial ioad into large tangential components that provide the torque nacxssary to keep
the traversing pinions in contact with the traversing gear at ali times. The torque T, at the spring-loaded pinion
is

T’=-& Rp, Nom (4-13)

.
where

F,= sp~ 1o-, N
~ = P& ~$~ti spring-loaded pinion, m=

?

“To be effective, this torque must exceed that applied through the traversing mechanism by the power source.
For example, using these techniques, backlash in gearing on the M198 Howitzer is of the order of 0.076 mm

to 0.127 mm.

4-2.2.3 Clutches and No-Back Devices
Locking and no-back devices perform two functions. First, as a control measure, they hold the traversing

parts in a fixed position during firing by resisting any unbalanced couples that tend to rotate the traversing
parts. Second, as a safety measure, they prevent these same couples from reversing through the gear train to
spin handwhccis, which would endanger pcrsomel. The simplest locking device maybe a component of the
gear train, namely, the irreversible worm. It should be near the traversing gear in the gear train scquenec to
protcet gears that arc designed for lighter ioads from the execssive loads that occur during firing and recoil.
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Figure 4-22. Antibacklash Device, Axial Spring Type

A gear train without an irreversible feature, such as the self-locking worm, must rely on brakes to hold the
traversing parts. A brake may appear anywhere in the gear train, its capacity being governed by its proximity
to the traversing gear. A large brake is needed when it is adjacent to this gear, where torques are high, whereas a
relatively small brake is needed near to the handwhec~ where torques are low. If near the traversing gear, a
brake will relieve the gear train of some dynamic loads. Cost comparisons and availability of space determine
whether brakes are to be large and gears small or whether brakes are to be small and the gears relatively large.
Speeial cauplings, such as the Smith no-back devie, permit torque transmission in either direction from the
handwheel to the gear train but preclude a reversal of this activity, Operation and design of these devices are
described in par. 4-1.2.2

Clutchesmay be used in traversing mechanisms to control the amount of torque transmitted and to
disengage the gearing to allow manual rapid traverse. Considerations in par. 4-1.2.2 are valid for traversing
clutches.

An additional comment on slip clutches in traversing mechanisms is in order. It the slip clutch is installed
near the sourec of the reverse torque, the gear train does not become burdened with its own inertia. The
advantage of lower gear loads obtained here is offset by the large and costly clutch required to transmit a large
operating torque. On the other hand, if placed near the low-torque, high-speed end of the gear train, a much
smaller and less costly clutch is needed to generate the required low frictional resistan-. The advantage gained
may compensate for the somewhat larger capacity gears required to car~ the additional inertial loads.

4-2Q.4 Handwhcels
The handwhccls used in traversing mechanisms are similar to those in elevating mechanis= described in

par. 4-1.2.3. The only differenm is that human factors considerations indiea.te that the handwhecl force for
traversing mechanisms should be limited to 53 N.

It is desirable to pla& traversing handwheds on both sides of all towed systems to provide both one-and
two-man lay capability. Traversing mechanism operation should be smooth and continuous throughout the
entire traverse range. Folding handles on both traverse and elevating handwheels are desired by the user.

4-2.2.5 Travel Locks
A positive travel lock must be provided that secures the traversing parts during transport operations. This

lock protects the traversing system from transport loads and severe shocks that may occur during weapon
movement over uneven terrain and airdrop operation.

Clutches and no-back devices used in tmversing mechanisms are similar to those used on elevating
mechanisms discussed in par. 4-1.2.2.
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4-3 WEAPON-LOWERING AND -RAISING MECHANISMS
Weapon firing stability requires that a firing base attached to the bottom carriage support the weapon on the

ground. Two alternative methods of lowering the firing base to the ground maybe considered. The first, and
most commonly used, method is shown schematically in Fig. 4-23. It has the firing base attached to the bottom
carriage with a simple bail joint. With this configuration the entire weapon is lowered by raising the wheel
assembly relative to the bottom carriage. Thus the center of gravity of the weapon is as low as possible when the
weapon is fired. As shown in Chapter 3, this low center of gravity enhances firing stability of the system.

A second method, shown in Fig. 4-24, that maybe considered is a firing base that is lowered relative to the
bottom carriage, with the wheels fixed to the bottom carriage. This method is not generally employed for
modem weapons because the center of gravity of the weapon is high and the loads on the firing base are high
during the weapon recoil; therefore, the translational joint between the firing base and bottom carriage would
have to be designed to carry high load.

With the fuing base attached to the bottom carriage (Fig. 4-23), a mechanism must be designed to raise the
wheels relative to the bottom carriage. The road arm must be pivoted to the bottom carriage with an
antifriction bearing and a mechanism designed to rotate the road arm. Either a gear screw jack or hydraulic
system may be used. If a gear drive is selected, standard gear train design techniques may be employed. For
heavy weapons, care must be exercised to achieve low friction. Gear ratios and hand wheel, or jack handle,
dimensions must be selected with human factors accounted for. A determination of the time for the crew to
raise the weapon should be made early in the design cycle to assure that user-specified weapon displacement
times can be met.

Efficient hydraulic weapon-lowering and -raising mechanisms are generally preferred for large caliber
towed systems as in the M 198, 155-rnrn towed system. A hydraulic system has a secondary advantage of
seining to drive the speed shift jaoks when ● separatespeedshift axis ia used. Commercially available pumps
and hydraulic struts may be used for this application. Human factor considerations arc again important in

selecting pump hydraulic displacement and pump arm kngth to optimize performance within -
capabilities.

4-4 SUSPENSION SYSTEM

The suspemion system used in towd artilkq systems has oonventionaliy been a rigid axle with pneumatic
tires.StlmdadlnilitarytiresandWhedsamlnployedwithapecificatimschemlinod by WeaponWC* Ioeds
encountered in towing, and soil conditions ovur whwh the weapon is to be towed.

Equilibrator

Tq Carriage

Pivoting Rood

Elevating Strut

Bottom Corrioge

Fwing Base

Arm

Figure 4-23. Road Arm Pivot for FMng Base Emplacement
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TW Corrioge

Ftgure 4-24. Lowering Ftring Base

Cotnmercialiy available wheel bearings will generally be selected based on loads to be encountered during
towing. Both radial and axial bearing loads must be considered as predicted by system dynamic analysis
considered in Chapter 3. For example, if a ~ accckration is cncountemd in towing the weapon over rough
terrain, then each wheel bearing must be capable of supporting a load that is three times the total weight Wof
the weapon, as shown in Fig. 4-25. For the M 198,i55-mm systeq which weighs about 70,000 N, thii is 210,000
N as the maximum radial load on each wheel bearing.

If during ●tumthe Wcaponslidcs laterally and is stopped by impact of the tim against a solid object such as a
rock a lateral acockration of up to 3 g can ocour. This redta in a lateral load on the wheel of three times the
weapon weigh~ as shown in Fii. 4-26. The wheel bearing must be capabk of withstanding this suddenly
applied torque. These radial and thrust loads form the basis for bearing specifications and procurement.

Although no cushioning devices other than the pneumatic tire have been used in towed artillery suspension
in the past, higher towing speeds in the future may require some form of springdamper suspension. Either a
torsion bar or coil spring and associated damper (shock absorber) maybe employed. Since most systems are
lowered onto their firing base by pivoting a road arm (See par. 4-3.), a torsion bar suspension using the same
road arms and pivota m-ay be fefiible, -

76W

T3W
3W

Figure 4-25. Suspension Loads at 6-g Vertical Flg&e 4-26. Suspension Loads at 3-g Lateral

Acceleration Acceleration
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4-5 LINKAGE FOR VARIABLE RECOIL

When firing a conventional artillery weapon at maximum elevation, the allowable recoil length is limited by
the distan= between the breech and the ground. When firing at lower angles of elevation, this constraint is
removed and the level of the resisting for% which m~t be produced by the recoil mechanism, maybe reduced
by increasing the length of recoil. For the M [98 Howitmr (using the M45 variable stroke recoil mechanism),
recoil is limited to either 1.27 m or J.78 m, depending on the angle of elevation. Variable length recoil generally
is achieved by using two sets of control orifices in the recoil brake, as discussed in detail in Ref. 6. By rotating
the control rod, transition from longand short recoil grooves is accomplished automatically as the weapon is
elevated. A linkage is thus required that indexes the control rod as the weapon is elevated through an
increment of elevation. For example, in the case of the M 198, 155-mm system, the transition from long to short
grooves occurs as the weapon is elevated from 100 through 900 roils.

A cam or geneva mechanism may be used to transmit rotation of the elevating parts about the trunnion to
rotation of the control rod. A schematic of such a gearing system for a recoil mechanism with two recoil brakes
is shown in Fig. 4-27. As the variable recoil drive gear is rotated, both control rods are simultaneously rotated
from long to short recoil grooves. The angle of rotation required is dictated by design of the recoil rods. (See
Ref. 6.)

A geneva or cam mechanism is required that has dwells for elevation angles below the beginning of the
transition zone (long recoil) and above the transition zone (short recoil). Flow occurs through long and short
remil grooves in the transition zone and leads to intermediate recoil lengths. Input motion to the indexing
mechanism may be taken from rotation about the trunnion or a Iink attached between the top and bottom
carriages to provide a linear displacement input as the weapon is elevated. The latter approach is employed
with a-cam in the M 198, 155-mrn system. -

K
Recoil 8rokes (2)

-Trunnions

/’c )dk
Assy

/-

Recuperator

Figure 4-27. Front View of Variable Recoil Assembly
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CHAPTER 5
EQUILIBRATOR DESIGN

l%b chapter presents information on the operating principles and design of the e@ilibrators, tk
component of an artillery system that compensates for imbalance of lhe tippingparts. Mehdr oJcalculating
the moment about the nwtnion which would lead to perfect balance in elevation arep~sentedandillurtruted.
Several types of equilibrator&signs are described with guides for the sekction of themost divirablety~.
Geometryandforceanafysis,mecharda.andkinematicsof equilibrators are discussed Des&n tedmiquesand
calculations with examples are presentedfor both @qg and pneumatic equilibrators.Techniquesfor
optimisationof equt”iibrators, i.e., minirnin”ng handwheel @ort in elevating and&pressingtheweapon, are
presented and Wsstrated.

5-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS

~ = effective piston are%m2
a = outer radius of cylinder head, m

= dimensionless parameter, dimensionless
b = inner radius of cylinder head, m

= design variable vector, dimensionless
c = distancebetween points A and T, m

= spring index, dimensionless
= spring length, m

D = mcnn coil diameter of spring, m
= piston diameter, m
= outside diameter of packing, m

1%= coil diameter of equilibrator concentric spring L ICI
d = piston rod dhmeter, m

= distance from B to perpendicular from T to L (Fw. 5-13 and 5-14), m
= perpendicular distance from T to the extension of force of F, (Fig. 5-19(C)), m

di = wire diameter of spring i, m
= wire d-eta of equilibrator concentric spring i, m

dl = inner dismcter of cylinder, m
& = outer diameter of cylinder, m
E = error, m2
&=totalspr&_, J
e = adjusting guide travel, each direction for normal to ocntedine, m
F= equilibrator fore, N

= load on spring, N
F.= reaction force at A, N
F,= reaction force at B, N
FI = equilibrator force at AL, N

= distributed forces to equilibrator concentric spring i, N
~= total spring load at @j,N

F-= maximum spring force, N
F.= net equilibrator force, N
Fe, = outer spring load at ~ N
FP= piston ftiction force in packing, N
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FR = compressive force on rod, N
F, = spring force, N
F. = equilibrator force at@ = u, N

FO = equilibrator force when 4 = O, N
FI = spring load at 6 = O, N
Fz = spring load at 6 = 0.96, N

FIa = outer spring load at 6 = O, N
F% = outer spring load at 6 = 0.96,N
F6 = equilibrator force at+ = d’ (0 = O), N
F,= mdial force exerted by packing, N
J= imbalance between weight moment and equilibrator moment, N*m

j(t?j) = cost function at elevation grid angle Oj,dimensionless
/p= packing friction force, N
G = shear modulus of spring, Pa
K = ratio of c to R, dimensionless

= curvature correction factor of spring, dimensionless
& = pressure factor, dimensionless
& = equilibrator spring rate, N/ m
& = equilibrator spring rate of inner spring, N/m

& = equilibrator spring rate of outer spring, N/m
k = spring rate of stiffness, N/m
L = equilibrator length, m

& = maximum equilibrator length m
LO= equilibrator length at@ = O, m
LI = equilibrator length at 0 = O, m
LQ= eqttilibmtor length at 8 elevation, m
L’= equilibrator length, adjusted position on either side, m

AL = change in equilibrator length, m
AL = deflection of equilibrator concentric spring i, m

= equilibrator travel, m
AL = equilibrator travel at @ = u, m
ALI = deflection of equilibrator concentric spring 1, m
AL1 = deflection of equilibrator concentric spring 2, m

A& = equilibmtor travel at 0 elevation, m
4= straight line, dimensionless

MA= moment about A, Nm
M,= moment about B, Nm
M.= cquilibmtor moment about trunniou Nom

M*= equilibmtor moment about trunnion at @= O, Mm
MT= moment about trunnion, N-m

Mw = weight moment of tipping parts about trunnion, N*m
Mwu = weight moment of tipping parts about trunnion at 4 = u, N-m

MWO= weight moment of tipping parts about ttunnion at @ = O, N*m
MW6 = weight moment of tipping pans about trunnion at 4 = #(0 = O), Nom

m= reciprocal of Poisson’s ratio, dimensionless
n = number of active coils in spring, dimensionless

nl = number of active coils of quilibrator concentric spring 1, dimensionless
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nz= number of active coils of equilibrator concentric spring 2, dimensionless
PA = atmospheric pressure, Pa

Pad = minimum gas absolute pmssurc, Pa
P% = absolute gas pressure at @= u, Pa
P% = absolute gas pressure at @= O, Pa

Pafl = absolute gas pressure at 6 elevation, Pa
pd = limit design pressure of packing, Pa
P. = maximum fluid pressure, Pa

Pm = maximum gas gage pressure, Pa
P, = radial pressure, Pa
P,= axial pressure in packing produced by spM& Pa

= seal pressure, Pa
P“ = W I?WYPmum at@ = u elevation, Pa
PO = gas gage pressure at @= O, Pa
P1 = gas gage pressure at state I, Pa
P2 = gas gage pressure at state 2, Pa

PI, = absolute gas pressure at state 1, Pa
P2a= absolute gas pressure at state 2, Pa
PO= fluid pressure at Oelevation, Pa

= gas gage pressure at 0 elevation, Pa
pI = pitch of equilibrator concentric spring i, m
pi = pitch of quilibrator concentric spring 1, m

m = pitch of quiiibrator concentric spring 2, m
R = turning radius, m

= distance between trunnion and B, m
& = distance between trunnion and center of gravity of tipping parts, m

r = equilibrator moment arm, m
= moment arm, normal position, m

r~ = radius of bearing at A (Fig. 5-19), m
ra = radius of bearing at B (Fig. 5-19), m
r; = inside radius of terminal, m
ro = outaide radius of terminal, m
r. = quilibrator moment arm at 4 = u, m
# = equilibrator moment ~ any adjusted positio~ m
rO = equilibrator moment arm when@= O,m
rl = insii radiusof piston ring assembly, m
rz= outaide radius of piston ring assembly, m

r~ = equilibrator moment arm at @= #(6= O), m
Sma = maximum spring deflection, m

T. = friction torque at A (13g. 5-19), N-m
T, = friction torque at B (Ilg. 5-19), N.m
T, = moment provided by elevating strut, Nom
T7 = friction torque at trunnion, N-m
TI = absolute tcmpcraturc at state 1, K
Tz = absolute tempemtum at state 2, K

t = plate thickness, m
= thickness of terminal end, m
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total number of grid points, dimensionless
@at high angle of elevation, rad
maximum gas volume, m3
minimum gas volume, m3
gas volume at # = u, m3
gas volume at state 1, m3
gas volume at state 2, m3
gas volume at Oelevation, m3
change in gas volume, m’
change in gas volume due to equilibrator travel at @ = u, m’
weight of tipping parts, N
packing width, m
seal width, m
angle between ~ and R (Figs. 5-13, 5-14, and 5-20), rad
angle between vertical line and c (F&s. 5-13, 5-14, and 5-20), rad
angle between vertical line and R (Figs. 5-13 and 5-14), rad
spring deflection, m
deviation of Fi from F’, N
maximum spring deflection, m
spring deflection at @ = @’(0 = O), m
angle between c and L.(F@ 5-13 and 5-14), rad

8 = elevation angle, rad
6]= elevation grid angle at every grid point, rad

6-= maximum elevation, rad
8* = minimum elevation, rad

e. = maximum elevation angle, rad
do = minimum eievation angk, rad
61 = elevation angle when equilibrator makes an angle r/2 rad with line from trunnion to B (Fig. 5-

18), rad

P = coefficient of packing+ylinder friction, dimensionless
= friction coefficient at bearings, dimensionless

v = leakage factor, dimensionless
u= maximum tensile stress in cyiinder terminal, Pa

at = circumferential stress, Pa
Otg= stress at inner edge of cylinder head, Pa

T = unamected shear stress in sp~ Pa
r. = allowabk stress in spring wire, Pa
f = Kr = corrected shear stress in spring Pa
# = angk between horizontal lie and OT (Figs. 5-10,5-13,5-14, and 5-20), rad

~D = #at UUIXhUm angle of depression, rad
4’ = angle between OT and centerline of gun tube (Figs. 5-13, 5-14, and 5-20), rad
@= angle between R and c (F@. 5-13,5-14, and 5-20), rad

= angle between L and A (Fig. 5-32), rad

#1= Cqudity or inquality constraint functions, dimensionless
#’= angle between L’ and 1?(Fig. 5-32), rad
dIO= angle between R and c when@ = O(F@. 5-13,5-14, and 5-20), rad

= mst function, dirnenionless

VO= #at any angle 8, rad
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5-1 Il$ITROD1..JCTION

Towed artillery weapons should have a low silhouette and low center of gravity and yet be able to fire at both
high and low elevations. To provide clearance for recoil at high elevation, it is necessary to place the recoiling
parts well forward of the trunnions. This placement of the recoiling parts positions the center of gravity of the
tipping parts ahead of the trunnions and creates a muzzle preponderance, or weight moment, which must be
balanced by a couple applied at the trunnions and by the elevating mechanism. It is desirabie to eliminate, or at
least reduce, the weight moment by baiancing it with a mechanical device referred to as an equilibrator.

5-1.1 TYPES OF EQUILIBRATORS
The equilibrator provides its balancing force either by gas pressure or by a spring. The direction in which the

force is applied determines whether it is to be a pull-type equilibrator (Fig. 5-I) or a push-type equilibrator
(Fig. 5-2). With a pull type, the piston rod is in tension, whereas with a push type, the rod is in compression.
The location and type of equilibrator used depend on other characteristics of the weapon, such as available
space, clearances, and silhouette.

Tipping Parts

Equilibrator

Trunnion Elevation Strut

Trails

Bottom Carriage
F~gure 5-1. Pull-Type Equilibrator

Wheel
I

f
I

Equilibrator

Figure 5-2. Push-Type Equilibrator
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Ail equilibrators must be able to apply a force over a variable distanm. This appli=tioh ol ‘fonx is
accomplished by having an elastic medium in the system, of which them are three basic types. The simpkat is
the spring-strut equilibrator in which the spring ekment is self-contiined. The second is a gas-strut
quiiibmtor with a conveniently located accumulator. Both of these can be either pull or push type. In the third
type, the force is carried to the tipping parts by means of a chain, as shown in Fig. 5-3. This chain may act
directly or maybe wrapped around a cam to control the moment arm more effectively.

Equilibrators are further identified according to their methods of producing a force. Force-generating
elements may bc

1. Spring
2. Pneumatic
3. Hydropneumatic
4. Spring-1oaded hydraulic.

Each of these elements is described in the paragraphs that follow.
~Two types of spring equilibrators maybe considered-a coil spring or a torsion bar. The coil-spring type is

shown in Fig. 5-4. Note that, as illustrated, this is a pull-type equilibrator. The free end of the rod is
pin-connected to the tipping parts, and the end of the housing is pinned to the top carriage. Maximum
compression of the spring occurs at minimum elevation. As the tipping parts are elevated, the weight moment
decreases and the spring is expanded, which reduces the equilibrating force.

The tomion-bar type equilibrator shown in Fig. 5-5 uses a torsion bar and linkage instead of a coil spring to
provide balancing force. One end of the bar is rigidly connected to the top carriage, and the free end is fixed to
the torque arm. As the torque arm rotates during elevation, the bar unwinds to redu= the equilibrator
moment. However, since this type of equilibrator is not used in modern artillery, it is not considered fufiher.

The pneumatic equilibrator consists of a cylinder and piston, asshown in Fig. 5-6. It is similar in application
to the coil-spring type, but its elastic medium is compressed gas rather than a coil spring, Maximum pressure
occurs at minimum elevation. As the volume of the gas expands during elevation, pressure diminishes and the
equilibrating force is reduced as dcaired.

ln the hydropncumatic qutlbrator shown in FW 5-7, the elastic medium is compressed gas. The system
consists of ● hydraulic cylinder, piston ad rod, reservoir, and fkxibleconnecting line. The prcsaurechamber
of the hydraulic strut, all of the line, and part of the resemoir are filled with hydraulic fluid. The remainder of
the rcaetwoiris fdkd with gas under pressure. Maximum pressure occurs at minimum elevation. Because the
S* oftbe prvssure chamber increases with elevation, fluid under pressure flows from the resrwoirthrough the

line, adapter, piston rod, and ports into the chamber. This flow of fluid changes the volumes of fluid and gas in
the resetvoir, which results in a reduced pressure, hence the desired reduction of equilibrating force. A single or
multiple reservoir may be used. The hydropneumatic equilibrator is attractive for weapons in which weight
moments are large, and space may be saved by storing the compressed gas remote from the equilibrator strut.

Figure S-3. Chain-Type Equilibrator
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Figure 5=4. Spring Equilibrator

u
Figure 5-5. Torsion-Bar Equilibrator
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Figure 5-6. Pneumatic Equilii-bmtor
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Figure S-7. Hydropneumatic Equilibmtor

The spring-loaded hydraulic equilibrator uses a coil spring to maintain hydraulic pressure, asshown in Fig.
5-8. A coil spring, instead of gas, is employed to maintain pressure in the fluid rcsemoir. Beeause th~ type of
equilibrator has not been used for modem artillery application, it is not diseusscd fufiher.

The types of equilibrators described in this paragraph arc systematized; their relationship is shown in Fig.
5-9. TIM mechanical spring-type equilibrator is easiest to manufacture; hence it is less expensive than
pneumatic and hydropneumatic types. lt has the disadvantage, however, of tiupying much spaec and being
heavy. Further considerations for selecting an appropriate equilibrator type are provided in par. 5-1.3.

The potential for incorporating the equilibrator in the elevating strut may also be considered due to the
advantage that can be gained by reducing the number of components of the weapon system and possibly
reducing weight. Disadvantages associated with such a combination should be carefully considered. The single
strut will be somewhat more complex, and its location maybe dictated by gearing attachments of the elevating
mechanism. Thus the optimum location of the equilibrator attachment points may be sacrificed.
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Figure 5-8. Spring-Loaded Hydraulic Reservoir
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Figure 5-9. Types of Equilibrators

5-1.2 FACTORS INFLUENCING EQUILIBRATOR DESIGN
5-1.2.1 Weight Moment of Tipping Parts

The muzzle preponderance or weight moment of the tipping parts is the product of the weight of the tipping
parts and the horizontal distance of their center of gravity from the trunnion axis. The tipping parts consist of
all parts supported by the trunnions (F@. 5-10 and 5-1 1). The weight moment MIVof tipping parts about the
trunnion is

Mw = w,l?#-cos~ (S-1)

where
w,= Tight of tipping parts,. N
& = d-rice between tntnmon and center of gravity of tipping parts, m
@= angle between horizontal line and OT (Fig. 5-10), rad.

By manipulating the equilibrating force or its moment arm, or both, in a manner such that their product
varies as COS+,it is theoretically possibk to achieve perfect balance for any angle of ekvation. This fact is
particularly true of equilibrators having constant spring rates. In practice, it is usual to accept an approximate
balance. If a perfect balance were attempted, other factors, such as friction, would impair its precision.
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Recoil Mechanism

Tr~nnion

Figure 5-10. Geometry of Weight Moment of Tipping Parts

Equilibrator

;

/7
,!

/’
/8U C~dle

\

A

Recoil
Mechanism

Horizontal
.- —. ———-—- -

A = equilibrator attachment on carriage

B = equilibrator attachment of cradle
O = location of B at zero angle of elevation

-1 = bcation of B for negative angle of elevation

U = Iomtian of 6 at maximum angle of elevation

Figure 5-11. Equilibrator Geometry Showing Components

s-lo
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5-L2.2 Friction
Friction in the equilibrator system increases the required input for= and detracts from performance; thus

friction force must be computed. Frictional forces cannot be compensated for by the equilibrator because
friction forces change direction with elevation and depression. Friction also occurs in the trunnion bearings, at
connections to the carriage and cradle, and in packings. Cradle trunnion friction may bc neglected when
low-friction bearings are used.

5-1.2S Packing Friction
In pneumatic and hydropneumatic equilibrato~, friction of the packings in liquid or gas cylinders must be

e.onsidered. Packings prevent leakage past moving parts such as pistons and piston rods. The packings are
forced firmly against the moving surfaces, both by the pressure of the fluid itself and by springs.

Fig. 5-12 shows the piston seal assembly and internal pressure distribution. The fluid pressure Pt and the seal
pressure P, makeup the total pressure exerted on the leather packing ring. The seal pressure P, is that pressure
resulting from the force Fs of the spring. Because of the hydrostatic condition of the packing materiaI, axial
and radial pressures are nearly equal-a condition neeessary for sealing.

The ratio of the radial pressure to the applied axial pressure is a property of the packing material called the
“pressure factor”.

The ratio of the radial pressure P, to the maximum fluid pressure Pmis known as the ‘leakage factor”. For
positive sealing the leakage factor must be greater than unity, or P,/ P“> 1. This insures that no leakage takes
place at any time. Usually, however, changes in elevation cause both Pe and Ps to vary and the leakage factor
can dip to unity, or P,/ P21. Sometimes a small amount of leakage is desirable for lubrication. At such times
the leakage factor is less than unity, or P,] P~<l.

The packing friction forceJP is the product of the total radial force exerted by the packing and the coefficient
of friction

where
F*
P

$ = p~p, N (5-2)

s radial force exerted by pactilng, N
= coefficient of packing<ylinder friction, dimensionless.

KIE F

I
DCJA~ DCGH

1 Ih ‘+: [ !, (

A = packing ring

B = piston ring filler

C = piston rings

D = piston ring band

Figure 542. Piston Seal

E=

F=
G=

H=

\ A J

Bel Ieville spring I = retainer spring

spring odopter J = cylinder

washer K = fluid under pressure

retainer .

Assembly Showing Pressure Distribution and Applied Loads

S-11 ~
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5-1.2.4 Geometric Conaiderationa
As noted in par. 5-1.2.1, perfect equilibration is theoretically possible if the designer is free to select any

equilibrator force and attachment points on the cradle and top carriage. Due to interference with other
components, weapon profile limitations, and vulnerability considerations, the designer is seldom completely
unconstrained in positioning of the equilibrator.

In locating the equilibrator in the position for best performance, the designer may place it where it is
vulnerable to enemy artille~ fragments. If thii is the case, a coil-spring or hydropneumatic quilibrator should
be chosen to enhance survivability. The ooil-spring eqtilbrator is inherently rugged, and with the larp gas

recuperator of the hydropncumatic equilibrator located in a protected space, it is 1- vulnerabk than a
pneumatic equilibrator.

5-1.3 SELECTING AN EQUILIBRATOR TYPE
Table 5-1 presents a comparative evaluation of threebasic typs of equilibrators according to their desirabk ,

characteristics. The lower the index in Table 5-1, the higher the rating. The selection of an equ~lbrator type is
not simply a matter of free choice; it is dictated by the problems encountered and system charaeteristiea. A
spring type is most desirable because of its simplicity. However, the designer may find it necessary to use one of
the other types because of space, length of stroke, force required, or other factors.

When mcehanieal.springs arc used, small variaticms in dimensions, such as manufacturing tolerances, affect
the spring rate. On 4he other hand, the rate is not affeeted by the speed of operation or the atmospheric
temperature. These factors, however, do affect pneumatic equilibrators.

Spring-type equilibrators are generally limited to applications in which tipping moment imbalance is small,
such as in 105-mm systems. For larger caliber weapons with large moment imbalana, long, large wire
diameter eoiI springs are required. Such springs are physicdiy large and very heavy. Further, with large
compressive spring force, spring buckling becomes a severe problem. For such weapons, compressed gas is a
much more weight effkient medium for generating the force required for equilibration. Also the combination
of ahydraulie piston drive cquilibratorwith a remote pneumatic reservoir leads to a compact equilibrator strut
that simplifk”weapon design.

TABLE 5-1
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF EQUILIBRATORS

Parameter Spring Pneumatic Hydropneumatic

Simplicity 1* 2 3
Space 3 2
Length of Stroke :
Minimum Weight : ;
Dependability I : 2
Ease of Maintenana 1 2 2
Flexibility of Operation 2 1 1
Vematility 2
Minimum Cost 1 : :
Invulnerability 1 3 2

● I indieatcshighestmting

5-2 MECHANICS OF EQUILIBRATORS

5-2.1 GEOMETRY AND FORCE ANALYSIS
The equilibrator forec applied to the tipping parts to counterbalance the weight moment must vary with

elevation beeause, as the tipping parts are elevated, the weight moment decreases. Sometimes it is impractical
to strive for perfect balance at all angles of elevation, but it is feasible to keepthe imbalance very small. The
criterion for persnissibie imbalance is that it must be easily overcome by the elevating handwhoel.

The position of the equilibrator on the mount is a critical design feature. A layout must be made of the gun
carriage in the initial design stage to show the space available at all angles of elevation. The most effective
geometry, including the proper turning radius, is dctermhtedsothat the equilibrator can provide the required
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torque about the trunnions. The geometry is determined first for a perfectly balanced system. If the geometry is
not compatible with the available space, it is modrl~ only to the extent that it still CIOSCIYapproximates the
ideal system. This approximation requires an iterative approach.

A method has been established and used extensively to determine the geometric properties necessary for a
spring equilibrator. This method can be used for layout purposes of other types not having constant spring
rates, but in these some imbalance will exist. The force required of an equilibrator depends on the moment arm
and stroke available. Sec Figs. 5-13 and 5-14 for definition of geometry and variables associated with
equilibrators located below and above the trunnions.

The turning radius R should be as large as the dimensions of the cradle permit. The ratio of c/ R determines
the efficiency of the spring the optimum being 1.0, although a ratio as high as 3.0 is not unduly inefficient. The
length &of the equilibrator, at any angle of elevation 8, maybe found by the law of cosines as (See Fig. 5-13 or
5-14.)

AL;= c2+R2— 2CRCOS*, m2 (5-3)

where
f) = elevation angle, rad

~ = equilibrator length at Oelevation, m
c = distance between points A and T (Figs. 5-13 and 5-14), m
R = turning radius, m
~ = angle between R and c (Figs. 5-13 and 5-14), rad.

A=

B=

o=
T=

pivot point of equilibrator on carriage

pivot point of equilibrator on cradle, rotates about T

position of CG of tipping parts

center of trunnions, pivot point of tipping parts

Figure 5-13. Geometry of Equilibrator Shown Below Tmnnions

5-13
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A= pivot point of equilibrator on carriage
B= pivot point of equilibrator on cradle, rotates about T

o= position of CG of tipping parts

T= center of trunnions, pivot point of tipping ports

Figure 5-14. Geometry of Equilibrator Shown Above Trunnions

By the law of sines, R and & are related as (See Fig. 5-13 or 5-14.)

R .&——
sine sin*

where
c = angle between c and ~ (Figs. 5-13 and 5-14), rad.

But, sim may be written as

where
r = equilibrator moment arm, m.

From Eqs. 54 and S-5, the equilibrator moment arm is

r — CR sintj, m
b

and the stroke is

AL=h–b, m

(54)

(5-5)

(5-6)

(5-7)

where
AL= change in equilibrator length, m
LO= equilibrator length ●t @ = O, m
@= angle between horizontal line and OT (Figs. 5-13,5-14, and 5-20), rad.

5-14
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The reader should note that the reference angle for equilibration design is @ = O, where the m~imum
moment of tipping parts about the trunnion occurs. This angle will generally not coincide with zero elevat ion,
6 = O,since the center of gravity of the tipping parts is seldom on the centerline of the tube, as shown in Figs.
5-13 and 5-14.

It should be noted that if the geometry is maintained, the equilibrator pin joint on the tipping parts maybe
located at any point on the circle described by point B about the trunnion T.

Perfect balance may be achieved by analyzing the mechanics of the equilibrator system. From Figs. 5-13 and
5- I4 and @. 5-J, for perfect balance, the equilibrator moment equals the weight moment at all angles of
elevation, i.e.,

where
A4w = weight moment of tipping parts about tmnnion, N*m

W, = weight of tipping parts, N
R, = distance between trunnions and center of gravity of tipping parts, m.

When ~= O, by Eq. 5-1,

MJVO= WtR1, N*m

where
MWO= weight moment of tipping parts about trunnion at @ = O, N-m.

Eq. 5-8 is just the evaluation of Eq. 5-1 at@= O; therefore,

Mwo == Mw, N*m.

The equilibrator moment M. about the trunnion is

M. = rF’, N*m

where
F = equilibrator force, N.

By equating moments from Eqs. 5-l and 5-9 for perfect equilibration,

Fr = W,RXos& N*m.

According to F=. 5-13, the angle@ between R and c is

t#ca-c$ –(j9-m/2) zw/2-(t# -ai-/9), rad

or, from Fig. 5-14,

$=~/2–@ –a+/3=~/2-(@+a– ~),rad

(5-8)

(5-9)

(5-lo)

(5-11)

(5-1 2)

where
a = angle between R, and R (Figs. 5-13, 5-14, and 5-20), rad
~ = angle between vertieal line and c (Figs. 5-13 and 5-14), rad.

5-15
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When a =/3 in both Eqs. 5-11 and 5-12
.

+ = rr/2 – ~, rad. (5-13)

Therefore,

sin* = cost$. (5-14)

By substitution of E+. 5-6 and 5-14 into Eq. 5-10, the condition for perfect equilibration (with a = /3)
beeomes

()~CR— Cos($ = W,R, COS$, N-m
b

and the force F required for perfect equilibration is

F =
()

:’ ~, N.

(5-15)

(5-16)

That is, the equilibrator spring force is directly proportional to the length of the equilibrator. Thus the spring
force at any position may be written as

F.= K,& N (5-17)

where the equilibrator spring rate & is

W,R,
L = ~, N/m.

Now consider the position of the quilibrator when + = O. The general equation

*=@o–@, rad

where
$0= angle between c and R when @ = O

becomes

@ = #0, rad

where, when @= O,r becomes (Eq. 5-6)

()CRro= —
Jza

sin&, m

where
= equilibrator moment arm when @ = O, m

~ = equilibrator length when@ = O, m.

Likewise,

Mwo = M~o= roFo = W, IL, N*m

(5-18)

(5-19)

(5-20)

(5-21)

(5-22)

5-16
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and

“0,NFO=T (5-23)

where
FO= equilibrator force when@ = O

Me. = equilibrator moment about trunnion when t#I= O.

The spring force F, at any angle @~ now

F.= FO – KAL, N

where AL is given by Eq. 5-7.
Substitution of Eqs. 5-23 and 5-7 into & 5-24 yields

M..
Fs=— – Ks(Lo – h)> N

ro

(5-24)

(5-25)

or substituting for Me. and ro,

MWOLO
Fs = – K@ – 4), N. (5-26)

CR sin~o

Multiplication of both sides of Eq. 5-26 byrand substitution of the value for Fr from Eq. 5-10, the valueforr
from Eq. 5-6, and the value for # from Eq. 5-19 yield

CR
Mwocost$ = —

L9 [
M*O – c#O~f~n~o 1– KJb – 4) , Nom.

Rearrangement of Eq. 5-27 gives the relation

[

Lgcostp

‘Wo – sin(~o

LO

–0+ 1
= cRK.(b – &), N=m2.

sitqh

(5-27)

(5-28)

Eq. 5-28 is the perfect balance equation. By inspection, T/2 is the only value of #o that will make Eq. 5-28
independent of the variable angle ~. Insertion of this value into Eq. 5-28 yields

[

iuwo –
LW@J + ~

1

= cRKs(Lo – ~), Nm2.
sin(rr/2 – ~) sin7r/ 2

.
But sin(r/2 – +) = cost$, which reduces Eq. 5-29 to

(5-29)

Mw(j — cR& N*m. (5-30)

5-17
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5-2.2 MECHANICS AND KINEMATICS OF PERFECT EQUILIBRATION
Two conditions are necessary to obtain perfect balance throughout the operating range of spring

equilibrators. To make Eq. 5-28 true for all d, i.e., perfect equilibration, it is required that

@ = 7r/2, rad (5-31)

and from Eq. 5-30, the spring rate K. is

(5-32)

The spring rate equation of Eq. 5-32 has two independent variables: the dimensions c and R shown for
equilibrator positions below and above the trunnions in F@. 5-13 and 5-14, respectively. The turning radius R
is selected to conform in size to the rest of the stmcture as discussed in par. 5-2.1.

Consideration of spring efficiency shows how to find a practical spring length c. Fig. 5-15 shows the
forudeflection curve of a spring. By substituting for MO and m Ec!.S-23 may ~ written u

MWJ.O , ~
Fo =

CR sinq?o “

By substituting from Eq. 5-31 for #o and from Eq. 5-30 for MWO, Eq. 5-33 yields

iuw(&
FO = CR = K&, N.

(5-33)

(5-34)

The maximum spring deflection S~, occurs at the maximum angle of depression. Written in terms Ofthe
maximum spring force Fe. and the spring rate K, S- becomes

F
s

nlax
max

‘-T’m

(5-35)

where
Fmax = maximum spring force, N.

The area under the curve of Fig. 5-15 represents the total spring energy & which is. by substituting the value of
S- from Eq. 5-35,

. .

Spring Deflection, m

Figure 5-15. Force-Deflection Curve of ● Spring

5-18
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From Eqs. 5-24 and 5-7, .

F – F, – &(& – Lmax),Nmax—

, J. (5-36)

(5-37)

where
Lx= maximum equilibrator length, m.

By substituting the value for FOfrom Eq. 5-34 and collecting terms, Eq. 5-37 becomes simply

ma.= KsLnar, N.F (5-38)

It should be noted that the values of J&a, and S-* are identical. By substituting for F-. from Eq. 5-38 and for
K, from Eq. 5-32 into Eq. 5-36, the total energy E is

K~L~ax = MwOL&x , j
E, = ~K

s 2cR “
(5-39)

From Eq. 5-3, where h = L,,

C. = C* + R2 — 2cRcos#, m2 (54’0)

but # = *O - @m and since YO = W/2, then

COS?JI= COS(*O – #D) = sin+~

where
C$D= @at IIMXhIIUITI angk of depression, rad.

By using this expression for cow+bin Eq. 5-40, Eq. 5-39 becomes

(C*+ Rz – 2cRsint$D
E, = A4wo

2cR )
, J.

By rearrangement of terms, Eq. 5-41 maybe written as

Auw~

( )
E,= ~ ~+~-%ind~ ,J.

(541)

(5-42)

Eq. 542 is the general equation for the required spring energy. It shows that the total energy requirement of
the equilibrator spring is dependent on MWO,the weight moment when d = O, on the maximum depression
angle, and on the ratio of c to R, which is the only variable. By defining

K =;, dimensionless (543)

where
K = ratio of c to R (Figs. 5-13 and 5-14), dimensionless,

5-19
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Figure 5-16. Trend Curve of Total SpMg Energy

Change in Equilibrator Length AL, m

Figure 5-17. Equilibrator Force Curve

range is slight enough to be acceptable. Ordinarily, the low angle is selected as rero and the high angk is slightly
less than maximum elevation. For example, assume that the two angles selected ●re @= Oand @ = u. The
weight moments at these clcvaticms are calculated as MVOand A4w@ so

A4W*
FO=7, N

A4wu
Fu=7, N

(5-50)

(5-51)

where
u = + at high angle of elevation, rad

Fu= equilibrator force at ~ = u, N
Mwu = weight moment of tipping parts about trunnion at d = u, N*m

rm= equilibrator moment arm at @= u, m.

5-21
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Thespring rate is now calculated from Eq. 5-24 as

Ks =
FO– F.
— ,N/m.

AL
(5-52)

After the spring rate is known, the equilibrator force at any angle of elevation may be found.
2. Melhod 2. Draw a straight line that most closely fits the theoretical force versus elevation curve, as

shown in Fig. 5-17. The initial force FO is read directly from the cu~e, and the slope of the straight line
determines the spring constant.

3. Me/hod 3. The most accurate method of approximate equilibrator design is to apply the theory of
optimization to the forces on the equilibrator whwh are required to balance the weight moments at all angles of
elevation. Optimization methods arc presented in par. 5-5.

S-2.4 FR1CTION EFFECTS ON EQU1LIBRATION
Equilibrator performance, including the effect of friction, during elevation and depression should be

computed. Friction is considered in the end of connection bearings and in the trunnion bearing. Fig. 5-18
shows the kinematics of the equilibrator and defines rotational directions at the bearings and also defines the
direction of frictional torques and reaction forces at each bearing.

The rotations at bearings A and B (Fig. 5-18) are as follows:
1. During Elevation:

a. 190S O < (3I Equilibrator rotates clockwise at A and counterclockwise at B
b. (II< 6< O“Equilibrator rotates counterclockwise at A and counterclockwise at B

2. During Depression. Directions of rotation are opposite those in ekvation
where

00 = minimum elevation angle, rad
el = elevation angie when equilibrator makes an angle m/2 rad with line from trunnion to B, rad
9“ = maximum elevation angle, rd.

Pivot Point
Carriage

Trunnion

on

Figure 5-18. Kinematics of Equilibrator; Point B = B(6) at Elevation 0

Fig. 5-19(A) shows a free-body diagram of the equilibrator during elevation when the elevation angle t?is in
the range 00S OS (JI. The equilibrator force is acting parailel to the equilibrator and reaction forces are acting
perpendicular to the equilibrator, By summing moments about points A and B, two equilibrium equations are
obtained as

ZMA=TA_TB– FBL=O (5-53)

5-22
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XMB=TA_T8+FAL=0

where
M.,Mc. = moments about A and B, respectively, N-m

TA,TB = frictional torques at A and B, respectively, N-m
FA,F, = reaction forces at A and B, respectively, N

L = equilibrator length, m.

‘–w”’
~ F*

(A) 80S8 <81, Elevation

(B) 81~ 8 ~ 8U, Elevation

‘T--y T

‘T ,
w

I
J
-d

1
I

(C) Weight Moment
FB

, MP 5.19. - “FIwc!-BodyDiagrams

Subtract Eq. 5-54 from Eq. 5-53, then

FA = –F,, N.

The frictional torques T~ and 7’Bare

(5-54)

(5-55)

(5-56)

5-23
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T,= pr,@ + G , NCm

where
P = friction coefficient at bearings, dimensionless
F = equilibrator force, N

rA,rB= radii of bearings at A and B, respectively, m.

With Eq. 5-55, substituting T. and TBfrom Eqs. 5-56 and 5-57 into Eq. 5-53 yields

(5-57)

F, p(rh — r,)—=
F

L2 – p2(rA – r,)z

, dimensionless. (5-58)

When rA = r., F./F= O, i.e., F, = Oand accordingly ~* = O. Even when r. # r~, (r. – r~)/L<<] and P <<
i. ThUSfrom Eqs. 5-M and 5-57 and SinCC~. = ~.= O,

T, = JLFr., N-m (5-59)

T, = @lB, N-m (5-60)

are good approximations.
In case t%= 8 S O. in elevation, the friction torques and reaction forces have the directions shown in Fig.

5-19(B). By calculations similar to those in the range 60 S 0< t91, in this case

p(rA + r,)
.* (5-61)

d L2 - p2(rA — rJ2

By simikr reasoning the appr&hnationa of Eqs. 5-59 and 5-60 arc adequate for th~ case also.
Fig. 5-19(C) shows a free-body diagram of the tipping parts when the elevation angle6isintherange005 O

< f91and is elevating. Consider summation of moments at the trunnion, equilibrium requires

nuT = Mw – rF+FBd+T, –T, +T, =O (5-42)

where
Mr = moment about trunni~ Nm

r = equilibrator moment ~ m
Z = moment provided by elevating stru~ N-m
T7 = friction torque at trunnion, Nm
d = perpendicular distance from T to the extension of force Fmm.

The torque T~isobtained by multiplication of a friction tilcicnt, radius, and reaction force at the tmrmion.
From Eq. 542, the clockwise torque that must be provided by the elevating strut for elevation in the range k=
e<thi2

Te=Mw– rF + F~ + T. + T~, N=m. (5-63)

The clockwise torque that must be provided by the elevating strut for 81<0 S (L.,in elevation, is

n= MW – rF + F# – T, + T,, N-m. (5-64)
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The counterclockwise torque required for tJoS 0< % in dep~sion, iS

T, = –Mw + rF + F~ + T, + T,, N=m (5-65)

and for 01< d 5 d., in depression, iS

T. = –Mw + rF – F,d – T, + T., N*m. (5-66)

5-3 SPRING EQUILIBRATOR DESIGN

Coil springs provide an equilibrator with a simple, efficient, force-producing device. Although bulky, coil
springs are applicable to any mount that has .sufflcient space and weight allowanm. Sometimes, to conserve
space, two concentric springs are used. Fig. 5-4 illustrates such an installation. The sum of the individual spring
rates equals the effective spring rate. The springs are wound counter to each other to preclude binding. The
inner spring generally provides about 40% of the outer spring fonx.

Compression springs are used in equilibrators for the following reasons:
1. They cannot be stressed higher than their solid heights permit.
2. They need no additional strength for end loops as do extension springs.
3. In case of breakage, a compression spring will still function, although at reduced load.

A spring having a slenderness ratio (free length divided by mean coil diameter) greater than four may tendto
bucklelike a column. The ends must be restrained from lateral movement or buckling may occur at lengths less
than should be expected. If a spring is so long that it is unstable, several shorter lengths may be used with
spacers in between. The total number of active tails of the sevctal shotter springs, however, must be equal to
that of the full-length spring, and the spacers must be guided. In some quilibrator designs, the spring housing
offers sufficient restraint to prevent buckling. For a detailed discussion of spring buckling, see Chapter 6 of
Ref. 1.

5-3.1 A PERFECT BALANCE EQUILIBRATOR
To illustrate the procedure forofdculatingthcpammtem of ● perfectly bahmocdwpringequilibrator system,

consider the confiition shown in Fig. 5-20 with the following datz
a = j3(implii@ = Osince *o= m/2)

$, ~ ;~~~r$~u~ for perfect equilibration) ‘
-.

c= O.309m
R = 0.922 m

1?, = 0.457 m
w, = 8896 N

where, as shown in F@ 5-10,5-13,5-14, and 5-20,
# = @- t?, angle between R and centerline of gun tube, rad.

From Eq. 5-8

From Eq. 5-32
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The maximum
From Eq. 5-3

or

T=

A=

B=
o=

center of trunnions, pivot point of
tipping parts

pivot point of equilibrator on carriage

pivot point on tipping parts
CG of tipping parts

Figure 5-20. Geometry of Spring Equilibrator

spring force will occur at the natilmum angle of elevation, 410

L2max= 0.946 m2

= -0.0873 rad and+ = O.

L max= 0.973 m.

From Eq. 5-17, the maximum spring force is

F== K&m = 13,882 N.

Suffkient information is now available to design the spring. An example of spring design appears in par.
5-3.3. If desired, perfect balanec can be shown throughout the elevation cycle by substituting numerical values
into Eqs. 5-9 and 5-IO.

S3.2 AN APPROXIMATE BALANCE EQUILIBRATOR
When space limitations preclude the installation of a perfect balance equilibrator, an approximate

quilibrator must be designed which will closely approximate the ideal. To illustrate calculations for
approximate equilibration, consider again the geometry of Fig. 5-20 with the following data (for a more
detailed example of calculations refer to Ref. 2):

a z fl + 0.4363
# = 2.068rad, when t? = O(note perfect equilibration

# = 0.061 rad

S-26
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c = 0.309 m
R = 0.922 m
& = 0.457 m
W,= 8896 N.

From Eq. 5-3

~ = 0.9452 – 0.5698cos@, mz.

From Eq. 5-6

r = (0.285sin$)/ & m

where, from Eq. 5-19 and @ = 8 + 4’ (See Fig. 5-20.),

The moment arm may now be calculated for a range of angles 0. Results of such a calculation are given in Table
5-2.

The weight moment A4w ean be calculated from Eq. 3-1. @

luw = Wt&wt@, N*m

when from Fig. S-20,

(#)=t9+#= 8 + 0.061, rad.

The given data and this equation provide the values presented in Table 5-3.
Characteristics of the springs to be used in approximate equilibration are determined by equating the

equilibrator and weight moments at Orad and O.%d dwation and then solving for the spring rate. For this
analysis, two ~ntric springs are tmttsikad, atld the innerspring shpports 40% of the outer spxing load.
The total spring loads at @ = ~’ (6 = O) and (0 = 0,96) rad are from Eqs. 5-50 and 5-51, respectively,

Mw _ WA COS~= 8896X0.457X0.9981 = 17136 ~Fl=~–
0.2368

9
r

,.
and

Values for @and r for these calculations wre obtained from Tables 5-3 and 5-2, mspectivcly. The portions of
these loads borne by the outer spring are, therefore,

Flo=fi=I* = 12,240 N
. .
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The corresponding spring deflections are taken from Table 5-2 and

AL= 1.0889 – 0.8128 = 0.2761 m

which yields the outer spring rate, by Eq. 5-52,

K.. = “0– ’20= 12’2;2;;~6= 26,201N/m.
AL .

The spring rate for the inner spring is then 40%0 of this quantity. Data needed to design the springs are now
available.

TABLE !5-2
MOMENT ARM CALCULATIONS-SPRING EQUILIBRATOR DESIGN

t?,rad

-0.087
0
0.175
0.349
0.524
0.698
0.785
0.873
0.960
1.047
1.134

~, rad sin*

2.094 0.8862
2.007 0.9064
1.832 0.%61
1.658 0.9962
1.483 0.996I
1.309 0.%59
I .222 0.9398
1.[34 0.9061
1.047 0.8659
0.960 0.8192
0.873 0.7663

cos~

-0.4997
-0.4225
-0.2582
-0.0871

0.0877
0.2588
0.3418
0.4230
0.5002
0.5735
0.6425

L2,mz

1.2297
1.1858
1.0923
0.9949
0.8955
0.7961
0.7509
0.7046
0.6607
0.6190
0.5797

L, m

1.1089
1.0889
1.0451
0.9975
0.9463
0.8933
0.8665
0.8394
0.8128
0.7868
0.7614

r, m

0.2223
0.2368
0.2630
0.2842
0.2995
0.3077
0.3086
0.3072
0.3031
0.2963
0.2864

TABLE 5=3
WEIGHT MOMENT CALCULATIONS-SPRING EQUILIBRATOR DESIGN

6, rad

-0.087
0
0.175
0.349
0.524
0.698
0.785
0.873
0.960
1.047
1.134

~, rad
-0.026

0.061
0.236
0.410
0.585
0.759
0.846
0.934
1.021
1.108
1.195

Coscp

0.9997
0.9981
0.9723
0.9171
0.8337
0.7255

KH
0.5225
0.4465
o.36m

R,cos@,rn
0.4570
0.4563
0.4445
0.4193
0.3812
0.3317
0.3031
0.2719
0.2389
0.2041
0.1678

hfw, N

4064
4057
3952
3728
3389
2949 .
2695
2417
2124
1815
1492

.

5-33 COMPONENT DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING PROCESS
5-33.1 Spring Design

The most common type of mechanical spring used in equilibrators is the helical comtmssion sr)rimzbecause
it is simplest and easies~ to install. The fofiow~ng commo-nly used equations are fundamental in’the~esign of
helical compression springs (See Chapter 6 of Ref. 1 or Chapter 5 of Ref. 7.):

8FD pa
T =

~d3 ‘
(547)
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F = rrd3~—,N
8D

= nD2nrd—
Gd ‘m

k = Gd4 ,N

8D3n

i$Gd , ~~
T =—

TD ‘n

8FDK , pa
T ‘= Kr=—

rd 3

K=4C – 1 + 0.615, dimensionl=s
4C–4 c

c
.D

T = spring index, dimensionkss

where
F = load on spring, N

d,D = wire and mean coil diameters of spring respectively, m
8 = spring deflection, m
T = uncormctdshearstressin spring, Pa
#= Kr== correctedshear stress in Sp~ Pa
K = curvatw corrcotion factor of spri~ dimensionless
n = number of adive ooils in sprih~ titonkss
k = F//l= spring mte orstiffncss, N/m
G = shear modtdua of 8p~ PL

.. .

(5-68)

(5-69)

(5-70)

(5-71)

(5-72)

(5-73)

(5-74)

(5-75)

(5-76)

If compression sptigs are too long, instability may occur due to column action under load. When this
occurs, the spring may fly out laterally. in design, it is necessary to guard against this condition by choosing the
spring proportions so that the working load will always be less than the critical buckling load. If this is not
practical, guides must be provided to prevent lateral moment. ln equilibrator design the sprhg housing may
act as a guide. Buckling criteria for compression coil springs arc given in Chapter 6 of Ref. 1 and in Ref. 7.

As a sample spring design calcuiatio~ consider the outer spring of the equilibrator of par. 5-3.2. Assume
that the mean diameter f) of the spring is selected, based on space availability, as

D= O.1334m
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andalso that the allowable stress T*in the spring wire k

~~ = 8.274X108 Pa.

Then, the wire diameter is given by Eq. 548 as

8FIOD =dJ=— 8X12,240X0.1334
= 5.025 X10-6, m3

~Ta 3.J4X8.274X108

or

d== 0.0171 m.

The deflection 61 of the assembled equilibrator spring at + = +’ (6 = O)deg is, by Eq. 5-72,

FIO&=T
= 12,240

— = 0.467 m.
so 26,201

The number of active coils n in the spring is given by Eq. 5+9 as

=

where

61Gci4

8FloD 3

0.467X7.929X10’0X(0.0 171)4
8X12,240X(0. 1334)3

13.6

G = shear modulus of spring, Pa
= 7.929X 10’0 Pa.

To compute the maximum spring stress, the maximum detkction and maximum load must firstbe

determined. The maximum spring deflection &. occurs at uxtrctnc weapon dcprcssio~ (L values are taken
from Table 5-2)

6MU = al + (&Ws7 – L) = 0.467+ (1.1089 - 1.0889)= 0.487 m.

The maximum load (at -0.087 rad elevation) in the outer spring is given by Eq. 5-72 as

1?- = &$_ = 26,201X0.487= 12,760 N.

Therefore, the uncorrected maximum shear st~ss is, by Eq. 5-68,

. 8Fk0xD
T =8.67X108

rd3
Pa.

Maximum strcssforalloy steel wire that is heat treated after coiling, for a wire of 0.0170 m diameter, is9. IX 10’
Pa (See Ref. 7.), which renders the calculated stress of 8.67XIOBPa aoccptable.
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The characteristics of the innerspring are found in thesamemanner as that shown for the ou@rsprin& Since
the inner spring rate K,i is 40% of the outer spring rate,

K~i = 0.4X26,201 = 10,480 N/m.

The remaining task is to compute the performan~ of the double spring equilibrator of par. 5-3.2. The total
spring rate KSis

K,= 26,201 + 10,480 = 36,681 N/m.

The spring force F. on the rod is

Fs = K, (6I – AL.), N.

The equilibrator moment M,, when friction is neglected, is given by Eq. 5-9 as

Mc = FJ, N*m

and the imbalance moment T, is

T< = Me – A4~, N-m.

The spring equilibrator performance is then indicated by the numerical data from Tables 5-2 and 5-3 of par.
5-3.2, which were calculated using the foregoing equations. Results are tabulated in Table 5-4. Thus the
approximate spring equilibrator designed in par. 5-3.2 and in thisparagraph has a maximum imbalance of
189 N*u which must be provided by the elevating mechanism (neglecting friction effects).

5-33.2 Manufacturing Processes
Manufacturing practices for spring equilibrators involve only standard processes and procedures. The most

eritkalcomponent is the coil spring, which is manufactured ~ording to procedures presented in Chapter 6 of
Ref. 1.

TABLE 5-4
SPRING PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS-PNEUMATIC EQUILIBRATOR DESIGN

0, rad Wm ti+.-tire F. N r, m M. N-m hfu, Nm Z, Nm

+.087 -o.omo 0.4870 17,880 0- 3975 +1
o 0 0,4670 17,146 0.2368 4057 0
0.175 0.0438 0.4232 15,538 0.2630 4086 39S2 131
0.349 0,0914 0.3756 J3,790 0.2842 3919 3728 189
0.524 0.1426 0.3244 11,910 0.2995 3567 3389 176

0.698 0.1956 0.2714 9,964 0.3077 2949 115

0.785 0.2224 0-2446 8,980 0.3086 2771 2695 74

0.873 0.2495 0.2175 7,986 0.3072 2453 2417 34

0.960 0.2761 0.1909 7,009 0.303I 2124 2124 -1
1.047 0.3021 0.1649 6,054 0.2%3 1794 1815 -22
1.134 0.3275 0.1395 5,122 0.2864 1467 1492 -26
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5-4 PNEUMATIC EQUILIBRATOR DESIGN

5-4.1 APPROXIMATE BALANCE EQUILIBRATOR
5-4.1.1 Force Versus Gas Volume Relation

In a pneumatic equilibrator, force is provided by gas pressure. The design should be based on minimum
hand wheel loads. Since manual operation is a slow process, the gas is assumed to behave isothermally. The gas
volume is determined by equating the equilibrator moments and the weight moments at + e Oand at@ = u
(near maximum elevation), solving for the corresponding forces and pressures, and subsequently solving for
the initial gas volume.

The conditions of balance at @ = O and @ = u (See Eq. 5-9.) are

I. At@= o (A4== MlV),

fuw~
Fo=~, N

FO
Po= ~,Pa

and

2. At@ = u (M,= Afw),

F“ =
iuwu

—,N
ru

P“ =
F.

—,Pa
A

(5-77)

(5-78)

(5-79)

(5-80)

where
Iuwo = weight moment of tipping parts about trunnion at @ s O, N“m

J?o= equilibrator force at@ = O, N
PO= gas gage pressure at@ = O, Pa
P. = gasgage pressure at@ = u, Pa
A = effective piston ~ m2.

The change in volume Of~as in the cylinder due to a change in qu~lbrator length, at the upper elevtttion, is

AV. = AAL, m3 (5-81)

where
A V“ = change in gas volume due to equilibrator tmvel at @s u, m’
AL= equilibrator travel at@ = u elevation, m.

Thus

v. = V. i- A Vu, m~ (5-82)

where
P’0= gasvolume at @ = O, mj
vu = gas volume at ~ = u, m’.
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The absolute gas pressure at elevation Ois

P*e = PO + f& pa (5-83)

where
PO= gas gage pressure at Oelevation, Pa
PA = atmospheric pressure e 101,300 Pa
P.e = absolute gas pressure at Oelevation, Pa.

A=ording to Boyle’s law of isothermal expansion (See Ref. 8.), gas pressure and volume are related
acxording to

P*oVO = PauvtI, J (5-84)

so, bysubstituting the expression for Vufrom Eq. 5-82,

‘O=(w’”=(a(vO+Av”)’m3
where

Pq = absolute gas pressure at @Is O, Pa
P.u = absolute gas pressure at@ = u, Pa.

When P.u and P% arc known, VOcan be determined.

The ‘quiiibrator displacement at any angle of elevation yields

A V’ = AA& m3

where
AVO= change in gas volume at 8 e!evation, m3
A& = equilibrator travel at 0 elevation, m.

The gas volume at any angle of elevation is

V@= VO + A Ve, m3

where
Vu= gas volume at 6 elevation, m3.

The gas gage pressure P. at any angle can be found from Boyle’s law as

where
P% = absolute gas pressure at @ G O, Pa.

Now, the equilibrator force at any angle of elevation is

Fe = PeA, N

(5-85)

(5-86)

(5-87)

(5=88)

(5-89)

where
I?. = quilibrator forcx at Oelevation, N.
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The equilibrator moment is thus

M.= rF, N-m (5-90)

where
M,= equilibrator moment about the trunnion, N-m

r = equilibrator moment arm, m.

The moment T. that must be provided by the elevating strut is thus

7“ = A4w– A& N“m. (5-91)

The maximum gas pressure for pneumatic equilibrators is limited to the capacity of the packings in the
cylinders. The initial pressure at d = Omust be selected so that P willnot exeeed this limit. This requires a
trial-and~rror solution since the displaaxnents, volumes, and piston area are interdependent. Thegreatcst
increase in pressure under normal operation takes plaa during compression of the gas from maximum to
minimum volume, i.e., as the gun depresses from maximum to minimum elevation. Assume adiabatic
compression so that (See Ref. 3.)

()

v 1.4
P P.mm —max = – 101,300 = Pd, pa

v::
(5-92)

where
P-= maximum gas gage pressure, Pa
P.ti = minimum gas absolute pressure, Pa
v- = maximum gas volume, m’
v,= minimum gas volume, m3

p4 = limit design pressure of packing, Pa

By Boyle’s law (Eq. 5-84)

()vPcl= Pamin - – 101,300, Pa.
Vo

(5-93)

The effective area A of the piston may now be written as

A
FO

—, m2.
‘Po,

(5-94)

Onoc the piston area A is determined, ●ppropriate sizes am selected for the piston and piston rod.
As an illustration, two pneumatic equilibmtors performing as one unit in a hypothetical weapon have been

chosen. The equtilbrator geometry is shown in F%. S-21. For calculating the moment arm, data given are when
@=@ ’(e=o):

# = 1.515 rad
c= 1.4478 m

6 = 1.134 rad (maximum elevation)
‘~ = 0.4826 m

/3=2.150rad
8+ = -0.0873 rad (minimum elevation).

From Eq. 5-3, equilibrator length L at elevation 0 is

b = (C2+ k – 2cRcos#)’n = (2.3290 – 1.3974cost#)’n, m.
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f@q T

o

Figure 5-21. Geometry ofa Typical Pneumatic Equilibrator

From Eq. 5-6, the equilibrator moment arm r is

r = (cRsin#)/& = 0.6987 l(sin$)/ ~, m

and the distance d shown in Fig. 5-21 is (sins O z O, ras r and do ~ d)

~=m=~,~.

The moment arm calculations by these equations are given in Table 5-5.

The tipping parts of the weapon weigh 44,482 N, and the configuration of the tipping parts is shown
5-22. Data for the tipping pa2ts arc

w, = 44,482 N
R, = 0.7465 m
4 ‘ = 0.0605 rad.

TABLE 5-5
MOMENT ARM CALCULATIONS-PNEUMATIC EQUILIBRATOR DESIGN

I e,rad

+.0873
o
0.1745
0.3491
0.5236
0.6981
0.7845
0.8727
0.9599
I .0470
1.1340

+, d

1.6023
f.sv!o
1.3405
1.1659
0.9914
0.8169
0.7305
0.60.3
0.5551
0.4680
0.3810

0.9995
0.9984
0.9736
0.9191
0,8368
0,7290
0.6672
0.9990
0.5270
0.451I
0.3719

+.0315
0.0558
0.22$3
0.3939
0.5475
0.6845
0.7448
0.8007
0.8499
0.8925
0.92$3

2.3730
2.2511
2.0!00
1.7786
1.5639
1.3725
1.2882
L2101
1.1414
1.0819
1.0318

&m

1.5405
13X)4
1.4178
1.3336
1.2506
1.1715
1.1350
I.looo
1.0684
1.0401
1.0158

r, m

0.4533
0.4650
0.4798
0.4816
0.4675
0.4348
0.4108
0.3805
0.3447
0.3030
0.2558

in Fig.

hm

0.1655
0.1293
0.05178
0.03174
0.11%7
o.m943
0.25333
0.29687
0.33779
0.37560
0.40924
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Figure 5-22. Geometry for Weight Moment

From Eq. 5-1, the imbalance of the tipping parts about the trunnion is

A4w = W,R, cos& N=m

and the change of length of the equilibrator is

AL= L1–&, m

where L,Iand ~ are givenin Table S-5, and ~ == f? + #. Weight moment calculations am illustrated in Table
5-6.

Gas volume is determined by quating the quilibrator and weight moments at Oand 0.9599 rad ckvatio~
respeetive}y, and then solving for the initial gas volume. If it is assumed that for this equilibrator thepiston
diameter is D = 0.09525 m and the piston rod diameter is d = 0.03175 m, then the effective pressureareaof
the two pistons combined is

A = 2X:(D2 – d2) = 0.01267 m2.

Equating the weight moment to the equilibrator moment at two elevations, by using data calculated in Tables
5-5 and 5-6, giv~- the following relat{ons:

TABLE 5-6
WEIGHT MOMENT CALCULATIONS

e,rad I AL, m

-0.0873
0
0.1745
0.3491
0.5236
0.6981
0.7845
0.8727
0.9599
I.047
1.134

-0.0401
0
0.0826
0.1668
0.2498
0.3289
0.3654
0,4004
0.4320
0.4603
0.4846

+.0268
0.0605
0.2350
0.4096
0.5841
0.7586
0.8450
0.9333
1.0204
1.1075
1.1945

cos#4

0.9996
0.9982
0.9725
0.9173
0.8342
9.7258
0.6637
0.5952
0.s230
0.4469
0.3575

Reosd, m I MIV,N-m

0.7462 ! 33,193
0.7451
0.7260
0.6848
0.6227
0.5418
0.4955
0.4443
0.3904
0.3336
0.2743

33,145
32,293
30,460
27,700
24,101
22,039
19,764
17,367
14,840
11,871
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2. At 0.9599 rad elevation,

F2 =
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~w . 33,145 = 71,280 N
r 0.4650

M_w . 17,367 = 50,382 N.

r 0.3447

With the area A known (A s 0.01267 m2), the respective gage gas pressures are from Eq. 5-94

f, = ~ = 5,626,000 Pa

p2 = FZ
~ = 3,976,000 Pa

or, in terms of absolute pressure, from Eq. 5-83

Pla = 5,626,000 + 101,300 = 5,727,300 Pa

P2= = 3,976,000 +- 101,300 = 4,077,300 Pa.

To determine the initial gas volume, first eomputc the gas volume at 0.9599 rad elevation by Eq. 5-87, i.e.,

V2 = VI -t- A V, m3.

From Table 5-7

AL= Lz – LI = 0.432 m

SO, by Eq. 5-88

A V = AAL = 0.01267X0.432 = 0.005473 m3.

TABLE 5-7 “
TORQUE REQUIRED TO ELEVATE (FRICTION NOT CONSIDERED)

“.

8, fad AL m AV, ms V, m’ P~ Pa P~ Pa F, N r, m Mti N-m Mw, N-m Th N-m

‘+.0873 +.0401 -0.0005081 0.01302 5,952@o 5,851,000 74,132 0.4533 33,604 33,193 -41 I
o 0 0 0.01353 5,727,300 5,626,000 71,281 0.4650 33,146 33,145 -1
0.1745 0.0826 0.0010465 0.01458 5,315,000 5,214,000 66,061 0.4798 31,696 32,293 597
0.3491 0.1668 0.0021134 0.01564 4,955,000 4,854,000 61,500 ‘ 0.4816 29,618 30,460 842
0.5236 0.2498 0.0031650 0.01670 4,640,000 4,539,000 57,509 0.4675 26,885 27,700 815
0.698I 0.3289 0.0041672 0.01770 4,378,000 4,277,000 54,190 0.4348 23,562 24,101 539
0.7845 0.3654 0.0046296 0.01816 4,267,000 4,166,000 52,783 0.4108 21,683 22,039 ‘ 356
0.8727 0.4004 0.0050731 0.01860 4,166,000 4,065,000 51,504 0.3805 19,597 19,764 167
0.9599 0.4320 0.0054734 0.01900 4,078,000 3,977,000 50,389 0.3447 [7,369 17,367 2
1.047 0.4603 0.0058320 0.01936 4,003,000 3,902,000 49,438 0.3030 14,980 14,840 -140
1.134 0.4846 0.0061399 0.01%7 3,940,000 3,839,000 48,636 0.2558 12,441 12,203 –238
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Finally, from Boyle’s law, Eq. 5-84

Pla VI = P2=VI

or

5,727,300 VI = 4,077,300( vi + 0.005473)

Solving this equation, the initial gas volume V! is

Vt = 0.01353 m3.

If friction is neglected, the following quations are sufficient for calculating the torque required to “
eievate—TC ==MV - M, (Eq. S91):

1. The change in gas volume at any elevation is given by Eq. 5-86 as

AV= AAL = 0.01267 AL, m3.

2. Gas volume at any elevation is given by Eq. 5-87 as

Vg = Vl + AV= 0.01353 i- AVe, m3.

3. Absolute pressure at any elevation is, by Boyle’s law (Eq. 5-84),

P
Pla v, 5,727,300X0.01353 77,490

‘%=
—= = —, Pa

v. v# v’

so the gage gas pressure is, by Eq. 5-83,

PO = P.. – 101,300, Pa.

The equilibrator force F is now calculated by Eq. 5-89 as

F= POA= 0.01267Pe, N

and the equilibrator moment Mc is, by Eq. 5-9,

M.= FY, N=m.

The torque Z that must be exerted by the elevating strut is thus, by Eq. 5-91,

T,= ~W – Me, N*m.

These calculations are tabulated in Table 5-7 by using data from Tables 5-5 and 5-6. Fig. 5-23 shows the
relation between the weight moment Mw and equilibrator moment M about the tnmnion during the
frictionlcss elevation.
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— Weight Moment

--- Equilibrator Moment

.

1 I I I 1 I I
o 0.!745 0.3491 0.5236 0.6981 0.8727 1.047

Angle of Elevation 0, rod

Figure 5-23. Equilibrator Performance Curves for a Frictionkss System

5-4.12 Performance of the Equilibrator Including Friction
The pressure in the equilibrator @linder paektng is ord~ slightiy greater than P@;therefore, piston friction FP

is approximately (See par. 5+.2.4 for details.)

Fp = pP@rDw, N (5-95)
where

D = piston diameter = 0.09525 m
w = seal width = 0.01588 m
P = coefficient of packing+ylinder friction = 0.05, dimensionless.

The piston rod friction is usually ignored, but if there is a rod seal and the value of rod friction is not trivial, it
should be included.

The net equilibrator forec F’. is

F.= Fe – F,, N. (5-96)
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From Eqs. 5-95 and 5-96, the net equilibrator force can be rewritten as

F. = P@A – /17TDWPe, N. (5-97)

The equilibrator performance analysis with friction is carried out in the same way as for the linear
mechanical spring equilibrator in par. 5-2.4. The same elevation strut torque expressions as in Eqs. 5-63
through 5-66 can bc used by substituting F. (Eq. 5-97) for F.

An example of equilibrator performance, including friction, is shown in Fig. 5-24.

5-42 COMPONENT DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING PROCESSES
The forces of an equilibrator arc usually treated as being confined to one unit. If only one equilibrator is

used, it is located in a vertical plane passing through the centerline of a gun tube to preclude eccentric loads.
However, a weapon will generally have two identical equilibrators. The total equilibrator force is divided into
two equal parts; each half represents the design load for an equilibrator. The pair is arranged symmetrically
about the center of the mount to preclude unwanted moments.

No special techniques are needed in pneumatic equilibrator fabrication because they can be constructed by
ordinary machine methods. lt should be pointed out, however, that cylinders are generally honed and pistons
are fitted on assembly.

---
--

\

x

—--- Elevation Torque

---- Depresskx Torque

I I 1 I I ! 1
0 0.1745 0.3491 0.5236 0.6981 0.8727 1.047

Angle of Elevation 8, rad

Figure 5-24. Equilibrator Performance Curves including Friction
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Adequate care of the equilibrator usually insures tha~ it will be in working order at all times. Periodic
inspection, lubrication of sliding surfaces, and adjustments to compensate for temperature changes constitute
preventive maintenance. The adjustment of spring tension, gas pressure, or oil volume and the replacement of
broken parts or the repair of slightly damaged parts constitute corrective maintenance. The gun crew attends
to preventive maintenance, but only skilled maintenance personnel unless directives state otherwise, perform
corrective maintenance.

5-4.2.1 Cylinder Design
The inside dimensions of the cylinder are determined by the piston size and the length of stroke. The wall and

head thicknesses are determined by the pressures to be withstood. As shown in Fig. 5-25, the cylinder may be
either closed or open-nded, depending on which side of the piston is pressurized.

The circumferential stress u, in the cylinder wall (due to fluid or packing) is found using the Lam&equation
for thick-wailed cylinders (See Ref. ! of Chapter 6.) as

()d; + d:
(71= P. — , Pa

:~;–d~
(5-98)

where
Pmax= maximum gage pressure, Pa

dl = inner diameter of cylinder, m
da= outer diameter of cylinder, m.

The cylinder may be constructed of medium strength steel. Rigidity is required to minimize the possibility of
local damage andtoiprevent excessive ddatio~ which makes theaeals less effective. For oalcadation of radial
deflection, see par. 24 in which radiaI cxparqion of mxil cylinders is diucuased in detaiL.- .—.

~
%

{A) l%es~re or’ Heed End (Open End)

PA
FR FR

PA ~

L
(B) Pressure on Rod End (Closed End)

Figure 5-25. Two Methods of Applying Preaaure in a Cylinder

The cylinder head at the rod end, when ths end is prcssurizetl, is treated as a flat piate with a concentric hole.
The outer edge of the cylinder head is fixed, and a uniform load acts over the entire actual surface, as shown in
Fig. 5-26. The maximum stress occurs at the inner edge (See Ref. 4.) and is

where
Ulo=

a =
b“=

[ 1[3P6(m2 – 1) a’ - b’ – 4a2b210g(a/b) , pa
at@ =

4mt2 a2(m – 1) + bz(m + 1) 1
stress at inner edge of cylinder head, Pa
outer radius of cylinder head, m
inner radius of cylinder head, m

541
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s reciprocal of Poisson’s ratio, dimensionless
~ = gas gage pressure at 0 elevation, Pa

I = plate thickness, m.

The cylinder head at the terminal end is more than adequately reinforced by the lug and, therefore, requires no
special stress analysis.

Figure 5-26, Cylinder Head, Rod End

S-4.2.2 Piston Rod
If the quilibrator is a pull type, the piston rod will be subjected to a tension load and the stresses can be

calculated accordingly. Note that if the rod is threaded, the critical section is at the root of the thread. If the
equilibrator is a push type, as shown in Ftg. 5-27, the rod is subjected to compression F~ and column action
must ba considered.

In addition to axial load F’~,the rod is subjected to a bending moment because of the frictional toque T.
shown in Fig. 5-27. Usually TAis small enough to be ignored, but it must not be forgotten. With a long, slender
rod, there is a possibility that this bending might become appreciable. In this case, beam bending analysis of
the rod is required.

5-4.22 Termistais
The equilibrator is pin-connected to the tipping parts at one end and to the top carriage at the other. The

terminals should be bushed and lubricated to reduee friction. Intermittent lubrication is considered
satisfactory. If the bearing is a free-fit with frquent relative motion, but is unprotected from dirt, the allowable
bearing stress is approximately 55.16 MPa. (See Ref. 5.) If the bearing is protected, the allowable bearing stress
becomes 82.74 MPa. (See Ref. 5.)

The maximum tensile stress u in the cylinder terminal of Fig. 5-28 occurs at point m and is (See Ref. 6.)

“()8FR
aa—= , Pa

7A

where
a = 4.35 when 2 S ra/ri S 4 = dimensionless parameter, dimensionless
re = outside radius of tcrmir@ m
rt = inside radius of terminal, m
t = thickness of terminal end, m.

(5-loo)

Figure 5-27. Piston Rod Showing Applied Loads and Moments
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.-— ——

.—— —— =!

I i ‘m

FR

.—-— —

Figure 5-28. Cylinder Terminal

The terminal end must satisfy both bearing and tensile strength requirements. The hole radius used in Eq.
5-100 is that of the lug terminal end and not that of the bushing.

Pins are made of high tensile strength steel because they are subjected to shear and bending stresses. The
load distribution on the pin is shown in Fig. 5-29. Both shear and bcndingshotdd be checked. Bearing pressure
also may be critical beca@e of its low perrnissibk value of 55.16 MPa. Whichever of these three conditions is
most critical will determine the size of the pin.
5-4.2.4 Packing Design

FW 5-30 shows atypical packing assembly for an equilibrator. The packing illustrated is proportioned after
that already in W. (Previous experience is helpful in its design.) The Belkvilk spring and fluid pressure force
the piston ring against the rubber filkr. The pressure developed in the rubber then presses the packing ring

FR

\ /

Itttttttttt

L

FR/2 f+ ~

Flgurc !5-29. Loading Diagram of Pan ●nd Bearing
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I

I
((((.(( PI q

wll\

@

A=

B=

c=

D=

E=
F=

G=

packing ring
piston ring filler

piston ring, steel

piston ring band,

belleville spring

chevron pack

oil seal

(b &b&b

antifriction metal

Figure 5-30. Typieal Packing Assembly

against the cylinder wall to provide a seal. The sealin~ pressure to be produced by the Belleville spring must be
determined to assure a tight seal. The radial force Fp in the packing is

Fp= rrDw&(P + Ps), N (5-101)

where
D = outside diameter of pae~ m
w = packing widtiq m

~ = P~UI’C factor, dimensiordcas
= amal pressure in paeki~ produced by spring, Pa.

The pressure factor & is the ratio of the radial pressure to the appiied axial pressure and is somewhat
analogous to Poisson’s ratio. The pressure factor would be 1.0 if the packing behaved hydrostatically. For
rubber filler, & = 0.73.

If the radial pressure is expressed in terms of fluid pressure,

&(Pm + P,) = vP., Pa, (5-102)
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then the required spring pressure P, is

P. =
()

V–G pmpa

G’
(5-103)

where
= leakage factor, dimensionless

P: = maximum fluid pressure, Pa.

The value of v is selected to be greater than unity for complete sealing. If it is desired that some fluid flow
pass the packing for lubrication, v is selected to be less than one. Aluminum alloy rings maybe used to confine
the comer of the packing to prevent it from extruding between the piston ring and the cylinder. Teflon is a
commonly used packing material.

Springs are used to augment the packing pressure. Belleville springs are seleeted because they rquire little
space and provide large loads at small deflections. The design of Belleville springs is outlined in Chapter 6 of
Ref. 1 and in Ref. 7- These springs are extremely sensitive to small changes in dimensions, so manufacturing
variations can produce large load differences. Therefore, each spring assembly should be tested for load before
installation. The spring load Fs required to cause the desired packing pressure P. is

(5-104)

where
F’,= spring force, N
rl = inside radius of piston ring assembly, m
r2 = outside radius of piston ring assembly, m.

5-4.2.5 Equilibrator Adjustment
Adjustment deviees may be required to compensate for changes in gas pressure that oeeur due to

temperature changes. The deviecs eliminate the requirement for frequently adding and releasing gas to adjust

the pressure. With the volume of gas being held constant, the pressure varies directly as the absolute
temperature, i.e.,

P1 = TI
—, dimensionless

~ T2
(5-105)

where
P1 = absolute gas pressure at state 1, Pa
TI = absolute temperature at state 1, K
PZ= ●bsolute gas pressure at state 2, Pa
T2= absolute temperature at state 2, K.

At 21”C, TI = 294 K. Thus a variation of 14 deg K represents a variation in pressure of about 5%. This
deviation is reflected in the equilibrator force and equilibrator moment about the trunnion. An adjustment is

~ designed to compensate for this amount of deviation. If further adjustment is needed, gas is either addcxl to or
released from the equilibrator. The adjustment may be achieved by varying the moment arm or the gas
pressure.

The variable-moment-arm method of adjusting for temperature variations is illustrated in Fig. 5-31. The top
carriage end of the quilibrator is pin-connected to a slide or adjusting guide that is housed in a machined guide
housing that is attached to the top carriage. The guide includes an adjusting screw that is used to position the
guide in the housing. This shifts the line of action of the equilibrator and increases or decreases the length of the
moment arm, as maybe required. A scale, calibrated in degrees, indicates what the temperature setting should
be.
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“ ~ Washer

Q%
Cover

A

Temperature Adjusting Scale

Nontipping Parts
‘-\

“+’

‘;;*
Tipping Parts *

Figure 5-31. Variable Moment-Arm Adjustment
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The procedure for determining the direction and length of travel of the adjusting guide will now be
described. Fig. 5-32 is a schcmaticskctch of the system. The adjusting movement of the guide is perpendicular
to the normal position of the equilibrator. -USC only 5% vmiation in equilibrator form (hcncc moment) is
required, the limits of the adjusted moment arm r’ are 0.95r and 1.05r. At the limits of r’, geometrical relations
from Fig. 5-32 are

()
$ = Sin-] ~ , rad

\
r ‘ = 0.95r and 1.05r, m

I

$’ H= Sin-’ ~’ , rad
R

e = Ltan(@ – *’), m

L–*—

Cos(w=– w) ‘ m

(5-106)

where
e = adjusting guide travc~ each direction for normal to centerline, m

L’= equilibrator Aength, adjusted position on either side, m
r = calibrator moment arm, normal position, m
‘ = equilibrator moment arm, any adjusted position, m

~ = turning radius, m
# = angle between L and R (Fig. 5-32), rad

~’= angk between L’ and R (Fg. 5-32), rad.

A change in the equilibrator travel length L means a change in gas volume and pressure. Thus the equilibrator
moment changes in two respects-a change in moment arm and a change in force. The change in force is
negligible, and its effect may be ignored.

Pin on Adjusting Guide
I

L\ Trunnion
e~

0.95 r = r’

‘ @ifibi2@ibi2~:

q

<.. ‘

~ -.

Pin on Tipping Parts

Figure 5-32. Equilibrator Geometry for Adjustment
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The adjusting guide travel having ken determined, the adjusting scale can now be calibrated in terms of
temperature change. At points along the travel line on both sides of the normal position, small increments e are
selected for which L’ and r’ am calculated from Eq. 5-106. From the change in quiiibrator length,
AL = L – L’, the new gas volumes are determined as in par. 5-4.1.

The equilibrator moment is found first for normal temperature and position. Next, the moment is CaJcuiatetl
for the changes in pressure and moment arm caused by the change in position. These results determine how
much the pressure must be increased or decreased to provide a moment equal to the normal one. The change in
pressure is indicative of the change in temperature necessary to produce it. This change in temperature is
marked on the scale at the appropriate point. This process is repeated until the required temperature range is
spanned.

The pressure control method of adjustment entails adding fluid to the reservoir to raise the gas pressure or
removing ftuid to lower the pressure. The correct pressure usually is indicated by a specified handwhcel torque
at a given elevation. A hand pump maybe used to add fluid if this is required. The adjustment range is limited
by the amount of reserve fluid in the accumulator. Calibration of the pressure controller is based on volume
changes, instead of distance as in the preceding discussion. The calculations outlined in the preceding
discussion provide the volume-temperature relation needed for calibration; accordingly, they need not be
repeated.

5-5 OPTIMIZATION OF APPROXIMATE EQUILIBRATOR IMBALANCE
5-5.1 MINIMIZATION OF APPROXIMATE EQUILIBRATOR IMBALANCE

The optimization objective in equilibrator design is to minimize the equilibrator imbalance by varying
equilibrator (mechanical or pneumatic) characteristics such as spring rate, spring-free length, and attachment
point locations of the equilibrator to the tipping parts and top carriage.

Perfect balance cannot be expected during the entire range of ckvation because the force necessary to
equilibrate is nonlinear, whereas the force exerted by the equilibrator is linear. This fact leads to the
optimization objective of minimizing the maximum equilibrator imbalance occurring in the range of motion.

5-5.2 LEAST SQUARE IMBALANCE MINIMIZATION
The least square method forsclection of a spring constant and preload of a spring-type quilibratorfor fixed

geometry is discussed briefly in par. 5-2.3. Here, the basic least square minimization technique is derival and
illustrated. Define

E = equilibrator force at AL, N
FO = quilibrator force when@ = O, N
K = equilibrator spring rate, N/m

AL = equilibrator travel, m.

Suppose that a straight line t whose equation is

F=Fo – K. AL, N (5-107)

is to pass as nearly as possible through the points (ALI,FI), (ALz,F2), . ... (AJA,FJ. Because two points
completely determine a straight li~ it will in general be impossible for the required line to pass through more
than two of the given points. Heswethecoordinates of the general point (AL#J will not satisfy Eq. 5-107. That
is, when AJLis substituted into Eq. 5-!04, the value obtained is not Fj, but the ordinate of L which, as seen from
Fig. 5-33, differs from FI by & In other words,

where
6j = deviation of Fi from F, N.

The deviation ~i is computed for each point AL, and then the sum of the squares of these quantities (in order
to prevent large positive and large negative &s cancclling each other and thereby giving an unwarranted
impression of accuracy) are computed. The result is the error E
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(a~ls @ (ALi, ~)

(AL;,

Equilibrator Travel ALi, m

Figure 5-33. Approximate Fitting of a Straight Line to a Set of Points

E= i$ ti = (FI – Fo + KALI)2 + (F2 – Fo + K5AL2)2 + ● ● ●

+ (F. – FO -t IGALJ2, m2.

q)

(5-109)

The quantity Eis a measure of how well the line t fits the set of points. The error Ewill be zero if, and only if,
each of the points lies on t! The larger E is, the farther the points are, on the average, from L The least square
criterion is that the parameters FOand F&should be chosen to make Eas small as possible. To do this, the usual
conditions for minimizirm a function of several variables are atmlied.

To find FOand K to m~nimize E, the two first partial derivat~~es r3E/c9F0 and dE/d& are set equal to zero.
This gives the two equations

= = ~F’, – Fo + &ALI)(–1) + 2(Fz – FO + &AL2)(–1) + ● ● ●

aFo

+ 2(F. – FO + &ALJ(–1) =, O

c9E
— = 2(F, – Fo + KtALI)(ALI) + 2(Fz – Fo + ~fiL2)(LM.2) + ● - ●

d&

+ 2(F. – FO + K,ALJ(AL) = O.

By dividing Eqs. 5-110 and 5-11 I by 2 and collecting terms on the unknown variables
equations become

(5-1 10)

(5-III)

FO and & these

(5-1 12)
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limitations. For example, allocation of space for ~iliery components may impose geometric restrictions on
the attachment points of the equilibrator. Thus the designer must choose design variables that satisfy these
restrictions, which are called constraints. Among the constraints there can also be relations between the design
variables. These constraints can be termed equality constraints.

The general nonlinear programming problem is defined as find design variables b to minimize cost *o, i.e.,

minimize fjo(b) (5-1 14)

subject to constraints

where
Wb)=o, i=n+l,..., m

*O= cost function, dimensionless
b = design variable vector, dimensionless

#i, for is 1, ...%n = equality constraint functions, dimensionless
#i, fori=n+l, ....m= inequality constraint functions, dimensionless.

(5-1 15)

(5-1 16)

For a detaikd discussion of nonlinear programming problems and their application to design, the reader is
referred to Rcfs. 9 and 10.

5-53.2 Optimization Methods
Many op~imization methods are available for solution of the nonlinear programming problem. In this

paragraph the gradient projection method is briefly described. This method uses only first derivative, or
gradient information, to make successive improvements in an estimated solution of a noniinear programming
problem. Geometrically, this method first determines the direction of most rapid decrease in the cost function.
This direction is then projected onto the tangent plane to the boundary of the constraint set at the design b. A
srmdl move in the resulting direetion will then deerease the cost function and will not cause excessive violation
of constraints, This process is repeated as long as the cost function can be decreased. The reader may refer to
Ref. 9 for details,

In equilibrator design the imbalattoc to be minimized varies in magnitude as the tipping parts move. The
tipping pans move over a certain range, and the constraints should be satisfied at every position. Although this
requirement seems to cause difficulty in solving the problem, discretization of the range of motion aIlows the
problem to be solved. Placing a grid along the range of motion leads to the worst-case optimization technique.
(See Ref. 9.) The idea of worst-e optimization is to choose the worst case of the cost function,over the range
of motion, and then to minimize the worst+w cost function. The cost function can be restated as

*O= mf@WJ), j= 1,..., t’ (5-1 17)
J

where
‘ = totaf number of grid points, dimensionless

j(~) s cost function at ekvation grid angle dj, dimensionkss.

S-S.3.3 Exampleof Nonlinear Programming Method
As an example of discussion in pars. 5-5.3.1 and 5-5.3.2, consider the problem that follows. For an example

of equilibrator optimization, the gradient projection method of Ref. 9 is used. Consider the quilibrator of Fig.
5-34. Data for this example are as follows:

a =/3 -1-0.4363 rad
#0= 2.007 rad
@“= 0.0605 rad

c = 0.3086 m
R = 0.9228 m

R = 0.4572 m
W,= 8896 N.

5-5I
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I

Figure 5-34. Equi1hr8torConfiguration !

The equilibrator consists of two concentric springs whose coil diameters arc 0 s 0.1334 m and
Dz s 0.0889 m, respectively. The spring rates and free lengths depend only on wire diameter, number.of active
coils, and pitch. Thus the design variabies are d~, dz, m, nl, pI, and px where

dl,d~ = wire diameters of equilibrator concentric springs 1 and 2, respectivdy, m
m,m = numbers of active coils of equilibrator concentric springs 1 and 2, respectively
pl~ = pitohcs of quilibrator concentric springs 1 and 2, respectively, m.

The cost function is

*O= rm.xf, j = 1,..., t’

where
J= imbalance between weight moment and equilibrator moment, N=m
t ‘ s total number of grid points, dimensionhxs.

The motion of the system is decided at every grid point as

(5-f 18)

(J= (lj, rad (5-I 19)
where

01==elevation angle at each grid point, rad.
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The equilibrator force is distributed so that the innerspring supports ~ of the outer spring load. This force
distribution is defined by the relation

0.4FI – F“ = o (5-120)

where
F,,F2 = distributed equilibrator fomes to equilibrator concentric springs 1 and 2, respectively, N.

By applying Eq. 5-71, Eq. 5-120 becames

04( :f:l )AL’-( ::2 )AL2=0

where
ALt,ALl = defketion of equilibrator concentric springs 1 and Z respectively, m

G = shear modulus, Pa.

Stress constraints for each spring are

8FlDl
\

max –9.1X108S0
j rd ;

$—
J – 1, -“”sf’.

8FzD2
max –9.1X108S0

j d;

(5-121)

(5-122)

Numerical results obtained using the foregoing data and the nonlinear programming methods of Ref. 9 are
tabulated in Table 5-9 and compared with the design obtained in par. 5-3.2.1.

The maximum imbalance between weight moment of tipping parts and equilibrator torque—using the
method of nonlinear programming-reduces to 49.9% of that computed in par. 5-3.3.1.

TABLE 5-9
COMPARISON OF NONLINEAR

PROGRAMMING DESIGN TO
CONVENTIONAL DESIGN

I Des@ in Design Using
Pm. s-3.3. I Nonlinear Programming

d,
ni
PI
dz
n2
P2

max imbalance
of equilibrator
torque

0.0171 m
13.7

0.0108 m
18.1

0.01663 m
13.84
0.04247 m
0.0109 m

19.83
0.04232 m

189Nom I 94.3 N-m I
I I
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CHAPTER 6
BEARING DESIGN

Bearing designfor trunnion anti traverse bearings is dkussed. Alternate configurations of ball, roller, and
jourrtdbearings are cfefinedandthe advantages anddisadvantages of each are i&ntij2ed. Design methohfor
joumid bearings am presented Load determination for antt~rictionbearings isdiscussed as input to procure-
ment of commercially available bearings. Specfal considerations in the design of trunrtion and traverse
bearings also are presented

6-O LIST OF SYMBOLS
Ab = projected area of trunnion bearing, m2

~‘ radial clearance in journal bearing (be4ring r~ius – journal radius), m
C = specific dynamic capacity, N
c = difference between diameter of bushing and diameter of journal, m
d = diameter of journal, m
F = summation over bearing area of shear foroe exerted by lubricant, N

1?,= radial load, N
Fr = trunnion load, N
F, = thrust jOtld,N
L=le@ofbearin&m

L = life, millions of revolutions
P = load supported by bearing [load on joumal/(bearing length X diameter)]

P,= equivalent load, N
p = pressure on projected bearing ~ Pa
R = radius ofjournai, m
S = bearing characteristic number, dimensionless
Sf = safety factor, dimensionkss
T= torque rquimd to overcome journal friction, N*m
Z = absolute viscosity of lubricant, ecntipoisc

Olu= bearing stress, Pa
= coefficient of friction in journal bearings, dimensionless

$ ==functional relationship, dimensionless
al = angular velocity of journal, rps

6-1 INTRODUCTION
6-1.1 BEARING FUNCTIONS AND LOADS

In almost every machine the designer is oonfrontcd with the relative motion of maohine parts and the
abrasive wear that may result from this motiom A bearing confines or constrains the relative motion of those
machine elements that depend upon it for support. The relativemotion between the members may k classified
as either translation or rotation. By this classifkation it may be seen that there are many t- of bearings. The
principal bearings in a towed artillery system are the trunnion bearing traverse bearing, and translational
bearing between the recoiling parts and the cradle.

The trunnion and traverse bearings provide low-friction rotating elements that are essential to enhance ease
and speed of weapon elevation and traverse. They also transmit firing loads from the cradle to the top and
bottom carriages. The traverse bearing is particularly critical because it must provide a low frictional means
for rotating the traversing parts and also is subjected to both radial and thrust loads. The radial component
supporta the weapon Iaterally, whereas the thrust component supporta the weapon weight and vertical firing
loads. FMng loads are transmitted through the bearing to the bottom carriages, although in some weapons the
vertical components of these loads are transmittal directly from the top to bottom carriage.

6-1
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Structurally, the trunnion bearings must be strong enough to support large firing loads and still permit the
trunnions to rotate freely as the weapon is elevated. A cutaway of a trunnion bearing is shown in Fig. 6-1.
Whether of ball or roller type, each bearing is selected according to the manufactumr’s specifications.

Bearings with rolling elements have a basic static load rating defined as the maximum static load that will
lead to a combined permanent deformation of ring and rolling elements of less than 0.0001 times the rolling
element diameter (Ref. 1).

Translational bearings are treated in detail in Ref. 2. Translational bearings are available for use with both
flat and cylindrical surfaces. Those for fiat surfaas most often use rollers, and those for cylindrical surfaces use
balls as the rolling elements. The rolling elements must circulate, i.e., they must roll to the end of the bearing
and then in some manner return. The type for usc with a shaf~ known as a ball bushing, is shown in Fig. 6-2.

The surface in contact with the rolling element must be hardened and must be smooth to develop the full
capacity of the bearing. Translational bearings, like all rolling bearings, are adversely affected by dirt. Because
the surface upon which they roll is a part of the bearing preventing the accumulation of dirt or removing it
before the bearing arrives is essentiid. Another factor to be remembered when considering a ball bushing is that
it is intended only for linear motion and shotdd not be subjected to rotation.

For trunnion and traverse bearings with rough surfaces, friction involves the tendency of the peaks and
valleys of surfaces to interiock. If the surfaces are sufficiently rough, the interlocking may be of such
magnitude that sliding or rolling will not maintain small deformation, as was the case with friction, but will
cause parts of the surfaces to be torn off. This is wear that will also increase the friction force. On the other
hand, if the surfaces of a bearing are separated at all times by a layer of lubricant, there may be practically no
wear.

If the deformation, even the tearing off of minute particles, is not too pronounced, it may bc regarded as
‘wearing in”. The immediate performance of the bearing will be improved. Such a bearing, however, will not
have the combination of load~rrying capacity and life of a bearing which, because of smoother surfaces, did
not undergo “wearing in”. The production of bearings with smoother surfaces is more expensive. Thus
designing for “wearing in” is a reasonable practiceif the bearing can be made large enough to compensate for
the redueed capacity or if a shorter Iife is acocptable.

M

s

.—

P

Jide Frame+
Cradle Fz

—Springs

Figure 6-1. Trunnion Bearing (Adfricdon
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Excessive friction in the trunnion and traverse&win@ kads to large elevating and traversehandwhccl loads.
Design calculations relating bearing friction to handwhcel effort arc presented and illustrated in Chapter 4.
Tksc calculations should be carried out to dctermink an acocptabk kwcl of friction in the trunnion and
travcruc bcarhgs. The resulting acoeptabk kvcls of bearing friction will then form a spccifiition for the
design or procurement of the lmringa.

Bccausc of the elastic deformations of the surfaces at the regions of con&t between a ball or roller and the
races, the contact prcssum is distributed over the areas in oontact. The extent of these areas depends on the
elastic properties of the matmialq on the ab of the balls or rollers, and on the form of the mcoways. To
p*al~~atiktumto *Ut@pmsumkaM*ngd to~ittie_ti,~ti~
loads (in additi$n to @al loads)~ the radkways are f-* shown sc@mati@lIy in F@ 63. “’

In a ball or roller bcdking, the )oad-ot@ing capacity is based mainly on the sukkc endttfaucc limit of the
material. The mtcd load of a bearing is the load it will oamy for a specific life of the bearing when oporating at a
definite speed. Therefore, for other expected periods of life and for other speeds, the load that the bearing is
required to carry must be altered accordingly.

Load prcdictio~ as an input to bearing design, for towed artillery design is addressed in considerable detail
in Chapter 3. The dynamic nature of the artillery system dictates that analyses of the kind presented in Chapter
3 be camied out prior to sizing of bearings and components. The bearing designer is advised to work C1OSC1Y
with dynamic analysts to dotcrmine loads that must be supported by the barhgs. This is particularly
important in design of tSUMiO~ traverse, and WhCC~bOarhl#.

P?
I

“3:: ‘

M-----\
P\\

(A) Ball
Figure 63. Contact Area

(B) Roller
in Ball and Roller Bearinga
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6-1.2 ANTIFRICTION BEARING TYPES AND AVAILABILITY
Bearings arc manufactured to support pure radial loads, pure thrust loads, or a combination of the two. A

typical bail bearing is illustrated in Fig. 64, which also shows the four essential parts of the bearing, i.e., outer
ring, inner ring, balls, and separator. The separator has the important function of separating the rolling
elements so that rubbing contact will not occur. Some typca of standardized ball bearings am shown in Fig.
4-5.

I
Oute “

Inner

outside
Diameter

1

Retainer)

Figure 6-4. Nomenclature of a BaU Bearing
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Figure 6-5. Types of Ball Bedws
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The single-row, dcepgroove bcaring(Fig. 65(A)) will-a radial load and some thrust load. The use of a
filling notch (Fig. 6-5(B)) in the inner and outer rings enables a greater number of balls to be inserted and
thereby increases the load capacity of the bearing the thrust capacity is decreased, however. The an~lar-
contact bearing (Ffg. 6-5(C)) providea a greater thrust capacity.

All bearings indicated in Fig. 6-5 maybe obtained with shields on one or both sides, as illustrated by Figs.
6-5(D) and 6-5(E). The shields are not a complete closure but do offer a measure of protection against dirt. A
variety of bearings is manufactured with setds on one or both sides. When the seals are on both sides, the
bearings arc lubricated at the factory, and although a sealed bearing is supposed to be lubricated for life, a
method of relubrication is provided sometimes.

Shtgle-row bearings will withstand a small amount of shaft misalignment or deflection. When tidignment
is severe, self-aligning or double-row bearings maybe used (13gs. 6-5(F), (G), and (H)). Double-row bearings
are made in several types and are sized to cany heavierradialandthrustloads. Two skgkrow bedngs may
be used together for the same mason, although a double-row bearing will generally require fewer parts and
occupy less space. The one-way ball thrust bearings shown in Ftgs. 6-5(1) and (J) are also made in many types
and sizes.

Some of the large variety of available standard roller bearings are illustrated in Fig. 6-6. Straight roller
bearings (Fw 6-6(A)) will oarty agreatcrradial load than ball bearings of the samesizc because of thegmater
contact area. Straight roller bearings, however, have the disadvantage of requiring almost perfect geometry of
the raceways and rollers. A slight misalignment will cause the rollers to skew and get out of line. For this
reason, the retainer must be heavy. Straight roller bearings will not, of course, carry thrust loads.

The spherical-roller thrust bearing of Fig. 6-6(B) is useful where heavy loads and misalignment occur. The
spherical elements have the advantage of increasing their contact area as the load is increased. Needle bearings
(Fig. &5(C)) arc very useful where radial space is limited. They have a high load capacity when separators are
used, but may be obtained without separators, and are furnished both with and without races. Tapered roller
bearings (Figs. 6-6(D), (E), and (F)) combine the advantages of ball and straight roller bearings because they
oan take either radial or thrust loads or any cornbmatioti of the two. In addition, they have the high
load~ngcapacity of straight roIler bearings. The tapered roller bearing is designed so that all elements in
the roller surface and raceways intersect at a common point on the bearing axis.

(A) S&a#ht

R
(0) Ta-&ed

Rol Ier

(B) Spherical
Roller Thrust

Iii!!%
(E) Tapered-Roller Thrust (F) Steep Angle Tapered

Roller
Figure 6-6. Types of Roller Bearings
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Many of the bearing typea discussed are ●vailable as either standard or precision bearings. Actually, all
antifriction bearings are precision bearings, i.e., they are made to a tolcranm of a few ten-thousandths of an
inch. All these bearings arc wmmercia.lly available in a variety of sizes and Ioad-cartying capacities. Modem
artillery design practice requires that the artillery dsigner carefully determine loads that the bearing must
CXUTYin-~rvi=. A st~d~ ~tig, *th tic paion n~~, & then se~~ to pcrfom the required
load-carrying function. Dynamic load predido~ discussed in Chapter 3, thus plays a key role in the definition
of bearing load requirements and, hence, bearing selection.

Since solid bearings are not wholly satisfactory because of the inability to adjust them, similar bearings arc
designed that may be spAit into two pieces. The halves are parted in such a manner as to avoid excessive
pressure on the parting line. For this reason, it is sometimes necessary to use angle-type adjustable bearings, in
which adjustment of bearing size can be provided by means of shims, i.e., multiple layers of thin sheets of brass
orcoppcr placed between the two halves. Aa wear takes place, a Iayer of shim stock may be removed to make it
possible to bring the bearing halves closer together.

T’hcrc are many ways in which bearings of this type are lubricated. On slower moving parts, lubrication may
be obtained from an oil hole and small resemoir in the cap of the bearing. In higher speed applications,
forced-feed lubrication is employed. Ring oiling is sometimes used for lubricating the bearings of electric
motors and generators; this type of Iubricatiorq however, cannot be used on small journals running at high
speed because ring slippage tends to prevent adequate lubrication.

6-2 TRUNNION BEARINGS
For trunnion beatings, either journal or roller bearings are used. Roller bearings offer two advantages:(1)

lower frictional properties and (2) adaptability to self-alignment. ~eir tigh cost ~d ~mpar~ively lWIF s~,
requiring housings that arc huger than those ncccawy for a journal bearin~ are their main disadvantages.
Journal bearings are smaller and cost less, but in this type of installation they do not have the low frictional
properties that - be achieved with roller Wrings.

6-2.1 JOURNAL BEARINGS
The journal bearing consists of the turning element and the bearing that supporta and holds the turning

elezncnt. The portion of the shaft, or turning element, that rotates within the bearing is known as the journal.
Journal bearings may be used as trunnion bearings for smaller caliber artillery that use hydrodynamic
lubrication even though the relative speed between the journal and the bearing is small. The journal bearing in
the presence of good lubrication is discussed fitst and is followed by considerations of bearing loads and
material selection. Design considerations for journal bearings are also discussed.

6-2.1.1 Friction in Journal Bearings
The coefficient of friction ~ in journal bearings is defined as

F T dimensionlessP = —=—
P PR ‘

(6-1)

where
P= load SUppOrtd by bearin& N
F= summation owr bearing areas of shear force exerted by lubricant, N
T== tomuc required to overcome journal friction, N*SQ
R = radi-usofjoumaL m. -

By the use of dimensional analysis (See Ref. 3.),
functional relationship

the coefficient of friction p can be expressed as the

~

)
, dimensionless

d
(6-2)

where
@= functional relationship, dimensionless
Z = absolute viscosity of lubricant, centipoise
u ==angular velocity of journal, rps
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pressure on projected bearing area [load on joumal/(bearing length X diameter)], Pa
diameter of journal, m
difference between diameter of bushing and diameter of journal, m
length of bearing, m.

The quantity ZaJ/p is termed the bearing characteristicnumber. The variation of the coefficient of friction
with operating values of Zcu/p is shown in Fig. 6-7. The part of the curve ab in Fig. 6-7 represents the region of
fluid-film lubrication (stable operating conditions) that is a straight line only for the full journal bearing.
Between points b and c on the curve, the viscosity Z or the angular velocity u is so 10W,or the pressure P is so
great, that their combination ZU/p will reduce the fdm thickness so that partial metal-to-metal contact will
result. Between points c and d on the curve, imperfect boundary lubrication exists. In this case, the operating
value of Zw/p is too low to insure fluid-fdm lubrication.

6-2.102 Bearing Loads
Breakdown of the lubrication fti occurs at operating conditions between points b and con Fig. 6-7. The

conditions affecting breakdown are important to consider in the design of a journal bearing.
Factors that affect lubricating film breakdown include

1, Clearance. The clearance in a bearing should be small enough to provide the necessary velocity
gradient so that the built-up pressure will support the load. Allowance must be made for manufacturing
tolerances in the journal and the bushing, for deflection of the shaft, and for space to permit foreign particies,
such as grit and flakes of metal, to paSS through the bearing- These latter considcratiom t~~i~ i~ge
clearances.

2. Length-to-Diameter Ratio L/d. From the standpoint of side leakage, a bearing with a large L/d is
preferable. Space requirements, manufacturing toleran~ and shaft defktions, however, are better met with
a bearing of short length.

3. Surface Fkish. Although the degree of smoothness of the surfaces of the journal and the bushing does
not have a marked effect on a bearing operating with fluid-film lubrication, it does have an effect on the point
of breakdown of the film.

6-2.13 Strength and Stfffncss of Journal Bearings
The diameter of the journal is somewhat larger than the diameter of the shaft. In moat cases, the shaft

diameter is determined from consideration of strength and stiffness. Defk+ion of the journal in the bushing is
also ●n important consideration because a large deflection will cause undue wear and failure of theoil film. A
perfectly aligned bearing is shown in Fig. 6-8(A). The effect of shaft deflection, shown in Hg. 6-8(B), may
require the use of a self-aligning bearing (Fig. 6-8(C)) in some instances.

0.035 ‘

0.030 .

0.025 -

0.020 “

A A,A

““”’”~

o IO0200300400500KI0
C)perotrng Varioble Zdp, revduthm

Figure 6-7. Journakkadq Friction as a Function of Zcu/p
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Figure 6-8. Effect of Shaft Deflection on Bearing Alignment

Tltc material strength is also a consideration in bearing design. The bearing sty* ~

Atu ‘
where

Fr = trunnion load, N
Ah = projected area of trunnion, m*.

(6-3)

For firing, when the trunnions arc not tumin~ the bearing strwa should show a substantial safety factor S/
determined by stress correction factors for journal bearings. (see Ref. 1.)

6-2.1.4 Materials
When referring to a lubricated assembly, it is necessary to distinguish between the following clcmenw.

1. The journal, or moving member
2. The Iubrican& if it exists
3. The bearing, or fmcd member
4. The housing in wbkh the bearing is aasctnblcd.

Good bearing material(l) must have adequate compressive and fatigue strength to resist externally applied
loads, (2) must be soft, and(3) must have a low melting point and a low mahdus of el~ticity. The second set of
requirements is necessary to permit the material to wear in since the material can conform to slight irregulari-
ties and absorb and release foreign particles. The resistance to wear and the coefficient of friction arc also
important because all bearings must operate, at least for part of the time, with thin-film lubrication.

Additional considerations in the selection of a good bcting material are its ability to resist corrosion and
the cost of producing the bearing. Some of the commonly used materials are listed in Table 6-1, together with
theii composition and ~

. .

Bearing life can be increased very &hstantially by depositing a layer of babbi~ or other white mcm in
thicknesses from O.02Smmto 0.356 mm over ●st.oclbackup material A copper-lead deposit on steel provides
_ ~ 8 babbitt o-y P~CS * ~ ~~i~ c~—_ ~ ex~ent m.

Small bushings and thrust collars may operate with thin-fdm lubrication. When this is the ~ improve-
ments over a solid bearing material an be made by using powder metallurgy techniques to add significantly to
the life of the beating. A powder metallurgy bushing is porous, which permits oil to penetrate into the bushing
material. Such a bushing maybe enclosed in an oikoakod material to provide backup lubrication. Bearings
are frequently ball-indented to provide small basins for the storage of lubricant while the journal is at rest. This
design feature supplies some lubrication during sting. Another method of reducing friction is to indent the
bearing wall and to fill these indentations with graphite.

6-2.1.5 Bearing Design
Because of the large numbr of variables involved, design of a journal bearing usually requires making

reasonable assumptions and then applying available relations to establish their validity. Two methods of
journal bearing design arc considered here. The first applies dimensional analysis to an itdkiteiy long bearing
with a side-flow correction factor that is determined experimentally. The resulting values for frictional
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TABLE 6-1
COMPOSITION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF BEARING ALLOYS

I

Alloy

Tin-base babbitt
Lead-base babbitt
Th-base babbitt
Lead-base babbitt
bxtded bronze
Copper-lead
Aluminum alloy
Silver plus overlay
Cadmium (1.5% NI)
Tnmetal 88*
Trimetal 77~

Material
lickness

mm

0.559
0.559
0.102
0.102
Soiid
0.559
Solid
0.33
0.559

SAE~
No.

12
15
12
15

792
480

17P
18

cu. ~

3.25

3.25

M-
65

[

Sn, %
89

1
89

1
10

;

Pb, %

83
10
35

Sb, 96
7.5

15

IIS5

Corrosion
Resistance

Excellent
Very Good
Execllcnt
Very Good
Very Good
Good
Excellent
Excellent
Good
Excellent
Excellent

● ‘llii is a 0.2-mmlayerof copper-leadon a st~l b~k plus 0.0254mm of tin-base babbitt.
t ‘R&is a 0.33-mmlayerof copper-leadon a steelbackplus0.0254 mm of lead-base babbitt.
$ SeeRef.3.

resistance compare favorably with results hscd on the hvdrodvnamic theorv for bearinm omratin~ under
high Sommerfeld numbers. The analysis assumes that the b~aringload is easenfially constn; in “magnit;de and
direction and that speed is constant. If these conditions do not exist, the designer must consider the variations
carefully and arrive, based on experience, at a prediction of probable conditions of service.

The second method of journal bearing design iti more precise and is baaed directly on the hydrodynamic
equation of Rcynold. (See Ref. 4.) Since a general solution to Reynold’s equation does not exist, this method
employs the work of Raimondi and Boyd (See Ref. 4.) for determining fiim tilckncss and its extent, fdm ....
pressuti and its distribution, flow characteristics, and temperature rise. These characteristics are expressed in
terms of the Sommerfeki number and various ratios of bearing length-to-diameter.

The Sommerfeld number, or bearing characteristic number S, was proposed by Sommerfeld in 1904 as a
dimensionless quantity and is defind by the equittion

()s +2a= , dimensionless
P

(6+

where
C = radial clearance in journal bearing (bearing radius – journal radius), m.

6-22 STRESS DISTRIBUTION IN JOURNAL BEARINGS

6-202.1 Force Distribution
During recoil thejourstal and trunnion bearhsga am msb@ctto dim con- When two bodii come into

contact, a force distribution over the surfaces arises Md ~gh cont~ stms may occur over subsets of the
contact region. This is undesirable because high normal fo~ may lead to wear or fatigue. Therefore, a
technique is necessary for adjusting the contour of OIWor bofi of the bodies to achieve a minimum peak
contact stress between the bodies.

6-2.2.2 Contact Stress Analysis
A common wc of bearing contact stress occurs along ~ ~id line betweert two parallel cylinders in contact.

The usual method for determining stresses in the cont~t zone of two ehtstic bodies was first establish~ by
Hertz by using the theory of elasticity. The distribution of pRSSum on the contact area is an elliptical
distribution shown in Fig. 6-9. The parabolic distribution of stress over the contact zone leads to the high-
contact stsess at the center of the contact zone. These Stress Vfiations should be used in design of trunnion
bearings to complement considerations presented in par.6-2.1.3.
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ILoad

z

Oblique View of
Pressure Distribution

(A) End View of Loading

Figure 6-9. Pressure Distribution Across Contact Surfaces of Two Cylinders

The finite element stress analysis and computer-aided design methods presented in Ref. 5 may be used in
detailed contact stress analysis. Furthermore, bearing contour shape can be designed to minimize stress
mnccntration effects. For details on such methods, the reader may consult Ref. 5.

6-2.3 ANTIFRICTION ROLLER BEARINGS
Instead of having point contact between the rolling elements and the races, ss in the ball Ixaring there is line

ocmtact in a rolkr bearing. This contact moans that there is greater surface under prcswrc, and consoqucntly,
greater loads may be carried by roller brings of the same size than is possibk by Ml -. Roller
- middy suited forapplications that involvcvaryingload conditions, shock loads, and overloading.
Typca of antiftion roller bcarinp were dhcussod in par. 6-1.2

6-23.1 Bearing CqMcity
The capaoity of a bearing involves its capabttity with respect to load, sped, and life-all of which arc

interrelated. There is an exponential relationship between the magnitude of the load on the bearing and its
expected life. The relationship among load, life, and capacity is (Ref. 4)

()L= +3, millions of revolutions
e

(6-5)

where
L.= life, InilIions of rcvolutiotis
C = specific dynamic capacity, N
P.= equivalent load, N.
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The spccfic dynamic capacity ~ is the ioad that 90% of a group of bemings can carry for one rniiiion
revolutions before the first evidence of fatigue develops. Some manufacturers use an average life for which
50% of a group of bearings, rather than 90%, is specified,

A number of factors must be taken into amount when determining the size of a bearing for a particular
application. A bearing often is subjected to both radial and thrust loads, a combination that is convcrtcd to an

.equivaknt load. Definition of an equivalent load depends on the manufacturer as well ~ on the type of
bearing. A rough, though conswative, approximation can be wade by (Ref, 6)

P. = 0.5F, + 1.7F,, N (6-6)

where
F,= radial ioad, N
~, = th~t ~~, N.

[f Eq. 6-6 produoes anec@aknt ioad ksslhanthe radial load, the radkl load is used asthc cquivaknt load.

6-23.2 Self-Aligning Bearings
The purpose of a self-aligning bearing is to allow for inaccuracies in shaft alignment and deflections of the

shaft or its supports. When deflections are provided for in this manner, stresses that otherwise would be
induced arc avoided.

Both single-row and double-row self-aligning roiler bearings are avcdiabk in several forms. One ‘fdrmof ~‘
each is shown in F@ 6-10. Both forms are intumaUy self-aligning, however, the lo@atyying capaqity is not
affected. :, ,,

Roikr bearin~ are often used as thrust bearings. The @xiricai roikr has the disadvantage that because the
outer end must travel farther than the inner end, considerable slh$ing takes place. This effect is reduced by
making the roikra short. This roUer type is avaiiabk with a seif-aiigning feature that compensates for slight
X@@@IWnL A~Y _-nt wouid =~t~o~yafewof the rol~ge~cmcnts-u~ ~~10.~ @ .,
thus shortening b life of the _

6-23.3 Bearing Shields and Seaia
Some bcariqgs are avaiiabic wi!h,shieldsor sqds 4 part of the bearing assembly. The purp& of & sh~eki

or d i$ to protdct the bearipg. ‘Gene~, shidids are st&bed pdmmnently to the outer race M ‘fffiinto a
notch in the itiner race, witha slight cieatande. llte’shields exclude ail but the finest grit. Bearin@ are availab!e
with a shkld on one or botli sides. ‘

.! ,!

Because it rubs against the race, a bearing seal provides protection from all contaminants. The seal also may
retain the lubricant placed in the bearing by the manufacturer and maybe used on one or both sides. Bearings
*O zw avtilabie with a shield on one,sjde and a ~ on the, other.

6-203.4 Lulw&tion
The principkJJinvolved in lubric.dtion of roller - ate diierent from those that apply to sliding

bearings. Because of the extremely high preasurebctwcen the roikr and the race, any lubricant is squeezed out

IiiiEa‘la
(A) Double Row (6) Single WV
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and there is metal-to-metal contact. A lubricant is, ncverthckss, essential to the operation of a roller bearing
for the following reasons:

1. To reduce the friction at the points where sliding takes place
2. To control heat generated by friction and deformation
3. To prevent corrosion
4. To aid in protecting the bearing from dirt.

If heat removal is not involmi, a fmction of a drop of oil per hour will provide adequate lubrication for a
moderate~ize bearing. Oil is the better lubricant, but grease is used more often because it permits a simpler
installation design and the problem of leakage is practically eliminated.

It would be an error to conclude that because of the great latitude allowed in lubricating roller bearings and
the small amount of lubricant neecssary, lubrication is not important. Lack of lubrication usually will cause
destruction of the bearing.

Bemuse journal bearings must be extremely large when used in artillery applications with high trunnion
forces and bceause friction is much lower for roller bearings, roller bearings generally arc used for large caliber
towod artiby weapons. The lowur friction of rolkr bearinga is especially critical for Iargc caliber weapotu
because the eievation handwheel toque that can be supplied by the crew is already a limiting factor in meeting
laying time requirements. Thus the larger friction associated with ajournal bearing generally is unaeccptabk.
Since torques required to elevate small caliber weapons often are not limited by human factors, journal
bearings may be aceeptabk for this application.

6-3 TRAVERSE BEARINGS
Tbctraverse bearing is generaily of the rolling contact type. The roller bcaringis used where running loads

are smalJ and, therefore, frictional Astanec is inherently low. Since this bearing must support the weight of
thetopcarriagc plus the vertical component df trtmtdon force, it must be c~pablc of supporting large thrust
load. The thrust load normally is suppurted by the mdia bearitt~ but a separate thtust bearing may * be
considered. Sotnc medium and heavy artikry have &on designed with thrust bearings supported by springs,
usually Bclkvilk, which arc stiffcnougb to carry the weight. J%ing loads compress the springs and force the
top and bottom carriages into direct con- which relieves the load on the rolling elements of the bearing.

6-3.1 PINTLE BEARINGS
As- @ h!pw. 61, the t~vcrt@btaringsuppt?r@.botb @hl and thrust kinds. l%ttk _ WY be

d, for d‘ ‘t’vycapons, in which the radial ~mponcnt supports the weapon Iatcradlythro* ti @intk,
whereas the thrttst component supports its weight. Fting loads are transmitted through the bearing to ‘the
bottom carriage. The bearing may be a ballor roller bearing.

Antifriction rotation-thrust bearings may be used to carry only a thrust load. The flat-race type shown in
Fig. 6-11 develops a small contact area and thus has low lomkarrying capacity. The advantages are the low
friction and the fact that an eaentric shaft has no effect on performance. Ball-thrust bearings are also made
with grooved races and with two rows of balls. Rollers areoften used in thrust bearings. The cylindrical roller
has the disadvan~e that bcumse @ outer eqd must travel,farther than the inner end, coniklmble slid~
takes place. This is reducedby m~ng tht rollers short. A tapered roller can have pure rolling.

Both ball and roller bearings arc availabk * a $olf@gning feature that compensates fti slight tnisalign-
ment. Without this feature any misalignment would cause only a few of the rol.lhg elements to carty the entire
load and thus shorten the life of the bearing. The outsidef~of one of the races is spherical and rests against a
washer with a corresponding spherical surface, as shown in F%.6-12.

A pintle traverse bearing must support a substantial moment during recoil; the magnitude of the moment
predicted by the dynamic-analysis Of Chapter 3. Two problems

B
Figure 6-11. Flat-Rmce Thrust

612

arise with pintlc bearings as this moment

Beating
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Races

Washers
Figure 6-12. Self-A1igtdng Roller Thrust Bearing

increases. First, a large vertical spacing of ball or roller elements is required to support the moment with
acceptable radial bearing loads. Seeond, the pintlc itself must be large and rigidly fastened to the bottom
carriage to transmit the moment. Time difficulties generally limit applicability of pintle traverse bearings and
lead to adoption of huge diameter traverse bewings.

6-3S LARGE DIAMETER TRAVERSE BEARINGS
Large diameter roller traverse bearings have generally been adopted for largecaliber towed artillery systems

with on~rnage traverse, e.g., the M 198 and FH-70 155-mm towed systems. This type of bearing is
particularly attractive in supporting the large pitch moments that occur during weapon reeoil. The schematic
load diagram of Fig. 6-13 illustrates thrust force distribution across the bearing that balances the twmil force
moment.

The traverse bearing for the M 198 155-mm system, for example, is 1.12 m in diameter. Thus the thrust force
that must be supported by each roller element is moderate. A linear force distribution as a function of distance
from the bearing center, shown in Fig. 6-13, is a good approximation for preliminary bearing design. This
forte variation arises due to the elastic deformation of eaniage components. The magnitude of recoil force is
determined from dynamic analysis and preliminary system design, as presented in Chapters 2 and 3. With
dimensions available from the weapon layou~ the moment that must be suppoti”by the traverS&-g is
thus defined. The bearing designer may not use the linear bearing force variation to determine roller loads for
several diameters of the traverse bearing. A suffkiently large diameter may be selected so that bearing forces
are within allowable limits.

Although the linear force vtilon assumption, shown in F%.&13, is reasonable for prhninwy bearing
design, a more refined calculation is needed to account for exact deformation of the carriage components
during recoil. Finite element models of the top and bottom carriages (See Chapters 8 and 9.), with bearing
races considered, can provide a much more preeisc definition of the actual loads in the bearing. These loads
may then be used as techniea! specifications for procurement oft he traverse bearing.

6-3.3 BALL JOINT AND FOLLOWER BEARINGS FOR 360-DEG TRAVERSE
An alternative to the pintle and large diameter traverse bearings is a ball joint and follower bearing. Thii

oordiguration, shown in F~. 6-14, is particularly attractive for ofkmiagctraverse systems, such as the M 102

fdrce

Beari~Force on Carriage

Figure 6-13. Large Diameter Traverse Bearing Force Distribution
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Roller Follower

Firing 8ase

Section A-A Bal I Joint

Bas6 Ring Groove

Figure 6-14. Ball Joint artd Follower Traverae Bearing
,,. ,.,.

and M204 10$-mm to~” systems, that employ a firing base and top carriage cofilguration. A ball joint
connects the top carriage and firing base at its center, which allows full 360deg traverse. To provide lateral
stability of the weapo~ a follower attached to the top carriage rides in a base ring groove in the f- base. If
omy one follower is empioyed, it must have a roller asacmbl~, ~ shown ~~matically in SUXiOnA-A of F@.
614, to pmwmt either upw6rd or downward movement.

This type of traverse bearing tends to be limited to small caliber artillery application since, as shown in
Chapter4, the off-carriage traverse system is limited primarily to light weapons. Further, inherent difllcultics
associated with keeping the base ring groove clean infield operations must be accepted if this traverse bearing
is employed.
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CHAPTER 7
CRADLE DESIGN

This chapter presents procedures for designing cradles for towed artillery systems. 7%e equipment
associated with cradles is described, and materials used to manufacture cradles and manufocturingprocedures
are discussed. here are two types of cradles—the O-type and the V-type. U-type cradles are associated with
towed artillery systems and, therefore, are dircussed in detail in this handbook. Gtype craiik however, are
used with self-propelled systems and are described only generally in this handbook. Detailedprocedures for
design of the Gtype cradk are deferred for coverage in thehandbook on se~-propeliedsystems. Procedures
for preliminary design of cradles are presented. T%ese include procedures for estimating loaalrand strength
requirementsJor various parts of the cradle. I%ese procedures are based on basic mechanics of deformable
bodus concepts. Sample&sign calculations arepresented for an exampLe cradle structure amdfor dw cradle
structure for the M198 towed Howitzer. Finally, advanced design techniques that incorporate themodern
finite element method and associatedsoJt ware are discussed. Modeling for thej7nite element method and its
advantages in the &sign process are emphasized.

7-O LIST OF SYMBOLS
A= cross-sectional area, mz

= area of cross section in tension, m2
= total root area, mz
= cross-sectional area of trunnion above neutral axis, m2

Ab = bore area (less rifling groove area), m2
A=M~~m2
AM= area of M/I diagram (see Fig. 7-25), MPa ‘ - “ -
& = area above line q, m2
A,= shear ~ m2

a = linear acceleration of projectile, m/s2
= width bf cross section at the level where r is evaluated, m
= moment arm (see Fig. 7-1 1), m
= lever arm of force F“ from cradle (see Fig. 7-12), m
= dimension (see Fig. 7-5), m
= width of section A-A (see Fig. 7-18(A)), m

a,= peripheral acceleration of projectile at bore, m/s2
BF = counterreccd buffhg foroe, N

b = cross section width, m
= width of loaded edge, m
= moment arm (see F%. 7-1 1), m
= length of gusset aiong cradle (see Fig. 7-12), m
= dimension (see Fig. 7-5), m

CF = force due to breech opening cam, N
c= distance to extreme fiber, m

= dimension (see Fig. 7-5), m
= height of gusset along trunnion, m

Db = bore diameter, m
DI = inner diameter of tube, m
D.= outer diameter of tube, m
D,= depth of section, m
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d = dimension (see Fig. 7-5), m
= dimension (see Fig. 7-18), m
= lever arm of force F, m
= distanec from baseline to neutral axis of part, m

d, = distance between reactions on rails (or center-to-center distance between rails), m
d, = distance between trunnion reactions (eentcr to center) or span of trunnion bearings, m
~ = distance between the neutral axis of section and neutral axis of A“, m

= dwtancc from baseline to neutral axis of section, m
E = modulus of elasticity, Pa
e = dimension (see Fii. 7-5), m

= dimension (see Fig. 7-18), m
F= totaJ load, N

~=-~r*N
F“ = tnmtdon reaction parallel to bore centerline, N
F’. = inertia foroe of reeoiling parts, N
F;= maximum inertia force, N
FS = equilibrator force, N
F~ = elevating gear load, N

= propellant gas force, N
F;= maximum propellant gas force, N
FE= horizontal foroe, N
FN = trunnion reaetion normal to bore centerline, N
F,= trunnion load due to rifling torque, N

, =kad on rails due to riilng torque, NF’

~ = reaetion on trunnion housing bolts due to rifling torque, N
F,= force on elevating stru~ N
Fr = nmkant shear at section (see Fig. 7-8), N

= rna.ximum trunnion load, N
Fv = vertieal fome, N

XFV = total shear at cross section, N

J = ffiaiond force due to rear-end clip reaction, N
= frictional resistance of front bearing, N

fZ ==frictional force due to front+nd clip reaction, N
= frictional resistance of rear bearing, N

II = acaekration due to gravity, m/s2
h = d-on (see Fig. 7-5), m

= croaa section heigh~ m
f = moment of inertia of cross Sectiow m’

hL = moment of inertia at baseline, m’.
1. = moment of inertia of cradle seetion, m’
1P= mass moment of inertia of projectile, kg”mz
lr = moment of inertia of tube, m’
10= moment of inertia of part about its own neutral axis, m’
K = total recoil resistance, N

& = force provided by recoil mechaniam N

L = fixity factor determined from the width-tcdength ratio, dimensionless
k = radius of gyration of projectile, m
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L = moment arm of trunnion measured to center of bearing (see Fig. 7-13), m
= distance between stations, m
= dimensions (see Fig. 7-5), m

LR = length of rail, m
LI = distance 10 centroid of distributed load, m
M = moment, N.m
M = moment vector, N-m

MB= mass of elevating (but nonrecoiling) parts, kg
Mci = bending moment of cradle at section i, N-m

M-= maximum bending moment at various sections, N“m
MR = couple of recoiling parts, N*m
Mr = moment about trunnion, N=m

Mw = weight moment about trunnions, N-m
M, = moment of vertical force, N-m
M-y= moment of horizontal force, N“m
M, = moment along z-axis, N-m
mP = mass of projectile, kg
N, = twist of rifling, calibers per turn
n = number of gussets parallel to FA, dimensionless
P = axial force, N

P* = propellant gas pressure, Pa
Pf = axial for- at section i, N

P-= maximum axial stress at various sections, N
p = pressure at interface due to shririk fi~ Pa
Q = fmt moment about neutral axis of area above level where T is evaluated, m’

R(t) = rod pull, N
lb = radius of bore, m
& = shear between gusset and cradle body, N
R = maximum bolt load (see Fig. 7-21), N
I&= load on primary cradle structure (see Ftg. 7-22), N
RG = distributed horizontal reaction of gusset, N
& = elevating gear load, N
R = shear between gusset and hub, N
& = pitch nub of elevating gear, m

RRH= shear reaction on key (see F@. 7-9 and 7-22), N
RM = left bolt reaction (see F=. 7-9 and 7-22), N
lb’ right bolt reaction (see F@. 7-9 and 7-22), N

R = load on key, N
Ri = maximum bolt load (see Fig. 7-22), N
K = maximum bolt load (see F%. 7-21), N
R. = distributed vertical reaction of gusset, N
RI = normal reaction of front bearing, N
Rz = normal reaction of rear bearing, N

R{,Ri = reactions to couple A4Rof recoiling parts, N
R3,R4 = loads on the primary cradk structure (see Fig. 7-22), N
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r ==distance between center of trunnion and anterline of quilibrator, m
= radius at contact surfaces of concentric cylinders, m

r = vector from centerline of a section to point of application of force F, m
rC= distance between CG of cradle and center of tmnnion, m

= moment arm from trunnion to WC,m
r~ = radius of the hub or socket holding trunnion, m
rl = distance between CG of recoiling parts and center of trunnion, m

= moment arm from trunnion to H’I,m
= inner radius of inner cylinder, m

r2 = outer radius of outer cylinder, m
& = tensile stress in cradle section due to bending moment, Pa
s. = tensile stress in cradle section due to axial force, Pa
SJ = factor of safety, dimensionless
S1= clip reaction at rear end, N
S2 = clip reaction at front end, N
T = torque on cradle arm, N-m
T, = rifling torque, N-m

Tv, TH = tmnnion reactions perpendicular to and along barrel, respectively, N
z = thickness of section, m

= thickness of section at q, m
= thickness of gusset, m
= diameter of trunnion, m

w.= weight of cradle, N
WJI= width of rails, m
w, = weight of tipping patls, N
WI = weight of recoiling parts, N

w = unit load, maximum intensity, N/m
= total uniformly distributed load, N
= maximum unit load on gusset, N/m

W,= uniformly distributed load, N
W2= equivalent uniformly distributed load on rails, N/m
X = distancx to section from trunnion centerline, m
- = centroid, mx
- = distance of centroid of cross section above neutral axis from neutml axis, mY
Z = section modulus, m3

z.= section modulus about x-axis, m’
zl = section modulus of lower side of cradle, mJ
Z2 = section modulus of upper side of cradle, m’
a = anguiar acceleration of projectile, rad/ sz

= Y(b/h), dimensionless
/3= pressure angle of gear, deg

/31= (<ordinate of rear-end frictional force, m
/32 = L+oordinate of front-end frictional force, m

Y = original angle of elevation, dcg
Y+e = angle between gun tube and horizontal, deg

~ = {-coordinate of center of mass, m

(a= g-coordinate of elevating strut, m
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&coordinate of equilibrator, m
{<ordinate of rod pull force, m
(<ordinate of counterrecoil buffing force, m
{<ordinate of breech opening oam force, m
angle as shown in Fig. 7-9, deg

q-rdinate of =nter of mass, m
~ordinatc of elevating strut, m
~oordinate of equilibrator, m

~rdinate of front clip reaction, m
q-coordinate of* clip reaction, m
relative rotation between masses MS and MD (nonekvating m~s), de8
angle of elevation, dcg
helix angle of rifling, deg ~
angular deflection at station -0.381 ‘m, deg
angle through which tube rotates due to rail ckarance, deg
radial interference, m
deflection at a station, m
angle between equilibrator and barrel, deg
angle between equilibrator and horizontal axis in Fxg. 7-8, deg
angle between equilibrator and (d —q)-axis, deg
coeffkient of friction, dimensionkss
Poisson’s ratio, dimensionless’
combined stress, Pa
bending stress! Pa

- P~ure (st&), Pa “ ~
compressive stress, Pa
quivaknt stress, Pa

@*ps%Ea ; ~~ ,J , ,,,
tensile stress, Pa
yield stress, Pa
maximum principal stress, Pa
minimum principal stress, Pa
shear stmsq Pa ,.

angk ,=ween’el&vating stfi anq barrel, deg
&& bctw4+n#&ntillg strut -[4 - ti)-a+$ @8

,..
,.

rot8tion of Ma around ground pivu%deg
angle between line of action of force & and mntedine of bore (see Fig- 7-8), d%
angle between line joining C(3 of oradlc and center of trtmnion and centerline of bore (see FW
7-8), deg

INTRODUCTION ,
The cradle is a nonrecoiling structure of the weapon. It houses the tecoiting pa~ and rotates about the

trunnions to elevate the wea~on. The perspective *W of a cradle structure is shown in Fig. 7-1. The primary
function of the cradle is to support the gun tube and provide the guides on which the tube slides during recoil
and counterrecoil. The cradle also prevents the tube from rotating about its axis due to rifling torque and
transmits firing loads to the top carriage.

With an estimate of the weight and dimensions of the cradle known from a preliminary design, an iterative
procedure is used to design the final structure. For the firstfew design iterations, the structure is rendered
determinate by making some simplifying assumptions. Once the simplifd design is found to be acceptable,
more refined methods can be used to obtain better estimates for form and stresses and to redesign the
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Figure 7-1. Perspective View of Cradle Structure

, structure if necessary. This philosophy was used in the design of the cradle structure for the M198 towed
Howitzer. One of the refined methods of stress analysis is the finite element technique (Refer to Appendix C.), ‘<- ‘
and the use of this technique for the analysis of the cradle is described.

7-2 EQUIPMENT ASSOCIATED WITH CRADLES
Various components that affect cradle design are described in the subparagraphs that follow. These are the

recoil mechanism, trunnions, elevating mechanism, and equilibrator.

7-2.1 RECOIL MECHANISM
The fixed pan of the recoil mechanism is attached to the cradle, and the movable portions arc attached to the

recoiling parts. There are, in general, two basic arrangements for the recoil mechanism. One has the recoil
cylinder and recuperator fixed to the cradle and the piston rod fixed to the gun lug or brcechblock. The other
arrangement fixes the recoil cylinder and the recuperator to the gun and the rod to the cradle. [n the first case,
the cylinder and recuperator arc either integral parts of the cradle or separate parts rigidly attached to it. It is
well to have the recoil tncchanism instaki as near as possible to the tube, not only for compactness but also for
lower bcndhtg moments on the cradle, which arc axiomatic for lower stresses and, therefore, lighter structure.
The design of recoil mechanisms is covered in a separate handbook (Ref. 1).

7-2.2 TRUNNIONS
The trunnions are considered to be components of the cradle whether the trunnion bearings are located on

the side frames or in the cradle itself. The trunnions, through which the firing loads arc transmitted, are the
main attachment to the top csrriage and also serve as the pivot about which the tipping parts rotate during
elevation. In the top view, their axis should be normal to the direction of recoil. In the side view, the trunnion
axis should be located on or near the line parallel to the bore and passing through the center of gravity of the
recoiling parts. This geometry reduces tipping moments during firing and relieves the elevating arc of large
loads. The design of trunnion bearings is covered in Chapter 6.
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7-2.3 ELEVATING MECHANISM
The elevating mechanism terminates at the elevating arc, which is a gear segment rigidly attached to the

cradk. Itis here that the torque required to elevate is applied to the tipping parts. The pitch radiusof the
elevating arc is centered at the trunnions and should be as large as possible and still remain compatible with the
size of the rest of the structure. A large radius results in small gear tooth loads and less effort to elevate the gun.
Also, if the arc is large, the attachments to the cradle can be located farther apart, and although the torque
transmitted to the tipping parts remains unaffected, the corresponding loads at the attachment points are
decreased.

In the M 198 towed Howitzer, the elevating mechanism consists of two struts. One end of the strut is attached
to the top carriage and the other is attached to the cradle. These struts can be extended or shofiened, depending
upon whether the gun tube is to be raised or lowered in the firing plane.

The design of ekvating mechanisms is covered in Chapter 4.

7-2.4 EQUILIBRATOR
Oneend of the equilibrator is attached to the top carriage and the other to the cradle. A large turning radius

about the trunnion is desirable for the equilibrator because it ~owers the fokceq’hence a more effkient design
results. The attachment on the cradle maybe at any converiient location on the structure or on the elevating
arc, provided that clearances and strength requirements are met. The equilibrator design is covered in
Chapter 5.

7-3 TYPES OF CRADLE
There are two basic types of cradle, designated according to the general form of cross section as the U-type

and the O-type. Each has its own method of seating the gun tube. The U-type seats the tube on top or in the
sides and retains it by guid~ whereas the O-type hoIds the tube ina hollowcylinderwhose innerwallconforms
to the rnatiagportion of the tube.

“ 7-3.1 U-TYPE CRADLE
Tbedegmcof resemblance between the U-type cradle and the Ietterall-depends on construction features. If

the recoil cyiinder and recuperator are attached to the gun tube so that they become part of the recoiling
systenq the cradle may be approximately U*haped with protilons for accommodating the rails and
trunnions. On the other hand, if the recoil cylinder and muuperator are integral with the oradle, the
resemblance to a U-section is lost. However, the terminology is still retained in the latter case. Figs. 7-2 and 7-3
show construction for a U-type cradle. If the recoil cylinder and recuperator are attached to red with the gun
tube, the strttctum that supports them is calied a sleigh. The sleigh carries the rails and thus supports the tube in
the cradle.

The sliding surfaces of the recoiling parts arc called rails. Either the rails or their supporting guides maybe
chaanel-shaped to prevent them from separating due to the upsetting moments and rifling torque. Either, but
not Imt& maybe discontinuous (made of several shorter lengths spaced at convenient distances). Rails maybe
attached to theskigh. For any type ofconstructio~ eithorthe rail assentblyorthcskw thcseparts arctreated
as oonatitucnts of the cradle . .

A—l—
I

[ Gun Tube Mfii+uide Q Rail

c+=radie%+ru.nion

w ‘Cylinder Section A-A

Figure 7-2. U-Type Cradle With Attached Recoil Mechanism
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A-
e \

GunTube Reech- Guide

Roil

Figure7-3. U-Type Cmdle With Integral Recoil Mechanism

Thcequilibrator, which provides themoment about the trunnions, is attached to the body of the topcarr@e
on the rear end and, to the cradk at the front end. The elevating struts, if used, pass through the arms of the
crad~andamochams “rnlowers indraises theguntube andcradle.

TIMU-type cradle has several advantages. With a sleigh, the added weightof the recoiling parta reduces
either the recoil force or the length of recoil. Ordinarily, the height of the weapon is dccreascd (lower
silhouette) by having the recoil mechanism below the gun tube. The design of the gun tube is not influenced to
any great extent by the fixtures that hold it in the crack Because the gun tube does not form the sliding
surfaces for recoi~ its contour, and hence wall thickness, nocds only to confo~m to the gas prossuxudistribution
along its kngth.

Several disadvantages associated with the U-type cradle foll~
1. Fabrication is difficult. The structure is complex, and ahighdegree of accuracy ii tequired to tnaehine

the slides and raiis to the proper alignment and fit. Therefore, production costs am high.
2. If ekarances are not suffkicnt for an underslung recoil mechanism, the trunnion height must be

increased. This increased height results in an accompanying incrcasc in overturning moment and a higher
silhouette.

3. It Qdif?kuh to arrange tbekkal loadiqgpattern witbtha resultant ofthemooil fomes~
the cmterline of the trtmnidms. 7?tis arrmqpnettt k, however, always attcmptod in order to minimim tlm

L
ekvati I&ar bds dwittg ~il,

.4. ‘ng;&enddd firih~ “heat transmitted from gun trtbcswmils may cause warpage and ewmtttal
binding.

5. Misalignment may occur in discontinuous rails or slides and cause them to bind during recoil and
countemcoiI. Binding of this nature may prevent the gun tubes from returning to the in-battery position.

7-3.2 O-TYPE CRADLE
Thistypeof cradk has a cylindrical tube for its basic structtwalekmcnt. Each end contains suitabk bcariags

in which the guh tube slides. The outside surface of the tube is eylindriod for aoonsideruble length forward of
the breech.?bissurfece is maclilned smooth, and the tube itself gerveam itt own aliie-tbs bearings f-n
as guides during recoil and counterrecoil. A key trammits the rifling torque to the oradie to prcvcsttrotation of
the tube. Braoketsor some similar structure are provided on the cylindrical portion of the cradk to ●ttach the
rcooil mdutnis~ the trunnions, and the_ arc. Fig. 74 shows construction of the O-type cradles.

The use of an O-type cradle offers sewral advantage
1. It iscottvanientto locatctbetrtm@onson tbclineof action of the rocoilingpartato rclicvetbeckvating

gear of fixing loads.
2. The sttitwc is comparatively light, which helps to increasemobility.
3. The use of the O-type cradle does not rquire the sliding surfaaes to be attached to the gun tube, which

eliminates this fabrication probkm.
4. The cylindrical surfaces rcduoc machining problems and provide more accurate alignment.
5. A choia of a favorable location is available for the recoil meehanism.
6. When the recoil mechanism is on the top of the tube, it does not present clearance probkrns whik the

tipping parts are being elevated.
There am several disadvantages inherent to the O-type cradle

1. The sliding surface of the gun tubeisexposedtotheweather,although this can be eliminatedbythe
installation of a shield.
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Cradle Wall

( Gun Tube-—

Recoil Trunnion
Piston

Recoil Cylinder Section A-A
(A) Mental Recoil Mechanism Type

Crodle-Recoil
Cylinder Combinotionl Ah ~ Slidii Surfaces .

Kev\

—

.
4

n I 1
h o Q Q

‘---- Gu~Tube
o

Recoil Piston
A~~~un~i/~E .

(B) Concentric Recoil Mechanism Type

Figure 7-4. O-Type Cradles

2 It dictates, to some extent, the diameter of the tube fonvard of the chamber because it cannot be
tapered along the sliding surface.

3. If the forward position of the sliding surface is made smaller in diameter, two sleeve hearings of
dfierent diameters arc ncocssary.

4. The effects of heating the gun tube can be serious if the expansion exceeds the clearances in the
bearings.

5. The clearances that must be provided to avoid binding may result in sloppy fits while the gun is cold.
Another clearan@ problem stems from the transport condition, where road clearances maybe critical with the
recoil mechanism attached to the top of the gun tube.

The O-type cradle generally has been used in self-propelled artillery systems; consequently, detailed design
of this type of a cradle is not discussed in this handbook.

7-33 EFFECT OF FRICTION ON SLIDING SURFACES
Frictional forces, as such are not a serious design criterion with respect to the structural strength. In other

aspects, howover, they prcacnt serious problems. For design anaiysis the present practice is to we ameffkkmt

of fridion of 0.15. Friction resists rod ant! thus forms part of the recoil force, but it is desirable to keep
friotion to 8 minimum through proper lubrication because wear and eventual damage to the sliding surfaoes
8re less likely to occur. Also frictional forces are somewhat of an unknown value on exposed surfaces and may
vary considerably. If their maximum value is smaU, friction forces will constitute only a smaU part of the total
recoil foroe and will have only a slight effect on the functioning of the recoil mechanism.

7-3.4 EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE VARIATION ON SLIDING SURFACES
Artilleryis employed in both desert and arctic climates. Changes in the ambient temperature will shrink or

expand the structure. If made of like material, al[ components will be affected equally and there will be no
relative displacement among them. However, if the structural members are of unlike material, their rates of
expansion will dfier, which may prove deleterious simply by reducing clearances between moving parts to the
extent that binding irnpcnds. The sliding surfaocs of cradles must be of different materials because two mating
surfaces of like material seldom provide compatible sliding properties. Bronze makes an excdlent siiding
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surface for steel. The coeffkient of linear expansion for bronze is 6.3X 10+ m/ m“”c which is largerthan that
for steel. This value is computed from thecocfflcicnts in the centigrade scale of 16.8X 10+ for phosphor bronze
and 10.5X 10+ for 1.29$carbon steel. Based on an ambient temperature of 21° C, the extreme ranges will show a
dfierence in dimensions for bronze and steel of 0.00033 m/mat 73.8°C and of-0.00047 m/mat -53.9”C. The
lower limit of the temperature extremes, because of climatic conditions, haa the greater effect. However,
neither extreme requires excessively loose fks to compensate for the thermal activity.

7-3.5 SUGGESTED MATERIALS FOR CRADLE
The predominant requirements for the cradle am strength and rigidity. For its main structure an inherently

strong material with a high modulus of elasticity is preferred. This preference suggests steel, although it does
not exclude other materials, such as aluminum alloys, having the required physical properties. For the siiding
surfaces, hardness and compatibility arc required to preclude galling of the contacting surfaces, Steel slides,
rails, and guides-as components of the main structure-provide strength and rigidity and, as stiding
members, provide a hardened surface. Hard bearing bronze, covering one member, also provides a hardened
surface, and in oonjunation with the bare steel of the other member, the two constitute adjacent materials that
can provide the compatibfity require- Brom is pmferrod to brass becauss of the tendancyof brass to
form zinc oxide a substance that promotes galling.

7-3.6 MANUFACTURING PROCEDURES
Standard production practices are followed in constructing cradles regardless of whether castings, forgings,

or weldments form the basic structure. If there are deviations from this practice, it is on!y in the manner in
which the cradies are handled. Basic fabrication activities remain undisturbed. If necessary, standard
machines are adapted for convenient opemtion. Warpage is cormctcd by stress reiief through heat treatment.
Those members of the cradle that require finished surfaces are made oversize so that residuai irregularitiesmay
be removed when the part is machined to size.

The decision whether forgings, castings, or weldments should be used usually is reached by the nature of the
. st~ If high strength-to-weight ratios are needed, forgings are used; however, forgings arc costly. If

weight is not important, castings may bc applicable. They provide large fillets and thus ~te Wws
concentrations at reentrant angles. Forgings and castings are less susceptible to warpage than weldments,
although all should be stress reIieved to insure dimensional stability. The main disadvantages of castings
include bulkiness and a lengthy manufacturing process. Welded assemblies should be used where appkable
because

1. The buildup structure is relatively simple and light.
2. Joints are prmanent and provide a more rigid structure than if bolted or riveted.
3. Weldments can be made from available stock material to permit construction at low cost in a relatively

short time.
Although weldments are prone to warp, this tendency is overcome by stress reiief through heat treatment.

7-4 PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF CRADLES
Thcd~igtt of components of the cradle is an iterative process, asdiscwacdin Chapter 2 Based on a mixture

of intuitio~ oxpcrkn~, and historical ~ the designer estimates the weight and dimensions for the
P_~. In~~*3tbq-ti& -~htid_d~hdldd etcdmtion.

~~hddb~~~-forti ~~wtitip~d~~
V~M~ma~kfor&~&@ ~~o~tid~rmmtiyontio~ &ti
his expcrkncc and intuition to arrive at a pdminary design of the crde structure or, for that matter, any
component of the weapon system. Also, at the preliminary design stage highly idcalii models for the cradle
structurt must be used for quick stress analysis and checking of failure conditions, The basic mechanics of
deformable bodies concepts are used. The Maximum Shear Stress Theory, Ref. 2, is used as a failure criterion
in preliminary desigm After an acccptabk structure has bocn obtained by the use of these preliminary design
procedures, design improvements are possibkby using the test data for a prototype system. This is explained
in par. 74.3.

The designpractice follows a set of simpk guidelines. The structure should be simple and symmetrical.

Simplicity and symmetry offer several advantages-fabrication is easier and they tend to keep the weight
down—and a stronger, more compact and effkient unit is the ultimate result. If a material of large strength-to-
weight ratio is needed, high strength is indicated. However, if rigidity is also essential, low weight must be
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sacrifked and the necessary strength derived from a bulkier structure. cradles must be rigid to insure an
accurate weapon; therefore, the overall design should be directed toward this end.

A welldesigned structure embodies good maintenance features; hence e- of maintenance, both preventive
and corrective, begins on the drawing board. Inspecting, cleaning, and lubricating are activities usually
associated with preventive maintenance. Of these activities, lubrication is the most important because it not
only reduces friction and the accompanyingwear or galling, but h also protects the sliding surfacesfrom
corrosion. A good lubricant for sliding surfaces is MlL-G- 10924A grease, which lubricates effectively through
the temperature range of –53.8° to 51.7”C. Lubrication should be a simple task requiring only a short time to
perform; therefore, fittings must be readily accessible on the assembled weapon but should not be located in
highly stressed regions of the cradle because small holes introduced into the structure cause stress
concentrations. If location in highly stressed regions is unavoidable, the lubrication holes should be heavily
bossed for reinforcement.

A cradle functions best when clean; any dirt or other foreign substance on slides or trunnions will impede
recoil and elevation. Maintenance here is a continuous effort to keep the cradle and its ~@ehments clean:
Sand, mud, water, snow, or iee must not accumulate in it. Pockets created by~tructural members should have
drain holes or should be easily reachable for cleaning otherwise water, from rain or melting snow,
accumulates in these pockets and may later freeze and thus damage even equipment that is welldesigned in
other respects. Dirt must be kept off sliding surfaces. Cover plates are effective dirt seals at the trunnion, and
wipers, located where the initial contact begins between sliding surfaces, remove dirt and grit from the exposed
portions of the slide.

Corrective maintenance is a repair or replacement activity that may require disassembly of the cradle. In
many instances this work must be performed in the field where regular handling equipment normally is not
available; this lack of equipment increases the burden on maintenance crews. If feasible, each subassembly
should be designed so that it will not interfere with the dismantling of other components. When this practice is
followed, only those parts requiring attention stood be removed, i.e., the undamaged ones are undisturbed.
Aiso following this praetiee will expedite maintenance in the field, particularly from the handling viewpoint.

Failure of the primary structure often ean be repaired by welding. Hence the selection of aweldabie material
while the cradle is still in the design stage may prove to be an asset. Other repairs involve sliding surfacca.
Scored or galkd surfaceai can be scraped and band polished until smooth. If damage is too extensive, the
surfaeca must be replaoed-a relatively eas$ opemtion if bronze liners are used. If the damage is on the steel
surface of a slide integral with the main structure, hpwever, the entire cradle may have to be scrapped. Thii fact
emphasizes the need for good design practice with rtspeet to maintenance. Those members of a structure that
have a critical function and are prone to damage should be detachable.

More discussion on design for maintainability is given in Chapter 10. Human factors to be considered in
design are discussed in Chapter 11.

7-4.1 LOAD ANALYSIS FOR CRADLE STRUCTURE
There arc three types of loads that act on the cradle-firing loads, traveling loads, and lifting loads. These

loads are functions of time; however, time generally is not eonsidemd a variable in design and analysis. Because
maximum values are used, this design proeodute is ~~ativc since maximum values of theac forcesoften
ocour at difhrent times. To dotermme. loads timt-tmnsmittcd tothccradk duetofirin&tra~@
lif~ ●dynamicmockd forcheweapon~is needed. Aaexpiained in par. 7-4, apreti.designof the
~nmbaacd on ●oombinationofexprkrm andhiatoricddatais ~=-~ proCCSsof
utunatmg component aizcq eamying out the dynamic analys& and computing the strcaws refks t& model
bycstimatingloads and stresses more accurately. Many times, it is not possible to artalyzethe structure for all
Ioadkg cases beeause of the constraints on time and computing effort. The designer should seleetafew loading
cases that are eritieal and should include only these in the analysis and design process.

74.1.1 Firing Loada
The firing loads for the cradle are obtained from a dynamic analysis of the model. If field data from a

prototype model testing are available, these data ean be used to predict loads for various components. As a
resultof the interaction of several forces, it may be neccasuy to usc a trial and error procedure to eampute the
maximum bending momen~

The ftig loads consistof loads fr~m thq rcooil wohanisma, equi.librator,cievating m~htim ~ fiw
torque. For any angle of elevation the equilibrator force is the one required to produce the moment that
balances the weight moment of the tipping parts. The elevating arc(or strut) is attached to the eraellethrough a
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welI-fitting rigid joint because meshing of gear teeth is involved. A detaikd description of the loads on different
parts is given in par. 7-5.

The loads transmitted to the cradle are shownin Fig.7-5. Note that for the preliminary analysis thestructure
is tendered determinate using the analysis phdosophy discumcd in Chapter 2.’& preliminary load analysis
also doesnot include the travel and lifting loads that ate considered when refined load and stress malyse$ arc
carried out. Therefore, effects due to traveland lifting loads are dism.tssed later.

Cradlt

!,,! .,, :.. ,! ,.!

Figure 7-5. Lotids Trmtsrrdttedto

74.162 &a& on Vubu cOmpmnta of Cmdk ~
For the first itemtion an apprdhndte modelfot thestnwtme i$a#mlmed.TbkmodelWbenlt9edinw

and 8tress _ of the 8tructure. In this mzbpamgmph anaiyds and deign of four componenta~il
attdme@ equilibrator attaohmenq ekvating ~ and ~t for transmitting rifling toque-of b
cradle structure arc demribed.

74.121 Rtcoil Attachment to Cmdk ~ (
When the recoil mechanism housing is integral with the cradk, the recoil forces are applied through it and no

additional supporting structure is nccewary. If it is merely att.acdd to the cradk, appropriate yokes or similar
structures arc needed to transmit its force to the cradle. If the recoil mechanism is attached to and moves with
the recoiling parts, the recoil rod is fixed to the cradle, sometimes by an adapter or sometimes by a nut threaded
to the end of the rod. The rod, in this case, is attached to the front of the cradk where local reinforcement of the
structure may be nmemary to carry the load.

To determine !oada for the recoil attachment, it is necesmry to artalyw the loads during a recoil cyck.
Consider the free-body diagram shown in Fig. 7-5 for ● typical U- cradk during a red stroke. For any

!.,
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variation for the cradle from that shown in Fig. 7-5, a similar free-body diagram must be developed. The
procedure to be outlined can then bc used for other constructions of a U-type cradle.

In the free-body diagram of Fig. 7-5, values of R;, &, and XR ~ unknown ~d must bC determined by
solving the three equations of static equilibrium:

M’H = O, N (7-1)

ZFV = O, N (7-2)

ZM = O, Nm (7-3)

where
FM = horizontal force, N
Fv = vertical force, N
M = moment, Nm.

In Eqs. 7- I and 7-2 the forces are summed along the horizontal and vertical directions or along any two
convenient orthogonal directions. In Eq. 7-3 moments are computed at a convenient point, such as the
intersection of~a and R~. The location of reactions RI and&depends on the type of rail guide construction. If
there is continuous contact between the rail and guide, theprcssurc distribution between them is assumed to be
triangular and the reactions arc located appropriately. This point is discussed further in par. 74.2.2, in which
the design of sliding surfaces is discussed. If bronze bearing pads are used at some locations, the reaction forces
RI and&are applied only at these points and are assumed to M unifo~ly distributed on the bearing SUrf=-

A method for calculating total recoil resistance force Kis given in Ref. 1. This force comprises the sliding
frictional resistamz of the rccoilhg parts and the resistance provided by the recoil mechanism.

Note that

(74)

(7-5)

(7-6)

where
= coefficient of friction, dimensionless

A!! = force provided by recoil mechanism, N
RI = normal reaction of front bearing, N
AZ= normal reaction of rear bearing, N
A = frictionalrcaistanocof front bearing,N ‘
ji = frictional rcsiBtancc of rearIxaring N.

Summation of the forces in directions parallel and perpendicular to theboreaxisyields, rqdvdy,

F.= F.+ JVlsinO – K, N (7-7)

and

W]COSO+ RI = & N (7-8)

Wberc
f?. = inertial force of mcding parts, N
1’. = propcUmtgasfomq N
WI= weight of recoiling parts, N

0 = angle of elevation, deg.
7-13
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Also taking moments of dl the forces about the intersection of~z and Rz yields

(F. – Wlsin(?)(e – d) + ( Wtcosd)a + J?l(a – b) + ~l(e – ~)

= F~ + K~c – e), N-m (7-9)

where the distances a, b, c, d, e, and h are defined in Fig. 7-5. Note that (a — b) = 2L/3 in Eq. 7-9. Thesc last

three equations are solved for RI, Rz, and KR.

7-4.1.2.2 Equilibrator Attachment
Each cquiiibrator, whether one or two per weapon, pivots on a shaft attached to the cradle. If two are used,

the shafts arc usually cantilevered from each side of the structure (Fig. 7-6(A)) or the elevating arc (Fig. 7-6(B)).
If one is used, each end of the shaft is supported by the stmcture as shown in Fig. 7-7.

P*
A “’- In i

I
I
!

\ a

r-eq
, Eauilibratar

“Ld “’”-=-u
(A) Equilibrator .Attachment an Gadle Structure

Gquiibratar

ElevatingArc

(B) Equilibrate Attachment on Elevating Arc

Figure 7-6. Equilibrator Attachments, Cantilever Type

For any given angle of elevation the equilibrator force is the one required to produce the moment that
balances the weight moment of the tipping parts. Although actual equilibrator forces do not always equal the
theoretically required ones, differences are small enough that the structure is notafkt.ed. Hencefor design
purposes the theoretical value is used to simplify the load analysis. All external loads on the cradle amshown in
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.—— . ———— . -

----- .
b

@uitibrotorShoftJ Equilibrotor~

Figure 7-7. Equilibrator Attachment, Simple Beam Type

Fig. 7-8. The equilibrator force is determined from the condition that it balances the moment about the
trunnions of the forces due to the weights of the reeoiling parts and cradle. By taking moments about the
trunnion, the equilibrator force FE is jjven x

Note that in Fig. 7-84Z is negative.
It is apparent that, before the preliminary design of the oradle is completed, the equilibrator geometry, at

kast a preliminary one, must be determined in order to compute the equilibrator force. This is discussed in
Chapter5. .

7-4.1.23 Elevating Arc
The attachmentof the elevating arc to the cradleshould be througha well-fitting, rigid joint because the

meshingof gear teeth is invokd. Impropermeshing of the gears will prove detrimental in oneor all of three
ways, i.e., poor load distribution may overstress the teeth;ex=hw wearmay oceuq and gear effkiency may
deerease, which would rquire an increased torque at the handwheel. The attachment then must be secured in a
manner that will preclude objectionable misalignment under load, which requires close-fitting machined
surfaces held together by shear connections, such as body-bound bolts, keys, pins, or shafts. Fig. 7-9 shows the
loads on the attachments between arc and cradle.

The action of equilibrators practically eliminates the gear load exeept during elevation and recoil. The
largest load usually occurs during rceoil, and only if the trunnions and the CG of the recoiling parts lie on the
bore axis will no additional gear load be applied duringrecoil. Fig. 7-8 illustrates the applied external loads on
the cradle for a single red system. The reaction&on the gear is computed by taking moments about the
tntnttions. The ttunnion reactions, paralkl and normal to the bore axis, are found by bringing the force system
into equilibrium

For the M198 towed Howi-r, the elevating mechanism consists of two elevating struts. One end of these
-mh-dtotiewp _,d&o*dbtiti wtide. Itshoddbnoti tititie
elevating strut is present, there is no necessity for an elevating arc. The gear attachment is contained at the
connection point on the top carriage. The struts pass through the armsof the cradle and areconneeted by a
threadedball-screw arrangement. To raise or lower the gun tube, the system of gears Ioeatedin the top carriage
turns the elevating struts through the threaded ball-screw amangement.

7-4.1.2.4 Attachment for Transmitting Rifling Torque
In addition to supporting the tube, the cradle must also transmit the rifling torque to the top carriage. Fig.

7-10 shows the torque reactions on the trade and the d~tances between the load centers. The approximate
rifling torque equation,
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~= inertia force of recoiling parts, N

FE = equilibrator force, N

‘9
= propellant gas force, N

FA = trunnion reaction parallel to bore centerline, N

~= trunnion reaction normal to bore centerline, N

(cent’d on next page)

Figure 7-8. External Loads on Cradle for Single Recoil System
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pitch radius of elevating gear, m

elevating gear load, N

weight of recoiling ports, N

weight of cradle, N

pressure angle of gear, deg

angle of elevation, deg

elevation of FN, deg

equilibrator elevation, deg .

distance between center of trunnion and centerline of equilibrator, m

distance between CG of recoiling ports and center of trunnion, m

distance between CG of cradle and center of trunnion, m

angle between line of oction ot force Fti and centerline of bore, deg

angle between line joining CG of cradle and center of trunnion and

centerline of bore, deg

Figure 7-8. (cent’d)

T,=
0.67r2RiP~

, N*m,
N,

is derived-with the aid of Eqs. 7-13 through 7-20—from the basic torque equation

where
fP= mass moment of inertia of projectile, ~mz
a = angular acceleration of projectile, rad/s
C = rifling torque, N*m
N,= twist of_ calibers per turn
P, = propellant gas pressure, Pa
& = radius of bore, m.

(7-11)

(7-12)

The terms used in the equations that follow are defined, i.e.,
a = linear acceleration of projectile, m/s2
a, = peripheral acceleration of projectile at bore, m/s2
k = radius of gyration of projectile, m

mP = mass of projectile, kg
0,= helix angle of rifling, deg
Fn = propellant gas force, N
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%?L

&

--RR
9

pressure ang)e of gecr, deg

elevation of FE -8, deg

equilibrator force, N

elevating gear load, N

shear reaction on key, N

left bott react”m, N
right bolt reaction, N

Figure 7-9. Elevating Arc

Ab = TR: = bore area (less rifling groove area), mz (7-13)

Fg = #ibpg, N. (7-14)

From the general expression, Fg = m~,

F~
a =— m}s2

mp ‘
(7-15)

tanO, = —
;,

(7-16)

a: = atan& , m/s2. (7-17)

Substitution of the appropriate terms of Eqs. 7-13 to 7-15 into Eq. 7-17 and collection of terms give

*2RiP*
al=— t m/s2 (7-18)

mpN,
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U- Type
Cradle

dr = distance between reaction on rails (or center-to-center distance

between rails), m

d~ = distance between trunnion reoctians (center-to-center), or span

trunnion bearings, m

~ = rifling torque, N-m

of

U’r= distance between reoctions on rails (or center-to-center distance

between rails), m

E = load on trunnions due to rifling torque, N

~’ = load on rails due to rifling torque, N

Figure 7-10. Forces Due to Rifling Torque

al 7r2PgRb
a=— —, rad/s2.

Ri = mpN,

The value k?= 0.6R~ generally is accepted as an approximate vduq therefore,

& = mpk= = 0.6mpRi, kgm=.

Eq. 7-I 1 is obtained by substituting the terms of E+ 7-19 and 7-20 into Eq. 7-12.
From Fig. 7-10 the load F, on the trunnions due to rifling torque is

F, =
z

—,N
d,

7-19
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the load f? on the rails or on the key is

F;=
z

—,N.
d,

(7-22)

Note that the maximum torque occurs when the propellant gas pressure is maximum. For the U-type cradle
the torque is transmitted directly to the guides through the rails or the sleigh in the form of vertical forces
having a moment arm equal to the distanm from their lines of action to the bore axis, as shown in Fig. 7-10.

7-4.2 STRENGTH REQUIREMENTS
In this paragraph strength requirements for various components of the cradle structure are discussed.’

Stresses are calculated for a cradIe that is assumed to be completely isolated from all other components of the
gun. This approach is consenative because the stifkss associated with the gun tube and structural members,
which ordinarily would lend strength to the cradle, is ignored.

The general stresses of the main cra.de structure arc due to bending and direct shear. However, at each point
of Ioad application local stresses are present that maybe greater than or may augment the general stress. The
Iocal areas are loaded by the recoil mechanism, the trunnion, and the elevating mechanism through their
attachments to the cradle. After the principal stresses have been determined by conventional methods of stress
analysis, the equivalent stress is determined. Modem methods of stress analysis, such as the finite clement
method, may also be used to calculate principal stresses at this stage. Such methods are discussed in par. 74
and Appendix C. An accepted method for computing the equivalent stress comes from the maximum shear
stress theory of Tresca and Saint Venant, which states that yiejding begins when the Iargcst difference oft wo
principal stresses equals the yield strength of the material, or

01 — U2 = cry, Pa (7-23)

where
UI = maximum principal stress, Pa
U1= minimum ptilpal stress, Pa
UJI= yield stress, Pa,

To be compatible with other components of thcgun carriage, a factor of safety of 1.5 is recommended for the
cradle. Now, if 01 = u, and 01 = a., the equivalent stress G is

at = 01 – 0., Pa (7-24)

where
0( = tensile stress, Pa
Uc= compressive stress, Pa.

The factor of safety S/ is

Sf= + , dimensionless. (7-25)

7-4.2.1 Location and Design of Trunnions
The Iocmtion of the trunnions in the vertical plane directly influences the reaction of the eIevatinggcar during

the recoil cycle. In single recoil systems, the reaction is due solely to the moment about the trunnions produced
by the propellant gas force and the inertia force of the recoiling parts. Fig. 7-11 shows these forces and the
pcrpendicuhwdistance from their lines of action to the trunnions. The position of the trunnions with respect to
these lines of action determines the moment. Thus from Fw. 7-11
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(7-26)

Fe ‘ inertio force of recoiling parts, N
Fg z propellant gas force, N
K= total recoil resistance, N

MT = moment about trunnions, N”m

u,b= moment arm, m

Figure 7-11. Trurtnion Location With Respect to Recoil Forces

MT= bFg – aF., N-m

F.=F8– K, inertial force at CG, N )

where
aandb= moment arms, m

W = trunnion moment, N-m.

If F; and F; represent the maximum inertia and maximum propellant gas forces, respectively, the ideal
trunnion location distance a lies between the VAICS of h ad (F;/ q )b. It is not ~ways fcmiblc tO haVCthis
arrangement. If a extends beyond these limits or ifa and b lie on opposite sides of the trunnion, themoment
will increase and vary as the distancts. When a= (F#Fi )b, the moment MTbccmnes zero whenthegasforce
bccoxncstnaximunt. It graduauy increases as the gas force diminishes and reachesthe maximum of

JUT = –aF. = –aK, ~-m (7-27)

when the gas force becomes zero. Thus to minimize the moment after the gas ejection period, a should be as
small as possible. Also a and b shouid be selected to minimize the moment during the gas ejection period given
by the first equation of Eq. 7-26.
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The trunnion loads arc composed of five components that are derived from the weight of tipping parts,
recoil fores, equilibrator force, force due to the rifling torque,and elevating gear reaction. The first four
components do not vary with trunnion location but form the bulk of the maximum trunnion loads.
Consequently, any change in the elevating gear reaction will not materially affect the trunnions; however,
small shifts in trunnion location may greatly influence elevating gear reactions.

Sometimes the location of the trunnion is adjusted in the vertical plane to satisfy some structural
requirement. For example, when located below the bore centerline, more space will be provided for an
underslung recoil mechanism. Or if the trunnions are located on the centerline, structural symmetry is
preserved. Also if the trunnions are on the centerline, the sighting equipment will not have to be corrected for
discrepancies due to an off-center location.

In the horizontal plane it is advantageous to have the trunnions located equidistant from the centerline of
the gun bore. Here the object is mainly one of symmetry. If symmetry cannot bc achieved, the cradle will be
subjected to a direct load and a couple equal to the recoil force multiplied by the offset, that is, the vertical
component tends to turn the weapon on its side, and the horizontal component tends to rotate the cradle and
top carriage. However, the base supporting the top carriage is symmetrical with respect to the bore, and the
loads revert to a symmetrical condition at this point. If any residual horizontal moment persists, it is resisted at
the traversing gear. (This discussion does not include the rifling torque that is transmitted through the
structure while the projectile traveIs in the bore.)

When the distances from the bore to the trunnions are unequal, the cradle must be larger to offset the effects
of the unsymmetrical loads, which eventually lead to a heavier structure. In considering deflections, symmetry
becomes definitely desirable. If both sides of the cradle deflect equally, compensation for misalignment during
firing presents lesser problems in fire control than if the two sides of the cradle deflected unequally. In the first
case, the gun tube would remain essentially in line, whereas in the latter it would turn slightly askew.

The size of the trunnion is usually dictated by the dimensions of the required bearings. The size, however,
should be investigated to determine its strength in bending and shear. As a rule, the trunnion may be
considered a short beam, and the stresses calculated according to the equations that follow (which can be
found in any text on strength of materials) (Refs. 2 and 3). The bending stress a is

‘c ,Pau =—
I

where
c = distance to extreme fiber, m
1 = moment of inertia of cross section, m’

and the shear stress ~ at any line q either on, or at a distance from,

(7-28)

the neutral axis of the total section is

(7-29)

where
4L = area above line q, m2

~= thickness of section at q, m
d=dti W-=utiti of*ontineutitiof A, m

Fr = <~= resultant shear at section (See Fii. 7-8.), N.

The hubs or sockets holding the tmnnions are either welded or bolted to the cradle. Reinforcements at the
hub are sometimes necessary to distribute the loads and prevent local failure. If the trunnion shank fits the hub
freely, the hub is stressed in shear and bending. However, if the joint is a shrink fit, the interface pressure
p-due to the shrink tit-produces hoop stresses in both tbe trunnion shank and the hub. This pressure is
determined by equating the interference to the total deflection of the concentric cylinders at their interface
(Ref. 2). TINJS
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(=J!?A r:+r2+r2+d ‘]
P——

)
, Pa

r ri — r= r2 — r?
(7-30)

where
E = modulus of elasticity, Pa
r= radius at contact surfaces of concentric cylinders, m

~J = inner radius of inner cylinder, m
rl = outer radius of outer cylinder, m
A = radial interference, m.

The strength of the gussets supporting the hub is baaed on the loading arrangement shown in Fig. 7-12. The
gussets are assumed to be the only support for the hub. The load distribution of the reactions & and R, is
assumed triangular and is balanced on the load parallel to the cannon bore.

Each structural member, whether gusset or hub, must be statically balanced. Therefore, by isolating the hub

Gusset

\

FA
RG=T, N

1
I
I 1’

I i *“”””ion

I

I

(7-31)

A P
I
I

I 1 Gusset

Load Center of RC

!

/?~

%

--
2-c
3

~. 1

F~ = trunnion load paral Iel to bore centerline, N

Rc = shear between gusset and cradle body, N

R~ = distributed horizontal reaction of gusset, N

R~ = shear between gusset and hub, N

R“ = distributed vertical reaction

Figure 7-12. Load Distribution
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‘% = aFA, N.mr’itRh+ — —
3 n

where
n = number of gussets parallel to FA, dimensionless
rh = radius of hub or socket holding trunnion, m
c = height of gusset along trunnion, m
a= lever arm of force lZ4from cradle. m
b = length of gusset

When a gusset is isolated,

along cradle, m.

Rv=Rh, N

lL=RG, N

bRv = CRG , N-m.

Substituting the value of ~G of Eq. 7-31 into Eq. 7-32 and solving for R give

()

2Ca——

Rh= rhj $,N.

(7-32)

(7-33)

(7-34)

(7-35)

(7-36)

Sins R, e lb, substituting the expressions for RGand R,from Eqs. 7-31 and 7-36 into Eq. 7-35 and solving
for b give

b
crh= ~,m. (7-37)

a ——
3

This is the gusset length b required to substantiate the assumption of the triangular load distribution. If RG

represents the area of the triangle, the maximum unit load w on the gusset is

2RG
w= — ,N/m

c

and the maximum direct tensile or compressive stress u becomes

0 ~,Pa=—

(7-38)

(7-39)

where
t = thickness of gusset, m.

The elastic stability is checked by assuming that the gusset is a rectangular plate loaded in compression on
the two opposite edges. This assumption, although approximate, is conservative. The critical compressive
stress u, is given (Ref. 2) as

(740)
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where
b = width of loaded edge, m

K. = fixity factor determined from width-to-length ratio, dimensionless
v = Poisson’s ratio, dimensionless.

Gussets should be arranged so that the transmitted loads will not unduly aggravate the stresses and
deflections of the cradle wall. An approximate analysis of the region around the connection of the gusset plate
to the cradle body should be carried out. When the finite element method is used for final stress analysis, the
finite element model should include gussets as lowktrrying members.

7-4.2.2 SIiding Surfaces of U-Type Cradle
There are two types of fore on the s[ides, i.e., the normal forces and the frictional forces derived from the

normal forces. The normal forces are obtained as reactions to the rifling torque, to the couple created by the
recoil forces and the inertia of the reeoiIing parts, and to the weight of the recoiling parts. TtIus the shorter the
distance between the forces parallel to the bore axis and the closer the center of gravity is to the midspan of the
slides, the smaller will be the forces on the slides. AetuaIly, in single recoil systems the weight contributes little
to the maximum foroeq therefore, the center of gravity may fall outside the slides without deleterious effcets.

When calculating the loads on rails and guides, the distribution of bearing pressure should be considered. If
the two mating slide surfaces arc continuous, a triangular load distribution is assumed. Triangular load
distribution implies zero clearance and linear compliance of rails and guides. The assumption of triangular
load distribution-is subject to change for unusual constructions. If the sliding surfaces are discontinuous, a
trapezoidal distribution is assumed, or if the pads are spaced sufficiently far apart, a uniform load distribution
is assumed. Fig. 7-13 illustrates these effects. The diagrams represmt the reactions to the couple ~R of the
recoiling parts. The reactions l?; and R; are calculated by assuming that they are concentrated at the center of
the area that represents the distributed Ioad. After the reactions to the couple are determined, those resulting
from the rifling torque and the normal amponent of the weight are added algebraically as uniformly
distributed 10dS. .

The maximum bearing pressure is then determined from the completed load diagram. A bearing pressure of
1.379 to 2068 MPa is recommended for continuous motion, but since motion is not continuous, bearing
pressures as high as 3.447 MPa are permissible. If pressures exceed this limit, there is danger of severe wear on
the sliding surfaces, which leads to early replacement. This condition must be tolerated; if it cannot be, other
design solutions are available, but they usually mean added maintenance and should be avoided if at all
possible.

The sliding structure that supports the recoiling parts consists of male and female members. The male
members are called rails or slides, and the female members are called guides. The guides are similar to channels
in cross section so that bearing surfaces wi~lsupport the rails against either upward or downward loads. Bronze
liners with surface finishes between 0.8 and 1.6 microns root mean square (rms) cover the rails and slides to
provide the bearing surface as shown in Fig. 7-14. The guides are unlined, but their surfaces are machined to
the same finish as the rails and slides.

Rails usually are secured to the tube. The front attachment is to a sleeve or flat ring, either clamped or
shrunk on the tube. The rear attachment is to a similar ring or itmay be to the brceeh ring. Fig. 7-15 shows a
typical installation. The rails or guides maybe continuous or discontinuous. If the guides are discontinuous,
they sometimes are called clips. Disamtittttity in the @ding aurfaees ia not meomtnended ifeontaet between
them is broken during the reeoil stroke because of the diffkulty in reentering the guides during cottnterrecoil.
The present trend in design is to have continuous rails on the gun tube.

When a sleigh is used, the gun tube is held securely to it by collars or yokes, as shown in Fig. 7-16. F~. 7-17
shows another type of sleigh that has the reeoil cylinders integral with the sleigh body. Close-fitting mating lugs
on the tube and sleigh preclude tipping, and locking wedges preclude relative longitudinal motion. The wedges
move laterally and fit into reeesses machined in the tube structure. The structure forming the sliding surfaces
may be bolted or welded to the sleigh. Sometimes the sliding surfaces form an integral part, behg machined
from the sleigh or cradle structure.

The strength of the rail, slide, or guide is determined by the conservative method of analysis that follows.
Assume that the maximum distributed load is constant for a distance of 0.0254 m. Isolate aO.02S4-m length of
structure with thii load and investigate its strength, Thus the stress in Seetion A-A of Fig. 7-18(A), which is
0.0254 m deep, is
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Figure 7-13.

Crl=

where
M = Fd. moment. Nm

(B) Discontinuous Rail
I

Load Distribution On Rai@ U-Type Cradle

-Kc+ ~, tc~ile stress in section, Pa
1A

(741)

c = dia~ancc to extreme fiber, m
F= lXW, total load, N
A = 1%, area of cross section in tension, mz
d = lever arm of force F, m
u = width of section A-A of Fig. 7-18(A), m
w = unit load, maximum intensity, N/m.

(The unit 1 in the expressions for F and A defines these terms for a unit length of the member under
oonaideration.)
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Slide

Guide \

Liner -

a

SI@gh
/

Figure 7-14. End View of Sliding Structure Showing Bearing Liner

Figure 7-15. Tube Assembly Showing Raiis

,Center Yoke , Front Yoke=
—— -.

9
I
0

--— --

Guid
--

———— ——-——- -—-—-~I Ia

Figure 7-16. Sleigh With Attached

Cylinder

Recoil Cylinders, Gun Tube Secured
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Locking Wedges
in Locking Position Wedge Screws

Guide

Tor

Wedge ‘Recoil =
Locking Bolt Cylinders

Figure 7-17. Sleigh With Integral Recoil Cylinders

In addition to strength requirements, the sliding members must have ample contact surfaecs to insure a
reasonable bearing pressure. Large area alone, however, may not achieve a reasonable pressure if ensuing
deflections cause a reduction in the contact area and thereby intensify the pressure. Two types of deflation
may owur. One involves bending of the vertical members, which causes the contacting areas to rotate and thus
over!oad the edges of the bearing. This is illustrated by the phantom member in Fig. 7-18(A). If both members
are identically constructed, however, angular deflections will be equal and the whole contact area remains
intact. The otherdeflection concerns the quivalent cantilever beam of the bearing members, as illustrated by
the sectional view in Fig. 7-18(B). This dcflcetion poses a difficult problem because, as the beam deflects, the
load irnmodiatdy becomes redistributed over a smaller space with accompanying higher pressures. Since the
mating parts are of similar construction, they deflect similarly with the result that the contact areabecomes
progressively smaller and theoretically approacks a line. Actually, line contact never materials, but
pressure will peak ex~sively because of the deflections. A means of circumventing peak pressures employs
the practice of providing enough flexibility in the structure to enable the deflection of one mating surface to
conform to the deflection of the other and thus maintain the original contact area. This type of structure,
however, is not always feasible and may not be applicable to cradle design. If not, it is necessary to resort to
approximation methods that are available for determining the required bearing area. One such method
assumes a uniform load distribution with the maximum design pressure limited to 3.447 MPa, as noted earlier.

7-4.2.3 Design of Cradle Body
The cradle is a long, thin structural member that is subjeeted to bending, shearing, twisting, and axial loads.

Therefore, during the preliminary design stage, it is modeled as a beam element subjected to general
threedimensional loads. Simple beam theory is used to calculate stres=s in the cradle body. To calculate
stresses at a section, the resultant shear. moments. and direct forces must be known. The general procedure for
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(A) Looding Diagram

(B) Cantilever Beam Analogy

Figure 748. Slide and Guide Showing Aaaumed Defledom

oalculatingthcsc forces and moments calls fordcvelopingf=-bodydi~w forthoae portions of thecradk
under considemtion. Static equilibrium conditions, Eqs. 7-1 through 7-3, are then used to BOIVCfor the
unknown forces and moments.

To cahdate moments at a point, a general vector equation is used:

M=r XF, N=m (742) .

where
M = moment vector, Nom

r = Wor from centerline of a acction to point of application of force F’, m
F = force vector, N.
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The moment vector in Eq. 7-42 givea two moment components that cause bending of the section, and the third
component gives the torque (or twisting moment about the centroidal axis). These moment components are
then used to calculate bending and torsional stresses.

The stresses are evaluated at only a few points along the length of the cradk, i.e., where they arc anticipated
to reach their local maximum values or change signs.

Since there is more than one type of load acting on the structure, the designer should calculate stresses
separately at each cross section for each type of load. By suitably choosing a combination of loads, the designer
can then evaluate critical stresses. At a preliminary design stage it may be assumed that the loads due to firing,
travel, and lifting all act in the same plane. Bending stress u is calculated using the equation

and the average shearing stress T is calculated from

= WV , pa
T—

A

where
= distance to extreme fiber, m

V:= total shear at cross section, N
A = cross-sectional area mz.

(743)

(74$)

The equation for shearing stress is not exact but is adequate for a preliminary analysis. A better estimate of
the shearing stress (Ref. 3) can be obtained by using the quation

,= =J’vQpa
Ia

(7-45)

where
Q = first moment about neutral axis of area above level at which r is evaluated, m’
a = width of cross section at level where r is evaluated, m.

Eq. 744 is similar to Eq. 7-29. Usually the shearing stresses are very small compared to the bending stresses
and may be neglected. Note also that the rifling torque induces torsional shear stresses in the cradle body. By
use of the theory of torsion of thin-walled sections (Ref. 3), there can be verification that these shear stresses
too are low compared to the bending stresses. Therefore, shear stresses are also neglected at the preliminary
design stage.

7-43 REFINED LOAD ANALYSIS AND STRESS CALCULATIONS
Once preliminary analysis yields an acccptabk design based on strength and other requirements, a more

refined attalysisand design of thesystcmarc poasibk. Usually, amodcl of the system based onthc prciimbary
cksii is cunstntctod and subjected to field tests. Data from t&efield tests, e.~, reaction forces and dcfkdons,
arc used to refine the preliminary design models. It should be noted that the test model is designed with a
relatively high factor of safety. This practice is necessary to account for the uncertainty that the preliminary
modeling introduces in stress analysis. As noted in Chapter 3 the model cannot be subjected to a wide spectrum
of load tests. Tests for only those cases that arc considered to bc critical by the designer are carried out. The
remaining tests are simulated by a static and a dynamic mathematical mode!. These data too are used for the
refined load and stress analyses.

The dynamic model developed in Chapter 3 provides a general approach to evaluating firing loads, such as
clip reactions, equilibrator and elevating strut loads, and trunnion rcactiona. Accuracy of forces depends on
how closely the mathematical model describes the actual weapon. Once thcseforces and Ioadsare known, Eqs.
7-1,7-2, and 7-3 can be used to determine unknown direct forces, bending moments, torques, and shear forces
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at Various cross sections. These parameters are then used for further stress analysis. It shihtl~ bk ‘notd that
design features and functional characteristics peculiar to each individual weapon have a significant effect on
modeling the system. Therefore, the use of a universal model in the evaluation of artillery weapons is
impractical. Instead, the model must be tailored to the specific design of the system.

The same model, however, can be used to predict forces that act on the weapon due to travel loads. Once the
ground reactions have been evaluated, the loads that act on the cradle can be found by a successive series of
free-body diagrams of the trails, bottom carriage, and top carriage. Free-body diagrams similar to the one
shown in Fig. 7-19 for the cradle structure of the M 198 towed Howitzer (Refs. 4 and 5) are developed for other

(3++

\

“\

“+
TF = q-coordinate of f font clip reaction, m

q~ = q-coordinate of center of mass, m

TEL = q-coordinate of elevating strut, m

qEO= q-coordinate of equilibrator, m
(emt’donnextpage)

Figure 7-19. Free-Body Diagram of Cradle Structure (M198)
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rear clip reaction, m

breech opening cam force, m

rod pull force, m

elevating strut, m

equilibrator, m

counterrecoil buffing force$ m

cetier of mass, m

front end frictional force, m

rear end frictional force, m

relative rotation between masses #“ and MD (nonelmating mass), deg

rotation of MD around ground pivot, deg

originol angle of elevation, deg

force on elevating strut, N

force on equilibrator, N

force due to breech opening cam, N

counterrecoil buffing force, N

rod pull, N

clip reaction (rear end), N

clip reaction (front end), N

frictional force due to clip reaction (rear end), N

fricticmal force due to clip reaction (front end), N

mass of elevating (but nonrecoiing) mass, kg

trunnion reactions along and perpendicular to barrel, respectively, N

angle between elevating strut and (+-q) -axis, rod

angle between equilibrator and (+ -q)- axis, rod

Figure 7-19. (cent’d)
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structural components and used in analysis. When simulationof the*ntin andgroundrnovcmentis d~lcult,
a quasi-static approach is used (as is done for the design of M204 soft recoil system) to dc~~i~ tmd loads.
Typically two loading arrangements are considered (Refs. 4 and 5): a 6-g load acting through the center of the
wheels at an angle of 45 deg with the ground line and a 3-g vertical load. These loads produce high stresses in
the carriage structure. This is a statically indeterminate force analysis; therefore, an assumption that has
yielded satisfactory results is made to simplify the analysis. The assumption is that the elevating screw and
equilibrator forces can be determined from the condition that a 1-g load should be supported.

The lifting load analysis can be carried out by closely examining the lifting arrangement. Lifting brackets
usually are located on the front of the cradle and the rear of the carriage, as shown in Fig. 7-20 for the M 198
towed Howitzer. The division of the lifting loads between the cradle and the carriage depends on the geometry
of the lifting arrangement, i.e., length of the cables and the angles. The length of the cables should be taken so
that the bore of the weapon is horizontal and the forward cable makes an angle of 45 deg with the cradle. A 3-g
lifting load is used to determine various forces.

7-5 SAMPLE CRADLE DESIGN PROBLEM
Theideas and techniques presented in par. 74 are used in this paragraph for the design of cradle structures.

This paragraph is further divided into two subparagraphs. In par. 7-5.1 use of preliminary design procedures is
demonstrated, and in par. 7-5.2 use of the refined load and stress analysis procedures presented in par. 74.3 is
demonstrated. The cradle structure for the M 198towed Howitzer is taken as an example (Refs. 4 and 5). Test
data for this system are used to carry out redesign of the cradle and its other structural components.

Attachment Point
on Top Carriage Attachment

45 deg on Cradle

t

—---- .

Point

Y
\...

F = lifting force, N
M = mass of the entire structure, kg

Figure 7-20. Free-Body Diagram of Cradle Structure and Top Carnage Due to Lifting Loads
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7-5.1 PRELIMINARY DESIGN CALCULATIONS
7-5.1.1 Load Analysis

W~th reference to Fig. 7-5, let
a = 2.032 m
b = 0.S08 m
c= O.406m

W, = 44,482 N
F, = 8.05X106 N

d = 0.0025 m
e = 0.203 m
h= O.178m
6 = 60 deg.

b

K= 667,230 N
# = 0.15.

Eqs. 74 through 7-7 give, respectively,

fi = ().~5&, N

KR = K–fi –f2 = 667,230 – 0.15R1 – 0.15R2

F. = Fg + WlsinO – K, N

= 8.05X 106 + 44,482sin60° – 667,230

= 7,421493 N.
Eq. 7-8 gives

Rz = RI + Wlcose

= RI + 22,241, N.

(7,421,293 – 44,482sin60”)(0.203 – 0.0025) + (44,482cos 60°) 2.032

+ (2.032 – 0.508)R1 + 0.015 Rl(0.203 – 0.178)

= 8.O5X1O%O.2O3 + &(O.406 – 0.203)

(7,421,293 – 38,522)(0.2005) + 45,193.7 + 1.524R1 + 0.003751?1

= 1,634,150 + 0.203KR

or

7.526RJ – ~R = 535,521 N.
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Solving these simultaneous equations gives

RI = 153,064 N

Rz = 175,501 N

& = 617,914 N

A = 22,960 N

A = 26,325 N.

7-5.1.2 Rails and Slides
The reactions RI and lb are carried equally by two rails; the length LR of each rail is 2.286 m. These reactions

have been assumed to be triangular, but the reactions due to rifling torque T,are distributed uniformly. (Refer
to par. 7-4.2.2.) The width ~R of the rails is 0.0762 m, and their centcr-to-center distance d, is 0.4318 m. From
Eq. 7-11

T, = 0.6T2(0. 102)3248X106 = 62339 ~om
25

9

where
N,= 2S cal/tum, twist of rifhg
Pg = 248 MPL maximum propellant gas pressure
& = 0.102 m, radius of bore.

The trunnion load F, due to the torque from Eq. 7-21, given the span d, of the trunnion bearings as 0.711 m, is

F,=
62,339
0.711

= 87,678 N.

The load F; on the rails from Eq. 7-22 is

62,339
F;=— = 144,370 N.

0.4318

Therefore, the uniformly distributed load w, on rails due to rifhg torque is

F; 144,370
Wr=— = — = 63,154 N/In

LA 2.286

where
LJ!= length of rails, m.

(74)

Let Rz/ 2 represent the triangular portion of Rz’shown in Fig. 7-13 for each rail. The equivalent uniformly
distributed load wz is calculated as

(747)
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175,501X2
W2 = = 153,544 N/m.

2.286

Therefore, the total uniformly distributed load w is

W= W2+Wr = 153,544 + 63,154 = 216,698 N/m.

The maximum bearing pressure ob becomes

_ 216,698w
~br = = 2.84 MPa.

WR 0.0762

This pressure is acceptable.
Assume that rail and slide have identical cross-sectional dimensions, as shown in Fig. 7-18, i.e.,

a= b= O.019m

d=e=O.057m

and the seetion depth D, is, as previously given, 0.0254 m. Therefore,
1. Total load F is

F = D.w, N

= 0.0254X21 6,698 = 5504 N.

2. Area A of cross section in tension is

A = D4z, m2

= 0.0254X0.019 = 0.00048 m2.

3. Section modulus Z is

z =

=

4. Bending moment M is

Ds4z2 , ~3

6

0.0254 (0.019)2

6
= 1.53X10~ m3.

A-4= eF, N*m

= 0.057X5504 = 314 N*m.

From Eq. 741 the tensile stress u, is given as (Note that the section modulus Z = 1/c.)
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H+L 314 + 5504
Ul = = 217 MPa

ZA 1.53X104 0.00048

and the factor of safety 5“, assuming a yield strength of415 MPa, is given by Eq. 7-25 as

Sf= ~= 1.91.
217

7-5.13 Equilibrator Load
The equilibrator force FEis calculated by balanoing the weight moment J4w of the tipping parts about the

trunnions. By referring to Fig. 7-8,

A4v = r, WICOS(O+ C$I)+ r. Wi.cos(@ + @z), N*rn (7-54)

= 52,070 N-m

where
rl = moment arm from trunnion to W] = 1.905 m

= moment arm from trunnion to W. = 0.635 m
;= weight of reeoiling parts = 44,480 N
w.= weight of cradle = 17,800 N

O= 60 de% angle of elevation
= 4 minutes

: = –30 deg.

The equilibrator force F2 is determined by equating the equilibrator moment to the weight moment, i.e.,

rFE = MJV = 52,070 N-m. (7-55)

?hcrcfore, when the moment arm r from ttunnion to F., is 0.3048 m, the equilibrator force is

FE=
52,070
— = 170,833 N.
0.3048

The equilibrator attachment to the cradle is similar to the trunnion housing of Fig. 7-21. Details of the
attachment are shown in Figs. 7-8 and 7-22. Since theequilibrator force is transmitted at adistanee of 0.0993 m
above the cradle top, it must be transferred to the top of the cradle to determine the imposed loads. Thus the
e@mlmtlOads&atbdl Garedad M

0.30481L = + .524FE Si@ - A)+ 0.0993Fs COS(8 – A), N (7-56)

R~ =
--t). 1524(170,833)sinl 5° + 0.0993( 170,833)cos 15°

0.3048 0.3048

=31,651N.
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-Q

t- 0.025 m +-

0.4572 m ~-

F~ = trunnion reoction normal to bore centerline, N

# = load on roils due to rifling torque, N
R* = load on key, N

R; and ~t’ = maximum bolt Ioods, N
# ‘ reaction on trunnionhousing bolts due to rifling

torque, N

Figure 7-21. Trunnion Housing and Cross Section of Cradle
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F
0.1~24

4
Top of Cradle 0.0993 m

0.1524 m

li~

——— ——— —.—
Rail— + —.—— ——— ———

——. ——— ———

(A) Cross Section of Cradle (B) Mognified View of Loads
R3 and R4 on Crodle

~ 0.3048 m ~0.974 m * ~ Trumion

0.187 m

f
0.169 m

———— ———— ——— ——-— .—— — ———— zsLmL-

(C) Applied Loadson Cradle l?~ —-0.305 m+ “
w m
1

... .
Station O

normal reactii of front bearing, N

narnml reoction of rear bearing, N
loads an primarycradlestrycture, N
weight of crodle, N
shear reactionan key, N
right bolt reaction, N

left bolt reaction
maximumbolt load

Figure 7-22. Longitudinal Section and Applied Loads on Cradle
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0.30481?3 = 0.0993 FECOS(9– A) i- O.1524 FAn(0 – A), N

& = 0.0993( 170,833)cos15°

0.3048

= 75,866 N.

Tbcforce RE in Fig. 7-22 along the cradle is given as

& = FECOS(6- A)

where
A =45 deg. (See par. 7-5.1.4.)

7-5.1.4 Elevatig Gear Load

+ O.1524( 170,833)sin15°

0.3048

= 165,012 N (7-57)

The reaction & o~ the elevating gear arc is found by baIancing the moment about the trunnions. Additional
dimensions for Fig. 7-8 are

A = 45 dcg
Y =50deg
@=20 deg

& = 0.9144 m
a = 0.0025 m
b = 0.0051 m.

With rcferenoc to Fig. 7-8, summation of moments about the trunnion gives

F“ + Fgr = F*+ WlrNXM(O+ @l) + W“ss(O + @) + &&cns@, IWm (7-58)

(It is important to note that 4Z is negative as given in par. 7-5. 1.3.)
Based on given data and previous calculations

&R&os/3 = 0.9144X0.9401?Z = 0.861?g, N*m

rF” = 0.3048X170,833 = 52,070 N*m

W=r~s(9 + @J = 17,800X0.635X0.866 = 9788 Nom

Wwlcos(6 + @l) = 44,482X1.905X0.499= 42,284 N*m

Fiu = 7,421,293X0.0025 = 18,553 N-m

F@ = 8.05X IOGX0.0051 = 41,055 Nvn.

Substituting these values into Eq. 7-60 gives

41,055 + 52,070 = 18,553 + 42,284 + 9788 + 0.86Rg

o.86& = 22,500

740
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Rg = 26,162 N.

With reference to Figs. 7-8 and 7-23, the loads at the attihments of the elevating arc to the cradle are
calculatedby resoMng the gear tooth Ioad aboutth- at~hrmnti. Takernomcntsabouttic intersection of
R~Rand RRH,the shear ~a~ion on the key, and solve for RRL(No*: angles e. A and Y= shown in Fig. 7*.),
i.e.,

0.508RRL = O. 109 Rgsin[(d + B + Y) – 90°] + 0.356 &cos[(fJ + /3+ Y) – 900], N (7-59)

= O,IO!IRJ-COS(6 + fl + y)] + 0.3561?~sin(0+ B + ~)

= O.109(26, 162)(-cosl 30°) + 0.356(2&~ 62)sin 130°

= 1833 + 7135 = 8968

RRL = 17,654 N

RRR = RRL + RJ–cos(8 + /3+ 7)], N

= 17,654 + 26;162 (–COSi~@) = 17,654 + 16,817

, = 34,471 N

A

T
0.503 m :o.~2

I –1
T, 0.203 m 0.859 m

?l l\ 0.356In

R~ ‘ shear reaction on key, N

% = left bolt reaction, N

‘RR = right bolt reaction, N

Figure 7-23. Loads on Elevating Arc

741
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I?RH = R~sin(O + @+ Y) = 26, 162(sin 130°) = 20,041 N. (741)

7-5.1.5 Trunnion Loads
l%e trunnion reactions FA and F~ are determined, respectively, by the summation of forces parallel and

perpendicular to the centerline of the bore, as shown in Fig. 7-8. The equation for the forces perpendicular to
the centerline is

F~ = F&sh(@ – A) + &S@ – ~ICOS6 – ~.COSe, N (7-62)

= 170,833sin 15°-1-26, 162sin20° – 44,482cos60° – 17,800cos60°

= 44,214 + 8948 – 22,241 – 8900 = 22,021 N.

The equation for the forces parallel to the ecttterline ii

FA = FECOS(6 – A) + Wlsi.n(?+ WCsinO + l?gcos~ + F~ – F“, N (7-63)

= 170,833cos15° + 44,482sin60° + 17,800sin60° + 26, 162cos20°

+ 8,050,000 – 7,421,293 = 872,241 N.

The maximum load on the trunnion housing bolts is applied when the rifling torque is maximuq i.e.,
T,= 62,339 N-m as calculated in par. 7-5.1.2. The reaction F~on the trunnion housing bolts due to T, is (See
Fig. 7-21.)

l?”= “ = 132,636 N
2X0.235

FN = 22,021
—= II,OIIN

Y 2

FA = 872,241
= 436,121 N.

T 2

With reference to Fig. 7-21, and taking moments about reaction R:, the maximum bolt load f?; is

“=-(+)-W-F’)*”
= 201,321 N.

Assume that there are four bolts, each with a root area of 0.00013 mz. Therefore,
1. The total root area A over which the load acts is

.4 = 4X0.00013 = 0.00052 m2.

2. The tensile stress u, is

742
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R; = 201,321
ol=— = 387 MPa.

A 0.00052

3. The safety factor% ~suming a yield strength of the material = 690 M Pa, is

s’=% = 1.78.

~e load Ron each key—sinm there are two keys (See Fig. 7-21.)—is

IL=+ = 436,121 N. (7-64)

The shear area As is (length of the key O.I !43 m multiplied by its width 0.019 m in Fig. 7-21)

A. = 0.1 143X0.O [9 = 0.0022 mz.

and the shear stress ~ is

R.
T = — = 198 MPa.

As

The bearing area Ab is (len@ of the keyxhalf of the depth, Fig. 7-21)

&s O.I 143X0.0095 ==0.0011 m2

and the bearing stress u~ is

R.v
Obr = — = 396 MPa.

Abr

The trunnion bearings are designed for the loads that are present when the rifling torque is maximum.Only
this condition is investigatedhere. Otherconditions may also be inv~tigated. By previous calculations

F,= 87,678 N
& = 22,021 N
F~ = 872,241 N.

Therefore, the maximum trunnion load Fr is

FT = ~(FAj2)2 + (F~/2 + F,)*= 447,147 N. (7-65)

The trunnion in the hub is shown in Fig. 7-24. Assumetfiangu]ar distributionsfor the reactions in the
housing cylinder. Then

1. The moment of inertia 1 = m#/64, where d = diameter of the trunnion, is

I = fi (0.0701)4 = 1.19X104 m’.
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F~ I
0.0254 m ––- -.

4 Hub

v
II t

T

I

‘ ‘“/[

00’23 m~~’’”’~~
0.147 m

11

-. -- -J 1
/

Trunnion ~~.o.,o, ..—4

Figure 7-24. Tnusnion Loads and Reactions

2. The bending moment M is

A4 = 0.0423F’r = 18,914 N*m.

3. The bending stress u is by Eq. 7-44

.~= 18,914X0.03505 = 557 ~pa
a

r 1.19X104

where c = 0.0701/2 = 0.03505 m (distance of the extreme fiber from the neutral axis is half the diameter of the
trunnion).
Since this is a short beam, the shear stress r may be severe and, therefore, must be determined by the equation
(Ref. 3)

(7-66)

= 152 MPa

where
A~ = moment about neutral axis of cross+ectional area of tnmnion above neutral axis, m3

A = :x%x 0.07012= 0.0019 mz (cro~s-sectional area of trunnion above neutral axis, m?

f = 0.0701 m (diameter of trttnniow m)
~= 0.0149 m (distance of centroid of cross section above neutral axis from neutral axis, m).
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The reactions produced by the rifling torque are transmitted directly from the slides to the trunnion housing
and, therefore, do not enter into the analysis of the primary cradle structure. All the remaining normal and
axial loads and reactions are considered. With reference to Figs. 7-21 and 7-22, the reactions now become

()0.147 F~
R,= — FA– — ,N

0.457 2

= 269,557 N

&= ()0.147

E “++ ‘N

(7-67)

(7-68)

= 291,578 N

= 872,241 N.

To compute stresses and deflections, the bending moment, axial force, and shear force acting at every
section must be calculated. Fig. 7-22 shows loads applied on the cradie. Since all the forces have been
determined, the quations of equilibrium, Eqs. 7-1 through 7-3, are not required to determine unknown foroes.
For any section, however, the three quantitks—bcndii moment M, axial (horizon@I) fo= Fn, ~ $~
(vetical)force ~~ unknowns and must bcdetermined by the use of the equilibnumequations. Eq. 7-1 can
be used to detetminethe axial force F’K.Eq. 7-2an be US4 to determine theshe~for~ ~~. % 7-3 ~~ II*
to determine the bending moment M. By making use of these equations and Fig. 7-22, the thrccquatttitb arc
determined for some important cross sections along the length of the cradle. These results are summarized and
tabulated in Table 7-1.

7-5.1.6 Stress and Deflection
Eq. 7-43 is used to determine the maximum stress due to bending that occurs in the cradle body. The effects

due to shearing and axial forces are neglected because the bending component is dominant. The calculations
presented in Table 7-2 me used to compute the moment of inertia L of the cradle cross section. The moment of
inertia is composed principally of two parts-that of the cradle section L and that of the gun tube lr. Ftg. 7-21 is
used to compute the values of M/1.

I= Ic+&, m4 (7459)

= 0.0019 m’.

The moment of inertia fti at the baseline BL is from Table 7-2

IBL = 2Ad2 + ZIO, m’

= 0.0017 m’

(7-70)

where
10 = moment of inertia of pti about its own neutral axis, m’.
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k8tiotL m x, m

1.507
1.397 0.11:

1.355 0.042

1.203 0.152
0.550 0.653

0.305 0.245
0.229 0.076
0.051 0.178

0 0.051

-0.127 0.127

-0.203 0.076
-0.229 0.026
-0.3S1 0.1s2

Ml&HDBK-78S(AR)

TABLE 7-1
SUMMARY OF F’v, ~&’, Mx, MY, AND ~

Fv, N

75,866(RJ
153,064(R1)

o

+;,:;; ff?’)
9

-17,654(h)
–291,578(RC)

o

0

–175,~i(&)

34,471(Riu)
269,557(Rr)

o

XFV,N

75,866
228,930

228,930

197J79
181,864

164,210
–127W
–127-

-127S68

–302,869

-268,398
1,159’
1,159’

FM,N y, m

o 0

W&t) 0.16!

165,080(&) 0.187
0

891W 0.017
0
0

20,041(RNf) 0.169

87Z578(RJ 0.187

26,325@ 0.136
0

617,91& 0.067

‘wi@-30j=&904i N
%6uimumLudiItg momcntoaum 0.229mia froatofthctrmmioa.
ZFvAauld be mm. Avalueof 1,159N resuh fromroundingoff.

Momatafbw&u basedOn F- 7-21.

TABLE 7-2
DATA FOR COMPUTING L*

Dimcu3iotLm A, m’ d, m

0.4S72X0.2794 0.1277 0.140
0.4064X0254 -0.1032 0.152
0.2286X0.0762 0.0174 0.318
o.m4xo.0254 -0.0039 0.318

z 0.0380

●Noe.DlmmdOn=bxbeiRhtof MrtlOfthescuion

Ad, ml

0.0179
-0.0157

0.0055
-0.0012

0.0065

M,, Nm

o
-8,345

-9,615

–34,798
-128,823

-44,557
–12#80

22,671

6,4%

16,176

23,018
6,978

My, N*m
o
0

-3,696

–30,870
o

151
0
0

3,387

163,172

–3,580

41,400

Adl. m’

0.0025
-0.0024

0.0018
-0.0004

0.001s

M, Nm

o
–8,345

–12,041
–21,656
–52s26
-87,324

-216,147
-215,996
-260ss3
-n3,033d
-250,362
-246,975
-240,479
-77,307
-61,131
-64,711
–41 ,693
–34,715

6,685

0.0008
+Mo6

o.-

-10.0002

TIM distanm ~ from the baseline to the neutral axis of the section-using the data from Table 7-2—is

(7-71)

.= !M!62= 0.1711 m
0.038
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and

ZAii2 = 0.001 I m’.

Therefore, by Eq. 7-72—where HO = Land ZAd2 = Zk?z—the moment of inertia L of the cradle Section is

I. = IBL – ZA~2, m’ (7-72)

= 0.0017 – 0.0011 = 0.0006 m’.

Accordingly, the distance c from the extreme fiber to the neutral axis is

c = 0.356 – ~, m (See Fig. 7-23.) (7-73)

= 0.356-0.1711 = 0.1849 m.

Therefore, the bending stress u by Eq. 744 is

=A4c= 273,033X0. 1849 = 84 ~4 ~pa
a

T
. .

0.0006

The bending stress u of 84.14 MPa falls far below the stress that would yield a factor of safety of 1.5.
Rigidity, however,is a propertyof higherprioritybecauselargedeflectionseventuallyresultk pooraccuracy.
Thus greaterrigidity should be maintained to promote better accuracy.

Deflections are determined by the moment area method. Fkst, the deflection for the breech end is
deterrnhed by computing the moment of the A4/Idiagram at this point, Station-0.381 m. (See Table 7-1 and
Fig. 7-25.) This deflection is normal to the tangent of the elastic line at Station 1.507 m. The calculations that
follow, which are summarized in Table 7-3, refer to Station -0.381 m.

The moment of inertia Jr of the tube is

= 0.0013 m’

given
De= 0.4064 su outer diameter of tube
DI = 0.2032 ~ inner diameter of tube.

The areas & bet- stations are computed and their eentroids Z determined. For exampl~ consider the
computation of atypical centroid Zfor F@ 7-25. Thecentroid of the first area is O.152/2 = 0.076 mfrom the
Station -0.381 m. The second area is a trapezoid whose ccntroid is h(a i- 2b)/[3(a + b)] = 0.0133 mfrom the
short parallel arm. Here, a is the short parallel arm, b is the long parallel arm, and h is the width of the
trapezoid between the two parallel arms. Thus the centroid of the second area from the Station -0.381 m is
0,0133 + 0.152 = 0.1653 m, as shown in Table 7-3. Table 7-3 shows the moment of each area about Station
-0.381 m. Values of ZAMwere calculated from the metric values of E and AMand rounded to the allowable
number of significant figures. From Table 7-3

XAM = 120,586 kN/m.
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E, m

0.0761
0.1653
0.2184
0.3198
0.4064
0.5220

MIMIDBK-7fWAR)

TABLE 7-3
MOMENTS OF AREAS ABOUT STATION -0381 m

AM, MPa

3.3
0.593
2.34
4.93
6.52

24.5

ZAM,kN/m II Z, m

251
98.0

511
1>77
2@o

1Z7W

0.6474
0.8085
1.212
1.654
1.754
1.81S

AM.MPa

10.67
27.79
51.99
5.58
0.372
0.241

ZA~, kN/m

6,910
a470
63,010
9#1

652
437

Therefore, the deflection A at Station +.381 is

~ . SAM

E
(7-75)

= 120,586X103 = ~ ~6 ~

200,000X 106 “

where the modulus of elasticity E = 200,000 MPa. The corresponding angular deflection 81at Station 4.381
is

Adfll=~ra (7-76)

0.0006 00006= - = 0.0003 rad
= 1.507 – (-0.381) 1.888

,,,(, !, ,., .},
where

f.= distancebetweenstations,i.e.,between Stations -0.381 m and 1.507 m, m.

Assume that the clearance between the railand slide is 0,00025 m extending along the entire icngth. This
clearance permits the tube to rotate through a small angle until the rails become cocked in the slides. In this
example, the length of the slides is 2.286 m. Thus the angle 62through which the tube rotates because of rail
cbrancx ‘is

oo~~ - ().()0011 rad.&=-.
2.286

Therefore, the total angular deflection of the gun tube that is attributable to the cradle structure is

0=01+62 (7-77)

= 0.00043 rad.

7-5.2 REFINED DESIGN CALCULATIONS AT SEVEN SELECTED CROSS SECTIONS
Once the preliminary design has been determined to be satisfactory, estimates of the arcaa and moments of

inertia of various cross sections along the cradle body arc available. The techniques discussed in this paragraph
and in par. 7-4.3 for a refined design calculation can now be applied.
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Table 74 shows the cross-sectional properties of the cradle body. Since this exampk illustrates design
calculations specifically related to the M198Howitzer,datafrompar.7-5.1 are not used here. Table 7-5 shows
the forces that act on the cradle body for various angles of elevation.

TABLE 7-4
CROSS-SECTIONAL PROPERTIES OF CRADLE BODY FOR M198 TOWED HOWITZER

X. m
0-0.152

0.152-0.343
0.3434.3%
0.39M.645
0.645-1.067
1.067-1.295
[.295-1.448
1.448-1.524
1.524-1.626
1.626-1.676
1.676-1.715
1.715-1.905
1.905-2.419
2.419-2-959

A. mz
0.0155
0.0155
0.01s5
0.0[21
O.(MI97
0.0129
0.0187
0.0170
0,0170
0.0I74
0.0239
0.0219
0.0097
0.0097

ZI, m’ Z2,m’
0.W052 0.00052
o.otK)51 0.00051
0.00052 0.000S2
0.0W88 0.00088
0.00058 0.(XK)58

0.00066
HIE 0.00076
0.00057 0.00057
0.00077 0.00066
0.00076 0.00066
0.0007I 0.00I20
0.00080 0.fX)169
0.00058 0.000S8
0.00057 0.00057

X = distana to section from irunnioncsntcrlisse, m
A = uu of cross section in tension, mz
ZI = 8ection mottuttu on lower side of cradle, m’
Z2E stUion modulus on upper side of cradle, m’

Note The vahes of -and section moduli represent ●mmge values in the mngc of the cross sections given in the firstcolumn and ●e
onlyfor one side of the cmdk body.

TABLE 7-5
FORCES ACTING ON CRADLE FOR M198 TOWED HOWITZER

y + e, deg

o
35
45
50
75

A,deg r, deg Tv, N
– 10.97 14.4 26,580

11.39 2.97 2I,430
9.85 -0.30 24,450
8.65 - I .93 37,565

+).57 -9.8 31.875

TM.N

224,200
206,205
209,675
277,120
275.770

S,. N
9,475

9,::
25,230
38.260 7

S~, N

–3, [50
1270
5,720

-10,730
30.190

Y = original angk of ekwtion, deg
y+@=an@ebetween bm?eland horkom81,dq

A=anglebctuocss oquilibmtorandqdcg
r=angiebctwce nckvuingstrutand bmdjdcg

Tr,TE= trumtimtreactions_ieutar tOanddO~ them MSpOCtiVCIY,N
sl=ciip~8tmettd, Iu
&==dIp tion ●t front end, N

The data given in Table 7-5 can be obtained either from field tests or from mathematical models. By
referring to Fig. 7-26 (A), it is seen from the free-body diagram that the data in Table 7-5 render the structure
determinant. By applying Eqs. 7-1 through 7-3, the unknown forces FEand Fsare obtained. Also note that the
frictional forcesfi and/z, which depend on S1 and &, respectively, are obtained by applying Eqs. 7-I through
7-5. Reds of the analysis described are shown in Table 7-6. Sufficient data now exist tocakulate the streasea
and forces at various cross sections along the cradk body.

7-50
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● 1.744 rn~

s,
FE

(A) Free-Body Diagram of Cradle Structure

(B) Refmd Free-8ody Diogrom of Cradle Structure

Figure 7-26. Fre&Body Diagrams of M198 Howitzer Cradle Structure

Before the stress analysis can be carried out, the cross-sectional properties of the cradle body are required.
Fig. 7-26(A) shows the side view of the cradle body. Table 74 summarizes the cross-sectional properties of the
cradle for various cross sections. There are fm angks of elevation for which the forces have been evaluated.
Stress ●nalysis is carried out for each case separately. Since all the forces are coplanar, the stresses are
evaluated by using the equation

7-s1
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TABLE 7-6
FORCES ACTING ON THE CRADLE BODY FOR M198 TOWED HOWITZER

T + f?,deg FE,N F,, N J, N fz, N

o 82,848 144,890 1890 63I
35 63,725 143,600 28 250
45 59,995 147,575 1850 1140
50 58,270 212,450 5049 2145
75 53,165 21Z020 7650 6036

FC= equilibrator force, N
F,= fo= in ekvating strut, N
/t= f~oA fo- due to rem end clip reaction, N
A = ftiotmt forecdueto frontend clip reaction, N

Note The coefficient of friction M= 0.2.

(7-78)

combined stress, Pa
moment along z-axis, N-m
section modulus about x-axis given by L/c, with c as distance of extreme fiber from x-axis, m3
axial force, N
cross-seetionaJ are%mz.

lf the axial force P is tensile, it must be added to the tensile bending stress and subtracted from compressive
bending stress, i.eq the appropriate algebraic sign in Eq. 7-78 should be used. Theeffcct of shearing stresses is
neglected. If shearing stmssea are included in the analysis, an effcetive stress u. (von Mises’ failure condition)
must be calculated as follows (Ref. 2):

0,= ~02 + 3,2, Pa. (7-79)

This stress UCmust be checked against the yield stress for the material for strength requirements. The criteria
(Eq. 7-79) are based von Mises’ failure condition. (The maximum shear stress failure criterion is used in
preliminary design.) Stresses are calculated only for a seleeted number of cross seetions, as shown in Fig.
7-26(B) (Ref. 4), i.e., where Mti and Pi denote the bending moment of the cradle and the axial force,
respectively, at section i. These cross sections are selected at some critiad locations where either cross-
scctional properties change or forces are transmitted.

At Section 1 (x= 0.3% m):

MCI= qRTv, Nm

p, = TH, N.

At Section 2 (x = 0.645 m):

M~z = Mel – ail, N*m

PI = TH –fl, N.

(7-80)

(7-81)

7-52
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At Section 3 (x = 1.295 m):

Af.3 = ~~Q~~ – (qK! – q~)~l – afi, Nom

P3 = TH–~, N.

(7-82)

At Section 4 (x = 1.448 m):

A&4 = JWC3– &@cosA, N*m

P4 =p3– FECOSA, N.

At Section 5 (x = 1.715 m):

IMC5= qELTV – (T?EL– qR)~I + (IIEL– qrQ)F~sinA – ~EQF’ECOSA– afl, N*m
(7-83)

P5 = P4, N.

At Section 6 (x = 1$05 m):

Mr6 = M.$ – &F..cosr, Nom

P6 = PS – FSCOST,N.

At Section 7 (x = 2.419 m):

(7-84)

MC7 = q~Tv – (qp - ~R)SI + (VJF– @FESinA

– (VF – qEL)F,sinr – aji – &QFECOSA– &LF,cosr, Nm (7-85)

(Negative values of Acorrespond to FEabove the barrel axis and vice versa. Negative values of rcormspond to
f?, above the bard axis and vice versa.)

Note that the moment diagram will not close, i.e., M.?#O, sin= in predicting the forces,
1. Weight was negkctd.
2. Acceleration. were neglected.
3. Frictional fomes were estimated crudely.

These equations, however, do provide a realistic model to the cradle body and establish a more reasonable
basis for structural design than has been availabk in the past. A conservative design procedure is to consider
the maximum bending moment and the maximum axial force at a partictdar cross ~on to be acting
simultaneously. This is done even if the moment and force are Occurnng at different times or angles of
ekvation. This philosophy is applied in the design calculations that follow. Five cases, i.e., five different values
for (y i- 0), will be considered.

Case 1. T -1-t? = Odeg. (Calculated values for Af~and P,—using Eqs. 7-80 through 7-85 and the data from
Tables 7-5 and 7&arc listed in Table 7-7.)

Distances:
vu= 0.564 m

qfi = 1.772 m
~w = 1.403m .

VF = 2.883 m

7-s3
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TABLE 7-7
VALUES OF ~d AND R FOR CASE 1

Section I Moment ~d, I Axial Force PI,
N-m N

J
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

14,980
14,835
29,195
12,700
13,200

–8.130

224,200
222,310
222,310
140,980
140,980

642
-46;700 I 642

;:: ::!:!:
&= O.152m
cu = 0.1302 m.

Forces:
TV= 26,580 N
TH= 224,200 N
SI = 9475 N
fi= 1890 N
FE= 82,850 N
F,= 144,890 N.

Angles:
A = –10.97 deg
T = 14.4 deg.

Case 2. y -1-0 = 35 deg. (Calculated values for Al~ and J%using Eqs. 7-80 through 7-85 and the data from
Tables 7-5 and 7&arc listed in Table 7-8.)

Distances: Same as Case 1.

Forces:
TV= 21,430 N
Tn = 206,205 N
sl =J40N
/i=28N
FE= 63,725 N
F,= 143,600 N.

A4P=”
A=ll.39dcg
T = 2.97 deg.

Case 3.7 + t? = 45 deg. (Calculatd values for MCIand Pi—using Eqs. 7-80 through 7-85 and the data from
Tables 7-5 and 7&arc listed in Table 7-9.)

Distances: Same as Case 1.

Forces:
TV= 24,450 N
TM= 209,675 N
JII = 9245 N
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TABLE 7-8
VALUES OF Mu AND Pi FOR CASE 2

SccLion

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

MomentMti,
N-m
I2,080
12,077
29,960
17,265
29,800
7,970

37,300

Axial Force Pi,
N

206,205
206,cm0
206,000
144,000
M4,000

%

TABLE 7-9
VALUES OF Mti AND Pj FOR CASE 3

Section
Moment M~, Axial Force Pi,

N-m N

1 13,780 209,675
2 13,600 207,800
3 26,400 207,800
4 14,400 I49,000
5 23,800 I49,000
6 1,670 1,150
7 30,500 1,150

J = 1850 N
FE= 59,990 N
F. = 147,575 N.

Angles:
A = 9.85 deg
r = -0.30 deg.

Case4. Y -t 8 = 50 deg. (Calculated values for Md and PI—using Eqs. 7-80 through7-85 and the data from
Tables 7-5 and 7-6- am listed in Table 7-10.)

Distances:samcascase1.

Foroes:
TV= 37,565 N
TU= 277,120 N
SI = “25,230N
ji=5049N
F“ = 58,270 N
F, = 212,450 N.

Angles:
A = 8.65 deg
T = -1.93 deg.

casc5. y+o=75 values for Md and P~us&~s. 7-80 through 7-85 and thedata from
Tables 7-5 md %6-me.

WtanccS sameascascl.

Fomcs:
Tv= 31,875 N
TH= 275,770 N
S, = 38,260 N
ji = 7650 N
& = 53,165 N
F,= 212,020 N.

Angles
A z -0.57 deg
r = -9.8 deg.
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TABLE 7-10
VALUES OF ~d AND PI FOR CASE 4

Section
Moment M~, Axial Force A,

Nom N \

:
3
4
5
6
7

21,1m
20,800
31,200
22,400
39?300

-9,831
26.UKI

277,120
272,100
272,100
215,500
215#00

2,164
X164

TABLE 7-11
VALUES OF ~d AND Pi FOR CASE 5

Section

:
3
4
5
6
7

MomentJ&, Axial ForcePh
N*m N
17,960 275,770
17,380 268,100
12,020 268,100
1,230 215,000

-1,319 215,tM0
–33,080 6,033

6.033

The maximum bending moments M- and maximum axial forces P* at each s-ion am dete~in~ by
examining Tables 7-7 through 7-11. These maximum values are listed in Table 7-12.

TABLE 7-12
MAXIMUM BENDING MOMENTS AND MAXIMUM AXIAL FORCES

Stction
MaximumRendingMoment JIG, Nm

Mm W and Elevation
1 21,170 Case4,50deg

2 I 20,800I Case4, SOdtg

3131*I Case4, SOdeg

4’ I 22,400I Case4,50deg

5

I

Caac4,50d~
-7% Case$75 dcg

6 -33,080 Case5,75 deg
7,970 CaseZ 35deg

7 -46,700 Case1, 0 dcg
37,700 Case 2,35 deg

Maximumikki Foree P-, N

P&I
277,L20

272,100

272JO0

215*

215m

6,033

Case aad Ekvation2
Cma4,50de8

caae4,50dtg

Case4,5Qdeg

Caac4, SOd~

6,033 I Case5,75 deg

7-5.2.1 *am Cakulationa for Section 1
At Section 1 the maximum bending moment and maximum axial stress both oumr at SOdcg, Case 4.

Therefore,
—

P-
s.=~=

277,120
= 22.9 MPa

0.0121

Mfmu 21,170
Sb=y= — = 24.1MPa

0.00088

u ‘fi’c+fh = 47 MPa
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where
s. = tensile stress in cradle section due to axial force, Pa
& = tensile stress in cradle section due 10 bending moment, Pa

Pa = maximum axial force (See Table 7-12.), N
A = cross-sectional area (See Table 7-14.), mz

Ma = maximum bending moment (See Table 7-12.), N“m
zl = section modulus on lower side of cradle (See Table 74.], m’
o= bending stress, Pa.

7-5.2.2 Stress Calculations for Section 2
At Section 2 the maximum bending moment and maximum axial stress both occur at 50 dcg, Case 4.

Therefore,

P- 272,100
s.=~=— = 22.5 MPa

0.0121

M max 20,800
ti’b” — = 23.6 MPa

Z1= 0.00088

u = S= + Sb = 46.1 MPa.

7-5.2.3 Stress Calculations for Section 3
At Section 3 the maximum bending moment and maximum axial stress occur at 50 deg, Case 4. Therefore,

Pmax 272,100se=~= — = 14.6 MPa
0.0187

A!& 31,200
&=~= = 47.3 MPa

0.00066

(7= S,+ S~ = 61.9 MPa.

7-5.2.4 Stress Calculations for Section 4
At Section 4 the maximum bending moment ●nd maximum axial stress both occur at 50 deg, Case 4.

ThCrcforc,

Pm$l.r=
sc=—

215,500
— = 11.5 MPa

A 0.0187

Mtax 22,400
sb=~= = 33.9 MPa

0.00066

u = Se+ & = 45.4 MPa.

7-5.2.5 Strrn Calculations for Section 5
At Section 5 the maximum bending moment

Therefore,
and the maximum axial force occur at 50 deg, Case 4.
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Pmax . 215,500
sc=— — = 9.8 MPa

A 0.0219

M max 39,300—— = = 49. I MPaSb – ~1
0.00080

U= S.i-& = 58.9MPa.

The resultant stress value is obviously lower for Af = – 1319 N-m for the 75deg elevation, Case 5.

7-5.2.6 Stress Calculations for Section 6
At Section 6 the maximum bending moment and the maximum axial load occur at 75 deg, Case 5.

Therefore,

Ps.=~’ 6033
= 0.28 MPa

A 0.0219

M
sb=~”=

33,080
= 41.4 MPa

0.00080

u=s.+sb = 41.7 MPa.

The stress value is lower when M = 7970 N*m is considered.

7-5.2.7 Stress Calculations for Section 7
At Section 7 the maximum bending moment occurs at Odeg, Case 1, and the maximum axial force occurs at

75 de~ Cast 5. Therefore,

Psc=~= 6033
= 0.62 MPa

A 0.0097

M
fi’b=s=

46,700
= 80.5 MPaZ1 0.00058

tT=&+& = 81.1 MPa.

The - value is lower when M = 37,700 N=mis considered.

7-6 DESIGN FOR RIFLING TORQUE
Thedesign data show that at 0.005 196s the cradle arms arc subjected to the maximum torque produced by

the rifling torque reaction on the guide assemblies shown in Fig. 7-27. The resulting torsional shear stress is
maximum on the outside of the center fiber of each cradle arm. At this point the bending stresses are zero. The
octahedral shear stress theory or von Mises’ yield condition (Ref. 2) is used to combine the torsional shear
stress with the uniform compressive stress produced by the axial component of the t runnion reaction. That is,
Eq. 7-79 is used to calculate the effective stress, which should be less than the material yield stress for a safe
design.

7-s8
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B— -
I
I

I
A

Figure 7-27. Torque Reaction on Guide Assembly

Note that beyond Section 3, the axial force (See Table 7-12.) producing uniform compressive stress is
reduced by the elevating mechanism and the quilibrator reactions. Hence we shall consider the sections O.J27
m, 0.254 m, and 1.016 m as representative of the stress conditions. (The values given indicate distances from the
trunnion.)

Design data are
Axial force P = 146 kN
Twist of rifling ~, = 20 cal/tum
Propellant gas force Fc = 728 kN
Bore radius R = 0.077 m
Distance between reactions on rails 4 = 0.603 m.

The rifhtg torque Z is given by Eq. 7-1 I as

().6T2R~F8, N.~

Tr= .
N,

Therefore, based on the given data, T, = 983.5 N-m. The force 1? on the guides due to the rifling torque is

~=+,N (7-86)

F;=
983.5

— = 1631 N.
0.603

The torque Ton the cradle arm is

T = f)d? , Nom

where
Db = bore diameter, m

(7-87)

T= 2 (0.077)(1631) = 2S2 N-m.
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7-6.1 STRESSES AT SECTION 0.127 m
Design data are

Cross section width b = 0.203 m
Cross section height h = 0.076 m
Axial force P = 146 kN
Torque T= 252 N*m.

The shear stress ~ is given by

T= ~,Pa
obh

where
a =f(b/h) for rectangular cross sections, dimensionless

‘Y(O.M3/O.076) ‘fi2.67) = 0.26 (from Ref. 3).

Therefore, by Eq. 7-88

252 = 0.83MPa.
T = (0.26)(0.203)(0.076)2

The tensile stress a is

a P 146X103= —=
A (0.203)(0.076)

e 9.5 MPa.

Therefore, by Eq. 7-81 the effective stress 9Cis

= 9.61 MPa.

7-6.2 STRESSES AT SECTION 0.254 m
Design data arc

b = 0.203 m
h = 0.073 m
P=i46kN
T= 2S2 Nom.

Therefore, by Eq. 7-88

252
T = (0.267)(0.203)(0.073)2

where
a =j(O.203/O.073) =X2.78) = 0.267.

The tensiic stress u is

P_ 146X103

‘=z– (0.203)(0.073)

= 0.87 MPa

= 9.9 MPa.

(7-88)
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~hercforc, by litq. 7-79 the effective stressu, is

o.= /-= [(9.9)’+ 3(0.87)2]’”=10MI%.

7-63 STRESSES AT SECTION 1.016 m
Design data am

b = 0.203 m
h = 0.203 m
t = 0.0127 m

P=146kN
T= 2S2 Nm.

Since a thin-walled seaion is now bckg oonsidared, the shear stress r is given by

where
t= section thickness, m.

Therefore, by Eq. 7-89

7 =

The tensile stress u is

T T= —,Pa
2bht

(7-89) I

,.

252”” ‘=024 Mpa.

2(0.203)(0.203)(0.0127) “

P 144X103
u = z = (0.203)(0.203)

Tkcforc, the effective stress u, is by Eq. 7-79

= 3..5 hdP&
~ ,,

a.= /a’ + 3T2 = [(3.5)2 + 3(0.24)2] ’/2

.,. , ,, =3.6 MPa’ ‘, “ ~,’

AU straws calculated arc in tb acceptabk rangq Le., below the allowable StrCSSof the ~

7-7 ADVANCED DESIGN TECHNIQUES
Although the methods of analysis and design discussed h previous paragraphs have been adequate in the

pasG they am inwiequtfe for more realistic design of oomplex structures. The given methods provide a good
tool for analysis and design by hand calculations dttrin the preiirhinary design stage bccauss simplifkd

1%determinate structural models are adequate at the preli inary design stage, However, for many compkx
structures-such as the cradk-geometry, Ioading, and boundary conditions arc quite compkx and determi-
nate models are inadequate.Therefore, refinedstructuralmodels and analysis methodsmust be used for the
final design. In this paragraph advanced design techniques for cradle structures are presented.

“Advanced design techniques” means that a refined model for the cradle structure is used to represent its
geometry accurately. Also the boundaty and loading conditions are specified so that they closely match the
actual environment. This can be done using available stress analysis methods and computer-~f~warc.Avery
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powerful stress analysis technique, the finite element method, has been developed and tested over the last two
decades, and many computer programs for stress analysis based on this method are available commercially.
These programs are being widely used in the industtyfor the design of practical structural systems and should
be used for the design of towed artillery systems. Discussion of use of the method for analysis and design of top
and bottom carriage structures is presented in Chapters 8 and 9.

An introduction to the finite element method is given in Appendix B. Various terminologies used in the
method, modeling concepts, and procedures are presented there. A designer who is not familiar with these
ideas must review material given in Appendix B. Also an introduction to a commercially available computer
program, NASTRAN, for stress analysis is given in Appendix B. This introduction should give the user an
overview of the capabilities of the program and the type of data needed to use it.

7-7.1 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
As noted in Appendix C, development of a finite element model for the structural system requires great care

and understanding of the basic behavior of the structure. The designer should spend time and effort in
modeIing the system, i.e., he should investigate the possibility of usingdifferent finite elements to model the
structure. A discussion of these aspects for the cradle structure of M 198 towed Howitzer is presented in this
paragraph.

The cradle is a three-dimensional structure with two planes of symmetry. The cradle arms are hollow,
rectangular sections fabricated by welding plates. Several finite element models for the structure are possible.
The simplest model is presented first and is followed by more complex models. The clip reactions are the only
external forces acting on the cradle. The equilibrators and elevating struts provide the support points as do the
trunnion bearings. Although the trunnion support can be well-approximated by a pin support, the equilibra-
tor and elevating struts are more difficult to model. When the designs of equilibrators and elevating struts are
known, they can be treated as elastic elements in the model.

The cradle is a long structural member subjected to bending and shear loads in two planes and torque about
its longitudinal axis. This information suggests a possibkuseof general three-dimensional beam element to
model the cradle. A simple beam finite element model for thecradk is shown in Fig. 7-28. This model is similar
to the one used in par. 7-5 for stressanalysisby hand calculations. As shownin Fig. 7-28, themodelconsistsof
17gridpointsand 13beamfiniteelements.Sincethecradlestructureissymmetricandis loadedsymmdcdly,
only one arm of the cradle need be anal-. If the loading is unsymmetric, however, then the entire crdle
structure should be included in the modeL Since the eumed portion of the structure institutes a small fraction
of the entire length, this portion is neglected in the model. Fig. 7-28 is essentially a two-dimensional model for
the cradle. Grid point 1 corresponds to the trunnion support, and grid points 13 and 17 correspond to the
points of attachment of the cradle to the equilibrator and elevating strut, respectively. At grid points 3 and 12
the clip reactions and the corresponding frictional forces and moments act. Note that the support points for the
equilibrator and elevating strut are offset from the centerline of the cradle. Elements 14and 15, which provide
the points of support, are treated as rigid elements. This treatment ensures that the reaction foroes are
transmitted entirely to the cmtcrline of the cradle. The equilibrator and elevating strut provide flexible
support and hencecan be modeled as springelements,andtheir properties can be determined analytically if
their constructional features are known or can be evaluated by using the testdata. Sinoe this is a two-
dimenaional mode~ each grid point has only three degrees of freedom-i.e., displacements in the x- and
zdimctions and rotation about the~. Gridpoint i has one degree of freedom and grid points 15 and 16
are totally mstrabd sti~~-t~otiti ofti~~rd-~~~~y.
sinoethemMMectl“onal propertiesch~ rapidlyaAongthe kngtlt of the cradk, more fdte elements may be
introduced to obtain better results.

Model 2 is an improvement on the previous model and is shown in Fig. 7-29. The curved segment of the
cradle is likely to cause some amount of torsional stresses in the structure. Grid point 12 is not a free joint but
corresponds to the plane of symmetry. The curved segment between grid points IOand 12can be approximated
by a series of straight threcdimcnsional beam elements. Grid point 12 has only one restrained degree of
freedom along the y-axis. For this model each grid point has all six degrees of freedom. Grid point 1 has no
displacement degree of freedom in the x-, y-, and zdirections. Grid points 15 and 16 are totally restrained.
Since bending oan now take place in two planes, more cross-st@ional properties are required for thu
model-i.e., fs l“, ●nd lw—togetiwr with torsional add shear constraints.

The beam is a Iine-finite element with uniform cross-sectional properties. It is, therefore, incapable of
modeling complex cross-sectional shapes and abrupt changes in the geometry. Also loads on the structure
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Figure 7-29. NASTRAN Model 2 for Cradle of M198

cannot he represented very accurately. Model 3, shown in Fig. 7-30, is an improvement containing these
features because the cradle structure is modeled by using flat plate-finite ekrncnts. The boundary conditions
arc the same as in the previous model, but they now correspond to different grid points. Also note that
attachments of the equilibrators and elevating strut am no longer Cofilned to one grid point lying in one plane.
These connections can he made to represent the physical situation as closely as is possible.

There are certain advantage and disadvantap to the beam-and plate-tinite ckmcnt models for the crack
In the beam-type finite element mode~ the number of grid points and finite elements is relatively sniall.
However, forcachfinite ekmenq the amount of data to be cddatod by hand is quite large. For the phtc-like
finite element model, the number of grid points and ftite elements isquitc large, but the amount of data to be
calculated by hand is quite small. Both models cartyield satisfactory results. The plate-type finite element
model, however, requires more computation effort, and it offers more flexibility with regard to subsequent
changes in geometry of the structure or thickness of plate elements. For the beam-type model, any changes in
geomet~ or addition of elements require calculations for new sectional properties.

The top carriage structure for the M 198 towed Howitzer has construction that is similar to the cradle
structure, Fhtite clement models for the top carriage structure are discussed in par. 8-6. The finite element
modeling discussion presented in par. 8-6 applies also to the cradle~ructure.

It should be noted that when the number of finite elements and grid points is increased for a model,better
prediction of stresses is obtained. Withmoregrid points and finite elements, however, the computational cost
is increased. Thus this tradeoff between the size of the finite element model and the computational cost should
he kept in mind.
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(A) Side View

(B) Top View ‘

Figure 7-30. NASTRAN Model 3

7-792 NASTRAN STRESS ANALYSIS
Stress analysis for the finite element model shown in Fig. 7-28 (Model 1) was carried out using the

NASTRAN computer code. (Refer to Appendix B for an introduction to NASTRAN.) The equilibrator and
elevating strut were treated as elastic spring elements. NASTRAN analysis results were quite close to the
results obtained using the hand calculations in par. 7-5.2. This closeness is quite reasonable because similar
assumptions am used in both procedures.

The plate-type finite element model for the cradle is not subjected to NASTRAN stress analysis; however,
this model is similar to the plate-type finite element model for the top carriage structure. The plate-finite
element model for the top carriage structure was analyzed using NASTRAN. The result obtained for the top
carriage structure is presented in par. 8-6. The discussion presented in par. 8-6 also applies to the plate-type
model for the cradle structure.
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CHAPTER 8
TOP CARRIAGE DESIGN

,

1

l%is chapterpresents designprocedures for the top carriage structure of towedartillerysystems. Functions
of the top carriage structure and the equipment associated with it are described. Forpreliminary &sign of the
structure, simpiiied and statically &terminate modkfs are useci U’lIy, the mechanim of the deformable
bodies approach can be used at theprelirninary design stage, andthh qpproach is illustrated.Forjiildesign
of the structure, more reaiistic models that are usuaiiy staticidfy indeterminate irre used Here thejlmite eiement
method coupied with computer simuktions can be mdas afmt and rekiaidk&ign tool. Stress anaiysisfor the
structure is performed using a computer program, and resuits of computer simuktions are presented and
discussed.

8-O LIST OF SYMBOLS
~ = area of cross section, ml
~, = area of section above point q (hatched area in Fig. 8-8), mz

a = moment arm from section to point of lifting force aIong y-axis, m
b = moment arm from section to point of lifting force along x-axis: “m

= width of section measured through q, m
c = moment azm from section to point of equilibrator force along y-axis, m
d = moment arm from section to point of equilibrator forcx along x-axis, m

= dcptb of aeotioxq m
e = moment arm from section to point of trtmnion force along yaxis, m
F = lifting force, N
F= force vector, N

FA= trunnion reaction parallel to bore centerline (CL), N
FS = equilibrator force, N

F~x= component of equilibrator force parallel to x-axis, N
FEY= component of equilibrator force parallel to y-axis, N
F~ = sum of equilibrator and trunnion forces along they-axis, N
FG = force, N
FN = trunnion reaction perpendicular to bore centerline (CL), N
F’r= trunnion force, N
F, = forec in elevating strut, N
FX = eomponcnt of trunnion foroe along x-axis, N
F’r= eomponcnt of trurmion force ~ong ~ N
F,= oomponcnt of lifting force along x- (fomard), hI
l“ = component of Iifting fo~ along yaxis (up), N
F,= component of lifting force akong z-axis (sideways), N

F1,F2,F3 = components of lifting force for segment 1, Hlons 1 and 2 along the x-, z-, and
y-coordinate axes, respectively, N

F4,FS,F6 = components of lifting force for Segment 2, Sections 3 through 9 aiong x-, z-, and
y-coordinate axea, respectively, N

F7,F8,F9 = components of lifting force for Segment 3, Sections 10 through 20 along the x-, z-, and
Y-coordinate axes, respectively, N

FM-Fw = F’i through F3 under Condition A, N
FM-FSU= Fl through F* under Condition B, N
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f= moment arm from section to pqint of trurudon force along x-axis, m
I. = moment of inertia of cross section about z-axis, m’

ij,k = unit vectom along x-, y-, and z-axes, respectively, m
M = moment vector, N-m

Ma = moment transmitted through traverse bearing to bottom carriage, N-m
ME= moment due to cquitibrator force, N“m
Mo = momcnL NmI
J&= moment due to trunnion forces, N-m
M== moment about x-axis dti to Ming foroc, Nom
M’= moment about y-axis due to fifting forck; ?+m
M. = moment about z-axis due to lifting fckce, ?+m

r = vector from point of application of force to point about which moment is taken, m
r= moment arm, m

Sl,sl, = stresses at points 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, for a section, Pa
S3,S4

slA#2&= stresses at points 1,2,3, and4, respectively,for a section due to equilibrator forces only,
&&s4E pa

,

Sws’ab==stresses at poin~ 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, for a section due to lifting fon only, Pa
&s4L

Sm,sm’, = stresses at points 1,2,3, and 4, respectively, for a section due to equilibrator and trunnion
i%r,sm foroes comb-, Pa
SI=SZ = stresses at points 1, ~ 3, and 4, respectively, for a section due to lifting force and
S3LS$4U equilibrator force comb- Pa

Tw = vertical miction from traverse Miring, N
T= = horizontal reactionfrom traversebearing N
11= wall thicknessat P, m
t2 = wall thickness at Q, m

V-,= vertical shear force along xdection at section containing point q, N
w = width of section, m
E = distance from neutral axis to ccntroid of A’, m

Zlx= section modulus about x-axis at point 1, m)
Zti = section modulus about x-axia at point 2 m’
Zlx= section modulus about z-axis at point 1, m’
Za= section modtdua about z-axis at point Z m’

a=liftingangk inxz-plane, dcg
~=iiftingangle in~lane, deg

7+t9=angk bctWW5nbomccntCrb “ andh~dog
y+t?-A= angkbctwecn equilibratorandkm&o~deg

y i-O - A – @ = angk between equi!ibmtor forrx and any SW&, deg
y -1-0- & = angle between bore centerline and Segment 3 x-axis, deg

O= angle between gun cradle and horizonw deg
7= shear stress, Pa

Tp= torsional shearing stress at point P, Pa
TQ = torsional shearing stress ●t point Q, Pa
4P,= angle &twecn plane of any Section i and horizontal, deg
@I= angle bctwccn plane of Sections 1 and28nd horizon@ deg
@Z= angle between plane of Sections 3-9 and Imrlzonti deg
+,= angle between plane of Sections 10-20 and horizontal, deg
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8-1 INTRODUCTION
~e top carriage is a primary supporting structure of the weapon. It supports the tipping parts through

trunnion bearings, transmits ail firing loads from the cradle to the bottom carriage or other supporting
structures, anchom the equilibrators, and houses the eIevating and the traversing mechanisms and the power
units needed for these mechanisms. In traverse the top carriage moves with the cradle.

As indicated in Chapter 2, design of the top carriage structure is an iterative process. An estimate of the
weight and size of the top carriage structurt is the starting point. Once preiimintuy sizes of other components
have been determined, system dynamic models are used to determine maximum loads transmitted to the top
carriage. (Refer to par. 3-1 for system dynamic models and load determination.) Once the loads carried by the
top carrkge structure am known, detailed stress analysis of the structure can be carried out. The designer then
decides whether further changes in various parts of the structure arc warranted. If no changes are necutsary, a
final design has been achieved; othemvise, necessary changes are made, and the design process is repeated.
Usually a few iterations will be required to reach a final design. This design process is discussed in this chapter.
As an example of top carriage design, the M 198towed Howitzers considered. Stress analysis for the structure
is initially gmformcd by using a traditional mechanics of materials approach. Since most of the calculations
are carried out using desk calculators, simplifying assumptions are made regarding the geometry and support
conditions for the structure. Usually, determinate structural models are used to carry out the stress analysis by
hand; more recently, however, finite element techniques have been used for stress amdysis of complex
structural systems. These techniques allow a designer to model accurately complex geometries and support
conditions for the structure, and the techniques permit stresses in the structure to be predicted more precisely.
A general description of the finite element technique is given in Appendix C, and use of the finite element
technique for top carriage structures also is illustrated in this chapter.

Par. 8-2 describes various equipment —such as the equilibrator,”the traversing and elevating mcchanis~
the trunnion bearings, and the traverse bearing-associated with the top carriage. The top carriage and its
functions arc described in par. 8-3. A detailed description of the stress analysis for the trunnionarms of the top
_ tid is @o* by usings basic udmaics of materials approach is presented in pars. 8-4 and 8-5.

The ftite ekmertt approach, performed by using the NASTRAN computer progranq is presented in par. 84

8-2 EQUIPMENT ASSOCIATED WITH TOP CARRIAGE
$-2.1 EQUILIBRATORS

Ancquiiibrator is afotce-producing tneohanisnt of a weapon thatccnmtcrbai~ the weight of the tipping
parts about the weapon trunnions. The equilibrators are more directly associated with the cradk, but the
terminals of the equilibrators on the top carriage are considered to be parts of the top carnage. The terminals
are freed structures bolted or welded to the side frames, and each holds the pin or bearing about which the
equilibrator pivots. Design of equilibrators is presented in Chapter 5.

8-22 ELEVATING MECHANISMS

The long range of projectiles and missiles requires precise aitn.ingto assure a reasonable degree of accuracy.
Handwhecl or power-operated mechanisms arc provided to enable gunners to attain precise position in
ekvation and azimuth and to hold these podtions during f~ Two types of ekvating mechanisms are
desaibedin Chapter 4—thebaWacmw type and the pinion-and-arc type. In the case of the pinion-and-am
amngemen~ the top camiage houses allcomponents of the elevating mechanism except for the devatiq arq
which is ●ttached to the cradle These components inolude the pinio% the rest of the elevating ~ train, the
handwhce~ and *power unit ifit is nemsary. In recentweapon developments two struts have been used in the
ekvatirtg mechanism. In this arrangement the base of the strut is attached to the top carriage, and the top of the
strut is attached to the side of the cradle. Other arrangements of struts are possible as shown in F@J. 2-15 and
2-16. Design of elevating mechanisms is presented in Chapter 4.

8-2.3 TRAVERSING MECHANISMS

The traversing mechanism rotates the traversing parts, which generally consist of cannon and other tipping
parts, and the top carriage. Like the elevating mechanism it consists essentially of gear trains or linkages with
one terminal at the power souros and the other on the traversing part. Manual and power operated form the
IWO~neral types of traversing mechanisms. Design of the travcming mechanism is presented in Chapter 4.
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8-2.4 TRUNNION BEARINGS

~e trunnion bearings provide low-friction rotating elements that mc essential during elevation. They also
transmit firing loads from the cradle to the top carriage. The dcsAgnof trunnion bearings is presented in
Chapter 6.

8-2.5 TRAVERSE BEARINGS

The traverse bearing provides a low-friction means for rotating the traveming pints. The traverse Mng
incorporates both radial and thrust features. The radial component suppo~ the weapon laterally through its
pintk or stanchion, whereas the axial component supports the weapon weight. Fking loads arc transmitted
through the baring to the bottom carriage. The radial unit transmits the horizontal components of the ioads,
and the axial unit transmits the vertical components of the loads. The design of traverse bearings is prwmtted
in Chapter 6.

8-3 DESCRIPTION OF TOP CARRIAGE
Thetopcarriageis the prirnarysupporting struchm of the weapon. Justasa rigid cradle is a requisite, a rigid ‘

top carriage also is needed to extend the base rquired for fm control. The functions of the top carrkge are to
1. Support the tipping parta through the trunnion bearings
2 Transmit all firing loads from the cradle to the bottom carriage or other supporting structures
3. Anohor the equilibrators
4. Houset.he ekvating and traversing mechanisms and tbe.power unils, if needed, for these mechanisms.

In this paragraph top carriage structures for towed weapon systems are describe& and materials for their
fabrkation am discusd.

8-3.1 TYPES OF TOP CARRIAGES

There are two types of top carriages: single mail and double recoil. Doubk recoil top camkgcs arc not used
in modem weaponq consequently, they are not discusd in this handbook

The top car@p structure for a single-recoil weapon can vary. F.@ 8-1 shows the top arriagc stmctum for
some OldeaWeapons; F% 8-2 shows *top carria@ 8tru@urc for q modern M198 towed Wmi&r. The top
~ ISa S~Ple st~ctu~, COnS~W b=ix of two side framm supported by a basicxtntctm, and is
pterally supported by ● bottom carriage or quivaknt strumure. It has no motion other than traversing.
WM.ovur eompkxity the stnwtum ttltimatdy ux@ros is due primarily to tbe protiton of convenient and
adequate attachments for the mcohanisms thatitsupports.

The top carriage structure for M 198 is a hollow box construction fabncatcd by welding thin plates. Various
hoks and attachmen ts are introduced for the purpose of anchoring the equilibrators, the ekvating mechanism,
and the t.ruonion bearings. Trunnion ~ oquilibratorq and parts of the ekvating and travcraing
mechanisms aR asscmbkd to the side frames. For the sake of symmetry, a unit of two components such as
trunnion bearbgs or twin equilibrators is used-each unit is attached to owh side of the fq Iflaqp loads
are “htvohd and ● @t of one component is desired, it should be ocntrally located. W appb to a singk
qaor~mtid-ptio~ ~~k~tobti~ ti~byas~-tistie
frames. However, ifa worm and worsngcarscgment replace the pinion and ckvatin gear, the wortttis us~y

Lm_on*&sW~.~def~~eas_~~for traversing rodamsm
The base8tntcturc, aside from supporting thesitkframes, supports thetravcrtre _ which turns abou;

Wp~. ~ph~fi@k@~ti _ti~ho&on@fo= of&top _ti*ktim
caqa@. Thoba8estructure also tmnsrnits the~orvertkal load, frOmtitt@~ tothebottosn
~. The lower surface of the base structure has a flat ring or racer that provides the required smooth
bearing surface. This bearing surface maybe machined directly onthetop carriage m it maybe a separate piece
bolted to the base.

8-3.2 CONSTRUCTION AND MANUFACTURING PROCEDURES

Top carriages are usually made of steel or an aluminum alloy, but other materials should not be excluded if
they have the required physkd properties. Cast@P may be used if weight is not acritioalfactor. Top carriages
can have lar~ fillets and thus eliminate harmful stress concentmtions at sharp comers. Forgings should bc
used ifhii strength-to-weight ratios are needed, but wddments make celiabk structures and are probabty the
leastexpensive. The built-up (welded) unit is relatively sintpk and light, and the joints ●re permammt and mote
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Figure 8-1. Typical Top Carriage Structure
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Figure 8-2. Top Carriage Structure for M198 Towed Howitzer
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rigid than if they were bolted or riveted. Wcldmenta can be made from availabk stock and construction takes
only a short time; these are reasons for the low cost. Combined castings and mill stock also can be used to make
weldments. Although forgings and castings arc not as susceptible to warpage as weldments, all should be stress
relieved by heat treatment to insure dimensional stability.

Fkktgs and brackets for attaching quipment should be located near flanges and stiffenem. Local
reinforcements at these fittings will carry and distribute the loads to the rigid structural members. For strength
and efficiency, welded joints are recommended between fitting and carriage if disassembly is not essential.
Additional reinforcements should be made where necessary to provide the torsional strength that is needed to
support unsymmetrical loads during transport.

Regardless of the method of construction, the side frames of the top carriage are rigidly attached to the base
structure. The base structure supports the traverse bearing. The racer of the bearing maybe either integral with
the baacsttucture or, as ascparate part, may bcboltcd to it. in some top uuriages the base structure is replaced
by a pintle housing that extends to the side frames. AIl sliding surfaoea usually have a surface finish of 32
microinch, root mean square (rms). The top carriage for the M 198 towed Howitzer is an aluminum alloy
wcldmcnt. The cross section at any point ia caactttialiy a hollow, rectangular box.

Attachment fittings may be a part of the go~rd structure or fastened to it by some mechanical means. For
example, the top of the side frames maybe machined into the trunnion bearing housing, or they maybe made
into scats for the housing. Trunnion caps arc bolted and keyed to the housings. Some structures have
elongated caps to provide attachment lugs on the inner side of each side frame.

Although special equipment may be rcqu~ top carriages arc manufactured by standard shop practices.
Special equipment, such as heat treating and machining equipment capable of handling bulky and irregular
structures, might be required. Such special equipment is nccmsary for structures that may warp during
fabrication. The stress relieving uf a properiy restrained and supported structure, howcvtr, will eliminate
warpage to a large degree. Furthermore, if a structural member must have a finished surface, the practice of
making it oversize is recommended. Then, those minor irregtdarities present after heat treatment can be
removed when the member is being machined to size.

8-33 MATERIALS FOR TOP CARRIAGES

The structures of the top camiagc have four roquiait&s pertahing to phyakal pro- namely, strength,
rigidity, addability, and light weight. No material that meets these m@.rcmenta should bcexcluded, but steel
and aluminum arc obvious candidates bocausceach has advanta~. Steel has a high mpdulus of claaticity and
oan have very high strength, but steels of moderate strength arc apt to be more appropriate because the
resulting bulk is needed for rigidit y. Because stcd is sufficiently hard to impede scoring and is compatible with
bronze to impede galling, it makes a good sliding surface. Aluminum alloys, having all the essential
rquircments, also arc excclknt structural materials. The strengtha of aluminium alloys match those of
moderate strength steels, and the aluminum alioya weigh only one-thiml aa much. Their modulus of elasticity is
also Ioweq consequently, aluminum alloys have one-third the rigidity of similar t$od structures. Addai bulk
increases the rigidity of the aluminum alloy btd at the expense of increased weight, although the weight may
still be kss than a comparabk @eel stswturt. Aiuminum is a notoriously poor SIiding matc~ but this
d~~~bonmmby- timsti~~g~ ~~ti, s~~~lor~
_bro=. Thedcsignermust weigh therclativemcrits of allattitabkmaterials and ackctthe one that will
mault in the moat effkknt design.

8-4 PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF TOP CARRIAGE
As noted in Chapter 2, design of components of a weapon system is an iterative process requiring interaction

among various weapon design teams. At the psd.iminary dcaignatagc, the designer needs to estimate the weight
of thetop carriage. Thii is nccdcd in the system dynamic analysis for Ioad determination and for estitnathqj the
weight of the weapon system. Current state of the art requires that the weight of the top carriage bccstimatcd
based on historical data for existing weapon systems and the designer’s cxprience. Better mathematical
models, however, must be developed in the future to predict accumtely the weight of the top carriage structure.

This paragraph describes considerations in the design of the top carriage together with load analysis.
Methods for calculating stresses, based on fundamental con~pts of mechanics of deformable bodies, are
presented. These methods arc used in later paragraphs to illustrate their w in actual design.

Functional requirements, rigidity, and strength arc three predominant design criteria for any component.

84
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Rigidity is n=ded to i~um good w=pon accuracy, pticularly if fire contrtd equipment is mounted on the
side frames. Although strength and rigidity usually go hand inhand, the structure maybe too flexible, and a
means must bc devised for providing the necessary Wfness. For strength, the top carriagemust carry the
applied forces of rc~il and transport. The functional requirements involve little more than deciding on the
type of top carriage and selecting the best suited locations for the equipment and secondary structures.

Time arc four interdependent design factors-recmil force, forces during transportation, length of recoil,
and trunnion height. Any of these may be used as a starting point. For example, assume that the maximum
height is given for a weapon in the horizontal firing position. This cstab!ishcs the trunnion height, which,
together with the maximum angle of elevation, determines the rwoil stroke. If longer recoil distances arc
desired, a pit must be dug for the ncccsswy ground cIcarance. In present mobile mount dcsw however, this
practice is discouraged. In another approach, the recoil dist.ancc may be sekztcd, and the recoii force and
trunnion height detcrminod.

The structure should be designed for simpliaty, symmetry, and compactness, and thcac quaiitks depend
sorncwhat on each other. A simple structure is easy to fabricate and is usually a light and efficient one. A
symmetrical structure also tends to maintain sitnpticity because (1) the hd will be distributed more uniformly
and (2) ccocntric loads that lead to heavy reinforcements are avoided. A compact structure is Likelyto reduce
weight. In other words, every effort should be made to find favorable locations for all structural tnembcrs and
quipmcnt.

The top carriage should be compact and yet have room for various structural units and operating
equipment. Clearance is the major cr@rion, although ease of maintenance also should be Considered when
kwatihg thisequipment. f3round clearance determines the trunnion hcight,and the rc@irtd clcaratxe “forthe
rwding parts determines the space bctwccn the side frames. The problem now is to fit the operating units
where th~ an function most effectively and where cltinces will bc ample either in this spaec or on the outer
sides of the top carriage. Thcse operating units include the quilibrator, the e]cvating unit, the traversing unit,
and loadii devices. One fhvombk feature of the equilibrator is that if its geometry is maintained, it can
occupy any position on the oarriagc without losing its effcctivcncss provided no interference exists between it
and other units of the st!ucture. On the other hand, the ekvating and traversing units, if poasibie, should be
Iocatcd,betwcen the side frames near the elm atwand’tmversing ~. W.rtdwheels areloeated near each
other where they arc readily mxcsdbk and eadly operated, and power units should bc located near theii
respective gears. Loadiqg dcvkcs are attached to the rear of the side frames within easy MXZSSof the breech.
Additional humatt factors Mt should be’Umsidemd ‘Mthe”design arc described m Chapter’! 1. ‘

The d~igncr shotdd bc aware that the ykapon he iiioreating can bc manufactured in a rdativdy short time,
but its activity in the field can extend through many years. While in use the weapon will be serviced ●nd
repaired often, many times under the stress of time and weather. It must be capable of ready, ptiial
d~mbiy in the field to remove malfunctioning controls, gearboxes, or shafts with a minimum of time and
effort. Any necessity for removing $aWiceabie items to reach the source of troubie not only waatcs time and
effort but also imposes additional problems of weather protection and realignment of these items. Assembly
during manuf~urc is rcla.tivcly easy duc to squcntial bench operations mid readily available handling
equiprnenk Witde t& weapon system is in the design stage, consideration must be given to both the orderly
shop aaaemb]yprogram x wrdlas tot4efield operation wherqonlythedamagcd subassembly rt@ be temoved
from the top oardagc. Design for maintainability is considcicd fiuthcr in Chapter 10.

8-4.1 LOAD ANALYSIS
Before sde@edstrtwsanaI@sof thctopcarr@astrwxum can beperformcd, itismxeasqy to determine

tie b*~Htitiest~ dvdom*ha~X to&*_ for*top_utk
firing loads, ground and air transportation loads, airdrop loads, equilibrator load, and ekvati.ng gear or
elevating strut loads. Equilibrator loads arc dctcrmincd from the design of equilibrators as explained in
Chapter 5. The load from the elevating mechanism attachment is determined from the tksign of the ekvating
mechanism as explained in Chapter 4.

To dctcrrnine loads transmitted to the top carnage structure due to firing, transportation, and airdrop, one
rtccda ● dynamic model for the weapons system. A dynamic model for the systcm cannot bc deve]opcd,
however, unless the designer has estimated weights and sixes of various components. This is referred to as ihe
preliminary design phase. During this phti historical data and the designer’s past exporknce become
extremely important in estimating preliminary sims of various components. Prdkninaty design of a towed
weapon is discussed in Chapter 2. Once a preliminary model for the system has been developed, dynamic
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analysis of the system is performed for various previously mentioned loading conditions. From the result of a
dynamic analysis, reactions at various joints of the structure can be determined. Maximum joint forces then
become design loads for the relevant components. This process of dynamic analysis and determination of
loads for various wmponents is presented in detail in Chapter 3.

The number of loading conditions for which the top carnage and other components have to be designed can
be quite large. For example, there arc as many firing conditions as there are angles of elevation. The ground
transportation conditions include normal travel, braking, and the 30% side slope. Air transportation
conditions may include airlift by helicopters or transponation by large cargo planes. The loads imposed
during countcrt=oil must also reconsidered. Ifstrcss and other design calculations arc to be done using desk
calculatorti, theproblem of analyzing each and every load can be a very tedious and time-consuming task. Thus
the designer has to select a few critical loading conditions judiciously and analyze the design for only those
conditions. For example, firing loads are generally considered for maximum, minimum, and some
intermediate angle of elevation. Also, since 30% side S1OPCconditions involve only low transport speeds, this
loading condition may not be critical.

Generally, the loads determined from the preceding arudysis are multiplied by load factors because the load
factor is the desired factor of safety. Load factors of 1.5 to 5 have been used in design.

8-4.2 STRESS ANALYSIS

After all ext.anal ioads have been determined, it is necessary to determine stresses at various points of the
structure for spcciilc loading cases. Duc to complex geometry and support conditions of the top carriage,
accurate stress analysis can be quite diffkadt. In the past simplifkd models for the top carriage have been used
to calculate stresses at various points. More sophisticated computer programs, however, are now available and
can be used to account for complex geometry and support conditions to provide a more accurate stress
analysis. These computer programs are based on modem fmitc element methods. The finite clement method of
stress analysis isdcscribed in Appendix C, and an introduction to a wclJ developed and widely used computer
code for stress analysis is presented in Appendix R These mmputcr-based methods for stress analysis have
considerable potential to aid the weapon designer and maybe used even at the preliminary design stage. The
finite element method for the top carriage is dcacribod in par. 8-6.

In thisparagraph stress analysis of the top camiagc structure that usa the basic mechanics of materials
approach is described. This type of analysis has been used in the past for the design of weapons and is intended
primarily for hand calculations using desk or small calculators. The basic idea of this approach is to usc
statically determinate models since equations of equilibrium are adequate to determine all ‘tie unknown
forces. A free-body diagram for the component is developed, and moments, shearing forces, and torques
_@ V~OUS ~OnS = de~~n~. BYthe usc of these forces and moments, stresses can be calculated.

The designer needs to develop a free-body diagram for the top carriage before he can calculate stresses at
various points of the structure. To develop this free-body diagram, the designer needs to know points of
application and direction of various forces, sppport conditions, and geometry of the top carriage. The
geometry of the top carriage is determined through the preliminary design procedures. The weight of the top
+,_ of ~avity, atnd cro-onal properties arc then calculated. Equilibrator at~hment points
and the type of traversing and elevating tncchanisms also art known from the prelimitmry design data
Knowing this information, the designer can develop a free-body diagram for the top carriage of the system.
Sinccastatically dctcrrninatc model has been assumed, equations of quilibnum are sufficient to solve for the
unknown reactions or other forces.

- various forces and momenta at a section are known, a basic mechanics of materials approach is used to
cakmiate bcttdii stresses, torsional shear stresses, shear stmssesdue to lateral loads, and direct strcsscsdue to
axial loads (Ref. 1). These stresses are then appropriately combined to check for the failure of the section.
Details of this procedure are presented in par. 8-5.

8-5 SAMPLE TOP CARRIAGE DESIGN PROBLEM
In this paragraph stress analysis for the top carriage structure of the M198 towed Howitzer is presented. The

top carriage structure for the weapon is an ahnn.kum wcidmeng and the overall geometry of the structure is
shown in Fii 8-2. The cross section of each side frame of the top cxtrriage is primarily a hollow, rectangular
box. Thii example is taken from Ref. 2, in which a basic mechanics of materials approach has been used to
carry out stress calculations primarily in longhand.

A free-body diagram of the top carnage structure for the M 198 towed Howitzer is given in Fig. 8-3. All of the
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Figure 8-3. F~Body Diagram of Top Carriage (Ref. 2)

forces in F& 8-3 act in one plane, the fting plane of the weapmq except for the lifting form F. The top camiagc
is subjeotcd to a force Fduring airlift of the woaptm Direction of this force depends on lifting conditions, and
h&titifo-ti nottitie~pl- W*otirfo~. ~e_fo=bm*&w~**r
fo~~~~~of~n d~. r~, ho~, brynotti~a~kktie
d~ofti~~~tiw~ oftitiowfo~ ti~m~bdamtiforb
_(W@tip. 3-3.) DcspitcthcfatXthatthe maximumvahwsofaIIthcforccedonotouxratthesanw
time, maximum values are used in dceign bocauac this is the most oonscrvatk approach.

For the purpoac of calculating stresses, the top camiage structure is divided into three segments, i.e.,
1. The top segmen~ or head, where the equilibrator is attached, and lugs for airlift are provided
2. The struoturc bctwccn the top heed and the trunnion bearing
3. The structure bctwccn the trunnion bearing and the base.

Stresses are calculated at several sections in each segment. In order to perform stress calculations, each side
of the top carriage structure is treated as a cantilever beam subjected to general loads, and to facilitate analysis
of this beam, a separate coordinate system is used for each of the three segments of the structure Sections for
stress calculation and the coordinate systems arc shown in Fig. 84. In all, there arc 20 sections for which
stresses arc checked. The distance for various sections is measured independently for each segment and
measured along the ocntroidal axis for the scgmenc Moment arms arc shown in Fig. 8-5.
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I
Y

+ L %

7

i I

Segment 3

I

+<v/
~1 = Ongle between plone of Sections I and 2 ond horizontal, deg

~ = * htween Plane of Sections 3-9 and horizontot, deg

~” O* Mwo.n pkno. of ~ions 0-20 ond horizontot deg

Figure 8-4. f$epsmts and Sedfoos & Load Anaiysis (Ref. 2)

All loads are not applied simultaneously to the top-. There am four Ioadingoascs fortJaetopoamiagc
of the M 198 for which stress amdysis is carried out (Ref. 2). The designer should examine all possibk load
combinations for a weapon system and carry out stress calculations for the most critical few cases. The four
cases for the present example are

1. Care 2. L@Ig Force Ordy. The force due to airlifting of the weapon is known. Moments, shearing
fo~ and axial forces due to this lift force arc calculated at any section of the top carriage structure. Bcndktg,
suandaxials~am then dmdated atanypoint ofaseotion.

2. b 2. Equiiibi-afor Force O@. Since the cquWbrator force FEis ● planar force, there is only one
momontcompmmt inthcfiring plancd-mthisfo~.

3. k 3. L#thg und &#bnrtor J%wtxs Cbnbfmwf. This ioading ease occurs during airiift of the
~S~f~t~~=O-m-bM~fur-l and2

4. Chse4. &ufU6morund ZhrJWOn Fbroes Ctw6bsed The trstnnion forces *cause ● momont about
bx~~tifo~fiehtie~b. ~-~~d~~ofb~ti-
mqiesofehtiotqduring airdrop, a,nddaringgrcmnd~ For the present examplq lmwwer,
-caIoulations are prwtntedoxdyforfi.cingconditioas. Fmfiiingokvation angles —Od~ 35 ~ 4$ ~
50 d= and 75 ~am considered. Struts oakuhtbns for other casca am carried out in a similar fashiom

Tlteti are other loading conditions that thedcsigncrshould tutalyzc. ‘&se arc loads during ekvation of the
weapon, loads during traversing of the weapon, and loads during various transportation conditions. Stress
analysis for these loading conditions is carried out in a manner similar to the one presented here.
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of Seclion—~ d
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Y

\\’

i
-0-

‘1
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A
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‘\/ x

10

\
trunnian fame, N \ >

moment m from section to point of lifting force along y-axis, m
fwment arm from section to point of lifting force along x-axis, m

mamsntarm fromsection to fxintof equilibafor farwalongy-axis, m

moment arm from section to point of equilibrator force along -axis, m

moment arm from sect”mn 10 point of trunnion farce along y-axis, m

mamen t arm from section to point of trunnion force along x-axis, m

Figure 8-5. Moment Arms (Ref. 2)

8-5.1 LOAD ANALYSXS
In this pszagraph loads that arc used in stress analysis of the top camiage for the M198 arc summarized.

Tkse loads arc taken from Ref. 2.

S-S.1.1 Lifting Load

The lifting lug is made of round steel stock bent in the shape of an upside-down U. It straddles the top of the
trunnion and is pinned to it.

The force on the top carriage during airlift of the weapon is calculated as
1. Estimated total weight of the weapon 66,720 N
2. Add 40% for airlift 93,408 N
3. the a factor of safety of 5 467,040 N
4. Divide the load evenly among 4 lugs 116,760 N.

The load during airlift of the weapon for one side of the top caniagc structure is then taken as 116,760 N.
The lifting force must be resolved into components along x-, y-, and z-directions. There arc two severe

conditions of airlift, and both must be analyzed. These two conditions of airlift differ in lifting angles in the xz-
and x@ancs as described later. Fig. 84 shows the lifting force and its components along the x-, y-, and
z-ordinate dksctions.
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4

-UL----W.-!
‘orwa””-cs---”:===.,X L-I-”.- -% !

=

;=

4, F2, F3 =

F4, Fi5, F6 .

F7, Fe , F9 =

lifting angle in XZ- p~ane, deg
lifting angle in xfl-plane, deg

Campanents of lifting force fw Segment I,
Seeticms I and 2, along x-, z-, amj y-

caardinates, r~tively, N
canyxmnts af Iifti force far Segmnt 2,
Sect”ws 3 through9, slang x-, z-, (mdy-
coardimteq raspeetivefy, N
caqwmts of lifting farce far Segment 3,
sections 10 through 20, olang x-, 2-,
and y- caadmates, respectively, N

Figure 8-6. Components of Lifting Force F in Lifting Lug Parallel and Perpendicular to
Sections

The lifting force components for various segments of the top carriage am calculated by

F.= v’ F ,N
1 + tan2a + tan2/3

(8-1)

Fy = &tan/3, N (8-2)

F, = Fxtana, N (8-3)

where
F.= component of lifting force along x-axis (forward), N
FY= component of Iifting force along y-axis (up), N
F,= component of lifting force along z-axis (sideways), N
F= lifting force, N.

Calculations for each segment are shown in the paragraphs that follow. Subscripts A and Bon forces FI to F?
indicate loading conditions A and B, respectively.
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1. Segment 1, Sections 1 and 2:

Given:
F= 116,760N

Condition A:
a = 6 deg, ~=71.75deg

Condition B
a c 8 deg, /3= 69.75 deg.

Substitution in Eqs. 8-1,8-2, 8-3 gives

FIA =

/’

116,760)2

1-1-tan260 i- tan271 .75°

= 36,545 N

F2A = Fl~tana

= 36,545ta.rt6°

= 3841 N

F~A = FIAtanp

= 36,545tan71.75°

= 110,826 N.

Similarly,

FIB = 40,365 N

~ZB = 5673N

F3D = 109,414 N.

2. Segment 2, Sectwns 3 tht~h 9;

Given:
F= 116,760 N

Condition A:
a = 6 deg, ~ = 58.80 deg

Condition fl
a e 8 deg, /3= 56.80 deg.
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Substitution in Eqs. 8-1, 8-2,8-3 gives

F4A = 60,395 N

FSA = 6348 N

F6A = 99,725 N

F4B= 63,745 N

F5B= 8959 N

F6B = 97,412 N.

3. Segment 3, Sections 10 through 20:

Given:
F= i16,760 N

Condition A:
a = 6 deg, /3= 31 deg

Condition B.
a = 8 deg, fl = 29 deg.

Substitution in E+. 8-1,8-2,8-3 gives

FTA= 99,679 N

FgA = 10,477 N

FsiA = 59,893 N

F7B = 101,358N

F8B = 14*5 N

F9B = 56,184 N.

8-5.1.2 Equilibrator bad

The cqui!ibratorload, like the lifting load, must be resolved into components along the x- andy-axes of each
section. These components arc calculated by

FE= = FECOS(y + t? – A – ~i), N (84)

F+= FEsin(-y i- O – A – @i), N (8-5)

where
FS== component of quilibrator fortx parallel to x-axis, N
F e component of quilibrator force parallel to yaxis, N

y+ f)- A -:1= angle between quilib~tor force and any x-axis, deg.
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Components of the quilibrator force for all scetioas are given in Table 8-L Sample calculations for
Segment 1, Seetions I and 2, at minimum elevation are provided.

From Table 8-1
1. @l = 8.25 deg
2. y+9– A–@iz–8.25deg
3. FE= 73,395 N.

Substitution in Eqs. 8-4 and 8-5 gives

FEX z 73,395cos(–8.25”)

= 72,635 N

F% = 73,395sin(–8.25°)

= –10,532 N

as shown in Table 8-1.

8-5.1.3 Trunnion Load

The trunnion loads must also be resolved into components along the x- and y-axes of each seetion. The
trunnion loads act only on Segment 3, Sections 10 through 20. These components are calculated by

Fx = FACOS(Y + e - 4p3)+ R&My + e – c#3) (8-6)

F’y = F“sin(y + e – 43) – F’NwdY + e – 43) (8-7)

where
FX = component of tnmnion fo= along x-axis, N
~r = component of trunnion force along y-axis, N

y+e–i$3 = angle between bore centerline and Segment 3 x-axis, deg.

TABLE 8-1
ANALYSIS OF EQUILIBRATOR AND TRUNNION LOADS

FOR SELECTED FIRING ANGLES (Ref. 2)
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Values of FX and J’r for all seetions, 10through 20, are given in Table 8-1. Sample calculations for Segment 3,
Sections 10 through 20, at 75deg ekvation are provided.

From Table 8-1
1.y+f?=75deg
2.4, = 49.3 deg
3.-y+ O-&=25 .7deg
4. FA = –275,770 N
5. Fiv = 31,920 N.

Substitution in Eqs. 84 and 8-7 gives

FX = (–275,770)cos25.7° + 3 1,920sin25.7° = –234,648 N

FY = (–275,770)sin25.7° – 3 l,920cos25.7° = – 148,353 N

as shown in Table 8-1.

8-52 STRESS ANALYSIS
To caAculatcstresses at various sections, it is necessary to calculate moments and forces at these sections.

Moments ~G are calculated by the general equation

MC = F@, Nom (8-8)

where
FG = force, N

r = moment ~ m.

Values for moment arms are given in Tabk 8-2.

8-5.2.1 Case 1. Lifting Force Only

Moments and force components for ail sections due to the iifting fonx for Conditions A and B arc given in
Tabk 8-3. Sample calculations for %etion 1, Condition A, are provided in this paragraph.

From par. 8-5.1.1
FIA = 36,545 N
FU = 3841 N
F3A= 110,823N.

From Table 8-2 the values of moment arms a and b are
as 0.01905 m
b = 0.00767 m.

The moment M= about the x-axis due to the lifting foroe F is

M,= Ftia

= 3841X0.01905

= 73.2 Nom.

The moment M, about the y-axis due to the lifting force F is

M-y= –FMb

= –3841X0.00767

= –29.5 Nom.
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Section

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18-

19

20

TABLE 892
MOMENT ARMS* TO ALL SECTIONS (Ref. 2)

a, m

0.01905

0.0993

0.1265

0.1984

0.2238

0.2631

0.3150

0.4084

0.5105

0.5649

0.6157

0.6665

0.7173

0,7681

0.8189

0.8697

0.9205

0.9713

1.0221 I
1.0516 ~

b, m

0.00767

0.0339

o.050i

0.03937

0.03937

0.02362

0.03937

0.03937

0.01207

0.2710

0.2725

0.3231

0.3239

03292

om9

0.3099

0.3132

0.3167

0.3769

4h3640

c, In

0.06782

0.1481

0.1422

0.2141

0.2395

0.2789

0.3307

0.4242

0.5263

0.5080

0.5588

0.6096

0.6604

0.7112

0.7620

0.8128

0.8636

0.9144

0.%52

0.9947

d, m I c, m

0.1491

0.1753

0.1996

0.1890

0.1890

0.1732

0.1890

0.1890

0.1618

0.4112

0.4128

0.4633

0.4641

0.4694

0.4351

0.4501

0.4534

0.4569

0.5171

0.1016

0.1524

0.2032

0.2540

0.3048

0.3556

0.4064

0.4572

0.5080

0.5588

0.5042 I 0.5883

f, m

0.05486

0.05639

0.1069
0.1077
0.1130

0.07874

0.09373

0.09703

0.1006

0.1608

0.1478
%ndbnm~ Um-dODgp 8ndX= ?espcuiVoly+lu to tiftingforce.
cdduemoownt~ ow Y- - X-UU& fcspcUi*y4s to equilibrator fma.
● ad~m momt ums-+long y and x-us, rcqmtivoly-duc to fting force on tmnnions.

The moment h4zabout the z-axis due to the lifting forec F is

M, = FIAU– FSAb
= 36,#45)@.~1905 - 110,830x~o~767

= –154 N-m.

It is sometimes convenient to usc the vector cross product approach and write the moment vector M at a
point as

M = rXF, Nom

where
= vector from the point of application of force to point about which moment is being taken, m -

; = force vector, N.

As an example, the moment vector and force vector for Section 1, Condition A, arc defmcd as followx

r = –bi – aj = -0.00767i - 0.01905/, m
\
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TABLE 8-3
MOMENTS AND NORMAL FORCES CREATED ON ALL SECTIONS BY

LIFTING FORCE F FOR LOADING CONDITIONS A AND B (Ref. 2)

Segment

1

2

3

section

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

L
M,, N“m

73.2

382

803

1,259

1,421

1,671

1,999

2,593

3,241

5,941

6,475

7,009

7,543

8,078

8,612

9,146

9,680

10415

10,749

I1,059

d Conditior
M,, N-m

–154

–123

2,641

8,051

9,585

13,s36

15,093

20,739

29,633

40,221
45,212

47*6

52#92
57,053

64,1%

68378

7331

76,129

79,593

83,319

I
Fy, N

110,830

110,830

99,853

99,853

99,8S3

99,853

99,853

99,853

99,853

60,101

60,101

6(1,101

60,101
60,101

60,101

60,101

60,101

60,101

6O,1OI

60,101

108

563

1,134

1,779

2$25

3,663
4,579

8,099

8,828

9>56

10J!85

11,013

11,741

12,470

13,198

!9.926

14,6SS

1s,077

mdCondition
M,, Nom

-70

304

3,183

8,814

10A35

14*485

16S4

22J18

31,400

423X)

47,3%

49,720

54,859

59,740

66,861

71,1%

76,191

8!.172

8z9$l

86,689

F,, N

109,416

109,416

97,625

97,625

97,625

97,625

97,625

97,625

97,625

56,539

56,539

56,539

56,s39

S6,539

56339

56>39

56,539

X$539

%539

56,539

F = FIAi + F3~” + Fuk = 36,545i + 110,823/– 3841k, N.

Thcrdore tlwmoments AL, A&,,ad MiforScotion 1arccahlatd from thcacdefhitions by use of the matrix
form of& cross product as -

F
i

M= -0.00767

L 36,545

= + 73.2i –

i

1
k,

-0.01905 0

110,823 –3841

29.5j – 154k, N-m.

Thus thcx-,y-, and z-components of the moment vector arc 73.2 N-m, –29.5 Nom, and –154 No~ respectively,
as previously Oakuhlted.

fig. 8-7 shows a typiud cross section of the frame for the topcarriagc of the M198. It is possible to calculate
the stresaesat various points of the~aectkm by~thedatagiva in TWe8-3. Stresses are cakulated at
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s

z,= I

ZZ.4
+Z

M; = momant about z-axis Am to Iiftfi force, Nom

4X s section modulus obout X-oxis at point 1, m3

‘2X I ~ct~ mo~lus about z-axis ot point 1, m3
section modulus about x-oxis ot point 2, m3

=Iz “
22= = section modulus about z-oxis at pant 2, m3

Figure 8-7. Cross Section of Side Frame of Top Carriage for M198

the four comers due to bending in two planes and the direct force in the ydircction. Expressions for these
stress calculations arc

M.. + AL + FY ,Pa
&L.. – —

22X Zh A

M,
++

Fy
S3L= ~– —, Pa

A

M Mac + Fy ,PaS,L. – —–—
Z2X h A

(8-10)

(8-11) .

(8-12)
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where
sU&!
&s4L = stresses at points 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, for a section due to lifting force only, Pa
Z1.= section modulus about x-axis at poi& 1, m’
ZZI= section modulus about x-axis at point 2, m’
Zlz= section modulus about z-axis at point 1, m3
Zh = section modulus about z-axis at point 2, m3
A = area of cross section, mz.

Stresses for lifting conditions A and Bare given in Table 84. Sample calculations for Section 1 follow.
From Table 8-3

M.= 73.2 N-m
M,= -154 N-m
Fy= 110,830N.

From Ref. 2
ZI, = 6.84X 104 m3
Zb = 7.26X 104 m’
21s= 9.07X104 m’

TABLE 8-4
MAXIMUM TENSILE (+) AND COMPRESSIVE (–) STRESSES IN ALL

SECTIONS OF TRUNNION ARMS CREATED BY LIFTING FORCE ALONE (Ref. 2)

Section

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

m

StL MPa

7.55

10.36

13.66

31.85

33.56

48.91

36.49
38.24

37.55

40.78

48.75

62.78

(A36

64.31

59.56

58.90

55.91

5I.s2

27.95

33.28

had cc
S2L MPa

7.99

10.81

4.42

1.88

-0.06

-17.76

–10.60
–13.47

-9.354

-14.54

-15.98

–38.51

–38.86

–40.99

–22.92

-32.52

–30.42

-26.62

–18.84

-21.42

Won A
SW MPa

7.41

9.32

11.51

26.48

27.72

43.05

30.24
31.01

29.48

31.83

36.44

41.66

40.82
41.37

37.89

39.28

35.77

30.87

10.78

14.13

S4LMPa

7.85

9.76

2.28

–3.48

–5.90

–23.61

–16.86
–20.70

–17.42

-23.49

–28.29

–59.63

-62.39

-63.93

–44.58

–52.14

–50.56

–47.27

-36.01

-40.57

SIL MPa

7.60

11.10

14.77

34.06

35.95

52.47

39.38
41.38

40.73

U.oo
52.68

68.72

70.38

70.36

65.06

64.14

61.06

56.54

31.65

37.46

Load G
S% MPa

7.80

10.0
3.64

1.25

+.654

–18.87

–11.34
–14.02

–8.970

–14.18

–15.17

–37.85

–37.90

–39.89
–20.84

-31.05

–28.72

–24.64

–17.12

–19.46

~ition 1?
S~b MPa

7.36

9.55

11.74

26.48

27.69

44.20

30.54

31.17

29.33

31.79

35.90

39.92

38.29

39.09

35.52

37.39

33.60

28.39

8.245

11.3s

S,6 MPa

7.56

8.45

0.612

-6.32

–8.912

–27.15

-20.18
-24.24

–20.37

-2&39

-31.95

-66.65

-69.99

-71.16

-50.38

-57.80

-56.18

-52.79

-40.53

–45.56
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Z21= 12.0X 10+ m’
A = 1.44X10-2 m2.

Substitution in Eqs. 8-9 through 8-12 gives

SIL =
–154 + 73.2 + 110,830 = 7.55 MPa

6.84X 10-4 9.O7X1O-’ 1.44X10-2

&L= – –154 + 73.2 + 110,830 = 7.99 MPa
7.26X10+ 9.O7X1O-’ 1.44X10-2

S3L =
–154 73.2 + 110,830 = 7.41 MPa

6.84X 10+ - 12.OX1O-’ 1.44X10-2

S,L = – –154 73.2 + 110,830 = 7.85 MPa.
7.26X10+ – 12.OX1O-’ 1.44x 10-2

The twisting moment MYproduces shearing stress in a section. This shearing stress is calculated using the
theory of torsion of thin-walled sections (Ref. 1). Accordingly, torsional shearing stresses at points P and Q of
Fig. 8-7 arc given as

●

My
?p = —, Pa

Mwrl

My
~Q =

—, Pa
2dwt2

(8-13)

(8-14)

where
Tp = torsional shearing stress at point P, Pa
TQ = torsional shearing stress at point Q, Pa
d = depth of section, m
w = width of sectio~ m
fj e wall thickness at P, m
t~’~+kkmssatQ,m. .

Note that in Eqs. 8-13 and 8-14 dw rcpmsents the rectangular area using centedine-to-centerline dimensions
forthcoross sootion as shown in Fii 8-7. Torsional shearing stresses for a few sections are given in Table 8-5.
Note that these stmsscs arc small compared to struscs due to JL, & ~d ~Y.~~fore, ~ ~ODS ~
assumedto k safeagainsttorsional shear stress failure.

TABLE 8-5
TORS1ONAL SHEARING STRESSES FOR SECTIONS 1,2,4, AND 10

ScAon M- N-m tI, m 11,m TWMPa rw MPa

1 43.5 0.017s 0.0175 0.0276 0.0276

2 1921 0.0175 0.0175 0.1172 0.1172

4 223.3 0.00787 0.00787 0.269 0.269

10 1,6725 0.00787 0.00787 1.296 1296
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84.2.2 Case 2. Equilibrator Force Only
The equilibrator force FE acts in the x-y-plane only and produces a moment about the z-axis. This force has

been calculated for various angles of elevation, and values arc found in Table 8-1. Moment arms c and d for
equilibrator forces arc given in Table 8-2. The moment MEinduced by the equilibrator force is

ME= FE# – F’~y, N-m (8-15)

where
F%= component of equilibrator force parallel to y-axis, N
F8== mmponent of equilibrator force paraikl to x-axis, N.

Moments due to the equilibrator force for ail sections at selected elevations arc given in Table 8-6. Sample
caldations for Section 1 at minimum elevation follow.

From Tabie 8-1
FEX= 72,635 N
F%= –10,533 N.

From Table 8-2
c = 0.0678 m
d= ()-149 ~.

Substitution in Eq. 8-15 gives

& = –10,533XO.149 – 72,635X0.0678
= -6494 N“m.

Stresses due to the moment ME and equilibrator force F% arc calculated by

SIE = s3At= –+++, pa

ME F
S2E = #$,E = —++, pa

22X

(8-16)

(8-17)

where
sls&J’@4x = stresses ●t points 1, Z 3, and 4, mspcctkly, for a section due to equilibrator forces

only, Pa

Maximum tonailc (+) and compreasivc (-) struau in ail acctions due to the quiiibmtor force are given in
Table 8-7. Sample caldations for section 1 foiiow.

From Ref. 2
Zti = 6.84X104 m’
Zti = 7-26X10+ m’

A = 1.44X10-2 m2.

From Table 8-1
F%= -10,533 N.

From Table 8-6
hfE = +04 N-m.
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TABLE 8-6
MOMENTS CREATED BY EQUILmRATOR FORCE ON ALL SECTIONS

FOR SELECTED ANGLES OF ELEVATION (Ref. 2)

Section Elevation Mg, N-m Section Elevation ME, N*m Section Elevation ME,N*m
y +9, deg y + t?,deg Y + ~, deg

1 -6,490 8 –34,041 15 –60,676
i -5,067 < –37,364 ; –71,876
35 – 1,650 35 -26,500 3s –5s,777
45 418.5 45 –21,964 45 –50,709
50 1,434 50 –19,410 50 -47,482
75 5,924 75 –4,972 75 –26,090

2 – 12,602 9 -40,306 16 -63,946
i -11S65 < -45,289 ; -75,948
35 -6,141 35 –33,074 35 -59,108
45 –3,166 45 –28,302 45 –53,834
50 –1,651 –25,542 50 –50,535
75 5,562 : -9,309 75 –28,160

3 – 1S,032 10 –47, 196 17 +6,561
< - i4,535 < -54,143 ; –79,4 19
35 –8,521 3s -40,532 35 -Q117
45 –5,395 45 –35,583 4s –56,887
50 –3,773 50 –32,631 50 -53,493
75 4,222 75 –14,543 7s –30,504

4 –19,667 11 -49,712 18 -69,191
: -20,238 < –57323 < -4903
35 -13,126 43,491 35 -65,132
45 -9,734 :; -38* 45 -59,895
50 –7,919 50 –35?575 50 -56,453
75 – 1,535 75 –16,929 75 –32,842

5 — -21,405 12 -54,956 19 -74,972
0 -22,309 0 -63,421 < -89,297

35 -14,744 35 –47,804 3s -69,713
45 –11,213 45 -42,257 45 -63,733
so –9,309 50 –38,915 50 –59,870
75 747.8 75 –18.161 7s –33,848

6 -23,681 13 –57,429 20 –7s,661
i) -2s,287 ; -66,762 i -90s7
35 -17,292 35 -50,743 35 –71,047
45 -13,733 45 -45W 45 4537
50 -11,779 -41,8S2 50 -61,466
75 -1,150 : -20s5 75 -3s,557

7 -27,645 14 -60,158
T -29,743 : -70337
35 -20,549 35 -53,807
45 -16322 45 -48,257
50 -14#7 50 –44,827
75 –2,079 75 –22,862
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TABLE 8-7
MAXIMUM TENSILE (+) AND COMPRESSIVE (-) STRESSES

IN ALL SECTIONS CREATED BY
EQUILIBRATOR FORCE ALONE (Ref. 2)

%ctiotu SISand S= MPa S2Emd SU MPa

1 8.76 11.6
2 I7.1O –28.4
3 21.6 –3 1.0
4 35.6 –39.8
5 37.1 -41.2
6 66.9 –57.7
7 4s.0 -47.9
8 4s.3 -47.9
9 39.9 –3 1.8

10 43.1 –31.3
11 47.1 –35.3
12 57.8 -78.2
13 55.8 -76.0
14 53.4 -76.4
15 45.6 -46.8
16 47.7 -53.8
17 43.1 -50.6
18 37.3 -45.6
19 17.1 -35.4
20 20.7 -38.7

Subatitucion in E.q. 8-16 gives

&E= 5’3E = –
-64g41 + –10,533

6.84X104 1.44x 10-2

= 8.76 lUPa

Similarly, SWand SM arc calculated for other angles of elevation and arc given in Tabie 8-8.

TABLE 8+. SAMPLE TENSILE STRESS CALCULATIONS

Elevation,deg SIs and SJ~ MPa
minimum 8.76

3;
7.68
3.58

45 1.27
50 0.11
75 -5.26.

The maximum tensile stress SM ●nd S3Ein Table 8-8 is 8.76 MPa and ia therefore the value for Section 1 in
Tabk 8-7. In a similar manner Eq. 8-17 is used to calculate the maximum stress Slsand SaEshown in Table 8-7.
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8-52.3 Case 3. Lifting and Equilibrator Forces Combined

The stressesinduced by lifting forces only and by equitibmtor forces only can be algebraically eombin~ to
obtain the stress induced by combining these forces. Thm values are given in Tabic 8-9 and can be calculated
by combining the values of the lifting forces in Table 84 and the equilibrator forces given in Tabk 8-7. A
sample calculation for SIU Section 1, is provided.

From Table 8+, Section 1, SIL = 7.55 MPa.
From Table 8-7, Section 1, SI~ = 8.76 MPa.
Total stress, SIU, Section 1, for lifting and equilibrator forces combined is

SW= 7.6Q+ 8.76= 16.36MPa

as shown in Table 8-9 for SUE, Section 1.

8-5.2.4 Case 4. Equilibrator and Trunnion Forces Combined

Stresses due to euttilibrator foxes were discussed in Dar. 8-5.2.2. Stresses due to trunnion forces will be
discussed, c.alculate& and then combined with the stress@ due to equilibrator forces.

TABLE 8-9
MAXIMUM TENSILE (+) AND COMPRESSIVE (–) STRESSES

IN ALL SECTIONS CREATED BY LIFTING AND
EQUILIBRATOR FORCE COMBINED (Ref. 2)

Section SMJ,MPa SZZ.AMPa SW, MPa S4U, MPa

1 16.36 19.59 16.17 19.45

2 28.20 -19.95

3 36.37 -27.36 33.34 -30.39

4 69.66 -46.12

5 73.05 -50.11

6 119.37 -84.85

7 84.38 -68.08

B 86.68 -7214

9 80.63 -52.d7

10 87.10 -57.69

11 99.78 -67.25

12 126.52 -14.85

13 126.18 -145.99

14 123.76 -147.s6

15 110.66 -97.18

16 111.84 -111.60

17 104.16 – 106.78

18 93.84 -98.39

19 48.75 -75.93

20 58.16 -84.26

No@ W mat values thst me signifIItly kss thn * maximum ~ or comprcssivs ~ sm not shownin ths table.
Toarrkat tbs valuesin thistab~ takeths~+tlmr phtsor minus-from TabkW and add them to tbevsbs ofTabk
8-7,whichwill-W in thsmaximum vduc for temik (+) ~ and eomprcssivs (-) ~.
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Trunnion forces act only on Scotions IOthrough 20 md, like equilibrator forces, act only in the xy-plane.
Moments produced by these forces arc moments about the z-axis. Tmnnion forces F~ and F4 have
components FX and F’~that arc parallel and perpendicular to a section, respectively.

Moments h4r due to trunnion forces arc given by

MT= FYJ – Fx, N-m (8-18)

where
= moment arm from section to point of trunnion force along y-axis, m

j= moment arm from section to point of trunnion force along x-axis, m.

Moments due to trunnion forces at ackctcd angks of elevation are tiven in Table S-10.SamDk calculations
for section 10 at Odeg elevation arc provided. -

.

From Tabk 8-1
Fx = -166,354 N
Fr = 152,644 N.

From Table 8-2
e = 0.1016 m
f= 0.05486 m.

Substitution in Eq. 8-18 gives

MT= 152,644X0.05486 – (–166,354)X0. 1016= 25,276 N“m

as shown in Table 8-10 for Section 10 at Odeg.

TABLE 8-10
MOMENTS CREATED BY TRUNNION FORCES ON SECTIONS 10-20

FOR SELECTED ANGLES OF ELEVATION (Ref. 2)

E
y+d, deg

10 0
35
45
50
75

II 11
3!
45

l-iA-?-
35
45
50
75
0

35
45
50
75

Mr, Nm

25,276
22,494
20,954
25,860
15.705
33,959
3W59
31,655
39,850
27.4(KI
50.126
44;904
41,932
51,834
31,825
58,693
55,346
52@9
65,856
43,633

Section

14

1s

16

17

Elevation ! M,. N*m

0 67,957
35 65,927
45 63,308
50 79,691
75 S4.763

--l3:
45
50
?5
o

35
45 I

i

50
75

3:
45
50
75

71,174
75>12
74319
95,148
71,770

81,912
86,183
84,904

108,587
81,468

90,867
96,m3
95$90

12Z505
92,9fM

Section

18

19

20

Elevation I Mr,N.m
Y + t?, deg I

o 99,860
35 lo7~
45 106,273
50 136,412
7s 104.293

0 117X
35 119,465
45 116,466
50 M&ml
75 Iu?m
o 120,424

35 125,117
45 122,793
50 156,682
75 116,[22
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.,

Maximum tensile (+) and ~mp=ive (-) st~ Sims ~zm, SJ=. and S4ZT.SCCtiOnS10 throu@20* CW~
by equilibrator and trunnion forces at points, 1,2,3, and 4, respectively, arc given by

ME-t MT+ F~
S,m = s3&7 = – —, Pa

21. A

ME-t Mr+ FF
S2ET= s4Er = —, Pa

Z2X A

(8-19)

(8-20)

where
FP=F%+FY= sum of equilibrator and trunnion forces along they-axis, N.

The sums of moments J4z + Afrabout the z-=is MCgiven in Table 8-11. Str=s= for S~OnS 10through~
due to moments about the z-axis are given in Table 8-12. Sample calcul.ations for Section 10 at Odcg elevation
follow.

From Ref. 2
Zlx = 1.193X10-3 m’
Zti = 1.86X10-3 m3

A = 2.31X10-2 m2.

From TabIe 8-1 I

ME+ MT= –28,867 N=m.

TABLE 8-11
SUM OF MOMENTS ME AND Mr FROM EQUILIBRATOR AND TRUNNION FORCES

ON SECTIONS 10-24 FOR SELECTED ANGLES OF ELEVATION (Ref. 2)

Section Elevation ME+ Mr, I+rn -Ion Ekvation W+ Mr,N“m
y + f),deg y+8, deg

*
10 0 –28,867 14 –2,379

35 -18,038 3! 12,119
45 –14,629 45 15,051
50 +,772 50 34,863
75 1,163 75 31,901

11 -23$63 15 -702
3; -10332 3! 19335
45 %905 I 45 23,610
50 4J75 50 47,665
75 10,472 75 45,679

12 0 -13,295 16 0 5,964
35 –2901 35 27,075
45 -325 45 31,020
50 12,931 50 58,052
75 13,664 75 53,309

13 0 -8,069 17 11,448
35 4,603 :5 34386
45 7,416 45 38,702
50 24,004 50 69,012
75 23,068 75 6U%—

Section Elevation MI+ Mr, N*m
Y + t?,deg

18 16,958
3: 42,097
45 46,378
50 79,959
75 71,451

19 28m
3! 49,752
45 5%733
50 88,130
75 73,439

20 0 29,878
35 54,071
45 ~ 57,536
50 95,216
75 80.565

1
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From Tabk 8-I

‘2: 22:2%?

Substitution in Eq. 8-19 gives

SIET = S3E* = – –28,867 + –51 ,381 + 152,644

1.193X10-3 2.31 X10-2

= 28.6 MPa

as shovm in Table 8-12 for Section 10,0 deg.
Maximum tensile and compressive stresses for Sections 10 through 20 are given in Table 8-13.

8-5.2.5 Transverse Shear Stress Calculations

In all the previous calculations shear stresses due to transverse loads at any section are not calculated
because all sections are assumed to be safe in shear (Ref. 2). This is reasonable because the sections are deep
and shearing forces are small. In par. 8-6, where finiteelement stress analysis of the top carriage structure is
presented, this assumption is verifwd by analyzing the commuer results. It is indeed observed from the
computer solution that the shearing stres&s du; to &amverse-sheanng loads are quite small.

TABLE 8-12
MAXIMUM TENSILE (+) AND COM.PRESHVE (–) STRESSES IN TRUNNION ARMS

CREATED BY EQUILIBRATOR AND TRUNNION FORCES AT

Section

JO

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

m

SELECTED ANGLES OF ELEVATION (Ref. 2)

SW.sMr
Szlfr,s4m
sm. SM!7
sm. Sam
SMT,sUr
sm. &r
Stm, SW
S3U, S&
Slu, Sxr
s3Ar,&r
Slu, Smr
six, SW
slamS3CT

SW,S4ST
SW SW
Slm,s4m
sm. SMT
sm. s4m
SMT*S3ZT
Smr,S4ET
Si#r,s3#r
sm. s4ur

Odeg

28.6
–11.142

26.097
–7.646
22.553

5.950
17.003

1.076
I1.445
7.053
8.129
7.226
1.862
9.846

-0.883
12.604

–2.565
14.3%

–2. [ 10
14.479

-3.185
16.437

35 deg

15.231
-9.584

9.287
-5.799

–R
-s.144

3.944
-12S76

9.791
–13.259

11.845
–17.920

18.285
–19.891

20.871
-20250

21.863
-10.556

18.706
–13.590

21.919

8-28

Elevation
45 deg

11.252
–8.774

4.695
–5.192
-1.855
–2551
4.032

5.674
–14.638

13.141
–18.016

12.321
-22043

19.436
-23.739

21.870
-23.766

22.629
-12197

18.816
-15.589

22.194

50 deg

3.558
-5.757
+.440
4.317

-17.327
10.397

-26.497
20.891

-33.440

-z.%
U*739

-41.569
36.060

–42.755
38.583

–4 1.472
38.514

–20.707
31.061

-25.242
36.280

75 deg
-6.371

4.771
-16.037
-1.048

-2s.104
4.185

-32881
12659

-38.080
m.m

-40.865
17.830

-42775
28.510

-43.224
30.316

-41.576
29.903

-20.567
22.622

–25.814
27.090
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TABLE 8-13
MAXIMUM TENSILE (+) AND COMPRESSIVE (-) STRESSES IN

SECTIONS 10-20 OF TRUNNION ARMS CREATED BY
EQUILIBRATOR AND TRUNNION

FORCES COMBINED (Ref. 2)

Sections I sl~ and 5’Jm,MPa I Sln and &m, MPa
—

10
11

12

13

14

15

J6

17

18

19

28.6

26.1

-25.1

–32.9

-38.1

-40.9
-42.8

-43.2

-41.6

-20.8

11.2

3.8

5.%

X).9

30.9

24.7

36.1

38.6

38.5

31.1

2) I -26.2 I 3&3

The shearing stresses can be calculated, however, by using the standard “meohanics of materials approach
(Ref. 4). Forthiscakxdationconsidcr across section of the bcamshownin F% 8-8(A). Theshearstrcss ratwy
point q is given as

where
v,= verticalshear force along xdircction at section containing point q, N
~,= area of section above q (hatched area in FW 8-2), mz
Z= distana from neutral axis to centroid of A’, m
b = width of section mcaaured through q, m
I, = moment of inertia of cross section about z-axis, m’.

x

t

x

A’

z

r]- - - *t!
I
I

h Wld (B) Hollow

(8-21)

Figure 8-8. Beam Cross Sections “
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If there is shearing force along the z-axis, an quation similar to Eq. 8-21 can be used to calculate transverse
shear stress in the zdirectiom

For the hollow rectangular section shown in Fig. 8-8(B), b = 2ri for use in Eq. 8-21 and A’ is the hatched
area shown. It should be noted that maximum transverse shearing stress for rectangular, hollow rectangular,
and circular sections occurs at the neutral axis of the cross section.

The aluminum plates (alloys 5083-0 or 5086, Ref. 5) used ~r the top carriage have a yield point of 123.2 MPa
with a maximum allowable design stress of 103.4 MPa. No stresses in Table 8-13 exceed the maximum
allowable design stress, so the selected design is adequate. If, however, the stresses did exceed the aIlowable
stress at any point, the section would have to be strengthened. Accordingly, the stress analysis would have to be
repeated until a safe structure was obtained.

8-6 ADVANCED DESIGN TECHNIQUES FOR TOP CARRIAGE
STRUCTURES

Advanced techniques for the design of top carriages imply the use of more refined and indeterminate models
in analysis and design of the structure. Refined models for the top carriage signify that the model aceounta for
changes in geometry of the structure so that a more accurate response can be determined. Realistic boundary
conditions and loading systems are used in refined models. The finite ekment method is a natural method for
estimating stresses and deflection for such refined models. Thus the finite element method with the aid of a
computer is used to adyze and design the top carnage.

Fundamental concepts of the ftitc ekment method are presented in Appendix C. General modeling ideas
discussed them are also applicable to the top carriagestructure. The designer should review the material given
in Appendix C to familiarize himself with the finite element method.

This paragraph presents finite element modeling concepts for the top carriage structure. Several finite
elememt models am described. Stresses for these models arc obtained by using the NASTRAN computer
program.

8-6.1 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
As noted in Appendix C, development of a ftite element model for the structural system requires great care,

intuitios& Cxpmimce, and understanding of the basic behavior of the structure. Designers should spend time
and effort in modeling the system and should study possib~ies of using difTerent finite elements to model the
structure. Some discussion with regard to these points is presented for the top carriage structure of M !98 in the
P~b that follow.

The top carriage structure of M 198 is fabricated by welding plates of various thicknesses. The basic cross
section of one side of the structure is a hollow rectangular box, the geometry of the stmcture, however, is quite
mmpkx. The cross section of the frame changes at several locations, and there are various openings and
attachments to accommodate other quipment. Therefore, a precise finite element model of the system is quite
complex and requires several hundred nodal points and finite elements. Two possible finite element mdels for
the top carriage structure arc described, and their relative advantages and disadvantages am dkcuased. These
models should be used as a guide to model the top carriage and other components of a new system.

As noted in par. 8-5, the side frame of top carriage strttcture behaves as ● cantikver beam subjected to
general loads. This suggests the use of beam-type ftite elements in modeling the top oaniage structure. A
43-beam f~ckntent model (These arecalkd CBAR elements in NASTRAN.) of the top camiagc stzuoture is
shown in F% 84. The model has 45 nodal pointq which are also referred to as grid points. Grid point 1 is
considered to be oompktelyfmed. Grid point 43 is not connected to any ftite element but is used to define the
wplarte, grid points U and 45 define points of application of the lifting and equilibrator forccs, respectively,
and the trunnion force is applied at grid point 23. Forces used in the finite element model are the same as those
used in par. 8-5.

To complete the beam-type finite element model of the top carriage, the designer needs to provide
cross-sectional properties of various beam finite elements. These properties include various moments of
inerti% section moduli, location of the neutral axis, fiber locations for bending stress calculations, shear stress
recovery factors, and material properties. Depending on the geometry of the system, th~ can represent a
substantial amount of data to be calculated by the designer. For the top carriage of M 198 these data are
calculated in Ref. 2 and are used for the present finite element model. To obtain abetter estimate of stresses at
various points, a finer finite element model having 82 beam eIementa is used in actual calculations presented in
the next paragraph.
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Figure 8-9. Finfte Element Model for Beam Elements

Another ftite element model for the top carriage structure can be developed by using plate-type elements.
This finite element model, developed by using general triangular and quadrilateral finite elements, is shown in
Fig. 8-10. The model consists of 232 grid points, 46 general triangular plate elements, and 238 general
quadrilateral elements. Various forces are applied at the grid points as in the case of the beam-type finite
element model. To complete the finite element modeling of the structure, the designer must specify thickness,
moments of inerti~ and material properties of all finite elements. These properties arc taken from Ref. 2. This
model for the top carriage should not be viewed as the final model; instead, it should be used as a guide for
developing the final refined model.

There are certain advantagrn and disadvantages of the two fini~ element models described. In the
beam-type f~te element modc~ the number of grid points and finite elements is relatively snd. For each
ftite clemen~ however, W amount of data to be calculated by hand is quite large. The data to & calculated
include the cross-sectional ~ location of neutral ~ sectional moments of inefihq and fiber locations for

cakdations. For the p-type finite element model the number of grid points and f- elements can
bequitc~ th~O~, the designer has to spend tirnepreparingdata cards. This problomcanbcalleviatod if
proper hardware and software are available to prepare the geometry data automatically. Datito be calculated
by hand for this finite element model are the moments of inertia of the plate about the amtroidal axis. Another
advantage of the plate-type finite element model is that stress concentration at notches, holes, and abrupt
changes in geometry can be readily obtained.

Another point of comparison between the finite element models is the cost of computer runs. For example, . -
on an IBM 370-158, the beam finite element model with 82 beam elements requires 17s of computing time; the
282-plate finite clement model requires 158s of computing time. (Note that the computing times can vary for a -.
different installation and local environment of the same computers.) Consequently, the computational costs
can be substantially different for different ftite element modeis.

In par. 84.2 the results of stress analysis using the finite element models are compared with the results
obtained by the hand calculations in par. 8-5,
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Figure 8-10. Finite Element Model for Plate Elements
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8-6.2 NASTRAN STRESS ANALYSIS

llc two finite element mcxids pre=nted in par- 841 - ~dyd using the NASTRAN computer
program. For the beam-type finite element model, the sectional properties are known at the 20 cross sections
defined in par. 8-5. Interpolation is used to calculate sectional propertie at other loutions. The offset vector
capability of NASTRAN is used to define the neutral axis of a section in which the =ntroidal and the neutral
axes do not coincide. Stress analysis is Carned out for 43- as well as 82-beam clement models. Stresses are
obtained for the following six cases:

1. Case 1. Lifting force only (Condition A)
2. Case 2. Lifting force only (Condition B)
3. Case 3. Equilibrator force only
4. Case 4. Lifting force (A) -d equilibrator force combined
5. Case 5. Lifting force (B) and equilibrator force combined
6. Case 6. Equilibrator force and trunnion fora due to ilring combined.

AUsix cases can be solved with just one run of the computer program. Cases 1and 2 are really not necessary
because they do not occur independently. They are analyzed, however, to compare computer solutions with
the hand solutions.

In the computer solution the equilibrator force and the trunnion forces for Odeg elevation angle are used.
Coordinate systems are shown in Fig. 8-9. Stress analysis for other firing elevation angles can be carried in the
same computer run.

Results with 43- and 82-beam finite element models for all cases indicate that the two solutions are quite
close to each other. A comparison of the computer and hand results also shows close agreement between the
two solutions. Tables 8-14,8-15, and 8-16 summarize comparison of two solutions for Cases 3,4, and 6. These
are Cases 2, 3, and 4, respectively, of par. 8-5.

The NASTRAN program is also used to analyze the plate finite element model of the top carriage structure.
Stresses obtained with this model did not agree with those obtained using the beam-type finite element model
and were generally lower than those obtained using the beam-type model. The plate finite element model for
the top carriage structure appears to be quite cntde. A mom refined model with fine grid mesh should hewed
to obtain ● more accurate stress analysis.
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TABLE 8-14
COMPARISON OF FINITE ELEMENT AND HAND CALCULATIONS OF STRESSES

CREATED BY THE EQUILX.BRATOR FORCE ALONE

Section

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

SM and ,

Analytic

8.76

17.05

21.57

35.58

37.10

66.91

44.97

45.31

39.86

43.17

47.08

57.79

55.77

s3.41

45.60

47.71

43.09

37.29

17.13

20.71

f6, MPa
82 Bar Elements

11.79

20.90

2S.32

36.33

37.16

68.04

43.13

42.24

35.85

41.24

43.80

53.28

50.32

47.41

39.32

41.02

36.74

31.25

15.47

26.95

“’”d”-Analytic

-1 1.s6

-28.41

-31.01

-39.69

-41.18

-57.67

-47.86

-47.89

-31.84

-31.33

-35.29

-78.17

-76.03

–76.43

–46.75

-53.85

–50.52

-45.64

–35.39

–38.75

-14.82

-38.16

-38.84

-48.93

–49,44

-62.21

-s1.84
-49.89

-32.73

-31.56

–35.07
–77.07

–73.94

-73.09

-4423

-s0.30

-46.35

-41.60

-32.24
–52.6 1
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TABLE 8-15
COMPARISON OF FINITE ELEMENT AND HAND CALCULATIONS OF STRESSES

CREATED BY LIFTING AND EQ~~RATOR FORCES COMBINED
)

Section
SIU MPa &u, MPa

Analytic 82 Bar Elcmenta Analytic 82 Bar E1cmcnta

1 16.3 19.38 -16.15 -7.26

2 28.15 31.23 -19.% –28.41

3 35.80 37.97 -33.72 -35.49

4 68.25 68.11 -44.70 -50.66

5’ 71.54 70.74 ~ -48.57 -53.53

6’ 117.9 “ 117.87 -83.30 -83.14

7 82.73 79=74 -66,42 -66.41

8 84.82 80.64 -70.25 -71.13

9 78.41 72.84 -50.21 –50.46

10 82.86 74.46 –54.04 -49.20

11 94.82 “ 83.69 -62.17 “ -56.45

12 117.8 103.64 -134.26 -124.38

13 117.01 102.53 –135.77 –123.04

)4 114.32 99.88 –138.14 –125.53

15 101.74 88.23 -88.21 –79.17

16 103.77 89.98 –103.s7 -93.70

17 90.27 ‘‘ 83.46 -98.40 -88.14
,

f18~ 85.34 73.93 ‘ -89.92 -80.40

19 41.71 38.56 -68.84 , ,, , ~i092 “ ~

20 50.28 64.23 . -76.43 -@214

.,

.
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TABLE $+6
COMPARISON OF FXNITE ELEMENT AND HAND CALCULATIONS OF STRESSES

CREATED BY EQUILIBRATOR AND TRUNNION FORCES COMBINED

Section

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

flPa S~~, MPa

82 Bar Elements Analytic ! 82 Bar Elements

Sm
Analytic

28.6

26.10

22.55

17.0

11.45

8.!3

1.86

4.88

-2.56

–2. I 1

-3.19

.

26.68

22.86

18.09

11.56

5.48

1.88

-4.47

-7.18

–8.55

–5.54

–12.27

–11.14

–7.65

-5.95

1.08

7.05

7.23

9.85

12.60

14.40

14.48

16.44

-11.38

-7.43

–4.89

3.08

10.10

9.74

13.99

16.75

18.40

17.09

Zt <Q
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CHAPTER 9
BOTTOM CARRIAGE DESIGN

This chapter describes the design of bottom carrkge stmctures for towed artillery systems. % material
follows essentially the same outline as the onesfor Chapters 7anii8. After introductory i@ormatiom types of
bottom carriage structures and “’on-carriage traverse “and “ofl-carriage traverse “cor@urationsJor bottom
carriages are discussed. 7heprefirninary &sign of bottom carriages isfollowedby a discussion of I&@ and
stress anak’yses together with firing, towing, and transportation load3 (airdrop, helicopter sling, and raii
transportation). lksic mechanics of d@ormabi4 bodies wrtcepts are used to AW1OP genetdprocedures for
stress analysis of thebottom carriage. 7he genercdprocedures are illustttztedby &scribing detailkd &sign of
the bottom carrhge for the MW8 towed Howitzer. lhe w of~ite ebneru method for the design of bottom
carriage structures ispresented. General finite element modeli~ concepts also arepresented Aflm”te element
model for the M198 bottom carriage is developed. T%e NASTRAN program is used 10 &y* thejlnite
ekent mockl of the bottom carriage structure. i$~ obtained using the finite element method are
compared to stresses obtained using the mechanics of&formabfe bodies. Finally the di~cult probkm of
bottom carriage-soil structure interaction k discussed.

9-O LIST CIF SYMBOLS
A = flange thickness, m

A. = area of cross section, m2
AA* = eonstanta shown in bending moment equationa, d“~nsionless

B = total depth of trail cross aectio~ m
= acction property shown in Ilg. 9-13, m

b = maximum spacing of ribs, m
J&J? = constants shown in bending moment equations, dimensionless

BW = bearing moment acting on bottom camiage, N*m
BRA= in-plane (plane of traverse bearing) component of bearing reaction on bottom carriage, N
ASRT= normal component (normal to plane of traverse bearing) of bearing reaction on bottom

carriage, N
BA = proportion of load due to 11~~,N
Bk = proportion of load due to BRT,N

C = section property shown in Fig. 9-13, m
C=,C? = constants shown in bending moment equations, dimensionless

D = section property shown in Fw. 9-13, m
De,D: = constants shown in bending moment equations, dimensionless

d= yickl ratio, dimcnsiotdc8s ●

dl=dhtancc bctwecn Rrand&m
d2=dWcc betwccn Rrand F’r,orkand F’m
E= Young’s modulus of clastioity, MPa

J2,E: = constants shown in bending moment equations, dimensionless
F = area of angle section, m2

Fa = force at bottom lug of bottom carriage, N
Fc,l? = constants shown in bending moment equations, dimensionless

FE= equilibrator force, N
F’= elevating gear force, N
& = jack reaction, N
FL= force transmitted by trail lugs to bottom carriage lugs, N

9-1
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FT = trunnion foroc, N
F,y = force at top lug of bottom carriage, N

Fv = total vertical load due to Bti and BRT,N
~= equivalent force UW to #w, N
G = distance of centroid of angle section from its short flange, m

Gc,G~ = constants shown in bending moment quations, dimensionless
H = vertical depth of spade, m

= section property shown in Fig. 9-13, m

H.,ti = c&stants shown in bending moment equations, dimensionless
h=hcightofpkm
l=8rcamomcnt ofinert&m4

&,l%= oonstan8a drown in bending moment uquttti~ dimonaionkas
J“= arcamomentmfimti8a boutypaxia, m’

J,fi s constantsshownin bending moment equations, dimensionless
K = area moment of inertia of angle section about its amtroidal axis, m’

& = constant defmcd in Eq. 9-24, dimensionless
& = cocffkient of earth pressure, dimensionkss
K’= oonatantof proportionality, N/m2

L = representative arc Ieng@ m
& = kngth of moment arm, m

& = circumferential distance of ith segment, m
M = f- end moment at A or B, N-m

Mb= bending moment about point P, Nm
(MbJma = maximum bending momcn~ NmI
(M&~ = total bending moalws& ~In

Ml = moment at right-trail hinge pin due to RI and & NOXU
~’ a momtmtatbuft+rqil hi~pinducto &andl&Wm

(M) ~ = component of Mz, N*m
= moment contribution of an equivalent force, N*m.

NX = nodal force in X-direction, N
Nr = nodal force in Ydirection, N
NZ = nodal force in Zdircctioxq N

P = rolling load% N
p = linear prcaaurc (force/ unit length) aa ● function of distanoc from bearing ~ due to Bu,

N/m
p-= linear proasurc when x = r, N/m

P’= maximum linear pressure at grid points, N/m
R = resultant of loada, N

fi=tr8ilforce aotingatbottom ont@p@N
& = c=ntcrline radius of bottom lug m
& = float reaction, N
RA= inner radius of lower lug, m
& = outer radius of lower lug, m
& = spade rcactiom N
Rr=trailforcc acting attopontrailpin, N
Rl = right-trail floatreaction, N

& = right-trail spade rcactio~ N
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R3 = left-trail float reaction, N
& = Ieft-trtil spade reaction, N
X5 = front-float reaction, N

= bearing radius, m
s:= maximum axial stress, MPa
& = maximum bending stress, MPa
Sr = total maximum stress, MPa
ds = differential arc length as shown in Fig. 9-16, m
T. = constant shown in bending moment equations, dimensionless

t = thickness of plate, m
x = distance of XX from trail-float reaction, m

= distance of section from trail-float reaction, m
= length as shown in F*. 9-16, m

Ax= distance between two consecutive ditiions, m
# = distance from A along AB for any section on AB (See Fig. 9-1 1.), m

X, Y,Z = coordinate system for finite element model, m
Y = horizontal displacement of spade, m

YE= horizontal distance of oentroid of cross section from right edge, m
~v = vertical distance of ccntroid of cross section from bottom edge, m
y = distance of a fiber from centerline of lug, m

= distance of section from trail-spade reaction, m
= distance of ocntroid of XX from trail spade mactiom m

Z = section modulus of cross section, m’
ZJ = section modulus for bottom fiber, m3
Zf = *on modulus for top fiber, m’

ZI,Z2= section mod~ m3
z = otttwedh factor, dimensionless
# = oontact angle, deg
0 = angle between grid points (See Fig. 9-36.), deg

dO = differential angle as shown in F~. 9-16, rad
0{= angle between two radii defining ith segment, rad
8= angle between line OA and radial line identifkd by arrow in Fig. 9-37, deg
v = Poisson’s ratio, dimensionless
u = Oombti bending and tensile St-, Pa

al = bottom bending ~, MPa

* = top bending stress, MPa
U-= mitical buckling stmas, MPa

9-1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents information on the fundamental operating principles and design of bottom carriages;

it dismsses the types of bottom camittges, their components, and functions; and it provides design data and
procedures for analysis and design of the bottom carriage. Also considered arc the requirements that each
component must meet.

The bottom carriage is the part of a towed artilkry system that supports the top carnage and provides the
pivot for the traversing parts. The bottom carriage and its components-including wheels, trails, and
outriggers-provide the structural foundation for the weapon. When emplaced and during firing, the bottom
carriage transmits carriage loads to the ground. During transit, it may become the chassis. Bottom carriage
may be a general term for all types of ground supporting structures, or it may be a specific term such as the
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Troil
\ $????

F
F

Top Carriage
c-

FE =

Fg m

FT =

~=

Rf =

R= =

equilibrator force, N

devoting ~r foroe, N

trunnion force, N

jock reaction, N

float reoction, N

spode reaction, N

Figure 9-1. Split Trail Gun Showing Primary Loads

bottom carriage for a single recoil weapon. In the conventional single reooil weapon, the bottom camiage links
the top camiage to the trails and forward supports during fting. It also Iinks the top amiagc to the trails and
wheels during transport. No translation occurs, however, between top and bottom cmiages. Except for
~m @P@ for urditited traverse, the split trails, jaoks, or floats at the fommrd end usually ~ the
recotl fo~ to the ground. Fii. 9-1 shows a split trail gun and primary loads. Only limited fu traverse is
●vailable for this weapon after empiamment. Therefore, it is n-sary at emplacement to orient the gun in the
proper general direction.

LAM&arc transmitted from the top carriage to the bottom carriage through the traverse bearing. Generally,
radial bearings carry the horizontal components, and tiuust bearings carry the vertical components of the
fting loads. An angular contact-type bearing-a four-point contact ball bearing-of large diameter and many
rolling elements has proved satisfactory as a traverse bearing. In addition to being capable of carrying axial
and radial load% the bearing also is capable of transmitting bending moments such as the overturning moment
duringreod Fiw 9-2shows details of the rollingclcments and the loadingdiagrarm Thcdistanoc between the
points of contact of the load P is ceiled the rolling d~ .Theinnerand outer pathdiamctors arcokariy
shown for the four-point balJ bearing in F% 9-2 The separators distribute tort@ mote uniformly during
traverse and providcforuniform support. Othcradvantages derived t%omthe bearing are its ●bilitytocarryall
f- itwh whether or not uniformly distributed, its adaptability to either single or doubk recoil gun
stmctms, and its low frictional properties.

The bottom carriage for a soft mod system differs from that for a conventional recoil system mainly
because of thcsmelkr recoil forces obtained in the soft recoil system, i.e., smalkr recoil forces require alightcr
and smaller bottom carriage to transmit loads to the ground during firing. Usually asinglc baseplate pivoted to
the top carriage serves the purpose. Fig. 9-3, Ref. 1, shows a schematic representation of the soft recoil XM204
towed Howitzxr. It should be noted that the carriage has a long box trail with rollers at the end. The rollers rest
on the ground during firing and roll when the gun orientation (traverse) is changed. Contrary to conventional
recoil syste~ the trail in soft recoil systems is in the foxward direction. Analysis and design of the bottom
q, i.e., -pla@, in this case can be performed using conventional methods.

94
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Separators

(A) Spring Spaced Rolling Elements

P\~

R\
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Rolling
r- tnner Path Diameter

Dummter
P Outer I%th Diometer

Figure 94. FOsmPoint Cosstact Bali Bearing

Rollers

Figure 9-3. Schemntic Representation of Soft Recoil XM204 Towed Howitzer (Ref. 1)
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9-2 TYPES OF BOTTOM CARRIAGES
9-2.1 STRUCTURES FOR BOTTOM CARRIAGES

Ahhough the definition of bottom carriage is speciiic enough, the immediate structure supporting the top
carriage is not always identifkd as the bottom carriage. Such terms as platform and pedestal apply equally
well. The lines of demarcation grouping the various structures according to their respective categories are
nebulous and cannot be sharply ddincd. Since their functions are similar, however, all are included in the
general class of bottom carriages. Not only the basic structure but all components, such as trails, outriggers,
spades, and floats, arc also considered. These components also include the limber frames and bogie. Bottom
carriages can be grouped into two categories according to whether or not they allow offurriage traverse.
Bottom carriages for weapons that have off-carriage traverse difkr from those that have only onarriage
traverse Each of these two categories of bottom carriages is described. Although some of the bottom caniage
structures arc not used in modern towed weapons, they are included for historical purposes.

9-2.1.1 Bottom Cam& for OrA-Carriage Traverac Weapons
Here the term ‘on-camiage traverse” implies that, during travemc, the top carriage moves relative to the

bottom carriage through a traverse bearing and a traverse meehanism. Bottom carriages included in this
category range from very simple to quite complex structures. in some light artilkxy mounts the forward part of
the trails also serves as the bottom carnage. Some mounts employ simple attachments that m little more than
brackets attached to the axle, whereas others have structures that scmc as both chassis and bottom carriage.
The more complex units— which include firing platforms, pedestals, and bottom carriages-serve as the
supporting structure for the general range of weapons from light through heavy weapons. A description of
some supporting structures follows:

1. Squpming Bracket. The supporting bracket is a compact structure that serves as the bottom carriage
of some light fmld pieces. It supports the top caniage and transmits the load to the ground via trails and axk
supports. F%. 94 shows this ~ of installation. Brackets on the axle provide attachments for trai@ top
carriage, wheels, and fting supports.

2. ~ SUPPOr~”Thc ~-g SUPPOfiis a _ US~Y tub~~t wi~ b** for a~- tie
top camiagc, axk, and trails (Fig. 9-S). The ocntral bmcket serves a two-fold purpose by providing the pintk
housing for the top carriage and the horizontal spindle about which the axle rotates to compensate for uneven
terrain. The spindk transmits most of the vertical component of the fting Ioad to the ground through the axAe
and wheels or firing support. T& rmnah&r of the vcrtkal eoqmwnt ~ the entire horizontal component

Figure 9-4. Supporting Bracket hratdlation
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Trail

Pint\e Housing

Brocket
Axle AttachmentSpindle

Figure 9-5. Equalizing SUP-

are transmitted by the trails that are attached to brackets located near the ends of the support. In addition to
the three main brackets, two others outside the trail braeketa provide vertical retaining grooves for cofilning
axle rotation to one plane.

3. Firing Piotform (240-mm Howitzer M1918M1 Type):
The firing platform (Fig. 9-6), as the name implies, is a fiat structure that supports the weapon during

firing and transmits firing loads to the ground. Two of its components, the pintle and rear sector, transmit top
carriage loads to the platform. The pintk functions as the pivot for the traversing parts anx as a struetuml
member, supports horizontal and vertical loads. The sector has two functions:.to suppo~ vertical loads and to
provide the bearing surface for the rolling elements of the top carnage during traverse.;:

,.,ii
Troverse Waring Sactar out~gger

R&oil
Clearance Pit

Ptotform

Figure 9-6. Firing Platform

The main structure with three other compotits, namely, the trunk that fm into the cmpkccmcnt pit
and two outr&rs with floats, is rcsponaibk for dimting the firing Ioads to the groun@ the trunk is for the
horizontal loads and the others are for the vertical loa& The outriggers and floats, by effectively increasing
the kngth of the base, knd stability to the weapon. The platform has a large rcoess immediately to the rear of
the pintle that is formed by the hollow ~ofthetn@and~ti- cl~cforti-& parts. An
emplacement of this type is limited to small adjustments in elevation and traverse.

4. Bworn Curriagefor the M198, 155-mm Howitzer. Fig. 9-7 shows the bottom carriage for the 155-mm
M 198 Howitzer (Ref. 2). The top carriage is linked to the bottom carriage through a traverse bearing that
transmits loads to the bottom carriage during firing. The part immediately supporting the traverse bearing is
similar to a cylindrical box with interior, vertical stiffening plates and is connected to towing wheels on one
side and to two split traiis on the other. Each trail is again box shaped and has a spade and afloat at the end.
Spades are driven into the ground at the fting site, whereas the floata rest on ground. Trails give stability to the
weapon during fting and act as a link between the prime mover and the weapon during tmnsportation. Also
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Ring Gem (Troverse)

Figure 9-7. M198 Towed Howitzer Bottom Carriage

trails are usually designed to have an angle of 70 dcg between them at the time of firing. This confiition
alio~ aP~~don-age traverse of approximately 45 deg (Ref. 3).-.. .

.~@&~shown kFl&M, ktief~-Mtio *mmti*hd~tiupfi~
design is usually resened for antiaimaft use bcoausc it is partiouladysuitcd for high angles of elevation in all
directions. The structure is composed of three units,i.e., thelevehg socket assembly (shown in FW 9-9), the
peda~ and @four outriggers. The kvelingsocket is the ixnmediatesupport of the top carrkge and, intum,
is 9Upp01tCdby the pcdcstd. TWO~k hydraulicjacks, fitted into outriggers, lower and raise the mount
on and off the Ievding sooket.

m kveling socket is a circular structure and has the traversing gear, rokr bearing, and clip ring
asacmbled to its upper side. AU are associated with the tmmrabg parts. The gear is the fmcd member of the
trimming gear train, the bearing is the low friction elcmen& and the clip ring is the retainer that precludes
tipping of the traversing parts. A hemispherical bearing, which fits over its male counterpart on the pedestal
and permits only tipping motion for leveling purposes, is attached to the lower side of the leveling socket.
Leveling is accomplished by four leveling screws supported on special pads of the pedestal; the screws bear
against the kveling socket and restore it to the horizontal plane (Fig. 9-1O).The angular displacements arc
smw on the order of 5 dcg, and can compensate for only minor irregularities of the terrain.

Figure 9-8. Pedestal
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Figure 9-9. Leveling Socket Assembly
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Figure 9-10. Leveling Mechntim
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The pedestal conducts ail forces to the ground+ither dimotly or through i~ four outriggers-and
becomes the chassis of the weapon during transport. The outriggem, hingti to it, am USti primarily during
firing. Pins make the hinged joint rigid, but during transport they are withdrawn, and the outriggers retract by
folding upright against the main structure. One outrigger becotncs the prop for the gun tube while in this
retracted position.

9-2.1.2 Bottom Carriage for Off-Carr&ge Traverse Weapons
The term “off-carriage traverse” implies that the traversing of the weapon takes place oJf the bottom

carriage, such as near the end of the trails. The bottom carriage for such weapons can be significantly different
from those for the “on+irriage traverse” weapons. Two bottom carriages having Off-rnage traverse are
described in the foUowing paragraphrx

1. Bottom Curriage for XM204, 105-mm, Light Towed Howitzer. Fig. 9-3 is a schematic representation
of a soft reeoil XM204 towed Howitm (Ref. 1). This weapon, with its unique trails-forward cotilguration, is
the fmt towed artillery system to employ the sofl recoil @e. The XM204 Howitzer features improved fting
stability (due to lower recoil reactions), redueed -ight and package size, increased rate of fn (because of
reduced cycle time), redueed overpressure (due to smaller charges and reduced forces) in crew ~ MO&nil
off-rriage traverse, a simplified meoil system, and a grtater range than its predecessors, There is usually no
distinction made between top and bottom carriage for XM204 and M 102 Howitzers; the top and bottom
carriages are jointly termed ‘a carriage”, The XM204 carnage is composed of a welded box-section
undercarriage, a traversing beam assembly, a cradle and buffer assembly, a bakscrew-type elevating
mechanism a retractabk suspension system, and a fting base. The carriage has a 6400-mil okarriage
traverse capability and has an elevating range from -87 to+ 1323 roils. Elevating and traversing handwheels
are provided on both sides of the carriage.

2. Bottom Ciwriagefor the MI02, 10S-mm Light Towed Howitzer. Fig. 1-13 shows the M102 Howitzer
consisting of an M137E1 oannon and an M37 reed mechanism mountod on an M31 carriage. The weapon is
traversed and elevated by handwheels located on the sides of the oamiage. A 6400-mil traverse capability is
provided beeause the carriage pivots around the center of acireular base by means of a roller located at the rear
of the “wishbone”-shaped box-trail assembly. The ekvation mechanism employs a pair of ball-screw
assemblies to elevate the tipping parts through an elevation range of -5 to +75 de~ Under normal conditions
and average terrain, this weapon ean be returned to proper defketion within one-halfturn of the handwhecl
after firing● maximum charge at low quadrant angles of ekvation. The weapon is staked in f~ position.
HoI= are incorporated in the firing base for the stakes, which are provided as standard equipment.

9-2.2 MATERIALS
Bottom carriages are subjected to high stress levels during firing beeause of impulsive and repetitive

loadings. It is neecssary, therefore, that tough, high-strength material be used for bottom carriages. Structural
steel possesses the desired properties and has been used extensively in the past for bottom emiages; however,
the transportation of weapons demands light weight. A high-strengtlt aluminum alloy, KO-1-containing
silver, mngmeae, magneai~ titanium, and coppef (Ref. 4)-satisfiu those requirement however, the
bottombforthe 15S-mm M198 Howitzers not madeofahtminumalloy. ‘fhealloyis asstrongassteel
btikmmh@&. ~s~~ti~of~ K@ld~b~~~~d~ ~&~potiof
thetwomatdals w~ly~tih-im~t~of a~tiktifor~mbh
the modulus of elasticity. The higher the modulus of elasticity, the greater the stiff-. Also the stifkr the
carri~, the srnaUerthe defections. Tests oonduoted on steel and ahunintttn alloy bottom cmiages indkate
thataluminum alloy has a vertical spring rateabout 87% iower at the hinge pins than steel does (Ref. 2). In
other words, for the same loading the ahtminum alloy bottom carrkge will have about 8% greater vertical
deflection at the pins than the steel bottom caniage will. The alloy, however, exhibits a better elastic range than
the steel. In shock loading, a high-strength and less-stiff material is preferable over a stfi material. The tot.aI
permanent vertical set at the hinge pins for the alloy is 1.867 mm, whereas for the steel it is 3.264 mm. These
obsetwations indicate the suitability of both materials against deformations. In general, for the parts of the
bottom carriage for which high stress levels are anticipated, a high-strength, lightweight material should be
selected. However, those parta that are inherently large in size but are subjected to low stress kvels may be
made of low-strength, lightweight material. Regardless of the choice, care must be exercised in seketing a
material that is readdy available.
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9-2.3 MANUFACTURING ASPECTS
The type of @mtru*n of the individual parts-whether forg@& ~tings, or mill stock-should be left to

the discretion of the designer. He should be guided, ho~vcr, by the relative suitability of each type for each
application. Many times, forging or =sting is a matter of economics rather thm other considerations.
Forgings demonstrate their greatest advantage in applications requiring high strength-to-weight ratios. The
high cost of forg@s is the chief dis~vantage. Castings may be used if weight is not critical. Large fillets
moderate the stress concentration at reentrant angks. After machining operations are completed, castings are
usually ready for installation. It is assumed that they have been stress relieved before machining to insure
dimensional stability.

Because of bulkines and a lengthy manufacturing process, mill stock generally is used for buiAt-up
structures. Availability and iow cost are its greatest assets. Weldments are preferredbecause they are relatively
simple and light. Constnwtion requires only a short time, and although weldments are prone to warp, this
tendency is overcome by stress relieving through heat treatment. Regardless of the type of construction% the
method of comtmction and material sekcted must thow compatibility with low co% iight weightj eaae of
manufacturing, and availabilityy of material.

9-3 PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF BOTTOM CARRIAGE
As for all structures, the bottom carriage design should be directed toward simplicity, symmetry, and

compactness. These’criteria are usually compatibk; the realiition of one stimulates the incorporation of the
other two. All tmd to reduce the weight. A compact bottom carriage also helps to provide a iow silhouette for
the weapon. Symmetry means uniformly applied loads and ultimately a stronger, lighter unit because ecxentnc
loads require heavy local reinforternents. If both the applied and structural loads am symmetrical, deflections
will be symmetrical with fewer adverse effceta upon the accuracy of the weapon than would occur if symmetry
did not prevail. Slmpliiity is always a major factor. A simple structure means ease of manufacture ease of
assembly, and ease of maintename—all of Whii are eondueive to low costs.

~pm*m~**_m-W*~onof~.~t~t~~
ptefkrmd for tmqxwtab~, and highly stremd components should be made of material with highatrm@h-
to-weight ratios. If ●pplied loads are relatively small and the siza of the components are inherently large,
Iightwight, low-#tmrtgth materials should be giwn preference. Regardless of the choice, however, cam must
be exercised in selecting a material that is readily ●vailabk. If@shortage of the original choke is anticipated, it
may be prudent to design a stntctum based on one material so that it can be easily modified to umform to the
physicai properties of another. This practice, however, can be dangerous if, in trying to include too many
variables, the net result is an inferior structure.

A prime asset of any weapon is a short emplacement time. Emplacement includes two general operations:
the preparation of the terrain and the positioning of the weapon. Other than the selection of a suitable ioeation
that includes a favorabk ground condition, littk can be done to speed emplacement. Assume that the terrain is
favorable; then any disturbance to it in order to position and secure the bottom carriage and its components
will add to theemplacement time. This time includes digging ckarance hoks for the mcoiiing parts and holes
for trail spad~ Armngmnent of the bottom carriage components in a f- position occasionally requires
considerable time, particularly for heavy structure, and thus creates the need for power-operated equipmen~
Po-f~*p*~rti ~y*~w_ti, ei~d~fmmor~~ti
weapon, may beuaed. Ifpowerunit$ are awembkd tothe~ernpkemen ttiwillbemdueed
further-at kastbythedyrationofthe hookupperiod.Notoxdydoesthepower-operated hmdlingequipment
~~t--~*~--a*~**of~w--w-

The bottom cardage of a conventional recoil weapon is one compact structure, usually ● casting or a
weldment. The simpler types, namely, the supporting bracketand equalizing support, maybe added to this
group. Provision must be made for the attachments of the top carriage and its associated parts and for the
various ground supports and attachments required during firing and transport. The bottom carriage includes
the pintle or its equivalent, sormxomponenta of the traverse bearing, and either traversing gear or mechanism.
TM ground supports and attachments may include trails or outriggers, tow bar unit, jacks, and the transport
units such as bogie and limber.

The pintle is the stanchion about which the topcarrhgerotates. Paired with the traverru_ it links the
top and bottom carriages and is eapabk of transmittingboth horizontal and vertical loads. Pintks are simpk
structures, iittk more than cylindrical pins, and arc rcadiiy machined of forged std.
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some weapons, particularly antiaircraft weapom that ~ mound on @atti, substitute the more
elaborate leveling socket for the pintle. The bod y of the smket (shown in F@ 9-9) h a large,circular, concave
steel casting whose center is formed into a hemispherical sockd. Its counterpart on the pd=ti is also a steel
casting (Fig. 9-8). The two bearing surfaces am heid snug by a steel clamp that extends through the mating
hemisphere and is drawn tight by a nut that bears against tk outer surface of the upper member.

Several types of construction am suitable for ground supports of bottom carriages. Trails and outriggers arc
built-up box beams. Either the complete structure may be made of mill stock or the hinge at one end and the
spade and float at the other maybe forged or cast. Weldmcnts are used in preference to riveted structures. Tow
bar and steering units are usually of welded tubuk.r construction. The moving parts of jacks areforgings or are
machined from mill stock, whereas jack housings and axle firing supports are steel castings. The structures of
bogies and limbers are well suited to be fabricatui as weldments.

9-3.1 LOAD ANALYSIS
Thii paragraph presents a general discussion of the external loads that the bottom caniage supports under

difbent situations, e.g., firing towing, and airlift.
As explained in Chapter 3, the botto~ carriage is subjected to ground reactions transmitted through spades

and floats in addition to reactions transmitted by the top carriage through the traverse bearing and inertial
loads, if any. Evaluation of these loads for different dynamic modeling is also exphined in Chapter 3. A
general procedure for evaluating ground and top carriage reactions is to assume thesizcs of all components of
the weapon assembly so that the location of their mass centem is knowm Then a suitable dynaqiic model is
chosen to obtainthedesired accuracy in evaluation of loads. Eq~ofmotion are then foquulatcd for the
specified external loading input. Solutions of these equations yield the desired ground and top -
reactions.

Of all the loading conditio~, the loads c.xperianced during fting are usually the most so&ro. N firing
conditions should be investigated during recoil and counterrecoil ad for sokotod angler of elevation and
traverse. Uauauy the maximw tninimuq and some irttcrrnodiateangks with top xone charge provide the
dial design loads. Transpmt conditions include normal travel, brakin& and ~ tic ~ w -
blOd~#Omtd by multiplying the aotual load by the load factw 1.5 for fk’iq&34 forspru4g tmnaprt Iosds,

~_titi. ~Mskm*tikh n@_t~*~ti Mw,
tberefo~ ● load faotor of 1.0 is adeqtmte. hiomatically, when stmscs are oomputod for the actual applied
loads, thekoadfaetor beoo~ tlwfsdorof asfoty. Traospontoo@tim @do~yield critical~louk for
the bottom d-, but they are the sok basis of dedgn for the associated structuresof boa ~, ~
towing unit.

9-32 STRESS ANALYSIS
The objective of stress anaJysis in preliminary design is toestimatethcstresskvelsataainedin ●component

under different loadingconditiorw It should also locatespecifii areas of tdgb stress kvclsso that the designer
cMy s&el@ea those arwasby suitabk meamms. Adet.aikd stmasatudyais domandsstat co fstroas(stress
tensor) atedi point of the component thatia analymd. There areseveml methotk~to obtain detdtid stress
analgsis-tbe fdte element method or the theory of ektkity approaoh may be t9sd, Each method has its
d-~tidtiw~M tie~ofa~dd_ on b~d~MU~y, ti
Snetho$scallforexpertis einstrwsandysisandaecessib* to mm “
To

~ m~ Comput=a.
eatmwtestmas kvekinpmhniwy design, ho~,tipmcadur=pm-titi=w-7-f8-b

ti. n=~~mmdamybtifwb=~ -m~-m~.~
searches for dominant internal actions+uch as fk~ almar, in-plane or axial Joad& and t~
different parts of each component. Then the geometry-ie., relative dimensions such as ratios of
length/widtL Icngth/depth, or area/ thickness-of these parts and their boundarycoalitions are given
consideration to determine whether they could be approximated as idealelementsfor which standard stress
analysis theories exist and whether equations areavailable to evaluate stresses. Sornetimcswhen h boundary
conditions or the configurations of these parts make them statically indeterminate, proper assumptions arc
made to render them determinate. The assumptions to be made usually require ~uity and experience on
the part of the 8nalyst. Usually, assumptions are M9de to “_ dominant tiOBS Utd to i#ttOm fCktiVCly
small actions in the partathat are to be rendered staticallyde termmate. After modoling parts of acomponen~
free-body diagrams of these parts under a given external loading are drawn.Itisthen possible to cieterm.inc
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reactions on the ~undmi= of vario~ parts by judiciously employing equations of equ~lbrium. Once the
boundaw actions UC known, each part Cm be an~w~ sep~atcly. ~h p% is then tioti to expose
internal loading at pla=s of intermt. Standard equations am then used to determine the s~s~ at the points of
interest. When stresses at points of interest in a component for the given loading have been obtained, the
procedure is repeated for other external loadings and the stresses are superimposed ~ftwo or more loading
conditions act simultaneously. The size of the component is then adjustd to satisfy fallure stress constraints.
The procedure outlined in this paragraph is illustrated in par. 9+.

9-4 SAMPLE BOTTOM CARRIAGE DESIGN PROBLEM
Sample design calculations for the bottom carriage of the M 198 towed Howitzer are presented in this

paragraph. These calculations are based on the substance of par. 9-3. Note that the sample design procedure
pmmnted herein is not the only way to design a bottom carriage. Several variations are possible depending on
designers’ experience, desired accuracy, and the assumptions made in the process. Usually, beam-type
modeling is used for stress analysis.

94.1 LOAD ANALYSIS
For the purpose of this paragraph it is assumed that the preliminary design of the bottom carriage is

available-i. e., materials, shapes, and sizes of all the components of the bottom carriage are known. Further,
as noted earlier, all loading conditions should be investigated to obtain the worst combination of loads that
results in maximum stress and/or deflection levels. As for the bottom carriage, the loading conditions to be
considered are firing, towing or transportation on ground, airdrop, helicopter sling, and rail transportation.
Fh-ing loads usually are critical, and consequently, these loads are used to illustrate stress analysis and the
design of bottom carriages. Other loads can be treated similarly.

As explained in Chapter 3, the designer must first develop adynarnic model for the system, and equations of
motion for the model are written. Then for the given input, such as the f- loads, the equations of motion are
integrated to obtain generalized coordii, velocities, and accekrations as functions of time. Since
accckrations are known at any irtstan~ inertial loads for any component can be determined by using
ci’AJembert’s principle. These and other loads are used to determine reactions at various interfaces; these
reactions then become design loads for components. Some dynamic analysis programs, such as the Dynamic
Analysis and Design System (DADS), automatically give forces of constraint that can be used for the design of
components.

By considering the free-body diagram of the top carriage, it is possible to obtain reactions at the traverse
bearing. These reactions are in the form of two concentrated forces-one perpendicular to the plane of the
bearing and the other in the plane— through the center of the bearing and a moment vector in the plane of the
bearing. When these reactions have been obtained, a free-body diagram for the bottom carriage is drawn, and
here the term bottom carriage includes trails, spades, floats, and the main body under the traverse bearing. Fig.
9-I 1 shows the free-body diagram for the main body of the bottom carriage, whereas F:g. 9-12 shows the
free-body diagram for the right trail. Since the designer is interested in the maximum values of functions such
as bending moment, shear force, and axial force (internal forces) at all oritical sections-particularly those
where the geometry, external loadi~ or material properties change abruptly-these functions must be
evaluated at various sections fordflerent loading conditions. For the M198 towui Howi@r,scveralekvation
angles in the range of -S to 75 degand various traveme angks intherangeofOto 22.Sdeg(oneitherthekftor

‘rightside)can reconsidered. UsuaUy,discmtcvalues ofekvationandtravemc angka arechoscnthatareli.kely
to give maximum values for various internal fo~ in the camiage Tabk 9-1 shows the external reactions for
the chosen elevations of 3S deg, 55 deg and 75 de~ traverse angle of 22.5 d- and time instances of 0.1390,
0.092,0.141, and O.149s in short recoil. Two time instances art used for the angle of elevation of 35 deg because
these time instances arc likely to give maximum values for various internal forces.

9-4.2 STRESS ANALYSIS
The designer is interested in the maximum values of stresses caused by maximum internal forces such as

shear force, bending or twisting moment, and axial and/or in-plane forces because once the maximum stresses
are known, the problem is treated as a titic one. To obtain a good estimate of maximum internal forces, the
designer must analyze the structure for each chosen external loading. The maximum value of internal forces
acting at each section is then sekcted from among the values obtained for different external loads. The
maximum internal force envelope can then be draw and maximum stresses evalumed for all the sections.
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Figure 9-11. Bottom Cnmiage(Main Body) Fredtody Diagram 225 deg
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1
M,
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x)( . ~~1 ~ ~ti~ ~~ to bot~~ ~f~e of t~ trod

x = distance “of XX from troil float reoction, m

Y = distonce of centroid of XX from trail spade reaction, m

Figure 9-12. Free-~ody Dia~m for Right Trail (Ref. 6)

TABLE 9-1
FORCES ON BOTTOM CARRIAGE FOR FOUR LOADING CONDITIONS (Ref. 6)

(From dynamic force analysis (traverse = 223 deg))

Coodition A B c D

Ekva.tioas deg 35 35 55 7s
4

fqsott or long d short short Sboxt short
‘rime,s 0.1390 0.092 0.141 0.149
R~ht-trail float reactionRI, N 93,773 80,766 93,457 77,973
Right-trail spade reaction R, N 192,190 192,572 134,523 49,202
Left-trail float reaction & N 33,233 33,006 38,397 38,161
U&trail spade reaction &, N 61>32 61,701 43,103 15,764
Frost-float reaction & N
-titibmk, N

18,607 80,063 — —

thnuthnut:ilm:
224,999 — 157,489
123.709 — 210,613 2%%
4i8#78 — 417,tW

● 346,105

94.2.1 Trails
Trails arc basically beam columns. At low angles of elevation axial loads are relatively htrgq however, for

‘ higher angles of elevation, bending moments and shear forces arc dominant. A sample calculation forscotion
28 is provided.

As shown on Fig. 9-12, the ccntroid of Section 28 is point P, and the bending moment Mbabout point P is

Mb = R}x – Rzy, N-m (9-1)

where
Rl = right-trail float mactio~ N
RI= right-traiI spade reaction, N

x = distanm of section from trail-float rcactio~ m
y = distanoe of section centroid from trail-spade reactiom m.
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From Table 9-1, Condition A,
RI = 93,773 N
R2 = 192,190 N.

From Table 9-2
x = 4.7752 m
y = 0.6855 m.

-1ABLE+ *2

TRAIL SE~ION PROPERTIES (Ref. 6)

Section x, m y, m A, m B, m 1,m’ Z, m’ A~, mi

O.000 0.5715 0.00635 0.3302
:

6.730E* 4.077 E-3 5.18 L2
0.0318 0.5716 0.00639 0.3305 1.634E4 9.886 E-4 9.63 E-3

3 0.1270 0.5720 0.0065I 0.3314 1.659E-4 1.001E-3 9.70 E-3
4 0.2540 0.5726 0.00667 03326 1.692E4 1.017E-3 9.79 E-3

0.3810 0.5732 0.00684 0.3339 1.725E4 1.034E-3 9.89 E-3
: 0.5080 0.5738 0.0071XI 0.335I 1.759E4 1.050E-3 9.98 E-3

0.6350 0.5744 0.00716 0.3363 1.794E4 1.067E-3 1.01E-2
; 0.7620 0.5750 0.00732 0.3375 1.828E4 1.083E-3 1.01E-2
9 1.0160 0.5833 0.00764 0.3541 2.087 E4 1.179E-3 1.05E-2

10 1.2700 0.5916 0.00797 0.3705 2.368 E+ 1.278 E-3 1.09E-2
1.5240 0.5999 0.00829 0.3871 2.674 E-4 1.382E-3 1.13E-2

;; 1.7780 0.6082 0.00861 0.4036 3.595 E4 1.781E-3 1.38E-2
13 20320 0.6164 0.00894 0.4201 4.m7 H 1.908E-3
14

1.41E-2
22860 0.6U7 0.W926 0.4366 4.445 E-4 2.038 E-3 1.4s E-2

15 25400 0.6329 0.00958 0.4531 4.920 w 2.172 E-3 1.49E-2
16 2.7940 0.6412 0.00990 0.4696 5.419 E-4 2.308 E-3 1.52 b2
17 3.0480 0.6494 0.01023 0.4861 5.956E4 2450 E-3 1s E-2
18 3.3020 0.6577 0.01055 0.5026 6.522 E4 2.595 E-3 1.64)E-2

3.55M 0.6760 0.01087 0.5192 7.122 E4 2.743 E-3 1.63E-2
E 3.8300 0.6742 0.01120 0.5357 7.754 E4 2.895 E-3 1.67&2

4.0640 0.6825 0.01152 0.5522 8.425 E4 3.051 E-3 1.71E-2
z 4.1656 0.6847 0.01165 0.5567 8.624 E-4 3.098 E-3 1.72E-2
23 4.3180 0.6849 0.01184 0.5571 8.703 E4 3.125 E-3 1.73E-2
24 4.4704 0.6854 0.01204 0.5575 8.778 E-4 3.149 E-3 1.74E-2
25 0.6852 0.01213 0.5577 10.364E4 3.717 E-3 1.97E-2
26 ::% 0.6853 0.01223 0.5579 12.645E4 4.533 E-3 2.28 E-2
27 4.6990 0.6854 0.01233 0.5581 13.669E4 4.899 E-3 262 E-2
28 4.7752 0.6855 0.01243 0.5582 19.084E4 6.830 E-3 3.88 E-2
29 4.9911 0.6858 0.01270 0.5s88 12.911E4 4.621 E-3 273 E-2L

NOTE W tsbk w theeqnwsion Efolkmd by●number to indiatc the powerof 10.For sxampl&6.730 E4 = 6.730X!04.

Substitution in Eq. 9-1 gives

Mb= (93,773) (4.775) – (192,190) (0.6855)
= 316,019 N-m.

Simiiarly, values for Mb for the other conditions am

Condition B Condition c Condition D .

253,666 Nom 354,060 N=m 338,609 N-m

Thus the maximum bending moment Mb at Section 28 is 354,060 N-m as shown in Table 9-3 (Ref. 5).
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TABLE 9-3
MAXIMUM STRESSES IN TRAIL (Ref. 6)

x. m

o
0.0318
0.1270
0.2540
0.3810
0.5080
0.6350
0.7620
1.0160
1.2700
1.5240
1.7780
2.0320
22860
2.54(K)
2.7940

::%%
3.5560
3.8100
4.0640
4.1656
4.3180
4.4704
45466
4.6228
4.6990
4.7752
4.9911

Axial Strcas S,,
MPa

3.32
19.99
19.85
19.66
19.48
19.30
19.12
19.18
18.28
17.66
17.10
13.98
13.62
13.27
12.95
12.64
12.34
1206
11.79
I J.53
1129

1r14
9.78
9.78
8.45
7.66
4.%
7.03

Bcadiug Momcat Mb
kN*m

91.71
90.68
87.59
83.47
79.35
7s.23
71.11
67.87
63.16
72.86
92.86

112.85
132.84
152.84
172.83
192.83
212.82
232.81
252.81
272.80
292.80

31279
325.53
332.66
339.?#

E%!
“ 374J20

Bendisq St= Sh
MPa

22.49
91.77
87.48
82.02
76.74
71.62
66.66
62.66
53.52
57.00
6722
63.36
69.64
75.04
79.60
83.51
86.87
89.75
92.16
94.21
95.%

Kzo9
103.36
95.75
75.13
71.04
51.84
8126

TOtd S-S Sr,
MPa
25.80

111.76
107.33
101.69
%.22
90.91
85.78
81.84
71.81
74.67
84.32
77.34
8327
88.31
92.55
%.15
99.21

101.81
103.95
105.75
107.25

—
11123
113.14
105.53
83.58
78.69
5727
8832

The maximum axial stress S. is calculated by using the mtimum axial for~ R experien~d under any Of
the stated conditions and is expressed as

Ra
S.= ~, MPa

. .
-where

4 = area of cross section, m2. (Fi~. 9-13 and 9-14 provide dimensions for cross sections.)

From Tabk 9-1
& = 192#72 N.

From Tabk 9-2 at Section 28
A. = 3.88X10-2 m2.

Substitution in Eq. 9-2 gives

(9-2)

s.= 192,572

3.88X10-2

= 4.% MPa
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ond H are cress sectionol dimensions for
section I 0s shown in the above figue.

Figure 9-13. Section Properties (Trail) at Section 1 (Ref. 6)

as shown in Table 9-3.
The maximum bending stress Sb at section 28 is calculated by using the maximum bending moment MA

expcrienocd under any of the stated conditions and is expressed as

Mb
Sb = ~, MPa

where
Z = section modulus of cross section, m3.

From Table 9-3
Mb = 354,061 Nom.

(9-3)

From Table 9-2
Z = 6.83X10-3 m3.
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—“””1A

flange thickness, m

total depth of trail cross section, m

area of angle section, mz

distance of centroid of angle section from its short flange, m

Figure 9-14. Section Properties (&R) at Sections 2 Through 24 (Ref. 6)

Substitution in Eq. 9-3 gives

Sb =
354,061

6.83 X10-3

= 51.84 MPa

as shown in Table 9-3.
The total maximum stress Sr is calculated by adding the maximum axial stress and maximum bending

stress. For Salon 28-using the RZVdU= from Table 9-1 and the P~viousIY ~culat~ Mbvalues—the ‘alues
of SCand Sb under the stipula~d conditions are
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S., MPa Sb, MPa

Condition A 4.95 46.27
Condition B 4.96 38.60
Condition C 3.47 51.84
Condition D 1.27 49.58.

Using the maximum values of S. and Sb. the total maximum stress ST is

~r = 4.96 + 51.84= 56.80 MPa.

9-422 Bottom Carriage Main Body
The forces and moments transmitted from the top carriage to the bottom carriage are transmitted through

the traverse bearing. The moments occur during firing and arc the products of rifling torque and the applied
loads of the top carriage. The contact between the traverse bearing and the bottom carriage is through the
circumference of the bearing. It is, therefore, necessary to find an equivalent distribution of these concentrated
forces and moments along the circumference of the bearing. The reactive force normal to the plane of the
bearing, referred to as the bearing-thrust force BJWin Table 9-1, may be assumed to be uniformly distributed
along the circumference. Also, for the sake of simplicity in the analysis, it may similarly be assumed that the
in-plane-kring reactive force, referred to as the bearing-radial force BM in Table 9-J, is equally distributed
along the circumference. These assumptions simplify the stress analysis. Load distribution due to the bearing
moment BRM(Table 9-1) may be assumed to vary linearly, as shown in Fig. 9-11. It is easier to deal with a
number of concentrated forces along the circumferenw of the traverse bearing instead of with distributed
forces. Let the radius r of the bearing be divided into 10 equal lengths, as shown in Fig. 9-15. Then,

k-

‘f!i
distance beiween two consecutive divisions, m

circumferential distance of ith segment, m

angle between two radii defining ith segment, rod.

radius of bearing, m

Figure 9-15. Division of Bearing Radius Into 10 Equal Parts (Ref. 6)
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l?’i= ~(ei – &l), m

and

Sirtf3; =
()

QL!.QL=_~~O,=Sirt-’ i
r ;0 iii

1(94)

where
L = circumferential distanec of the ith segment, m
01= angle between two radii defining ith segment, rad
r = radius of bearing, m.

Let the bearing thrust form BRT be divided into a number of smaller concentrated forces along the
circumfetwna of the bearing. Then

force/unit length e l?Jw/(27rr), N/m (9-5)

force/ segment (both arcs) = 2&
(a= ’i(aNo

The substitution of the expression for G from Eq. 94 into Eq. 9-6 gives

[force/segment (both arcs)]Jw =
(@i– 6H)BJ?T , ~

.
T

(9-6)

(9-7)

Table 94 gives the multiplying factors (Oi – &-1)/m for ~Rr as a function of both arc lengths, i.e., 2&,i = 1,
2$ . ..9 10(Ref. 6). Note that the forcelsegmcnt is assumed to act at the center of the length & Similarly, for the
in-plane bearing force BRR,

((?,– 6i-l)BRR
[force/segment (both arcs)]~~ = , N.

7r

Table 94 can be used to obtain the multiplying factors for BRR.

TABLE 9-4
PORTION OF Bn OR Bar TRANSMITTED

TO EACH SEGMENT (W&6)

m~ ~ et - eel
u

1 0.0319
2 0.0320
3 0.0331
4 0.0340
5 0.0357
6 0.0381
7 0.0420
8 0.0484
9 0.0612

10 0.1436

(9-8)
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Now consider the force distribution due to the bearing moment 8AM. The linear pressure p, force per unit
length, as a function of the distance x from the bearing center is

P = K’x, N/m (9-9)

where
K’ = constant of proportionality (to be determined later), N/ m2.

x = length as shown in Fig. 9-16, m.

Thernomnt is reocted by a force CJloogthe beoring. This force IS
-titotkdktmce ~ from the eeflterof mtotial.

Figure 9-16. Bearing Reaction, Moment (Ref. 6)

The length x, from Fig. 9-16, is

x = rsirt6, m

and, therefore,

(9-lo)

(9-1 1)

where
& = differential arc length, m.

Therefore, by substitution of the expressions forp and xfrom Eqs. 9-9 and 9-10, respectively, into Eq. 9-11, the
result is
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&W= 20J~rsint?)(K’rsintl)(rdO)

= 2K’r30j;in2fkM

= K’r3m, N=m

or

K=
BRM

—, N/m2.
7rr3

Therefore, from Eq. 9-9,

= BRMX
P —, N/m

7rr3

(9-12)

(9-13)

(9-14)

and p-, the praisurc when x = r, is

BRM
pm = — N/m. (9-15)

mti ‘

Refer to Fig. 9-15,

force/segment (both arcs) = 2K’
(

xi + X* I

)
~.. h

= 2K’4 (J’w; +-kink )2“

However, from Fig. 9-15,

‘lbrefore, the substitution of the expression for sint?l from Eq. 9-17 into B+ 9-16 gives

2K’r& i

(
force/scgrncnt (both arcs) = ~ —

)
+~, N

2 10 10

= 2K’&
~. (2i – 1), N

which, upon substitution of the expression for L from E.q. 94, yields

(9-16)

(9-17)

(9-18)

= 2K’r(6J – OH) : (2i – 1), N

M3
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2BRM (~i=— – t%+) ~ (2i –
7w2

1), N

since K’r = BRM/(Tr2) from Eq. 9-13. The distance x of the segmen~l forw from the ~nter Ofthe bearing (Fig.
9-15) is

Therefore, for r = 0.508 m (Ref. 7),

force/segment

x J (2i – 1), m.=—

‘m (@i – 6i-,)(2i – 1), N.(both arcs) = ~
.

(9-19)

(9-20)

The location of the force due to llRM is given by x = 0.0254(2i – 1) m. Table 9-5-calculated by using the data
from Table 9-4 and applying Eq. 9-20—shows segmental forces and their locations for all the segments. Force
Ioeations for the last two segments have been adjusted to compensate for the force locations not being at the
exact center of each segment.

TABLE 9-5
NORMAL FORCE DISTRIBUTION DUE

TO BU (WC 6)

i

;
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10—

Force/Segment
fboth arcal N
0.000160BnM
0.000480BnM
0.000828BRM
0.001 190BRM
o.oo1607BRA#
o.oo2096B@
0.00273(MRM
0.0036XM?RM
0.005263BRM
0.003857BRu

bxation of Force
(distance from

center of bearinjg),m

0.0254
0.0762
0.1270
0.1778
0.2286
0.2794
0.3302
0.3810
0.4369
0.4902

It is now tmssibk to obtain bending moments at sevcI& sections a distance x’ from the trail hinge pin A, as”
shown in F& 9-11. Although fmc-boci-ydiagmrm for the main body and trd are drawn separately in F=. 9-11
and 9-1% bending moment equations are derived by considering trails and the main body as one free body.
Note the folIowing facts relative to the forces, as a function of x’, that contribute to the bending moment:

1. For O= f <0.478 m. The bending moment is due to RI and &
2. For 0.478 m < # <0.9787 m. The bending moment is due to RI, R~, and the segmental forces due to

BRR, BUT,and BUM.
3. For 0.9787 m < x’ = 1.72 m. The bending moment is due to RI and Rz, segmental forces due 10 BRR,

BRT, and BUM,and the components of M, normaltoAB(Fig.9-11).
For valuesof #greater than O.9387 m, them is an increase in the bending moment ovcrthe amount shownin

the bending moment equations of Table 94. Thii increase in the bending moment (Ml component) is due to
the moment applied at the icft hinge pin given as

@42)_..t = A4zcos66”24’ (from Fig. 9-I 1). “
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TABLE 9-6
EQUATIONS FOR BENDING MOMENT (Ref. 6)

x’, m Equation, N*m
o
0.3429

<0.4780

X.4780

0.5314

0.5872

0.6379

0.6887

0.7394

0.7901

0.8408

0.8915

0.9387

0.9422

0.9929

1.0436

1.0943

1.1450

4.991 IRI – 0.6858RI

(4.991 1 + X’)RI– 0.5779Rz

(4.991 1 + x~R,– 0.5779R2

(4.991 1 + x’)R,– 0.5779R2 – O.1436Tc

(4.991 I + x’)RI– 0.5779Rz – (x’ – 0.4780)/4, – 0.2050Z

(4.991 1 + x’)RI– 0.5779R2 – (f - 0.4780)& – (F– 0.5314)& -0.2531 Z

(4.991 1 + #)R,– 0.5779R2 - (f - 0.4780)/L - (x’ - 0.5314)fL - (x’ – 0.5872)Cc - 0.2958Tc

(4.991 1 + X’y?,- 0.5779R2 - (f - 0.478Q)A, - (x’- o.5314)&
– (Y – 0.5872)Cc - (f - 0.6379)U - 0.3337T/

(4.991 1 + x’)R,– 0.5779& - (x’ – 0.4780)A. - (x?– 0.5314)B.
– (A’ - 0.5872)Cc -(i – 0.6379)D< - (x’ - 0.6887)& - 0.3693T.

(4.991 1 + x’)R,– 0.5779R2 – (x’ – 0.4780)A, – (x’– 0.53 i4)Bc
– (x’ – 0.5872)C. – (Y - 0.6379)D, - (x’ – 0.6887)lL

– (x’ – 0.7394)Fc - OA034Tt

(4.991 1 + X’)R,- o.5779& - (x’ - 0.4780)/4. - (x’- ‘o.5314)lL
– (x’ – 0.5872)G - (x’ - 0.6379)Dc - (f – M887)&
– (x’ – 0.7394)Fc - (x’ – 0.7901)G. - 0.4359Z

(4.991 1 + Y’@- 0.5779Ri – (f - 0.4780)A – (x’ - 0.5314)&
– (x’ – 0.5872)Cc - (x’ – 0.6379)Dc - (Y - 0.6887)&
– (x’ - 0.7394)Fc - (x’ - 0.7901)Ge - (x’ - 0.8408)H. - 0.4680Tg

(4.991 1 + X’)x,- 0.5779RJ – (f – 0.4780)/4= - (x’- o.5314)&
– (x’ – 0.5872)Cc - (Y - 0.6379)Dg - (x’ - 0.6i387)&
- (x’ - 0.7394)F, - (a? - 0.7901)Q - (Y - 0S40$)M
- (x’ – 0.8915)L - 0.4680T,

(4.991 I + a’)R,- 0.5779R, - (x’ - 0.4780)A - (x’– 0.53 14)f4
– (x’ – 0.5872)Cc – (x’ – 0.6379)Dc – (f – 0.6887)lZ
– (x’ – 0.7394)Fc – (x’ – 0.7901)Gc – (X’ – 0.8408)Hc
– (x’ - 0.8915)L - 0.5000Tc + (x’ - 0,9387)RJ

(4.991 I + X’)RI- 0.5779Rj – (x’ - 0.4780)A. – (x’– 0.5314)&
- (x’ – 0.5872)C - (x’ - 0.6379)Dc - (x’ - 0.6887)&
- (f - 0.7394)Ft - (f - 0.7901)Gc - (f - 0.8408)fL
- (f - 0.891S)L - (x’ - 0.9422)A -0.5321 Z + (x’ - 0.9387)&

(4.991 1 + Xyt,- o.s779& - (x’ - 0.4780)A - (i- o.5314)&
- (x’ - 0.5872)C -(f - 0.6379)Dc – (f - 0.6887)&
– (f – 0.7394)F! - (s? - 0.7901)Gc - (Y - 0.8408)Hc
- (f - 0.8915)Ic – (g – 0.9422)Je – 0.5642 Z + (f - 0.9387)&
– (x’ – o.9929)#

(4.991 1 + f) R,- 0.5779R2 – (x’ - 0.4780)J4, - (f- 0.5314)&
- (x’ – 0.5872)C. - (x’ – 0.6379)D. – (f – 0.6887)E
– (f – 0.7394)F. - (X – 0.7901)Gc - (x’ - 0.8408)M
- (x’ - 0.8915)1< - (x’ - 0.9422)L - 0.5967Z + (X’ - 0.9387)R,
– (f – 0.9929)45 - (x’ – 1.0436)f:

(4.991 ] + #)R,- 0.5779Rz – (x’ - 0.4780)Ac - (Y– 0.53 14)&
– (f – 0.5872)C, - (x’ - 0.6379)Dc - (f - 0.6887)&
– (x’ – 0.7394)Fc - (i – 0.7901)Gc – (x’ - 0.8408)JY.
– (x’ – 0.8915)/., - (x’ – 0.9422)./, - 0.6308Tc + (/ – 0.9387)R,
- (x’ – 0.9929)J: - (x’ – L0436)1: – (x’ – 1.0943)H:

9:25 (cent’d on next page)
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1.2464

1.2971

1.3478

1.4036

1.4571

1.7202
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TABLE 9-6 (cent’d)

(4.991 1 + X’)R[– 0.5779R, – (K – 0.4780)A - (f- 0.53 14)&
- (x’-43.9422)A – 0.6664 Tc + (X’ - 0.9387)Rj

- (x’ – 0.9929)J: - (x’ – 1.0436)1: - (x’ - I.0943)H:
– (x’ – 1.1450)G:

(4.991 1 + x’)R,– 0.5779R, – (x’ – 0.4780)Ac – (x’– 0.5314)13c
– (x’Q.9422)A – 0.7043TC + (X’ - 0.9387)R3

– (x’ – 0.9929)J: – (X’ - 1.0436)1: – (x’ - 1.0943)H:
– (x’ – 1.1450)G: - (x’ –1.1957)E?

(4.991 1 + fyz,– 0.5779JL - (x’ – 0.4780)A. - (x’- 0.5314)4
– (Y-O.9422)J< - 0.7470Te + (x’ – 0.9387)R3

- (x’ – 0.9929)J: - (x’ – 1.0436)1: - (Y - L0943)H..
– (x’ - 1.1450)C: - (x’-l.l957)@ –(x’- 1.2464)@

(4.991 1 + x’)RI– 0.5779R, – (x’ – 0.4780)A - (x’- 0.5314)B.
,.. – (f-O.9422)Jc -0.7951 T. + (x’ - 0.9387)R3
– (x’ – 0.9929)J: - (x’ - 1.0436)~ – (x’ – 1.0943)H:
– (X’ – 1.1450)G: – (x-’–1. 1957)E – (f – 1.2464)&*
– (x’ – 1.2971)D:

(4.991 ] + f) RI- o.5779Rz – (x’ - 0.4780)Ac – (X’- 0.5314)~c
. . – (x’-O.9422)Jc – 0.8565T. + (X’ - 0.9387)R3
– (x’ – 0,9929)J: - (x’ – 1.0436)1: – (x’ – 1.0943)H:
– (x’ – 1,1450)G: - (X’ – 1.1957)~ -(f - 1.2464)E*
- (x’ – 1.2971)D: - (x’ - 1.3478)C:

(4.991 1 + #)R,- 0.5779R3 – (x’ – o.4780)& – (i- 0.5314)R
. . - (X’-O.9422)J. - 1.000Tc + (Y - 0.9387)R3

– (Jt’– 0.9929)J: - (i - Lo436)r - (-a’- L0943)H:
– (f – L1450)Gc” - (#-1.1957)f? - (x’- L24@&
– (Y – L2971)D: - (x’ – L3478)C* -(f - 1.4036)Bc*

(4.991 1 + a?)l?,– 0.5779R3 – (x’ - 0.4780)4 – (x’- 0.5314)B.
~- (x’-4.9422)Je - f.OMIZ + (d – 0.9387)Rj

- (x’ – 0.9929)J: – (f – 1.0436)f: - (x’ – 1.0943)H:
– (x’ – 1.1450)G: - (x’ –1.1957)F: – (x’ – 1.2464)E”
– (x’ – 1.2971)D: - (X’ – 1.3478)G* – (x’ - 1.4036)f3:
– (x’ - 1.4571)A:

Note: Thcac equations were converted to S1 units from Ref. 6 and could be programmed to obtain the bending moments. Thecross
wxxions aclcctcd inthe table are the critical sections where the loads contributin~ to the bending moment quation change. The bending
moment equations are written based on the dkussion of par. 94.2.2

Here the moment is

M2 = 4.991 Ills – 0.5779R4, N-m

since the lever arms for reactiorta R} and RI arc 4.9911 and 0.5779 m, rcapcetiveiy, from the left hinge pin.
To illustrate the calculations for bending moment, consider a section at # == 0.9422 m and an elevation

angle of 75 deg. Table 9-1 provides the following claw.
RI = 77,973 N
Rz = 49,202 N
R3 = 38,161 N
& = 15,M4 N

BAU= 57,604 N
BIU = 268,569 N
BRM= 346,105 N-m.
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- Because the section under consideration (x’ = 0.9422 m) is greater than 0.9387 m, there is an increase in the
bending moment given as

(kf,)cWWn, = (4.991 1X38,161 – 0.5779X15,764)COS66”24’ Nom

= 181 ,355cos66*24’ = 72,605 Nm.

By use of the equations given in Table 9-7 for the bending moment at x’ = 0.9422 m, t he values of the various
constants are

Ac = O.5457X346,1O5 + O.1436X268,569 = 227,435 N

Bc = O.2O8X346,1O5 + 0.0614X268,569= 88,480 N

Cc= O.1419X346,105 + 0.0481 X268#69 = 62,030 N

D.= O.1091X346,105 + 0.0427X268,569= 49,228 N

Ec = 0.082X346, 105 + 0.0379X268>69 = 38,559 N

Fc = 0.06315X346, 105 + 0.0356X268,569 = 31,418 N

G.= 0.04693X346,105 + 0.0341X268,569 = 25,401 N

H.= 0.03 197X346,105 + 0.0325X268,569= 19,793 N

L = O.O1898X346,1O5 + 0.0321X268,569 = 15,190 N

T. = O.1778X57,604 = 10,242 N*m.

For this partieuhir cross seetion it is not ncmsary to calculate the constants A:,@ etc., given in Table 9-7
bemuse they are not required to determine the moment stir’= 0.9422 m Therefore, the bending momentMb

at x’ ==0.9422 m—from the equations m Table M--is

Mb= (4.99 + 0.9422)77,973 - 0.5779(49,202) - (0.W2 -, 0.478)227,435

– (0.9422 – 0.53 14)88,480 – (0.9422 - 0.5873)62,030

– (0.9422 – 0.638)49,228 – (0.9422 – 0.6887)38,559 – (0.9422 – 0.7394)31,418

– (0.9422 – 0.7901)25,401 – (0.9422 – 0.8408)19,793

- (0.9422 - 0.8915) 1S,190 – 0.5(10,242) + (0.9422 -’”0.9387)38,161 = 227,517Nm..
,., ,

Therefore,the total bending moment (WA ●t this section is

(i%)mti= Mb+ (M2)~

= 227,519 + 72,605= 300,122 N-m.

Similarly, if the firing loads at elevation angles of 3S dcg and 55 deg are considered, the total bending moments
at the section (x’ = 0.9422 m) are 264,099 N=m and 272277 N=m, respectively. Thus the maximum total
bending moment at the section x’ = 0.9422 is 300,122 N-m. Fig. 9-17 shows the maximum total bending
moments at all the sections. Table 9-8 gives the values of the bending moments based on the equations in Table
94, Table 9-9 gives the total bending moments inclusive of the increase in bending moment due to the
(W@JWmalI for the seetions between 0.9387 = f < 1.7202 m. It is observed from Fig. 9-17 that the bending
moments are high in the region OS x’ = 0.5588 m. Further, for seetiona beyond x’ = 0.5588 m, the section
modulus Z remains nearly the same as it is for the section x’ = 0.5588 m while the bending moment decreases
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TABLE 9-7
VALUES OF CONSTANTS SHOWN IN

BENDING MOMENT EQUATIONS (Ref. 6)
1

At = 0.5457BRM + O.1436&w

A:=– 0. S457BRM+ O.1436&
Bc = 0.208BRu + 0.06 14BRT

B:=– 0.208BRM + 0.0614BRr

C,= 0.i419BRM + 0.0481BRr

C: = – 0.1419BM4 + 0.0481BRT
D. = O.109IBRM+ 0.fM27fk

D:=- 0.1091 BaM + 0.0427Bnr

E= 0.082BRn + 0.0379BcT
~“ = – o.@2BAM + o.0379Bkr

F.= 0.063 15Buu + 0.0356Bur
e=- 0.063 15BRM+ 0.0356Bm

G.= 0.04693BMu + 0.0341 BRT

G:=– 0.04693BRM+ 0.034IBRT
H<= 0.03 197BRu + 0.0325BRr

@=- 0.031971ZnAI+ 0.0325Bnr

I. = 0.01898Bw + 0.0321 Bm

I:=– 0.01898BRM -f-o.0321Bm
J<= 0.006338Bw + 0.0321 BRr

@=– 0.006338BJw + 0.0321 BRr
z= 0.1778BRR

Notation: BRM= bearing moment acting on bottom arriage,
FOm

Baa= in-plane compomnt of bearing reaction on
lwttom arriage, N .!

BRT = normal component of bearing reaction on
bottom carriage, N

rapidly. Therefore, the bending stresses will be much less for the sections between 0.5588=x’< 1.72 m. Figs.
9-18 to 9-21 show four typical cross sections between 05 x’ S 0.0762 m. Section properties of various cross
sections are tabulated in Table 9-10. Note that the bending moments arc all sagging (convex curvature) and
thus produce compressive stresses at the top and tensile @resscs at the bottom.

Table 9-1 I gives bending stresses for various soctiotts. To illustrate the stress calculations, consider the
sectionf = 0.0762 m. From Fw. 9-17 observe that the maximum total bending moment (Mk at the don
is 386,408 Nm, and Tabie 9-IO shows the section moduli as

z, = 2.196X10-3 m3 and Z~ = 1.898X10-3 m3.

Therefore, the bottom bending stress UI and top bending stress 02 =, resp=tivdy,

max(~b)fod
01 =

Zb
(9-21)

386,408= = 203.587 MPa
1.898X10-3
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Figure 9-17. Bottom Carriage Maximum Benkg Moments (Axk Through One Trail Pin and
Ftig Pedestal) (Ref. 6) -

rnax(~b)wl
f.72 = (9-22)

z,

386,408 = 175.96 MPa.
= 2.196X10-3

Note that the compressive stresses due to RZand
bending stresses.

Rq are neglected because they are small compared with the
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TABLE 9-8
BENDING MOMENTS fkfb IN MAIN BODY OF BOTTOM CARRIAGE (Ref. 6)

x’, m

o
0.3429

<0.4780
~.4780

0.s314
0.5872
0.6379
0.6887
0.7394
0.7901
0.8408
0.8915
0.9387
0.9422
0.9929
1.0436
1.0943
1.1450
1.1957
1.2464
1.2971
1.3478
1.4036
1.4571
1.7202

Bending Moment Mb (Computer Output), N.m—

Elevation, 35 deg

336,226
389,126
401,799
3%,055
385,469
369,742
352,202
332,130
310,449
287,135
262,677
237,342
214,405
211,537
186,%2
162,320
137,849
I 13,799
90,469
68,161
47,151
27,981

9,529
–7,304
-6,444

Elevation, 55 deg

374,198
420,766
433,395
429,536
419,101
403,032
385,096
3&l,514
341,866
317,544
291,908
265,248
240,556
237,996
212,077
185,948
159,853
134,057
108,848
84,530
61,403
39,994
19,096

732
–18,612

Elevation, 75 deg

355,428
387,476
398,012
396,541
387,941
374,155
358,515
340,386
320,405
298,815
275,955
25&086
229,468
227,594
204,355
180,789
157,102
133,527
110,295
87,660
65,886
45*399
24,788

7,122
–32#93

TABLE 9-9
TOTAL BENDING MOMENTS (~b) IN MAIN BODY OF BOTTOM CARRIAGE

FOR SECTIONS BEYOND x’= 0.9387 m (Ref. 6)

#, m

0.9387
0.9422
0.9929
1.0436
L0943
1.1450
1,1957
1.2464
1.2971
1.3478

Bending Moment (M&,~ (Computer output),N-m

Elevation, 35 deg Elevation, 55 deg

266,562 307,307
263,69s 304,748
239,120 278,828
2i4,4n 252?699
190,007 226,605
165,956 200,808
142,627 I75,599
120,319 151,283
99,309 128,155
80.140 106,746

Elevation, 75 deg

302,073
300,122
276,960
253s4
229,m7
206,132
IsaXX)
160,265
138,491
[ 18,005

1.4036 61;687 85,848 97*394
[.4571 44,854 67,485 79,728
1.7202 45,71s 48,140 39,613 ,
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Figure 9-18. Bottom Carriage Section Properties at Section 1 (Ref. 6)
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Figure 9-19. Bottom Carriage Section Properties at Se@on 2 (Ref. 6)
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Figure 9-20. Bottom Carriage Section Properties at Section 3 (Ref. 6)
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Figure 9-21. Bottom Carriage Section propertim at Section 4 (Ref. 6)
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TABLE 9-10
SECTION PROPERTIES FOR MAIN BODY OF BOTTOM CARRIAGE (Ref. 6)

Section
i
2
3
4
5
6

;
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

x’, m
O.0000
0.0254
0.0508
0.0762
0.1016
0.1270
0.1524
0.1778
0.2032
0.2286
0.2540
0.2794
0.3048
0.3556
0.4064
0.4572
0.5080
0.5588

Area Au, d

5.4864 E-2
3.7006 E-2
4.5271 E-2
1.8994E-2
1.6168E-2
1.1445E-2
1.0690E-2
1.1258E-2
1.1581&2
[.2226 E-2
1.2342E-2
1.4297E-2
1.9245E-2
2.0516 E-2
2.2194 E-2
2.3484 E-2
2.8387 E-2
2.2516 E-2

domcnt of Inertia L m’

7.118 E-4
7.101 EA
8.512 E4
3.878 E-4
3.366 E*
2.283 E-4
2.343 E-4
2.773 E-4
2.992 E-4
3.754 E-4
3.900 E4
4.079 E4
4.867 E4
5.897 E-4
6.229 E4
6.304 E-4
6.692 E-4
5.698 E4

Section Modulus
Zb, m3*

3.736 ~3
3.728 E-3 ‘
4.921 E-3
1.898 E-3
1.685 E-3
1.316 E-3
1.293 E-3
1.442E-3
1.558E-3
1.794E-3
1.848E-3
1.975E-3
2.406 E-3
2.797 E-3
3.027 E-3
3.092 E-3
3.232 E-3
3.102 E-3

Section Modulus
Z,, m3*

,3.736 E-3
3.728 E-3
4.097 E-3
2.196 E-3
1.858 E-3
1.191 E-3
1.249 E-3
1.395 E-3
1.409 E-3
1.576 E-3
1.585 &3
1.608 &3
1.888 L3
2.363 E-3
2.448 E-3
2.460 E-3
2.897 E-3
2.488 E-3

●Section modulus Z~is for the lower side of the bottom carriage; section modulus Z, is for the upper side.
Note This table usesthe expression E followed by a number to indicts tbc power of 10. For example, 5.4864 E-4 = 5.4864X10+.

TABLE 9-11
STRESSES IN MAIN BODY OF BOTTOM CARRIAGE (Ref. 6)

d, m
O.0000
0.0254
0.0508
0.0762
0.1016
0.1270
0.1524
0.1778
0.2032
02286

:%2
0.3048
0.3556
0.4064
0.4572
0.5080
0.5588

Maximum Total Bottom Bending
lending Moment (Af~)z, kN*m $trtss UI, MPa

375.110
378.499
383.018
386.408
388.668
393.187
3%.577
399.966
403.3$6
406.745
410.135
413.524
415.784
422.563
427.083
431.602
422.563
410.135

100.40
10I.53
77.83

203.59
230.66
298.77
306.71
m.37
258.89
226.73
221.93
209.38
172.81
151.08
141.09
139.59
130.74
132-22

Top knding
Stress u2, MPa

100.40
101.53
93.49

175.96
209.19
332.98
317.52
286.71
286.27
258.09
258.76
257.17
220.22
178.82
174.46
175.45
145.86
164.85

Note: 1. Themaximumtotalbendingmomentgiveninthetab&isred fromthezraohof maximumbcndinxmomentversusdistana from trail
pin@cn in F~9-17. - -

-.

2. Beadingstresseswillbemuchkssfor thesa%onsbtt~ 0.5S88<S’ S 1.72m and ●e not givsnin M tabk.
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9-4.2.3 Buckling of Vertical Plates
Another important consideration in the deign of the main body is to check for local buckling of the vertical

plates. The traverse bearing transmits a vertical load to the cylindrical vertical plates of the main body. These
@indric~ plates should be support?d at some interval (ribbed) to avoid failure by buckling. Dynamic analysis
of the bottom carriage (par. 9-4) and the analysis of bearing reactions show that a maximum force of 289,134 N
is transmitted through the arc AB of the bearing, as shown in Fig. 9-22. The length of the arc may be
approximated by the length of the chords as

z2=y2—x2

b2 = z2+2=y2–x2+a2

b=dy2–x2+a2” (9-23)

where
a = Y - x = 0.0508 m
x = 0.4572 m
y = 0.508 m.

.>,.,

2 \
0.508rn \\

‘/
\ Y

\
\

, ,/

-0.4572m _ ‘B

Figure 9-22. Bearing Arc Length AB

Therefore, the total cord length AB is

AB = 2~(0.508)2 – (0.4572)2 + (0.0508)2

= 0.454 m.

The vatical plate has a thickness of 0.003048 m and a hc@ of 0.3586 m (Ref. 7). Therefore, compressive stress
u in the plate is

a = 289, 134/(0.454X0.003048)

= 209.943 MPa.

The required spacing of the ribs can now be determined so that the critical buckling stress is limited to the
calculated stress value. The critical buckling stress equation given in Ref. 8 is
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From Eq. 9-24

Ucr = ()Kcr2E t2
, MPa

12(1 – P2) T

critical buckling stress, MPa
thickness of plate = 0.003048 m
maximum spacing of ribs, m
height of plate= 0.3586 m
Poisson’s ratio = 0.3, dimensionless
Young’s modulus of elasticity= 206,843 MPa
4 for h/b> 1.3, dimensionless.

b ( &T2E ‘flf ~= )12(1 – P2)um ‘ .

(9-24)

(9-25)

Therefore, substitution of u= c u = 209.943 MPa from the results of previous calculation in b =O.1819 m.
Therefore, the support ribs should be closer than 0.1819 m.

9-4.2.4 Bottom Carriage Trail Lugs
Another region in which stress could be severe is the contact surface between the trail pin and the trail lugs.

The reactions on the trail pin are resolved into forces along and normal to the pin axis, as shown in Fig. 9-23.
The notation used in Fig. 9-23 is

Rr = trail fora acting at top on trail pin, N
RJ” trail fo= acting at bottom on trail pin, N

F- = force at top lug of bottom carriage, N
~J = force at bottom htg of bottom carnage, N
F“ = force transmitted by trail lugs to bottom caniage lugs, N
dl = distance between Rr and Rk m
dz = distance between RT and F,~por RLIand FB, m.

The right-trail float reaction Ill pulls the trail off the lower lug of the bottom carriage and thereby applies all
the force to the upper lug. Refer to Fig. 9-23

MI ~ R2RT=— —,N
4 2

F,op=
Ml

+ ‘2, N
d, + 2d2 T

J7B=
MI R2

–—, N
d + 24 2

(9-26)

(9-27)

(9-28)

(9-29)

(9-30)
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I
Trail Pin

cf2
1 1 /TCP LLUJ fi@

I
RT

*
( *

4 b I

t -
~

d, 1

I
Bottom
Carriage

6 R@
* 4 u

+ F– I k
*B I &rerLug

trail force octing at t~ on troil pin, N

trail farce octing at bottom on trail pin, N

force at top lug of bottom carriage, N

force at bottom lug of bottom carriage, N

force transmitted by trail

diatanoe between RT md

“dtinoe between RT W

Figure 9-23.

where
A4i = moment at right-trail hinge pin due to 1?;

lugs to bottom carriage lugs, N

RB.m

Fwar R8 and F@, m

Trail Lugs

aad & N*m.

Figs. 9-24 and 9-25 show cross sections and their properties for lower and upper lugs, respectively. It maybe
noted from Fig. 9-26 that the force F,w on the upvr lug ats ag~~t the m~n b~y of the bottom ~aiiF and
thus praduccs compressive contact stresses. Force F~, however, acting away from the m~n b~y, iS more
critical because it produces bending and axial stresses in the lower lug. The lower lug may be considered a
semicircular beam fixed at the ends A and B, as shown in Fig. 9-27. The force F’Bmay be assumed to be
uniformly distributed along the semicimdar arc. The maximum bending moment (~b)mu is at either the end of
A or B and is given by (Ref. 10)

Rd’B
(~b)max = – -y-- , N*m

and the combined bending and tensile stress u is (Ref. 10)

o = E+-!K[l++l-\l.Pa
2A Ub +Y h“

and by substituting the expression for Mb from Eq. 9-31,

Y

)1}

, Pa
&+y

(9-31)

(9-32)
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o.o~35 0.0J2

* 0.0097

---u- “ ‘ J - 1 0“0572”
I

0.00635 ~“

-t-i

0,0492
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A=

:=

1=

z, =

Z2 =

where
y“ .

7“ =

Am =

1=

z, and 22=

0002 m2 ACs = 0.002 m2

0.0345 m Y~ = 0.0351 m

1.04E -6 m4 1= 1.18E-6m4
I

r
=30.1 E-6m3 z, = ~ =33.6E-6 m3

oo& -y =35.6 E-6 ms Z* = oo&l-Yfl=35.6 E-6 m3. v

horizontal dietance of centraid of cross section from right edge, m

vertical dietonce of centroid of cross sectkm from bottom edge, m

area of cross eectian, m2

ores moment of inertia, m4

section moduli, m3

Figure 9-24. Lower Lug

where
Fs = foroc at bottom lug of bottom carriage, N
~ = centerline radius of the bottom lug, m
M = fmedd bending moment at A o~-B, Nm
ys distance of a fiber from camtcrline of lug m.

Table 9- I indicates the following firing loads Rl and R2 at an elevation angle of 55 dcg

RI = 93,457 N, Rz = 134,523 N.

Therefore, moment A41,from Fig. 9-12, is given as

Ml = A.$VJl?l – (0.254+ 0.4318)R* = 374,095Nm.
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z, = + = 33.5 E-6 m3 +
“= 30.7 E-6 m3

‘2= C&SW= ‘“’E+ “ 22: *=m’E-6 “

Oislance between center of gravity of the lugs = 0.4401 m

where

F~ =
~=

A=Cs
~.

zlondz2”=

horizontal distance of centroid

vertical distance of centroid of

areo of cross section, m2

area moment of inertia, rn4

section mocluli, m3

of cross section from right edge, m

cross section from bottom edge, m

Figure 9-25. Upper Lug

Reference to Figs. 9-23 and 9-26 indioatcs that

dl + M2 = 0.44132m.

This value for (d + 24 substituted into @ 9-27 yields

FD = 374,095 _ 134s523 = 780,411 N.
0.44132 2
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Figure 9-26. Bottom Carriage Trail Lugs

/zF-”
4-ke>point.ofM.im.mstr-s

F@ =

~b .

M=

y,

&
~

‘~+ f&

e

force at bottom lug of bottom corriage, N

centerline radius of bottom lug, m

fixed- end bending moment at A or B, N. m

distance of o fiber from centerline of lug, m.

Figure 9-27. Lower Lug as a Curved Beam Fixed at A and B

For the lower lug (Refer to F*. 9-24 and 9-27.) assume the following data to demonstrate the calculation of
the combined and bending stress m

A = 0.002 m2 (area of cross section)
y = –0.035 m (for fiber in contact with pin, i.e., from centerline of lug)

& s 0.08425 m (centerline radius of bottom lug).

To calculate the combined and bending stress u from eq. 9-32, it is necessary to know the curved beam factor z
given by (Refs. 7 and 10)

Rb
z = j~, [tj(ln~j – ln~j)] ~ – 1, dimensionless (9-33)
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where
X = sum over all cross sections
t s thickness of cross section plate, m

& = outer radius of lower lug, m
R = inner radius of lower lug, m

and lower lug is treated as a curved beam, as shown in Figs. 9-24 and 9-27.

z G [(0.0112 + 0.00635)(ln O.1174 — in 0.0572) + 0.0635( ln0.0572 — in 0.0492)

+ (0.0635 – 0.0112 – 000635)(ln0. 1173 – lnO. 1076)] 0.08425/0.002 – 1

= 0.10166dimensionless.

Therefore, by Eq. 9-32 and the substitution of z = 0.10166 for the cross section of Fig. 9-24, the combined
bending and tensile stress u is

(1=
[[

776,539 ~ _ :1+1
(

–0.035
2X0.002 0.10166 0.08425 – 0.035 )1)

= 484.88 MPa.

9-5 ADVANCED DESIGN FOR BOTTOM CARRIAGE STRUCTURES
A conventional technique for the design of bottom carriages is illustrated in par. 9-4 for the structure of the

M 198 towed Howitzer. The design philosophy is first to assume rpaterial and sectional properties (design
variables) for the structure. Considerable simplifying assumptions are then made to compute stresses and
deflections. If computed stresses and deflections are less than or equal to the corresponding predetermined
allowable values, the design is considered acceptable. Otherwise, properties of the overstressed sections are
changed, and the procedure is repeated until an acceptable dmign is obtained. Although this conventional
design philosophy is not changed in the discussion that follows, the advanced design techniques use mom
accurate methods of analysis and employ greater logic in selecting the new design variables at each step.
Usually, the objective of any design is to obtain a structure that satisfies all the performance requirements and
is of minimum cost. This is an optimization problem, and several techniques are available to solve such a
problem.

The purpose of par. 9-5, therefore, is to discuss the use of the finite element method (FEM) of analysis for
bottom carriage structures. The bottom carnage for the M198 towed Howitzer is used as an example, and the
results obtained by using this advanced method are compared with those obtained in par. 94.

9-5.1 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
9-5.1.1 tied

The main body of the M 198 bottom carriage has a shape in the form of a box with vertical plate stiffeners
between the top and bottom surfaces, as shown in Ftg. 9-11. The actual geometry of the main body is quite
complicated due to the fact that it has matching geometry for attachment of trails, traverse ~, speed shift
mezhanism, and front float. For the purpose of demonstration of the FEM, however, a simplified geometry
representing a load-carrying configuration is considered. Several considerations in developing an FEM are
presented in the following paragraphs:

1. Coordinate Sys~erns. A rectangular cartesian coordinate system is the basic system used to define grid
point locations and loads. This system is represented by X-, Y-,and Z-axes, as shown in Fig. 9-28. Besides the
basic coordinate system, there are element coordinate systems to represent shape, size, and orientation of each
element. Element coordinate systems for the bar, quadrilateral plate, and tnangular piate elements that are
used to model the bottom carriage are shown in F@. 9-29,9-30 and 9-31, respectively. Table 9-12 shows the
X-, Y-, and Z-coordinates of the grid points in the basic coordinate system.

94
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Figure 9-29. Element Coordimte System for Bar Element
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y 4/

I
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Figure 9-30. Element Coordinate System for QUAD2 Element (Quadrilateral Plate Element)

Y

x

Figure 9-31.

t 2

Element Coordinate System for TRIA2 Element (Triangular Plate Element)

2. No& S&ction:
The degreeof desired accuracy of the analysis usually determines the number of nodes, Le., the more

nodes, the better the representation of deformed surf-, and thegrcatcrtheacouracy of analysis. Lodons,
where large undulations of the deformed surface tm envisaged, are represented with higher node density,
which results in a greater number of finite elements at these locations. Nodes should bc provided at physical
intersections or meetings of members or plates and at each point of application of a concentrated load.
Sufficient nodes should bc used to represent boundaries of the structure. The location and number of nodes
also depend on the type of elements needed to represent the behavior of the structure. For more discussion on
finite element modeling, Chapters 7 and 8 and Appendix C should bc consulted.

F=. 9-32 to 9-35 show the nodes used to make discrete, as well as to define, the element orientations for
the M198 bottom carriage struoture that is composed of a main body and two traik. I’hc loads transmitted
from the travcrae bearing to the bottom camiage am through nodes 59,47,37,30,34,4253, 65,71,91,107,
1la 101,95,85, and 77. (See Fig. 9-32) All these nodes lkon tbcoimusnference ofO.4572m, i.qthcradius of
ti~n~_Ho~, &~diuof~_tiO.X ati*mpk~ “ nsinpar.
9-4 use the acttd radius of 0.508 m for load transmission. T&a change is made to reduoe the number of nodes
and elements in the model. There is acylindrieal (0.4572 m radius), vertical stiffening plate bctwcenthc top and
bottom plates of the main body, and all of the previously mentioned nodes arc on the physical intersection of
the top and the vertical stiffening plates. Thcsc nodes arc used out of necessity to define the structural
conf@uration of the main body. Indeed, it is possible to provide additional nodes at the actual points of load
transmission; however, this would increase thenumber of nodes and finite elements. Ixmds transmitted at the
traverse bearing must be transformed to quivalcnt loads at the nodal points. These calculations are shown
later in this paragraph.

3. Node Ntunbering. Node numbering is another important consideration in modeling because it
determines the computing cfllciency for the analysis. The major portion of the computing tiutc is usually spent
on the decomposition of the system stiffness matrix. Decomposition time for the stiffness matfix depends on

SA2
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TABLE 9-12
GRID POINT COORDINATES IN BASIC COORDINATE SYSTEM

Grid Grid Grid
Point Point Point

Sumber X, m Y,m Z, m Number X, m Y,m Z, m Number X, m Y,m Z, m

0.0 0.0 0.0 3.398 4.941 0.457 99 3.893 4.697 0.457
: 0.0 0.0 0.419 : 3.275 5.032 0.457 100 3.893 4.653 0.813
3 0.437 0.624 0.575 3.514 4.129 0.915 101 4.236 4.653 0.813
4 0.874 1.248 0.599 :: 3.578 4.252 0.813 102 4.524 4.653 0.915
5 1.311 1.872 0.62S 3.744 4.554 0.813 103 4.524 4.653 0.457
6 1.748 2,497 0.649 : 3.744 4.5% 0.457 104 4.236 4.6s3 0.457
7 2.185 3.121 0.674 56 3.578 4.2S2 0.457 105 3.893 4.653 0.457
8 2.564 3.662 0.685 3.514 4.129 0.457 106 3.855 4.610 0.813
9 2.862 4.088 0.686 : 3.385 5.371 0.5s9 107 4.139 4.389 0.813

10 2.760 4.138 0.915 59 3.744 5.135 0.813 108 4.350 4.226 0.915
II 2.925 4.179 0.915 60 3.744 4.792 0.813 109 4.350 4.226 0.457
12 2.925 4.179 0.457 61 3.744 4.792 0.457 110 4.139 4.389 0.457
13 2.760 4.138 0.457 3.744 5.135 0.457 111 3.855 4.610 0.457
14 2.964 4.039 0.915 : 3.385 5.371 0.457 1J2 4.206 4.520 0.813
15 2.964 4.039 0.457 64 3.744 4.077 0.915 113 4.454 4.408 0.915
16 2.964 4.231 0.915 65 3.744 4.212 0.813 ! 14 4.454 4.408 0.457
17 3.047 4.M3 0.915 66 3.744< 4.212 0.4s7 115 4.206 4.5m 0.457
18 3.096 4.408 0.915 67 3.744 4.077 0.457 116 4.s03 4.343 0.915
19 3.096 4.408 0.457 68 3.744 5.546 0.559 117 4.586 4.231 0.915

3.047 4.343 0.457 69 5.546 0.457 118 4.625 4.179 0.915
: 2.964 4.231 0.457 70 i:% 4.077 0.915 119 4.625 4.179 0.457
22 3.200 4.226 0.91s 71 4.212 0.813 120 4.s86 4.231 0.457
23 3.200 4.226 0.457 72 HE 4.554 0.813 121

2.833 4308
4.s03 4.343 0.457

0.915 4.554 0.457 122 4.662 4.433 0.915
z 2.888 4.433 0.915 ;: ::% 4.212 0.457 123 4.717 4.308 0.91s
26 3.026 4.653 0.915 75 3.8M 4,077 0.457 124 4.790 4.138 0.915
27 ‘ ‘“3.026 4.653 0.457 3.8(M 5.546 0.s59 125 4.662 4.433 0.457
28 2.888 4.433 0.457 ‘% 3.806 5.135 0.813 126 4.717 4.308 0.457
29 2.833 4.308 0.457 78 3.806 4.792 0.813 [27 4.790 4.138 0.457
30 3.314 4.653 0.813 79 3.806 4.792 0.457 128 4.586 4.039 0.915
31 3.657 4.653 0.813 3.806 5.135 0.457 129 4.586 4.039 0.457
32 3.657 4.653 0.457 :; 4.165 5s46 0.457 130 4.688 4,088 0.686
33 3.314 4.6s3 0.457 82 4.165 5.371 0.559 131 4.987 3.662 0.685

4.520 0.813 4.275 S.371 0.457 132 5.366 3.121 0.674
E ::Z 4S0 0.457 : 4.152 5.032 0.813 133 5.803
36 3.0s7 4.697

2497 0.649
0.915 85 3.85S 4.941 0.813 .14 6.240 1.872 0.62s

37 3.314 4.697 0.813 86 3.85S 4.739 0.813 13s 6.677 1.248 0399
38 3.657 4.697 0.813 4.1s2 4.739 0.457 136 7.114 0.6M 0.57s

3.657 4.697 0.457 : 4.275 4.941 0.457 137 7.551 0.0 0.419
: 3314 4.697 0.457 4.036 5432 0.457 75s1 0.0 0.0
41 3#57 4.697 0.457 z 3.972 4.129 0.915 :; 0.0 --03 0.2

3.411 4.389 (L813 4.036 4.252 0413 [ 1.872 2(MJO
: 3.695 4.610 0.813 E 3.972 4.129 0.457 H! H/i 1.872 Zmo
44 3.695 4.610 0.457 93 3.893 4.252 0.457 142 7.551 -0.3 0.2
4s 3.411 4.389 0.457 94 4.236 4.697 0.813 143 2.s64 3.662 0.685
46 3.275 5.032 0.813 95 4,493 4.697 0.813 144 4.987 3.662 0.685
47 3.398 4.941 0.813 % 4.493 4.697 0.915
48 3.695 4.739 0.813 97 4.236 4.697 0.457
49 3.695 4.739 0.457 98 3.893 4.697 0.457
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FiguIw 9-32. Top View of Main Body-Finite Element Model (Nodes and Elements)

the band width and the number of active columns in the matrix, The band width and the number of active
columns in turn depend on the node numbering. Note hem that the proper renumbering of the nodes for the
bottom carriage model reduced the catimatcd computation time from 956s to 1.07 s. To obtain a relatively
small band width that resultsin Iesscomputation time, the nodes arc numbered such that the maximum
difference between the numbcra of the nodes that are connected directly by interelement boundaries is a
minimum. Observing the gcomctsy of nodes and elements, the analyst develops a proper strategy of numbering
the nodes. Usually, it requires a few trials todecidc the best numbcringstrategy fora complicated structurelike
the bottom carrhge structure. Modern software is also ●vailable that automatically numbers nodes for
maximum effii.

4. Sckdon O/~ O/@F?S@S. Mtwtcommercml“ oomputer program8 for ftiteckment eualpir have
extedve finite element library. NASTXMN , for example, has vasious o*, two-, and dmcdhau ional

&e elesnenw (Refer to Appendm B.) The selection of types of elements for various regions of ● $tru@ue
depends on the structural behavior and geometry. The main body of the bottom carri~ is formed out of steel
plates welded together, and the loading is such that it produces bending as well as in-plane straining of these
platca. Quadrilateral and triangular plate elements having bending and in-plane stiffness, therefore, arc chosen
to model the main body. Traiis-modeled by bar (beam) elements-arc long, box-shaped members subjected
to bending and axial loads. The trails, however, could have been made discrete as plate elements-a procechm
that requires greater effort to prepare data and results in an increased number of nodes and finite elements.

5. hundary Conditions and No&l Degrees of Freedbm. During firing the M 198 bottom camiagc rcats
on the floats and spades at the mar end of the trails and the front float. Spades areembedded in the ground, and
reactions RI and R2 act as shown in Fig. 9-12. Note that Rz (similarly k) acts at a point that is a distance y
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Figure 9-33. Bottom View of Main Body-Finite Element Model (Nodes and Elements)

below the centroid of the cross section. To represent the Jocations of RI and R2 (and similarly RJ and ~)
properly on the model, a rigid bar element joining the centroid of the trail end to a point vertically below it
(centroid) in the ground at a distance y is provided. The rigid bar element is used to transmit the reactions RI
and Ra to the trail end. (A rigid bar element is like an ordinary bar element except for the very high values of
modulus of elasticity and area moments of inertia, which make it stiff enough to be considered rigid.) The point
when RI and RZintersect (Refer to Fig. 9-12.) offers no resistance to rotation, and there are no moments acting
at this point. Therefore, this point is beat modeled as a ball and socket joint that offers translational resistana
and not rotational resistance. Therefore, the translations along the X-, Y-, and Z-axes-represented by
numbers 1, ~ and 3, respectively, in NASTRAN-need to ~ restrained completely at this point. Similarly,
there is a point corrupondingtothc~ “on of rcaotions & and & where these translations are restrained.
~mtion~titi Wydatitiapba~on ti~titimtiondo~ tietid
axis and mstraine other rotations and trashtions. During f-however, even the rotation about the vertical
axis is restrained by a latch. This connection, therefore, is modeled by providing four rigid bar elements
between the front+nd node of a trail (e.g., 9) and the four nodes— 10, 14, 13, and 15-on the main body that
are connected to the trail. These connections are shown in Fig. 9-35. The reaction JL is assumed to be acting at
nodes 69 and81. (See Fig. 9-34.) Because the front float offers resistance to vertical translation only, nodes 69
and 81 arc restrained translationally in the vertical direction.

9-5.1.2 Computation of Equivalent Loads
The loads-namely B~R, f!k, and BRM,as shown in Table 9-1—arc assumed to be transmitted through the

grid points 59,47,37,30,34,42,53, 65,71,91, 107, 112, 101,95,85, and 77, as shown in Fig. 9-34. For the
computation of equivalent loads at these grid points, the same assumptions discussed in par. 94 are made.
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Figure 9-34. Top View of Main Body-Finite Ekment Model (Vertical Plate Elements)
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Figure 9-35. Modeling of Connection Between Trails and Main Body
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Briefly, these assumptions arc (1) the in-plane for= “BRRand normal for= ~Rrare uniformly distfibutcd along
the circumference of the traverse bearing and (2) the moment BUMproduces a linear pressure p (force/ unit
length) distribution. Calculations based on these two assumptions follow:

1. E@ivalent Loads Due to BRR and BRT.It is relatively easy to evaluate the equivalent loads due to BRR
and BRT.The angles, which decide the proportions of BRRand B~rat the grid points, are shown m Fig. 9-36. The
propofiion of the load is given by

&R = ()6— BRR, N
360

and

where
BiR = proportion of load due to BRA N
Bh = proportion of load due to BRr, N

6 = angle between grid points (See Fig. 9-36.), deg.

/A%-K’7L\

.-
●

✼
�

u

24.08

(9-34)

(9-35)

Figure 9-36. Representative Angles Associated With Load-Carrying Grid Points
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For example, by Eq. 9-34, at grid point 59

B;R = ()2~ 224,998 = 18,069 N.
360

The distributed loads B~uand B~rat the various grid points-calculated by Eq. 9-34 or Eq. 9-35—are given in
Tables 9-13 and 9-14, respectively. The loads flRR and BRTare taken from Table 9-1.

2. Linear Pressurep. Letp be the maximum linear pressure, i.e., for= per unit length, due to the moment
BAM.This pressurep is experienced at points C and D, shown in Fig. 9-37. Note that the points C and D are the
ecnters of gravity of the linear pressure due to the moment BRMPressures’ at the grid points are proportional
to the projections of the radii corresponding to those grid points, i.e.,

P’ = pcosd, N/m (9-36)

where
0‘ = angle between line OA and radial line identified by an arrow in Fig. 9-37, deg.

For example, by Eq. 9-36 and the angle 6“indicated in Fig. 9-37, the pressure p’ at point 59 is

P’ = p lCOS152.32901, N/m.

Linear pressures at the other grid points are calculated similarly and are shown in Table 9-15.
A fu~her approximation &urnption is now made, i.e., th~- the linear pressures p’ evaluated at the grid

points are uniform for the corresponding representative arc lengths. Thus

()L.= (27rr)&j ,m

= 7rr0

Xiii’m
TABLE 9-13

EQUIVALENT DISTRIBUTION OF l?m AT GRID POINTS

(9-37)

Grid Point hiR at 35 deg. N Bit at 55 deg, N Bh at 75dcg, N

59 18,069 12,648 4,626
47 25,736 18,014 6$89

12#44 8,711 3,186
z 7,444 5211
34 10,681 7,476 :E
42 14,062 9,s43 3,600
53 15,056 lo#38 33s5
65 9,007 6X Zm
71 9,007 6,304 2306
91 15,056 10,538 3,855

107 14,062 9,843 3,600
112 10,681 7,476 2,734
10I 7,444 5,21 I 1,906
95 12,444 8,711 3,186
85 25,736 18,014 6,589
n 18,069 12@8 4,626

G 224,998 157,490 G
I
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TABLE 9-14
EQUIVALENT VERTICAL LOAD DISTRIBUTION OF fk AT

LOAD-CARRYING GRID POINTS

Grid Point B&at 35 deg, N I W at 55 deg, N [ B.4TiI[ 75 deg. N

59 -
47
37
30
34
42
53
65
71
91

107
112
101
95
85
77

G

9,935
14,150
6,842
4,093
5,872
7,732
8,278
4,952
4,952
8,278
7,732
5,872
4,093
6,842

14.150
9;935

123.708

16,914
24,09 I
11,649
6,968
9,998

13,163
14,093
8,431
8,43 I

14,093
13,[63
9,998
6,%8

1I,649
24,09 I
16,914

210,614

21,568
30,720
14,854
8,886

12,749
16,786
I7,97 I
10,75I
10,75I
17,97I
16,786
12,749
8,886

14,854
30,7m
21.568

268,570

Figure 9-37. Angles for Calculation of Projected Radii on OA
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TABLE 9-1S
PROPORTION n’ OF m AT GRID POINTS

(Re~er to Fig. 9-37)

Grid Point
59
47
37
30
34
42
53
65

;:
107
112
10I
95
85
77

Proportion p’ of p
COS 152.329° = I+).88561
COS ] 57.493° = I-0.9238 I
COS125.315° = 14.5781 I
COS 117.671” = 1+.~1
Cos 101.493” = 1-0.19921
Cos83.4930 = 0.1133
Cos56.4930= 0.5520
eos 35.315° = 0.8160
COS27.671° = 0.88%
eos 6.493° = 0.9936.
Cos20.507 = 0.9366
eos 38.507° = 0.7825
COS54.685° = 0.5781
COS62.329° = 0.4644
COS94.507° = I-0.07858 I
Cos144.6850= 1-0.81601

NotK The notation l-~ is interpled as the absoluse value of x.

representative arc length, m
bearing radius, m
angle between grid points (See Fig. 9-36.), deg.

For example, the L for grid point 59 is

J&= 0.4572
()

* (28,91 I) = 0.2307 m

where 0.4572 m represents the traverse bearing radius, and 28.911 deg is the representative angle for grid point
59, as shown in Fig. 9-36.

Thus the moment contribution M’ of an equivalent force at grid point 59 is given by distribution

M’= p’Ln&, Nom (9-38)

where
& = length of moment a.rsw m.

For exampk, the moment contribution M’ at grid point 59 is

M ‘= l-O.8865pl(0.2307)(0.4049)

= 0.0828 lp, N-m

where
-0.8865p =

0.2307 =
0.4099 =

expression for p’ from Tabk 9-15, Nm
representative arc length & from Table 9-16, m
length of moment arm & from Table 9-17, m.
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TABLE 9-16
REPRESENTATIVE ARC LENGTHS

FOR LOAD-CARRYING GRID POINTS
(Refer to Fig. 9-36)

Grid Point

59
47
37
30
34
42
53
65

;;
107
112
10I
95
85
77

Rcprcscntativc Arc Length L, m

0.2307
0.3286
0.1589
0.09s0
0.1364
0.1795
0.1922
0.1[50
0.1150
0.1922
0.1795
0.1364
0.0951
0.1589
0.3286
0.2307

TABLE 9-17
MOMENT CONTRIBUTIONS Jkf’DUE TO EQUIVALENT LOADS AT GRID POINTS

C3ridPoint
59
47
37
30
34
42
53
65

;:
107
112
101
95
85
n

~uivalent Forct F’, N I Moment Arm b. m . I MomentContributionM’, N-m

0.4049p(Mw5pxo.2307{
l-43.9238pX0.32861
l-O.5781pX0.lS891
pM644pxo.0950[
1-o. 1992PX0.13641

o.1133pxo.1795
0.5520pX0.1922
0.8160pX0.1150
0.8856pX0. 1150
0.9936PX0. 1922
o.9366pxo. 1795
0.7825PX0. 1364
0.578Q?X0.0951
0.4644PX0.1589

I-O.0786DX0.32861
i4.8160~xo2307i

0.4224
0.2643
0.2123
0.091I
0.0518
0.2524
0.373I
0.4049
0.4543
0.4232
0.3577
0.2643
0.2123
0.03s9
0.3731

(8.2724 E-2)p
(1.2822 &l)p
(2.4279 E-2)P
(9.3663 E3)p
(2.4753 E3P
(1.0535 E-3)p
(2.6778 E-2)P
(3.5012 E-2)P
(4. [237 E-2)p
(8.6758 E-2P
(7.1148E-2)p
(3.8178 E-2)P

Total bcrdiag moment Bun= O.(w@
Now ‘W dist~ umkr the column“MomentArm”amobtainedfromtha dctaikd drawings of the bottom _ This

tabk usestheexpruaion Efollowcdby a numberto indicatethe power of 10. Forexample,8.2724XE-2= 8.2724X10-1.

Moment contributions for all grid points are shown in Table 9-17. The sum of all these grid point moment
distributions should qua] the total bearing moment llRM,i.e.,

BRM = Md, N-m (9-39)

from which the value of the maximum linear pressurcp resulting from BRMcan bCcalculatti- Sinm from Table
9-17
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BW = 0.6486p

or

BRM

.1

(9-40)

P , N=m,
= 0.6486

p can be determined if BRMis known. The values forp at the three elevations shown in Table 9-18 were arrived
at by substituting the values for BRM from Table 9-1 into Eq. 9-40, i.e.,

(BRM)3s = 418,578 = ~5 356 ~,m
p35 =

0.6486 O.(%I86 ‘

(BRM)SS = 417,660 = 643 ~41 ~, ~
pss =

0.6486 0.6486
9

(&M)75 = 346,105 = 533619 ~,m
p?s =

0.6486 0.6486 ‘ .

TABLE 9-18
EQUIVALENT GRID POINT FORCES F DUE TO BW

GtM Point

59
47
37
30
34
42

::
71
91

107
112
101
95
85
77

Ekvation -
max. forcclkngth p -

o.2043p
o.3036p
o.09186p
o.04412p
0.02717p
o.02034p
o.lo6ip
0.09384p
O.1018p
o.t910p
o.1681p
o.lo67p
0.0549*
o.07379p
o.02s83p
0.1883D

Equhknt F

At 35 dcg

645,356 N/m
–13
–19

-5
-2
–1

1
6
6
6

12
10
6
3
4

-1
-12

,851
,905
4282
1,472
‘,535
i,125
:,469
1,560
i,726
1#4
;,497
1,881
i,u3
‘,623
i,668
,.489

m, N

At 55 (kg

643,941 N/m
–131,562
–195,475
-59,152
-28,409
– 17,4%

13,096
68,319
60,427
6S,58I

122,973
1:0$;

3i365
47s18

-16JJ32
-121Z

At 7S(kg
533,619N/m

–109,022
-161,986
-49,018
-23,542
-14,499

10,8s2
56,614
50,075
54,346

101,905
89,712
56,954
29*
39y7

-13,782
-100,4s4

Negative forceis upward.
P&itive fore is d&nwmd

Table 9-18 shows the equivalent forces F’ due to f9w. Table 9-19 shows the algebraic additions of the
equivalent vertical loads ‘Fv due to both BRT and lb. The entries in Tabk 9-19 were obtained by ~ding the
corresponding elements--(l?~r)u from Table 9-14 plus (RJ@ from Table 9-18. For example, for grid point 59
at 30 deg elevation

FV = 9935 + (–131,851)= -121,916N.
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. TABLE 9-19

TOTAL VERTICAL LOAD Fv DUE TO &u AND &r

Total Vertical Load Fv, N

Grid Point At 35 dcg At 55 dcg

59 –121,916 –114,648
47 –181,755 –171,384
37 -52,440 –47,503
30 -24,379 –21,441

-11,663 –7,498
z 20,8s7 26,259
53 76,747 82,412
65 65$12 68,658

70,678 74,012
;: 131$2 137,066

107 116,229 121,422
112 74,753 78,727
101 39,536 42,333
95 54,465 59,167
85 –2,518 –7,459
77 -111,554 –104,308

Negative load is upward.
Positive load is downward.

At 75 deg

–87,454
–131,266

–34,164
-14,656

-1,750
27,638
74S85
60,826
65,097

119,876
106,498
69,703
38,192
52,231

-16,938
-78,886

Note that the vcrthd loads-designated ZVsin Tables 9-20,9-21, and 9-22—are along the Z-axis or arc the
Z~mponents of the equivalent concentrated loads. By resolving thecquivalcnt forces& (Table 9-13) due to
BURin~o their X- and ‘Y-components, the equivalent loads— Nx, NY, and N?btcome known for all grid
points. The three load components arc shown in Tables 9-20,9-21, and 9-22 for elevation angles of 35 deg, 55
deg and 75 de~ rqx%tivdy.

9-5.2 NASTRAN STRESS ANALYSIS
Preparation of the bulk data deck is the major effoti in obtaining stress analysis of a finite element model

using the NASTRAN program. The data in the bulk data deck contain all the details-such as, geometric
properties, material properties, elements, constraints, and applied loads-of the structural model and various

TABLE 9-20
NODAL FORCES FOR ELEVATION OF 35 DEG

Jude Nx, N
59 9,439
47 13,444
37 6#01
30 3,889

5$80
z 7,646
53 7,865
65 4,705
71 4,705
91 7,865

107 7,646
112 S,S80
10 I 3,889
95 6S1
85 13,444

NY, N I Nz, N

-15,408
-21,945
-10,611
-&348
-9,108

-11,991
–12,838

-7,680
-7,680

– 12,838
–11,991

-9,108
-&348

-10,61 I
-21,945

121,916
181,755
52#440
24379
I1,663

-20,857
-76,747
-65,512
-70,678

-131,522
-116,229
-74,753
-39,536
–54,465

2,518
77 I 9;439 I -15,408 I 111,584
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TABLE 9-21
NODAL FORCES FOR ELEVATION OF 55 DEG

Node Nx, N Nr, N Nz, N

59 6,607 -10,785 114*M8
47 9,410 –15,361 171,384
37 4,551 –7,428 –47,503
30 2,722 -4,443 –21,441
34 3,905 -6,375 –7,498
42 5,142 –8,393 –26X9
53 5,505 –8,986 –82,412
65 3,293 –5,375 -68,858
71 3,293 –5,375 –74,0[2

5,505 -8,986 –137,066
1:; S,142 -8,393 –121,422
112 3,905 -6,37s -78,727
101 2,722 -4,443 –42,333
95 4,551 –7,428 -59,167
85 9,410 –15,361 –7,459
77 6,607 -10,785 104,308

TABLE 9-22
NODAL FORCES FOR ELEVATION OF 75 DEG

Node AVx,N Nr, N Nz, N
59 2417 –3,945 87,454
47 3,442 -5,618 131X
37 1,664 -2,717 34,164
30 996 -1,625 14,656
34 1,428 -2~31 1,750
42 1,881 -3,070 -21@8
53 :O& -3,287 --74*
65 -t,w -60,826
71 i:207 -1,966
91

-65,097
2,014 –3,287 –1 19,876

107 1,881 –3,070 – 106,498
112 1,428 -2,33 I –69,703
101 996 -1,625 –38,192
95 -2,717 -5421
85 ::2 –5,6{8 -16938
n %417 -3.945 78,886

conditions forthc solution. Several bulk data lines arc thoroughly explained in ScAon 2.4 of the NASTRAN
User% Manual. A general introduction to the NASTRAN computer program is given in Appendix B. A
computer output using three load sets-namely, those corresponding to elevation angles of 75 deg 55 de~ and
35 deg—is obtained. The output gives

1. Six components of displaecmcnt at each grid point in the basic coordinate system
2. Forms in the eJements-namely, triangular, quadrilateral plates, and bar elements—in the element

coordinatesystem
3. Stressesin the elements in the element coordinate system.

The results obtained from NASTRAN are compared with those obtained by using the simple mcchanies of
deformable bodies approach (conventional) as diseusscd in par. 94. Table 9-23 shows the comparison of
rtdts, i.e., shows that the vertical reactions RI and the mmimum hnding moment in the trai~ obt~n~ bY
the two methods agree fairly well, The maximum stress in the main body obtained by the FEM approach,
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TABLE 9-23
COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS FROM FEM

(FINITE ELEMENT METHOD) AND CONVENTIONAL STRESS ANALYSIS

Elevation

Function 75 deg 55 dcg 35 dcg Max. for Three
Elevations

1. Max. vcfiicsl deflection, mm 9.726 8.83 7.04 9.726
t t t t

2. Vertical reaction (right) RI, kN 79.42J 97.378 98.773 98.773
(77.973) (93.457) (93.773) (93.773)

3. Horizontal rsactiom(right)R2,MN 57.34 155.64 143.36 .155.64
{4J.p (134?) (l;&) (l~gfo)

4. Vertical reaction @ft) &, I@
(3g2) (38:4) (3::;) (38:4)

5. Horizontal reaction (left)& khl 12.28 (36.86) 36.86
(15.80) (43.!0) (61:17) (61.6)

6. Max. bending moment in trails, kNm 358.61 384.3 347.9 384.3
* ● ● (374.2)

7. Max. stress in main body, MPa 157.72 182.8 177.5 J82.8
● ● ● (332.98)

Note:t%urca in Parbheses arc for the conventional stress anatysis; those without parcnthascs are for the FEM. Ths quandtiss
markad& t unsbt beatcutatad by oonwntbnal analysisnteshotts. The quantities marksd as * are not signifkant snougb to tu
calculated for all astgkof ckvation siti only the msxistmm of thcss quantities am of intsrcst.

however,isabout 45% less than that obtained by the conventional method. This difference is due to the fact
that the conventional method considered the main body a simpk beam. This assumption is unrealistic and
results in the neglect of Iatcral stiffness and gives rise to higher vahs of strcascs. Locations of the maximum
bending moment in the trails and the maximum stress in the main body arc identical for both methods.

94 BOTTOM CARRIAGESOIL HWTltRACTION
The bottom carriage is the main weapon component that transmits firing loads to the ground. in doing so it

plays an important role of providing stable and steady support to the weapon system. The impotiance of these
two aspects, namely, stability and steadiness, cannot bc overemphasized as far as the accuracy of firing is
concerned. Stability during firing is governed by the geometry, size, and support locations for the bottom
carriage main body and trails. A large-spanned bottom carriage provides a large contact ar- Thus there is a
good possibility that the firing loads would fall in the contact area and thereby preclude the hopping of the
carriage. The steadiness of the woapo~ on the other hand, depends on how firmlytht ground grips the bottom
- SUPPO@~~c sofi~~w ~~~on PlaYS●@or role in t~ _ A thorou@ u~esst~@I of
this interaction is an important consideration in making a dynamic model of the weapon systcm. Conversely,
a lack of understanding in this regard leads to the modeliig of the structure with improper boundary
conditions, and as a consequence, this error may result in formulation of a problem that is drastically different
from the intended one. To be abk to ascertain soil behavior under fting loads, several propcrtics~uch as the
type of the SOL its density, moisture contc~ intqrnal friction, tmhcaiow shear strcngtb and Ioaddefkction
characteristica-should be known. These and other related properties of soil are known for certain types of
soils but only under laboratory conditions, Besides soil properties, soil history regarding its formation,
consolidation, and prccomprassion should also bc known to estimate prcstrcss in the soil mass. Because it is
often very difficult to obtain all rckvant data for the soil, the designer must make assumptions to predict its
behavior,

As presented in Chapter 2, the M 198 bottom carriage has two rear supports, each in the form of a float
(resting on ground) and aspack(driven into ground). TIE front support is in the form of a large float (or firing
base) that either simply rests on the ground or is spiked into the ground. The paragraphs that follow present
considerations and basic principles rcgamling the interaction of the ground with the spades and floats.
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9-6.1 TRAIL SPADE/GROUND INTERACTION
Trail spades act as anchors in granular and/or cohesive soils during firing. in a recoil cycle the spades are

pushed against the soil mass with a varying force. The pushing causes the soil mass to exert passive earth
pressure on one side of the spade and an active earth pressure on the other side. The magnitudeand
distributionof these pressures depend on the internal friction, cohesion, density, and water content of the soil.
Active and passive pressures arc also functions of the yield ratio. ~C yield ratio d for the spade is defined as
the ratio of the horizontal displacement Yto the vertical depth H of the spade. Fig. 9-38 is divided into two
regions, i.e., an active earth pressure on the right and a passive earth pressure on the left. Fig. 9-38 illustrates
that for relatively small yield ratios d, the active earth pressure attains its minimum value but remains fairly
constant even for higher values of the yield ratio. The passive earth pressure, however, continues to build up
with increasing (negative) yield ratios. Spade movement of sufficient magnitude causes mobilization of the
shear strength of the SO* and there arc several theories to ascertain lateral pressures on the spade. Rankine’s
theory is widelyuscd for the pu~. When the spade movement is very small, the soil mass may beconsidemd
at res~ again, there arc several factors that determine the lateral pressure on the spade. One of the important
factors, which is usually unknown, is t.lte prcstmas condition of the soi~ whwh depends on the history of
loading and unloading of the soil mass. The prediction of lateral earth pressure on the spades is further
complicated by the fact that the loads transmitted by the spades to the ground arc dynamic in nature, and the
soil behavior under such loading is not yet well understood.

%Q FIRING BASE (WITH AND WITHOUT STAKES)-GROUND INTERACTION
A firingbasewithout stakesactsprima.dy as a footingsubjected to vertical and lateral loads. An important

consideration in the design of a firing base is, therefore, the bearing capacity of the ground. The larger the
beasingcapacity oftheground, thelcsser is thearearequirement of tht firing base in transmitting vertical load
to the ground. The bearing capacity of the ground depends on several factors such as the consolidation and
compaction history of the soil mass at the site, cohesion, internal friction, ground water level, and type of soil.

,,
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There are field tests such as st&dard penetration testsand plate load tests to determine the safe bearing
capacity of the soil. Details for these tests arc given in Ref. 9. A firing base with spikes acts like a group of piles
with a pile head. A pile is simply a column-like structural member that is driven into the ground to anchor the
firing base firmly. A pile head is the uppermost part of a pile. Skin friction of the spikes contributes to the
bearing capacity of the firing base.

9-6.3 EFFECTS OF SOIL VARIABILITY
Naturally occurring soils have great variations in their compositions and engineering properties. The design

of the bottom carriage has to account for the variability of the soils that may occur at different sites. There arc
several soil classifications; the one widely used in engineering is the “unified soil classification system”. Soils in
this system are divided into 15 groups, each of which has distinct engineering properties, The criteria for
classification are

1. Percentage of gravel, sand, and fines-in accordance with the grain sizes
2. Shape of grain-size curve-for coarse-grained soils
3. Plasticity and compressibility characteristics —for fine-grained soils and organic soils.

The important properties and rdative desirability for various uses of each soil category can be found in
many textbooks on soil engineering. Bottom carriage design should consider the complete range of soil
properties. For some clayey soils the bearing capacity may be as low as 50,000 Pa, whereas for some silty sands
it may be as high as 300,000 Pa. It may be worthwhile to design floats, spades, and firing bases for different
ranges of bearing capacity, internal friction, and cohesion, and then to select the proper one for the site under
consideration. Evqn though it may not be practical to issue artillery pieces with detachable spades at the
present time, selecting the proper pans and assembling them on site should be kept in mind for the future
design practice.
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CHAPTER 10
DESIGN FOR MAINTAINABILITY

The design of equipment for mainmiwbtlity can bve a Substantial impact on syslem performance. NO
matter how reliab[e the system is, it wi!~ eventuali’fai~~ and when if does. it must be repaired. The speed and
ease of repair wiljdetermine the availability and cost of the system during its IIYelime. This chaplerpresems the
general consideratiomfor maintai~bility-such us -msib~ity. simdlfiaion, standardization, Lubrication,
interchangeability, and other factors. l%e desiwr should be aware of the maintenance andrebuildaspects of
jlel&d weapons during &s&n of the system.

10-1 INTRODUCTION
Equipment design has been found consistently to have a greater effect on maintenance efficiency than such

personnel variabks as aptitude or training. Maintainability is a qusdity of the combined features and
characteristics of equipment design, job aids, and job supports. Good maintainability features facilitate the
rapidity, economy,ease,and accuracy with which ma.intenanm operations can be performed. Thus the system
can be kept in or readily returned to an operating condition by average personnel under the environmental
conditions in which the system will be maintained. The lack of satisfactory reliability and maintainability in
military quiprncnt has three serious effects:

1. The success of vital military missions may bc jcopardiz.cd.
2, Support costs may be heavy and impose a strain on production, supply, and storage.
3. Many skdled maintenance personnel maybe needed, whichwould impose a heavy logisticrd burden on

the armed Services.
To overcome these shortcomings and improve materiel ●vailability, designers must give greater emphasis to

those factoxathat make equipment more rcliabk and maintainable in the field.
Maintainability is a measure of the ease and rapidity with which a system or equipment can be restored to

operatioxud status following a failure. It is characteristic of equipment design and installation, personnel
availabflhy in the rquircd skill levels, adequacy of maintenance procedures and test equipment, and the
phyakal environment under which maintenance is performed. One expression of maintainabilhy is the
probability that an item will be retained in or restored to a specified condition within a given period of time
when the maintcnanca is performed in accordance with prescribed procedures and resources.

This chapter presents an introduction to general considerations for maintainability-sti as accessibility,
simpliikation, standardization, lubrication, and interchangeability. DOD-H DBK-79 1(AM) (Ref. 1) provides
detailed information on these, and other, aspects of maintainability. Additional information on the subject
may be found in Rcfs. 2,3,4, and 5.

10-2 CATEGORIES OF MAINTENANCE
To maintain combat readiness, designs must be planned for support as well as for performance. Military

maintenance is usually stratifmd into several levels that generally correspond bothto theskillof thepersonnel
●ndto thedegreeofdiffkulty of themaintenance ~ Stratifkation by kvel of nutinterta~ is made essential
by tbe demands for tactical deployment of the equipment It is also ● solution to the problem of effheDUY
using maintenance personnel of vmying skills. The Dqnrtrnent of the Army baagrouped all mairltenance into
fourcategori~, i.e., unit, direct support, general support,tmd depot. Equipment design must adquately take
into account the skills available at each maintenance kvel.

10-2.1 UNIT MAINTENANCE
Unit maintenance is that maintenance normally authofi for, ~rform~ by, and the responsibility of a

using organization and operator on equipment in its po-ion. M~ntenance performed by the equipment
operator usually consists only of im~ting, c~ng, ~rvi~ p~rving, and adjusting the equipment.
Maintenance performed by the repairmen of the unit C.OnSiStSof ~king minor reptirs and replacements. The
removed components, if repairable, usually are forward~ to the next Klgher level for reworking.
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10-2.2 DIRECT SUPPORT MAINTENANCE
Direct support maintenance is that maintenance normally authorized for and performed by designated

maintenance activities in direct support of using organizations. This category of maintenance is limited to the
repair of end-items or unserviceable assemblies in support of the using organization on a return-to-user basis.
Direct support units arc designed to provide close support for combat troops and to facilitate tactical
operations. This mobility requirement limits the equipment and supplies and, therefore, the repair jobs that
can be undertaken. At this level failed components and equipment are repaired by replacement of parts and
subassemblies.

10-203 GENERAL SUPPORT MAINTENANCE
General support maintenance is that maintenance authorized and performed by designated organizations in

support of the Army supply system. The primary mission of a general maintenance unit is to repair items that
cannot be repaired by direct support units. Normally, general support maintenance organizations will repair
or overhaul material to required maintenance standards, i.e., to a ready-to-issue condition, based upon the
Army’s area supply requirements. The units exist to serve the lower levels of maintenance within a given
geographical area. A general support organization will also assist in repairs th’at overflow from direct support
units; however, they rarely deal directly with the equipment user. Companies and detachments specializing in
general supply, ammunition supply, maintenance by commodities, and other services comprise the general
support units.

10-2.4 DEPOT MAINTENANCE
Depot maintenance is that maintenance which, through overhaul of economically repairable material,

augments the procurement program in satisfying overall Army requirements and, if required, provides for
repair of materiel beyond the capability of general support organizations. This level of maintcnanoe provides
the major supply base for end-items and for the parta and supplies required to maintain and repair the
end-items. Facilities are available for completely overhtndhg and rebuilding equipment. Assembly line
methods ate used whenever practical, and normal supply support is accomplished on an overhatd-astd-rctum-
to-stock basis. Depot maintenance functions also include repair and reclamation setioes that arc beyond the
capabilities of general support maintenance.

10-3 ACCESSIBILITY
Accessibility is a design feature that fiects the ease of admission to an area for the performance of visual or

manipulative maintenance. A component is accessible if a few, simple steps are required to gain tuxeas to it.

Controls, checkpoints, inspection windows, lubrication, and pneumatic and hydraulic replenishing points
are built into the equipment so that it can be kept operating at peak performance. If these service points are
inaccessible, routine maintenance becomes difilcult or is neglected. Accessismade more difficult when thereis
little space for hands and tools. In such cases there are also risks of injury to personnel as well as of damage to
material. Access must be provided to all points, items, units, and components that require or may require
tes* servicbgsadjusting removal, replacement, or repair.

The tvm. ak. shanc. and location of ~ should be based upon a thorough understanding of
1. “&&onaI l&&iom actthm (establishment), and envirotient of the Unit
2
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

i!:
12,
13.

and units that mustenter the access.

F&sency with which the a&cas must be eutercd
Mabtamwe actions to be performed through the access
Time required for the performance of these actions
Types of tools and acccssori~ mquircd by these actions
Work clearances required for performance of these actions
Type of clothing likely to be worn by the technician
Distance to which the technician must reach within the access
Visual requirements of the t~hnician in performing the task
Packaging of the items and elements behind the access
Mounting of items, units, and elements behind the access
Hazards involved in or related to use of the access
Size, shape, weight, and clearance requirements of logical combinations of human appendages, tools,
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10-4 lDENTIFICATION ANX) LABEL~G
Identification and labeling are inherent elements of maintainability. The maintenance technician’s task will

be more difficult, take longer, and consequently, will increaw the risk of error if he cannot readily identify
components, parts, controls, and test points for maintenance operations.

Identification and labeling can be defined as the adequate marking of parts, components, controls, and test
points to facilitate repair and rephx.cment during maintenance operations.

Proper identification is present if the component is readily identified for repair, repl-ment, or service with
minimum effort by the technician. Equipment should bc marked for identifkation in accordance with
MIL-STD-130 (Ref. 6) by stamping, engraving permanent labclin~ or other permanent methods. Equip-
ment identifkation should include permanent data with regard to its function, capacity, capabili~ limits,
ranges, freqttcncy, and cument requirement

The fOllOWing ruks should be used in mar- pti
1. Make markingsaccurateand suffkient to identify the referenced part.
2. Locate markingson or imrrdately adjacentto the referencedpart in a consistent manner that will

eliminate any possibility of confusion.
3. Make marking permanent enough to last the life of the equipment.
4. Place markings so that they arc visible without removing other parts
5. Orient markings so that they can bc read with the unit in the normal installed position.
6. Mark staoked parts and modules so that they can be individually recogxkd.
7. Identify individually enclosed or shielded parts on the outside of the enclosure.
8. Mark identically the freed and rcmovabk parts of a plug-in subassembly.
9. Identify ckar]y individual sections of dual parts.

10-5 INTERCHANGEABILITY
Intcrchangability is●condition in which two or more parts are physically and functionally interchangeable

in all possible applications-i.e., both parts arc capabk of @ mutual substitution in @ directions. Standard-
ization is the process by which intordhangcability is rcaIked. Two types of in~ “. Canbepremnt

L Functional interchaqpbilky exists whena patt or uti regardlessbf its physicalspecifioatiord,can
performthe specificfunctions of another partor unit

2. Ph~ioal interchangeabtity exists when any two or more parts or units made to the same spedfkation
can be mounted, connected, and used effectively in the same position in an assembly or system. Where physical
interchangeability exists, however, functional interchangeability is highly desirable.

There are two broadclassifbtions of interchangeableparts:
1. Universally interchangeable parts that are required to be interchangeabk in the field even though

manufactured by different facilities
2, LocaIly intemhangeable parts that are intcrchangeabk with other like components made in the same

facility. These parts, however, are not necessan‘ly intemhangeablewith those made in other fadhks.
Xnterchangeabtityrequirementsshould be determined from consideration of field con&ions as wel! as

from consideration of economy of manufacture and inspection. Liberal tolcrancos arc essenW for intcr-
changcabtity. Tolerance should be assigned to component features for position, conocntrioity, symmetry,
@W=4 w~s ti~btixoftif~mkb~tfor~tio~
or ~ asscmbiy.

10-6 STANDARDIZATION
Standardizationis the usc of common items, parts, materials, and practices throughout the life cycle of

systems and equipment. It denotes any effort to sekct, design, or manufacture parts, components, assemblies,
equipment, associated tools, service materials, or procedures so they are either identical to or physically or
functionally intcrchangcabk with other parts-the so-calkd “form, tit, and function” criteria.

Standardization significantly rcducca both the acquisition and the support costs of a system over italife cycle
and results in increased maintainabili~ and reliability. The primav go* of s~~d~tion ~ tO

1.
2.
3.
4.

Reduce the number of dMerc~t models and makes of equipment in use.
Maximizc the usc of common parts in different equipment.
Minimize the number of different types of parts, assemblies, etc.
Use only a few basic types and varieties of parts.
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::
7.

Control, simplify, and rcducc part coding, numbering practicca, and storage probkms.
Maximize the usc of standard off-the-shelf items and components.
Maximize the usc of interchangeable parts.

To facilitate the supply of replacement psi% that arc of standard, mthcr than Of$Fcial, Wnufactute usc
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) or MiliwV Smndard (MIHTD) prts whcm~r thy ●rc
suitable for the purpose and identify them on the drawing by their part number.

Common hardware parts—such as screws, bolts, nuts, and cotter pins-should be ANSI or MIIA3TD parts
without alteration. In applications for which no suitabk corresponding ANSI or MILSTD @t is availabk,
commercialpartsmay beusedif theyconformto the otherrequirements.

l&7 SA~TY
The designof any equipment must embody features for the protection of personnel and equipment from

ckctrical and mechanical hazards and from dangers that might arise from fire, ckvated opcmting tempera-
tuma, and toxic futncs. To minimim the possibility of physical iqjury, allcomponent edga ad corners should
be rounded to maximum radii. Thin edges should be avoided, and construction should be such that the unit
can be carried without danger of cutting the hands on the edges.

To prevent hazardous protrusions from surfaces, flathcad screws should be used wherever suffkient
thickness is availablq otherwise, panhcadscrews should be used. All exposed surfaces should bc machined
smooth, coved or coated to prevent the possibility of skin abrasion.

Shicl& and guards should be made pti of the equipment to prevent personnel from accidently coming in
contact with rotating or oscillating pa@s suchas gears,couplings, kvers, cams, iatAes, of heavy solenoid
equipment. Moving parts should bc cncbscd or shielded by guards; where such protection is impossible,
adequate warning signs should be provided. Additional information on this topic maybe found& Ref. 7.

10-8 SERVICIhlG AND LUBR1CATION
Ease of scrvkbg is one of the moat important ektnents of maintainability that affixts preventive maintc-

nanoc rouk Tlw puqmo of praventivc maiatenancc is to ●void or detect incipient mechanical failures in
equipment and to insure that appropsW aotion is taken hefom expensive and _nsurning m!pairsor
replacements are required. ‘f%ecapabilityfo rmpidlubrication should bc built intothc quipmmt and should
be of equal daigss importane with the proper functional &sign of the equipment.

Working surfaces subject to wear or detcriorhtioa should be pt’ovidcd with appropriate means uflubrica-
tion. Commercial grade lubricants should be used whenever possibl~ the use of special lubricants should bc
avoided. Equipment should bc designed to usc only one type of oil and one type of grease and to have a
minimum number of lubrication fittings. When this is not practical, the types and grades should be kept to a
minimunl.

bhicatiom besides reducing friction and wear bctwccn moving parts, can serve as a seal to exclude
undesirable substances from the area being lubricated and can act as ●carrier for rust prevcntk, antifriction
agents, d CxtrSmeadditives.

10-9 SIMPLIFICATION
Silifiicationshoukl be the constant goal ofcvery~en#inccr. Equipment dca@ ShOtdd represent the

airnpkt odiguration possibk consistent with function rquimrncn ts, expected semi% and performance
CODditiOUS. The designer,by in@cmenti~ the PriStCiPksOUtkd hefei@ should make the Userbekve that
amplex equipment is really simple.

‘fbemare two jobs associated with any equipment-operating it and maintaining it. The more human factor
engineering is considered in the design of new equipment, the better these two jobs can be done. In designing
equipment, effort shouid be directed toward simplifying the opcmtor’s and maintenance pcmm% jobs.
Chapter 11 is devoted to human factors.
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CHAPTER 11
HUMAN FACTORS

?Ms chapter presents important human factors that must be considered in the desitm of any equtlnnent. Zn
the desi~ of equipment, a human being must be considered a componeru of Lhesystem. %refore, human
body meaWemeWs rmut be considered ddng &sfgn to accommdte persons of various sises:alsoforces
rqsdred to be gmerated by vuwious Wy patls to o~ate the system must be consi&red b the &sign

procus. Accordingly, applit.wbk &ta are presented Sekction of the best controls from the W@ vdety
csurent~ awtifabib is critical to &s&n for @&thJv human-machfne peflormance. Because of their &qpor-
tamx. gmerafprkipks fm the &sign of corttrok arepresenteii lb design of good &splays Jor thesystem is
ako thcitui?d

11-1 INTRODUCTION
During the design and development of a system, the human factors engineer not only considers the inter-

ests of the user but also provides information about the human being as a system component. Human fadtors
dates person’s sise, strength, and other capabfities to perform the necessary task.

This chapter presents basic human factors that should be considered in the design of weapon systems. The
anthropometry, humans as a system compomnt, design of controls, and design of displays are discussd. For
more details on these topics see Refs. 1, 2,tmd 3. .

11-2 HUMAN BODY MEASUREMENTS (ANTHROPOMETRY)
One important consideration in system design is information on body measumnents that is required to

insure that equipmlmt will aoomnmodate Opar@Omand “~F~of various 8tlthropotnctrk
-. 1

The designer has two basic soura”of information on body meas&mentx (1) anthropometric surveys.in
which ~ of a sample of the population arc made and (2) experiments under circumstances that
stimulate conditions for which the system is being designed. IWch of these sources or what combination is
used depends on the availabdity of adequate anthropometric surveys and on the cost of experiments in both
time and money. The designer must design equipment so that a majority of the population for which it is
dcaigned can operate and maintain it. However, a small percentage of the population, i.e., those individuals
having extreme measurements, may have to oontend with ● hs eflkient or less comfortabk design.

Xfa group of potential users for whom machines are to be designed wsre identical, it would be a datively
simple matter to provide the designer with a ~ set of human mpabiihy criteria. This cannot be done,
however, bocatassthe working population is highly variabk. As an example, employmentof women in the
wcwkfonx is amstantly increasing. Thus, in the design of any cquipmcnti this segment of tk population
must becomkkmd

A-jor~= ~ti=pb~ofa -tiawo-ti X_orlo_m~
isoonsidemd. Arandomlysekcted group ofwomcn nmyavcragebctwecn 43t08S% of theatrc#b ofa
akilariy aeleo&d&oup oflneqthereforq tk#e~wiance isckpendcntupon thctypeofa@ivity
and tmining of those involved. Tables 11-1(Ref. 4) and 11-2(Ref. 4) show how much mass groups of people
will voluntarily lift or lower on an infrequent bnsia. These values are for a relatively compact had that is
easily held with both hands in front of the body.

One property of the load that direcdy affects the load~ng capability is the horizontally measured
distance of the load center of gravity from the torso, in paticular, from the lower back region. The size of the
load often dictates th~ propetiy. Fig. 11-1 (Ref. 4) shows this effect for a bad being lifted with both hands
when it is at about hip height. The authors recommend that objects to be manually handkd should be
designed in order to (1) locate the load -ter of gravity as close to the person%torso as possibk and (2)
provide lifting handles or designated grasp points at the appropriate places.

‘Ike is considerable difference between the capabilities of men and women with regard to grasping
activities. Fig. 11-2 (Ref. 4) shows the mstdtsof the bar grip capabilitiesof 50 tqen.and SOwo~ -
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‘TABLE 11-1
MAXIMUM MASSES ACCEPTABLE TO VARIOUS PERCENTAGES

OF MALE AND FEMALE POPULATIONS WHILE LIFTING A
0.48 X 0.34X 0.14 m TOTE BOX (Ref. 4)

Opcmtion Lift by Induttrbl Men, kg Capability, % Lift by Industrial Women, kg

Shoulder 13.2 m 10.9
Height 17.7 75 11.8
to 22.2 so 13.2
Arm 4 X.8 25 145

30.a 10 15.9

lwdcle 15.4 ‘,90 ‘“’ 11.3
Hci$n 19.s ‘“ 75 13.2
to 24.0 so 15.4

Shoutder 28.1 2s 17.2

Height 32.2 10 19.1

Floor 16.8 90 12.7
Level 20.4 75 15.0
to 24.S .,. 16:8
Knuckle 28.6 2 19.1
Hci@t 31.8 10 2i21

S. H.SnookandV.M.Mo. ‘MaximumWeightsandWorkW Acccptabkto FemaleWorkers”,JOM, 16(8):527, 1974. ~ by
~-eof~~

TABLE 11-2
MAXIMUM MASSES ACCEPTABLE TO VARIOUS PERCENTAGES

OF MALE AND FEMALE POPULATIONS WHILE LOWERING A
0.48,X 0S4X 0.14 m TOTE BOX (Ref. 4)

operation Liit by Industrial Men, kg t2tp8bility, %

Arm 132 90
Reach 16.3 75
to X1.o so

a.o 2s
?702 10

SbOUMer !7.7 90
Height 20.9 7s
to 2s.0 so
K8uckk m.6 2s
Height 314 10

16.3 90
Height 21.8 75
to 28.1 so
Floor 34.0 2s
Level

4
39.9 10

S. M Snookad V.M. CirieUo,”Muimurn Weights and Work Loads Aoceptablc to Fenuk W(
America CO- of Occupational Medicine.

Liftby lndtrstriul Wothcn,k&

10.9
12.3
17.6
ls~ t
16.3.4 ‘“

11A
14.1
1s9
17.7
200

13.6
!5.4
17.2
19.$

I 20.9

km”, JOA4,16(8)527, 1974.@ by
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Note: Values are predicted for 9570

of men and women performing
two-hand lifting.

— Men

--- Women

high

0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
Leading CG Location in Front of Torso, as Measured
From Vertical Axis Through Ankle of Leading Foot, m

‘~rintadfrom AffEZhwwcfions,March1972.CopyrightInstituteofIndustrialEngincc%2STccboobgYPark/AtlaatqNorcross,
43A3m92
Figure 11-1. Maximum Lifting Strengths for Vsrying Load Locations of Center of Gravity (CG)

(Ref. 4)

employed in a large electronics component manufacturing plant. If a signifi=nt gripping force is required, a
reduction in size HOW that needed simply to grasp the object is necessary.

Anthropometric data for various attitudes and activities for both males and females are shown in detail in
Ref. 3. These data should be considered in equipment design. Associated with body dimensions is the force
that must also be conaidercd in the design process. The following conclusions on application of the force and
stmngtb of body amponents should be of value to designers (Ref. 1)

1. The amount of force that can be exerted is determined by the positions of the body and members
applying the force, the dtion of ●pplicatiotu and the object to which itisapplied.

2. Tbe greatest force is developed in pulling toward the body. Ptdl is greater from a sitting than from a
=ai!~~ A momenq puil can be as greatas 1112 N, whereas the maximum steady pull is ●pprox-

3. Max&m exertabk fo= iucmasm with the use of the entire arm and shoulder. However, using only
fingers mquirea the least energy per given amount of force applied.

4. push is greater than pull for sid+o-side motio~ approximately 400 N is the maximum.
5. The maximum handgrip for a 2S-yr-old man is approximately 556 N. Usually, the stron~r hand can

cxat an average of 45 N greater than the other hand.
6. The mass lifting capacity is shown in 13g. 1I-3 (Ref. 5). The curve is based on data obtained with men

whose average age was 21.6 yr. They lifted objects of convenient size and shape and had unlimited room to
do it.

11-3
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F&re 11-2. Maximum Unear Grip Strengths for Various Handle Openings (Ref. 4)
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Distance Above Floor, m

Figure 11-3. Maximum Mass Lifting Capacity (Ref. 5)

11-3 THE HUMAN BEING AS A SYSTEM COMPONENT
Aperson isviewed asaninformation procedng component of the entire weapon system. By using

‘ information p~ing as a mod~ fourhuxnan subqstcms can be idcntifkd: scnsiw inforznationproedw
memory or storage, and response. interrelationships among these functional subsystems arc shown in Fig.
114 (Ref. l—Flg. 11-4 appears in Ref. 1 with credit to Refs. 6,7, and 8.).

The human sensing subsystem detects and encodes energies from noise, recognizes information patterns,
makes decisions, and selects appropriate responses from among available options. The memory subsystem
provides long-term and short-term storage of encoded information. The response subsystem transduces
processed information into action.

It is important for designcxz to have a better understanding of the sensory capacities of the maintenance
person. A human’s sensing system consists of rceeptors responsive to specific types and ranges of physical
energy. Table 11-3 (Ref. 1) shows the human sense organs, the types of energy that stimulate them their
cwresponding sensations, and the origin of stimulation.

11-5
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Figure 11-4. The Human Information pr~g s~em (Ref. 1 with credit to Refs. 6,7 and 8)

11-3.1 VISUAL PRESENTATION OF ITUFORMATIOIQ
Humans can perceive all colors while ]~king ~~ight ahead. Color perception begins to decrease, however,

as the viewing angle incrcascs. AS the ang~ of ~~ng inc~s, the mlor-diffemnt.iation abilit y varies
between green to white. This is WCIIijlustm~ ~ FW. I I.se AS Aown in Fig. 11-S(A) the viewcrcan discern the
color green 20 deg above ●nd 20 dcg MOW the normal to the eye. The available number of colors for coding
depends on whether colored lights or ~fi~~ CoIom a~ USMLIn gene~l, more aaturatod colors can be
obtained Withlights than with surfa~ pimn~ or ~~ C&XS. More 00C@ steps, however, are available
with 8tUfE pigUWn~ Uttk Oe~in ~~itio~, buts- pb~ my u to $eriOUs dktOrtiOSI~ USd
uttderocrtainkindsof ilhuninati~ Fore~@q ~r~ngon wpsa~&rts stti@ bempbtdylostif
they am used in rooms lighted with red ligh~

CMor-weak peopk (So few pcople~~~~yw~b~ ~~ab@orccL) willrtot aoccolorsthe
way “norrnal” people do, ●nd any ~]or m ~ ~ ~~ for ~. GIOrS should, therefore, be seleded
that do not confuse color-weak people, cog, d~~ ~nm, such M yeliow and blue, or dor cdng
augmented with shape coding should be used.

11-302 SKIN SENSES
Skin senses include Iouch sense, tempemtum, and p~n. of these, the tactua~ or touch, sense provides the

most information for task ~rfor~n~; t~ oth~ a= pri~rily sour~s of information used for body
protection.

ASequipment becomes more Comp]ex, it iS ~aary tit Wintenance personnel usc all their senses most
eflkiently. A person’s ability to interpret tiul ●nd a~itory stimuli is closely associated with the sense Of
touch, The SCtiSOrycues reoeived by the skin and mu~]~ -n ~ ~ to sotne degree tooonvcy ~@s to tk

11=6
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TABLE 11-3
HUMAN SENSES AND ENERGIES THAT STIMULATE THEM (Ref. 1)

Sensation Sense Organ Stimulation Origin

Sight Eye Some electromagnetic waves External

Hearing Ear Some amplitude and frequency External
variationsof pressurein
surroundingmedia

Rotation Scmiciicular canals Change of fluid pressures Internal
in innerear

Fallingand Rsctilinar Otoliths POaitioaohangeaof “Stndl,bony Internal

Movement bodii in innercar

Taste Spccializcdcells in tongueand Chcmi=l subsmn= Externalon contact
mouth

Smell S@alized cells in mucous Vaporizedchemicalsubstances External
mcntbrancat top of nasal
cavity

Touch Skin Sutiacc deformation On contact

Pressure Skin and underlyingtissue Surfacedeformation On contact

Temperature Skin and underlyingtissue Tempcmturechanges of Externalon contact
surroudng media or
Objocta,friaioq d so-

.,

Pain Unkno- but thoughtto be Intc= pMSSlt~,hea~ cold. Externalon contact
freencsw cnd~ shock, and some chemicals

Position and Movement ?W.scknerve endings Musck stmtohing [ntsrnal
(kinesthesis)

MechanicalVibration No specificorgan Amplitudeand frequency Externalon contact
variationsof pressure

. . .-. - .. . . -. ...
Rcpriatcdwith prmissimnfrom Sekted Pwn onHumanFactorsin (he Designand use of QWSWOISWems, SUIM oy n. w.
Sinsiko.q)yjght● * ~~.~ ,[~ NewYor~NY,1$61.

130 ~eg White

en

00 deg Blue

60 deg Green-Red ,

(A) Vertically (6) Hori&;cJlly

Figure 11-5. Approximate Limits of Normal Color Diffcrenthtion
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brain that relieve the eyes and cars of Pafioll%itask they wouid otherwise perform. For example, the control
knob shapes illustrated in Fig i 14 (Ref. 3) can be easilyrecognizedby touch ●lone, and many of these knob
shapes could be adapted for use when the user must rely completely on his sense of touch, for instance, when a
knob must be put in an out-of-the-way place.

11-3.3 NOISE
The effe-ctsof noise and blast upon humans are complex and varied. A soldier’s reaction to noise extends

beyond the auditory system it can contribute to such f=iings as well-being, boredom, irritability, fatigue, or
loss of combat effectiveness. The reaction is not due to noise intensity alone; frequency is also a contributing
f~or. Exccasivc noise also can makeoraloommunication ineffectual or impossibk and can darnagc hearing.
Rcfs. 9, 10, and 11 provide guidance on noise limitations and hearing protection. The following
recommendations should be considered to reduce the effects of noise

1. In designing equipment that necessitates maintenance activities in the presence of extreme noise,
reduce the amount of noise produmd where possibk by proper acoustical d- mufflers, sourxlproo~
and other devices.

2. Keep sound levels in maintenance areas that require the prcsencc of the maintenance tcchnicianbelow
80 dB.

3. Provide warnings to prevent unprotected maintenance personnel from entering areas-even for short
periods-with noise levels above 108 dB.

Table 114 shows the intensity levels of some common sounds and their effect on personnel. A howitzer
firing a maximum charge will produce a blast intensity of approximately 200 dB; obviously, car protection for
the crew is required. Detailed information on noise, i.e., its characteristics and effects on military personnel, is
contained in Appendix B, Ref. 3.

) ,
11-4 DESIGN OF CONTROLS

Wetting the best control from the wide variety currently available is critical to design for effective
human-machine performance. Control seMlonshould be dictated by suitability fora particular task because
the best control for one task may-k inadequate for ●nether.

TIMfollowing gcncral pnncipks apply to the design of all types of controls, whatcvcrtheir purpose or mode
of Operatiox

1. The maximum force, speed, accuracy, or range of body mo vement required to operate a control should
not exoeed the limits of the least capable opsmtar, and normal requircmonts for control operation should be
considerably less than the maximum capabilities of most opcmtors.

2. The number of controls should be kept to a minimum, and the control movements should be as simple
and as easy to perform as possible.

3. Control movements that seem “natural” for the operator are more efficient and kss fatiguing than
those that secm awkward or difficult.

4. Control movements should be as small as possibk, consistent with the requimnents of acmwacy,and
%el”.

Figure114 WY Reco@zsble KnobShapa (Ref. 3)
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TABLE 11-4
SOUND INTENSITY LEVELS

intensity
Effecton Personnel Level,dB Remarks

Levelsunacceptableas dangerousto personnel 150 Maximumpermissible(regardlessof the amount
of reductionin the car canal)

130 Approximatethresholdof pain *

I 120 I Loud thunder I
100

Reductionin efficiencymay occurabove this 90 Chy bus

80

70 Heavytmfftc

60 Normalconversation

50

Acceptablenoise level 40 Quiet residentialarea

30

20 Voice whisper

10 Motion picturesound studio

o Approximatethresholdof hearing

5. Controls should have sufficient rcsistanoc so as t’oreduce the possibility of inadvertent activation by’
the weight of a hand or foot. For controls requiring a single application of force, a reasonable maximum
rcaistan-ccis haif of tht operator% greatest strength. For controls opcmtcd continuously or for long periods,
resistances should be much lower.

6. When an operator cannot apply enough unaided force to operate the controls and power-boosted or
fully powered control systems arc n~aaty, atilcial resistance cues should be provided.

7. Controls should be designed to stand abuse, for example, emergency or panic responses frequently
impose large forces on controls.

8. Controls should provide a positive indication of activation so that malfunction will be obvious to the
operator.

9. Control actions should result in a positive indication to the operator that there has been a system
response.

10. Control surfaces should be daigncd to prevent the activating agent-hand, finger, or foot<rom
slipping.

The function and d-on of conventional control movements, shown in Table 11-5 (Ref. 3), should be
consistent with that of the controlled objector display. General situations in which linear (or nordinatr) and
rotary control should be used arc shown in F]g. 11-7 (Ref. 1). When force and range settings are the primaxy
considerations, controls recommended in Table 11-6 (Ref. 3) should bc used. The geneml design guidelines—
application criteria, dimensions, displacement, and separation-for controls am discus=d in Rcf, 3.

II-9
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TABLE 11-S
CONVENTIONAL CONTROL

MOVEMENTS (Ref. 3)

Directionof Movement

Up, right,forward,clockwise,pldl
(push-pulkypc switch)

DowrL lef~ rearward,
counterclockwise,push

Clockwise, right
Coun@Ao&wwc“ , left
Up, back
DO= fonvaxd
up,Iealw* pull
DO* forward, push
Fommrd,UP, right, clockwise
Rcarwar& down, kfk

counterclockwise
Ch@crclockwiac
Clockwiac

system Response
Tjqx

Stationary

Rotary Through

an Arc LessThan

180 deg

Rotq Through

an Arc More Than
180 deg

LiiiIl one
Dimedon

Linear in Two

Dimensions

VY“*Q

,,,,,l,,lilltt,~aittlli

.
u

Function

On

off
R~ht
Left
Raiac

Retraot
Extend
Increase

Decrease
Open Valve
Close Valve

Acceptable Gmtrok
Type Examples

Ltior ipcfis
Rotary

Linear or ~ f
Rotary

I@

ReorintadWithmmniuion.HUM- Ah@wdng Gtilo @u@mMIDesignbyCT. MOW J. S. Cook 111,A. Chapanic,andM.W.
. L&. @py@ O 1963Mc@aw-Hii Book-y, I=

Figure 11-7. Acceptable Controls for Various Types of System Responses (Ref. 1)
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TABLE 11-6
RECOMMENDED MANUAL CONTROLS WHERE FORCE AND

RANGE SETTINGS ARE IMPORTANT (Ref. 3)

Control Function ControlType

Small Actuation Force Controlsand . . .
2 DiscretePositions Key Lock

Push Button
Toggle Switch
bgcnd Switch
Slide Switch

3 DiscretePositions RotarySelectorSwitch
Toggle Swkch
Push Button

4 to 24 Discrete Positions Rotaryselector Switch

Continuous setting (linearand less than 360 deg) Continuous RotaryKnob
Joystick or Lever

Continuous Skwing and Fhw Adjustment Crank
Continuous RotaryKnob

lxgc Actuation Force Controls and . . .
2 Discmtc Positions Foot Push ButtosI

Hand Push Bwtoo
Dcterlt Lever

3 to 24 D~ Positions Detent IA?vcr
Rotary Sdactor Switch

Continuo= Setting (linear ●nd kaa than % deg) Handwhecl
Jo@ick or Lever
Cmnk
Two-Axis Grip Handk

Continuous setting (more than 360 deg) Crank
Handwhccl
Valve
Tw&Axis GripHandle

11-S DESIGN OF DISPLAYS
The function of ●d~lay is to provide the operator with information on whwh he can = This information

is usually presented by dials and scales, counters, seqm, warning lights, buzzers, md printed materials. The
ultimate goal in aekcting displays is to choose those that provide the operator with the exact amount of
information required to carry out the functions of the system.‘Ihcdisplay, however, should not present the
operator with more information than is necessary. Guidance for displays follows

1. Use dials, scales, gages, or meters for the following conditions
a. To indicate direction of movement or orientation in spacx
b. To distinguish an increasing or decreasing trend of the values measured by the instrument
c. When only an approximate reading is important
d. For check reading rather than continuous monitoring.

2. Use direct-reading counters for the following
a. For accurate and rapid reading of stationary or slowly changing quantitative information
b. As an indkation of revohttions in multirevolution indicators
c. When economy of panel space is important.

11-11
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3. Use scopes in the following situations
a. To provide continuous monitoring activity
b. To monitor direction of movement of another vehicle
c. To monitor or check-read frequency or amplitude waves.

4. Use lights in the following situations:
a. For qualitative go/no-go indicators, on-off indicators, malfunction indicators, emergency warning

lights, inoperative equipment indicators, caution indicators, and indicators for operability of separate
components

b. For critical information when there is sufficient space on the panel
c. As warm-up indicators.

5. Usc auditoty displays for the following situatiox
a. To notify the operator of the end or that he is approaching the end of an operating cycle
b. As an emergency or warning dcvicc
c. When the immediate reaction of the operator is important.
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APPENDIX A
PRINCIPLES OF DYNAMICS

This appendix defines and ilhstrates basic principles of dynamics. Newton h three laws of motion are siuted.
Conservation laws for momentum and energy are summarized. D ‘Alembert ~principle for defining “inertiu

forces” is stated. Vector rnethoa%for determining positwn, velocity, and acceleration of points ti moving
coordinate systems-relative to a fixed coordinate system-are discussed ad i~lwtrated. Umlatiom for
kinetic and potential energy are presented and i!btrated with an example. Concepts of generalized
coordinates andgeneralizedforces for use in Lzgrange hequatiom of motion are dbcwsedand illustrated. An
application of Lagrange 5 equations is given for a 2-&gree-of-freedom artillery model.

A-O LIST OF SYMBOLS
a=

aA =
ax =

=

& =
d=

drn=
X’i=

f(ql,...,gs)=
=

i=
HA =

h =,

acceleration vector, m/ sz
aeederation vector in inertial reference frame of point A, m/s2
~<omponent of aA in inertia] reference frame, m/ sz
~+omponcnt of aAin inertia] reference frttme, m/s2
breeeh force, N
distance between points O and O’
differential mass, kg
ith force veetor acting on body, N
vector function of s-generalii coordinates for system
mxeleration due to gravity, m/ S2
angular momentum vector, kgm2/s
angular momentum vector about A, kgm2/s
height of mass measured from some suitable datum, m—

h = moment of inertia of nonrecoiling mass, i.e., mass A, kg=m2
Ii?= moment of inertia of recoiling mass, i.e., mass B, kgmz
10= moment of inertia of body about its center of mass O, kgmz

& = moment of inertia of body about point ~, k&m2
“= unit vector along inertial x-axis, dimensionless1
./1 = unit vector along x’-axis, dimensionless
i[ = unit veetor along x:-axis, dimensionless
i; = unit vector along x~axis, dimensionless
~= unit vector along inertial y-axis, dimensionless

j = unit vector along y’-axia, dimensionless
$= unit vector along y&axis, dimensionless
~ = unit vector along ~axis, dimensionless
KL = linear spring mnstant, N/m
Kr = torsional spring constant, Nom/ rad

K(t) = recoil force, N
k = unit vector perpendicular to the xy-plane, dimensionless
t? = elongation of spring from its free length, m

MA = moment vector of total forec about A, N*m
m= mass of body, kg

m.4 = mass of nonrecoiling parts, kg
me = mass of recoiling parts, kg

A-1
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total number of forces acting on body, dimensionless
linear momentum vector, kgm/s
generalized force (or torque) corresponding to the generalized coordinate ~i, N or Nom
ith generalized coordinate, m or rad
generalized velocity corresponding to generalized coordinate qi, m/s or rad/s
position vector of O’ in inertial refcrenm frame, m
distanm of dn from O, m
position vector of nonrecoiling mass A, m
position vector in the inertial reference frame of point A, m
position vector of center of mcoiiing mass f3, m
virtual displacement of fth Ft, m
total number of generalized coordinates, dimensionless
kinetic energy of system, J
potential energy, J
potential energy of for~ at point A, J
potential energy of force at point B, J
potential energy of force of Iiicar spri~ J
potentiaI energy due to force of torsional spring, J
velocity vector of body, m/s
velocity vector in inertial reference frame of point .4, m/s
magnitude of VA,mls
x~mponent of vA,m
velocity vector in inertial referenm frame of point B, m/s
magnitude of va, m/s

v+ = ~mponent of vA, m
WA#= work done by force in moving particle from point A to point B, J
6 W = vittual work, J
x& = xemponent of r in inertial reference frame, m
x;A = coordinate of A along x;-axis, m

X;* = coordinate of G along x~-axis in x;~’-reference frame, m
yo’ = y-component of r in inertial reference frame, m
~’A = coordinate of A along y~-axis, m

A%= coordinate of C+ along &axis in xi’y%ference frame, m

~=
=

d =
& =

02 =

f =
=

h’=
4=
a)=

~A=
(C)8=

y’-component of vector PA, m
coordinate of B along ~’-axis in x$reference frame, m
angle between positive x’-axis and positive x-axis, rad
pitch angle of weapo~ rad
angle of eievation of cmdlc relative to bottom caniage, rad
x’ coordinate of vector *’, m
coordinate of B along x~zuis in x~-refemnce frame, m
position vector of point A in local x’y’-coordinate system, m
change in angle of spring from free angle, rad
angular velocity of bod y, rad/s
angular velocity of nonrecoiling mass A, rad/s
angular velocity of recoiling mass B, rad/s

A-2
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A-1 NEWTONS EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND D’ALEMBERTs PRINCIPLE
Newtonian mechanies is based on three laws. These laws are stated relative to fixed reference frames in

which the y are valid. These reference frames, called inertial systems of reference, represent a class of reference
frames that are at rest or moving with uniform velocity with respect to one another. For practical purposes in
artillery design, it is possible to assume an inertial system that is fixed in the earth.

Newton’s three laws of motion (Ref. 1) may be stated as
1. First Law. If there are no forces acting upon a particle, the particle will move in a straight line with

constant velocity.
2. Second Law. A particle acted upon by a force moves so that the force vector is equal to the time rate of

change of the linear momentum vector.
3. Third Law. When two particles exert forces upon one another, the forces are equal in magnitude and

opposite in direction.
Newton’s second law is of major consequence here. For a rigid body, it can be expressed as

with linear momentum defined as

P = rnv, kgm/s

(A-1)

(A-2)

where
Fi = ith force vector acting on body, N
n= total number of forces acting on body, dimensionless
P = linear momentum vector, kg=m/s
m =U2a220fbody, kg
v = velocity vector of body, mjs.

Since themass of the body is constant, the dght-hand aide of Eq. A-1 can be written as

f,Fi = ma, N (A-3)

where
a= dvjdt = acceleration vector, m/ s2.

In Newtonian and Lagrangian mechanies angular momentum is frequently involved. Angular momentum
H for the planar case can be written as (Ref. 1)

H = Id, kgm2/s (A+

where
M = angular momentum veetor, kgm2/s
10= moment of inertia of body about its center of mass 0, kg-m2
au= angular velocity of body, rad/s
k = unit vector perpendicular to the xy-plane, dimensionless.

The moment of inertia 10 is defined as

10 = ~~r2dtn, kgm2 (A-5)

where, as shown in Fig. A-1,
A = differential ~ kg

r = distance of dm from 0, m.

A-3
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For the planar case considered here, it is evident that the moment of inertia depends upon the point about
which this quantity is eomputcd. The moment of inertia about the ecnter of mass of the body having been
determined, it is possible to determine the moment of inertia about any other point by using the paralIel axis
theorem. According to th~ theorem (Ref. 1), the moment of inertia 1~, about point 0’ ean be written as

~ot = IO+ md2, k&m2 (A4)

where
10 = moment of inertia about point O, kgm2
m= mass of body, kg
d = distanec between points O and O’, m.

The principle of conservation of angular momentum is an extension of Newton’s equations of motion and
states (Ref. 1)that the moment about a fixed point A in the inertial reference frame of the total external force
●pplied to a particle is equal to the time rate of change of the angular momentum of the particle about the same
fmcd poin\ or

where
MA = moment vector of external force about .4, N*m
HA = time rate of change of angular momentum veetor about A, kgm2/s.

(A-7)

From Eq. A-7 it is evident that if MA is zero, HA must be constant in magnitude and direction and thus is
eonserved.

Another conservation principle of significant consequence is the principle of conservation of energy. This
principle states that the sum of the kinetic and potential energy is constant for a conservative system. A
conservative system could be defined as one acted upon by forces that are not dissipative in nature and that any
process taking place under the influenee of these forces is reversible (Ref. 1).

A4
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Newton’s second law of motion, Eq. A-3, can be rewritten as

i$lFI – ma= O. (A-8)

If the –ma term is interpreted as representing another force, known as an inertial force, then Eq. A-8 states
that the vector sum of all forces, external or inertial, is zero. But this is just the form of the force summation
equation of statics, and the methods of analysis for static problems apply. Thus, in a sense, the dynamics
problem has been reduced to a statics problem. D’Alernbert’s principle can now be stated as “Thelaws of static
equilibrium apply to a dynamical system if the inertial forces, as well as the actual external forces, are
considered as applied forces acting on the system.”.

A-2 CALCULATION OF VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION
The study of motion of single particles and rigid bodies is called kinematics, which is purely mathematical in

nature and does not involve any physical laws, such as Newton’s law. Computation of velocity and
acceleration is, however, an important step in developing equations of motion for the system.

In discussing the motion of a point or rigid body, a frame of reference must be specified. Unlike Newton’s
laws of motion that only apply in an inertial reference frame, there are no preferred frames of reference in the
derivation of the kinematical equations. Since the kinematical equations will be further required for use in
dynamic equations of motion, however, it is desirable to write the kinematical equations in an inertial
reference frame.

Consider Fig. A-2, with point A moving in a local x’y’-reference frame, which is translating and rotating in
the xy-inertial reference frame. The choice of the local reference frame is essentially arbitrary. However, this
reference frame should be chosen so that is it convenient to describe(1) the motion of a tv~ical point A in it and
(2) the motion of this local reference frame in the inertial referen& frame. -

Y Y’ A

o
rvvrvrr

FigureA-2. Location of Point A in Gkbal System

Point A is located in the bcal reference frame by the position vector ~’, i.e.,

pi’ == ~i’ + qj’, m

A-5

x

(A-9)

. .
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where
‘ = position vector of point A,in the local x’y’-coordinatc system, mm

f = x:-component of vector ~, m
~ = y -component of vc~tor ~, m

= unit vector along x,-axis, dimensionless
~’= unit vector along y-axis, ditnensionkss.

The origin 0’ of the x’y’-refcrcncc frame canj in turn,
position vector r, i.e.,

be locatcd in the xy-inertial reference frame by the. .

r== xdi + ydj, m (A-IO)

where
r = position vcqtor of 0’ in inertial rcfcrowc frame, m

Xd = x-mponcnt of r in inertial reference fmmc, m
y~ = y-component of r in inertial reference frame, m

/ = unit vector along indal x-axis, dimensionless.
~ = unit vec&oralong inertial y-axis, dimensionless.

Point A can now be located in the inertial reference frame by the position vector r~. (See Fig. A-2.) By use of
the vector identity for summation of vectors,

.
rA =r+p’, m (A-1 1)

where
rA = position vector in the inertial reference frame of point A, m.

Substitution for r and p’ from Eqs. A-9 and A-10, respectively, into Eq. A-1 1 gives

rA = Xo’t + YOJ+ fi’ + 7JYm. (A-12)

The unit vectors i’ and j“ in the moving frame can be expressed in terms of the unit vectors in the inertial
reference frame (Ref. 2) by the transformation matrix

[

[rJ = _y;:
12%‘i] (A-13)

and simiksrlyforj’, where
d = mglc between positive x’-axis and positive *8Xis, rad.

Substitution of i’ and j’ from Eq. A-13 into Eq. A-12 gives

f’A= (XO’ + @s8 – qsint9)f + @o’ + &inO + qCOsO)j, rn. (A-14)

From Eq. A-14 it should be noted that (xo’ i- fcose –
@o’ + fain~ + WOSO)is the y-component of vector r~.

qsine) is the x-component of the vector rA and

To obtain the expression for the velocity of point

diA _;A= ~
~ [(xo’ + (COS6 – qsir@ll

d

A, differentiate rA(Eq. A-14) with respect to time, i.e.,

+d ~ [(yo’ + &in@ + qcosd)/], m/s. (A-15)

A-6
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Since iandjare unit vectors in the inertial reference frame, they do not change with time. Thus Eq. A-15can be
written as

~“ = [~o’ + ~coso – ~sin(? – 6(@no + ~C@]~

+ [’0’ + &inf3 + ficost9 + &~cost9 – qsinf))~, m/s. (A-16)

Denote the velocity of point ~ as VAThen in the inertial reference frame,

;A = VA= vA#” + vAYj, m/s (A-17)

where
vA = velocity vector in inertial reference frame of point A, rn/s

VA== X-mponCnt of vA$m/s
v+ = ~mponent of vA,m~s.

By comparing Eqs. A-17 and A-16, the velocity components of point A can be identified as

vAx = ~0’ + ~costl — tjsind — @sinfl + qcosO), m/s (A-18)

vAY= ~0’ + ~sinfl + ~cose + e(~cosO – qsinO), mls. (A-19)

The velocity components of VAare thus expressed in terms of the motion of point A in the local reference frame
and the motion of the local reference frame in the inertial reference frame. Thus a judicious choice of the local
reference frame can make computation of the velocity components from Eqs. A-18 and A-19a simple matter.

To obtain the acceleration of point A in the inertial reference frame, differentiate Eq. A-16 once again with
respect to time to obtain

aA = ;A = [&’+ jCOS6

–2i&in8 +

– ~sine – ~(gsinfl + qcose)

Tjcose) – ~2(@0s6 – qsin6)Ji

+

+

where

(A-20)

aA = acceleration vector in inertial rcfcmncc frame of point A, n2/s2
““= second derivative with respect to time, h., acceleration.

From Eq. A-20, the x- and y-components of acceleration of point A in the inertial reference frame can be
written as

ax e ~0’ + &cos8 — ~sind — ?i(@inO + qcosO)

–2@sin0 + rjcost?) – 62(~cosfl – 7pin@), m/s2

ay G Jo’ + jsind + ~cosd + ti(~cosi9 – qsin6)

+2e(~cos6 – *inO) - #(@in6 + qcos6), m/s2

A-7

(A-21)

(A-22)
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where
ax = x-component of aA in inertial reference frame, m/s2
ay = y-component of a~ in inertial reference frame, m/s2.

The procedure just described can be genaraliud to points moving in referen= frames, which are moving in
other reference frames, which are moving in an inertial reference frame. Fkst, however, it is essential to choose
proper reference frames to locate the points of interest. The position vectors of these points can then be written
fkt in terms of the local reference systems and then in terms of the inetiial reference system. The position
vectors can then be differentiated once with respect to time to arrive at velocities. Differentiation of the
position vectors twice gives the acceleration of the point of interest.

A-3 GENERALIZED COORDINATES, KINETIC ENERGY, GENERALIZED
FORCES, AND POTENTIAL ENERGY -

Consider a 2+egrec-of-freedom model of an artilkry system shown in I%g.A-3. The degrees of freedom are
the recoiling motion of the recoiling parta and the pitching of the entire system about an axis throu@t the
spades. The recoiling parts translate in the x&ocal reference frame attached to the cradle. ne x&I-l@
coordinate system rotates in the global xy~oordinate system about point O. This rotation represents pitching
of the weapon. S~cifkd coordinates X(A and y;~ fx the kation of point ~, the Writer of m-s of ~?nre~iling
parts, in the x;yl-reference frame. Coordinates xb2 and Y(o1fix the location of origin 02 of the x2y2-reference

Y

x
0

Figure A-3. Simplified 2-Degree-of-Freedom Artillery Model

A“k
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frame in the x~y~-reference frame. To specify the location of all parts of the systcm compktelyt the pitch anglr
t%and distance f must be specified. These quantities arc the generalked coordinates for the model.

It is now required to write the position, velocity, and acceleration O! all. parts of the sYs!em in terms O!
specified data and the generalized coordinates. The location of point.4 ISgiven by the position vector r.+:W

rA = X~Ai(+ yL4j{,m (A-23)

where
rA = position vector of point A in the x[y;-reference frame, m

X;A = coordinate of A along x~-~ m
YIA= coordinate of A along yl-axis, m

fl = unit vector along x@s, dimensionless
J = unit vector along y,-axis, dimensionless.

Wti@tid~in wmof Jdj, ~b~. A-13, to~

where
01 = pitch angle of weapon, rad.

The position vector for the recoiling mass B can be wtitten as

(A-24)

(A-25)

where
rn = position vector of center of reeoiiing mass B, m

X;* = coordinate of a along x~-axis in x/y&rcference frame, m
y;% = coordinate of (A along y~-axis in x[y{-reference frame, m

~ = coordinate of B along d-axis in x&referena frame, m

~ = coordinate of B along j&a.xis in +rcferenee frame, m
& = unit vector along x&axis, dimensionless
j; = unit vector along ~’-axis, dimensionless.

Writing unit vectors in the x&&reference frame in terms of those in x~y;-reference frme gives

&= COS62i + sin6~”( (A-26)

(A-27)

where
92 = angle of ekvation of cradle relative to bottom carriage, rad.

Substitution of ~~and j; from Eqs. A-26 and A-27 into Eq. A-25 gives

r~ = (x(02 + fcosd2 — qsin&)i[ + (y[~ + &in62 + qC0Sf12)i;, m. (A-28)

From Eq. A-13 the vectors i{ and ~j cart be written in terms of unit vectors i and j. This allows Eq. A-28 to be
written in the form

+ [(x;@ + fcosez – ~in02)sin81 + ~;~ + &in& + qcos02)cos01]j, m. (A-29)

A-9
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Expand Eq. A-29 and usc the following trigonometric identities

siri(a + /3) = sina cos~ + cosa sin~

cos(a + ~) = cosa cos/3 – sins sin~

to give

r.= [x{qcosf#I – y{~sinOl + gcos(Ol + 02) – Vsin(el +

+ [x[02sinOl + y{~cos61 + (%in(t%+ t92) + qcos(ei

(A-30)

(A-31)

82)]i

+ e2)]j, m- (A-32)

As pointed out at the beginning of this paragraph, dl and f have been designated as the generalized
coordinates. Usually, generalized coordinates are identifkd by variables q~.The following definition cart now
be made:

81 ~ ql, rad (A-33)

&~ q,, m. (A-34)

Eqs. A-24 and A-32 for the position vectors of points A and B, respectively, in terms of the generalized
coordkmtea, can be written as

r~ = (x;Acosq* – y;~sinql)~ + (x~~singl + Y~~co@~, m (A-35)

rl! = [X;qcosq, – yL@ql + q2ws(ql + 02) – Vsin(ql + &)] i

+ [x{~sinql + y{O.pMql + q2sin(~l + 62) + qcos(~l + @2)]~, m. (A-36)

The velocity of point A in the inertial reference frame can now be determkd by differentiating Eq. A-35
with respect to time, k,

iA= VA= ‘(~[As@l + y{Acosql)gl~ + (X{ACOS91 – ~l’A@l)gli$ m/s (A-37)

- where
v+ = velocity vector in inertial reference frame of point A, m/s
ql = generalized velocity corresponding to gcncmlizui coordinate q~,m/s.

Similarly, the velocity vs of point Bin the inertial reference frame can be determined by differentiating Eq.
A-36 with respect to time, i.e.,

;B=V19= {[–x&inql – ybpsql – q2si@ql + 02)

– qcos(ql + 02)]91 + cos(ql + 62)92) i

+ {[XI’02COS91– yb@ql + q2COS(qt + f32)

– qsin(ql + (?2)]91 + sin(ql + 02)g2]j, ds. (A-38)

The kincticcncrgy Tfor the entire system can be computed by summing the kinetic energies—translational
and rotational-of the two masses, i.e.,

A-10
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= mAlvA~2 + mElvB12 + rAd
T

2 2 2

kinetic energy of system, J
mass of nonrccoiling parts, kg
mass of recoiling parts, kg
magnitude of vA,m/s
magnitude of VD,m/s
moment of inertia of nonrccoilimz Darts. i.e.. mass. t4, kg-m2----
moment of inextia of recoiling parts, i.e., mass B, k~mZ

@A= tttlgUk VCldty of ncmrecoiiing mass A, rad/s
WB= angular vclocityof recoiling mataaB, rad/s.

,, ,!, ,,. .
From ,~. A-3?, the square of the ma&tude of the velocity VAis

.{

IVA12= [(xi’~sinql + yLcosql)2 + (Acosgl – yL4sinql)2]~f, tn2/s2.

Expanding Eq. A+ and using the trigonometric identity

sin2a + cos2a == 1,

Eq. A-40 can be simplified to

IVA12 = [(~[A)2 + i;~)2]@f, 2222/s2.

From Eq. A-38, the square of the magnitude of the velocity m is

(A-39}

(A40)

(A-41)

(A42)

IVB12= [[–xt’~sinql – y(~cosql – q2sin(q] + 02) – qcos(ql + 02)]41

+ tj2cos(q1 + 02)]2 + [[d~cosql - yL#nql + q2cos(ql + 82)

— qsin(ql + 62)]41 + g2sin(ql + @2)]2, m2/s2. (A43)

and simplify by the substitution of trigonometric identities to give

+ 4ji,m2/s2. (A44)

Sin% mass A is free to rotate about O, @A= ~1, rad/s. Also since the recoiling parts rotate with the cradle.
C08= ql, rad/s.

The kinetic energy of Eq. A-39 is thus

A-1 1
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T = ~ [(a’+ (YL)’]4 + * {[(do’)’ + (h)’ + 9; + q’

+ 2x;qq2cose2 – 2x~0zrpin62 + 2y(02q2sin62

1+2y/02T7COS02 if + ~;+2(x[0zsin62 –yi’02cos62– 7?)9192)

IAqf + I~i
+— —, J.

2 2
(A45)

Consider a system bchtg acted upon by a system of forces. The system is now given a virtual displacement. A
virtual displacement is defined as a small displacement given to the system without the passage of time. The
applied forces are also assumed to remain constant during this interval. The work done by the forces on the
system due to this virtual displacement is called virtual work. The virtual work done on the system can be
written as

6W= i~Fi ● &i, J (A46)

where
6 W = virtual work, J

Fi = ith force acting on system, N
&i= vifiual displacement of ith F,, m

n = total number of forecs acting on the system, dimensionless.

The principle of virtual work states that the condition for equilibrium of a system is that the virtual work of
the applied forces must vanish (Ref. 1)

,$lFi” i%i = O. (A47)

Eq. A47 is written in terms of virtual physical displacements. These displacements may or may not be
independent. As noted earlier, all physical displacements of the system can be written as a function of the
generalized coordinates, i.e.,

ri = Xqi,...,qs), rn (A48)

where
, J(Q1*...S9J)= vector function of s-generalized coordinates for the system.

The virtual displacement can thus be written in terms of variations in generalized coordinates as (Ref. 1)

&i= .:
dri3( )— 8*,m.

J- C?qj

Therefore, the virtual work expression can be written as

6 W = i~,Ri “
(J~l%)’q=~l(i~,Fi**)’q$J

(A-49)

(A-SO)

The quantities within parentheses can be looked upon as a force system that undergoes a virtual
displacement of the generalized coordinates and does the same amount of virtual work as the externally
applied force system. These forces are defined to be the generalized forces

A-12
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(A-51)

where
Q, = generalized force (or torque) corresponding to the generalized coordinate g,, N or N~m.

The dimensions of torque associated with Q, will occur when one of the q, is an angle. ~
Externally applied forces can be ~htss~fiedas either conservative or noncon~ervative. A conservative force is

defined as a force that is not disslpatlvc, i.e., my m=hmbl pr~ t~q PIE under IU lnfknce is
reversible (Ref. 1). Nonconservative forces, on the other hand, are dissipative in natu~, and the m=hanieal
process taking place under their influence is nonreversible. For conservative for~s It 1s posslbIe to define a
quantity called potential energy V,such that the work done by the force on the particle to which it ISapplied in
moving from point A to point B is equal to the docrcase in potential energy. This ean be stated as

W# = ~~ – ~&J (A-52)

where
WAll= work done by force in moving particle from point A to point B, J

VA= potential energy of force at point A, J
V8= potential energy of force at point B, J.

The potential energy of gravitational force acting on a mass m can be written as

V = mgh, J

where
g = acceleration due to gravity, m/S*
h = height of particle measured from some suitable datum, m.

The potential energy VLof the force of a iinear spring is given as (Ref. 1)

where
& =

b=

~.= ‘LL2
~L

2’

linear spring constant, N/m
elongation of spring from its free length, m.

J

The potential energy VTdue to a torsional spring can similarly be expressed as

,

where
K~ = torsional spring constant, N*m/ rad
@= change in angle of spring from free angle, rad.

A useful relation between potential energy and generalized force is (Ref. 1)

Qi= – ~, i = 1,-., S, N Or N-m(torque).

(A-53)

(A-54)

(A-55)

(A-56)

A-13
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l%us, if certain internal and external forces = co~mative, their potenti~ energy m M easily written in
terms of generalized coordinates and Eq. A-56 can be usd to calculate their generalized for=.

A-4 LAGRANGE’S EQUATIONS OF MOTION
A systematic and generally applicable method of constructing the equations of motion for a system, in terms

of independent gencralkmd coordinates, is the U* of hgr~ge’s equations of motion. Regardless of whether
forces acting on a system are consewative, generaliz@ fo~ces Q,, 1 = 1, .... s are defined. in terms of these

) L.agrange’squations of motion are(Sce Ref. 1generalized form and kinetic energy T= ~qi,..., qg,ql,..., g, ,
for a derivation.)

d

()

dT dT
27 Z&

– —= Qi, i=l,..., s,N.
aqi

(A-57)

It is important that the qi be independent, i.e., not be related by constraints; othenvisc, Eq. A-57 is not hlid.
A valuable aspect of Lagrange’sequationa of motion is that internal forces that do no work may be ignored.

Forcxample, reaction forces in frictiordcas forces between bodies do no work, so they have no influence on the
equations of motion.

Consider the 2degree-of-freedom model in Fig. A-3. The forces acting on this system are(1) the weight of
mass A, (2) weight of recoiling mass B, (3) breech for= ~1) acting on the recoiling parts, and (4) recoil force
K(r)acting between the recoiling and nonrccoiling ptuts. Before the equations of motion for this model can be
written, the generalized forces on the system have to be computed, i.e.,

F, = –M~j, N (A-58)

F2 = -Mrgj, N (A-59)

F3 = –R(t)i;, N (A4Q)

F, = &K(~)& N (A-61)

where
B(r) = breech force, N
K(r) = recoil force, N.

Transform i; in terms of the unit vectors i and ~ in the inertial frame to give

F, z –B(Z)[COS(OI + @2)i + sin(t% + @2)j], N.

Substitute ql for (h from Eq. A-33 to give

F3 = –B(t~cos(qi + Oz)f + sin(ql + @2)j], N-m.

From Eq. A-35

(A42)

(A-63)

From Eq. A-36

A-14
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rlJ = [X:qcosql – yb#nql + q2@s(ql + 62)

— tpin(ql + 02)]i + [x[Ozsinql + y{02cosql

+ q2sin(ql + 02) + qcos(ql + @2)]j, m. (A-64)

From Eq. A-51 the generalized forces Qi can be computed as

QI = —nz~xL4cosql — yhingl] — m~x(~cosql — y(02sinql

+ q2cos(ql + 02) – qsin(ql + 62)] – l?(l) {cos(ql + 02)

X [–x~~sinql – y[~cosql – q2sin(ql + 62) – ~cos(ql + 62)1

+ sin(ql + &)[x{ozC05q1 – y[Ozsinql + q2cos(q1 + 02)

– qsin(ql + 02)]], N-m (since ql = (9). (A-65)

Q2 = —rn~ sin(ql + 62) – ~z)[sin’(ql +%) + cos2(q~ + 62)]+ K(l), N

which simplifks to

@= –nzagsin(~l + 62) – ~t) + ~(t), N. (A46)

Since twogcncralizai coordinates were used to represent this model, two Lagrange equations arc required.
By use of Eq. A-57, the Lagrange equations can be written as

d

()

t?T dT——
x dql

— = Q,, Nom
dq,

d

()

aT dT——
K a~2

— = Qz, N.
a~2

(A-67)

(A-68)

Take the derivatives of the kinetic energy expression given by Eq. A45

+ 2x;@q2cos62 – 2x;o#nt92 + 2y;02q2sine2

+ 2ybJ7cose2]} – zmB~2(&sin82 + yff02cod2

+ 2~lg2nzB(q2 + XI’02COS62+ y(o,sin6z), N*m

aT _()
C3q,

A-15

+ q)

(A-69)

(A-70)
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d

()

dT
T

= mB [92 + g@&in@2 — Y;@COS02 - q)], N (A-71)
~

aT— = –~h(qz + XI’%COS&+ y;esinfh), N.
aq2

(A-72)

The equations of motion of the 2dcgree-of-freedom model em be written-substituting into m. A47 and
A48—as

~ 1{~~ [(&)2 + (Y:~)2] + 1A + h + ~B[(&2)2+ @~02)2 + d + ~2 + ~h?zcosez

– 2x(~qsin0z + 2y&q2sin@2 + 2y;~wos@2]}

- 2m~92(-&sinf12 + Y;~cos02 + q)

+ ~l&~&7(qz + XI’0Zc0Sd2 + Y/0@@2)

= —rn~x[~cosql + yf~sinql) — rn~~x~~cosql — y;02sinql

+ q2cos(ql + 02) – qsin(ql + 02)] – B(t){cos(ql + 02)

X [—x(~sinql – ~’~cosql – q2sin(ql + 02)

– qcos(ql + 62)] + sin(ql + t?2)[xbpsql – yf~sinql

+ q2cos(ql + 02) – tpin(ql + 02)]], I+m

and

&rnft + @?h9(&#i@2 – y{02c0s62 – q) – 4ki(q2 + x;qcos62 + y[02sin&)

= –m~in(ql + &) – B(Z) + K(t), N. (A-74)

Eqs. A-73 and A-74 arc the Lagrangian equations of motion for this 2-degree-of-fmcdom modeL Clearly,
thaw nonlinear cquationa cannot be solved in dosed forrm The mat practioal means of solving them is to
employ numerical integration methods on a digital eomputcr. (See Ref. 2)

(A-73)

1.
2.
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APPENDIX B
INTRODUCTION TO NASTRAN

Software for stress analysis of complex structural systems that use thejlni:e element method is avuikirbl?.
7Ws appendix presents an introduction to a widely used software system ca!led NASTRAN. 7%emain
purpose of the apjxndix is to introduce a &xigner to thefinite element mo&hg wncepts and to the types of
&ta that are required to use the program for stress analysis. Mo&ling of the system program and the system
capabilities are discwsed in &tail. 7Ms dir--on fnchdes the fiite ekment iibrary, options for solution
metipds, and nurter@ properties and h@ spe#lurtbt optiby that are -k fn the program Many
other computer programs am awikbk that have @ni&r capu$flities;how, that computer progr~
require sbnfkr data. ,,,, ,,, ,, ., .,,,

,
B-1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this appendix is to provide the designer with a brief overview of the NASA STRUCIWR-
AL ANALYSIS (NASTRAN) (Level 17.5*) computer program. The program has been extended beyond
Lcvei 175. Some cotnmcroial ,wandorshave ryade extcnsiyc modifkations to the program The basic structure
of the pr~ however, mnmim _~JW%@@ ~?No% ~~~, NH’.~bW
are described, similar .explanafiona arc applicable to.other computer programs as wci. ~ ‘inpw data struc-
ture and capabjlitics of wasims prograw may differ somewhat. M%, computer programs, however, an
ba@orktbcsamc fundama@ theory ‘qf,thcfinite elqrswptmethod as dcacribd io Appcnifix ~:

Before NASTRAN or other computer programs maybe ~, the @aigpcr must fksniiimizc hunac# with at
least those postions of the User’s Manual (Ref. 1) that concern the problem. Also, mfcrcncc to the %
grarnmcr’s Manual (Ref. 2) or the Theoretical Manual (Ref. 3) is necessary because error messages or difficul-
tics may be cncountcmd while using a program.

~~sm~ti~-ti ~tim.dpno~~ ~b~~~~yw-
-dmqka~:w-bm-b.

B-2 SUMiiAit$’’iJFNASTRAN CAWkBILMY “ ‘. ,“‘
... {, ,,, ! .,

,,~
.,,

The entire data deck for NASTRAN is divided into three acgmants-tht Executive Control De@k,tlw be
Control Deck, and the Bulk Data Deck. Details of these data decks arc given h par. M. In this paragraph
the structtml analysis capability of the NASTRAN computer program is described. There arc two basic
options in the program the rigid format option and the direct matrix abstraction program (DMAP) option.
Each is described in the pamgraphs that follow. ?,!. . . . ,..

.,, , ,,

B-2.1 &DmRMAT”&BTlON , ~~
.,’
!; I ,,

Themart mndas@Iopdeq’ dkd the~ form o@otm, for structural analysb availabb b * IWS-
‘flMN.’fbc armtymcan ~ano@mthatis mmttibkforhpmb~~~mtial~
numti that must be spedfkd in the Excoutive Control Dech For mote detailr regarding rigid format
options, oonstdt Sections 3.2 and 9.1 of the Theoretical Manual (Ref. 3) and Section 3 of the User%Manual
(w. 1).

.:
B-2.1.1 Swkc AI@yllal

There arc tour static analy& options available
1. lkrsicStarfc Andysk QMon. This option solves for the response of oomplex structures to static loads.

It yields grid point displacements, constraint forces, and member stresses, as well as structural weight, infor-
mation about dynamic balancing, and plots of deformation (optional).

2. Static Aaf’& With Inert&rRelief @t&n. This option solves for responses to static loads and to
inertia loads resulting from steady acxckrations. This option also generates plots of aU static load
deformations and yields wcQht and dynamic balancing information (o@onal).

!, .,

B-1
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3. Static AnaJJsis l?lth Dt~erential” Stflhess @on. & option solves for the response to a single
loading condition and then determines the diffcrcntii stiffness effect caused by large nofincar motion. The
term difTercntialstiffness applies to linear terms in the equations of motion of an elastic body that arise from
a simultaneous consideration of large nonlinear motiops @ tic ●ppticd loads. It is a first+rdcr approxima-
tion to large deformation effects. Differential st!ffnas is directly proportional to the level of applied loads.
This option yields the usual statk amdysis mmdts for ● singlo:loadihg andthc$yiddsdispkocmen~ fome, and
stress information for each increment of the difkrcntial stiffness factor. It also yields weight and dynamic
balmxx information and gcncratcs tabks or plots of combined linear and differential stiffness responses
(optionsJ).

4. l%rcewti L&tear Ana@fs of Nonlinear Static Respome Q?tion. This option solves for the r&ptmse
of compkx nonlinear elastic or pkstic ~ with nonlinau strcssdcpendcttt nuttctial propertks. The
stifflqYs matrix is rnqtlifii incsopm taIly M,thc@#~pioc@sc lirtcarthreshold values., 'Illckadkvcl
ishlcm+ed toit@ll@&ti” ~so@t** prti@csc@eass&t&ft obhsstant
Owr each hmmmit. ftyieldsac&utriitls&?ddplaamma fortxs, and itmsesatt.heetiil’of eadbincremklt
also gi~ weight and dynamic baknce information and ~tes tables or plots of deformation aanstnti
latcd after each linear incrcmcnt (optional). .,,

B-2.1.2 Elaa& StaWty Anatyats
The Buckling Analysis option performs a differential stiffness analysis of a complex struoture. It then

pctforms an c&nvaluqana&sis on the pair of matrit& consistiii of the IiWar’dfhss matrix arid the
d“df&tmtMstifbss nm~ tod~etieWmtitWWbS@ m-hktitigdtWm~ itabo
gives ‘W! W&.lbg mode. This OPtfon is d u-

tT
tO bandltfb@fiW-Ordar buoktih~ ●ad aotpombuckling

dbplkccdkiits, i+, ‘@stb~kii~’ Wg$ “ ‘hot’ &fohned, 1?’ *dw@QiJpWemdnt, fed; ●M @@as
information ●tthe tlirbilloldbad ~dr budding add ●ls@&s Wd&?it’nriddYIMtnk balanoe infixmationand

~=’abh-ploti,tibhg~[o~o~). / ~~~ ,,

B-2.13 Dynamkc AnaJyak
Tbcre arc seven d- ●nalysis options avaikbk

1. NiwwdWb& An&W O@brt. THi9 O#od tilves for imtuml fr@qMh&s ●d nWiMiskpcq df
compkx structures. It yields normalized modal disp~ts, @d point tlisplacatints, ‘t?onst%airhf-,.

ormahxd modal ekxncnt forca, and stmscs. Tl@ -*o @vps,we~t ●nd d~~~,& ~~?~:
~on andgeneratestables or plots of normalized mode ddtpb (opdkd). “ ‘ .1 ,,!

2. ?WWen# Response, Modal Method @t&n. This option mlvcs for,th@rmsponscQfcwpplwcatruotums
to time-vafying loads in Whichdamping can be eithervissous or structural. A real eigenvalue analysis operates
on structural mass and stiffness matrices to define gcneraiizcd modal coordinates. The differential equations
arc reformulated in terms of modal coordinates as ●n uncoupkd set. Meg@on is performed by ftitc
dtifercnces on the uncoupled modal differential equations. This option Y* ~ ~wu@w_~%
vclociti~ ●cockrations, constraint forces at grid points, and the time-varying. foroes and stresses in cktrEnts.
It also yields weight and dynamic balance information andgeneratestalb W:pti!daay outpt qmtity
against either time or f~ (optional). ltalso goncratssp)ots of structural ,ckfortpation at %@fiOd
instants dti@ptiort@). ‘ !

3. ~ w, W Jhtegmtton MetW @iioR This option solves ●nd yidds * same
,,

information as d~bed under the Transient Response, Modal Method. The only dfieronos is that integra-
tion is pcrfornwd by finite dtiercnccs on the coupkd differential equations as formulated dircctiy in terms of
@ po~t degrees of freedom.

4. %qwscy and Ran&m Response, Mo&d MethodC@tion. Thii option SOM8 tho two @kms in
frequency space by performing real eigcnvalue analysis on the matxiccs with grid point degrees of freedom to
set up small matrioss in modal coordinates before doing the following two analyses

a. It solves the response of wompkx structure having either viscous and/or structural damping to a
spectrum of steady sinusoidal forcing. It yields the real and imaginary parts of displacements, velocities,
accelerations, ●nd constraint forces at grid points. It also gives the red ●nd imaginary parts of foroesand stress
in ekments. These output quantities can be normabd to ● unit forcing amplitude to form a transfer function.
It plots output quantities against fmq~y (OptiOIt@.

b. [t solws the rcsportsc of a complex structure, chamcterized by the previous transfer functions, to
stationary random forcing functions ap@od in the form of a cross-spcotral density. It yields the autosjwctral

B-2
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density in that quantity used in the transfer functions. It also transforms autospectra to autocorrdation
functions and plots density functions against frequency and correlation functions against time. ‘Rtia format
also gives weight and dynamic balance information and generates various tables and plots (optional).

5. Frequency and Random Response, Direct Integration Method Option. This option operates on the
matrices as formulated directly in terms of grid point degrees of freedom.

6. Complex Eigenvalue Analysis, Modal Method Option. This option solves for frequencies and eigen-
vectors of the complex vibration modes of complicated structures in which the damping can be either viscous
or structural. A real eigenvalue analysis operates on matrices with grid point degrees of freedom to set Up
smaller matrices in modal coordinates before extracting complex eigenvalues. It yields normalized cosnpIex
eigenvectors of grid point displacement, constraint forces, and complex element forces and stresses. Weight
and dynamic balance information are also given.

7. Complex Eigenvalue Analysis, Direct Integration Method Option. This option operates on the
matrices as formulated directly from the grid point degrees of freedom.

B-22 DIRECT MATRIX ABSTRACTION PROGRAM (DMAP) OPTION
Ifan analyst wants to initiate a case not provided for in the rigid formats, he can organize his own problem

steps by using a language called DMAP. The executive control, the input file processor, and the output file
processor are made to operate automatically with the analyst’s DMAP program, so he need not concern
himself with core assignments and accondary storage assignments. The user needs only to specify the sequence
of matrix operations and the module selections that am needed to solve the mathematical formulation of the
patt.icular case. Consult Section 5 of the User’s Manual (Ref. 1) for more details.

B-3 MODELING OF THE STRUCTURE
Thisparagraph describes general modeling aspects-such as coordinate systems, grid points, constraints,

structuml elements, and applied loads-for the structures.

B-3.1 GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES
Theor~nhtion of the structure to be analyd is established by the selection of a rcferencc systcm. The

refkrenccsystem can be chosen as a geometric coordhate frame or a collection of scalar connections. Section
2.4 of the User’s Manual (Ref. 1) should be consulted for more details,

B-3.1.1 Coordinate System
A rectangular Cartesian coordinate system is the bdc system used to define grid point locations and loads.

The bskc eartesian coordinates can be transformed to the following coordinate systems:(1) basic cylindrical,
(2) basic spherical, (3) local cartesia~ (4) local cylindnca~ and (5) local spherical. The CORDIC, CORDIR,
and CORDIS cards are used to ddlne cylindrical, rectangular, and spherical local coordinate systems,
rcapcctively, in terms of three geometric grid points that have been previously defined. CORD2~ CORD2R,
and CORD2S cards are in terms of the coordinatca of thee points in a previously defined coordinate system.

Mold Grid, scalar, and Extr8 Points
A disousdon of these point terms folloum

~. Gdd Pofnt. w @nt baa six dqpecs of freedom-three tiUd8tiOllS and three rOtdOSIS-UIdCSS
constrained. The grid points amdcfmcd on GRID bulk data dccka by specifying their coordinatca in either the
basic or local coordinate system. The local coordinate system used to defhe directions of motion maybe
dflerent from the local coordinate system used to locate the grid points. Both the location coordinate system
and the displacement coordinate system are specified on the GRID card for each grid point. The grid point
constraints specifk.d on the GRID card usually are restricted to those degrees of freedom that will not be
elastically constrained and hence must be removed from the model to avoid singularities in the structural
stiffness matrix.

2. Scalar Point. This point has only one degree of freedom that mayor may not have veetorconnotation,
depending on the problem. scalar points are defined either on an SPOINT card or by reference on a
connection card for scalar element.

3. Extra Points. These points are non~ornetric points used in connection with transfer functions and
other forms of direct matrix input used in dynamic analysis and arc defined on EPOINT cards.

B-3
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B-392 CONSTRAINTS
Structural matrices arc assembled in terms of all structural grid points. (Theymaykcludethescalar points

or extra points.) Various constraints are ●pplied to these matrices to remove undesired singularities, provide
boundary condkiona,dcfiinc rigid ckmcnts, and provide othcrdcsircd chamcterkks for the structural model.
The two basic kinds of umstraints arc “ckuascd in the pamgraphs that follow.

B-32.1 Sir@c-Point Cummraints
Tbc elements connected to a grid point may not provide resistance to motion in certain dirccdons and thus

cause the stiffness matrix to be singuiar. Single-point constraints are used to specify this kind of boundary
condition by removing these degrees of freedom from the stiffness matrix and arc defined on SPC, SPC1,
SPCADD, SPCAX cards, or on the GRID cards.

B-3.22 Mdtiptht Comtrahta
Muitipoint constraints arcusedto amstrain a dcgtcc of freedom to be qual to a hear combmtion of the

vaiucs of other degmcs of fiwdmn. fb4uMpohtt oon@An@ ●e dcfitpti on MPC, IMPCAW ad MPCAX
cads.

B-33 STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS
Structural ekmcnta arc defined on connection cards that identify the grid points to which the element is

connected. ‘k mncmoni= for d such cuds have a prefix of the kt@r :C” follow~ by an in~@on,of the,
type of ekmcnts. The geometric properties swch’w Wcksnq$, ~pal areas,andmomqspof- of
theseekments arc defined on the property definition cards that haw a prefix of the letter “P” foltowcd by the
indication of the type of ckmcnt. Consult section 2.4 of the User% Mqnud (Ref., 1).for mom dctak

The elastic element contains one-, two-, ●nd thrccdlincnsional ekmehts, which arc d~ in the”
pamgraphs that follow. I

B-33.1 One-Dimensional E4csncnta
Thcac Ckmcntsconsist of bar, rod, tube, andsoalartypcs. BachisdcfkcdinthCWOWiOg~ .

L &r Ji&nsmr.T@ picmcnt is dcfinod Onb OAR -, W&IWr~CS~titiOSAthaJ%AR
cami. It indudcs extension, tdtiim bentling itt WO~ , malWcaWslwar
ids that prod= ottiy coupks msuiting in io@tdinaI 9tmsOos.

2. Rod fienl. The element isdcfinod on the CRODcard, and its propc~icsarcdcfir& on the PROD
card. (Both the connection and property information can bc simply dcfhed on the ~NROD mrd.) T?w rod
element includes extensional and torsional properties only.

3. T&be l?iknwnf. The element is dcfkd on the CTUBE card, and its properties are dcfhwd on the
F’TUBE uxd. It is assumed to have a circular cross scotion and is a special form of rod clement.

4. Sldar E&ments. Thcscckmcmts arccmhm@ed bctwaampairs ofdagmeaoffmcdom{atfcith ctsoalaror
geometric gridpoints) or bctwech one dugmc offkeuiomwd z. Sa&*m#mU~ad@k@sspriW,
~amhiscousdam@’s.$ caldt bpti~cktmmt$d.te uscfidftmropmstmtingehstkpmptmtia thatcasmdt
be oottveniontly modeled with the usual metric stmwturai cicsnents. Scalar masses ●rc uscfui for Active
repWcrttatioatofincrtiapropcrtkasuchasthoscthatoccurubcna oImmntr8aodlnauisa&okiWyi801atadfor
-n bom-onody. ~~tim~ti~mpm~b m~~~~~
dcgrccs of fmctiom or between oncdcgroc of f~otnand ground. Rdcrto SeotiOU85.5 UUi5.60fthC
‘fbcomtkai Manual (Rd. 3) d Section 1.3.8 oftho User%Man@ (Ref. 1) for more dctds.

B-&3a TWO—~ E&mea@
t

These ekmcnts consist of shear pane~ twist pad, and trianguhr plate t~. Each is defined in tbc
foliowing paragraphs

1. Sheur Pane/Element. This ckment isdefined on the CSHEAR card, and its properties arcdcf- on
the PSHEAR card. It can resist the action of tangentitdforccs applied to its edges but cannot resist thcaction
of normal forces.

2. W&r J%nef l%nenr. This ekmcnt is dcfinod on the CTWIST card, and its properties arcdefined on
the PTWIST card. It suppotts only momenta about in-pianc axes directed out of the sides.

3. ~~le~. lldsckwnentindudestwdfi-ti sw systems (awntbranc~d bending).

M
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There are five different forms that are defined by connection&irds, i.e.,
a. ~RMEM. Triangular element with finite in-plane stiffness, i.e., only membrane effects are

considered, and zero bending stifhess. Its properties are defkd on the PTRMEM card.
b, CTRBSC. Basic triangular ckment from which the bending properties of the other plate elements

are formed. Its properties are defined on the PTRBSC card,
c. CTRPLT. Triangular element with zero in-plane stiffness and finite bending stiffness. Its properties

am defined on the PTRPLT card.
d. ~RIAl. Triangular element with both in-plane and bending stiffness. It is designed.for nonhomo-

geneous cross sections, and its properties are defmcd on the PTRIA1 card.
e. CTRIA2. Triangular ck~%t with both in-plane and bending stiffness. It is designed for

homogeneous cross sections, and its properties are defhwd on the PTRIA2 card.
4. Quudrikkrul Plate Ehrtcnt. This ~ement U-o includes membrane and bending stress systems. There

are SIXddfercnt forms defined by connection cards, w,
a. CQ!!D?$fE~.Qusdrilatmal ckrnont coswistingof fousovcrlapphg CXRMEM elements. Its proper-

ties are &f& on the PQDMEM tmrd,
b. CQDMEM1. An isoparametric quadrilateral membrane ektnent. Its properties’~re dofki on the

,.

PQDMEM1 card.
c. CQDMEM2. A quadrilateral membrane ekment consisting of four nonoveriapping CTRMEM

elements. Its properties are defined on the PQDMEM2 aird.
d. CQDPLT. Quadrilateral ekment with zero in-plane stiffness, i.e., no membrane effects, and finite

bending stiffness. its propefies are defined orI the PQDPLT card.
e. CQUAD1. ~Quadrilateral clement with both in-plane and bending stiffness. It is designed for

nonhomogeneous cross sections, and its properties are dcfkd on the PQUAD1 card.
f. CQUAD2. Quadrilateral element with both in-piane and bending stiffness. It is designed for

homogeneous cross sectiom, and its properties are defined on the PQUAD2 card.

B-333 Time-Dhnensiosud Element
These elements consist of conical shell, axisymtnetric shell, and solid polyhedron types. Each is defhed in

the following Paragraph
1. Confcat Shell Eerneru. This element is made up of stfight-he generators but covers the range from

cylinders to cones and dscs. The properties of the conical shell element ●rc assumed to be symmetrical with
respect to the axis of the shell. Loads and deflections, however, need not be axisyrnmetric because they are
expanded in a Fourier series with respect to the azimuthal coordinate. Differential stiffness options are
available with this element. The element can be used to support membrane, bending, and transverse shear
loads.

2. Axisymmetric Sheli Elements. Two types of elements are provided that have an axisymmetric
geometric cordiguration and that are restricted to axisymmetnc applied loading. The first type is the ring
element, which may have a triangular or tmpczoidal cross section, and, in the limiting case, becomes a solid
core element. (Refer to$kotiori 5,11 of the NAST’RAN Theoretical Manual (Ref. 3).) These elements arc used
for the modeling of axisymmetric, thick-walled structures of arbitrary profti. ?% saxmd type is the toroidal
*eti W, b*ti*~W~aap ~(Wf=ti -on5.10dt&_mti
Manual (Ref. 3).) Theekment supports sncmbmneandbendkglo ads. These ekmentsare ttscdforthcanalysis
of .~ solids with axisymmetrk loads.

3. Soffd Polyhedron _ts. These elements are used to model threedhmmsional elastic ttgions that
do not havcaxial symtnctty. The ~metry of the polyhedron elements isdefkd bygrid pointsat the vertkes
Three types of solid polyhedron elements-a tetrahedron, ● wedge, ●nd a hexahedron-are provided fo;
general solid structures. (Refer to Section 5.12 of the ?lseorc&M Manual (Ref. 3) and fkcthn 1.3.10 of the
User’s Manual (Ref. l).) The tetrahedron is a triangular pyramid that can be constructed among any four
noncoplttnar vertices. It is the basic building block that is used to build Up the other ekmcms. The wedge is a
truncated triangular pyramid defined by six vertices; it has two triangular and three quadrilateral faces. The
hexahedron is a generalized cube having six qttactrilatemI faces.

B4 MATERIAL PROPERTIES
The material properties are represented in ●s gcncml a form as possible and are listed in Tabk B-1.

Definitions of material properties of Tabk B-1 follow

Es
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TABLE B-1
GENERAL MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Elastic Modulus I Mass I
Isotropic Structural density
Oflhotropic NonstructuralCMSS
Anisotropic I Lumpedpro~es I
TempcraturcdepcndentI Coupled properties I
Stmssdcpcndent weight

Center of gmvity

1. ElasticModuli. These cart be ●s simple as the usual Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, or shear
modulus; or the analyst can employ orthotropic constants or a complete anisotropic set of 21 modtdi. Moduli
can be made to be ternperaturedependent or stress-dependent.

2. Mass. This is considered to be associated with grid points. Mass is subdivided into two categories (1)
structural mass determined from the density of the load+mying members and (2) nonstructuml mass
determined from a distribution factor to represent such items as abIativc coatings or acoustic blankets. In
problems of dynamics, the forces at one point due to the influence of mass at other points are referred to as
coupled mass. Weight can be determined from whatever gravitational acceleration is supplied.

Materials properties are defined on MATi, MATH, or MASTI cards. Consult section 2.4 of the User’s
Manual (Ref. 1) for more details.

B-5 APPLIED LOADS
There are three types of applied loads, namely,

1. Static &a&:
Static loads are applied to geometric and scalar grid points in a variety of ways, including

a. Surface loads {
Point fortx on grid points
surface measure

{

Gravity i-ds
b. &Xfy force Qntrifugal steady rotational forces

. Steady accelerations

{
Electricc. induced scalar forces Hydraulic

{

-f&ml
d. Enforced forces Element deformation

Grid point displacements.
The LOAD card defines a static loading condition that is a linear combination of load setsand is requested

in the Case Control Deck.
Thediffcmttstaticbadsarcdcfbed on FORCE MOMENT, PLOAD2, GRAV, RFORCE, TEMPPi,and

DEIWRM cards.
2. F~Dspm&nt Uads. Tbe DLOADcard is used to define Iinearcombinations of fxequency-

depedent Ids that are dcfii on RLOADI or RLOAD2 cuds.
3. Tirne-@xndent Loads. The PLOAD card is used to define linear combinations of timedependent

loads that are defined on TLOADI or TLOAD2 cards.

“B-6 NASTRAN DATA ORGANIZATION
‘W input deck begins with the required resident operating system control cards. The type and number of

these cards will vary with the installation. The operating system control cards arc followed by the NASTRAN
Data Deck, which consists of three sections:(1) Executive Control Deck,(2) Case Control Deck, and(3) Bulk
Data Deck. Each deck is described in the paragraphs that follow.
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B-&l EXECUTIVE CONTROL DECK
The Executive Control Deck identifks the job and the type of solution to be performed. Italso declares the

general conditions —such as maximum time allowed, type of system diagnostics desired, restart conditions,
and whether or not the job is to be checkpointed-under which the job is to bc executed. If the job is to be
executed with a rigid format, the number of the rigid format is declared along with any alterations to the rigid
format that may be desired.

The format of the Executive Gmtro] cards is free field. The name of the operation begins in column 1and is
separated from the operand by one or two blanks. Consult Section 2.2 of the User’s Manual (Ref. 1)for more
details. The individual Executive Control cards are

1. ID Al, A2 (Required) Al, A2. These arc any legal alphanumeric fields chosen by the user for problem
identifkation.

2. RESTART Al, A2, K1/ K2/ K3 (Required for Restart) Al, A2. These are fields taken from the ID card
of the previously checkpoitned probkm. (Refer to Section 2.2 of the User’s Manual (Ref. l).) K1/ K2/ K3
indicates the rnopth/ day@ar, ~pcctivcly,- that the pqobkm ~pc was generated.

3. UMF K!, K2 (Required when using User%Master Fik). The symbol defhtitions ●re
a, K1. User-specifkd tape identification number
b. K2. Problem identification number.

4. CHKPNTA1 (Optional). ‘fkentryforthe symbol Al is “Yes, if problem is tobecheckpoitrted; No, if
problem is not to bc checkpointcd.”.

5. APP A(Required). The entry for the symbol A indicates the approach-DISPLACEMENT, HEAT,
or DMAP—to be utwd.

6. SOL K1 (Required when using a rigid format). Th. entry for the symbol K 1 indicates the solution
number of Rigid Format.

7. ALTER Kl, K2 (Optional). The entries for the symbols Kl and K2 are the first and last DMAP
instructions, respectively, of the series to be deleted and replaced with any following DMAP instructions.

8. TIME K (Required). The symbol K indicates the maximum allowabk executive time in minutes.
9. ENDALTER (Rquired when Usin$ ALTER).

10. BEGIN (Rquircd when using DMAP approach). This designation indicates the beginning of a
DMAP sequence.

11. END (Required when using a DMAP approach). This designation indicates the end of a DMAP
sequence.

12. CEND (Rquired). Thk indicates the end of Executive Control cards.

B-6.2 CASE CONTROL DECK
The Case Control Deck has several functions, namely,

1. The deck defines the subcase structure for the problem, such as
a. SUBCASE. Defines the beginning of a subaise that is terminated by the next subcase delimiters

encountered. “
b. SUBCOM. Defines a combination of two or more immediately preceding subcases in statistics

probkxns.
c. SUBSEQ. Gives the coeffkients for making the linear combwtion of SUBCOM.
d. MODES. Repeats the subcaae in which it appears MODES times for eigenvalue problcnw

2 The deck makes sckctions from the Bulk Ihta Deck, such as
a. DEFORM. Sekcts element deformation set.
b. LOAD. Selects static loading condition.
c. SPC. Selects set of single-point constraints.
d. K2PP. Selects direct-input stiffness matrices.
e. TFL. Selects transfer functions.
f. METHOD. Selects the conditions for real eigenvaluc analysis.
g. TEMPERATURE. Selects the thermal field for determining both the equivalent static loads and

material properties.
3. The deck makes output requests for printing, punching, and plotting, such as

a. TITLE. Defines a text to be printed on the firstfine of each page of output.
b. LABEL. Defines a text to be printed on the third line of each page of output.
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c. ECHO. Selects echo options for Bulk Data Deck.
d. SET. Dcfks the iists of point numbers, clement numbers, or frquencks for U= in output requests.
e. SACCELERATION. Reauests the accckmtion of the independent components for a SCkctcd set of

ELFORCE. Rqueats ihe forces in a-set of structural ekments.
STRESS. Requests the stresses in a set of structuml elements.
SPCFORCE. Requests the single-point forces of constraint at a set of points.

DISPLACEMENT. Requests the dispiaccmcnts for a sckctcd set of physical Poink -

points of modid coordinates for nrib]ems in dmsamics.
f.
&
h.
i.

B43 BULK DATA DECK
The primary NASTRAN input medium is the Buik Data Deck. ThCSCcards containd the details-suck

geomac pm-, rnatel’ial pq=’k Ckmelm =*W and applw kwis-of theStructlumlmodel
and variouSCODdtiOOS for the aolbtion. ~ bulk @@ OUdfmt * tibk to the CXtU9ttht 8UY quantity
exqt the mnemonic can be purtobcd anywhere within ● spdfiad * or MkdurnnfkJd.

For large probkms the Bulk 13dta Deckmayconsi8t of- thuusatld oards. ‘IIwtktaildd_ptious of
the buik &ta cards are contained in the NASTRAN UserlJ Manual (Ref. 1), Section 2.4.

B-7 SUMMARY OF NASTRAN STRESS ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
Theentire prooedure for analysis of a structure maybe summarized as

1. Step 1.The first step in analysis of a structure by NASTRAN is to develop a fititeelement idealization

for the structure. In this stc~, choose a global coordinate system and introduce a finite ekment grid for tke
structure.

2. Step 2. Depending on the t~ of structure and externally applied loads, select a setof structuml
elements that models the structure as accurately as possible. Modelitig of the structure is discussed in par. B-3.

3. Step 3. Number the ekments and grid poidts.
4. Step 4. Compute coordinates of every grid point corresponding to the giobai coordinate system.
5. Step 5. Identify boundary codttions for the structure.
6. ~ 6. Identify loading syswms wing on the struchm.
7. Step 7. Upending on the tyqx of prob~ select a Rigid Format for structural analytk
8. Step 8. Pmpstw the Bulk Data Dc& for the problem.
9. Step 9. Prepare proper Executive Con$ol ~nd ~ Control IM&s. ,

REFERENCES
1.

2

3.

NASTRAN User’s Manual, SP 222 (Available fronx COSMIC, 112 Barrow Hall, Univmsity of Georgia,
Atiter&s,GA).
NASTRAN Pr ogrammer’s Manual, SP 223 (Available from COSMIC, 112 Barrow Hall, University of
Georgia, Atbc~ GA).
NASTRAN Thcomtioal Manual, SP 221 (Availabk from COSMIC, 112 BaxTow M Universi ty of
(leo~ Athens, GA).
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APPENDIX C
STRESS ANALYSIS BY FINITE ELEMENTS

This appendix presents an introduc~ion to thejinite element method of stress analysis. Stress analysis of
strucmral components that are subjected to quasi-static loadk is discussed first. l%en dynamic stress analysis
of structural components b presented follo wed by the finite element modeling of structural systems. A
procedure for &veloping eiementalsttflhessa ndmass matrices for various elkments is &scribed Synthesis of
st~@ess and mass matrices for the entire fh”te ekment mo&l of thesystem is also dircussed.

C-O LIST OF SYMBOLS
~ = cross-sectional arc% 2n2

[A] = Bookm tmnsfcmnaticm matrix, dirnenaionksa

[A! = BookarI transformation matrix for ith finite element, dirnensicmlcss

[B] = matrix obtained by differentiating matrix [Nl, m-’ or dimensionless
[C] = generalized damping matrix, N“s/m, N*s/rad, N*s, or N=m=s/rad

C = critical damping, N*s/m
[~] = matrix defined by Eq. C-54

c = damping coctXcicnt, N-s/ m
[D] = matrix of elastic constants, Pa

1?= Young’s modulus, Pa
F= vector function of loads applied inside finite element, Nor Nom

~t) = applied forcing functio~ N or N-m

f= displacement function as defined in Eq. C-1, m
= 2X1 vector function for a plane body and 3X1 for a thrcdimensional

displacement field, m
}= velocity function, m/s
1 = moment of inertia, m’

[13]= 3X3 identity matrix, dixncnsiordcss

body rcprcscnting

[K] = structural stiffness matrix synthesized from clement stiffness matrices, N, N/m, N/rad, or
N*m/rad

[~] = matrix defined in Eq. C46 or Eq. C-SO,N*m
k = springconstanq N/m

[k] = ckmcnt stiffness matrix in global coordinate systcm, N, N/m, N/rad, or N*m/rad
[k’] = ekmcnt stiffness matrix in local coordinate sy&w N/m
[~= stiffness matrix for ith ckmcnt in global coordinates- N, N/nL N/rad, or N“m/rad

~]= comwiti stiffness matrix whose each diagonal element is a submatrix rcprcscnting stiffness
matrix for a ftite elemenL N, N/m, N/ rad, or N*m/ rad

ki = ith spring constant, N/m
L = length of member or element, m

M = oscillator mass, kg

[M] = generalize mass matrix for systcm, k& kg- or kgm’

[~] = matrix defined in Eq. C-46 or C-SO, k&m2

m = ckmcnt of generalized mass matrix in the global coordinate system, kg, kg=m, kgm2
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[mq = generalized mass matrix for ith finite element in global coordinate system, kg, kgm, or kg-m’

[M’] = element of generalized mass matrix in local coordinate system, kg, kg-m, or kgm’
[m’(l)] = generalized mass matrix defined in Eq. C-37, kg, kgm, or kg.mz
[m”(2)] = generalized mass matrix defined in Eq. C-38, kg, kgm, or kgm’

= ith mass, kg, kgm, or kgm2
[~~ = matrix of known functions, dimensionless
NE= totaJ number of finite elements, dimensionless

P = vector of element nodal forces, N or Nom

P ‘ = equivalent nodal forces, N or Nm

P‘ = vector of generalized nodal forces corresponding to nodal displacements r’, N or N-m

pl = hh generalized nodal force, Nor N*m

F= composite vector of element nodal forces, Nor Nm
r = vector of element generalized nodal displacements in global Coordhate system, m or rad

r’ = vector of genertdiz.ednodal displacements for an element in a hxal coordinate system, m or rad
rj = t?thgeneralized nodal displacement in local coordinate system, m or rad
7= composite vector of element nodal displacements in global coordinate system, m or rad
S = vector of generalized nodal forces or loads, N or Nom

= equivalent load vector, n
S(t) = vector of generalized nodal forces, N or N-m

~= vector defined by Eq. C-55
St= fth force, N
T= kinetic energy of an element, J
f = thickness, m

= time, s
u= xdisplacement, m

V = voiume, m~
= volume of element, m3
= potential energy, J

v = ydisplacement, m
Vo= vector of initial generalized velocities, m/s or rad/s

v’= initial velocity, m/s
= zdisplacemen~ m

[J?’; = nXq, matrix each column of which is assumed eigenveotom, m or rad
##z’ = local coordinate S* m .
[~)] = matrix defined in Eq. C48

= eigenvector or mode shape, rad or m
~ = ith eigenvector, rad or m

z = vector of independent generalized nodal displacements for finite element model, m or rad
z = displamment in basic oscillator model, m
Zi= ith generalized displacement degree of freedom, m

% = vector of initial generalized displacements, m or rad

20= initial displacement, m
e = strain vector, dimensionless
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damping ratio, dimensionless
cigcnvalue, s-2

damping coefficient, dimensionless
eigenvalue, (rad/ s)*
ith eigenvalue, (rad/ S)2
v’IL. dimcnsionkss

q(t) = vector of normal coordinates, dimensionless

w = vector of initial coordinates, m or rad
8 = phase angle, rad

[A] = transformation matrix constructed from direction cosines of local coordinate system relative to

global coordinate system, dimensionless
~ = #/ ~ dimcnsionkss

P = mass density, lcg/m3
u = veotor of stresses, Pa

= variable of integration, s
[4; = matrix each column of which is a mode shape (modal matrix), m or rad
[~] = qXq matrix each column of which is the unknown multipliers (eigenvectors) of the transforma-

tion, dimensionless
u = system natural frequency, rad/s
@D= damped natural frequency, rSd/s

[fk~ = diagonal matrix in which each diagonal term is the square of the frequency, S-2

C-1 INTRODUCTION
The finite element technique wasdevclopcd in the 1950s by structural engineers for the anaiysia of structural

systems. The cxccllent performance of the method kd to research that put it on a firm mathematical
foundation in the mid- 1960s when a variational formulation of the method was developed. The latter
formulation is quite general and allows the use of the finite ckment method in other engineering fields such as
fluid mechanics, heat transfer, and in general problems of mathematical physics. In this appendix the finite
element method is presented as an analysis technique for complex structural systems.

The finite ckmcnt technique has not been used very extensively for stress analysis of artillery systems. Some
applications, however, of the method to advanced probkms in artiliery systems appeared as early as 1970 (Ref.
1). In 1974 the NASTRAN computer program was used to anaIyze the elevating bracket for the M109
Self-Propelkd Howitzer (Ref. 2). Application of the finite element stress analysis method to weapon design
problems is expected to incrcme signifiitly.

Several commercially ●vaiiable general-purpose computer programs based on the ftitc ekmcnt method
have been developed for stress analysia. The conclusion that this method has been well acocpted by the
industrial community u based on the fact that most design offices have either their own or have acceas to
several standard @Xltptl~ pmgramsfortianalysia. Manyoftiprogranm arein teractkanddowtlw
dcsignerto observe various outputs almost instantaneous ly. While sitting at aterntinal, adesignercanchangc
the design of a system and obtain its response immediately. This is referred to as computer-aided design.

The basic procedure of finite element stress analysis is first to develop a finite element model of the desired
structural system. This includes defhtition of the geometry of the structure, material properties, sizes of various
parts, support conditions for the structure, types of finite elements to be used to represent the structure, finite
element mesh, and loading conditions. Development of the finite element model requires time, effort, and
knowledge of the general behavior of the structure. To facilitate development of the geometric modeI,
computer prq arc available that automatically assign nodal coordinates and finite ckmenta. Many of
these programs are interactive and ean give plots of the ftite ekment model on a graphics terminal. By using
this capability, designers can quickly verify the model. Once the basic model has been developed, designers can
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use it to advantage in analyzing the system for various loading and support conditions. The designer can
readily change the basic geometry of the structure or its parts-thickness, depth, width, etc.-and study the
effects of the changes on the response of the system. Designers can also change the support conditions and
study different loading cases in a relatively short time. In other words, once the finite element model has been
developed, the designer has a tool with which to perform different analyses in a short time and to develop an
acceptable design of the system.

This appendix presents an introduction to the theory of the finite element method. Development of the
method for dynamic response problems is also presented. For a more detailed presentation of the theory of the
method, excellent textbooks are available (Refs. 3,4, and 5). For more advanced topics on the finite element
methods, Refs. 6 and 7 should be consulted. It is emphasized that finite eIement analysis is not for use by
beginncm. The prerequisites for the use of finite element analysis are

1. A good, reliable computer program
2. A designer expcnenmd in the field or with a thorough theoretical knowledge of the method
3. A designer astute enough and experienced enough to verify the analysis with tcating the computer

results should not be regarded as infallible truth.
To set the stage for a discussion of ftite element stress anaIysis, consider an elastic solid of arbitrary shape

that is rigidly supported and subjected to externally applied loads as shown in Fig, C-1. To anal~ the
deformation of the solid, the designer might attempt to integrate the equilibrium cquationa of clastichy subject
to an appropriate set of boundary conditions. In general this problem is quite difficult, if not impossible, to
solve. This approach has been followed for solids with regular shapes, simple boundary conditions, and
regular loads. For irregular solids with complex boundary conditions subjected to irregular loads, the theory
of elasticity approach is quite difficult to use, For such problems a numerical method for stress analysis is
needed, and the finite element method is such a method. The method is very powerful and useful because itcan
treat irregular shapes, complex boundmy conditions, and complex Ioading cases.

Figure C-1. Ekaatk MM Of Arb&ary Shape

71icfinitcekment mcthodisbawdona@m mmhammical foundation(variational principka),Whichcan be
quite sophisticated and complex. In this appcnd~ however, a more physical approach for the method is
adopted. The basic idea of the finite ekment method based on thii approach is to divide the structure, or the
structural component, whose stress analysis is desired into a number of ftite elements, Le., a number of
smaller pi-. The structure may have an irregular shape and complex boundary conditions, but each of the
finite clementa has wclldefincd, regular boundaries and spcctiic points of load application. These finite
elements are assumed to be connected only at the endpoints, and all loads arc assumed to be applied at the end
points. These asaumpionsimply that all the loads ●pplied inside the ftite element must be transferred to the
nodal points, and the equivalent load conocpt is used to accomplish this objcctke. Equilibrium equations for a
finite element can be obtained in a matrix form that involves forces and displacements at the end pointa and
also the element material and geometric properties. lltk is explained later in the appendix. Ec@brium
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equations for ~ finite ekments am then combined to obtain an cquilibriumequation for the entire systen and
this equation is solved for the unknown displacements at the grid points, From these displacements stresses are
calculated. The mathematics of this procedure is developed in the appendix.

C-2 STRESS ANALYSIS FOR QUASI-STATIC LOADING
In this paragraph the finite element procedures for stress analysis of structures and structural components

subjected to quasi-static loads is described. Loads such as uniform prcssums, concentrated loads, gravity
loads, thermal loads, initial strains, and loads due to other body forces arc discussed. The basic ideas of finite
element modeling are also discussed, and equilibrium equations for a finite element are derived. The idea of
transforming elemental equilibrium equations from a local to a global coordinate system is presented. Finally,
a proccxhm for generating equilibrium equations for the entire finite ekment model of the structure is
dcscribod.

It should be noted that there are three finite element methods that have been developed during the past two
decades, i.e.,

1. Stiffness, or displacement, method, in which displacements at various points of the structure are the
primag solution variabks. By the use of these displacements, stresses arc calculated at any point on the
Stmcture

2. Flexibility or force method, in which internal forces or stresses are the primary solution variables
3. Hybrid method, in which both displacements and stresses at certain points are the primary solution

variables. The displacement method is the most vematile and widely used method of stress analysis, and most
computer programs for stress analysis are based on this method. Therefore, only this method is described in
this appendix.

C-2.1 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING
Development of a finite element model for the structure or the structural component is quite crucial for

proper stressanaiysis. Accordingly, designers should take time to develop a proper finite ekment model for the
system.

Development of a finite element model for a systerninvolves the definition of a network of grid pointaforthe
structure, selection of proper finite elements to mpreacnt behavior of the structure, definition of geometric
properties (cross-sectional ~ thickness, moment of inertiq and other such data), specification of material
properties, deftition of proper boundary corylitions, specifkation of loads for various loadiqgcasca, and the
assumption of a proper displacement field for each finite element. Thus development of a proper fin;te element
model can be a time<onsuming and costly step. Proper software and hard ware can greatly facilitate th~ task
for the designer.

Several finite elements are usually incorporated into commercially availabie computer programs. Here only
a few of the basic finite elements are described to introduce the concept of nodal displacements of finite
elements. Fig. C-2 shows four typical finite ekments. In this figure the following notation is used:

r~= M generalized nodal displacement in load coordinate system, m or rad

,P~ = ~th &m* nodal fonx, N or N*m
x’J# =localcOordhiitc tly$tcr&m (,’4

L= kngthofekmca~ m
E= Young% modulus, Pa
A = ~onal ~ mz
1 = moment of inertia m’
f = thickness, m.

The spatial truss element of FW C-2(A) has six nodal 4egrees of freedom. These arc displacetitents in the x’-,
y’-, z’directions of nodes 1and 2 designated as r{to r“.lliselement is capabie of resisting only axial forees just
as members of a truss structure. Thus the element can be used to model axial force members such as springs,
axial compression, and tension members.

The planar beam element of Fig. G!(B) ako has six nodal degrees of freedom. These are displacements in
the x’- and y’directions of nodes 1 and 2, and rotation about the z’-axis of ends 1 and 2. These gcneralii
displacements are designated as i to r;. The element is capable of carrying loads in the x’y’-plane and moments
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(A) Typicot Truss Element With Nodal ‘
DisptocomerI?sond Forces in a Locol
Reference Frome

*L-.*’ !,
.

(C) Triongubr Piote Eiemeri?
( inpione forces )

/

@

z’

(9) A Typicoi Pionor Beom Eiement With
Nodal Displacements ond Farces ia o
LOCOI Reference Frame

(D) Triangular Ptate Element
in Bending

Figure C-2. Some Finite Iktnents

about the #-exis. Long, slender members of a structural system can be madekd by uaingthis ffitc clement. A
spstisl beam elemcat king 12degrees of freedom asn be used to model threedimensional smctuml systems.
The truss and @am fdte elements are oallcd the iinc ekmcnts.

FW M(C) shows atrisnguisr piste element capbk of omrying in-plsncforaes. ?’hi$ckmcntan be wed to
model plenc eiaetkity probkms, i.e., plane stress or plsne strain problems. The ekment hss sixnodsl degrees
of frecdon ‘l%cscen i- and y’-displacemcnts of the three nodal points.

F%. C-2(D) shows a triangular plate bending element. TMs ekment is capabk of carrying losds normal to
the tiy’-pkne and should k used to model thin, flat members that arc subjcctcd to normal ioads causing
bending of the member. The element has nine degrees of freedom. Displacement in the Fdimdon and
rotation about the x?-and y’-axcs are the three gcncraiized displacement variables at each node of the element.
Many other plate-bending elements have been developed.

There arc many other ftitc ekments that may be used to rnodcl a structural system. ThCSC include
tetrahedron end hcxahcdron elements to model tiime~ion~ $olidst q~flate~ Plate el~~ts~
axisymmctrioai ckments, shell ekments, and other higher order elemetits. The designer should consult the
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software user’amanual to beoome familiarwith the finite element library available in the computer program.
Most of these finite elements can be combined to model complex structural systems.

As an example of modeling of a structural system, consider a hollow rectangular cantilever beam shown in
Fig. C-3. For stress analysis several finite element models for the beam can be developed. The simplest of these
is a line element model that uses a general beam element. A beam finite element model of the cantilever beam is
shown in Fig. C-4(A). The model may consist of several nodal points. Depending upon the type of loads the

I I, I

I
, 1

, J

N1\
A

t “

I’ J--l
cross section on

A-A

Figure C-3. Hollow Rectangular Cantilever Beam

A+_+_++J&-+-
1

I
2

233445s 667

(A) A Plonor Beom Finite Element Model

(B) Plote Finite Element for One Swfoce

Figure C-4. Finite Element Models for Hollow Rectangular Beam
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member supports, planar or threedimensional beam elements can be used. For the planar beam finite clement
model, each node has three degreea of freedom, as shown in Fig. C-4(A); for the general threedimenaional
beam finite element model, each node has six degrees of freedom. To complete the beam-type finite element
model of the cantilever beam, the designer needs to cakulate various cross-sectional properties for all finite
elements. Properties such as moments of inertia, section moduli, shear stress factors, torsional mnstant, and
cross-sectional area must be specified. Also the boundary condition that node 1 is compktely fixed (zero
degrees of freedom) must be specified.

The cantilever beam can also be modeled using triangular or quadrilateral plate finite elements. For this
model, each of the four sides of the beam has a network of grid points, as shown in Fig. C-4(B). Each of the
nodal points can have three or six degrees of freedom, depending on the type of finite ekments used. The total
number of degrees of freedom for the model depends on the total number of nodes used. Cross-acctional
properties needed to complete the plate finite element model for the beam arc thickness of the plate and its
moment of inertia about the middle surface.

Both modeia can be used for stress analysis of the beam. The plate model generally requires a large number
of nodes for reasonably accurate stress analysis. Plate elements, however, can be used to great advantage in
modeling irregular shapes, holes, and abrupt changes in the geometry. The beam model requires a
considerably smaller number of nodes. However, a lot more data for each finite element must be calculated by
hand to complete the model. For long, slender members having reasonably smooth geometry, the beam-type
finite element model is quite reasonable and is the most economical way of predicting stresses. For short, thick
members for which geomet~ changes are abrupt, the plate-type finite element should be used.

C-2.2 ELEMENT STIFFNESS PROPERTIES
For stress analysis of elastic structural and mechanical systems, displacements of all the nodal points of the

system are the primary unknowns. Once these displacements are known, strains and stresses am readily
calculated. The basic idea of the ftite element technique is to express the displacement field inside a body in
terms of known functions (usually polynominala) and displacements at predetermined points on the body.
These points are sekcted as a systematic network of grid points (the finite element grid) calkd “nodal points”,
and their displacements are called “nodal dwp-rnents”. ‘fhercforc, in the finite ekment technique, the
displacements at all points of the system are known once the nodal displacements have been determined. The
nodal displacements arecalculated by solving a system of algebraic quilibnum equations for theentire body.
The advantage of the finite element technique of stress analysis is that the equilibrium equationa for the entire
body can be constructed from equilibrium quations for individual finite elements. The equilibrium equations
for many standard elements are available in the literature (Refs. 3 through 7). This subparagraph presents a
way of developing the finite element equilibrium quations in terms of the nodal displacements.

A note about units of various quantities used in finite element analysis is in order. The units for generalized
displacements arc meters or radians, and the units for generalized forces are newtons or newton - meters. The
units for other quantities should be derived from the preceding definitions. For example, the units of a stiffness
Coefficient may be newtons, newtons per meter, newtons per radian, or newton”meters per radian. For some
matrices, units are not shown because each coeffkientcan have difkrent units.

Once ● finite element grid has been defined on a body, it is assumed that the finite elements are only
connected at nodal points. Let the displacement f~ for a fdte ekment be represented as

f= [NJr’,m (c-1)

where
f= 2X1 vector function for a plane body and 3X1 for a three-dimensional body representing the

displacement field, m
[NJ = matrix of known functions, dimensionless for translations and meters for rotations

r’ = vector of generalized nodal displacements for an element, m or rad.

Dimensions of the matrix [NJ and the vector r’ depend on the number of degrees of freedom of the element.
The matrix [N] is also referred to as the “shape function”.
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Asexamplea of shape functions, consider the spatial truss and planar beam elements shown in Figs. C-2(A)
and C-2(B), respectively. In these figures, end displacements ~d forces are shown in a local coordinate system.
For the truss element of Fig. C-2(A), displacement components inside the element are functions of only the
coordinate x’. The displacement function of Eq. C-1 in this simple case is given as

“[H
u (1 ; f) o 600
v = (1:0 o 0 f :
w o (1–f) o

(C-2)

where
f = x’/L, dimensionless

U,v,w = x-, y-, and zdisplaeements, respectively, m.

From Eq. C-2 the shape function [N(x’)] can be readily identified. Similarly, for the beam element of Fig.
C-2(B), the displacement function of.fequals [u(x’y’) V(x’,y’)]r. The shape function [N(x’,y’)] is obtained by
solving the elementary beam differential equation. If shear deformation effeets are neglected, the shape
function is given as

[

(1–~ w – 62Y? –(1 – 4f + 3f2)qL
[m=

o (1–3f’+2f3) fll-2g+f’)L

– W - ~2)v G% – 3f%L 1.—

‘- 1, dimensionless or m
g2(3 – ~ f’(-l + f)L

(C-3)

where
~ = x’j L, dimensionless
n = y’/ 1., dimensionless.

It is noted here that, in general, the shape functions are selected to satisfy proper smoothness properties
(continuity and differentiability). This is done to obtain a displacement field that satisfies certain smoothness
properties as we go from one ftitc element to an adjoining finite clement. This requirement for the shape
funotiom is based on the desire to obtain a maaonabk ●pproximation of the solutioh by ttdng the ‘5ke
ekxneht method. Also these requirements guarantee improvement of the f~e element 9ohttion as the finite
element mesh is further refined.

The displacement field of Eq. C-1 is now used to obtain the strains

c = [l?Jr’, dimensionless (c+

where
= strain veetor, dimensionless

[l?; = matrix obtained by differentiating terms in the matrix [N’j, m-i or dimensionless.

Thus Eq. C-4 expresses the strain field for the finite element in terms of the generalized nodal displacements r’.
For the truss element of Fig. C-2(A), there is only axial strain (c, = du/~x’) and the matrix[~ of Eq. C4 is just

[JJl ==*[-I O 0 1 0 O], m-’. (c-5)

C-9
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For the b&un clement of Fig. C-2(B), there is only axial strain (c. = du/dx’) due to the elementary beam
theory, and the matrix [lI]-obtained by differentiating the first row of matrix [N] in Eq. C-3 by t—is

[B] = :[–1 6(1 – ~q 2(2 – 3g)qL 1 q2g– l)q 2(1 – 35?7L],

m-l or dimensionless. (c+

The equilibrium equations for an element can now be obtained from the principle of virtual work, or
stationary potent ial energy. By writing the virtual work of all the forces and equating it to zero, the result is

~v&= odV - &’*p’ e O (c-7)

where
a= vector of stresses, Pa
p’= veetor of generalized nodal forces that correspond to nodal displacements r’, Nor N“m
V = volume of element, m’.

Note that in Eq. C-7 the integration over the volume of the clement is denoted symbolically m~v. To express
Eq. C-7 in a more usable form, a stress-strain law is required. The generahed Hooke’s Law is used, which in
matrix notatio~ is

where
[DJ = matrix of elastic constants, Pa.

By substituting Eqs. CA and C-8 into Eq. C-7, the principle of virtual work is expressed as

&’*[~v [~r[D][B]dVr’) – p’] = O. (c-9)

Since all components of tir’ arc arbitrary, Eq. C-9 is satisfied only when the term in square brackets is zero, or

~’== [k’]r’, N or Nom (c-lo)

where the matrix [k’] is given as

[k’] = $,c@[DH~dV, N, N/m, N/rad, or N*m/rad. {C-11)

The symmetric matrix[k’J is called the element stifbss matrix in a load coordinate system. The tcrmk~in the

matrix [k~ an be interpretedas the nodal force in the ith direetion due to a unit displacement in the jth
direetion. Note that elements of the matrix [k”loan be derived directly by the use of this physical interpretation
of the terms k;.

For the tmSSad bum &mcnts of Fii. &(A) and C2(B), the matrix [D] is simpiy the @alar D = E. By
substituting approximate matriecs [~ and [D] into I@ C-1 i and carrying out the indieatsd integration, the
element stiffness matrix for the truss element is

[k’] = ~

100 –loo
00

0

Symmetric

c-lo

000
000
100

00
0

,N/m (C-12)
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AL* ()

I-

12

Symmetric
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0 AL2 o——
i

6L 0 –12

4L2 o –6L

AL2 ()
I

12

0

6L

2L2

o

–6L

4L2

.- . .

9 N, N/m, N/rad, or

N=m/ rad “ “ (C-13)

where
1 = moment of inerti% m’.

Before a stiffness matrix for the entire structure can be constructed, element stiffness matrices must be
transformed into the global coordinate system. The element forccdisplaccment relationship in the global
coordinate system is written as

p = ~k]r, N (C-14)

where

P = vector of element nodal forces, N or Nom
= vector of nodal displacement, m or rad

[k; ~ ektnent stiffxwss matrix in global coordinate system N, N/m, N/rad, or Nom /rad.

Ut the transformation from a local to the global system be defined as

r’= [A)r, m or rad (C-15)

where
[A] = transformation matrix constructed from direction cosines of local coordinate system relative to

global coordinate system, dimensionless.

From equivalence of the virtual work of forces p and p’, the equation for p becomes

(C-16)

By~bStitU~@. QOand C-15 into Eq. Ci6andcomparingthc msuitwithEq. C-14, theckmentstiffnc$s
matrix [k] u klcntifkd as

[k] ==[A]r[k’l [A], N, N/m, N/rad, or N“m/rad. (C-17)

C-23 EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS FOR FtNI’TE ELEMENT MODEL
Let z be a vector of independent generalimd dispiaocmcnts and S be a corresponding vector of equivalent

nodal forces for the entire finite element model of the structural system. Then the equilibrium equation in
terms of displacements for the entire system is given as (Refs. 3 to 7)

[Kjz = S, N or Nm (C-18)

c-1 1
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where
[~= structural stiffness matrix synthesized from element

N*m/rad.

Let
– = eomoosite vector of clement nodal forces, N or NomD

stiffness matriecs, N, N/m, N/ rad, or

--
= com~ositc vector of element nodal displ~ments, m or rad

RI= composite stiffness matrix whose end diagonal clement is a subrnatrix representing stiffness
matrix for a finite element, N, N/m, N/ rad, or N*m/ rad,

then the quilibnum equation for all the finite eksnents is compactly written in matrix form as

~ = [~~, Nor N*m. (C-19)

Now a compatibtity relationship between 7 and z is expressed as

7= [A]z, m (C-20)

where
[A] = Bookan matrix eaeh row of which has a unit element in only one position that relates a

component of F to a component of z, dimensionless.

The equilibrium quation between S and ~ is obtained by using the principle of virtual work as

s = [~lTF$ Nor N/m” (C-21)

By substituting Eqs. C-19 and C-20into Eq. C-21 andoomparingthe result wit.hEq. C18, theequationfor[m
becomes

[q= [AIr[E] [A], N, N/m, N/rad, or N*m/rad (c-22)

which is a general equation for synthesizing the structural stiffness matrix. Eq. C-22 may be written as the
summation

N/m (C-23)

where the superscript i refers to the fth finite elemctit and
NE= total number of finite eksncnts. dimensionless
[A’1= Bookan matrix for ith finite el&tent, dimensionless.

Before Bq. C-18aet be solved for nodal disp~ts of thefti clement mode~ theoqttivakntload vcctorS
must be determined. Let

~= vector function of loads applkd inside finite element, N or l+m
P ‘ vector of quivalent generalimd nodal forces, N or Nm.

From the quivalenee of virtual work of the forcxs F and p’,

P’= ~v[wTFdV, N or N/m. (C-24)

By using Eq. C-24,theforces that are applied inside the element are transformed to equivalent nodal forces.
These forces, when combtned with the other externally applied loads at the nodaI points, then give the force
vector S that is used in E.q. C-18.

C-12
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C.-2.4 SUMMARY OF PROCEDURE
The entire procedure for the calculation of nodal displ=men@ stress% and sttins at various points of a

structure is summarized in the following steps:
1. Step 1. Make the continuum discrete by introducing the finite element grid, numbering the nodes, and

numbering the elements. Select proper finite elements for the model. Identify boundary conditions.
2. Step 2. Select interpolation functions for the finite elements as in Eq. C-1. “
3. Step 3. Compute element stiffness matrices by using Eq. C-11. Note that boundary conditions arc

imposed after assembling the structural stiffness matrix [KJ
4. Step 4. Solve matrix Eq. C-18.
5. Step 5. Calculate stresses by using Eqs. C-20, C-15, CA, and C-3.
6. Step 6. Calculate additional displacements, if neeasary, by using Eq. C-1.

Since this procedure is programmed in several commercially available computer programs, the designer has
only to develop a finite ekment model mentioned in Step 1according to the requirements for the input data for
the available computer program. All other steps are carried out automatically by the program.

C-3 INTRODUCTION TO DYNAMIC STRESS ANALYSIS
In this paragraph, a method for stress analysis of structures and structural elements subjected to dynamic

loads is presented. It is ckar that the components of the towed artillery system are subjected to transient
dynamic loads during firing and transportation. In the past, the quasi-static methods of stress analysis and
design presented in this handbook were adequate in developing new systems. These methods maybe quite
conservative, however, because the maximum value of various forces acting over the entire time int.mnl is
used in design. Since these maximum values for various forces do not occur simultaneously, this approach
results in a conservative design for the system.

The main solution variables for dynamic stress analysis of a system, as in the ease of static analysis, are the
displacements at various points of the system. The diHerenceisthat the displacements in the dynamic case arc
time dependen~ whereas in the static case they are not. Oncedisplaecments are known, stresses are calculated
at &Uytime by using -S. _ and.=.

Several methods for calculating displacements of a system subjected to dynamic loads are available. The
fti8tep in dynamic analysis of an elastic system is to write the equations of motion. The Lagrangian approach
described in Appendix A can be used to define the equations of motion for an elastic system. These equations
of motion are in terms of displacements, and scvoral methods are available for integrating them. These include
direct integration methods using finite difference techniques, transfer function method, modal superposition
method, and frequency domain response method. Most computer programs for stress analysis have options
for using any of these methods to integrate the equations of motion and obtain a dynamic response. In this
paragraph the modal superposition method, or normal modes method, which is most commonly used for
small disphwement analysis, is described and illustrated. Several textbooks are available in the literature for
more detailed discussions of various methods.

C-3.1 FINITE ELEMENT MODEJ.S
A dynamic stress analysis of ● complex structural system starts with the development of a il.nite ckmcnt

model for the system This involves the dcfiition of a network of grid points for the systc~ selection of type of
finite elements to be used and their conncctiviti, selection of a global coordinate s-~ and
~metric propctt& and loadii conditions for the system. Stiffness, dampina and mass propcrtks are
cakulatod basedon the type of finite ekments selected. Elemental properties are then combined to obtain
system propertka, as in the case of static analysis. These system properties are then used to define the equations
of motion for the system.

General aspects for development of finite element models for complex structures for dynamic response
analysis are the same as those discussed in par. C-2.1. Most computer programs generally swept the same data
for static as well as dynamic stress analysis. Additional data needed for a dynamic analysis are mass density of
the material, nonstructural masses, if any, dynamic loading for the system, and initial conditions for the
solution. These additional data are needed in the computer program for developing quations of motion and
their integration,

C-13
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C-3.2 DYNAMIC STRESS ANALYSIS
The most commonly used method for linear structural dynamics is the modal synthesis technique. This is

also known in the literatureas the normal modca method and is described later in this appendti. In th~ method
several natural frequencies and mode shapes for the finite clement model of the system arc calculated. These
data are used to uncouple equations of motion for the finite clement model of the system. The uncoupled
equations of motion are in terms of normal coordinates and can be solved one at a time. Thus, in terms of the
normal coordinates, a number of equations of motion must be solved to compute the response of the entire
system. in terms of normal coordinates, each equation of motion is the same as for any singkdegree-of-
frecdom system, therefore, it is important to study these particular systems. The singledegree-of-frcedoxn
system is discussd in the following paragraph.

C-3.2.1 SiDegree-of-Freedom Systems
A simple system consisting of a mass restrainedby an elastic element and a viscous ekment is considered.

Any structure with a singk dynamic degree of freedom is reducibk to such a system. The systcxh shownrn Fu.
C-5 is frequently referred to as the-basic oscillator”. It conaiats of a ~,M (kg) restrained by ● spring of
stiffness k (N/m) and a viscous damper, which offers a resisting force -CZ (N’)proportional to the magnitude of
velocity ~(m/s) but opposite to its direction of motion, c(N%/m) is thcdampingcoefkient. The displ-mant
z (m) due to an applied force F(r) (N) is measured from a position in which the spring is unstretched.

Figure C-5. One-Degree-of-Freedom System (Basic Oscillator)

The equation of motion for the basic oscillator can be obtained by using Newton’s laws or the Lagrangian
approach discussed in Appendix A. By using either approach the equation of motion is

iw+ci+kz=llt) (G2S)

with initial conditions

z(0)=~m

~0) = vO, mls

where
a = idial displacement, m
M= initial velocity, m/s.

By dividing throughout by M, Eq. C-25 becomes

(C-26)

(C-27)
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where
w = m= natural frequency of systeq rad/s
t= —c/ cc = damping ratio, dimensionless

C = 2@= critical damping, N*sIm
c = system damping, N*s/ m.

Eq. C-27 can be solved readily for a given F(r) and the initial conditions; however, a general ~lution of Eq.
C-27 is also available. This solution for undcrdamped systems, which is usually the case, IS given by the
following expression known as the Duhamel’s integral (Ref. 8):

where
am= w~~= damped natural frequency, Hz

r = variable of integration, s
f = time,s.

The frostpartof the solution in Eq. C-28 is due to nonhomogeneous initial conditi~ns, and the second part is
due to the applied forcing function ~t). Eq. C-28 can be used to solve for displacement z(t) of the mass M, as
shown in I@ C-5, subjected to any forcing function fit) and the initial conditions. The forcing function llt)
may be given as an analytic expression or in the form of a table of for= values at various points in time. If the
anaiyticexpression for the forcing function is simpk, then the @tegrai in Eq. C-28 can beevaiuated inaclosed
form. For compkx forms of the forcing functio~ numerical integration methods are used to evaluate the
displacement response z(t).For many standard forcing fuxtions, the integral in Eq. C-28 has been evaluated
in a closed form. Equations for closed-form integrals am available in the literature (Ref. 3).

It is shown in the next paragraph that Eq. C-28 also can be used to obtain a dynamic respqw for
muitidegrce-of-freedom systems.

C-3.2.2 Multidegree-of-Freedom Systems
Most vibrational systems encountered in physical situations have distributed properties, such as mass and

stiness. Most components of an atiliesy cystem fall into thii class. Systems of this type are said to pomoss an
infhite humber of degrees of freedombe~uae thcsystem is fully described only when the m@tiorIhkn@Wn at
every one of its points. In many cases the mass and stiffness distributions are highly nonuniforsrtj and for~ueh
systcmL it may be more feasible to construot discrete mathematical models that needonly a finite number of
PammeUm to describe the mass and Wffness pkopeftik Ia thh manner 8 sy8tmnwith an infktite number of
degrees of fmodom is reduced to ●system with only ●ftite number of degrees of freedom. Therdorc, the ftite
eAementmethodprovides a natural vehicle for reducing● system with infinite degrees of freedom to tk o-
that&s otdyafhi@nusqber of~Of~

The motion of mtdtidegme+f-freedom systosns is gonerdly d~= by ? r~ tid ~
second-oxder ordinary differential equations. Several methods are availabk for integrationof theseequations.
For liicar systems with small displacement ~pproxhnatio~ a very effectiwe method is based on the
transformation of solution variables to a new set of variables. The linear transformation of variables isdefined
so that the resulting differential equations are uncoupled in new variables and can be solved one by one. TIM
transformation matrix that has this property of uncoupling the system equations of motion is formed from
mode shapes for the undamped free vibration problem for the system. This transformation matrix is known as
modal matrix, and the method of computing dynamic response is calkd the mode superposition method or the
normal modes method.

A first step in dynamic analysis of a multidegree-of-freedom system is to develop the equation of motion.

C-15
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The Lagrangian approach of Appendix A can be used to write the equation of motion for the system. In
general, the equation of motion for any multidegru-of-freedom system is given as

[A@ + [C’Ji+ [Kjz = s(c) (C-29)

where
[KJ = stiffness matrix, N, N/~ N/rad, or N*m/rad
[Ml = gcnerai@d mass matrix for system, kg, krq or kg-m’
[q= wrier- damping matrix, N-s/m, NOS,or N*m*s/rad

s vector of generalized displacements for ftitc element model, m or rad
tl(f’ e vector of generalii nodal forces, N or Nm.

The stiffness matrix [Kj is the same as that described earlier. The mass matrix [~ for the system can be
calculated from mass matrices for individual finite elements by using a procedure that is identical to the one
used for the stiffness matrix. The shape fimction of 4.C-1 is used to develop the mass matrix for a finite
element.

The mass matrix for an element can be computed by writing the kinetic energy as a quadratic form in
generalized velocities. The kinetic energy Tof an element is given as (Ref. 8)

where
p = massdensity,kg/m3
~ = ‘volume of ekrncnt, m8
~= velocity function, m/s.

Substituting forJfrom Eq. C-1 in terms of the shape function N gives

(G31)
,., ,<,

where [ml: is the element generalized mass matrix in the Iocal coordinate system, which is given as ‘ ‘
~.

[m’] = ~~NJ=[lJJdV, kg, kgm, or kgm2. (C-32)

By introducing the coordinate transformation of ~. C15, the kinetic energy may be expressed in terms of the
global~ tial vehxitics of the ekment, and the ebment mass matrix [m] in the global coordinate
system may be idontifii 8s

‘rhekhtetic~oftheentir estmcmreisobt8iDod bysummingupthekil3aticener@esofeachoftheAfE
individual elements. When the compatibility Eq. G20 is introduced in the resulting oxprwsi~ the mass
matrix [MJforthcst313ctumisgivcn as

(C-34)

what
[A> = Boolean transformation matrix for ith finite element, dirncnsionkas
[m] = generalized mass matrix for ith finite element in global coordinate system, kg, kg*m, orkgm2.
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By using Eq. C-32 and the shape functions from Eqs. C-2 and C-3, the msss matrix [ml for the tmas ekment
previously described is

(c-35)

where
. .

A = cross-sectional arc& mz

and for the beam ekment previously described themass matrix [m’] is the summation of two matrices given as
follows:

~m’~ = [m’(l)] + [m’(2)] (C-36)

where

[m’(l)] = *

[m’(2)] = -&-

140 0 0
156 22L.

4L.2

Symmetric

000
36 3L

4L2
1

Symmetric ‘;

70 0 0
0 54 –13L
o 13L –3L2

140 0 0
156 –22L

4L2

70 0 0
0 –36 3L
o –3L L2
0. 0 0

36 -3L
4~2

s kg, kg”m, or kgm2 (C-37)

, kg, kgm, or kgmz (C-38)

,,
,’,

and [A] is the 3X3 identity matrix. The mms matfi of %. C-37 rWm*nts tr~slation~ ineftia of the ~ms
whe~ the mass matrix of Eq. C-38 rcpmcnts the rotary inertia.

The damping matrix for the system can be calculated in a similar manncrby using material damping for each
ftitcelemcnt (Ref. 8). In practice, however, this calculation is rarely done-~ material damping is usually
quitasrndld is ncgkotd in practksl amslysis. This omission is qui8crcasonabk since it gives a conservative.
esttmme for stresses and displamtmtts.

The next step in dynsrnic stress analysis is to consider the undamped free vibration problem for the system
and to define an cigcnvahtc probkrn for the d~ “on of eigcnvducs (square of frequencies) aid
cigcnvcdors (mode shqcs). The equationofmotionj Eq. G29, is then rcduoed to

[A@ + [KJz = (J (c-39)

with homogeneous initial conditions.
Free harmonic motion of the system is assumed as

z = Ysin(Ot + 6), m or rad (c-a)

where
Y = eigenvcctor or mode shape, m or rad
a = natural frequency of system, rad/s
0 = phase angle, rad.
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Substituting Eq. C-@ into Eq. C-39 and defining ~ = Oz give —with the order of vector multiplication as
shown—

[m’ = Km’. (C41)

Eq. C41 is the generalized eigcnvaluc problem that must bc sohwd for natural frequencies and the
corresponding mode shapes (the cigcnvectors).

Several numerieal methods are available (Ref. 9) for calculation of natural frequencies and the
corresponding mode shapes for the system of Eqs. C< 1. Most commercially available computer programs
have options of using these methods for eigenvalue analysis. Here a method, referred to as the subspacc
iteration technique (Ref. 9), that is quite effective md~lcient is deseribed. Since several frequencies and mode
shapes are needed, Eq. C-41 is rewritten for the ith cigenvalue and eigcnvcctor as

[m’ = wflYi (c-42)

where
~ = ith eigenwdue
y{ = ith eigenvector.

By writing Eq. C42 for q eigenvalues and eigenveetors, the result is

[Kl = {Ml [@l[Q’] (c-43)

where
[0] = nXq matrix whose ith ecdumn is the Jth mode shape y’, m or rad

[flz] = qXq diagonal matrix in which each dittgorud term is the square of frequency, S-2
[~= structural stiffness matrix synthesized from stiffness element matnoes, N, N/m, N/rad, or

N*m/rad.

The basic idea of thesubspacc itmationmethod is quite simdar to the general R&ykigh-Ritz method. The
starting point for this method is a $et ofp linearly independent vcctom, Tbqau vectors form ● basis for the
p-dimensional vector space. The mode shapes for the system are expressed as linear combinations of the
assumed basis vectors. The multipliers of the linear combination are obtained by solving a reduced eigenwdue
problem. An iterative process is then used to improve the assumed basis vectors until convergence is obtained.

It issuggeskd (Ref. 9) that whcnp-mode shapes am required, one should start with q = rnin{2p, (p + 8), nJ—
i.e., a minimum of 2p, (p + 8), or n+ptly ihdepehdcnt vectors,This improves the accuticy bf thefirst’

@IPUmI’S and the correspondinghgenvalues._ ● link t+a@otrnation

[aq=[X@][4$],m or rail

‘k [Xw)] =nxq mat@ each column of which is the assumed cigenvectors, m or rad

[~] = qXq matrix, each element of which is the unknown multipliers (eigcnvcctors)
of the transformation, dimensionless.

Substituting Eq. C44 into Eq. C43 and premtdtiplying by [X(O’]rgive

((24)

[R][3]= [ii?][3] [f-l’] (C4S)

f’k supcmcriprirdiuta theiterationnumber.
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where

[E]= [~”’]TIK] [Y”’]

[M] = [a$O’]’[M] [#o’].
(c+

Eq. C-45 is a redueed eigenproblem of dimension q that is solved for [~] [flz]. Eq. C43 is then ysed to obtain

[approximate system mode shapes. An improved set of eigenvectors in the matrix ~1’] is now determined
from the equation

The matrix [Xo)] in Eq. C44
until the eigenvalues determined

[K][F”] = [Y”q

whet-e

[P”’]= [A4][d”’].

(C47)

(C-48)

[is now replaecd by the matrix Y“ ], and the iterative proecss is continued
from Eq. C45 converge to within a prescribed toleranee.

The subspaee iteration algorithm for calculation of cigenva.lues and eigenvectors is summarized as follows:

1. Step 1. Start with an nXq matrix [Ye)], each column of which is an estimate of q eigenvcctors.

2+Step 2. timputc [ PO)] from ~. C48 by using the finite element operations of ~. c-35.
3. Step 3. Solve ~. C47 and let the solution be denoted as [~l~].
4. Step 4. Compute

[Y’”] = [M][F’] (C49)

by using finite clement operations of Eq. C-35.
Step 5. Calculate the following qXq matnees:

[R]= [F’)]’[Fo)]and [X]= [X( ’)]T[F’)]. (C-50)

Step 6. Solve for all eigenvalues and eigcnvcctors of the projected eigcnvalue problem of Eq. C45. Nott
that the generalized Jacobi itemtion or any other method of solving ancigenvaluc probktn may be uaal in this
atcp (ML 9).

step 7. C@nputc

[X”] = [Y”] [o]and[~”] = [P’] [*].

~ Step 8. Check for convergence of cigcnvahtca. If alf tbc ratios

(G51)

(C-52)

arc within a spceified tokranee, stop the iterative process. Otherwise, return to Step 3 with [ w’] = [ Vt) .

1 dAfter convergenec, the firstp-columns of [X(l) are the rquired eigenvectors, and the first p-elements in f12

are the corresponding cigcnvalucs.

Once the eigcnvcctors have been determined, they maybe orthonormabd with mspcct to the mass matrix

such that [O]TIM] [~] = [1] where [I] is the identity matrix. IIIthat awe, [@lT~l[@l~a~j*onal~trix
containing eigenvalues as its diagonal elements.
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After eigenvaJues and eigenvectors for Eq. C42 have been determined, the transformation of the dependent
variable z(t) mentioned previously can be defined. Let q(r) represent a vector of new variables called the
normal coordinates. A linear transformation from z(r)to q(t) coordinates is defined as

z(t) = [Q]q(t), m or rad (c-53)

where

[1# = modal matrix, m or rad.

TIM number of components in q(r) is equal to the number of columns in the matrix @ . If all cigcnveztors are

[1
[1

included in the matrix @ , dimensions of z and q are the same. For most practical design problems, however,
hi her modes contribute very little to the dynamic response; accordingly, they are not included in the matrix

[1@ . If n is the dimension of z, generally k than n/2 modes are stilcient to calculate the dynamic response.
Let p b the number of columns in the matrix [*].

Substituting the transformation of Eq. C-53 into the equation of motion C-29 and multiplying it by [~]r
give

where [R] and [R] arc defined in ~. c+6 and

[c] = [qqc] [*]

s = [*]*S.

(c-54)

I (c-55)

Since [@] is a matrix of eigenvectors for the eigenvalue problem of ~. c43, [~] and [R] are dkgontd

matrices (due to orthogonality of eigcnvectors with respect to [~ and [Mj). In general neither[CJ nor[~] is a

diagonal matriIGso Eqs. C-54 remain coupled. In practice, however, [~] is treated as a diagonal matrix since

material damping is fairly small. A proocdure that has been followed in practice is to assume the diagonal
elements of [C’jto be 2 to 10% of the critical modaI damping; thus Eqs. C-54 arc uncoupled and can be solved
one at a time. When the matrix [Cj cannot be assumed to be diagonal, the normal modes method of dynamic
analysis is not appropriate. In such case, direct integration of Eqs. C-29 or some other procedure should be
used.

When Eqs. GM are uncaupled, they can be written in the form

(C&)

By compringEq. (X6 with Eq. G2S, it oan be seen that the two equations have identkd form. Therefore,
DuhamWs integral given in Eq. GZ8 an be used to solve for normal coordinates TJ@).However,beforew’s
may beSOW usingEq. G28, the initi81conditionsfor Eq. C-29 must be tmnsformed to normal cxxwdii
TX’s,Let the initial conditions for Eq. C-29 be given as

z(o) = 20 (c-57)

(C-58)

where
%s vector of initial generalized displacmcnts, m or rad
Vo= vector of initial generalized velocities, m~s or rad /s.

c-xl
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Substituting Eq. C-57 into the transformation Eq. C-53 gives

z,= [*]qo (c-59)

where
w s q(0), a vector of initial conditions for the normal coordinates q.

Eq, C-59 cannot be solved directly for% unless all cigcnvectors arc included in [@].(Otherwise [@]is not even a
square matrix.) A proecdure that has been used in the past is to premultipiy both sides of Eq. C-59 by [~]r[~.
The resuk is

[@]TIM]zl= [*]’[M][@]qo=[17]m (C-60)

where

[m= [@]r[m [*].

Therefore, TIOis given as

r). = [&]-’[@]TIM]zo. (C-61)

Similarly the initial velocity vector ~0for normal coordinates is given as

&= [ti]-’[@]’[M]vo. (c-62)

Thus the normal modes procedure of dynamic stress analysis is to solve first for the normal coordinates W%
from Eq. C-56. Transformation Eq. C-53 is then used to calculate physical displacement a’s. Once all
displacements are known, a standard stress recovery procedure —using Eqs. C-20, C-15, C4, and C-3—is used
to oalculate stresses at any point in the structure at any time.

C-3.3 SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
In this paragraph a simple twodegree-of-freedom system shown in Fig. C+ is considered to illustrate the

procedure of dynamic response analysis given in the previous paragraph. For this system two masses ml and
mz are connected by three springs with spring constants kl, kz, and &s. The system has two generalized
displacement degrees of freedom zt and zzand is subjected to two forces S1and m. The problem is to determine
the dynamic response of the system by using the normal modes method of analysis.

Figure C-6. Two-D~f-Freedom Model

C-21
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A firststep in dynamic analysis is to write equations of motion for the system. The Lagrangian approach o!”
Appendix A will be used. Therefore, expressions for the kinetic and potential energies are required. The kinetic
energy T of the system is given as -

where [MJ is the mass matrix given as

[1
o

[Ml = “ ,kg.
O m2

The potential energy V stored in elastic springs is

= /QZ~ + k3z: + k2(zl – Z2)2v——
2 2 2

= ; {zoIKJz], J

where (K’ is the stiffness matrix given as

[Kl =
[ I,NJ m.

–kz k2 + k3

Therefore, the equations of motion for the system are

[::21El+[“-U2‘::i3

where the vulor S is determined by Eq. G55.

[

21

z,

(c-63)

(C-64)

(C45)

(c&)

[1
SI

= (C47)
S2

To determine ZI and zz from Eq. C-67, i is neassary to solve for the eigenvalues and eigenveotors of the
problem

where ~ is an eigcnvalue and

[1yl
Y = ,m

M

c-22

(C-68)
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is an eigenvector. For the purpose of numerical cdculatiou let ml e ma = 14.594 k~ ~d kl s &a= k3
= 145.94 kN/m. Therefore, Eq. C-68 becomes

,4.594(,04,[:,:] [:]= WL594[ :: ]. . (c-69)

Solving Eqs. C49 for the two eigenvalues gives

II = 104(rad/s)2

& = 3X104(rad/s)2.
(C-70)

The corresponding natural frequencies arc

Cl)l= 100.0 rad/s
(C-71)

U2 = 173.2rad/s.

Eigenvectors y* and y2 corresponding to the two eigenvalues are obtained from Eq. C-69 and are given as

–~ [1‘“-/i; ‘m \
1

[1
(C-72)

1
Y2= —

1 , m.
n –1 t

Thus the modal matrix [*J of Eq. C-53 is given as

[1 1‘o]=%; -1 ‘m”

(c-73)

By substituting various quantities in M. C46, the matrioes [M] and [K] are

[1[i?]=14.594 1 0 , kg-m2
01

(c-74)

H[R]=14.594 (104) 1 0 , ?W22.
03

Also the vector ~ of Eq. C-55 is

s= ~ [1S1 + S2 , N*m.

@ S1 — S2
(c-75)

C-23
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Therefore, uncoupled equations of motion given in Eq. C-54 arc

“’94[ ::1 [:1 “4594(’04)[ ::1 [ [131
= . (C-76)

52

Thus, once the forces m(r) and s2(I) arc spccificd, Eqs. C-76 can bc readily solved for ql and q~. Eq. C-53 then
gives the physical displacement for the system.

The procedure for dynamic stress analysis presented here can be used to arudyzc components of the towed
artillery system such as cradle, top carriage, and bottom carriage. Finite eicment models for such systems have
a large number of dcgrccs of freedom; therefore, hand calculations arc not possible. Most computer programs
such as NASTRAN, however, have dynamic strcas analysis capability. Therefore, once a ftitc element maiel
has been developed, static as WCUas dynamic analyses can bc performed routinely by using thcac programs.
For towed artillery components dynamic stress analysis can be performed once dynamic load histories arc
spccifkd. Dynamic stress” analysis for the top carriage stnmturc (finite element model of Fig. 8-9) was
performed using NASTRAN. Arbitrary sinusoidal forces were input to the model. Tables of dynamic
displacements and stresses were obtained.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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GLOSSARY

A
-4fm. To point or direct a Waponsothat its projectile is expected to strike the target.

-4ngk ojEfevatfom The vertical angle between the axis of the bore and the line of sight. Thus the angle of
elevation is the vertical angle above the limeof sight through which the axis of the bore must be raised so
that the projectile will carry to the target.

.4nti5uckkmh Devfce. A mechanism that applies static torque in two directions in a gear train, to provide
positive tooth contact, regardless of which direction the gears are to be turned.

.4zbnuth The direction of fire expressed as a horizontal angle.

B
Buse Plate. The bottom structure of a carriage that rests on ground.

Bog&. The rear transporting unit of a gun carriage.

Bottom Curriage. The lower supporting structure of a gun that supports the top carriage and provides for
traversing the weapon.

llreech Force. The force due to the propellant gases that drives the gun rearward in recoil.

l?reed Rfng. A bretchblock housing that is screwed or shrunk on the rear of a cannon.

Breech&ck The part of a cannon that closes the breech.

A#er. The shock absorber for the counterroeoiling parts.

B@ng Forcz The resistance provided by the buffer to the counterrecoiling parts.

c
Cunnon. The component of a gun or howitzer that consists of the complete assembly of gun tube, breech

mechanism, firing mechanism, and muzzle brake.

Carriuge. The supporting structure of a weapon.

Cl@. The component of a discontinuous guide used for alignment of recoiling parts.

Courze E&vutbz. Placement of a cannon in the approximate elevation required.

Concdrfcl?ecoJf Afecku@uw A recoil mechanism that is concentric with the gun tube.

Csmtmfl?od A rod in the recoil cylinder Withgrooves to form orifks for fluid flow.

Cosm@rmM Foward movement of a gun returning to ftig position (battmy) after recoil.

M The nonrecoiling stmcturc of a weapon that houses the rceoiling parts and rotates ●bout the tmnnions
to elevate the cannon.

Crdq (1-type A cradle that supports the gun

Crude, U-typa A cradle that supports the gun

D-To deerease the angle of elevation.

tube within a cylindrical housing.

tube on longitudinal guides.

D

Dou61eRewffGun. A weapon in which the gun recoils on the top carriage and the top carriage recoils on the
bottom carriage.

G-1
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E
E&tJve Or(@e .4rea Orificearea multiplied by the discharge coefficient.

Ekvathg .4rc. An upright, geared arc attached to a weapon or carriage by which the weapon is elevated or
depressed.

EfevulingCyfirukr. The cylinder that actuates a hydraulic elevating mechanism.

Efevdng Mechanism. The mechanism on a gun carnage that elevates or depresses the weapon.

Ekvating Mechanhn, Hydhudic. An elevating mechanism operated by hydraulic pressure.- It normally
employs a cylinder, piston, and rod assembly that acts as a strut bctwccn the carriage and cradk.

EkvatfngMechdsmj Screw andNut Ty~ An elevating mechanism that is activated by turning a sercw or
nut.

Ehdng Strut. A strut whose variation in length controls elevation of the weapon.

Ekvu&g SYSZem.All components involved in elevating or depressing a weapon.

JWvutiom The vertical angular position of a weapon with reference to the horizontal.

Emphuxmmd. Act of fixing a gun in a prepared position from which it may be fired.

EquWratbr. The forec-producing mechanism that provides a moment about the trunnions of a gun cradle
and opposes that eauscd by the unbalanced weight of the tipping parts.

EquiWrator Force. The forec generated by the equilibrator.

Equiilbretor Momusf. The moment about the trunnions that is produ=d by the equilibrator.

EquivsdentOr&l Combined effect of all orifkcs active in parallel or series.

F
Fader ojSqf@. The ratio of matcrisd strcmgtb to sdlowable stress.

Fhl?kvdom Precise positioning of a weapon in ekvation.

Ffnf&?E&nerd ModM A discrete model of a continuous structure for stress analysis. Usually a computer
program is used for numerical computation of stresses with a finite element model.

Fire Control Control over direction, volume, and time of fire of weapons.

Firhg Codibts. The various loads imposed on the weapon during all phases of firing.

FiringCosrpf@Ekvatiom The couple about the trunnion axis generated by the resultant firing forecs and the
trunnion reaction.

F’- C@pfG ~~~ The coupk about the traversing axis generated by the firing forces.

F&fng C- The sequence of operation of a weapon from loading through firing.

‘ XWfhgJ4 An adjustabk dcvicc thatkvds and supports a weapon during firing.

PWtgPk@nrL The structure that rests on the ground and provides a tncans to rotate a weapon for gcneml
positioning purposes.

Fhd. A horizontal structure attachd to the tmil or bottom carriage to distribute the vertical forces to the
ground.

FfoutingPiston. A piston that separates hydraulic fluid from gas in the recuperator.

G
tiRdo. The mtio of input sped to output speed in ● gcutrain; the mcehanicaladvantage of gears or gear

trains. ,

Gear Trti A group of meshing gears that operate in scqucncc to transmit motion or power.

G-2
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Ground Clearamw. The space between the breech and ground at the end of recoil at the highest angle of
elevation. The undercarriage clearance during transport.

Guldk Channel-shaped structure of the cradle, which provides sliding surface and support to the recoiling
parts during the recoil cycle.

Guide, Continuous. A guide that is made of one continuous member.

Guide, Di.rcontfnuous. A guide that is made of several short lengths spaced at regular intervals. See clip.

Gun MounL The structure that supports a gun.

H
lhufwked A wheel designed for readily applying manual effort to operate a gear train.

I?ydrasificStrut. A structural member-consisting of a cylinder, piston, and piston rod—whose length can be
varied by hydraulic pressure.

I
~n-lkttery. The position of the recoiling parts in the extreme forward position in the cradle.

J
Jack- Adjustable lifting mechanism used to support and stabilize a gun adage.

L
Laying. The act of directing or adjusting the aim of a weapon.

Lodf%dor. The mtio of design load to actual load.

SD* Equipment used for transferring ammunition into the firing chamber of a weapon.

-D* A fastening device that prevents inadvertent motion.

Lug, Gum An appendage of the breech ring for attaching the recoil mechanism.

M
lMoAsfMatWx A matrix who& columns are mode shapes for the structure.

Modal Synthesir (normal modes meth@ mode superpositionmethod). A method of dynamic analysis in
which unknown displacements are expressed in terms of mode shapes and normal coordinates.

Mode S- (normal modes). A normalized deformed shape of a structure in free vibration.

Mount. The supporting structure of ● weaporL which transmits fting loads to the ground or to ●nether
structure.

Mrzz&~ Unbalanoe of the tippingpartsof aweapon when the weightof the muzzle end exerts a
greater moment about the trunnions than does the weight of the breech end.

N
No-BakDeviLM A devicethat delivers power at one end of a gear tmin that turns in either direction but which

will prevent a reverse torque at the other end from entering the original power source.

NonstructurafMass. External masses that areattached to a structure. These are usually nonload-bearing parts
of the structure.

Norma/Coordinates. Generalized coordinates (function of time) that are introduced as unknowna in modal
expansion of the displacement vector, in the mode superposition method. Linear equatkms of motion are
usually uncoupled in terms of normal coordinates.
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o
Or&e. Opening through which fluid flows during recoil or counterrecoil. Area of orifiu determines the fluid

flow, pressure, velocity, and resisting force.

Outriggers.Supporting and stabilizing structures that extend outward from and are attached to the bottom
carriage.

P
Pe&rzaL Baseor support of a mount. It may serve as either top or bottom carriage, depending-on details of

construction.

P- A vettictd pin about which a weapon traverses.

Pfu@omt Firing. A structure for mobile weapons that serves as a bottom support to distribute firing foroes to
the ground and to give stabilhy.

ProI Missile fired from a gun.

Propelfanf GUS Gas generated by burning propellant.

Pro~&nt Gos Force. The force exerted on the base of a projectile by the propellant gases.

Propelknl Gas Period The duration of propellant gas activity.

R
Raer. The flat circular annulus that forms the contact surface of rolling elements of a bearing.

Raif A supporting member of the recoiiing parts that slides in a guide.

R& C~ A railthatismade of one member.

R* D&m&uous . A railthat ismade of several short lengths spaced at regular intervals.

Reco/Z The movement of the gun tube and attached pints in the direction opposite to projectile travel.

Redt Cydk The complete sequena of recoil activity.

Re#lf Qlhtkr. The cylinder that houses the recoil broke.

ReccdlForce The total resistance to movement of the recoiling parts.

J?amffA@chunimm The unit that absorbs the energy of recoil and stores some for returning the recoiling parts
to battery.

ReLxWS&ok The distance traveled by the recoiling parts during recoil.

Retd!ng Parts. The components of a weapon that move in recoil.

R~. Equipment that stores some of the energy of recoil for countertccoil.

RunningLow& The applied loads on bearings whik in motion.

~~ WeMZPOmA weapon that incorporatcs%s own prime mover.

Sk F~ ‘W side structure of the top carriage, i.e., the immediate supports of the trunnions.

Sing&-Rewif Gun. A gun having only one complete recoiling unit.

Sfefgk The housing of a gun tube that slides in a U-type cradle during the recoil cycle.

SM. See rail.

W@ Ck&tch, A clutch designed to transmit a predetermined torque and to slip at a greater torque.

Sjwde. A vertical or inclined structure attachd to a t,mil or bottom carriage that penetrates into soil.

G4
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T
T&pingMoment. The couple created by firing forces and the inertia of the tipping parts.

T@@ng Purfs. The assembled structure of a weapon rotates about the cradle trunnions.

Top Currioge.The upper structure of a gun carriage that suppotis the tipping parts and moves with the cradle
in traverse.

Torque, R@tg. The reaction on the gun tube of the angular accelerating forces on the projectile.

Truil A rearward thrust member of a weapon that stabilizes the weapon during firing and serves as a
connecting link between weapon and prime mover during transport.

TransporfConditions. The various loads imposed on the weapon during all phases of transport; the relative
position of parts when the weapon is prepared for transport.

Travm The horizontal angular displacement of a weapon.

fiuverze B-. The combhwd mdial and thrust bearing on which the top carriage traverses.

TraverswqCoarse General positioning of a weapon in azimuth.

TraversqFfJW Precise positioning of a weapon in azimuth.

Traverse,Limiied The training of a weapon in azimuth through an arc that is limited by the structure.

Tmveme, h&rdfeol The training of a weapon in azimuth, in either direction, without limit.

Trweming Bearing. The bearing on which the traversing parts rotate.

~everdrg ~. The large gear or gear segment that is the final member of the traversing gear train.

~~~ The mechanism that turns the weapon in the horizontal plane.

Tr_Purts. TIM unit that consists of all components of a weapon that move in traverse.

7kmmfoa The cylindrical structural component of the cmdle that serves as the pivot for the tipping parts and
tmnsmits Hil forces.

T~Beurings The bearingsin which the trunnions rotate.

Trm”on Cqp. The removable portion of the trunnion bearing housing.

Trunnbn Force The force supported by the trunnions during any weapon activity.

TrunnionHeighLThe distance measured from ground to the center of the trunnions when the weapon rests on
a horizontal plane.

~ Gum A hollow cylinder, usually of steel, in which a round of ammunition is fired and directed.

Tube W%@.The flexing of a gun tube due to accelerating forces normal to the tube axis.

u
V~MowwnL The couple crated by f- forcca and the inertia of the =iling parta.

w
Wei’M Moment. The moment about the trunnion axis caused by the weight of the tipping parts.

Weighf Moment! The moment about the cradle trunnions produced by the weight of the tipping parts.
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INDEX

A

Onedcgrcc-of-freedom model, 3-18
Two-degrec+f-fmedom modc~ 3-22, C-21
Thrcc+iegree-of-freedom model, 328

Abrasive wear, 6-1
Acocaaibility, 10-2
Accumulator, 54
Active cok 5-29
Actuator fonx, 345
Adama-Baahforth equations, 3-39
Adams-Moulton equations, 3-39
Adiabatic compression, 5-34
Advanced design techniques, 7-61

for bottom carriage structures, 940
for top carriage structures, 8-30

Airdrop rquiresnents, 2-7
Ammunition, 1-3
Angle of approach, 2-29

departure, 2-29
ekvatio~ 1-16
intsrnalshearingmsiatancc,2-2$

_ mOMSSItuI&A-3
Antibacklash device, 4-22

IJ=@L 4-Z
Antifriction bcarin~ 64
Applied iOItd,B-6
Approximate balance equilibrator, 5-20,5-26,5-32
Average shearing stress, 7-30
Axisymmetric shell element, B-5

B

Backiash, 4-2Z 4-23
Ball bcarin& 64

busbi~ 6-2
joint and follower _ 6-13
acmv4aating Inochanisq 4-2

Ballistic moddist& 24
BaroksSsSn\B4
Baaslingand racctravcraq4-15
Basic odlator, C-14
Beam demenq 7-Q G5, C-I 1, G17
Bearing capacity, 6-10

capacity of soil, 2-26
characteristic number, 6-7, 6-9
fomes, 9-15
friction, 6-3
functions, 61
lubrication, 6-6,6-1 i
seal, &ll
Shisld, 6-11

Bending moment, 9-15
stress, 9-18

Blast overprmure, 2-7,2-13
Body-fixed coordinate system, 3-41,343
Bottom carriage. 1-8,9-3, C-24

main body, 9-20
soil interaction, 9-55
trails, 9-6,9-7,9-11,9-13,9-15, 9-16
tlail lugs, 9-35
types, 9-6

Boyle’s law of isothermal expansion, 5-33
Braking requirements, 2-30
Breech force, 1-15,2-8,3-18

weight, 2-10
Buckling analysis, B-2

stress, 9-34
Bulk data deck, B-8

c

Cam mechanism, 4-27
Captive nuh 4-2
be control deck, B-7
Categories of maintenance, IO-I
Center of mass, AA
Chain+ypc equilibrator, 5-6
Clip reactions, 3-6
clips,7-25
Clutch, 4-7,4-8
Coarse traverse, 4-15
Coil diameter, 5-29
Color perception, 114
Compatibility relationship, C-12
Computer-aided design, C-3
Concentric springs, 5-25
Concept definitio% 24
Conical shell elesncnq B-5
Conservation of angular momcntu~ AA

ensrgy, A4
conUrVWve“ force, A-13.
Cosmswnt with Constraints, 343
constraints, 342
Construction and manufacturing procedures

for bottom carriage, 9-11
for cradk, 7-10
for equilibrator components, 5-28,540
for top carriage, 8-4

Contact pressure, 6-3
stresses, 6-9

Conventional recoil system, 3-20,94
Cradk, 1-17,7-1, GM,
Cumature correction factor, 5-29
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INDEX cent’d

D

D’Akmbert’s principle, 1-20,3-5,3-29, A-3, A-5
Damped natural frequency, C-15
Damping coefficient, 345
Damping matrix, C-16, C-17
Demand curve, 3-13
Depot maintenance, 10-2
Dcai@I of cradk bOdy, 7-28

for rifling toque, 7-58
of controLs, 11-8
of displays, 11-11
of equilibrator components, 5-28, 540
scnaitivity analysis, 3-33

Direct support maintenance, IO-2
Displacement method, C-5
Double recoil mechanism, 1-14
Doubk-row bearings, 6-5
Duhamel’s integral, C-15
Dynamic amdysis, B-2, 9-13

iOdS,2-5,3-5
modeling, 2-5
reaction forces, 3-29
stability, 2-32
Stress analysis, G13, C-14

E

Effect of friction on sliding sutfacts, 7-9
soil variability, 9-57
tcmpcraturc variatio~ 7-9

Effective full-charge, 2-7
spring rate, 5-25
stress, 7-52

Eigenvcctors, B-3, C-18
Elastic stability anaIysis, B-2
Element nodal forces, C-1 1

stiffness rnatfi C-10
stiffness properties, C8

Ekvating arc, 7-15
gcararq74
~ 1-9,4+ 7-7,8-3
‘screw, 4-2

Ed a8aem~ 2-18
E=w=l Uiremanq 5-19
%- $wP’@ %
IUptJoJ:a$idation languages, 3-39

E.quilibratir&force, 5-9
Epilibrator, 1-9,5-1,7-7,8-3

component design and
mmufacturing proceascs, 5-28,540

components, 5-28, 540
adjustment devisss, 545
cylinder, 541
packing assembly, 543
piston rod, 542

spring, 5-28
terminals, 542

force, 5-12,8-10,8-22
imbalance minimization, 5-48
load, 7-37,8-14
moment, 44, 5-15
moment arm, 5-13, 5-24
optimization, 5-48

Equilibrium equation, C-1 1
Equipment aaaociatcd with top carriage, 8-3

suwociatcdwith cradles, 74i
Equivalent load, 6-11,945

load vector, C-12
Executive control deck, B-7
Explicit methods, 3-39

F

Fkte traverse, 4-15
Finite element method, 742,8-8, C-3

model, 7-62,8-30,940, C-3, C-5, C-11, C-13
Fire control, 1-10
Fting base, 1-13,4-25,9-56

Wupk, 4-5, 4-21, 422
loads, 7-11,9-13
platform, 9-7
stabtity, 9-1o
toque, 46,4-22

First-otder differential cquatiou 3-34
Float, 2-26,94,9-13
Force method, C-5
Free-body diagram, 34
Free recoil velocity, I-16
Frcquencydepcndent loads, B4
Friction clutch, 48

effects on equilibration, 5-22
free, 3-42

Frictional torques, 5-22

G

G40aditw 3-5
Galvanic corrosiow 44
Gas ejection period, 2-10,2-11,2-12
Gas stint equilibrator, S-6
Gear ratio, 4-3, u, 4-19

traim 43,44,4-13,4-19,4-24
General support maintenance, 10-2
Generalized eigcnvaluc problem, C-18

force, 3-20,3-26, A-13
Geneva mechanis~ 427
Geometric properties, B-3
Global coordinate system, 341
Gradient projection method, 5-51
Grid point, 940, B-3

I-2
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MIL-HDBK-785(AR)

INDEX cent’d

H

Handwhccl, 4-2,4-9,4-13,4-24
cffofi, 4-4,4-9, 6-3
force, 4-9,4-18

Harmonic drive, 4-22
Helical compression spring, 5-28
Hop, 3-33

stabfity, 2-37
Human body mcaaurcments, 11-1

factors, 2-7, 11-1
sensing subsystem, i 1-5

Hybrid method, C-5
Hydraulii system, 4-25 “
Hydropneumatic equilibrator, 54

recoil mechanism, I-6

I

Identification, 10-3
Implicit method, 3-39
importance factor, 2-37
Impulse of breech force, 1-15
In-battery firi~ 3-20

sustaining factor, 2-18
Independent gcnct-alkd coordin~, A-14
Inertial fo~ A-5

load& 3-5
rcfcrc- fram~ A-5

Initial cmditions, 3-34
Initial-value problem, 1-19
Intcrchangcabtity, I(P3
Interior ballistics, 1-14
Internal forms, 344
Irreversible worm, 4-23
Isothermal gas law, 3-8

J

Jacks, 9-11
Joints, 342
Journal bcati~ 64

K

Kinematic model, 3-13, A-5,
Kinematk of perfect cquilibratio~ 5-18
Kinetic energy, 3-20, A-8, C-16
Khmtostdc approach, 3-29

L

Lagrange multipliers, 346

Leakage factor, 5-11, 5-5
Least square method, 548
Length of recoil, 1-16
Lifting and equilibrator forces combined, 8-25
Ltiting force, 8-10,8-11,8-16
Lifting load analysis, 7-31,8-11 .-
Limit stop, 4-3
Linear momentua 3-5, A-3
Load analysis, 7-30,7-34,8-11,9-12, 9-13

for cradle, 7-1 I
for top carriage, 8-7

Local buckling, 9-34
Locking clutch, 4-2,4-23
Lubrication of bearings, 64,6-11
Lugs, 8-6

M

Maintainability, 2-8, IO-1
Mass matrix, C-16
Material properties, B-5
Materials

for bottom carriage, 9-10
for cradle, 7-10
for top carriage, 8+84

Manufacturing proadums
for bottom carriage, 9-11
for cradle, 7-10
for cqdlbrator, 5-28,540
for lop carri~, 84

Maximum chamber pressure, 2-9
shear stress theory, 7-20
spring deflection, 5-30

Mechanical brake, 4-2
Modal matrix, C-15, C-20

synthesis, C-14
Mode shape, C-14, C-18

superposition method, C-15
Model validation, 3-33
Modeling of a structure, &3
Mohr’ttcircle, 2-29
Mohr-Cotdomb law, 2-28
Moment of_ A-3
Momentum of projcdc and gaq 2-11
Multidcgmc+f-freedom syatcsL C-15
MultiPoint constraints, M
Mtdtistcp methods, S37, 3-38

numerical integration algorithm 338
Muzzle brake, 1-5,2-7,2-12

brake factor, 2-10
preponderance, 5-5,5-9

N
ti~’$ MI~tiODSof motio% 3-18,3-27, A-14
Large diameter bearings, 613 NASTRAN, 7-65,8-33,944, B-1, C-3, C24
LCDUCcquatiom 2-8 capability. B-1

parameter, 2-8 &s attidysis, 9-53
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MIL-HmK-785(AR)

INDEX cent’d “

Natural frequencies, C-14
Needle bearings, 6S
Newton’s equations of motion, 1-16,3-20, A-3

laws of motion, A-3
Newton-Raphson method, 3-39
No-back device, 4-2,4-7,4-23
Nodal displacement, C-8

poin~ C-8
Noise, 11-8
Nonstructural mass, C-13
Nonconscmativc force, A-13
Nonlinear programming methods, 5-50
Normal U)OldiMtCS,C-20

mode, C-14
modes method, C-15

Numerical integration, 3-34
algorithm, 3-36

0

o-typecradle, 7-8, 7-9
octahedral shear stress theory, 7-58
Offarriagc traverse, 1-10,4-12,4-18,6-13, 94,9-10
o~ travcmc, 4-12, 9-6
operational constraints, 24
Out-of+attcry, 3-20
outrigger, %, 9-11

P

Packin& 5-11,543
ftictiow 5-11
friction force, 5-11
*5-II

Parallelaxis theorem, A4
Parameter variations, 2-37
Pcdcs@ 9-8
Perfect balance, 5-[2

balamx equilibrator, 5-25
cquilibratiou 5-12,5-15,5-18

performance ntink 2-37
PmsmWnt tkformatiom 6-2
Pinioq 4-3

md arc elevation medaniams, 4-3
~84,9-11

bear& 6-12
travcrac, 4-13

Pitching degree of freedom, 3-22
Planar mechanical system, 342
Plate bending element, C-6

finite elements,7+1
Pneumatic quilibrator, 5-6,5-32

tires, 4-25
Potential energy, 3-26, A-13
-Ion bearings, M
Prcdktoworrcctor algorithm, 3-39

Preliminary design calculations, 7-34 to 749
of bottom carriage, 9-1 I
of cradle, 7-10
of top carriage, 84

Preliminary sizing, 2-23
Pressure factor, 5-11
principle of virtual work, 3<5, A-12
Pull-type quilibrator, 5-5
Push-type quilibrator, 5-5
Putcaux recoil mechanism, 2-15

Q

Quadrilateral plate ckmcnt, B-5
Quasistatic loads, 3-5

model, 1-20

R

Racer, 8<
Radial expansion of cylinder, 2-17

load, 6-2,6-1 I
Rails, 7-7

and slides, 7-35
Rated load, 6-3
Rayieigh-Ritz method, C-18
Reaction force, 3-29,346

time, 2-8
Recoil attachment to cradle, 7-12

cylinder, 2-15
cylinder design pressure, 2-15
quation, 3-18
force, 1-16,3-18
linkage, 4-27
mechanism, I-6, 7-6
piston, 2-15
rod, 2-15
system, 14

Recoiling parts, I-15, 3-18
Recuperator forces, 2-18
RcduA Ovcrprcssum, 9-1o
Refined designC8kUhtiODS,749 to 7-58
Miabiity, 2-8
Rcaiiual imbalanoc,4-7
Rifling toquc, 743,745
Rigid format optio% B-1
Rod ckmcnt, B4
Ro1lstability, 2-32
Rolkr bearing, 6-5,64,6-10
Rolling element, 6-2
Rotational joint, 3-2, 343
Runge-Kutta method, 3-37

s

Safety, 104
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Sample bottom carriage design problem 9-13
cradle design problem, 7-33
top carriage design problem, 8-8

Scalar element, B-4
Screw-nut, 4-15
seal, 6-11
Second-order differential equation, 3-34
Self-aliing hearing 6-5,6-11
se~-]ocking WO~ 4-24
Satnifiied ammunitio~ 1-5
Separate loading ammunition, 1A
Separator, 6-4
Scmicing lubtilon, 104
Shape function, C-9
Shear p-l eierncnt, B4
Shearing stress, 7-30,7-52
Shield, 6-5,6-11
Side frame, 8-4
Sirnplifiiion, 104 “
Single-dcPf-freedom systems, C-14
Single-point constraint, 94
Single-row bearing, 6-5
Single-s@ method, 3-37
Skinsesutea,1!4
Sknderness *O, $x
Sliding surface,7+
Slip Ckl@ 4-8,4-24
Ssttall ar@e ~~XiM8tiO~3-24
Smith no-back device, 4-8
soft racok 1-13,3-20,9-10

$ystersq94
Solid polyhedron element, B-5
Sommerfeid number, 6-9
Spade, 2-26, 9+ 9-7,9-13
Specific dynamic capacity, 6-10,6-11
sped shift, 2-7,4-13

jack, 4-25
Spherical roller thrust bearing, 6-5
springcoefriin~ 34

dafktioq 5-29
design,5-28
energy,5-19
equilibrator, %, 5-25
* 5-29
stintequilibrator, %
** S-29

Springdarnper-actuator, 3-3
foroe, 344

Spurt rate of fire, 2-7
Square jaw clutch, 4-8
Stability index, 2-37
Standardization, 10-3
Static analysis, B-1

frictional toque, 44,4-21
load, 3-5
load rating, 6-2

Mraight roller krings, 6-5

Strength rcquinxnents of the cradle structure, 7-20
Stress analysis, 8-8,8-16,9-12,9-13, C-3

for quasi-static loading, C-5
Stress and deflection, 745
Stress calculations, 7-30
Structural elements, WI

stiffness matrix, C-12
Structures for bottom carriage, 94
Stuftlng box, 2-18
Subshapc iteration algorithm, C-18, C-19
Supportingbrackeq 9-6
Surface endurance lit, 63
Suspension system,4-25
Sustained rate of fire, 2-7
Syrnboiic manipulation, 3-39
System design procedure, 2-4

requirements, 2-6

T

Tapered roller &arin& 6-5
Thick-walled cylinder, 2-9
Thw &12

load, 6-1,6-11
Tixnc+lependcnt loads, B-6

grid, 3-36
StCp,3-36

-l-ii, 2-30
Topmrriqje,1-7,8-1, C-24
Torsion bar equilibrator, 54
Torsional spring 3-33
Towed artilleryweapon system l-l
Towing considerations, 2-29
Tradeoffs, 2-5,2-37
Traiis, 9-6,9-7,9-11,9-13,9-15, 9-16

spade/ ground interaction, 9-56
Transformation matrix, 3-16
Translational hearing, 6-1,62
Transverse S- stress, 8-28
Trapezoidalmethod, 3-38
Travel gear, 1-10

load, 34
lock, 4-9,4-24

Traverse -6-1,612613,84,9-11, 9-13,9-20
Tmming maAmsus“ ~ 1-10,412,8-3

parts, 4-13
Triangular plate ekmen~ B4, C4
Truncation error, 3-37
Trunnion, 1-7,7-6

and equilibrator forces combined, 8-25
bearing, 6-1, 6+ 743, 8-4
design, 7-20
force, 8-10
hciiht, 8-7
load, 7-42,8-15
Iocatioq 7-20

Truss element,C-5, C-10, C-17

1-5
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Tube and breech assembly, 1-4
element, B4
wall thickness, 2-9
weight, 2-10

Turning radius, 5-12
Twist panel element, B4
Types of bottom carriage, 94

of cradle, 7-7
of top carriages, 84

u

u-typemad%7-7,74
Unbalanced cqtilbrator momcnL 44
Uncoupled equations of motion, C-14
Undamped free vibration, C-17
Underdampcd systems, C-15
Unit maintenance, 10-1

v

Variabdity in ignition delay, 3-20
Variabk reed linkage, 4-27

MIL-HDBK”785(AR)

IINDEX cent’d

Variational form of Lagrange’s equations, 345
Variations in generalized coordinates, A-12
Velocity relation, 343
Virtual displacement, 343, A-12
Virtual work, 3-45, A-12
Visual presentation of information, 11-6
von Mist’s failure condition, 7-52

yield criterion, 2-17, 7-58
Vulnerability considerations, 5-12

w

Wave generator, 4-22
Weapon hop, 3-33

stabdity, 2-30,3-33
Wearing in, &2
Weight moment, 5-5,5-12,5-20,5-23,5-36

of tipping parts, 5-9, 5-! 5
Wire diameter, 5-29
Wishbone boxtrail, 1-13
Workkss, 342
Worm gear, 4-3

gear drive, 4-22

1-6
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!41sJ-H~BK-765 (AR)

Subject term (keyword) listing

Angle of Elevation
Azimuth
Base Plate
Breech
Buffer

Carriage
Cradle
Equilibrator
Fire Control
Firing Couple
Gear Ratio
Gun Mount
Hydraulic Strut
Loading Device
Locking Device
Moment
Mount
Nonstructural Mass

Concluding material

Custodian:
Army-AR

Orifice
Pedestal
Propellant
Racer
Rail
Recoil
Recuperator
Self Propelled
Sleigh
Torque
Traverse
Trunnion
Tube
Upsetting Moment
Weight Moment

Preparing activity:
Army-AR

(Project 10GP-AO08)
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